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Cover illustration'. Herman Neubronner van der Tuuk, already well advanced in years
(Leiden University Library, Archive L23).

In fact, this well-known portrait is part of a larger one, showing him sitting in front
of his bamboo house in Bali (reproduced in full in Rob Nieuwenhuys, Baren en
oudgasten. Tempo doeloe - een verzonken wereld. Fotografische documenten uit het
oude Indie 1870-1920. Amsterdam: Querido, 1981, p. 82).

Not averse to romantic psychologising, Nieuwenhuys attributes Van der Tuuk's
caustic, polemical and highly critical nature to the latter's sensitivity, loneliness and
unhappiness, further heightened by periodic bouts of melancholy (Rob Nieuwenhuys,
Herman Neubronner van der Tuuk. De pen in gal gedoopt. Amsterdam: Querido,
1982, p. 10). According to Nieuwenhuys, Van der Tuuk's extravagance and aggression
were masks for gloomy and woeful feelings, which made him show a sour face to the
outside world as in the photograph shown here: "He looks at us with his 'weird piggy
eyes'; one can readily see the chagrin and irritation on his face" (Rob Nieuwenhuys,
Oost-Indische Spiegel. Amsterdam: Querido, 1972, p. 163). For other comments on
Van der Tuuk's so-called 'acidic character', see Kees Groeneboer, Een vorst onder de
taalgeleerden. Een bronnenpublicatie (Leiden: KITLV Uitgeverij, 2002), pp. 29-31.
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INTRODUCTION

Van der Tuuk's bequest and its acquisition by the Leiden University Library
The present catalogue covers the collection of Malay, Minangkabau and South
Sumatran manuscripts, which once belonged to Dr Herman Neubronner van der Tuuk
(1824-1894). This collection forms part of his bequest to the Leiden University
Library and is arguably the largest and most important acquisition of its kind in the
nineteenth century.1 H.H. Juynboll, the first cataloguer of Van der Tuuk's Malay
collection, therefore, was correct in stating that this donation definitively elevated the
status of the Legatum Warrteriamim to the rank of the London and Batavian
collections. He duly drew attention to the fact that the Leiden University Library
previously already boasted the largest collection of Malay manuscripts in Europe, but
that thanks to Van der Tuuk's gift it had not only become greater in numbers, but now
also included a much richer variety of literature, esp. in the field ofPanji and wayang
stones (Juynboll 1899:V).

In fact, Van der Tuuk's Malay, Minangkabau and South Sumatran manuscripts,
already a substantial collection in itself, belonged to a much more impressive bequest:
when he passed away at the age of seventy in the Military Hospital in Surabaya on 17
August 1894, all of his manuscripts, books, drawings, photographs and other study
materials were left to the Leiden University Library where they arrived in seven
shipments in the course of 1896 and 1897. The snipping to Holland was prepared by
J.L.A. Brandes (1857-1905) who had been authorised by the government to look after
Van der Tuuk's scholarly legacy. Brandes decided to catalogue the Old Javanese,
Balinese and Sasak manuscripts while they were still in the Netherlands Indies,
because they formed the sources of Van der Tuuk's major Old Javanese-Balinese-
Dutch dictionary of which the printing had then only just been started.2 Overseeing
the transport, Brandes also had to make a table of contents of all the chests, but these
inventories, except one, have gone missing (Hinzler 1986, vol. 11:2). Neither Juynboll
(1899) nor Van Ronkel (1921), however, mention the existence of any preliminary
description (in whatever form) by Brandes of Van der Tuuk's Malay and
Minangkabau subcollection. Nevertheless, Brandes must have perused Van der
Tuuk's Malay manuscripts as is indicated by some notes in his hand in three copies of
frame-stories, viz. Hikayat Kalilah dan Daminah (Cod. Or. 3195), Hikayiat Bakhtiar
(Cod. Or. 3197) and Hikayat Bayan Budiman (Cod. Or. 3208).' Brandes happened to
have a long-standing interest in this particular genre and finding a note on the so-
called longer version of the Hikayat Bakhtiar among Van der Tuuk's papers (Cod. Or.
3260r), he published it in one of his many articles on this subject (Brandes 1899:294-
297).

'The text of Van der Tuuk's will, officially made on 14 February 1885 in a notary's practice in
Buleleng, is included as item no. 164 in Nieuwenhuys (1982:223).
"Brandes's Beschnjvmg der Javaonsche, Balineesche en Sasateche handschriften aangetroffen in de
nalatenschap van Dr H.N. van der Tuilk, en door hem vermaakt aan de Leidsche Universiteits-
bibliotheek appeared in four volumes, Batavia 1901-1926, whereas Van der Tuuk's Old Javanese-
Balinese-Dutch dictionary was published between 1897 and 1912, also in four volumes.
3Perhaps Cod. Or. 3361, a Malay treatise on Sasak language, also contains a note by him on the content
of this manuscript.



Van der Tuuk's manuscript collection: a working library
Already a legend during his own life-time, Van der Tuuk's life and work should

need no further introduction here.4 In his later years in Bali, where he lived in
Buleleng (1870-1894), his reputation as an eccentric genius was apparently so well-
established that sending a letter to him could do without mentioning his proper name:
simply addressed to kandjang toean doctor segala bahasa di Boeleleng ('Honourable
Mr Doctor of all languages in Buleleng') was enough, as one preserved example from
October 1893 in this catalogue shows.5 Reputedly, he was fluent in many
Austronesian languages. According to an oft-quoted anecdote, on a visit to K.F. Holle
(1829-1896), in 1873 or 1874, his host, well-known for his Sundanese studies, once
informed him of a newly discovered Old-Sundanese inscription. Van der Tuuk,
however, had no difficulty in deciphering Holle's witty 'forgery' and upon the latter's
question whether his learned guest was not only able to read, but could also speak
Sundanese, Van der Tuuk accosted a local woman, using obscene language (see e.g.
Nieuwenhuys 1982:142). In another version of this story, related by Holle and
probably a bit closer to the truth, Van der Tuuk struck up a conversation with a
woman about agriculture and after a few minutes she commented that her interlocutor
was not a Dutchman, but 'one of us'.6

In his writings Van der Tuuk repeatedly emphasised the importance of acquiring
practical knowledge of a language as an essential prerequisite for linguistic research.
'Idle chatter with natives', as he calls it in several of his letters, must have constituted
a part of his daily routine.' In fact, he eschewed contact with fellow-Europeans: in one
of his letters to Brandes he stated that he detested big cities like Batavia or Surabaya
where, in his opinion, there were too many Westerners and hence contact with
'natives' proved to be difficult as they were put off by Europeans (see Nieuwenhuys
1982:198). In such Westernised places, too, he felt that the quality of the Malay
language had already severely deteriorated, affected by such 'irritable' Dutch loan-
words as pispot ('piss-pot'), kakus ('shithouse'),y'enewer ('Holland or genever gin')
or sop ercis ('pea soup') (Van der Tuuk 1868c:X).

It is unknown, however, whether Van der Tuuk, a lifelong confirmed bachelor,
ever entered into concubinary relations with native women, these 'living grammar
books' as they were known colloquially in the colony. Intriguingly, in his letters, by
way of unsolicited practical advice to aspiring European missionaries, he spoke more
than once in favour of marriage, preferably to local women. Condoned in the colony
as a 'necessary evil' for the lower classes, Van der Tuuk was well aware, however,
that concubinage was unacceptable for his employers, even though in his case it might
possibly have been justified as a droit du travail (cf. e.g. Groeneboer 2002:347).
However this may be, if he did have more intimate contact to the 'natives' - male or
female - he certainly succeeded in keeping such affairs hidden. 'Going native', then,
seems to have had its limitations for Van der Tuuk, principally restricted to only a few
outward features (esp. his unorthodox dressing code, commented upon by nearly all

_ observers). And where others easily and eagerly adapted their diet to tropical
circumstances, Van der Tuuk, inwardly more European than he cared to admit,

4I simply refer to the most recent biography by Groeneboer (2002:1-31) where one can also find a
chronological list of earlier accounts (op.cit., 29 n. 29). On Van der Tuuk as a philologist, see esp. the
contributions of Teeuw (1996:113-134) and Grijns (1996:353-381).
5See Cod. Or. 3388 C, letter no. 8.
'See Van den Berge (1998:172). Incidentally, in Holle's account the identity of Van der Tuuk is not
disclosed.
7His letters are edited in Nieuwenhuys (1982) and Groeneboer (2002).

continued to prefer such heavy Dutch meals as canned hutspot met worst to
Indonesian food (cf. Nieuwenhuys 1982:200).

Although Van der Tuuk made use of informants in order to gain access to the
languages to be studied scientifically, he rejected spoken forms of language as
unreliable material. Considering written texts as essential sources for his linguistic
research, he elicited his data from manuscripts. Consequently, as Teeuw (1996:124)
aptly phrases it, "the hunter of words automatically became a collector of manu-
scripts". For someone who prided himself on being a pragmatist and expert field-
worker in contrast to academic theorists like the hated Taco Roorda (1801-1874) cum
suis, Van der Tuuk's approach may at first sight look paradoxical, to say the least.
However, his predilection for actual instances of the written use of language is
probably attributable to his view of language. Almost obsessive about the 'purity' of
language, he may have feared the very real danger of influencing his informants.
Conversely, so he probably believed, manuscripts could provide an uncontaminated
corpus of words and phrases.

An indefatigable worker, the prime motive of the 'Honourable Mr Doctor of all
languages' for collecting manuscripts was thus study. Van der Tuuk was not a biblio-
phile interested in chasing rare and costly pieces. Whilst connoisseurs and collectors
throughout the past hundred years have been biased in favour of 'clean' copies, he did
not shun ragged books and was happy to acquire well-thumbed scrapbooks or scruffy
copies rejected from lending libraries. Living in a pre-Xerox age, he also ordered
copyists to write, as exactly as possible, texts as written elsewhere in manuscripts that
he borrowed, and in quite a few instances he made autograph copies. He did not make
transliterations, but always tried to reproduce his examples in detail. The primacy of
the 'original' text made him look negatively upon the common phenomenon of
'creative' copyists. Diametrically opposed to Indonesian manuscript tradition, he
wished his scribes to do their work mechanically, without making any alterations in
the text of the Vorlage. He used to cross out prefaces and postscripts of copyists as
being irrelevant (see e.g. Cod. Or. 3334 and Cod. Or. 3374). He hated it when
Batavian copyists 'mutilated' the language of 'good' Malay texts, introducing their
own, local variants into them (cf. Grijns 1996:373), because such changes interfered
with his idea of 'pure' language and 'Xerox-like' copies. On the other hand, however,
texts which had 'suffered' much at the hands of Batavian copyists could be put to
good use as they yielded much material for his study of Batavian Malay.

Van der Tuuk's manuscript collection was, in a literal sense, a 'working library'.
It is here that his peerless erudition took shape. In this context I would like to draw
attention to the marginalia which betray his reading habits. The taboo against writing
marginalia - sometimes called 'the Crime against the Book' (cf. Jackson 2001:74) -
did not bother him: a mere glance at the thousands of pages of the manuscripts that he
assembled, shows the traces of his attentive reading. Van der Tuuk's most memorable
surviving physical characteristic is his absolutely appalling hand, a feature that is

_unfailingly commented upon by almost all scholars who have struggled in deciphering _
his script(s). Not only his Latin script, but also his Jawi and all other scripts in which
he wrote, have their own idiosyncrasies. He was a scribbler, always adding notes in
the margins. This same habit can be observed in his collection of printed works which
were also bequeathed to the Leiden University Library. In printed books, too, his pen
and pencil have left their marks (see frontispiece).

Incidentally, annotators are sometimes regarded as 'aggressive bullies' (Jackson
2001:241). This harsh impression would seem to fit Van der Tuuk's reputation as a
feared polemicist, but the truth of the matter is that this grim personality trait shows



up nowhere in his annotations. As far as I have been able to ascertain, his marginalia
are never in the form of scathing asides. They consist of strictly factual information,
such as variae lectiones, corrections, glosses, catchwords and brief summaries.
Although, of course, intended for personal use in the first place, he seems to have
been aware that after his death these annotations would be used by other scholars.
Take, for example, his explanation in one manuscript as to why he indicated certain
variants with 'b': "Now and then I marked these variants with b, particularly where
this was needed, and one might suppose that the marginal annotations were simply
corrections by me".8

It would appear to me that Van der Tuuk's marginalia are a potential goldmine for
scholars. The value of variae lectiones immediately springs to mind, but his
handwritten lexicographical notes, too, may furnish information not easily to be
encountered elsewhere. Reading the Syair Biring-biring (Berlin Schoemann V, 40),
for example, I came across the puzzling word dangsu towards the end of this poem (in
line 288a, Kupii-kupu bernyanyi dangsu). Of all the dictionaries that I consulted, only
Abdul Chaer's (1982) dictionary of the Jakarta dialect gave 'sebangsa permainan
akrobat' ('a sort of acrobatic act'). In Van der Tuuk's personal copy of Von de Wall's
dictionary, kept in the Libraiy of Leiden University as OLG 90-0809, however, I
found Van der Tuuk's handwritten gloss on dangsoe (Von de Wall 1880, vol. 11:106),
explained as 'Batavian, a sort of masquerade in European clothes performed by
natives' (batav[iaasch], soon maskerade in Europ[eesche\ kleeren door inlanders
vertoond). Many more of these 'supplements to Malay dictionaries' (the title of Van
der Tuuk 1894) lay hidden in his collection of manuscripts and printed books.

Moreover, given the recent shift of attention from the writer to the reader and to
the production, dissemination, and reception of texts, Van der Tuuk's notes may tell
us more about this particular reader and his reading environment. Neglected in the
past, a few years ago, Amin Sweeney (1992:92), commenting upon a copy of Hamzah
Fansuri's poems worked on by Van der Tuuk, gave an unexpectedly positive appre-
ciation of Van der Tuuk's annotations, valuing them as a contemporary response: "I
am interested in van [sic] der Tuuk's contributions to this manuscript not because they
are more correct, whether in some absolute sense or as a channel to what Hamzah
really wrote, intended to write, or should have written; indeed in several places I
prefer the readings provided by the Malay copyist. The significance of van [sic] der
Tuuk's contribution for me lies in the fact that he himself has become a part of Malay
tradition, and this manuscript reveals the interaction of two noetic systems: we are
presented with a European interpretation of a Malay manuscript". The study of
marginalia can turn out to be unexpectedly rich, as e.g. Jackson (2001) has enthu-
siastically shown for English literature, but hitherto in the field of Southeast Asian
literatures readers' notes - both by foreign and indigenous booklovers - are still
awaiting detailed investigation.

F.arlier catalogues ______ ____
As early as 1899, Juynboll described a large part of Van der Tuuk's Malay

collection, followed, some twenty years later, by Ph. S. van Ronkel's (1921)
supplement which covered the remainder of this collection, including the cognate
Minangkabau subcollection. At the time, Juynboll's catalogue constituted a significant
breakthrough in Malay studies, if only because of the elaborate synopses of texts.

!See Cod. Or. 3205 (2). The Dutch original reads: "Nu en dan heb ik die varianten met b gemerkt,
vooral daar waar zulks noodzakelijk was, en men in de waan mogt gebragt worden, dat de marginale
aanteekeningen blootelijk verbeteringen van mijne hand waren."

10

Even today, his summaries, together with those in Van Ronkel's catalogues
(particularly the latter's 1909 volume covering the Malay collection of the Batavian
Society), can still function as a most useful starting point for delving into Malay
manuscript literature. In fact, being the best descriptions of their time, Juynboll's and
Van Ronkel's cataloguing work has provided the backbone of later generalising
surveys by such scholars as C. Hooykaas and R.O. Winstedt, sometimes inappro-
priately called 'literary histories'. Conversely, the study of the closely related field of
Minangkabau manuscript literature, which only received scant attention in Van
Ronkel (1921), hitherto hardly exists.

Written in a different age, the catalogues by Juynboll and Van Ronkel, under-
standably, have several drawbacks for present-day researchers. Reflecting the
classical philological notions of their generation concerning the concept of what a
'text' is, almost no attention was paid to codicological and physical details. It seems
as if concrete individual manuscripts (the 'witnesses') were looked upon as an
unavoidable nuisance rather than as valuable evidence of the language and literature
at a particular time and place. A typical remark in this respect is a comment of Van
Ronkel (1908:181) in one of his many catalogues that the provenance of manuscripts
was not really very important. Virtually all that mattered, then, was the content of a
text, ignoring such 'ephemeral' data from marginalia or writing exercises and minor
notes by copyists and readers on flyleaves, in short, precisely those smaller details
which present much useful and practical information of all kinds. More often than not,
even basic facts (dates, places, owners, copyists, readership), which are mentioned in
the 'paratexts' (prefaces, colophons, closing syairs), tended to be disregarded or were
only partially disclosed. Furthermore, the thematic approach, dividing up the contents
of codices into eight broad categories (poetry, fiction, Islamic legends, philosophical
and ethical works, historiography, theological and juridical literature, legal digests and
the ineluctable residual group of so-called 'others') was not only ill-defined, but also
led to fragmentation and, more importantly, to a general neglect of ephemeral mate-

•-rials (inserted letters, prayers and other short texts). The organisation of the present
catalogue, by presenting material in order of the accession numbers, aims at covering
all Malay, Minangkabau and South Sumatran materials in Van der Tuuk's collection.

In recent years, two catalogues have appeared, comprising (nearly) all Malay and
Minangkabau manuscripts kept in public collections in the Netherlands, viz. Haji Wan
Ali Haji Wan Mamat (1985) and Teuku Iskandar (1999). While the first book is
basically a handy, unpretentious handlist, which was compiled within a few weeks,
Iskandar set himself a far more ambitious task at which he worked for a great number
of years. Restricting myself to the lower accession numbers of the Legatum
Warnerianum, it appears that Iskandar leaned heavily on Juynboll (1899) and Van
Ronkel (1921) with all its predictable consequences. The most striking example of
Iskandar's slavish imitation of his predecessors is the erroneous entry, under Cod. Or.
3266, of a copy of the Hikayat Jauhar Manikam (Iskandar 1999:137). Here he must

_have been led astray by a typesetting error in Juynboll's catalogue, which by mistake -
mentions number 3266 instead of 3366 (see Juynboll 1899:159). Remarkably, under
Cod. Or. 3366 Iskandar (1999:174) again gives a description of the same manuscript,
but with a slightly different title, watermark, number of folios, etc. The Library of
Leiden University decided negatively on publication of this work in its submitted
form and, in 1996, all materials of the project were handed over to Iskandar. In 1999,
his long-awaited catalogue was privately printed in a limited edition by kindness of
the 'Documentation Centre Islam-Christianity' of the Theological Department in
Leiden (Iskandar 1999).



In a private conversation P. Voorhoeve (1899-1996), the well-known cataloguer
of Sumatran and other Indonesian manuscripts, once told me that he wondered about
the use of what he oddly called 'bibliophile' catalogues containing 'excessive'
information, and argued that handlists such as his own catalogues of Arabic
manuscripts (Voorhoeve 1980) or Acehnese manuscripts (1994) were sufficient tools
for scholars. Furthermore, in his opinion collections that had already been covered in
older catalogues did not need to be described again. Personally, I beg to differ.
Inevitably, due to shifts in scholarly attention, handlists and older catalogues cannot
cater for the needs of present-day researchers. For those who nevertheless naively
believe that 'all catalogues are basically the same', I suggest going back to one of the
earlier catalogues and consider whether it gets you any further.

At least in two respects this catalogue adds to its predecessors. First, just as in
Volume One, many plates have been included in order to bring out the widely varied
writing styles as well as the occasional illustrations. They eloquently testify to the
truism that pictures often can tell more than descriptions. Wherever possible, I have
attempted to identify copyist's hands; the photographs are there to verify my
hypotheses. In some cases the names of hitherto anonymous scribes have come to
light. Little is known about their lives, but it seems that copying manuscripts was not
exactly a lucrative activity: one document in this catalogue, for example, sheds some
light on the hard existence of the legion of (mostly unnamed) pen pushers to whom
we owe our manuscripts, such as Cod. Or. 3344 (30), in which a hapless scribe relates
his meagre earnings over the many years of his profession.

The attention to documents and letters, individually described (following also the
format of Volume One), is a second major point of difference with previous cata-
logues. In retrospect, it may seem remarkable that Juynboll and later cataloguers
failed to pay due attention to Van der Tuuk's collection of hundreds of letters between
individual persons. But then, only of late letters are seen as equally important for the
study of Malay literature, whereas in JuynboU's time and long afterwards they used to
be relegated to the category of miscellaneous items ('varia') at the end of a catalogue.
Yet it is here that we are provided with unique snapshots of (nineteenth-century) daily
life in the archipelago. Take, for instance, the hundreds of dead letters which Van der
Tuuk obtained in the 1870s (Cod. Or. 3388). For example, we find that on 24 June
1878, a Chinese man called Ma Bing Swi in Banyuwangi (East Java) wrote a Malay
letter in Javanese script to his apparently opium-addicted son Mah Ing Ki, asking him
to return home. This letter was posted to Buleleng (Bali), but never reached its
recipient. The following month, on 10 August 1878, Ma Bing Swi sent another letter,
this time urging his son, using a much more harsher tone now, to come back to
Banyuwangi. In this second letter the father not only adopted a different mode of
expression, but his script, too, had changed. Whereas his first letter was neatly written
in what a Javanist like Pigeaud would probably describe as 'fine quadratic script', the
hasty writing style of the second letter reveals that its writer must have been very

—upset. Here, of course, we have a good example of pictures telling more than_
descriptions, and therefore photographs of both letters have been included in this
book. It is unknown what became of Mah Ing Ki, but a later letter (in Latin script) of a
certain Haji Muhammad Amin to the Hoofd Djaksa Landraad of Buleleng from April
1879 suggests that 'Baba Ingkie' had run into serious trouble.9

hi general, then, the format of this catalogue is the same as in Volume One. As
with the previous work, (selective) references are made to other catalogues, editions,

translations and secondary literature. For 'further reading' I simply refer to two fairly
recent Indonesian publications, viz. Khazanah naskah (Chambert-Loir and Fathurah-
man 1999), being a comprehensive world guide to Indonesian manuscript collections
or 'catalogue of catalogues', and the Direktori edisi naskah Nusantara (Ekadjati
1999), which is a handy guide to the 'grey literature' of theses (skripsi sarjana, tesis
magister and disertasi) and other unpublished editions held in various universities in
Indonesia. A new feature is the inclusion of South Sumatran items which for a large
part may be considered as belonging to the domain of Malay literature (e.g. the
Tatimbai Si Dayang Hindu or the Si Anak Dalom which are composed in a form of
'literary' Malay). For practical reasons, it was decided to include also the few
Lampung-language documents in this catalogue (see esp. Cod. Or. 3387aa).
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auspices never materialised. His oft-stated excuse that '[organisational matters in the
Leiden library and the care for several other publications' did not leave time for the
'finishing touch' (i.e. the writing of a preface) sounded all too familiar to me (cf. e.g.
Witkam's foreword in Voorhoeve 1994:ii), and year after year nothing happened at
all.

I should like to express my appreciation and gratitude to Mrs Josje Calff, MA who
after her appointment as Deputy Director of the University Library contacted me in
2006, offering her help in finally sending my work to the printer. Enthusiastically she
saw to it that this volume now at long last appears in print. My thanks are also due to
Mr Suryadi, MA (lecturer in Malay and Minangkabau at Leiden University) for
clarifying occasional difficult passages in some Minangkabau manuscripts and for
checking the transliterations of Minangkabau fragments in this book. Mrs Judy
Laffan, BA kindly helped me in 2003 with the chore of proofreading. Finally, the
library staff, Dr Marie-Odette Scalliet (Curator of the Southeast Asian Collections)
and Mr Hans van de Velde, MA (retired in December 2006) in particular, are to be
thanked for the indispensable assistance in gathering materials and providing the
illustrations.

Cologne, July 1,2007
E.P. Wieringa

'See Cod. Or. 3388 S, letters nos. 1-3.
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Editorial conventions

text continues after quotation
(?), [?] reading uncertain
[ ] text added
{ } text deemed redundant
(...) unquoted text
xxx illegible
| marks end of prose
/ marks end line of verse
// marks end of quatrain

Note on the transliteration and orthography
The system of transliteration does not differ greatly from that adopted in the first
volume. Any method of romanising words of Arabic and Persian origin in Malay texts
seems to present its inconsistencies, but on principle I have tried to avoid an Arabo-
centric approach. Personal names are also spelled in accordance with Southeast Asian
usage, so one will find Zainudin instead of Zayn ad-din or Zain al-DIn. Personally, I
do not feel the need to dwell on this subject, because on the basis of any transliteration
the competent reader can easily substitute words or phrases in the transcriptions for
preferred forms to his or her liking. In describing texts from a Minangkabau
background, it was not always easy to establish to what extent the words in Jawi
script should be romanised as Minangkabau or treated as Malay, but here, too, the
specialist who disagrees with my proposed readings will have no difficulty in
changing, say, sempurna into samporono and vice versa.

With regard to orthography, I have used the Ejaan yang Disempumakan for
Malay, following the lead of the major standard dictionaries (Kamits Besar Bahasa
Indonesia, Kamits Dewan). Minangkabau words are spelled in accordance with
Moussay's dictionary (1995). The spelling used for Javanese is the one officially
accepted in Indonesia; readers should note the spellings d and / (with a dot below
instead of dh and th), representing the retroflex d and t (to be distinguished from the
dental d and t); furthermore, the mute e or 'pepet' is indicated by e. For Old Javanese
the usual 'Sanskritised' system is adopted, following the usage in the standard works
by Zoetmulder (1974 and 1982).
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Abbreviations

AH Anno Hijrae, the Muslim era
AJ Anno Javano, the Javanese era
a.k.a. also known as
Ar. Arabic
b. born
Bat. Gen. Bataviaasch Genootschap
c circa
CE Common Era
cf. compare
cm centimetre
Cod. Or. Codex Orientalis
d. died
El Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed. (Leiden: Brill, 1960-2004); 12 vols.
ENI Encyclopaedie van Nederlandsch-Indie, 2nd ed. ('s-Gravenhage:

Nijhoff; Leiden: Brill, 1917-1939); 4 vols. and 4 supplements
et al. and others
et sqq. and following
f, ff. folio, folios
GAL Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Literatur, I-II
GAL S Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Literatur,

Supplementband I-III
IOL India Office Library
Jav. Javanese
KJTLV Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde
Mal. Malay
Min. Minangkabau
n. note
n.d. undated
no., nos. number, numbers
op.cit. in the work cited
p., pp. page, pages
r recto of a folio
r. reigned
RAS Royal Asiatic Society
s.a.w. salla 'llahu 'alaihi wa-sallam
SO AS School of Oriental and African Studies
v verso of a folio
vide infra see inside (in this book)
viz. namely
vol., vols. volume, volumes

4to
8to

quarto
octo

'"Islamic convention stipulates that the name of the Prophet should be followed by this customary
formula of prayer and good wishes at each occurrence. In fact, here lies one of the best opportunities to
gain merit in this world, for it is said that a great reward awaits the person who does not abbreviate the
formula, no matter how frequently it occurs (cf. Rosenthal 1947:12). It should be noted that the scribes
of the manuscripts described in this book always write the formula in full. Using the abbreviation
s.a.w., however, is in keeping with modern-day usage in the Malay-speaking world.
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Cod. Or. 3195

Hikayat Kalilah dan Daminah

28 x 20 cm; 212 pages; 19 lines to the page; black ink; rubrications; treebark paper;
pp. 207-210 are blank; pp. 211-212 contain some Malay and Javanese jottings; on p.
211 the year 1855 (?) is mentioned and some names, viz. Hasan, Bibi xxx and Syaikh
xxx; catchwords are used on pp. 35, 55, 75, 95, 115, 135, 155, 175, and 193.' Jakarta
Br. 510 is a copy of Cod. Or. 3195 (see Brandes 1931:174 note 4).

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Kalilah dan Daminah, a mirror for princes by means
of animal fables, see the description of Cod. Or. 1729 for further details (Wieringa
1998:89). Gonggrij'p's re-edition (1892) was summarised by Winstedt (1958:231-
243). The manuscript was used as a study copy by Van der Tuuk who wrote variae
lectiones in the margins; with a purple pencil he sometimes briefly summarised the
contents of the episodes in Dutch in the margins. Van der Tuuk also compared the text
with other manuscripts (e.g. on p. 15 with 'Asfiatic] Socfiety] Blfadzijde] 11' and on
p. 205 with Leiden Cod. Or. 1729) and with Gonggrijp's edition/

The actual text is on pp. 1-205, followed by a Dutch note on the contents by
Brandes on p. 206: "De volgorde der ingeschoven verhalen in het eerste hoofdverhaal
is als in 't H[an]ds[chrift] van de Hollander en dus geheel afwijkend. De drie door
Gonggrijp in zijne uitgave aan de Kalila dan Damina toegevoegde verhalen worden
hier natuurlijk niet aangetroffen, zie 2° edfitie] blfadzijde] 162, 176 en 288. Ook mist
men hier ibid. 220 tot 224, voorkomende in H[an]ds[chrift] de Hollander, maar naar
alle waarschijnlijkheid een uitbreiding van den tekst, men verg[e]l[ijke] slechts het op
bladzfijde] 200 voorkomende verhaaltje. Hier geen Somasanma en wat daar bij
behoort, en tot in het zevende hoofdverhaal de radja singa (in 't achtste nog
mergadipati)." Brandes (1931:172-185) has given a table of contents of Cod. Or.
3195.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:224 under CCXXVI); Haji Wan (1985:30);
Iskandar (1999:106-107).

Cod. Or. 3195a

Hikayat Pandawa Java

25 x 21 cm; 115 folios; 19 lines to the page; brown ink; rubricatious; soiled paper;
consistent use of catchwords; watermarks: J HONIG & ZOONEN, Pro Patria with J H
& Z. The manuscript was originally numbered from pp. 6-235; the first five pages are
missing. The rubricated punctuation words such as Maka, Syahadan or Sebermula

- have sometimes been embellished, see plate. In the manuscript Van der Tuuk wrote -
some notes in the margins; with a purple pencil and in black ink he sometimes briefly
indicated the contents in Dutch. He furthermore noted the parallel passages in his
article about the 'history of the Pandawa' (that is, Van der Tuuk 1875:51-90). On
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'On pp. 35 and 175 the catchword does not correspond with the first word on the next page;
furthermore, on p, 35 the catchword is erased.
2The abbreviation As[iatic] Soc[iety] could refer to RAS Raffles Malay 38 (Ricklefs and Voorhoeve
1977:137), Raffles Malay 59 (Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:140) or Raffles Malay 71 (Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:142).
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f.l 16v Van der Tuuk noted that one page was missing: "hier ontbreekt een blfadzijde],
zie na bl[adzijde] 141" (his p. 141 = f. 70r).

A loose note is inserted (written in a hand different to that of the rest of the
manuscript) on what seems to be a page from an exercise-book (11 x 16 cm; brown
ink; six lines) by a later owner, called Kiman (spelled k-y-m-a-n) who lived in
Kampung Pecenongan (which is in Batavia), informing the tuan-tiian dan baba-baba
that this 'Hikayat Pandawa' was rented out at the price often cents a night.

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Pandawa Jaya, the story of the war between the
Pandawas and Kurawas, culminating in the annihilation of the latter. The 'prototype'
of the text seems to have been the Old Javanese kakawin Bharatayuddha, but it also
covers the plots of the Old Javanese kakawins Ghatotkacasraya and Arjunawijaya,
The exact relationship with these kakawins, however, has still not been established
(see Brakel 1980:153). Hood bin Musa (1964) used Cod. Or. 3195a for his school
edition, in which he published some selected fragments of the manuscript.

Van der Tuuk (1875b:l-90) has given a lengthy summary of another manuscript
of the text (= Raffles Malay 2, see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:133), which runs
parallel with Cod. Or. 3195a. Winstedt (1958:170-184) also used Raffles Malay 2 for
his summary. Van der Tuuk (1879:489-537) furthermore summarised the stoiy as it is
found in Jakarta ML 15. Khalid Hussain (1964) is a transliteration of another version,
which must have been Jakarta ML 91, as observed by Chambert-Loir (1977:266 note
1). Although a scholarly edition is still lacking, a few (short) papers have appeared on
different aspects of the Hikayat Pandawa Jaya: Braginsky (1994a:73-84) on love and
death, based on Raffles Malay 2 and Khalid Hussain's edition; Goriaeva (1997:261-
266) on political and ethical ideas, based on Raffles Malay 2; Fanani, Yetti and
Juhriah (1998:10-133) on 'the structure and cultural values' of the story, based upon
Khalid Hussain's edition. Preliminary comparisons with the so-called Old Javanese
prototypes: I Made Soreyana (1987:125-140) and Sudibyo (2000:277-295). Juynboll
(1900:103-104) briefly indicated parallel passages of Cod. Or. 3195a and the Old
Javanese kakawin Ghatotkacasraya. Tjiptaningrum Fuad Hassan (1997:232-240) is a
summary of existing secondary literature, leaning heavily on Brakel (1980),

Juynboll (1899:50) gave the manuscript the title of Hikayat Pandawa Lima, under
which name it is also commonly known in secondary literature. According to
Chambert-Loir (1977:265), the twelve extant manuscripts bear the following titles:

• Hikayat Pandawa: Jakarta ML 15 and ML 161 (formerly Br. 177); Kuala
Lumpur no. 39; Leiden Cod. Or. 5693;

• Hikayat Pandawa Lima: Jakarta ML 92 (formerly Br. 3); Leiden Cod. Or.
3195aandCod. Or. 3250;

• Hikayat Pandawa Panca Kelima: Jakarta ML 90 (formerly CS 111);3 London
Raffles Malay 21;

———•- Hikayat Pandawa Jaya: JakartarML 91 (formerly Br. 2y,—————————————
• Hikayat Perang Pandawa Jaya: London India Office B. 12 (10 2384) and

Raffles Malay 2.

Cod. Or. 3195a, Hikayat Pandawa Jaya, f. 109v, line 15. Embellished rubricated
punctuation words.
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3 A short note from Van der Tuuk to Cohen Stuart, dated Buitenzorg, December 1869, in which he
describes this manuscript, is pasted on p. 356 of Jakarta ML 90; it is reproduced in Groeneboer
(2002:689). Apparently, Van der Tuuk could buy this manuscript at the time, but he declined, because
he already had too much luggage.
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In this list Chambert-Loir eiToneously left out IOL Malay B. 4 (IO 2605), entitled
Hikayat Pandawa Jaya (see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:123). According to Brakel
(1980:154), the original title of the text should be Hikayat Pandawa Jaya (cf. Van der
Tuuk 1879:491 who expressed the same opinion), but apparently it escaped Brakel's
notice that this is in fact the title of Cod. Or. 3195a: on f. 115r we read: tamatlah
Hikayat Pandawa Jaya daripada karangan orang yang bijakasana. Although
basically covering the same ground, the differences between the thirteen manuscripts
are substantial: IOL Malay B 4 (99 folios), for example, is a rather straightforward
account of the Javanese Bratayuda (a wayang version), whereas RAS Raffles Malay
21, which has nearly 700 pages, is more interested in tales concerning characters of
the Bratayuda story (cf. Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:135).

The manuscript probably once belonged to a lending library in Batavia; appended
to the text is a syair by the copyist, admonishing the readers to handle the manuscript
with care (ff. 115r-l 15v). Furthermore, there is another syair of only three quatrains
on f. 115v, beginning with:

Permulaan ini alaikum as-salam
Kepada adinda muda bangsawan
Hangus lebur hati di dalam
Sebab rindu tiada keruan

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:50-51 under LXVII); Haji Wan (1985:30); Iskandar
(1999:107).

Cod. Or. 3196

Hikayat Indranata

27 x 19.5 cm; 274 pages; 17 lines to the page; black ink; rubrications; catchwords;
watermark: Concordia with Erve Wijsmuller. Although the name of the copyist is not
mentioned, the manuscript looks like a product of a copyist from the General
Secretariat in Batavia, see plate. This elegantly written manuscript is in 'mint'
condition. On p. la Van der Tuuk has written (in Jawi) the title Hikayat Indranata.
The text begins on p. Ib.

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Indranata, which according to Juynboll (1899:137)
runs parallel to Cod. Or. 3170 with only some minor differences in the names of
places and characters. See the description of Cod. Or. 3170 for further details
(Wieringa 1998:493-495). The story is also known as Hikayat Raja Rum, see Snouck
Hurgronje (1989:57-64 under Berlin Schoemann V, 15) for a rather extensive
synopsis and references to manuscripts in other major collections. Cod. Or. 3196 ends
abruptly, see plate. Fanani (1996) has published a transliteration of Jakarta ML 3
(formerly Bat.Gen. 3, see Van Ronkel 1909:95; Sutaarga et al. 1972:45). Sri Ningsih
(1991) used the same manuscript for her text edition. Bergema (1938:494-495 note 2),
basing himself on Juynboll (1899:136), refers to Cod. Or. 3196 in connection with the
fruit of the pauh janggi. Van der Linden (1937:48) gives a brief summary, probably
because one of the princesses in the story comes from Peringgi.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:135-137 under CIX); Haji Wan (1985:30); Iskandar
(1999:107). Cod. Or. 3196, pp. 273-274. Abrupt end of the Hikayat Indranata. The fine writing

could perhaps point to a copyist of the General Secretariat.
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Cod. Or. 3197

Hikayat Bakhtiar; Hikayat Syahi Mardan

34 x 21 cm; 46 folios; 31 lines to the page; black ink; catchwords; watermark: Pro
Patria with B. In the margins of the first text Van der Tuuk has noted some Malay
words. Only in this text has he also indicated the contents of the episodes with Dutch
phrases, referring to comparable passages in the Hikayat Kalilah dan Daminah. The
title page on f. Ir is in Arabic with the date 1269/22/1 (that is, 5 November 1852). On
f. 46v there is a colophon in Malayo-Arabic in a not altogether flawless orthography
and syntax, see plate. The meaning of the colophon is (more or less): "The completion
of this hikayat of the Mighty, Noble and Famous Sultan Shah Mardan, son of the
Mighty Sultan al-Dat al-Wajay (?), together with the hikayat of Sultan Bakhtiyar, son
of the Noble Sultan al-Atabai (?) in the country al-Barus, was on Thursday, between
noon and afternoon, the 22" Muharram of the year 1269, and it was copied by the
humble servant in the service of his Lord, whose name is al-hajj 'Abd al-Manaf al-
Jududuh (?), [grand-]son of al-saykh 'Abd al-Hamid b. 'Abdallah al-Khalidl al-Natan
(?), may God forgive him and his parents. Amen."

Contents:
1. ff. 2v-27r: a copy of the Hikayat Bakhtiar. In the colophon on f. 27r the date
1269/3//mm is given. Assuming that the mim stands for Muharram, the date converts
to 17 October 1852. On f. 2r is the following Dutch note in pencil by Brandes:
"Red[actie] overeenkoomende met de in de Kalila dan Damina opgenomen verhalen.
Met is dit h[an]ds[chrift] dat door van der Tuuk bedoeld moet zijn in zijn Verslag over
no. 63 van Raffles's verzameling. Deze tekst sluit zich bij die van Lescallier enz.
aan."

Van der Tuuk (1866a:452) mentions a Hikayat Bakthiar (also known as Hikayat
Zadbakht and Ghulam), which was in his possession (folio, 50 pages), in which the
number of stories told by Bakhtiar were nine. This manuscript must have been Cod.
Or. 3197, which indeed has nine stories:

1. ff. 7r-9r: The unfortunate merchant (Kalilah dan Daminah no. 2; cf. Brandes
1895:221-222);

2. ff. 9r-llv: The impatient prince of Halab (Kalilah dan Daminah no. 1; cf.
Brandes 1895:220);

3. ff. 11 v-13r: The story of Abu Sabar (Kalilah dan Daminah no. 3; cf. Brandes
1895:223-225);

4. ff. 13r-15v: The story of the king of Yaman (Kalilah dan Daminah no. 4; cf.
Brandes 1895:225-226);

5. ff. 15v-19r: The story of a king who killed both his ministers (Kalilah dan
Daminah no. 5; cf. Brandes 1895:193-196);

——6^-ff, 19r-21r: The story of the king of Ethiopia (Kalilah dan Daminah no. 6; cfL
Brandes 1895:227-228);

7. ff. 21r-23r: The story of the jeweller, also included at the end of Cod. Or. 1729
(Kalilah dan Daminah no. 7; cf. Brandes 1895:229);

8. ff. 23r-24v: The story of Abu Tamam (Kalilah dan Daminah no. 8);
9. ff. 24v-27r: The young prince in a cave (Kalilah dan Daminah no. 9).

Jakarta Br. 503 is a copy of Cod. Or. 3197 (1) which, according to Voorhoeve
(1933:427), was made by an incompetent copyist. Voorhoeve (1933:429) charac-

Cod. Or. 3197, f. 46v. Arabic postscript, following the Hikayat Bakhtiar and the
Hikayat Syahi Mardan, stating that the copy was finished on 22 Muharram 1269 (that
is, 5 November 1852) in Barus. It was made for a certain Haji 'Abd al-Manaf al-
Jududuh (?).
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terises Jakarta Br. 503 as 'a veritable cacography'. According to Voorhoeve (1933:
429-430), Cod. Or, 3197 is a complete rendition of the Persian Bakhtiyar-nama.

In a table Goriaeva (1990:149) has compared the order of the stories in Cod. Or.
3197 with those in the related manuscripts Cod. Or. 1718, 1750, 1723, 12.201
(formerly Oph. 80) and 6069.
2. ff. 27v-46r: a copy of the Hikayat Syahi Mardan. In the manuscript it is referred to
as Hikayat Raja Syah Mardan (first line of f. 27v). See the description of Cod. Or.
1733 for further details (Wieringa 1998:93); see also Liaw Yock Fang (1982:124-126)
for a summary of the plot of Cod. Or. 1733. Zabedah Abdullah (2002) published an
edition based upon Cambridge University Library Or. 851.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899: 155-156 under CXXVII and 153 under CXXIII);
Haji Wan (1985:30); Iskandar (1999:107-108).

Cod. Or. 3198

Kitab Obat (or: Kitab Obat-obatan)

33.5 x 21.5 cm; 26 folios; ff. Iv, 24v-26r and 14r blank; 26-32 lines to the page; black
ink; rubrications; catchwords on ff. 13v, 14v, 18v, 19v, 20v, 21v, 22v, 23v; the
catchwords on f. 13v con'espond with the first words on f. 14v (dan menambah
syahwat) and indicate that although f. 14r is blank, the text is complete; watermark:
Fleur-de-Lis with WR. There is one octagonal red ink seal on both folios 9v and lOr
(inscription practically illegible; not in Gallop 2002), see plate. This manuscript has
suffered some water damage without affecting its legibility. On the end leaf (f. 26v)
two lines have become illegible due to repair with transparent paper: adapun ini ...
yangempunya ... tammat. See also Cod. Or. 3215 which in all respects is very similar.
The folios 3r-4v (17 x 11 cm; brown ink; ruled paper) contain wordlists by a
European based on the kitab obat-obatan with English translation. On f. 2r the owner
is mentioned: Baba Zuhan (z-w-h-n) bin Muhammad Saleh who lived in Kampung
Kebun Jane (which is in Batavia) in 1840 (last unit uncertain).

Contents: on ff. 2v-24r a copy of the Kitab Obat or Kitab Obat-obatan, see also Kitab
Tib in the index of titles of Wieringa (1998:556); on f. Ir the title Kitab Obat-obatan
is given in Latin script. On f. Iv the text is said to be a translation from Arabic,
written in 1254 (that is, 1838-1839). The text consists of two parts (see plate):
1. ff. 5r-10r: 'cold and moist medicines', up to 52 items;
2. ff. 10r-24r: 'hot and moist medicines', also said to be derived from an Arabic
source (f. lOr: demikian telah kami salin daripada bahasa Arab yang mulia kepada
bahasa Jawi), up to 132 items,

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:307 under CCCXLVI); Haji Wan (1985:30X
Iskandar (1999:108).

For more information about this Persian text and bibliographical references, see the lemmas in the El,
vol. I (Horovitz and Masse 1960:955) and in the Encyclopaedia Iranica, vol. Ill (Haaaway, Jr.
1989:564).
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Cod. Or. 3198, Kitab Obat-obatan, f. lOr. End of the first part and beginning of the
second part. There is an octagonal red ink seal at the bottom of the page. See also the
plate of Cod. Or. 3215 in this volume for a similar manuscript (with the same
octagonal red ink seal).
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Cod. Or. 3199

Undang-undang Melaka; Undang-undang laut; genealogies

32 x 20 cm; 108 folios; ff. 51v-55r, 88r-89r, 94v-96r blank; 19 lines to the page; black
ink; rabrications; catchwords; watermark: Concordia with B; folios 49-54, however,
are white paper without watermark. On f. 1 r there is a table of contents by Van der
Tuuk. Although the manuscript contains copies with Riau colophons, the handwriting
looks rather similar to that of Cod. Or. 1976 (compare the plate with the one in
Wieringa 1998:202).

Contents:
1. ff. lv-33v: Undang-undang Melaka, see the description of Cod. Or. 1705 for
further details (Wieringa 1998:54-56). At the top off. Iv Van der Tuuk has written (in
Jawi): Hukum Kamin. Liaw Yock Fang (1976a:18) gives the following description of
Cod.Or. 3199: "It is a complete text in 44/osa/. It is identical with Cod.Or. 1705 (1)
except that it has been corrected here and there, perhaps by the scribe himself. Some
words have been erased and new words substituted. Some clumsy additions of
Cod.Or. 1705 (1) have also been deleted in pencil. It must be a copy of Cod.Or. 1705
or both go back to the same ancestor." At the end of the text: Tamat kitab undang
negeri dalam negeri Riau dalam kota Tanjung Pinang tamatnya (f. 33v).

The library of the Vatican keeps the oldest manuscript of the Undang-undang
Melaka, viz. Vat. Ind. IV, which was overlooked by Liaw Yock Fang in his PhD
thesis (1976). In a later paper he discusses it, giving important variae lectiones (Liaw
Yock Fang 1987). According to Liaw Yock Fang (1987:2), the second part of Vat.
Ind. IV, which contains the Undang-undang Melaka, was copied in 1087 (that is, from
16 March 1676 to 5 March 1677, and not 1671 as Liaw Yock Fang erroneously has
it). The Vatican manuscript also contains a copy of the Undang-undang laut which is
dated 4 Jumadilawal 1066 (that is, 1 March 1656). See also Swellengrebel (1979:362-
363) for a description of the Vatican manuscript, and Johan (1999:131-150) for a
discussion of the Undang-undang Melaka vis-a-vis Malay society in fifteenth-century
Malacca (based on Liaw Yock Fang's edition).
Catalogue entry: Juynboll (1899:300 under CCCXXVI).
2. ff. 34r-51r: a copy of the Undang-undang laut, used in Winstedt and De Josselin de
long (1956) as L. 3199B. At the top of f. 34r Van der Tuuk has written (in Jawi):
Hukum pelayaran. In the colophon on f. Sir there are two dates: one of the 'original'
made in Tanjung Pinang, Riau, dated 1 Jumadilakhir 1237 (that is, 23 February 1822)
and the other of the present copy, dated 19 Sya'ban 1262 (that is, 12 August 1846).
Catalogue entry: Juynboll (1899:301-302 under CCCXXXI).
3. ff. 55v-87v: a copy of the Patani version of the Undang-undang Melaka, see Liaw
Yock Fang (1976a:18). At the top of f. 55v Van der Tuuk has written (in Jawi):
Undang' negeri dan pelayaran.
Catalogue entry: Juynboll (1899:302 under CCCXXXI).
4. ff. 89v-94r: genealogy of the Sultans of Sumenep.5 According to the colophon on f.
94r, the 'original' was compiled at the palace of Sumenep (s-m-n-b) on 12 Sawal
1244 (that is, 17 April 1829).
Catalogue entry: Juynboll (1899:251 under CCLXIV).

5Spelled s-m-n-b; transliterated by Winstedt and De Josselin de Jong (1956) as Sumanib, but there is no
such place included in Dumont (1917) or Lijst (1923).
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Cod. Or. 3199, Undang-undang Melaka, ff. 15v-16r. Typical are the big rubricated
adapuns, which are rather similar to those in Cod. Or. 1976 (see the plate in Wieringa
1998:202).
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5. ff. 96v-97r: Surat peraturan Dull Yang Dipertuan Muda di negeri Riau. According
to Winstedt and De Josselin de long (1956:24), it contains "a list of fees permitted to
his clerk by the Yang di-pertuan of Riau".
Catalogue entry: Juynboll (1899:251 under CCLXIV).
6. ff. 97v-102v: Surat cap-cap dan kepala swat-swat raja Melayu. A Riau tarasul; a
manual of correspondence.
Catalogue entry: Juynboll (1899:251 under CCLXIV).
7. ff. 103r-105r: Ceritera asal raja-raja Melayu punya ketunman. A genealogy of the
Sultans of the Riau-Lingga empire. This text was transliterated and translated into
English by Roolvink (1967:313-318). According to Roolvink (1967:311), a kinglist,
like the one found in Cod. Or. 3199 (7) was perhaps the origin of the Sejarah Melayu;
in op.cit., pp. 304-305 it is briefly discusses as such. The title Ceritera asal raja-raja
Melayu punya ketunman, Roolvink (1967:304) argues, is an apt translation of
Sulalatu 7 Salatin (which, however, as he duly notes, does not appear in this text).
Catalogue entry: Juynboll (1899:251 under CCLXIV).
8. ff. 105v-108r: Ceritera asal ketunman raja-raja Melayu. Continuation of the
genealogy of the Sultans of the Riau-Lingga empire. On f. 108r there are two
colophons:

(a) Tersalin di dalam negeri Riau kepada dua hari bulan September tahun
Olanda 1819;

(b) Tersalin daripada surat salinan di dalam negeri Melaka kepada sembilan hari
bulan September1 tahun Olanda 1819.

Catalogue entry: Juynboll (1899:251 under CCLXIV).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899: under different numbers on different pages, see
above); Haji Wan (1985:30); Iskandar (1999:108-109).

Cod. Or. 3200

Khala 'iq al-yakin', Kitdb Idah al-Bab (li-mund an-nikah hi's- sawab)

33.5 x 20.5 cm; 76 folios; black ink; rubrications; catchwords; watermarks: Pro Patria
with VG, Concordia with B, VHK, Coat-of-Arms of Amsterdam with HOLLAND
IMV. On the first two folios Van der Tuuk noted some words in brown ink.

Contents:
1. ff. lv-18r: a text which is called Khala 'iq al-yakin in the tenth line off. Ir, which is
explained as kebun orang yang memmtut makrifat yang menghasilkan yakin.
According to the colophon (f. 18r), the text was finished in Barus on 30/5/1269 which
equates with 11/3/1853. If 11 March 1853 is the correct date, however, the equivalent
AH date should be 30 Jumadilawal 1269 (that is, the third and not the fifth month).

- 2. ff. 18v-76r: a copy of the Kitdb Idah al-Bab (li-murid an-nikah bi's- sawab), a—
popular treatise on matrimonial law, originally written by Syaikh Daud Patani (Daud
b. Abdullah b. Idris al-Fatani) who lived in Mecca in the first half of the nineteenth
century.8 According to the colophon on f. 76r, Syaikh Daud completed his text on
Sunday night (malam Isniri), 9 Rabiulawal 1224 (that is, 24 April 1809). Matheson

'Spelled s-t-m-b-y-r.
'Spelled s-t-m-b-y-r.
"See for succinct accounts Voorhoeve (1965:183); Matheson and Hooker (1988:19-26). See Shaghir
Abdullah (1990) for a more comprehensive overview of his life and work.
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Cod^Or. 3200, f. 76r. Colophon of the Kitdb Idah al-Bab (li-mund an-nikah bi's-
sawab), which is said to have been finished on 16 Jumadilakhir 1269/27 March 1853
in Barus at Pasar Batu Garigis (spelled k-r-y-k-s).
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and Hooker (1988:23) and Proudfoot (1993:135-6 under Bab al-Nikah} have
references to lithographed editions; see also the kitab kiming edition, published in
1332/1914 at Mecca, kept in the Library of Leiden University (signature: 8202 A 19).
References to other manuscripts in Malaysia, Indonesia and the United Kingdom can
be found in Matheson and Hooker (1988:23). Shaghir Abdullah (1990:69) refers to
five manuscripts at the Pusat Islam Malaysia in Kuala Lumpur. Daud Patam was a
popular author of kitabs, writing on a wide variety of religious subjects, and always in
Malay his biographer, Shaghir Abdullah (1990), mentions 38 works by him, but not
all of them seem to have survived. Fourteen of his books were encountered by Van
Bruinessen (1990:236) in recent reprints.

The text is divided into the following chapters:
1 ff. 19r-24v: ini siiatu bab pada menyatakan beberapa kelebihan berkahwin

dan pada mereka yang sunat baginya berkahwin (cf. the Meccan edition (8202
A 19), pp. 3-9);

2. ff. 24v-39v: ini sitatu bab pada menyatakan nikun nikah dan syaratnya (cl.
the Meccan edition (8202 A 19), pp. 9-24);

3. ff. 39v-45v: ini sitatu bab pada menyatakan perempuan yang haram nikah (cl.
the Meccan edition (8202 A 19), pp. 24-31);

4. ff. 45v-49r: ini suatu bab pada menyatakan j-n-a-m-w dan barang yang
bergantung dengan dia daripada mahar musamma as-sahih dan fasid dan
menyatakan hukum menyerah perempuan kepada walinya dan mahar mithl
dan menyatakan barang yang tabit padanya setengah isi kahwin dan barang
yanggugur dan menyatakan wajib mut'a (cf. the Meccan edition (8202 A 19),

5. ff. 49r-60r: ini suatu bab pada menyatakan talak (cf. the Meccan edition (8202
A 19), pp. 34-47);

6. ff. 60r-66v: ini suatu bab pada menyatakan raj 'a, yakni kembali kepada nikah
dan menyatakan iddah dan istibra (cf. the Meccan edition (8202 A 19), pp.
47-54);

7. ff. 66v-69v: ini suatu bab pada menyatakan ila, yakni bersumpah suami
daripada setiibuh dengan isterinya dan menyatakan zihar, yakni menyerupai
akan isterinya dengan ibunya (cf. the Meccan edition (8202 A 19), pp. 54-58);

8 ff 69v-76v: ini suatu bab pada menyatakan nafkah isterinya (...) dan
menyatakan memeliharakan anakyang belum ia kuasa memeliharakan dirinya
(cf. the Meccan edition (8202 A 19), pp. 58-65).

According to the colophon (f. 76r), the copy was finished in Pasar Batu Garigis at
Barus on 16/6/1269, correctly equated with 27/3/1853, see plate.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:276-277 under CCXCII); Haji Wan (1985:31);
Iskandar (1999:109-110).

Cod. Or. 3201

Akhbar al-akhiraflahwal al-Qiyama; Hikayat Abu Samah

33 x 20 cm; 94 folios; 20 lines to the page; black ink; rubrications (esp. for the Arabic
quotations); no catchwords; watermarks: Concordia with SS & Z; J. Hessels, Vryheyd
with P B. The vertical brown lines on most of the folios leads one to suspect that the
paper was intended to be used as a cash book. The beginning of the text (ff. 2v-3r) is

30

Cod. Or. 3201, ff. 2v-3r. Illuminated beginning of the Akhbar al-akhirafi ahwal al-
Qiyama. At the bottom of f. 2v the owner (and copyist), called Muhammad Hanafi, is
said to be a stupid man of no position; the self-abasement is repeated at the top of f.
3r. There the year of copying is given as well, viz. 1853 and 1266.
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illuminated (see plate). Folio Ir functions as a title page, on which Van der Tuuk has
written the contents of the manuscript in Jawi. On the preceding unnumbered folio
there is a title in Latin script: Boekoe hikaiat Salatul kiamat, followed by two illegible
words; on this same folio the number '16' and another illegible number are written in
blue pencil.

At the bottom of f. 2v we read that the owner of the manuscript was Muhammad
Hanafi (yang empimya Muhammad Hanafi yang terlebih hina dan bodo)', the self-
abasement is reiterated at the top of f. 3r. This person must have been the copyist as
well, because he uses the same terms for himself: saya banyak bodo dan hina (f. 86v).
Judging from the words kang anerat... (f. 86v), he was probably Javanese. In this
colophon pious wishes are expressed in Arabic. The elegant handwriting is quite
similar to that of the copyists of the General Secretariat at Batavia, see plate. At the
top of f. 3r we find the years 1853 and 1266 (that is, 1849-1850), see plate. The date
which Juynboll (1899:276) gives, viz. 20 Syawal 1266, could not be retrieved from
the manuscript.

Contents:
1. ff. 2v-86v: a copy of the Akhbar al-akhira ft ahwal al-Qiyama, an eschatology in
Malay, originally written by Nuraddin ar-Raniri, see the description of Cod. Or. 1960
(2) for further details (Wieringa 1998:188). On ff. 2v and 86v the title 'The
Courtyards of Resurrection', is mentioned (cf. Voorhoeve 1952:342 note 2; see also
Wieringa 1998:188). The book is divided into seven chapters, which are all clearly
indicated with the exception of the fifth chapter. Cod. Or. 3201 (1) is listed in
Voorhoeve (1955b:157); a copy, in the National Library of Singapore, viz. RBS 297.2
AKH, which had formerly been erroneously catalogued as Hikayat dunia; kejadian
nabi-nabi, see Haji Wan Ali Haji Wan Mamat (1993:21-23), can be added to this
'canon'.
2. ff. 87r-94v: a copy of the Hikayat Abu Samah. See the description of Cod. Or. 1720
(1) for further details (Wieringa 1998:73). Additional literature: Alamsyah et al.
(1994-1995) have made a text edition of an Acehnese version, based upon a
manuscript from the private collection of Tengku Aisyah binti Ali (Kabupaten Pidie);
Suyati Suwarso (1991:84-93) discusses its grammatical structure, based upon Jakarta
ML 643(b) as transliterated in Hamidi (1986:45-102). In the late twentieth-century,
the publishing house Al-Misriya in Singapore published a Jawi edition (44 pages)
under the title of Hikayat Abu Syahamah (yang amat indah ceritanyd); a copy of this
booklet is kept in the K1TLV Library (under m 1999 A 126).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:275-276 under CCXCI; 202 under CXCIII); Haji
Wan (1985:31); Iskandar (1999:110).

Cod. Or. 3202

Kaba Tuanku (Gombang) Patuanan

20 x 16 cm; 40 pages; 23-25 lines to the page; pencil rulings; brown and black ink;
catchwords; watermark: (only partly visible) VAN DEN VEREENIG BOEK 18xx (?) and
PRO PATRIA. The copyist of this text has the habit of spelling the final —an or —am as -
ang (e.g. Andang instead of Andam or simpangang instead of simpangan). The
manuscript was given the number '59'. On p. 1: "Geschiedenis van den koning van
het oostelijke landschap van Sumatra", followed by a Minangkabau note of three lines

about a monetary loan: Sayo yang manaru[ah] tando tangan di bawah surek mi \
talah sayo xxx maminjang9 uang kapado Tuan \ Kaciak bahasow uang surek ado
saratuih. On the same page (upside down) in Latin script is the Dutch word (or
personal name?): ijsschijver. On p. 38 the date 27 March 1853 ("den 27 Maart 1853")
is written, but this may be unrelated to the copying of the text. On the same page (in
Jawi): Bahwa inilah xxx (crossed out) surat datang xxx (crossed out) kepada tuan
kumandur.

A loose note (8 x 6.5 cm; pencil; only a small part of the watermark is visible)
numbered '76' is inserted. It reads: Syair burling, yakni segala burung' ketika
menghadap Sultan Sulaiman berbicara dari Hal alam atau lairf-nya.

Contents: Van Ronkel (1921:193-194) identified the text as a copy of a Minangkabau
story, called Hikayat Puti linduang Bulan. According to Iskandar (1999:110), it is
"most likely the same story as the Malaysian folk-tale Hikayat Puteri Lindung Bulan
(Kedah Tua)". Cf. the description of Cod. Or. 3328, to which it may be related (vide
infra); in any case, Iskandar (1999:163) also identifies the latter codex as such. In the
beginning the names of Tuanku Haji Mudo, Puti Linduang Bulan and Puti Ganggok
Ati are mentioned. A lory (buruang nuri) also plays a prominent role in this story. At
least Puti Linduang Bulan and the lory occur in both Cod. Or. 3202 and 3328.

On p. 40 (flyleaf), however, we find the title Kitab Tuanku Patuanan dalam Kualo
Banda Mua.n Furthermore, the story ends abruptly with: Iko nagari banamo Aia
Batu, rajonyo bagala Tuanku Rajo Bujang, putinyo banamo Andang (sic) Dewi.
Bakato badan Tuanku: "Andai Adiak". Therefore it is more likely to be related to the
story about the rulers of Banda Mua, which was published by Radja Moelia (1901-
1903) under the title of Hikayat Keturunan dan Kebesaran Tuanku Gembang (sic)
Pertuanan Raja Zaman Purba Kala di Negeri Bandar Muar.1' The final part of Cod.
Or. 3202 seems to be comparable to the third instalment of Radja Moelia (1901:175-
179). The tentative identification of this text as Kaba Tuanku (Gombang) Patuanan
would also fit the Dutch description on p. 1 (see above) as the 'history of the king of
the Eastern region of Sumatra'.

Beginning: Ampun lah sayo di tuanku, ampun baribu kali ampun, tuak" tuanku
sayo junjuang, tuanku urang kiramat, urang kiramat waliullah, kitlipa' Rasul cucii14

alim asalpandito, urang ampia kapado Allah, bukan rajo d-b-t-w-ng, bukan rajo dan
mambali, sutan bukan marah pun bukan, samo titi jo batu antiang, samo tadiri jo
galombang, samo tadiri jo alam ko, balahan rajo tigo jurat, balahan rajo Pagaruhim,
simpangang (sic), rajo dari Ruhum, karatang (sic) Rajo di Ka 'bah, urek tunggang b-
l-n-y b-a-s-y-l, pucuakli bulekpumpunan tali, dalam Kualo Banda Mua16...

Read: maminjam.
—'-^Spelled bahwasanya. —————————————————

"Maiay: Kuala Bandar Muar.
l2Raja Moelia (1901 and 1903) published the text of this story in instalments in the Padang-based
journal Insulinde (see bibliography), but although his 11 th article ended with the promising words
"Hoeboengan akan datang", the series seems to have been discontinued after that. Furthermore, the
fourth and the sixth instalments seem to be missing. This journal is registered in the Leiden University
Library under the signature 1494-B 9-12.
"Spelled t-w-q.
l4Spelled c-w-c-a.
l5Spelledp-w-c-a.
"Spelled m-w-t.
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Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:193-194 under no. 481); Haji Wan (1985:31);
Iskandar (1999:110).

Cod. Or. 3203

Kaba Malm Demon; Hikayat Ahmad; Minangkabau moral; Thumbling; Sisindai

21 x 16.5 cm; 154 pages; pp. 96-99 blank; black ink; in the second story catchwords
are consistently used, but in the first story only on pp. 11, 27, 43, 59, 75, and 91;
watermark: Concordia with V G; J WHATMAN. From the second story onwards Van
der Tuuk has noted Malay words in the margins. The first story is in a hand different
to that of the rest of the manuscript. From page 100 onwards we recognise the hand of
Si Liek a.k.a. Marah Nujum; this same man also wrote Cod. Or. 3294 and (possibly)
3295 (vide infra), see plate.

According to a note at the end of the first 31017 (Malin Demon), this text was a
copy based on a manuscript owned by Tuanku Sutan Ibrahim who had lent it to Van
der Tuuk (Pandetoe)', this note in Latin script on p. 95 reads: Adalah saija Toeancoe
Soetan Ibrahim ijang soedah mamundjam [sic] sama Toean Pandetoe sample saija
salin ini soerat ijang barnama Sie Malim Demon djangan Toean marah.

Contents:
1. pp. 1-95: a copy of the Minangkabau adventure story Kaba Malin Demon.
Beginning: O dindin dindin, dindin dindin budak tadindin, onden dangai, diparang
tabu dalam kabun, diparang mako ditugakan, snato kabanyo kunun, Icaba urang kami
kdbakan, ditto urang kami tak sato, kaba carita kami danga, kapada urang tuo~, kualo
banamo Taluak Banda Mua, gunvang banamo Ganggiaman, nagari Tuanku Rajo
Tuo, Puti batiijuah badunsanak... The story ends in a speech of Puti Mayang Sani: ...
duduaklah urang samuonyo, makan siriah sakapua sorang, ado sabanta antaronyo,
abih manih tabuang sapah, salamo lambek bak Man, iolah Puti Mayang Sani, jangan
Tuanku Rajo Tuo, suko rami maso itu, sagalo anak mudo. "Lah rapekjan sati sidang
tuan, anak pun hilang Sudan kumbali, nan mati sudahlah idiiik", bakato Puti Mayang
Sani. "Anak jahanam bak xxx", kato urang tito. "An/ di ateh jujisang xxx, rabah
ditabang rang Sikilang, bam kalupo mandi upek, darah nan Hang sudah pulang",
katonyo Puti Mayang Sani.

This stoiy also has Malay, Acehnese and Batak versions. In the manuscripts one
encounters Malin as well as Malim (Suryadi n.d.:17). This story is still popular in
Minangkabau oral tradition, see Suryadi (n.d.) for a discussion of basimalin (that is,
reciting the Kaba Malin Demon) and a text edition of a manuscript which is used in
this recitation. See also'the description of Cod. Or. 3325 (vide infra) for its reputation
among strict Muslims as Kitab Setan ('Book of the Devil').

According to Nurizzati (1994), 19 manuscripts of the Kaba Malin Demon are kept
in the National Library in Jakarta, 15 in the Library of Leiden University, two in
SOAS (cf. Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:173) and two in the Pusat Informasi dan
Dokumentasi Kebudayaan Minangkabau (PDIKM) in Padang Panjang.17 Suryadi
(n.d.: 16), however, draws attention to one more manuscript, viz. a short version kept
in the National Library in Jakarta (unfortunately without mentioning its signature) and

17This information is from Suryadi (n.d.: 16) as Nurizatti's study was not available in Dutch libraries at
the time of writing.
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Cod. Or. 3203 (5-6), pp. 153-154. Minangkabau manuscript penned by Si Liek also
known as Marah Nujum (cf. plates of Cod. Or. 3294 and 3295).
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argues that there are probably more undocumented or unidentified versions of the
Kaba Malm Demand

The Malay version was "fairly widely known in the peninsula", according to
Winstedt and Sturrock (1908b:note), who edited the story as it was told by Pawang
Ana and rewritten into 'grammatical prose' by Raja Haji Yahya. Winstedt and
Sturrock's edition has often been reprinted in Malaysia. Overbeck (1925:130-138)
based his German synopsis on it. For the Acehnese version, viz. Hikayat Malem
Diwa, see Voorhoeve (1994:80-84); see also Ramli Harun (1980), which contains a
transliteration of an unidentified Acehnese manuscript, dated 18 Zulhijah 1297 (that
is, 21 November 1880). See also the English summary by Snouck Hurgronje (1906:
125-128). The Batak version was based upon the 'Minangkabau Malay' text,
according to Van der Tuuk (1862:6). For Dutch summaries of the Batak version (Si
Malin Demon), see Niemann (1866:255-267) and Voorhoeve (1927:132-134). The
Batak text can be found in Si Aji Panurat (1983) with its Indonesian translation in Si
Aji Panurat (1986). Zuraida Tanjung and Warisman Siraga (1996) published an
edition based upon the Batak text as published in Van der Tuuk (1860:87-201).
Popular editions of the Minangkabau version were made by Madjoindo (1932),
Sjamsuddin Sutan Radjo Enda (1954; in Jawi); Sjamsuddin St. R. Endah (n.d.),
Angoras (n.d.) and Rasyid Manggis Datuk Rajo Pangulu (n.d.). Cf. the description of
Jakarta (v.d.) W 209 in Van Ronkel (1909:474-475).
2. pp. 100-130: a Minangkabau adventure story about a young prince called Ahmad,
which Van Ronkel (1921:218) has dubbed Hikayat Ahmad. On p. 100 there is a note
about the narrator called Marah Nujum (a.k.a. Si Liek, see above): Inilah surek kaba
dari Marah Nujum namonyo, tatapi io ra'yat Tuanku Rajo Barus, mislrin bukan
kapalang,' ameh tidak uang pun tidak bangso jauh sakali. The story is preceded on
p. 101 by the following statement: Mako ado kaba, tatkalo dahulu jaman Nabi
MuhammadRasulullah s.a.w. inyojadi karajoan di ateh dunia ini sakaliannyo balaku.
pamainan sagalo yang iduik di ateh dunia itu, manusia atau binatang samuonyo
basuko ati di umua Nabi itu. Hereupon follows the actual beginning of the story (p.
101): Mako lailah urang konon anak rajo namonyo Ahmad, Ahmad20 itu umurnyo
lailah limo baleh musin jadi diantekkan bapaknyo lah andak mamaco kapada urang
malim nan bakalabiahan sakaliannyo ilmu dapek dinyo atau ilmu dunia atau ilmu
akhirat dapek dinyo sakaliannyo. After his studies, which have taken him about one
year (p. 102), his parents wish him to marry a girl from the land Bungo Sakaki (p.
103). Thereupon starts a story of his adventures, which ends with Ahmad's return to
his native Kampuang Dalam together with his son. The story closes with a festive
welcome: Mako disambaliahlah kabau duo ikua nan kan mambari makan urang nan
banyak tu. Sudah urang minun makan, mako diambiaklah tapuang tawa, jadi tapuang
tawari uranglah Ahmad tu baduo inyo dangan anaknyo. Alah sudah damikian, mako
pulanglah urang masiang2 ka rumahnyo, jadi sananglah atinyo bapaknyo dangan
aciaknyo maliek anaknyo itu dangan cucunyo, jadi gadanglah cucunyo itu, jadi diaja

bapaknyo tu lah imilo mamaco sarato dangan ilmu dunia barupo pulo ilmu akhirat,
jadi dapeklah di anaknyo sakaliannyo. Jadi sudahlah kaba. Tamat kalam.
3. p. 131: a Minangkabau moral, warning against self-exaltation. The text reads in
full: Mako adolah kaba satu, tatkalo jaman Nabi Muhammad'juo, Allah taala babuek
dalil di ateh dunia ini, supayo buliah mangarati kilo sagalo manusia, bahaso tidak
buliah kito meninggikan diri, supayo Allah taala marandahkan, tatapi barang siapo
marandahkan dirinyo, supayo diri ditinggikan Allah inyo isuak.
4. pp. 131-152: Si Sakapiang, a Minangkabau story, which could be called
'Thumbling' (= T553 in Stith Thompson's Motif-index of folk-literature: 'Thumbling
born as result of hasty wish of parents; they wish for a child, no matter how small he
may be'). A very poor couple is childless. Finally, a child is born that is the size of a
kepeng (Min. kapiang, a small coin) as a result of a hasty prayer of the mother. After a
few years the child is still very small and hence is appropriately called Si Sakapiang.
A short version can be found in Cod. Or. 3303 II (10).
5. pp. 153-154: a Minangkabau short story about the illicit relation between a princess
and the son of a pangulu, described as Jadi babuek buruak inyo kaduonyo, tatapi
tiado urang nan tau. Untuang Allah jadi buntianglah parampuan tu. When the
woman falls pregnant, both flee to the forest. Both she and the baby die in childbirth.
The dead woman becomes a sisindai23 and the man goes to another country. When
this scandal becomes publicly known, the ashamed king retreats to the forest and
never returns. The same story can be found in Cod. Or. 3303 II (9). See plate.
6. p. 154: seven lines withpantuns, cf. plate.

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:190 under no. 466; 218 under no. 535); Haji
Wan (1985:31); Iskandar (1999:110-111).

Cod. Or. 3204

Kaba Malin Deman

21 x 16.5 cm; 38 folios; black ink; 15-16 lines to the page; catchwords; watermark:
Concordia with V G and with VAN GELDER. There are notes by Van der Tuuk in the
margins, many of which were later crossed out. According to the colophon (f. 38r),
the copy was finished on Thursday night (malam Jumaai) at ten o' clock in the year
1273 (that is, 1856-1857).

Contents: a copy of the Kaba Malin Deman, see the description of Cod. Or. 3203 for
further details (vide infra). The story ends with the burial of Samsyu Alam. Van
Ronkel (1921:195-196) wrongly identified this text as a copy of the Hikayat Puti
Linduang Bulan; he was probably misled by the occurrence of the words 'princess'
and 'moon' at the beginning of the story which, however, tells about a beautiful

_princess who 'has never seen the moon nor the stars' (tidakpanah maliek bulan tidak
panah maliek bintang, f. Ir, lines 4-5). The problem with a correct identification of
this text is that Puti Linduang Bulan is something of a stock character in Malay and

l!See in connection to this the description of Cod. Or. 3204, which Van Ronkel (1921:195-196)
identified as a copy of the Hikayat Puti Linduang Bulan, but which in fact contains a version of the
Kaba Malin Deman.
"Spelled k-p-d 1-a-ng.
20Spelled Ahmad2. The use of the angka dua is a typical spelling feature of this manuscript: an
interesting example is to be found on p. 101, 1. 13: ... dibaonyo Ahmad tu turun ka bawah ... where tu
tunm is spelled t-w -r-a-w-n.

:1Spelled t-m-d. Also on p. 102,1. 9: jadi lamatlah (J-m-d-lah) bacoannyo Ahmad itu.
"Spelled b-a-sy-a.
23The word sisindai is explained in Moussay (1995:1083) as "nama sem[acam] hantu berupa
perempuan cantik, yang ketawa dan memangil [sic] orang di tempat yang gelap gulita", referring to
kuntilanak. In this story (and in stories nos. 3 and 9 of Cod. Or. 3303 II) it is the equivalent of Malay
puntianak 'the ghost of a woman dead in childbirth'.
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Minangkabau storytelling, appearing for example in the Si Manjau Ari (see Van der
Toorn 1885), the Kaba Cindua Mato (Van der Toom 1886), the Panglimo Awang (see
Derks 1994), the Kaba Rambim Pamenan (see Djamaris 2001:93-98), the Kaba
Magek Manandin (see Djamaris 2001:85-91), the Kaba Malin Demon (see Suryadi
n.d.) or the Hikayat Tuanku Ahmad Haitian (see the description of Cod. Or. 3260i (1),
vide infra).

According to Iskandar (1999:111), the text contains a love story about Puti
Bediwa Bangsa and a heavenly prince Sultan Laut Limbakan, and should be identified
as "Kaba Puti Bediwa Bangsa (Emas?)". This suggestion seems solely to be based
upon the text's beginning, which reads: Mako lahialah urang, konon rajo gadang di
nagari Tanjung Rampa', nan banamo Rajo Angek, parampiiannyo Puti24 Bijaksano,
nan baranakkan Puti Badayo Bangso Ameh, dalam tirai kalambu kaco, tika ameh,
banta suaso, tidakpanah maliek bulan, tidakpanah maliek bintang, baantah-antah di
bulan, baantah-antah di bintang, bahimi (?) di matahari, nan batanyo di tangkai
padi, nan batanyo di batang bayom, nan batanyo di batang jagung, nan batanyo di
batuang taba, tidak panah diliek urang, elok nan tidak tatangguangkan, h-r-n-a
(ronol) mukonyo gilang-gumilang, bacahayo sampai di langik tujuah, basilang ka
Dalimo Tujuah, basilang ka Marapalam, ka Pucuak Dalimo, basakik takua-manakua,
ka bawahan tunggang-maminggang ...

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:195-196 under no. 483); Haji Wan (1985:31);
Iskandar (1999:111).

Cod. Or. 3205

Hikayat Si Kicau Murai Batu; Syair Raja Tungtimg (or: Tu(k)tung)', Hikayat Puti
Bahikih

Cod. Or. 3205 (2), ff. 37v-38r. Beginning of the Syair Raja Tungtimg. On f. 37v Van
der Tuuk made some notes about the manuscript and the variae lectiones. On f. 38r
(et sqq.) he annotated the text with strokes to indicate verse divisions.
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21 x 17 cm; 117 folios; ff. lv-2r, 36v-37r, 59-60, 109v-112v blank; 17 lines to the
page (first text); 15 lines to the page (second text); 19 lines to the page (rest of the
manuscript); brown ink; catchwords are only used in the first text; watermarks: Coat-
of-Arms of Amsterdam with HOLLAND (only the first text), Pro Patria with B,
Concordia with G H K (ff. 39-42). The first two texts are written by two different
copyists, whereas the third text is unmistakenly in Van der Tuuk's hand (text on the
left-hand side and variae lectiones on the right-hand side).

Contents:
1. ff. 2v-36r: a copy of the Minangkabau story Hikayat Si Kicau Murai Batu also
known as Kaba Murai Batu, recounting a dramatic romance, in which the eponymous
murai batu bird plays a prominent role as go-between and adviser to Princess Canda25

Dewi. According to the title page (f. lr), the text was written in Barus on 1-4-1270/1-
_1-1854, On f. 31v Van der Tuuk notes that the text of another manuscript has been -

added, although it was not certain that this part contained the proper sequel ("Het
volgende uit een ander h[an]ds[chrift] bijgevoegd ofschoon het nog niet zeker is, of
hier wel het ware verteld is"). In the margins there are some notes by Van der Tuuk.

;inning: Nandi o nandi, budak tandai aduah dangai, siatuang buruang
sia[n]tuang, sia[n]tuang6 bagombak21 merah, bagantuang Idto bagantuang,

34Speiled p-w-r-t-y.
25Here spelled Cindua (c-n-d-a-r).
26Spelled siatuang1.
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bagantuang1* kapado Allah, bakato sagalo wall Allah, wall nan ampek puluh ampek,
katonyo garan29 nanjantan tu: 'Jiko salamaik kilo di sanan, batara' dipulau Lompek
Kijang, jiko ado mudah-mudahan.' Katonyo garcm30 nan jantan tu, lalu bakato nan
batino: 'Jiko baitu kato titan, ado ko' bukanjanyo ambo.' Katonyo garan murai batu.
Tabanglah inyo maso itu, tabang ka pulau Lompek Kijang. Ado sasaat sakutiko,
adolah garan pukua tigo, sudah sampai inyo ka sanan, inggok di ateh katapiang batu,
dibuang mato kiri-kanan, lalu bakato nan jantan tu: 'Mari kito baamuah moh kito
barangkuik sarang di ateh kayu katapiang batu...'

The text ends abruptly at a point when Princess Cindua (= Canda) Dewi is about
to speak: awan mancakam bakuliliang, io batambah kareh juo, mamutuih tunjang
jawi~, maloke 'kan tanggiliang batu, tajangkua jongkek cakua di tangah padang,
manyakah dahan bilang', manyapu lato dalam rimbo, maabihkan kayu'-an, k-y-n-d-a
m-a-y-r s-r-a-njuo. Katonyo Rikena^ Cindua Dewi.

Van Hasselt (1881:75-104) gives an edition (transliteration) based upon an
unidentified (incomplete) manuscript, preceded by a summary in Dutch (op.cit., pp.
68-75). Other manuscripts are: Cod. Or. 5746 (Van Ronkel 1921:197-198; Iskandar
1999:219); Cod. Or. 5824 (III 8) (Iskandar 1999:221); Cod. Or. 6059-(II) (Van
Ronkel 1921:198; Iskandar 1999:289); Cod.Or. 6067 (IV) (Van Ronkel 1921:198;
Iskandar 1999:294); Cod. Or. 6078 (III) (Van Ronkel 1921:198; Iskandar 1999:301);
Cod. Or. 6113 (Van Ronkel 1921:199; Iskandar 1999:312);32 Cod. Or. 12.153
(formerly Oph. 31, see Van Ronkel 1921:199; Iskandar 1999:622). Under the latter
number Iskandar (1999:622) gives a synopsis of the story.
Catalogue entry: Van Ronkel (1921:199-200 under no. 491).
2. ff. 38r-58v: a copy of the Syair Raja Tungtung. According to a note by Van der
Tuuk on f. 38r, this story was known in Bams under the title of Hikayat Raja Tuktung,
In the text, however, it is called a syair (f. 38r, line 2). On f. 38r the text begins as
follows:

Inilah r-w-y-l-t3 suatu kata
Dengar di titan sekaliannya rata
Syair dikarang takut berdusta
Berita orang ju[ga] dikata

In the Vorlage of the manuscript the name of the king was spelled Raja Tungtung (f.
37v, line 6). Raja Tuktung, Tutung or Tungtung refers to the Raja of Tukka, a region
inland from Barus (Drakard 1990:55). The contents of the Syair Raja Tungtung are
discussed in Drakard (1988:101-103) and Drakard (1990:54-55). The text consists of
a verse account of the Hilir family story and is very akin to the so-called Sejarah
Tuanku Batu Badan: "It records the swordfish story, Sultan Ibrahim's war with Aceh,
his decapitation and the movement inland of his descendants following an agreement
with the Hulu court. It concludes at a point corresponding to about two thirds through

—the Sejarah narrative with two rulers presiding over a populous and prosperous negeri
in Barus" (Drakard 1988:101).

27Spelled b-r-k-w-m-b-(a)-q.
28Spelled bagantuang'.
2'Spelled k-r-a-n.
30Spelled k-r-a-n.
''Spelled r-y-q-y-n-a.
32Note that in Van Ronkel (1921:199) the description is wrongly put under Cod.Or. 6109.
33That is, riwayall

On f. 37v Van der Tuuk has copied the first lines of the Vorlage, of which Cod.Or.
3205 (2) is the copy; here we read that the 'original' manuscript was begun on 20
Zulhijah 1260 (that is, 31 December 1844). Furthermore, Van der Tuuk noted that he
had used another manuscript for variae lectiones and for the strokes to indicate verse
divisions: "De varianten alsmede de versafscheidingen zijn volgens een ander
H[an]ds[chrift] dat mij de Toeankoe van Sie Gamboo Gamboo heeft willen leenen.34

Waar twee strepen of een streep door de woorden gehaald is, zijn de woorden die in
genoemd H[an]ds[chrift] niet gevonden worden. Nu en dan heb ik die varianten met b
gemerkt, vooral daar waar zulks noodzakelijk was, en men in de waan mogt gebragt
worden, dat de marginale aanteekeningen blootelijk verbeteringen van mijne hand
waren." (f. 37v). In the margins there are many variae lectiones by Van der Tuuk. At
the top of f. 37v the copyist had written kepada 30 hari bulan September15 surat ini
dikarang mttsim (?) 1851, but this date was crossed out by Van der Tuuk. See plate.
Catalogue entry: Van Ronkel (1921:196-197 under no. 484).
3. ff. 61r-109r: autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of the Hikayat Puti Balukih, that is,
the story of princess Balukih (Malay Balkis) and her meeting with Sulaiman. The
story is (almost) complete, ending with an addition from another manuscript, viz.
Jikalau Tuan Puti andak makan, dayang basuji sapanuah pinggan (sic), tujuah tahun
tujuah bulan (cf. the ending of Cod. Or. 3312, vide infra). See the description of Cod.
Or. 2321 for further details (Wieringa 1998:463); additional reference: a
transliteration and Indonesian translation of the Acehnese version (Hikayat Puti-oe
Balukeih) can be found in Alamsjah (1993). The hikayat is also included in the
'larger' Hikayat Bakhtiar, see Brandes (1895:243). The 'original' manuscript was
finished in 1256 (that is, 1840-1841) by Malim Putiah, who was born in Indopuro
(Malay Indrapura), but who was living as a dagang in Banda Padang, Kampuang
Beruk (f. 109r). This colophon is identical to the one in Cod. Or. 3312 (vide infra).
The text is on the left-hand side, whereas the variae lectiones are noted on the right-
hand side of the paper.
Catalogue entry: Van Ronkel (1921:215 under no. 527).
4. ff. 113r-117r: additional variae lectiones, belonging to the preceding third text
(Hikayat Puti Balukih).

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921: under different numbers on different pages, see
above); Haji Wan (1985:31); Iskandar (1999:111-112).

Cod. Or. 3206

Kaba Cindua Mato

20.5 x 16.5 cm; 140 folios; ff. 138r-139r blank; 19 lines to the page; black ink; Pro
Patria with V D (?). According to the illuminated title page (f. Ir), the copyist was
Malim Sidi from Koto Gadang who began his work on Thursday, 13 Safar 1264 (that._
is, 20 January 1848), see plate. According to the colophon (f. 137r), the copy was
finished on Monday, 7 Rabiulakhir 1264 (that is, 13 March 1848) at about eight o'
clock. In the margins Van der Tuuk has noted many variae lectiones. On ff. lv-2r and
137v-140v there are some writing exercises; f. 137v has a short text of three lines
beginning with ampunlah sayo; f. 139v and f. 140v both begin with dangakan sayo

"On Tuanku Si Gambo-Gambo, a Malay ("Maleijer"), see Groeneboer (2002:306).
)5Spetled sy-y-p-a-t-m-b-r.
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Cod Or 3206, f. Ir. Illuminated title page of the Kaba Cindua Mato. The copyist
identifies himself as Malim Sidi from Kota Gadang who began his work on Thursday,
13 Safar 1264, that is, 20 January 1848.

bapantun... and are dated 1848. At the end of f. 139v: tamaiklah kalam di Koto
Gadang 1848, hari bulan xxx 19, Malim Muhammad.

Contents: a copy of the Kaba Cindua Mato, a Minangkabau adventure story, see the
description of Cod. Or. 1749 for further details (Wieringa 1998:109-111). The story
ends with: ... alah bajalan Tuan Manhudum (sic), ka nagari dang Sumaniak, alah
bajalan Tuan Gadang, ka nagari dang Batipuah, sudah tingga Tuan Kadi, dalam
nagari Padang Gantiang, ditaruah disimpan Tuan Puti Bungsu, sadang di ateh
anjuang perak, manantikan bicaro [balun] pittuih, Utah daulat titan kito, dalam
nagari Pagamyuang, nan banamo Koto [Parik] Dalam, di ateh tahta majun alam,
bawah duanggo [nan] ba-m-y-s-y-r-y, di ateh anjuang kasatian. Cf. the similar ending
of Cod. Or. 3207 (quoted below).

At the end (f. 137v) the text is called Kaba Tuanku Urang Undo, stating that if an
addition should be found in any other manuscript, this could be added at the end (f.
137r): Alhamdulillah, tamaik surek Kaba Tuanku Urang Mudo. Barang yang ado di
dalam naskahnyo danjikalau lai ado yang pulo akan tambahnyo di mano-mano yang
dapek akan naskahnyo tu, buliahlah pulo kito menyurekkan di {bala} balakang kitab
im'6

In addition to the secondary literature mentioned in the first volume of this
catalogue, see also Esten (1992) who compared a modern version of the Cindua Mato
with the traditional ones. Besides two popular Indonesian text editions, Esten also
used two Leiden manuscripts in Latin script, viz. Cod. Or. 6085 and 6086 (cf. Van
Ronkel 1921:187-188 and Iskandar 1999:304-305; Esten (1992:75), however, only
referred to the shelf numbers). The KITLV Library keeps a number of popular printed
editions. See furthermore Syamsuddin Udin et al. (1989:146-153). Suiyadi (n.d.)
refers to a study by Yusuf (1994), which was not available in Dutch libraries at the
time of writing.

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:185 under no. 446); Haji Wan (1985:31);
Iskandar (1999:112).

Cod. Or. 3207

Kaba Cindua Mato

20.5 x 16.5 cm; 153 folios; ff. lv-2r blank; 17 lines to the page; brown ink; sporadic
use of catchwords; watermark: Pro Patria with V B (?) and with three other letters that
could not properly be identified as they are only partly visible. Further research is
needed to find out whether the leaves are correctly bound; the original numbering
does not run parallel to the later foliation, and in one case the catchword does not tally
with the first word of the next page (f. llv), see plate. The connection between the
text on f. Ir and the rest is unclear. In the first three rubricated lines it is dated_
Rabiulawal 1267 (that is, January-February 1851). The first 11 folios are soiled and
have been repaired. On f . .2v it is said that the copyist began his work on 14
Rabiulakhir 1267 (that is, 16 February 1851). In the colophon on f. 150v (see below)
the copyist, someone from Sianok, writes that the copy was finished on 14

36In his travel account of March-April 1852 about Mandailing, Van der Tuuk notes that on 16 March
1852 a 'native' showed him a fragment of the Minangkabau Hlkayat Tuanku Urang Mudo, but written
in Mandailing script (see Groeneboer 2002:123). There is no such manuscript in Van der Tuuk's
collection.
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Cod Or 3207, JCato Cindua Mato, ff. 11 v-12r. The catchword at the bottom of f. 11 v
does not tally with the first word off. 12r. On f. 12v the leaf was originally foliated as
number 24.

Jumadilawal 1268 (that is, 6 March 1852). As the writing is said to have taken three
months (f. 150v), it is unclear whether this was in 1267 or 1268. On ff. 151-153 there
are numerical and writing exercises in black ink and pencil. On f. 153r the expression
'my name is so-and-so' (sayayang bernama Si Ann) is written three times.

Contents: on ff. 2v-150v a copy of the Kaba Cindua Mato, a Minangkabau adventure
story; for further details, see the description of Cod. Or. 1749 (Wieringa 1998:109-
111) and Cod. Or. 3206 (vide infra). The story ends with: ... alah bajalan Tuan
Indomo, ka nagari Saruaso, bajalan pulo Bandaharo, ka nagari Sungai Tarab, alah
bajalan pulo Tuan Mangkhudum, ka nagari dang Sumaniak, alah bajalan Tuan
Gadang, ka nagari dang Batipuah, sudahlah tingga Tuan Kadi, dalam nagari Padang
Gantiang, ditaruah disimpan Tuan [a word crossed out] Bungsu, sadang di ateh
anjuang perak, manantikan bicaro balun putuih, titah daulat tuan kito, dalam nagari
Pagaruyuang, nan banamo Parik Koto Dalam, di ateh tahta majun alam, di bawah
duanggo [f. 150v] nan bamisia (?), di ateh anjuang kasatian, kunun jan ula
mahalintang, cameh lalu ka muko pulo, indah ba 'mano to andaknyo. Cf. the similar
ending of Cod. Or. 3206 (quoted above).

This is followed by the colophon: Hijrat Nabi kito Muhammad s.a.w. musin 1268,
- maso itulah tamaik surek Kaba Cinduo Mato, pado taun Zai, pado bulan

Jumadilawal, pado ampek baleh hari bulan, pado maso itulah kalam manamaikkan
surek kaba ini. Takalo kalam babuek pado bulan Rabiulawal, sakarang kini bulan
Jumadilawal, sampai tigo bulan kalam manyurek surek Kaba Tuanku nan Mudo xxx.
Then there is a second colophon which reads: Tamaiklah surek pado wakatu luhua
kiro2 pukua 1 pado art Isnin, supayo tarang adonya. Tapunyo urang Ampek Koto di
sabalah Kampuang Sianab [read: Sianokl}. Inilah katarangan surek kaba, tapunyo
iolah urang Sianok, nan manyurek {di} diapun urang Sianok pulo. Barangsiapo tuan
andak dipaliharo, manyusun kulimah balun takato. Sabab dek pendek aka, tiado
jadilah Hang apo dikato, mambaco itu tidak bara hinggo, sabab tak dapek ati punyo
ibo, supayo tarang adonyo.

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:185-186 under no. 447); Haji Wan (1985:31);
Iskandar(1999:112-113).

Cod. Or. 3208

Hikayat Bayan Budiman

34 x 21 cm; 91 pages (originally paginated from 1-90 by Van der Tuuk, but at the
Library it was repaginated, including Brandes's note as p. 1; references are to this
later pagination); 27 lines to the page; catchwords are not always used; on p. 77 the
catchword does not correspond to the first word of the next page; black ink; on the

_first page the punctuation words and Arabic phrases are rubricated (faded); water-
mark: Pro Patria with V G and with B. In the colophon (p. 91) it is dated 6-6-1853/28-
8-1269. Several pages are soiled and have been repaired. Van der Tuuk has made
some annotations in the margins; he has also indicated the beginning of the stories. On
pp. 47, 55 and 91 Kadi Hasan is mentioned as the author (also indicated by Van der
Tuuk in the margins); on p. 55 we read: yang dicetera oleh Hasan hijrat al-nabi sanat
773 tahun. Used as ms. C in Brandes (1899:431-497).

On the flyleaf (p. 1) the following note by Brandes: "Bevat, net verhaal van de
tjemperling medegerekend, 13 verhalen. Het geeft, hoewel {wel} het een behoorlijk
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hoofd heeft, slechts een gedeelte van de redactie, die vervaardigd heet te zijn door q-
a-d-y h-s-n [Arabic script, my transcription, EPW], zie hier bl[adzijde] 46, 54 en 90,
in 773 Hidjrah. Wat door v[an] d[er] Tjuuk] n[ame]l[ijk] als 10e en als lle verhaal is
gemerkt, behoort veel hooger in den tekst, die compleet wel 24 verhalen bevat. Van
der Tuuk's 1-9 en 12 volgen elkander in die redactie, in de tweede helft, als hier
geregeld op. In de inleiding wordt Mobarak, Maimun's vader, niet genoemd, aan het
slot daarentegen weer wel zijn zoon Manaf. De eerste aanloop heeft veel verwant-
schap met wat de Hollander, als 't begin van een Bayan budiman, in zijne Hand-
leiding bekend maakte. Ook de den bayan als gezellin gegeven tiyung mist men hier."

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Bayan Budiman, see the description of Cod. Or. 1956
for further details (Wieringa 1998:184-186). Brandes (1899:433-434) gives a table of
contents and compares Cod. Or. 3208 to other copies of the story. See also Juynboll's
detailed table of contents with references to Cod. Or. 1721, 1931, 1956 and 2199
(1899:128-130). The Malay version of the story of Sabur, who escaped being burnt
alive (cf. Brandes 1899:471-475), is discussed in Cosguin (1912:13 et sqq.). Brandes
(1899:292-299) edited a note by Van der Tuuk (kept in the Library as Cod. Or.
3260r), in which he referred to Cod.Or. 3208, comparing the contents of the Hikayat
Bayan Budiman with the Hikayat Bakhtiar.

Incidentally, in a letter to the Dutch Bible Society, dated Barus 24 May 1855, Van
der Tuuk mentions that he had acquired a few copies of the Batak rendition of the
Hikayat Bayan Budiman, in which the wise bird is called Raja Imbulu Man, see
Groeneboer (2002:245); for this Batak version and its relation to the Malay text, see
Voorhoeve( 1927:168-173).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:128-130 under CVI); Haji Wan (1985:31); Iskandar
(1999:113-114).

Cod. Or. 3209

Hikayat Cekel Waneng Pati; letters

31 x 19.5 cm; 200 folios; the original foliation jumped from 179 on f. 179r to 190 on
f. 179v; 17 lines to the page; black ink; the word al-kissah is rubricated and
illuminated (see plate); sporadic use of catchwords; many watermarks: Coat-of-Arms
of Amsterdam with IV; Pro Patria with Z; ZEVENHUIZEN; BUTTANSHAW with
1798 underneath (f. 71); crowned OR (in wreath); Pro Patria with JH & Z; J HONIG
& ZOONEN; rampant lion with J H & Z; Fleur-de-Lis and WL. The manuscript is
rather worn. In the margins Van der Tuuk has made annotations and remarks about
the contents, which facilitate retrieving certain episodes (see plate).

Two loose papers are inserted:
_(1) a loose page of squared paper (17 x 27 cm; brown ink) with an impression in the

form of a medaillion with two laurel branches. It contains two letters (see plate): (a)
on the right half an undated letter of ten lines from adinda Gudan (g-w-d-a-n) to
kakanda Haji Muhammad Bakari (b-k-r-y); (b) on the left half a letter of seven lines
from adinda Gudan, who was now in Bali, to kakanda Haji Muhammad Bakari, who
lived in negeri Ampenan, Kampung Pondok Parsi, dated 8 Safar 1305 (that is, 26
October 1887), followed by 12 lines in Latin script in a shaky hand with two letters to
Haji Bakari (Kepada hadji bakari se Apanan kampoeng poeng pondak persi brang
Bandjennasin). The signature in Latin script is illegible.

Cod. Or. 3209. There are two inserted loose papers in this manuscript. The first paper
has two letters from adinda Gudan from Bali to kakanda Haji Muhammad Bakari. At
the top of the left half, one letter is dated 8 Safar 1305 (that is, 26 October 1887). The
other paper has a letter of five lines to Haji Ogus (a-w-k-w-s) in a rather idiosyncratic
script.
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(2) a loose paper (6 x 16 cm; black ink), containing a note of five lines in a rather
idiosyncratic script. On the front side it is addressed to Haji Ogus37 with the same
illegible signature as in the above-mentioned letter. It bears the number '355' (see
plate).

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Ce/ce/ WanengPati, a Panji story. See the description
of Cod. Or. 1709 for further details (Wieringa 1998:58). The text ends abruptly.
According to Juynboll (1899:78), the concluding episode of Cod. Or. 3209 runs
parallel with p. 220 (= f. 105r) of Cod. Or. 2283.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:78 under LXXXI); Haji Wan (1985:31); Iskandar
(1999:114).

Cod. Or. 3210

Sejarah Melayu

30.5 x 18 cm; 327 pages; 19 lines to the page; black ink; rubrications; from p. 276
onwards some ink corrosion; someone (perhaps the copyist?) has written the numbers
2 (on p. 20), 3 (on p. 44), 4 (on p. 68), 5 (on p. 92), 6 (on p. 116), 7 (on p. 140), 8 (on
p. 164), 9 (on p. 188), 10 (on p. 212), 11 (on p. 236), 12 (on p. 268), 13 (on p. 296)
and 14 (on p. 320); catchwords; on pp. 245 and 249 the catchwords do not correspond
to the first words of the next pages; no watermark; the paper of pp. 1-233 is rather
white whereas the rest is a more brownish colour. Van der Tuuk has made some notes
in the margins; at the top of several pages he has indicated the contents by way of
Dutch catchwords or phrases (in purple pencil).

According to the colophon (p. 327), the copy was finished in Riau on Sunday, 19
(sembilan belas) Syawal at three o' clock in the year 1254 or 6 January (September
crossed out) 1838, see plate. There is something wrong here with the dates: 19 Syawal
1254 was Saturday 5 January 1839, whereas 6 January 1838 was Saturday 9 Syawal
1253. The text is said to be a copy from a manuscript of the ruler of Lingga, viz.
Sultan Muhammad Syah.

Contents: a copy of the longer version of the Sejarah Melayu. cf. Roolvink (1967:
308). Like the Shellabear version, this text ends with a reference to the attack of Jambi
on Johore in the colophon. It concludes with (p. 327): Hingga itulah yang terbaca
olehpacal datuk. Wallahu alam. Tamat al-kalam, bi'l-khair wassalam. Amin. See also
Wieringa (1998:559) for references to descriptions of copies in volume 1. See further-
more Che-Ross (2002:9-14; 25 et sqq.) for a description of a copy of the Sejarah
Melayu by the 'master scribe' Husin bin Ismail, which once belonged to John
Turnbull Thomson (1821-1884), viz. AG 726/6 of the Hocken Library at the

- University of Otago in Dunedin, New Zealand; this latest discovery brings the total of
all known copies of the Sejarah Melayu to 44 manuscripts (Che-Ross 2002:9-14).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:233 under CCXXXVI); Haji Wan (1985:31);
Iskandar (1999:114).

Cod. Or. 3209, Hikayat Cekel Waneng Pati, f. 83v. Rubricated and illuminated al-
kissah. The margins contain some notes in Dutch by Van der Tuuk about the contents.
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37Spelled a-w-k-w-s.
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Cod. Or. 3210, p. 327. Colophon of a copy belonging to the longer version of the
Sejarah Melayu. It is said to have been copied on 19 Syawal 1254 or 6 January 1838
in Riau.
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Cod. Or. 3211

Tatimbai AnakDalom; Tatimbai Si Dayang Rindu; Hikayat Banjar

This codex is a miscellany, consisting of three texts, which were bound together and
foliated at the Library. The foliation has been done as if it were a Western manuscript,
that is, from the front to the back. According to Juynboll (1899:239), referring to the
"Notulen" of the Batavian Society (viz. Notulen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap 1
(1870), p. 6), Van der Tuuk received Cod.Or. 3211 (1) and (2) as presents from that
Society. However, we learn that through the agency of D.W. Schiff, resident of the
Lampung districts, Van der Tuuk was only able to obtain two manuscripts, viz. one
copy of the "Tjarita Anag dalom" and one of the "Tjarita si-dajang rindoe". Further-
more, Van der Tuuk only suggested to the Board of the Batavian Society to collect
copies of Lampung stories (op.cit., p. 7).

1. 34.5 x 21 cm; folios 1-13; ff. l-7r are blank; original pagination from 1 (on f. 13v)
to 13 (on f. 7v); Jawi text on the right-hand side of the page in black ink; trans-
literation in brown ink on the left-hand side of the page; 32 lines to the page; catch-
words; watermark: Concordia with VAN GELDER; f. 1 is the same paper as ff. 14-15
and is 33.5 x21 cm.

2. 33 x 21 cm; folios 14-39; ff. 14-28r, 38v-39v blank; Voorhoeve has paginated them
from 1 (on f. 38r) to 20 (on f. 28v), but the pagination of pp. 15-20 has been crossed
out; 29 lines to the page; black ink; the 'rubricated' words are in purple ink; smooth
paper without watermark; ff. 14-15 have a more yellowish colour and are 33.5 x 21
cm; f. 39 is 34.5 x 20 cm. Usually manuscripts of the Tatimbai Si Dayang Rindu are
written in the Lampung script, but Cod. Or. 3211 (2) is in Jawi, see plate.

3. 35 x 21 cm; folios 40-113; original pagination from 1 (on f. 40r) to 148 (on f.
113v); 38 lines to the page; black ink; catchwords; Latin script; watermark: Concordia
with GJW PANNEKOEK. In the margins there are notes in Dutch on the contents of
the story, which are in the same hand as the rest of the text, indicating that the copyist
was probably Dutch. In addition to these, Van der Tuuk has written other notes,
mainly concerning the transliteration of single words or letters. The manuscript was
used in the editions by Cense (1928) and Ras (1968). A plate of the upper section of
the first page of this text can be found in Ras (1968:208).

Contents:
1. ff. 7v-13v: summary in andai-andai style of the Tatimbai Anak Dalom, a Lampung
story, which in its most complete version runs briefly as follows: a young man, called
Anak Dalom, living at the court of Bangkahulu, sails to Petani to abduct his two

— chosen brides. As these princesses had already been betrothed to princes of Aceh and
Malacca, a fleet composed of Petani and its allies attacks Bangkahulu and destroys it.
Anak Dalom is brought to Petani as a prisoner. There he mames the daughter of his
enemy and later takes revenge on Petani. Together with his wife and son he returns to
his heavenly land of origin. See Voorhoeve (1978:94-95) for other versions.
Voorhoeve's brief Dutch summary of Cod. Or. 3211 (1) can be found in Cod. Or.
8447 (2); he judged the text of Cod. Or. 3211 (1) as "not without mistakes".

According to Voorhoeve (1978:94), Van der Tuuk's collection contained five
copies of this text, now all in the Library of Leiden University. Another copy of the
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AnakDalom was acquired in 1880 by the naturalist H.O. Forbes; this copy is now also
in Leiden (viz. Cod. Or. 12.581). A version of the Anak Dalom was published in
Helfrich (1891:78-92). Voorhoeve (1978:94) recalls that in 1935 the story was also
adapted for the stage. The story was furthermore retold in a comic in Amir Radja
Sembilan (n.d.).

2. ff. 28v-38r: Tatimbai Si Dayang Rindu, a Lampung story, which is about a
beautiful princess called Si Dayang Rindu in Tanjung Iran. When Pangiran Riya in
Palembang hears about her beauty, he gives orders to his men to fetch her for him.
When the people in Tanjung Iran are insulted by the Palembang men, a war breaks out
which is described at great length. The Palembang army gains victory and their fleet
returns home with Si Dayang Rindu on board. When Pangiran Riya wants to meet her,
she flies away to heaven. Most manuscripts end here, but in some copies the story
continues with the revenge of Singa Ralang, the only surviving hero of Tanjung Iran,
who destroys the town of Palembang and kills all his enemies. Only Pangiran Riya is
able to escape, shutting himself in his fortress. Voorhoeve's transliteration, his
summary in Dutch and a photocopy of Cod. Or. 3211 (2) can be found in Cod. Or.
8447 (3).

Other manuscripts of the Tatimbai Si Dayang Rindu are in the Chester Beatty
Library, No. 1171 (Voorhoeve 1968:383-384), the School of Oriental and African
Studies, No. 41516 (Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:165), and in the Library of Leiden
University, viz. Cod. Or. 3387a, b and c, and 3391g (all from Van der Tuuk's
collection, vide infra). Furthermore, the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in Miinchen
keeps an illustrated version from 1884, viz. Cod. Lamp. 11 (see Voorhoeve 1985:43-
46); a photocopy of this manuscript together with Voorhoeve's transliteration is kept
in the Library of Leiden University as Cod. Or. 8447 (108). An Indonesian translation
of a Lampung manuscript dated 1905 from a private collection in Gunung Sugih
Seputih (Lampung Tengah) was edited by Nurdaya-Djafar (1996).

3. ff. 40r-113v: a copy of the Hikayat Banjar, the story of Lembu Mangkurat and the
dynasty of the rulers of Banjar and Kota Waringin, see the descriptions of Cod. Or.
1701 and 1702 for further details (Wieringa 1998:47-52). See Rosyadi et al. (1993)
for a transliteration of Jakarta ML 48 (formerly Bat.Gen. 48). According to Ras
(1968:209), Cod. Or. 3211 (3) was probably copied in Batavia, from a manuscript
from which Cod. Or. 11.006 and KITLV Or. 14838 were also copied. Ras (1968:209)
has characterised Cod. Or. 3211 (3) as a 'valuable' manuscript: "It contains the full
text of Recension I. Its main deficiency is that, being a transliteration, it contains in
addition to the usual scribe's errors a number of extra mistakes due to wrong
readings." According to Ras (1968), Cod. Or. 3211 (3) ultimately derives from the
same manuscript as John Rylands University Library (Manchester) Malay 4 (and not
5 as Ras, op.cit. has it; see also Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:130). Cod. Or. 3211 (3)

_was used by Van der Linden (1937:46) in connection with the occurrence of—
Dutchmen in the story.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:239 under CCXLV); Haji Wan (1985:31); Iskandar
(1999:114-115).

Cod. Or. 3211 (2), ff. 37v-38r. Beginning of the Lampung story Tatimbai Si Dayang
Rindu. Usually this story is written in Lampung script, but this one is in Jawi.

3sFormerly Cod. Mal, CX, which Ras (1968:212) assumed was not described in any catalogue,
overlooking Van Ronkel (1946:564-565).
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Cod. Or. 3212

Kaba Cindua Mato

30 x 19 cm; 62 folios (due to miscounting, one folio is numbered f. 17b); 25 lines to
the page; black ink; blue paper without watermark. According to the colophon (f.
60v), this copy was finished on 26 March 1847 in Bonjol at the house of Si Kawan di
Pasir,39 see plate.

Contents: on ff. lv-60v a copy of the Minangkabau adventure story Kaba Cindua
Mato, see the description of Cod. Or. 1749 (Wieringa 1998:109-111) and Cod. Or.
3206 (vide infra) for further details.

Beginning (after the basmala): Ampim', ampun baribu kali ampun, [ampun] sayo
dek tuanku, ampun baribu kali ampun, kaba urang ambo kabakan, bohong urang
kami tak sato, dek lamo bakalamo 'an, sadanglah rajo parampuan, di dalam Ulak
Tanjuang Bungo, dalam alam Minangkarbau, dalam Koto Pagarvyuang, nan banamo
Parik Koto Dalam, bukan Rajo dang mambali, bukan Rajo dang maminta', Marah
bukan Sutan pun bukan, Raja badiri sandirinyo, samo tadiri jo alam ko, timbalan
Rajo Bamia Ruhum, timbalan [Rajo] Banua Cino, timbalan Rajo di lautan.

The story ends abruptly with: ... mimpi ambo buruak sajo, ambo mimpi malam
nangko, ba' raso Gttnuang Mahalintang, antaro Sungai Ngiang nangko, jangan'
Ranah Sikalawi, ambo pandang tinggi inyo randah, dipandang randah inyo tinggi,
'sabagaipulo mimpi ambo, sadantiang Ka' Tuo sambia kan{an], banamo Tanjuang
Sungai Ngiang.

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:184-185 under no. 444); Haji Wan (1985:31);
Iskandar(1999:115).

Cod. Or. 3213

Hikayat bulan belah; Hikayat iatkala Rasulullah member! sedekah kepada seorang
darwisy: Hikayat Raja Jiimjumah

26 x 19 cm; 42 folios; ff. 40r-41r blank; black ink; lubrications; watermark: heraldic
lion. The manuscript is rather worn; the paper has been repaired here and there with
transparent paper. On f. 42r there is one line of a syalr beginning with kembangku
ini... in pencil, but in a hand different to that of the rest of the manuscript, and
perhaps written by a European. The manuscript was written by someone from
Batavia, judging from a phrase like ... tolong betulin, jikalau kurang tuan tolong
tambain ... (f. 41v, lines 4-5). On the first page (f. Ir) there are some writing
exercises with a note about the owner, but the name is illegible. On the end leaf there

_are also some writing exercises with inter alia the words Batavia (in Latin script) and-
Betaff0 underneath; there is once again a note about the owner (yang empunya
End'...), but again the name is illegible. On f. 41 v the colophon of the Hikayat bulan
belah is written; it was finished on Thursday at three o' clock, the 27* of the month
(illegible); finally the name of a certain Encik f-y-d(?)-y h-alif-ng-n k-w-r-1-y-b-y-r
(Iskandar 1999:115 reads Encik Pi't) is mentioned; see plate.

Cod. Or. 3212, f. 60v. Colophon of the Minangkabau story Kaba Cindua Mato, which
was finished on 26 March 1847 at the house of Si Kawan di Pasir.

39SpelIed s-y k-w-n d-p-sy-r.
"Spelled b-t-p-y.
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Contents:
1. ff. lv-12r: Hikayat bulan belah, the miraculous story of the moon splitting at the
command of the Prophet. See the description of Cod. Or. 1691 (2) for further details
(Wieringa 1998:32-33). On f. Iv, line 2 it is called Hikayat tatkala bulan belah dim.
2. ff. 12r-29v: Hikayat tatkala Rasiilullah memberi sedekah kepada seorang darwisy,
a story about an episode in which the Prophet Muhammad gave alms to a derwish, see
the description of Cod. Or. 2199E for further details (Wiermga 1998:280-281).
3. ff. 30r-39v: an incomplete copy of the Hikayat Raja Jumjumah, an edifying story
about the meeting of the Prophet Isa with King Skull, see the description of Cod.Or.
1731 for further details (Wieringa 1998:91-92). See also Brakel-Papenhuyzen
(2002:1-19) for a discussion of Javanese versions. The name of the Syrian king
Jumjumah is written as Sultan Raja c-m-c-m-n-h (f. 30r, line 4).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:182 under CLVII; 185 under CLXV); Haji Wan
(1985:31); Iskandar (1999:115-116).

Cod. Or. 3214

Hikayat Banjar; Mahkola segala raja-raja; Edifying sayings; Ceritera Kongca
Banyuwangi

This codex contains three files with unbound papers in three different hands,
containing three completely different texts. At the Library, however, the entire codex
was at some time paginated from 1 to 42.

1. 34.5 x 21 cm; 18 pages; pp. 10-18 blank; original pagination from 1 to 9; Latin
script; 58-61 lines to the page; black ink; watermark: Concordia with G J W
PANNEKOEK. At the top of p. 1 the following note: "'t Origineel in Arab[isch]
schrift in de Boekerij van 't Batav[iaasch] Genfootschap]", with which, according to
Ras (1968:210), Jakarta ML 124 (formerly v.d. W. 200) must be meant (see the
description in Van Ronkel 1909:273-274 and Sutaarga et al. 1972:202). The notes
written in Jawi and in Latin script in the margins are from Van der Tuuk. The
manuscript is described by Ras (1968:210) in his text edition of the Hikayat Banjar.

. 2 and 3. 33 x 19 cm; eight pages; 27 lines to the page; brown ink; Jawi and Rumi',
pencil rulings; watermark: Concordia with HK. The pages are rather damaged.

4. 33 x 20.5 cm; four pages; 38 lines to the page; black ink; Latin script; pencil
rulings; catchwords; watermark: Concordia with V D L. The last page is rather
damaged. On p. 42 the text is dated Buleleng, 2 June 1880, followed by an illegible
signature.

Cod. Or. 3213, f. 41v. Colophon of the Hikayat Bulan Belah. This colophon is not
placed at the end of the story on f. 12r, but separately on f. 41v. The copy was
finished on Thursday at 3 o' clock on the 27th of the month (illegible). At the end the
copyist (name unclear) claims to be very ashamed (ini satu surat dari sahaya talalu
main sakali-kali jua adanya), asking his readers not to be angry with him. The use of
such verbs as betulin and tambain points to someone from Batavia.

Contents:
1. pp. 1-9: a copy of the Hikayat Banjar, the story of Lembu Mangkurat and the
dynasty of the rulers of Banjar and Kota Waringin, see the descriptions of Cod. Or.
1701 and 1702 for further details (Wieringa 1998:47-52). The manuscript is entitled
Hikajat Radja Bandjar dan Radja Kotta Ringin. According to Ras (1968:210), this
manuscript contains "the first part of the text of Recension I, corresponding to lines 1
to 256 of our text".
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2. pp. 19-21: five extracts from an unidentified text with transliterations and Dutch
translations. The Jawi text of the first extract is largely missing. The texts are not in
Van der Tuuk's hand, but look identical to Cod. Or. 3386 W (2). The five extracts
read as follows:

(a) Bahwa tiada man mereka itu mengutangi seorang juapun dan jika datang
seorang kepada mereka itu minta dihutangi, niscaya diberi mereka itu akan
dia. Jika ada pada mereka itu dengan tiada bemiyat minta bayar harta itu
daripada mereka itu, maka apabila dibayar orang akan mereka itu harta itu,
maka disuruhkan mereka itu orang itu menjabat dia dengan lemah-lembut,
maka jika tiada man ia menjabat dia, niscaya diambil mereka itu harta itu dan
diherikan mereka itu akan dia kepada yang mustahaknya; tiadalah man
mereka itu memasukkan harta itu kepada milik mereka itu sekali-kali.

(b) Bahwa adalah mereka itu melebihkan segala fikir atas orang kaya dan
mendahulukan orang akhiral atas orang dunia.

(c) Yang mukmin itu cermin samanya mukmin dan mukmin itu bersaudara
samanya mukmin barang di mana bertemii ia dengan dia, niscaya
ditolonginya akan dia pada ketika ghaibnya dan ditegahkannya segala orang
yang mengata dia dengan katajahat.

(d) Maka tiada hams bagi mukmin itu berjual atas jualan saudaranya dan
menalanggi atas talanggi saudaranya.

(e) Maka mukmin yang kuat mengerjakan taat itu terlebih baik dan terlebih
kekasih kepada Allah daripada mukmin yang daifpada mengerjakan taat dan
pada tiap-tiap suatii baikjua dipilih olehmu alas yang memberi manfaat akan
dikau dan minta tolong engkau kepada Allah dan jangan engkau lemah
daripada mengerjakan dia dan jika mendatangi dikau sesuatu karam, jangan
kau kata: "Jikalau aku berbuat demikian, niscaya adalah demikian dan
demikian ", tetapi kata olehmu kadar Allah, artinya bahwa tiap-tiap sesuatu
itu diuntungkan Allah dan ditakdirkanNYA dan barang yang dikehendakiNYA,
niscaya diperbuatNYA akan DIA. Maka bahwasanya kalimat "jikalau" itu
membukakan perbuatan syaitan.

3. pp. 21-34: extracts from the Mahkota segala raja-raja, also called Taj as-Salattn,
originally compiled by Bukhari al-Jauhari in 1603, see the description of Cod. Or.
1692 for further details (Wieringa 1998:33-34). The author's name Bukhari al-Jauhari
is interpreted here as "from Johor".41 The extracts in Jawi of the Mahkota segala raja-
raja are transliterated, and then translated into Dutch.
4. pp. 35-42: a history of the Chinese in Banyuwangi and the surrounding area (esp.
Blambangan), entitled Ini sedildt tjeritranja Kongtjd Banjoewangi. The beginning
reads: Bahoewa dahoeloe kalanja Kongtja Banjoewangi itoe, atsalnja manoesja
djoega, bersaudara 3 orang, maka Kongtja jang palling toewa sendiri, bernama Tan
Tjin Djin, mendjadi djoeragan dari praoe sloep, bersama 2 katiga saudaranja, blajar
dari Batawi ka Kali, satlah praoenja sampei di straat Ball di laoet antara
Blangbangan dan Ball praoenja tenggelam, Kongtjd terdampar di pantei
Blangbangan, saudaranja jang ka doewa Hang di tengah laoet, lain djadi dewa
doedoek di pantei Batoedodol, tanh Banyoewangi, di seboet Dji-kongtja: datugjang
kadoewa; adapoen saudaranja jang katiga, terdampar di panteinja tanah Ball, di
sitoe laloe djadi harimaii, sebab demikijan, makanja matjan itoe oleh orang tjina di
sini, di seboet sa-kongtja artinja: datugjang katiga.

4ld j-w-h-ris transliterated as di Djohor and translated in Dutch as "van Djohor".
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Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:41 under no. 103; third text omitted); Haji Wan
(1985:32); Iskandar (1999:116).

Cod.Or.3215

Kitab Obat

27.5 x 21 cm; 21 folios; 19-21 lines to the page; brown ink; catchwords are not
consistently used; on f. 16v the catchword does not correspond with the first word on
the next page; pencil rulings; watermarks: Cross with PR underneath; crowned
medallion with J HONIG & ZOONEN. The manuscript has suffered some water
damage without affecting the legibility. On both ff. 7v and 8r there is one octagonal
red ink seal (inscription practically illegible; not in Gallop 2002), see plate. On the
front page the name of the owner is mentioned, viz. Muhammad Zuhan (z-w-h-n)
Muhammad Kisut42 bin Muhammad Saleh who lived in Kampung Kebun Jahe (which
is in Batavia) in 18_40; underneath the cryptic remark (threat?): pinjam tida pulang
seketika htmpu[h]4i Furthermore, there is a note about the payment of "80 rupi
tembaga, hari keempat". On this same page the number '25' also occurs (in blue
pencil), which is again written on the (unpaginated) end leaf. The manuscript is in all
respects very similar to Cod. Or. 3198 (vide infra).

Contents: Kitab Obat. The text is divided into chapters (bob), which are subdivided
into paragraphs (fasal). It contains the following chapters (all beginning with the
phrase bah inipada menyatakan}:

1. ff. lv-3v: segala obat yang sejuk;
2. ff. 3v-5r: segala obat yang panas;
3. ff. 5r-6r: segala obat yang sederhana hangatnya;
4. ff. 6r-8r: segala obat yang tiada hangat dan tiada sejuk sehingga ia

menguatkan segala obat yang sejuk atau obat yang sederhana;
5. ff. 8r-10v: segala jenis obat yang diceriterakan oleh segala tabib;
6. ff. 10v-12v: sesuatu pengacar daripada tabib yang arif;
1. ff. 12v-15v: segala obat yang baku lagi keras yaitu daripada jenis emas dan

perak dan batu;
8. ff. 15v-19r: daripada biji segala buah-buahan maka hendaklah diketahui

khasiatnya dan faedahnya;
9. ff. 19r-21v: pohon kayu yang kecil daripada segala akarnya dan batangnya

yang dijadikan obat.

The text ends on f. 21v with a 'chapter' of four lines, viz. bob ini orang saltit sangat
lemah tubuhnya atau tiada boleh makan.

"Spelled k-y-s-w-t.
43Perhaps this was meant as a threat by a former owner who was jealous of his possession. In
connection with this it should be remembered that, according to Klinkert (1869b:182), it was almost
impossible to collect Malay medical works, because the doctors did not want to sell their manuscripts:
"Tot mijn leedwezen heb ik geen werken over de geneeskunde onder de Maleiers kunnen verzamelen,
hoewel ik dikwerf daamaar heb gevraagd. De reden daarvan is, met dat ze er niet zijn, maar dat die
zoogenaamde soerat thib altijd in handen blijven van de geneeskundigen, thabib, die er natuurlijk geen
afstand van willen doen, zelfs niet voor geld, terwijl men bij de oningewijden slechts hier en daar een
los papiertje, met een of meer recepten beschreven, aantreft".
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Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:307 under CCCXLV); Haji Wan (1985:32);
Iskandar(1999:116).

Cod. Or. 3216a-b

Fragment of a Panji story

During Van der Tuuk's lifetime the pages of this manuscript were probably still
unbound. The pages are worn and have been repaired with transparent paper. Jones
(1999:107) refers to Cod. Or. 3216 as an example of a work which betrays evidence
of soiling. When the pages were bound at the Library, they ended up in four separate
volumes, viz. Cod. Or. 3216a and b, Cod. Or. 3235b and Cod. Or. 3238. At the time
Juynboll described them, Cod. Or. 3235b was still a separate volume (see Juynboll
1899:120), but at some stage the pages of Cod. Or. 3235b were bound with Cod. Or.
3216a where they in fact belong, so presently we have Cod. Or. 3225b + Cod. Or.
3216a, ff. 24r-40v together. Furthermore, the second part of Cod. Or. 3216a, which
was described in Juynboll (1899:120) as Cod. Or. 3216a, pp. 210-242, was bound
with Cod. Or. 3216b, so now Cod. Or. 3216a (2) = Cod. Or. 3216b, ff. lr-17v.

a. 27.5 x 22 cm; 40 folios; 18-23 lines to the page; black ink; rubrications;
embellished punctuation words on ff. 38v and 39r; sporadic use of catchwords;
watermark: Fleur-de-Lis with J HONIG, The original foliation runs from no. 2 (on f.
Iv), no. 2 (on f. 2r), no. 3 (on f. 2v), etc. to no. 42 (on f. 40v). The beginning (that is,
'the first no. 1') is missing; the text begins in the middle of a sentence. If the original
foliation is correct, f. 7 should be turned round. Furthermore, one folio is missing
between f. 39 and f. 40 (this is confirmed by the text which on f. 39v abruptly ends
with dalam and on f. 40r suddenly begins with sebermula maka tersebutlah
perkataan). Van der Tuuk did not make notes in this manuscript.

On.f. 23v of Cod. Or. 3216a there is another text written in another hand,
beginning with Al-kissah maka tersebutlah perkataan Sri Panji Putera Kesuma...
Furthermore, there is a pen drawing of a sailing boat armed with four cannons and
carrying two persons, whereas two comparatively large animals (perhaps a turtle and a
fantasy animal) are swimming alongside the ship, see plate. To the right of this
drawing is a rather obscure text beginning with bahwa ini surat..., in which inter alia
Kampung Krukut (which is in Batavia) is mentioned. Occuring twice above the
drawing there appears the name of what seems to be Kampung Tanah Sirih.
Underneath the drawing is a note, saying that this hikayat belonged to Muhammad
who loved to read and who rented out this manuscript at the price of ten duits a night.
To the right of this note we find the statement "tertulis kepada tahun 1831".

Cod. Or. 3215, f. 8r. Beginning of a chapter of the Kitab Obat on all kinds of
medicines, which are recommended by doctors (tabib). See also the plate of Cod. Or.
3198 in this volume for a similar manuscript and with the same octagonal red ink seal.

b. 27 x 23 cm; 55 folios; 22-26 lines to the page; black ink; few rubrications;
-embellished punctuation words (see f. 27v); watermark: Fleur-de-Lis with J HONIG

& ZOONEN. Originally the same foliation system was used as in Cod. Or. 3216a,
beginning with 105 (on f. Ir), 106 (on f. Iv), 106 (on f. 2r), etc. Van der Tuuk has
written some notes in the margins and he has sometimes indicated the contents of a
passage with brief Dutch catchwords or phrases (black ink and purple pencil).

This manuscript was used by Van der Tuuk as one of the sources for his major
Old Javanese-Balinese-Dutch dictionary; references to it are abbreviated with "m.
K.", which is explained in the list of abbreviations of his dictionary (p. 11) as
"fragment v[an] e[en] Pandji-roman, waarvan Prabatasari, de breeder van
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Cod. Or. 3216a, Fragment of a Panji story, f. 23v. A pen drawing of a sailing boat
armed with four cannons and carrying two persons on board with two comparatively
large animals swimming alongside the ship. According to the text, dated 1831, the
manuscript once belonged to a certain Muhammad of Kampung Tanah Sirih (in
Batavia) who lent his hikayat for 10 duits a night.
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Tjandrakirana, en Klana Mesa Krs, de held schijnt te zijn; daarin komen voor vorsten
Karang asem, Tulang bawang, Sukadana, enz." Van der Tuuk (op.cit.) refers to the
lemma selat where a quotation from this manuscript is given, but without mentioning
the page number (see Van der Tuuk 1901, vol. 111:252-253). On f. 18r of Cod. Or.
3216b Van der Tuuk has noted "gemerkt in 't balfineesch] W[oor]d[en]b[oek] met
M.K.".

Contents:
a. ff. 1-40: fragment of a Panji story. Juynboll (1899:120) gives a brief summary (in
Dutch) of the contents of ff. lr-23v (in his description this is pp. 1-50) under Cod. Or.
3216a (1). He summarised the rest of the manuscript under Cod. Or. 3235b (see
Juynboll 1899:120), which has now become Cod. Or. 3216a, ff. 24r-40v. Folio 24r
begins with an invitation for Sira Panji to visit the King of Lasem.
b. ff. 1-55: fragment of a Panji story. Juynboll (1899:120) gives a brief summary (in
Dutch) of the contents of ff. lr-17v (in his description pp. 210-242) under Cod. Or.
3216a (2). He summarised the rest of the manuscript under Cod. Or. 3216b (see
Juynboll 1899:121), which has now become Cod. Or. 3216b, ff. 18r-55v.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:120-121 under CI and CII); Haji Wan (1985:32);
Iskandar (1999:117).

Cod. Or. 3217

Kaba Cinduo Mato

22 x 21 cm (pp. 1-20); 22.5 x 21 cm (rest of the manuscript); 84 pages; 15 lines to the
page (towards the end more condensed; pp. 82-84 have 21 lines to the page); black
ink; catchwords; watermark: Pro Patria with underneath J H & Z; J HONIG &
ZOON[EN?].

Contents: a copy of the Kaba Cindua Mato, beginning and end missing. The story
ends abruptly with a catchword (salamo) at the bottom of the last page. According to
Van Ronkel (1921:185), the manuscript is "apparently rather old", but it is unclear
how he arrived at this conclusion. See also the description of Cod. Or. 1749 for
further details (Wiennga 1998:109-111).

Beginning: "...dalam sapangkat bulan nangko, bidiahlah Bundo suruah japuik
dangan Lenggo Gent", nan kan titah Bundo Kanduang. Bamrai Puti Bungsit,
mandanga kato bak kian, alah bakato Puti Bungsu: "Dcingakan molah dek Bundo,
lorong kapado untiiang ambo, itiak batalua dalam aia, bak kan mati kahausan, ayam
batalua dalam padi, bak kan mati kalaparan, sabagai pitlo Bundo Kanduang, lorong
kapado badan ambo, pulang makhtm pado Bundo, sarato dangan tuanku, mano

_pikiran ibu bapak, iolah Basa Ampek Balai, sarato jan urang nan banyak ko, dalam
alam Minangkarbau ". Nan kan sambah Puti Bungsu.

The story ends abruptly with: ... duo kali ayam bakukuak, sampai katigo hari
siang, wang bajalan anyo lai, lorong Tumanggiiang Kajarati, sagalo anak buahnyo,
rapek papek mangiriangkan, samonyo, xxx xxx masiang', mangirinkan [sic]
Tumanggiiang Kajarati, alah bajalan maso itu, sarato jan urang nan banyak tu,
Allahii Rabbi nan katalm, tidak tanisab banyak urang, [sa]pantim anai-anai bubuih,
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bak kalakatuM xxx patang, barapo sorak jangan sorai, nannm sapanjang jalan
nantim, bukan kapalang suko hati, iolah sagalo wrong nanjahek, [catchword] salamo.

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:185 under no. 445); Haji Wan (1985:32);
Iskandar(1999:117),

Cod. Or. 3218

Poems of P.P. Roorda van Eysinga

26 x 20.5 cm; ten folios; 15 lines to the page; black ink; many rubrications;
watermark: J Honig & xxx. Some of the poems are dated: the first is marked 17
August 1827 (f. 3r); the second, 24 August 1823 (f. 3r); the third, 2 August 1827 (f.
4r); the fifth, 2 August 1827 (f. 5v), and the sixth, 22 March 1822 (f. 6r). The script
betrays a copyist of the General Secretariat (see plate), but probably not Haji Zainal
Abidin, who had presented Roorda van Eysinga an edifying Muslim homily as a
good-bye present on the occasion of Roorda's departure from Batavia in 1828 (see
Wieringal998a:l 16-128).

Contents: poems of Philippus Pieter Roorda van Eysinga (1796-1856, cf. Van der Aa
n.d., vol. XVI:454-461; ENI, vol. 111:636; Groeneboer 2002:60 n. 8), which he
composed between 1822 and 1827. On f. Ir is written:

Inilah syair indah-indah
Yang dikarangkan hainba yang rendah
Namaku pun disebutkan orang
Roorda van Eysinga yang budinya kurang

The collection contains the following poems, which, with a few exceptions, are of a
religious (Christian) nature:

1. ff. lv-3r: Tahitipada Tuhan',
2. ff. 3r-4r: Nyanyi kesukaan pada Hari Raya\
3. ff. 4r: Doapada Tuhan (see plate);
4. ff. 4r-4v: Suatu pildran;
5. ff. 4v-5v: Taitfan;
6. ff. 5v-6r: Kepada adinda;
1. ff. 6r-6v: Kepada Fatimah',
8. ff. 6v-7v: Kepada orang berjalan dalam dimia',
9. ff. 7v: Soal-jawab;
10. ff. 8r-10r: Kegemaran yang gundah.

Cod. Or. 3218, Poems of P.P. Roorda van Eysinga, f. 4r. The poem, which is shown
here, is entitled Doa pada Tuhan ('Prayer to the Lord'). The script betrays a copyist
of the General Secretariat in Batavia.
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_Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:32 under XLIX); Haji Wan (1985:32); Iskandar
(1999:117-118).

""Spelled k-1-w-a-t-h.
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Cod. Or. 3219

Hikayat Muhammad Hanafiyyah: Du 'a' 'Asiira'

26 x 18.5 cm; 827 pages; 13 lines to the page; black ink; nibrications; catchwords;
many watermarks: Pro Patria with V D L; Concordia with Ei-ve Wijsimiller; E W;
Concordia with T S & Z; Pro Patria with B; Vrijheid with DE ERVEN D BLAUW; N
PANNEKOEK; C & I HONIG; V G; Coat-of-Arms of Zealand with Zeelandia
underneath. Some pages were bound in the wrong order.45 According to the colophon
on p. 825 (see plate), the manuscript was finished on Thursday night, jam dua
setengah, 15 Syawal 1269/22 July 1853. It was written in Batavia: Tertiilis di Betawi
dalam kebun Tuan Besar adanya. The copyist was Agus Awang bin Saleh who
originally came from Bogor. There are only a few notes in Jawi in the margins. The
manuscript was used in Brakel (1975) as R.

Inserted are two loose papers:
(1) 3 x 8 cm; one folio; three lines; pencil; a short note reading: ini dengan segala46

hormat soya datang mudah-mudahan barangk... [breaks off] yang dudiik dalam
Bandaran k.. [breaks off] jua adanya;
(2) 20 x 13.5 cm; two folios; 12 lines; black ink; squared paper with an impression in
the form of a crowned coat-of-arms with ANGOULEME MIDI (?) underneath. On f.
Ir there is a letter to someone in Kampung Tanah Tinggi (?); in the letter itself
Kampung Kramat Gang Sentiung and the date 24 Sura are mentioned. This letter was
later included in the pagination (p. 828), but it is in a hand different to that of the other
texts in this codex.

Contents: on pp. 1-825 a copy of the Hikayat Muhammad Hanafiyyah, see the
description of Cod. Or. 1717 for further details (Wieringa 1998:68-69). Brakel
(1975:81) places Cod. Or. 3219 among his version y. There are many copies of the
Hikayat Muhammad Hanafiyyah: in his first volume, Brakel (1975) described no less
than thirty of them, but in his second volume he noted that a 31st manuscript had been
discovered among the Malay community in Sri Lanka (Brakel 1977:98-99). Some
years ago, another manuscript of the Hikayat Muhammad Hanafiyyah was discovered
in the Oriental manuscript collection of the University of Leeds, described as MS M.I
in Young (1990:12-12).

On p. 826 there is a vocalised Arabic text called ini doa 'Asiira; although the
paper has been repaired with transparent paper, the text is still legible, see plate. The
inclusion of this prayer (which is not mentioned in Brakel 1975) may perhaps point to
a reading of this text in the context of the celebration of the tenth day of the month
Muharram or Sura, better known as 'Asura'.47 The Malay text on p. 827, beginning
with ini hikayat..., is more difficult to read and seems to be written in a different
hand.

Cod. Or. 3219, Hikayat Muhammad Hanafiyyah, pp. 825-826. According to the
colophon (p. 825), the manuscript was finished on 15 Syawal 1269/22 July 1853 in
Batavia at the kebun Tuan Besar by Agus Awang bin Saleh, who originally came
from Bogor. On p. 826 there is a vocalized Arabic text of a Du 'a 'Asura', which may
point to a reading of the story in the context of the celebration of 'Asura' day (10
Muharram or Sura).

—43References are to the new pagination. The old pagination was as follows: after p. 163 followed pp—
188-189, 168-171, 198-199, 164-167 and 172 el sqq.; pp. 380 a sqq. were originally numbered pp. 340
et sqq.; after p. 403 followed pp. 406-407, 404-405, 408-411, 414-415, 412-413, and 416 et sqq.; after
p. 667 followed pp. 672-673, 670-671, 676-677, 674-675 and 678 et sqq.; after p. 817 followed pp.
820-821, 818-819 and 822 et sqq.
"Spelled s-g-a-1-h.
"incidentally, in a letter to the Dutch Bible Society, dated Barus, 15 November 1855, Van der Tuuk
mentions the 'Hikajat Moehammad Khanafieah' as a text which was read in the evenings by 'the
Muslims of Sumatra' during the fasting month (Groeneboer 2002:258; see also 866). He repeated this
observation in another letter, dated Barus, 24 April 1856, adding the remark that the enemies in this
stoiy were believed to represent the Europeans (Groeneboer 2002:289).
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Cod. Or. 3220, p. 40. Last page of the Hikayat Maharaja Boma, ending with a love
affair of Samba in a hermitage. The copyist of this manuscript probably also produced
Cod.0r. 3239, 3240, 3250 and 3254 (see the plates in this volume).

See also Sindhu Galba et al. (1998), which is a transliteration of the lithographed
edition that has continuously been reissued with (to use the words of Brakel
1975:100) "its text showing an increasingly corrupted text".48 Wieringa (2001:355-
364) contains a brief discussion of the Sundanese version, in which the story of
Muhammad Hanafiyyah has been incorporated in the Prophetic Tales.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:199-200 under CLXXXIX); Haji Wan (1985:32);
Iskandar(1999:118).

Cod. Or. 3220

Hikayat Maharaja Boma

Juynboll (1899:142-143) mentions two volumes, viz. Cod. Or. 3220a and Cod. Or.
3220b without, however, describing the latter. Cod. Or. 3220b was probably meant to
be the manuscript Cod. Or 3239, which is in fact placed next to Cod. Or. 3220a on the
shelf, and which is omitted in the catalogues of Juynboll (1899), Van Ronkel (1921),
and hence Haji Wan (1985). The manuscripts Cod. Or. 3220, 3239, 3240, 3250 and
3254 all seem to belong together.

30 x 19 cm; 40 pages; 22 lines to the page; brown ink; rubrications; watermark:
MAROT. The paper is worn and has been repaired with transparent paper. There are a
few jottings in Latin script (probably not by Van der Tuuk) in the margins, but they do
not seem to relate to the text. Some time after Juynboll's description, the manuscript
had been rebound, so his remarks concerning the disorder of the pages, which were
sometimes upside down, have now become irrelevant. The order of the papers,
however, now follows the Western convention.

Contents: a fragment of the Hikayat Maharaja Boma. Van der Tuuk (1875a:91-101)
has summarised the contents of RAS Raffles Malay 15 (see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve
1977:134) and in Cod. Or. 3220 he has indicated on pp. 1, 6 and 35 parallels with his
summary. The episode on p. 1, line 11, beginning with Setelah itu maka Maharaja
Boma pun naiklah ke atas Wilmana49 itu lain terbang ke udara ... runs parallel with
Van der Tuuk (1875a:94, second paragraph). The final episode relates a love affair of
Samba in a hermitage (cf. Van der Tuuk 1875a:98; Teeuw 1946:22); p. 40, lines 19-
20 read: Maka Sang Keranda Dewa pun mendengar suara laki-laki mengidung
berkekawin di dalamperaduan itu ..., which run parallel with Sang Boma (1924:82).
The text ends abruptly, the last sentence being Maka Sang Keranda Dewa pun
diamlah, see plate.

Balai Pustaka published a transliteration of an unidentified manuscript in the
possession of the Bataviaasch Genootschap (first ed. Sang Boma 1924; second ed.

_Sang Boma 1953). This version was translated into Russian in a popular edition by
Mervart (1973; introduced by B.B. Parnickel). The National Library in Jakarta keeps
six manuscripts of the Hikayat Maharaja Boma, viz. ML 215 (formerly Bat.Gen.
215); ML 360 (formerly Bat. Gen. 360); ML 154 (formerly v.d. W. 142); ML 156

48The process of 'de-shi'itisation1 of this originally aggressively heterodox text has been a success:
Sindhu Galba et al. (1998) do not seem to be aware of its Shia background, praising its Muslim values
which support 'development' (pembangiman), all in line with late-twentieth century state ideology
Pancasila.
49Spelled w-1-m-a-n.
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Cod. Or. 3221, f. 77r. Episode in the Hikayat Angkawijaya, a Batavian wayang story,
featuring a white elephant. The sequel of the story, also written by Sapirin, can be
found in Cod. Or. 3244 (see plate in this volume).

(formerly Br. 1); ML 201 (formerly Br. 154) and ML 506, see Van Ronkel (1909:92-
95) for a description of the first five manuscripts and Sutaarga et al. (1972:49-50).
Other manuscripts are: Cod.Or. 3256 (1) (vide infra), RAS Raffles Malay 15 (Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve 1977:134); Cambridge University Library Add. 3759 (Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:113); Cambridge University Library Add. 3782 (Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:114); Cambridge University Library Add. 3806 (Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:117) and IOL Malay C.8 (102905) (Ricklefs and Voorhoeve
1977:125).

The plot is very close to that of the Old Javanese Kakawin Bomakawya. See
Teeuw (1946:21-38) for a comparison of the Old Javanese text and the Balai Pustaka
edition of the Hikayat Sang Boma.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:142-143 under CXIV); Haji Wan (1985:32);
Iskandar (1999:118-119).

Cod. Or. 3221

Hikayat Angkawijaya

33 x 20.5 cm; 116 folios; 29 lines to the page; the original foliation jumps from f. 71
to 78, but the catchword on f. 71v corresponds to the first word on the next page;
brown ink; lubrications; some embellished punctuation words (al-kissah); catch-
words; watermarks: Dutch Lion (with circumscription GOD ZY MET ONS) with
V D L; Pro Patria with B; Concordia with ERVE WYSMULLER. The manuscript is
worn and has been repaired with transparent paper; ff. 115r-116r are damaged. It
seems that at the end something is missing as the catchword on f. 114v does not
correspond with the first word on the next page. On f. 21 v an incomplete phrase is
written in Latin script: Sapierien dalam kampong Gang ... (breaks off); on f. 23v in
Latin script the date 18 Juny 1858; the name Sapieren also in Latin script on f. 94r
and once again on f. 114v, viz. Sapiereen die Kampong Gang ... (the next word is
illegible; perhaps Patjenongan). Safirin or Sapirin, also known as Guru Cit, was a
member of the Fadli family who ran a lending library in Batavia in the nineteenth
century. Only five of Sapirin's manuscripts seem to have been preserved; their dates
of composition range from 1858 to 1885 (see Chambert-Loir 1991:89).

The manuscript contains several iiiuminations: a kekayon or gwnmgan (f. or) a
three-master (f. 12v); a sailing ship (f. 32v); a four-in hand (f. 33r); two kidangs (f.
61v and f. 70r) and an elephant (f. 77r), see plate. The text is incomplete; its sequel
can be found in Cod. Or. 3244.

On f. Iv Van der Tuuk noted that he used this manuscript in his major Old
Javanese-Balinese-Dutch dictionary as "w.b."; in Van der Tuuk (1897, vol. 1:16) the
abbreviation is explained as 'wayang stories ms. from Batavia, inter alia about

_Pregiwa' (wajang-verhalen (batav[iaasch] H[an]ds[chrift]), onder anderen over
Pregiwa). He quoted a rather large passage about all sorts of dishes from Cod. Or.
3221, f. 54v in his dictionary under karang menantji (Van der Tuuk 1899, vol. 11:116).
In the manuscript, however, the word in fact reads kennenaci (k-r-m-n-alif-c-y).50 The
manuscript was intensively studied by Van der Tuuk, who made many notes in the

50Apparently, this Dutch-derived 'Low Malay' word intrigued him as it is also quoted (with disdain) in
his preface to Homan's dictionary of Batavian Malay (Van der Tuuk 1868). reproduced in Groeneboer
(2002:629), viz. "kai-angmenanlji (karbonaadje)".
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margins; furthermore, he regularly indicated the contents with Dutch catchwords or
short phrases.

Contents: a copy of a Batavian wayang story, which, in a related manuscript, viz.
Jakarta ML 180, is entitled Hikayat Angkawijaya. It tells the love-story of
Angkawijaya, son of Arjuna, and Siti Sundari, daughter of Kresna. The text of the
Hikayat Angkawijaya is contained in two connected Leiden manuscripts, viz. Cod. Or.
3221 and Cod. Or. 3244. In 1990, Bijleveld (1990:414) announced that he was
preparing a critical edition of the Hikayat Angkawijaya, which never materialised.
He did, however, edit a short episode of the story as contained in Cod. Or. 7275,
entitled Cerita Tukang Gamat Ki Dudah Jinda Lam Ning Hati (Bijleveld 1990:413-
422). According to Bijleveld (1990:414), this account of the adventures of Juragan
Duda Lara Ning Hati runs parallel with a scene in the Hikayat Angkawijaya. Although
he does not say so, this must be the episode towards the end of Cod. Or. 3221 where
on f. 112r, line 11 we read: Setelah suda[h] itu maka Sang Rajuna pun bersalin nama
Juragan Dudah Lara Ning Hati. See Juynboll (1899:52-54) for a summary of the
contents of Cod. Or. 3221 and Juynboll (1899:54-56) for its sequel as contained in
Cod. Or. 3244.

Bijleveld gives the following summary of the plot: "This story is a free rendering
of the kakawin Ghatotka9raya, freer than the version of H[ikayat] P[andawa] L[ima].
It is enacted against the background of the feud between Pandawas and Korawas, who
claim the bride for their heir Laksmana Anjasmara. Kresna gives in under the pressure
of the combined forces of the suitors, thus breaking his promise to Arjuna. The story
describes abductions of Siti Sundari, of the wives of Arjuna, wanderings of Purgiwa
and Purgiwati in quest of their father Arjuna, wanderings of Angkawijaya and of
Arjuna who, in the appearance of Juragan Duda Lara Ning Hati, forms a band of
gamelan players, who also act as warriors. The last battles of Arjuna and his band
against the combined forces of Kresna and the Korawas come to an end by [sic] the
intervention of Angkawijaya in his appearance of Raden Bagus Mas Wirang Panji
Wahana, seconded by Babu Ratna, a former astrologer of Burganata, a descendant of
Rawana. When the Korawas in conformity with Rajuna's sentence are on their way to
be drowned, they are saved by Sangyang Lela Siraja Menang, Semar in his divine
appearance, and Darmawangsa in the appearance of Pandita Candiwacana. The end is
peace between all parties and a sequence of inter-marriages",52

The actual beginning of the story is preceded by a preface of thirteen lines, in
which the story is said to derive from Javanese literature: Ini hikayat yang baharu
dikarang oleh^ orang yang empunya karangan. Asalnya daripada ceritera wawakan
Jawa maka dimelayukan oleh seorang hamba sitpaya titan-tuan dan baba atawa
nyonya-nyonya yang manis sudi membaca hikayat ini (f. 1 v). The writer expresses the
hope that reading his text may have a soothing effect upon its readers, esp. for ladies
and gentlemen who have been abandoned by their partners. He closes the preface with

^the usual captatio benevolentiae, and then begins his story on f. Iv, line 13 with Hatta
maka datanglah suatu ceritera ... In order to add some local colour Javanese
expressions are sometimes.used.

The text of Jakarta ML 180 only covers part of the story (see Van Ronkel
1909:20; Sutaarga et al. 1972:8). It is well worth quoting Bijleveld's unpublished
observations on this manuscript here: "The Jakarta manuscript containing the first part
of Hikayat Angkawijaya (ML 180) mentions 'Toewan Soeltan Tamdjat Oellah Aal
Wa Sek Bellah' as the owner. He is probably the same as Sultan Tamdjid Ullah Al-
wassik Bilah, the last sultan of Banjarmasin, who was forced to abdicate in 1859 and
leave his country for Java, where he lived in Bogor until his death. The manuscript is
dated 'Di Batapeyah den 22 September 1865'. Two other owners are mentioned:
Da'iran Masanif (in Jawi script) and Mohamad Mardjoekie bin Polana Moesanief,
probably relatives. The relationship to the other manuscript (Cod.Or. 3221/3244) is
not clear."54

Juynboll (1902:530) briefly referred to Cod. Or. 3221 in his description of the
wayang character Batara Mariam who is called Kuntala Mariam in Cod. Or. 3221, in
which he is sent to Indarawati (that is, Dwarawati) to propose to Siti Sundari; his
army is defeated by Bima in the shape of an elephant. In another article Juynboll
(1900:103) indicated that the plot of the Old Javanese kakawin Ghatotkacasraya
could be found in Cod. Or. 3221 (as well as in Cod. Or. 3195a and Cod. Or. 3244).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:52-54 under LXIX); Haji Wan (1985:32); Iskandar
(1999:119).

Cod. Or. 3222 A-D

Lexicographical notes by Van der Tuuk

Cod. Or. 3222 A-D contain Van der Tuuk's lexicographical notes. The entries are
alphabetically arranged according to the Jawi alphabet. Jawi is used for the main
entries and the quotations are in Jawi as well; written texts are the main sources for
Van der Tuuk's notes, taken from manuscripts and text editions (cf. Teeuw 1996:122
for Van der Tuuk's preference of Jawi). Often etymologies and comparable words in
cognate languages are given, see plate.

A. 33.5 x 22 cm; 604 pages, but many blank pages, and also many pages on which
only little has been written, followed by ten blank pages; brown ink; no watermark.
Contents: lexicographical notes, arranged in the form of a Malay-Dutch dictionary
from a-b-s to b-r-l-ng.

B. 34.5 x 21 cm; 758 pages, but some blank pages, and also many pages on which
only little has been written; due to a mistake in the pagination at the Library pages
223 and 224 have been omitted, so p. 222 is directly followed by p. 225; watermark:
Pro Patria with B; some loose pages with notes on Malay words are inserted which

- have not been put in Cod.Or. 3222 D.
Contents: lexicographical notes, arranged in the form of a Malay-Dutch dictionary
from alif, "de eerste letter van het Arab[isch] alphabeth; 't gebruik van deze letter zie
de Spraakkunst" to "lulur, malulur, iets inslikken" on p. 725. Some disjointed notes
follow on the last pages.

51Bijleveld passed away at the beginning of 2003, but his provisional (incomplete) transliterations of
the two connected Leiden manuscripts Cod. Or. 3221 and 3244 can be found in Cod. Or. 25.404.
52Quoted from B.J. Bijleveld's unpublished paper 'Malay wayang stories; a provisional inventory', pp.
11-12 (kept in Cod. Or. 25.404).
"Spelled a-w-l-y.

54Quoted from B.J. Bijleveld's unpublished paper 'Malay wayang stories; a provisional inventory', p.
21 (kept in Cod. Or. 25.404).
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Cod. Or. 3222B, p. 402. Lexicographical notes by Van der Tuuk. On this page the
first lemma is tiirun.

C. 34 x 27 cm; 602 pages, but some blank pages, and also many pages on which only
little has been written; brown ink; no watermark.
Contents: lexicographical notes, arranged in the form of a Malay-Dutch dictionary
from aduk, "omroeren b[ij]v[oorbeeld] met e[en] lepeltje in een kopje (Bat[avia])" to
nyanyuk, "suf, simpel v[an] grijsaarts [sic] (Batavia)".

D. Portfolio, containing some 150 odd scraps of paper with lexicographical notes.
These notes were removed from Cod. Or. 3222 A-C. It also includes eight letters:

1. 18 x 11 cm; two folios; black ink; white paper with an impression. English
letter from R. Rost55 to Van der Tuuk, dated London, 15 February 1866, on the
term "grantham" (Tamil kirandam), Grantham words and quotations in Malay,
the Tamil "Panjatandiram" ("Panchatantra"), and the unravelling of
mysterious names.

2. 23 x 14 cm; two folios; 31 lines to the page; black ink; blue, thin paper.
Contents: incomplete Dutch letter to Van der Tuuk, dated 15-5-[18]65.

3. 21 x 13.5 cm; four folios; black ink; yellowish, thin paper. Contents: Dutch
letter from H.J. Oosting56 to Van der Tuuk, dated Sumedang 17 November
1880, containing lexicographical notes. One of the topics is Van der Tuuk's
criticism of Coolsma's term lemes for krama: Oosting preferred the term basa,
"maar zoiets wilde Coolsma natuurlijk niet, wat naar Javaansch rook was hem
een gruwel en uit den booze".

4. 21 x 13.5 cm; two folios; black ink; blue, thin paper. On ff. lr-2r: English
letter from R. Rost to Van der Tuuk, dated Canterbury, St. Augustine's
Colleges, 28 September 1859, on Sanskrit as written in Grantham characters;
Tamil, and the Malay word k-1-k-t-y which Rost proposed to derive from
Telugu vakkala-katti, "which means the same thing, viz: an areca-nut knife".

5. 20 x 12.5 cm; two folios; brown ink; 14 lines to the page; f. Ir: Dutch letter
from H. Millies57 to Van der Tuuk, dated Utrecht, 6 July 1863, on a book
which Millies had bought at an auction (for Van der Tuuk). On f. 2v it is
addressed to Mrs. Verall Hastings (Lodgings).

6. 21 x 13.5 cm; 12 pages; 32 lines to the page; brown ink. Dutch letter from Van
der Tuuk to Von de Wall,58 dated 14 October 1866 and 3 December 1866, in
reply to Von de Wall's lengthy letter, dated 21 August which had broken a
long silence. This letter has been published in Groeneboer (2002:568-569), but
omitting the 11 (!) pages with lexicographical notes.

7. 21.5 x 13.5 cm; four pages; 35 lines to the page; white, thin paper. Incomplete
Dutch letter from Von de Wall to Van der Tuuk (although both names are not
mentioned), dated August 1866. Von de Wall was angry, feeling insulted by
Van der Tuuk. Von de Wall, however, did not know what he had done do
deserve this: "T. Roorda c.s. kunnen doen wat zij willen; maar ik tracht in de
verste verte niet u tot mijn vijand te maken, zooals gij beweert. Ik zou niet

____ weten waarmede. Dat sedert eenigen tijd een minder aangename toon in onze
briefwisseling heerscht, is uwe schuld, is awe schuld, is uwe schuld."

s5For a succinct biography of Rheinholt Rost (1822-1896), see Hinzler (1986, vol. 11:4) and Groeneboer
(2002:426 n. 20).
"On Hendrik Jan Oosting (b. 1842), see Groeneboer (2002:740-741)
57Henricus Christiaan Millies (1810-1868) was Professor of Oriental Languages and Literatures at the
University of Utrecht. See Groeneboer (2002:73), who also refers to nineteenth-century biographies.
58On Hermann Theodor Friedrich Karl Emil Wilhelm August Casimir von de Wall (1807-1873), see
ENI, vol. IV:663-664 and Van der Putten and Al azhar (1995:4-8).
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Cod Or 3223 Hikayat Muhammad Hanafiyyah, p. 70. Here a clearly marked
diction is made beLeen the maktal and the hikayat part of the t-t by way of a
triangular conclusion at the end of the maktal (consisting of a few pious
fxdSions), and the basmala at the beginning of the hikayat. Note the wnting of
the name Hanafiyyah, in which the last letter erupts in an embellished curl.
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8. 20.5 x 13 cm; two folios; Dutch letter to Van der Tuuk, dated 1 May, Sunday
morning, asking Van der Tuuk to respond after several months of silence. The
signature is illegible.

Catalogue entry: Iskandar (1999:119).

Cod. Or. 3223

Hikayat Muhammad Hanafiyyah

24.5 x 18 cm; 142 pages; 20 lines to the page; black ink; rubrications; soiled paper;
watermark: rampant lion with J HONIG & ZOONEN; J H & Z; 1800. On p. 141 a
scrap of paper has been pasted, probably intended as the illuminated beginning of
another text (11.5 x 8 cm; black ink); at the top of the floral illumination some pious
expressions, beginning with Allahu akbar, Allahu akbar, ... The beginning and final
pages (pp. 1 and 142) are damaged and have been repaired with transparent paper;
they contain the basmala (a few times), writing exercises, and furthermore, a text
which is hardly legible. On p. 70 there is a clearly marked distinction between the two
parts of the texts, viz. the maktal and the hikayat, by way of a triangular piece of
writing at the end of the maktal (consisting of a few pious exclamations), and the
basmala at the beginning of the hikayat, see plate. The manuscript is used in Brakel
(1975) as I.

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Muhammad Hanafiyyah, which belongs to Brakel's
version x. It begins in the middle of Brakel (1975) I 6, its first words being ... yang
mukarrabin mengapa maka titan hatnba berdakap tubuh dengan hamba. At the end it
breaks off in the middle of a sentence and a page: setelah sampailah Zainal Abidin
kepada pintu gua itu maka ...; the rest of the page contains two meaningless
sentences ( ... alamatsurat datangdaripada hamba ...). The same sentence, together
with some writing exercises and numbers, can be found on p. 140.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:199 under CLXXXVIII); Haji Wan (1985:33);
Iskandar (1999:120).

Coo. Or. 3224a-b

Tafsir al-Jalalain

a. 32.5 x 20 cm; 421 folios; 24 lines to the page (12 lines of Arabic with 12 lines of
interlinear Malay translation); black ink; many rubrications; watermark: Pro Patria
with J HONIG & ZOONEN. The Arabic text is provided with a complete interlinear
Malay translation which, however, is discontinued on ff. 417v-421v. At the beginning
the paper has suffered some water damage without affecting the legibility. See plate.

b. 32.5 x 20 cm.; 430 folios; ff. 4r-7r are blank; 12 lines to the page; catchwords;
black ink; many rubrications; watermarks: Pro Patria with J HONIG & ZOONEN; Pro
Patria with J H & Z; Vryheid with H. The text is inconsistently provided with an
interlinear Malay translation. According to the Malay colophon (f. 430r), the
manuscript was finished on Monday, 20 Sya'ban.
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Cod. Or. 3224a, ff. lv-2r. Beginning of the Tafsir al-Jalalain, a very popular
commentary on the Qur'an, with an interlinear Malay translation.

Contents: a copy with (partial) interlinear translation in Malay of the Tafsir al-
Jalalain, the 'Commentary of the two Jalals', that is, Jalal ad-Din al-MahallT (d.
864/1460) and Jalal ad-Din as-Suyutl (d. 911/1505), cf. GAL 11:113; 145. Cod. Or.
3224a-b are briefly described in Sefercioglu (2000:131-132), in which they are said to
originate from Sumatra, dating from the middle of the nineteenth century.

This tafsir, which uses a word-for-word technique of interpretation, is a very
popular work in Indonesia. Johns (1998:125) describes it as "brief but lucid, ideally-
suited to be a reference of first recourse for a student of the Qur'an, and a brilliantly
succinct summation of the mainstream exegetic tradition". In Java and Madura, where
this commentary is commonly known as Tepsir Jalalen, it has been the most popular
of its genre in the pesantrens, see Soebardi (1971:339) and Van Bruinessen
(1990:253). The Tarjuman al-Mustafid, that is, the first commentary on the Qur'an as
a whole extant in Malay, which was compiled by Abdurrauf of Singkel was mainly
based on the Jalalain with some inteiposed material from other commentaries
(Riddell 1984:113-118; Riddell 1990; Johns 1998:120-145).

Catalogue entry: Voorhoeve (1980a:353).

Cod. Or. 3231

Obat kurap; Masa'il al-Yahud li'l-imdm 'All; Qissat Sayyidina Abu Bakr as-Siddiq;
grammatical treatise and notes; Arabic-Malay vocabularies

16.5 x 10.5 cm; 183 folios; ff. 177r, 106r-102r and f Ir blank; the number of lines to
the page differs from one text to the other; black ink; lubrications; watermarks: Pro
Patria with L S B underneath; GR; Dutch lion. The texts seem to have been written by
different copyists.

Contents:
1. f. 183v: fasalpada menyatakan obat kurab; a cure against kurap, a parasitic disease
of the ringworm type.
2. ff. 183r-180r: Masa'il al-Yahud li'l-imam 'All, that is, an Arabic tale about ten
Jewish rabbis putting questions to 'Umar b. al-Khattab, which are answered by 'All.
This is said to be an abstract from the Kitab Masa'il al-Yahud. See the description of
Cod. Or. 1751 (17) for further details (Wieringa 1998:113); see also the description of
Cod. Or. 3234 (5), vide infra. Catalogue entry: Voorhoeve (1980a: 199-200).
3. ff. 179v-177v: Qissat Sayyidina Abu Bakr as-Siddiq. Arabic story, known in Malay
as Hikayat Abu Bakar dan rahib Yalnidi or Hikayat Salmon al-Farisi, a variant of the
above-mentioned story, see the description of Cod. Or. 1758 (2) for further details
(Wieringa 1998:125). Catalogue entry: Voorhoeve (1980a: 199-200).
4. ff. 176r-114v: al-Khulasa fi 's-Sarf, an Arabic grammatical treatise. According to
Voorhoeve (1980a:160), it is the same work as the two manuscripts kept at the

^National Library in Jakarta, viz. Bat.Gen. DXIII (= A 513, see Behrend 1998:16) and
v.d.W. 299 A (present signature unknown, not found in Behrend 1998:16), which
have been described in Van Ronkel (1912:472-473 under nos. 822 and 823). It is not
to be confused with a Persian treatise with the same title, viz. Cod. Or. 1666 (cf.
Wieringa 1998:28). On f. 176v in Latin script: "Golasa yanie sarap". In the beginning
there are some Malay annotations. On f. 114v there is a Malay colophon, dated
Friday, Safar sanat al-Dal; the owner was a certain Masyhur Khatib. Catalogue entry:
Voorhoeve (1980a:160).
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Cod. Or. 3231 (7), ff. 58r-57v. Arabic vocabulary, entitled Gunya ft Husul al-Munya,
with interlinear Malay translation.
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5. ff. 114r-106v: Arabic quotations from works on Arabic grammar.
6. ff. 101r-63r (with some additional words on f. 62): Arabic and Malay vocabularies;
a list divided into alphabetical babs; inside each bob there is no alphabetical
arrangement. The same as Cod. Or. 3233 (1). On f. lOlv in Latin script: Lohat (or
perhaps Sohatl) namanja; interpreted by Laffan (2003:357) as Sohah namanya, that
is, as-Sahah. Catalogue entry: Voorhoeve (1980a:417).
7. ff. 61r-46v (with an appendix on ff. 46v-45r): Arabic and Malay vocabularies,
systematically arranged in five babs; see plate. The title is Gunya fl Husul al-Munya;
the alternative title is al-Gimya fi Bayan Ism Allah (both titles on f. 61r). In the
introduction (f. 61r) it is said to have been compiled by an al-imam al-mu 'iyyit for his
brethren. Remarkably, however, al-mu 'iyyu would suggest (in Arabic) that the imam
was incapable of expressing himself (cf. Arabic dictionaries under 'ayya), whereas the
interlinear Malay translation states the very opposite, viz. yang telah mengarangkan
akan dia imam yang budiman bagi syaudaranya. The Arabic term al-mu 'iyyu would
be in accordance with the Malay convention of self-abasement, but perhaps the Malay
translator automatically associated an imam with wisdom. Cf. Laffan (2003:356). The
first chapter contains a list of the 99 names.
8. ff. 44v-4r: Arabic and Malay vocabularies, systematically arranged in many
unnumbered fasals. Its title is al-Jadwal fi Kalam al-'Arab (f. 44r) or al-Jadwal fi
Bayan al-Tasrif(f. 4v). The term Kitdb al-Luga (on ff. 44v and 4v) indicates the type
of book and are not a part of the title.
9. ff. 4r-lv: supplement to Cod.Or. 3231 (8), entitled al-Lugat al-Fiqh. The text is in
Arabic with interlinear Malay translation. Cf. Laffan (2003:353). Catalogue entry:
Voorhoeve (1980a:418).

Catalogue entries: Voorhoeve (1952:216; the Arabic-Malay vocabularies); Voorhoeve
(1980a: on different pages, see above); Iskandar (1999:120).

Cod. Or. 3233

Arabic-Malay vocabularies; Wasiyyat an-NabJli- 'AITb. Abi Talib

21.5 x 15.5 cm; 183 folios; ff. 6v-7r, 30r, 57r-59r blank; generally nine lines to the
page except for the last text on ff. 180v-183r where there are 19 lines to the page;
black ink; rubrications; watermark: three crescents. The bottoms of the pages are
rather thumbed. The paper has suffered some water damage without affecting the
legibility. In the margins of the first and second texts Van der Tuuk has written some
variae lectiones from another (unidentified) manuscript. In Cod.Or. 3233 (2) he
furthermore sometimes indicated the contents with Dutch catchwords in purple pencil.
In the third text he only added a few variae lectiones.

^Contents:
1. ff. lv-29v: an Arabic-Malay vocabulary divided into alphabetical babs, but without
the additions. Van der Tuuk has noted variae lectiones from another manuscript called
'b' in the margins. This might be Cod. Or. 3231 (6), which contains the same text.
Catalogue entry: Voorhoeve (1980a:417).
2. ff. 30v-56v: a copy of al-Jadwal fi Kalam al- 'Arab (or al-Jadwal fi Bayan at-
Tasrif), in which the beginning is missing. An Arabic-Malay vocabulary,
systematically arranged in many unnumbered fasals. See also the description of Cod.
Or. 3231 (8), vide infra. With a purple pencil Van der Tuuk sometimes indicated the
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category, e.g. 'gold, gems' ("goud, edelgesteenten"), 'tools' ("werktuigen"), 'animals'
("dieren"), etc. Probably it is this manuscript, which was used by Van der Tuuk in his
'supplement' of Malay dictionaries (Van der Tuuk 1894); in op.cit., pp. 50-52 he
quotes extensively from it, deploring the fact that the manuscript is incomplete and
hence unfit for publication.59 According to Van der Tuuk (1894:51), sometimes the
explanations in this vocabulary deviate from the Arabic and Persian dictionaries. His
example of harimau ('tiger') as a free translation of asad ('lion') can be found on f.
37r. He describes the origin of the manuscript as "Padangsche bovenlanden" and
gives some examples of its Minangkabau spelling. Laffan (2003:354) has a plate of
Cod. Or. 3233, f. 32r, which lists the names of God.

The rubricated Minangkabau-influenced Malay colophon on f. 56v reads as
follows: yang menyurat dia orang Bayang anak Tuanku di Jamba' yang bergelar
Fakih Sultan tatkala berbuat surau dalam karyat Lubuak Gambalo adanya', oleh j-
'ain-alif-lah pandita Arab; 2 rial adanya, see plate. So it was written by the son of
Tuanku di Jambak with the title of Fakih (Min. Pakiah) Sultan at the time of the
building of the surau at the village of Lubuak Gambalo. From an Arab 'priest'
(pandita Arab) he received two rials. Cf. Laffan (2003:357). Catalogue entry:
Voorhoeve (1980a:417).
3. ff. 59v-180r: Arabic-Malay vocabularies, systematically arranged in alphabetical
babs, subdivided into alphabetical fasals according to the third radical. The reference
works as-Sahah, al-Qamiis and ar-Riyad (fi'l-Luga al-'Arabiyya) are mentioned as
sources. Cf. Laffan (2003:357); Laffan (2003:358) has a plate of Cod. Or. 3233, f.
59v. Catalogue entry: Voorhoeve (1980a:418).
4. ff. 180v-183r: Wasiyyat an-Nabi li- 'All b. Abi Talib with a few Malay interlinear
translations. This is a prose story in Arabic about the Prophet's dying injunctions to
his son-in-law 'AIT, lecturing him on religious and moralistic duties. All main
sentences begin with Ya 'AK (rubricated). There are a number of versions of this text,
see Ahlwardt (1891:446) and Wagner (1976:114). At the end there are four lines in
Malay, stating that after the Prophet had given his last instructions to 'AIT on Friday,
he fell ill and died on a Monday, and was buried on a Thursday. The colophon
follows, mentioning the date as Tuesday, 8 Jumadilakhir 1265 (that is, 1 May 1849).
Catalogue entry: Voorhoeve (1890:400).

Catalogue entry: Voorhoeve (1952:216; the Arabic-Malay vocabularies); Voorhoeve
(1980a: different pages, see above); Iskandar (1999:121).

Cod. Or. 3234

Bustan as-Salatin (book VII); Taj as-Salafin (24lh chapter); Arabic-Malay vocabulary;
Tale of the ten rabbis

Cod. Or. 3233 (2), f. 56v. End of the at- Jadwalfi Kalam al-'Arab. The Minangkabau-
influenced Malay colophon tells that the manuscript was written by the son of Tuanku
di Jambak with the title of Fakih Sultan at the time of the building of the surau at the
village of Lubuak Gambalo.
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25.5 x 20 cm; 240 pages; pp. 237-239 blank; 15 lines to the page; black ink;
"rubrications; watermark: Fleur-de-Lis with crown and WR; I H R with ET underneath""

(= Heawood 1950, no. 1780); the last folio (pp. 239-240) has a different watermark,
viz. Coat-of-Arms with a climbing bear or dog (?). At the beginning the paper is
rather damaged; it has been repaired with transparent paper. On pp. 155-156 there are
some notes in the margin (not in Van der Tuuk's hand), explaining Malay words in
Latin. Van der Tuuk wrote a few notes in the margins. The margins are very broad,
see plate.

590ne other quotation from it can be found in op.cit., p. 25.
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On p. 1, written in red ink: 119 lembar semuanya ini surat pertama [followed by
one unclear character, which could perhaps be a small waw or a '9'] sebelas lembar. It
is dated pada 18 hari bulan Jitli60 in the colophon (p. 234); in red ink: 119 lembar
semuanya. On the last page (p. 240) there is the draft of a letter from a son to his
father asking for financial help (written in a different hand).

A loose paper (20 x 17 cm; p. 235 has 20 lines to the page; p. 236 has 11 lines
plus five additional lines at the bottom of the page; black ink; watermark: Pro Patria)
is inserted, which has been numbered pp. 235-236. It is a letter, dated Friday, 8
Rabiulawal 1270 (9 December 1853). At the end of p. 235:

Inilah tanda tanganDatitk Raja Amat Sorkam
Inilah tanda tangan Datuk Lambuang Bukik
Inilah tanda tangan Baginda m-k-t.

This is a copy, however, without the original signatures.

Contents:
1. pp. 2-196: a copy of the Bustan as-Salatin, book VII, that is, the final book of this
encyclopaedic work by Nuruddln ar-Raniri, which is also known as Bustan al- 'Arifin
(Grinter 1979:34). See the description of Cod. Or. 1918 (3) in Wieringa (1998:160)
for further details. Cod. Or. 3234 (1) is listed as ms. H in Mulyadi (1983:294); it is
also listed in Voorhoeve (1955b: 155).

Its title/contents are mentioned in the beginning (after the Arabic opening): Bab
yang ketujith pada menyatakan akal dan ilmu dan kemuliaan keduanya dan
menyatakan ilmu firasat dan kiyafat dan tasyrih dan ilmu tib dan [p. 2] setengah
daripada peri segala perem\puan dan se}tengah daripada segala hikayat yang ajaib
[dan ghaird\b dan dalamnya empatfasal. The words between brackets are omitted in
the manuscript due to the damaged paper (see Kl. 67d for a similar opening,
transliterated in Grinter 1979:34 note 73).

The four chapters of Book VII are:
1. pp. 3-56: on science and intelligence and their nobility and rank, and the

goodness and wickedness of men;
2. pp. 56-91: on physiognomy;
3. pp. 91-154: on the sciences of anatomy and medicine and related matters

including several stories (hikayat) that are pertinent;
4. pp. 154-197: on the excellence of marriage and the conduct of women both

good and bad. On p. 197 there is a Prophetic tradition in Arabic about 12
matters which make a woman unsuitable as a wife (e.g. too short, too thin,
cannot be silent). This hadith is related to p. 178 as Van der Tuuk has
indicated in the margin. Furthermore, he noted on p. 196 that the concluding
passage corresponded to RAS Raffles Malay 70 (1), p. 113. Wieringa

___ (2002b:433; 445; 446) refers to a few of Nuruddln's comments (taken from p. _
172). See also Jelani Harun (1999:53-106) for an edition of Kl. 179 Syair
Hidayat also known as Syair Bustan al-Salatin, which is a versified account of
tsnsifats of women, inter alia based on Book VII of Nuruddln's Bustan.

Catalogue entry: Juynboll (1899:221).

Cod Or 3234, Bustan as-Salatin, pp. 154-155. On p. 154, line 11, the fourth chapter
begins with the excellence of marriage and the conduct of women both good and bad.
In the margins of p. 155 some Malay words are explained in Latin. '0Spelledj-w-l.
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2. pp. 197-213: a copy of the final (24 ) chapter of the Taj as-Salatm a.k.a. Mahkota
segala raja-raja, 'The Crown of Kings', originally compiled by Bukhari al-Jauhari in
1603. The text begins on p. 197 with: Adapun inilah yang keduapii/uh empat dalam
kitab Tajussalatin peri menyatakan kesudahan segala kitab ini. Between inilah and
yang a space was left for a word, which was not filled in (possibly fasal). See the
description of Cod. Or. 1692 for further details (Wieringa 1998:33-34); additional
literature: Dipodjojo and Asdi (1999), which is a photomechanical reprint of Roorda
van Eysinga's 1827 Jawi text, provided with a transliteration, and two essays by
Braginsky (1994b:203-215 and 2000:183-209). Cod. Or. 3234 (2) is listed as ms. K in
Mulyadi (1983:294). Catalogue entry: Juynboll (1899:215).
3. p. 214: a fragment of the Malay version of the tale of the Jewish rabbis who put
questions to 'Umar, but which were answered by 'AIT, see number 5 below.
4. pp. 214-215: Arabic-Malay vocabulary. Not included in Voorhoeve (1980a).
Catalogue entry: Juynboll (1899:215).
5. pp. 216-234: Tale of the Jewish rabbis (pandita Yalmdi), who put questions to
'Umar b. al-Khattab, but which were answered by 'All. See also the description of
Cod. Or. 1751 for a description of the Arabic version, called Masa'il al-Yahfid li'l-
imam '^ff (Wieringa 1998:113) and the description of Cod. Or. 3231 (2), vide infra.
Catalogue entry: Juynboll (1899:190).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899: on different pages, see above); Haji Wan
(1985:33); Iskandar (1999:121-122).

Cod. Or. 3235

Cod. Or. 3235, Panji story, pp. 4-5. As Van der Tuuk noted at the top of the pages, in
this episode Kama goes to Koripan and Ratih to Daha to incarnate themselves there.
Note the rubricated embellished punctuation word Syahadan.

Panji story

Juynboll (1899:118-120) and Iskandar (1999:122) have described two separate
codices, viz. Cod. Or. 3235a and Cod. Or. 3235b; please note that Cod. Or. 3235b
does not exist anymore as it was at some stage bound with Cod. Or. 3216a, so that
Cod. Or. 3235b = Cod. Or. 3216a, ff. 24r-40v. Furthermore, Cod. Or. 3235a = Cod.
Or. 3235.

26 x 21 cm; 270 pages; original foliation from ff. 5-141, beginning with f. 5 (p. 1), f. 6
(p. 3), f. 7 (p. 4), f. 7 (p. 5), etc., so nine pages are missing at the beginning; 15 lines
to the page; black ink; rubrications; embellished punctuation words (see plate);
catchwords; watermark: Fleur-de-Lis with I V. According to Van der Tuuk, there is a
big lacuna on p. 15 ("hier een groote leemte");61 another big lacuna is on p. 155 ("hier
ontbreekt veel"). 2 The papers are worn and some have been repaired with transparent
paper. In the margins Van der Tuuk regularly indicated the contents with Dutch
catchwords or short phrases in purple pencil.

__The manuscript was used as P.x. (see p. 1: "gemerkt P. x") for Van der Tuuk's_
major Old Javanese-Balinese-Dutch dictionary. In the list of abbreviations it is
identified as "Pandji-verhaal, waaraan 't begin en verder op ook eenige bladzijden
ontbreken; hierin komt een strijd voor van Panji van Bali komende tegen de vorst van
Blambangan; 't bal[ische] njoman en ketut worden er in gevonden" (Van der Tuuk
1897, vol. 1:12-13). In the third volume of his dictionary, for example, he refers to this

"Cf. Juynboll (1899:118) who, however, refers to p. 24.
MCf. Juynboll (1899:119) who, however, refers to pp. 164-165.
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Cod. Or. 3236, Hikayat Cekel Waneng Pati, p. 50. As Van der Tuuk noted at the top
of this page, in this episode Arya Wangsa wanted to try to pair Perbatasari and Retna
Sari off. Note the embellished punctuation word Setelah.

manuscript under Semar (Van der Tuuk 1901, vol. 111:325; the reference is to "P. x.
24", which is Cod. Or. 3235, pp. 39-40).

A loose scrap of paper, in the same hand (14 x 16 cm; nine lines to the page), is
inserted, which seems to have been a part of the last page (it seems to be number
145); this paper is much browner than the rest of the manuscript.

Contents: a Panji story, of which the beginning and end are missing. The text ends
abruptly; a catchword at the bottom. Juynboll (1899:118-119) gives an extensive
summary in Dutch. A brief enumeration of some episodes may be helpful in
comparing this text with other Panji stories: (p. 1) Batara Sanghyang Tunggal wants
to descend to the world; (p. 3) Batara Guru summons Kamajaya to his presence; (p. 5)
Kama will be born in Koripan and Ratih in Daha; (p. 6) Kama falls into the lap of the
queen of Koripan in the form of a cempaka flower; (p. 10) the kings of Koripan and
Daha promise to present buffalos with golden horns to the gods; (p. 13) birth of
Kertapati Undakan Asmara Jaya; (p. 15) birth of the princess of Daha; (p. 20) the
envoys of Daha propose to the princess of Daha on behalf of Gunung San; (p. 29) Ino
takes his sister with him to Karang Ampeldanta; (p. 32) Ino and his sister are
deceived; (p. 39) jokes of Prasanta (= Semar); (p. 41) Ino is retraced by Semar and
Turas; (p. 67) Kertapati meets the king of Daha; (p. 70) Kertapati falls in love with the
princess of Daha; (p. 85) arrival of the prince of Janapura at Daha; (p. 135) the
princess of Daha receives the name of Asmaya Pura; (p. 144) Prabatasari performs as
dalang; (p. 155) the dalang (that is, Prabatasari) in Blitar; (p. 165) the corpse of the
dalang is thrown into the sea; (p. 170) arrival in Bali; (p. 214) Kertapati leaves Bali;
(p. 218) Panji wants to leave Bali for Java; (p. 231) the king of Blitar is killed; (p.
267) Kelana Sukma Prawira and Mesa Pertapa leave Majapahit and arrive in
Kembang Kuning.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:118-119 under XCIX); Haji Wan (1985:33);
Iskandar( 1999:122).

Cod. Or. 3236

Hikayat Cekel Waneng Pati

26.5 x 21 cm; 198 pages; originally foliated by Van der Tuuk, beginning with f. 2 (p.
1), f. 3a (p. 2), f. 3b (p. 4), etc. to f. lOla, so three pages are missing at the beginning;
19 lines to the page; black ink; embellished punctuation words (see plate);
catchwords; watermark: Fleur-de-Lis with D & C BLAUW. At the top of p. 26 Van
der Tuuk noted that pp. 15b and 16a are missing; also at the bottom of p. 68 and at the
top of p. 145 he noted that something was missing.63 The paper is soiled and in some
places damaged; repairs with transparent paper. There is some ink corrosion, but
without affecting the legibility. Many notes by Van der Tuuk in the margins; he also

"regularly indicated the contents in Dutch catchwords or short phrases. As Juynboll ~
(1899:78) noted, apparently some pages of this copy landed up in another manuscript,
viz. pp. 243-250 in Cod. Or. 3238 (vide infra).

Cod. Or. 3236 was used in the major Old Javanese-Balinese-Dutch dictionary as
Tj. B, viz. "Tjekel waning pati, 't begin ontbreekt, hierin schijnt Ino Kretapati den
naam te dragen van Arya Wangsa" (Van der Tuuk 1897, vol. 1:15). On p. 1 Van der
Tuuk seems to have written "gemerkt Tj. b", but this is rather difficult to decipher.

63Cf. Juynboll (1899:78) who, however, refers to different page numbers.
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Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Cekel Waneng Pati, of which the beginning and end
are missing. A brief enumeration of some episodes may be helpful in comparing this
Panji story with other manuscripts: (p. 2) the king of Gegelang wants to marry off
Arya Wangsa; (p. 13) Arya Wangsa is lovesick; (p. 18) Kala reassures Kertapati;
Kertapati's dream; (p. 19) dream of the king of Gegelang; (p. 23) Arya Wangsa waits
in vain for his three kedayans; (p. 26) Ino meets the three kedayans.; (p. 46) Demang
Urawan is in love with Retna Wilis; (p. 58) the ladies of Wirabumi in Gegelang; (p.
65) Gegelang helps Singasari; (p. 92) Arya Wangsa adopts the form of a bird; (p. 105)
the klana dies; (p. 107) Arya Wangsa is proclaimed as adipati; (p. 140) Citra Angling
Baya the son of the princess of Gegelang; (p. 172) Mesa Indra Dewa Kusuma; (p.
186) Indra rejoices in the happy future of his grandson.

According to Juynboll (1899:78), the contents of Cod. Or. 3236 are similar to
Cod. Or. 2283, pp. 270-460. Furthermore, some pages of Cod. Or. 3238, viz. pp. 243-
250 in fact belong to Cod. Or. 3236. These pages are indeed in the same hand as Cod.
Or. 3236 and have the same physical characteristics as Cod. Or. 3236. Cod. Or. 3238,
p. 243 is on the episode of Demang Urawan leaving Lasem.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:78 under LXXX); Haji Wan (1985:33); Iskandar
(1999:122). -

Cod. Or. 3237

Hikayat Panji Semirang; Syair Mimpi

32.5 x 20 cm; 197 pages; pp. 2 and 196 blank; 21 lines to the page; brown ink; in
some places there is considerable ink corrosion; rubrications; some embellished
punctuation words (see plate); catchwords; watermark on the last two pages is
Vryheid with DE ERVEN D. BLAUW, the rest of the manuscript is written on cash
book paper.

On p. 1 there is a prefatory piece, written in Batavia on 13 January 1865 on the
behest of the owner of the manuscript, called Encik Rabi'a of Kampung Kebun Jeruk,
to the readers (the tuan-tuan, baba-baba and the teman-teman yang suka membacd),
admonishing them to handle the manuscript with care (e.g. jangan makan sirih). The
the manuscript was rented out at the price of satu malam 15 sen, but 7 malam habis
baca lebi[h] dan 7 malam saya tiada man. This is signed by yang tulis bernama
Danial Abdul 7m/(his name in Latin script). Thereupon follows a note in imperfect
Dutch, stating that a gentleman (unnamed) had paid eight guilders rent for the month
of January.

The colophon on p. 186 reads: Tamat cerita lelakon Panji Semirang, wallahu
alam bissawab. Tertulis kepada 5 April tavn 1866 jam pukiil 5 habis tulis hari Kemis;

- yang tulis bernama hamba Danial Abdul Taef. The latter name is written in Latin
script. The railroad construction, which began in the 1860s in Java, apparently
inspired him to shape the punctuation word al-kissah (p. 104) and al-kissah maka (p.
135) in the form of steam trains, see plate.

There are some writing exercises on p. 194 and p. 197. On p. 194 there is doggerel
verse in Latin script, concluding with:
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AhH IT ;' ye" Pa"ji Semiran%> P- 135- This copy was finished
Abdul Taef on 5 April 1866. The railway construction, which had just begun in tb
1860s, apparently inspired him to shape the punctuation words Al-kissah maka lie ,
steam train.

by Danial
;un in the
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Terlaloe enak sekali dan sedep
Rasanja saija tjioem tetapi saija
Soeka boeatpermainan sadja kerna saija
Poenja njai lebi anaknja boeat
Pengngangoeran sadja dari kri bae bdoa (?)

On p. 195, the note: Bahwa ini Hikayat Mesa Urip cerita yang pertama-tama soya
ada berpesan dengan sanak-sanak saudara soya yang suka.

Van der Tuuk has made notes in the margins, regularly indicating the contents
with Dutch catchwords or short phrases in purple pencil. On p. 3 he noted that he used
this manuscript for his major Old Javanese-Balinese-Dutch dictionary as P. S. c
("gemerkt in [he]t Wdb P. S. c"), but it is not included, however, in the dictionary's
list of abbreviations.

Contents:
1. pp. 3-186: a copy of the Hikayat Panji Semirang also known as Hikayat Panji
(Kudo) Sumirang. See Liaw Yock Fang (1982:91-94) for a summary of its plot (note
that his reference to "COD. 3232" is a misprint); see Snouck Hurgronje (1989:24-37
under Schoemann V, 26 and Schoemann V, 23) for a German synopsis. In the
beginning it is said that the story was translated from Javanese (p. 3): Ini hikayat
daripada bahasa Jawi hendak dipindahkan kepada bahasa Melayu. The story ends
with information about the contemporary position of the realms Koripan, Daha and
Gegelang (p. 186): Maka tiada hamba panjangkan ceritanya lagi daripada
permainan itu. Adapun hamba kasi[h] bertahu kepada tuan-tuan dan nyonya-nyonya
yang membaca ini hikayat jikalau man tahu negeri Koripan sampai sekarang masi[h]
ada dekat Bogor dan daripada negeri Daha itulah yang sekarang bernama negeri
Cerbon dan daripada negeri Gegelang dan sekarang itulah yang bernama negeri
Madura dari itu saya kasi[h] bertahu supaya tuan-tuan dan nyonya bole[h] dapat
ta[K\u itu negeri adanya.

According to Brandes, quoted in Van Ronkel (1909:51), Jakarta CS 125 (see
Behrend 1998:137) belongs to the same redaction as Leiden Cod. Or. 3242, whereas
Jakarta ML 177 (formerly Bat.Gen. 177, see Van Ronkel 1909:47-50 and Sutaarga et
al. 1972:26-29) and Jakarta Br. 126 (see Van Ronkel 1909:50-51, but omitted in
Sutaarga et al. 1972) belong to the same redaction as Leiden Cod. Or. 3365 and 3384.
Juynboll (1899:96) places Cod. Or. 3237, which contains a complete story, in the
latter redaction. Apparently Brandes wanted to compare Malay and Javanese versions
of Panji stories as is indicated by his summaries which, according to Poerbatjaraka
(1940a:ix), are now kept in portfolio no. 66 of his Jakarta collection.64

Lukman Ali and Hutagalung (1996) have published a transliteration of Jakarta CS
125 (see Van Ronkel 1909:51; Behrend 1998:137; omitted in Sutaarga et al 1972).

_The text of this manuscript was summarised by Poerbatjaraka (1940a:l-35).
Poerbatjaraka (1940a:35-36) also drew attention to the popular edition of Balai"
Pustaka, which was reissued several times (see e.g. Hikajat Panji Semirang 1912 or
Hikajat Pandji Semirang 1929). According to Poerbatjaraka (1940a:36), this text was
much newer and heavily influenced by Modern Javanese Panji stories (esp. wayang

'). The source of the Balai Pustaka edition, which is not identified other than that

64This reference, however, could not be found in Behrend (1998J; in any case it was not Br. 66, which
was a BabadPacina, now lost, see Behrend (1998:62).
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it belongs to the collection of the Bataviaasch Genootschap, could have been Jakarta
ML 177.65

Noriah Mohamed (1992) published an edition, but she does not mention her
source(s). Another popular edition appeared in Malaysia; first published in 1961, it
had already reached its thirteenth edition in 1996 (Hikayat Panji Semirang 1996). In
Indonesia, the story was adapted as a comic by Kosasih (1966). The story was also
adapted as a syair as is indicated by Cambridge University Library Add. 3803 and
Add. 3804 (the latter also containing a few pages with an unfinished prose version,
see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve (1977:117). A popular rendition into Russian was made
byKoloss(1965).

According to Pigeaud (1968:625), Kirtya no. 2327 (of which Cod. Or. 10.253 is a
Romanised copy) contains a "Javanese-Balinese (mostly Balinese)" version from
Lombok of the Panji Semirang, in which Princess Candrakirana dresses as a man, first
as Panji and later as a gambuh dancer called Warga Asmara (see also Marrison
1999:77). A Madurese translation was made by Sewaja (1921).
2. pp. 187-193: an untitled syair of 70 strophes, which could be called Syair Mimpt,
because the first-person narrator is plagued by his dreams of a beautiful nona, who
makes him lovesick. It is written in the dialect of Batavia, frequently using hi. The
syair begins on p. 187 with the following two quatrains:

Alhamdulillah puji yang nyata
Rahman dan adalah serta66

Hamba mengarang surat cerita
Sebab mengimpi puny a cerita

Hamba mengara[ng] surat rencana
Ditulisnya dengan kalamnya pena
Perkataannyajanggal ke mcina-mana
Jadinya lagi tiada berguna

The last lines on p. 193 read:

Karangan sayalah banyak sarsar
Nyonya membacalahjangan gusar

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899: 96 under LXXXVIII; 30 under XLV); Haji Wan
(1985:33); Iskandar (1999:123).

Cod. Or. 3238

Fragments of Panji stories

This codex contains~pag6S~of"different sizes, "which have been bound together.
According to Juynboll (1899:113), its contents form a Panji story, supplementing

5The quotation in Van Ronkel (1909), however, which reads: "Maka Mahadewi tiada dapat anak
satengah tjerita ia dapat anak namanja Perbatasari, tatapi didalam ini tjarita ia taida beranak", is
different in the Balai Pustaka edition (Hikajat Pandji Semirang 1929:8), viz.: "Maha Dewi tiada
berpoetera. Menoeroet setengah tjeritera orang, bahwa ia berpoetera seorang anak jang bernama
Perbeta Sari, tetapi didalam tjeritera ini ditjeriterakan tiada beranak, hanja Padoeka Likoe itoe sadja
jang beroleh anak seorang perempoean jang bemama Galoeh Adjeng".

6Probably the word rahim is missing between dan and adalah.
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Cod. Or. 3253. As Juynboll's summary shows, however, Cod. Or. 3238 consists of
fragments. Moreover, Juynboll notices many lacunae. Further research will have to
ascertain whether Cod. Or. 3238 presents one continuous story (albeit with gaps) or
fragments of different Panji stories. Please note that Cod. Or. 3238, pp. 243-250 in
fact belongs to Cod. Or. 3236 (vide infra). The paper is worn and has been repaired
with transparent paper.

The codex as a whole consists of 400 pages; pp. 59, 174, 382-383 are blank; pp.
93-94 torn; black ink; lubrications. In the margins Van der Tuuk has written many
notes, also indicating the contents in Dutch catchwords or short phrases. Pages, more
or less the same size, were bound together and may perhaps also belong together:

1. pp. 1-40: 32.5 x 20 cm; 23 lines to the page; catchwords (several in Van der Tuuk's
hand); watermarks: Pro Patria with P.K. SMEDING;67 three crescents;
2. pp. 4-44: 34 x 19.5 cm; 22-28 lines to the page; watermark: Beehive in elaborate
scrollwork with P.K. SMEDING (i.e. the trader's name, see above under number 1);
3. pp. 45-46: 32.5 x 18 cm; 25 lines to the page; no watermark;
4. pp. 47-62: 31 x 21.5 cm; 19-23 lines; watermark: three crescents;
5. pp. 63-86: 32.5 x 21 cm; 21-25 lines to the page; watermark: Pro Patria with P.K.
SMEDING (i.e. the trader's name, see above under number 1); three crescents;
6. pp. 87-90: 32 x 21 cm; 23 lines to the page; watermark: three crescents;
7. pp. 91-102: 31.5 x 19.5 cm; 21-25 lines to the page; watermark: three crescents;
8. pp. 103-130: 33 x 205 cm; 26 lines to the page; watermark: Pro Patria with P.K.
SMEDING (that is, the trader's name, see above under number 1);
9. pp. 131-242: 31.5 x 19 cm; 24 lines; no watermark;
10. pp. 243-250: belong to Cod.Or. 3236;
11. pp. 251-254: 31x21 cm; 20 lines to the page; watermark: three crescents;
12. pp. 254-262: 33 x 20.5 cm; 27 lines to the page; watermark: Pro Patria with P.K.
SMEDING (that is, the trader's name, see above under number 1);
13. pp. 263-282: 35 x 21.5 cm; 25 lines to the page; watermark: Beehive in elaborate
scrollwork with VAN GELDER;
14. pp. 283-284: 32.5 x 20 cm; 23 lines to the page; no watermark;
15. pp. 285-292: 33 x 20 cm; 23 lines to the page; watermark: Pro Patria with P.K.
SMEDING (that is, the trader's name, see above under number 1);
16. pp. 293-306; 26 lines to the page; watermark: Beehive in elaborate scrollwork
with VAN GELDER;
17. pp. 307-318: 31 x 18.5 cm; 27 lines to the page; no watermark;
18. pp. 319-342: 34.5 x 22 cm; 25 lines to the page; watermark: Beehive in elaborate
scrollwork with VAN GELDER;
19. pp. 343-380: 32.5 x 19.5 cm; 27 lines to the page; watermark: three crescents;
20. pp. 381-400: 35 x 21.5 cm; 27 lines to the page; watermark: Beehive in elaborate
scrollwork with VAN GELDER.

Contents: the codex contains fragments of one or perhaps more Panji stories. The
following enumeration of episodes follows the above-mentioned arrangement:
1. pp. 1-40: the prince of Gegelang is in love with Perbatasari's sister (p. 4); killing of
the king of Blitar68 (p. 5); birth of Darmadewa (p. 18); dalang Pemuda Jaya Asmara
(p. 28 etsqq.);

2. pp. 41-44: dalang Pemuda Jaya Asmara (p. 44);
3. pp. 45-46: Ratu Blambangan and Ratu Krambitan and their children (p. 45);
4. pp. 47-62: Princess of Koripan is engaged to the minister of Dana (p. 50);
5. pp. 63-86: the armies of Socawindu (p. 72); war between Socawindu and Koripan
(p. 76); Ino will fight the king of Socawindu (p. 82);
6. pp. 87-90: diceriterakan oleh orang yang empunya ceritera sang nata menjamu
Pangeran Dipati dan segala raja makcm minum lima hari lima malam orang makan
mimim tiada berhenti... (p. 89);
7. pp. 91-102: Mesa Indra Dewa (p. 98);
8. pp. 103-130: Ratu Koripan wants to go to the South Sea (segara kidul) in
fulfillment of his vow (p. 124); Perbatasari takes leave of his wife (p. 130);
9. pp. 131-242: Kelana Warga Asmara (p. 150); Panji goes to Bali (p. 185); Gusti
Anom goes to the Karang Sekar Pandan (p. 241);
10. pp. 243-250: belong to Cod.Or. 3236, a copy of the Hikayat Cekel Waneng Pali;
11. pp. 251-254: Jradehgoes to Koripan (p. 251); Radenlno goes to Koripan (p. 254);
12. pp. 255-262: the king of Socawindu dies in a battle (p. 256);
13. pp. 263-282: Mesa Darma Dewa (p. 270); Dalang Pemudah takes leave of the
Pangeran Dipati (p. 282);
14. pp. 283-284: Sang Aji meets Seri Panji (p. 283);
15. pp. 283-292: Raden Perbatasari; Mesa Indra (p. 289);
16. p. 293-306: Ken Nawangsari cries (p. 306);
17. pp. 307-318: Kelana WiraNomnoman (p. 312);
18. pp. 319-342: Kelana Wira Nomnoman and Raden Tumenggung (p. 337);
19. pp. 343-380: Maka tersebutlah perkataan Ratu Gegelang setelah pimggawa dari
Koripan kembali,.. (p. 374);
20. pp. 381-400: Wira Nomnoman takes leave of the king of Banjarkulon (p. 385).

On the basis of a performance of the lakon Damar Wulan somewhere in Cod. Or.
3238, Juynboll (1900:7) claims that the wayang kelitik must be rather old.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:113-118 under XCVIII); Haji Wan (1985:33)-
Iskandar (1999:123).

Cod. Or. 3239

Fragments off\vo wayang stories

Juynboll (1899:142-143) mentions Cod. Or. 3220a and Cod. Or. 3220b without,
however, describing the latter. Cod. Or. 3220b was probably meant to be the
manuscript Cod. Or. 3239, which is placed next to Cod. Or. 3220a on the shelf, but is
omitted in the catalogues of Juynboll (1899), Van Ronkel (1921), and hence Haji Wan
(1985). The manuscripts Cod. Or. 3220, 3239, 3240, 3250 and 3254 all seem to

"belong together as is indicated by the identical handwriting and paper. Cod. Or. 3250,
however, is written on different paper and may be in another hand. See the plates to
compare the style of writing of the above-mentioned manuscripts.

"P.K. Smeding was the trader's name; the paper was in fact made by Berends Bros. (J. Berends en
Zoon), see Voora (1985:171, 178 and 184).
6!Spelled b-1-n-t-r.

30 x 19 cm; 76 pages; pp. 39-40 torn; 22 lines to the page; brown ink; lubrications;
watermark: MAROT. The order of the pages follows the Western convention. The
paper is rather thumbed, and has been repaired with transparent paper. In the margins
Van der Tuuk has indicated the contents with Dutch catchwords or short phrases;
occasionally he has transliterated certain words and names.
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Cod. Or. 3239, fragment of a wayang story, p. 9. On this page a dramatic moment is
described, in which the Korawas besiege the kingdom of Darawati in the absence of
Arjuna. The latter's faithful wife Subadra bares her dagger (patr&m), choosing death
before dishonour. The copyist of this manuscript probably also produced Cod. Or.
3220, 3240, 3250 and 3254.
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Contents:
1. pp. 1-22: a fragment of a wayang story, of which the beginning and end are
missing. The story dwells on a well-known theme in (Javanese) wayang literature, viz.
Burisrawa's attempts to make advances to Subadra (or Sembadra)69 when Arjuna is
absent. Here Burisrawa tries his luck when Arjuna is away, supported by Baladewa
and the Korawas. When the Korawas arrive at Darawati, however, Arjuna and Semar
are also there, and Arjuna visits the palace invisibly. Perhaps the best known Javanese
play featuring the amorous Burisrawa is the lakon Sembadra Lanmg. See Ras (1976)
for a Dutch translation of this wayang pvrwa play; Ras (1976) also discusses this text
within the general framework of Javanese literature. See also Clara van Groenendael
(1987:208) for further references to literature about this play.
2. pp. 23-76: a fragment of a wayang story, of which the beginning and end are
missing. Antaboga, in the shape of Narada, visits Mertawangsa to inform Antareja
that his mother Nagagini in Saptapatala cannot live without him. Antareja goes to
Saptapatala together with his wife and their two sons. Then the story switches to two
raksasas, called Dermaraksa and Sang Gempita, who are servants of king Kalakina
who had been killed by Rajuna. Both engage in plundering, sacking Mertawangsa.
Gatotkaca, informed by Narada about this, dashes to the help of the city of
Mertawangsa, killing the two ogres and bringing food to the relieved city. Then there
is a hiatus, because pp. 39-40 are almost completely torn. The story continues on p. 41
with Begawan Sisi who proposes to Titisari on behalf of his master, Begawan
Bergola, offering a large amount of gold. When Begawan Sisi is maltreated, his
insulted master Begawan Bergola wants to take revenge on the Pandawas; this theme
of revenge subsequently dominates the rest of the story. In the final, unfinished,
episode Bima goes to Tembini together with Semar.

Catalogue entry: Iskandar (1999:123-124 under the wrong title of Hikayat Maharaja
Boma).

Cod. Or. 3240

Wayang stories (or: Hikayat Pandawa', or: Hikayat Pandawa Panca Kelima)

3 0 x 1 9 cm; 144 folios; f. 112 was wrongly bound and should have been between f.
88v and f. 89v; 22 lines to the page; brown ink; rubrications; watermark: MAROT.
The order of the pages follows the Western convention. The foliation, however, which
was done at the Library, follows the Malay convention, so the story in fact begins on
f. 144r and ends on f. Iv. In the margins Van der Tuuk has indicated the contents with
Dutch catchwords or short phrases; occasionally he has transliterated certain words
and names. There are some writing exercises on the final pages. The paper is rather
worn and has been repaired with transparent paper.

The manuscripts Cod. Or. 3220, 3239, 3240, 3250 and 3254 all seem'to belong
together as is indicated by the identical handwriting and paper. Cod. Or. 3250,
however, is written on different paper and may be in another hand. See the plates to
compare the style of writing of the above-mentioned manuscripts.

As Juynboll (1899:61) and Van Ronkel (1909:12) already noted, Cod. Or. 3240
must have been used as manuscript b in Van der Tuuk (1879:489-537). In the latter

"Here spelled s-b-d-r-a
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Cod. Or. 3240, Wayang stories, f. 144r. This manuscript, which may be characterised
as a Malay pakem, begins with an adaptation of the well-known Javanese story of
Nawaruci or Bimasiici. On this page it is told that Batara Guru descended to the
world, transforming himself into Bagawan Tawanvji and created a palace on an island.
The copyist of this manuscript probably also produced Cod.Or. 3220, 3239, 3250 and
3254.

publication Van der Tuuk summarised Jakarta ML 15 (formerly Bat.Gen. 15, see Van
Ronkel 1909:12; Sutaarga et al. 1972:5; Behrend 1998:279), occasionally referring to
manuscript b for variant readings. According to Van der Tuuk (1879:491), both
manuscripts differed very much in language and content, although it is likely that they
were originally derived from the same source.

It is highly probable that Cod. Or. 3240 can be identified as Van der Tuuk's
manuscript b: in the episode about Batara Guru's descent to earth it is told in Cod. Or.
3377, p. 205 that this godhead transforms himself into Bagawan t-w-r-j-a-y and
creates a palace on an island; in the margin Van der Tuuk noted "hier begint hds. b"
(i.e. "here ms. b begins"). In Cod. Or. 3240 the name of the bagawan is spelled t-a-w-
r-w-j-y (f. 144r, line 10), but it is rather confusing to read that in a note in his article
Van der Tuuk (1879:513 note 4) drew attention to the name of Batara Guru, viz.
Tarujaya, which "in another manuscript" was spelled Tawaruji. Although he does not
say so, this other manuscript must have been manuscript b.70

Contents: a collection of wayang stories, which Van Ronkel (1909:12) has dubbed
Hikayat Pandawa. Jakarta ML 15 was summarised by Van der Tuuk (1879:489-537),
referring to Cod. Or. 3240 for variant readings in the footnotes. Jakarta ML 15 is said
to be translated from Javanese. Cod. Or. 3240 and Jakarta ML 15 may perhaps be
considered as Malay adaptations of Javanese pakems, that is, manuals containing
summaries of the plots of wayang plays. It should be borne in mind that both
manuscripts do not present a continuous story, but rather a string of episodes. Cf. Cod.
Or. 3377 with similar wayang stories, which is explicitly called a hikayatpepakem.

The text runs parallel to RAS Raffles Malay 21, viz. Hikayat Pandawa Panca
Kelima, ff. 80r-156v (cf. Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:135). Bijleveld has
transliterated Cod. Or. 3240, indicating the corresponding folios of Raffles Malay 21.
His transliteration is kept in the Library as Cod. Or. 25.404.

The story begins on f. 144r with an episode, in which Batara Gum, descending to
earth and transforming himself into Bagawan Tawaruji, creates an island with a
beautiful palace. The tale of Bima's adventures during his quest for the Water of Life,
which begins here in medias res, and is incorporated in a larger text, is known in
Javanese as an independent story, called Nawaruci, Dewamci or Bimasiici, see
Pigeaud (1967:200) and Clara van Groenendael (1987:198) for bibliographical
references. Poerbatjaraka (1940b:35-38) has partly paraphrased, partly translated the
Dewamci episode of Cod. Or. 3240, also using Van der Tuuk (1879:512-513).71

Episodes are sometimes indicated with rubricated al-kissahs. The final episode
describes the building of a palace for Bimanyu and Siti Sundari (f. Iv), but ends
abruptly.

70Incidentally, Van der Tuuk plays a trick on his readers in his description of the episode of Ekalaya. In
Cod.Or. 3240, f. 40r et sqq. it is told that when Ekaiaya from Awantipura is not allowed to follow
archery lessons from Duma, he enters the forest called Indraguna, making an idol in the form of Duma,
which he worships in order to get what he wants. Thereupon Batara Guru pities him and enters the idol
of Duma; Batara Gum then writes the words d-n-w-y-1-h s-s-p on Ekalaya's right thumb (f 38r, lines
8-9). Van der Tuuk (1879:527 note 4), however, writes that Batara Gum in manuscript b wrote the
words datu widi sastra, which according to Van der Tuuk should read "dhanoerwedacastra (the science
of archery)". In fact, the words datu widi sastra do not occur in the manuscript itself, but in the margin
where Van der Tuuk has written damiweda^astra. Van der Tuuk (1899, vol. 11:394) included the term
in his Old Javanese-Balinese-Dutch dictionary, but did not mention this reference.
7lThe latter article, however, is not a summary of 'the London manuscript' as Poerbatjaraka has it, but
of Jakarta ML 15.
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Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:61-62 under LXXIV); Haji Wan (1985:33);
Iskandar (1999:124).

Cod. Or. 3241

Hikayat Maharaja Ganda Parwa Kusuma (or: Hikayat Arjuna Mangunjaya)

32.5 x 20 cm; 289 pages; 28 lines to the page; brown ink; bold punctuation words and
phrases; catchwords are used until p. 55; laid paper without watermark. The first two
pages contain two pencil sketches with wayang scenes, see plate. Only in the
beginning has Van der Tuuk made some notes in the margins, indicating the contents
with Dutch catchwords or short phrases. At the top of the unnumbered first page (p.
la) there is a note in Latin script in pencil which reads Saija oetang 15 malem,
followed by what seems to be the capital letter A.

According to the colophon (p. 288), the manuscript was finished on 10 May
1870/10 Safar 1278. The equation is incorrect; 10 May 1870/8 Safar 1287 is probably
meant (10 Safar 1278 would have been 17 August 1861).

On p. 288 the writer, who must have been Sapirin (cf. Chambert-Loir 1991:89),
mentions as the owner (yang empunya hikayat ini) Ahmad Insab bin Safirin bin
Uthman bin Fadli, that is, his own son, who at that time was four months and seven
days old (maka pada masa itu umurnya Ahmad Insab baharu empat bulan tuju hari
adanya). As Chambert-Loir (1991:89) notes, Sapirin was thereby offering Cod. Or.
3241 to his newborn son, Ahmad Insab. Some months later, however, serious illnesses
killed many of Sapirin's family, including young Ahmad Insab, whose death Sapirin
mourns in February 1871 (see Chambert-Loir 1991:89; information from St
Petersburg D 446 Hikayat Anak Pengajian, see Braginsky and Boldyreva 1990:168-
170). The owner of the text lived in Kampung Gang Pecenongan (which is in
Batavia). Furthermore, Sapirin admonishes the readers to handle the manuscript with
care. A later hand has written about the prices that sewanya sehari semalam IS duit
dan harganya 55 rupiah perak. Formerly the prices were only 5 duit and 15 rupiah
perak respectively.

Perhaps the manuscript was begun on 6 February 1869 as is indicated by the
following episode on p. 16, in which Rajuna leaves his realm: Setelah suda[h] maka
lain Sang Rajuna keluar dari dalam negeri itu dengan seorang dirinya pada malam
itu kira-kira jam pukul duabelas pada malam Minggu pada berbetulan enam hari
bulan Pebruari pada tahun 1869... This may also just be a humorous aside; cf.
Chambert-Loir (1991:94-95) for other examples of Sapirin's humour.

A syair of 15 strophes follows the colophon. Braginsky (2002:50-51) discusses
Sapirin's views about wayang as expressed in this syair. The ending of the hikayat
and its appended syair are transliterated in Braginsky (2002:54-56), and partly
translated in Braginsky (2002:50, 57 note 16).

Contents: a •wayang story, in which characters from both the Mahabharata and the
Ramayana appear. See Juynboll (1899:62-64) for a summary in Dutch. Chambert-
Loir (1991:89) has dubbed it Hikayat Maharaja Ganda Parwa Kesuma, probably
because the story begins with the name of Maharaja Ganda Parwa Kusuma (or
Kesuma). Beginning: Adapun maka terhamparlah suatu ceritera seorang raja dalam
negeri Purwatirta bernama Maharaja Ganda Parwa Kusuma terlalu amat besar
kerajaannya empat puluh raja-raja yang takluk di bawahnya. Maka adalah dua orang
saudaranya laki-laki terlalu amat gagah beraninya lagi dengan saktinya; seorang

Cod. Or. 3241, Hikayat Maharaja Ganda Parwa Kusuma, pp. 1-2. Two pencil
sketches of wayang scenes. On p. 1 two wayang figures cover their faces behind the
gunungan or kekayon. On p. 2 we recognise three panakawans on the right with
Semar in front. The Batavian writer Sapirin offered this story to his son Ahmad Insab
who was then four months and seven days old.
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bernama Ganda Perwira dan yang seorang bernama Ganda Persena (p. 1). The story
is flavoured at some points with Javanese quotations (see pp. 21, 161, 174 and 189 in
vocalised Arabic script). The story comes to an end at dawn, precisely as a real
wayang kulit performance would do.

According to Van Ronkel (1909:27), Bat.Gen. 191 (= ML 191) is similar to Cod.
Or. 3241. This Jakarta manuscript is entitled Hikayat Arjuna Mangunjaya. The author
of ML 191 is also Sapirin who finished it on 15 March 1876. According to Bijleveld,
Cod.Or. 3241 ends with a scene, in which Destarata descends from kayangan to take
revenge on the Pandawas for the killing of the Korawas. This scene is also part of the
ending ofLakon Jaka Sukara (Jakarta ML 246).72

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:62-64 under LXXV); Haji Wan (1985:33); Iskandar
(1999:241).

Cod. Or. 3242

Hikayat Kuda Swnirang Sira Panji Pandai Rupa

31.5 x 21 cm; 515 pages; p. 514 blank; p. 467 follows directly after p. 464 due to
misnumbering; 21 lines to the page; black ink; rubrications; watermark: three hats
(similar to Heawood 1950, no. 2595) with V L G (or perhaps A F G/C?). The copyist
of Cod. Or. 3242 probably also copied Cod. Or. 3243, see plate. At the top of p. 1
there is an oval red ink seal; at the bottom of the last page there are two prints of the
same oval red ink seal (not in Gallop 2002), see plate. On p. 515 in the same hand as
the text: Ini Hikayat Kuda Sumirang Sira Panji Pandai Rupa. Underneath in Latin
script: Koeda Smiran pandji pande Roepa, and below a brief note (barely legible) in
Jawi in another hand, ending with the words lima rispis, followed by a few words in
illegible Latin script. In the margins Van der Tuuk has made many notes,
transliterating certain words and names and indicating the contents of episodes with
Dutch catchwords and short phrases. He seems to have been particularly interested in
the use of Javanese words and expressions. He indicated e.g. lunga tan pamit (pp. 91,
92), saparan-paran ing suka (p. 92), tanpa idep (p. 124), sato mara, sato mati, jalma
mara, jalma mati (p. 132), mermngkul (p. 273), wayah (p. 274), tatakrama (p. 282),
gede cili (p. 293), layang (p. 313), neda (p. 369) and alii (p. 374).

According to the colophon (p. 513), the manuscript was finished on Sunday, 4
January 1829 at twelve o'clock in the afternoon.

Contents: a copy of a Panji story, which is entitled Hikayat Kuda Sumirang (or
Semirang) Sira Panji Pandai Rupa (p. 515). This title is also given to the text of
Jakarta CS 125 (Poerbatjaraka 1940:1; see also Benrend 1998:137). Juynboll
(1899:90) dubbed it Hikayat Kuda Sumirang. See the description of Cod. Or. 3237 for
further details (vide infra). Beginning: Al-kissah ini ceritera orang dahulu kala
hikayat namanya terlalu indah-indah ceriteranya daripada bahasa Jawa dipindahkan
kepada bahasa Melayu akan pengibur hati yang masglnil...

See Juynboll (1899:90-94) for a summary in Dutch. An enumeration of episodes
may be helpful in comparing Cod. Or. 3242 with other manuscripts: the king of
Koripan has a son with Paduka Mahadewi who is called Raden Brajadanta or Raden

"B.J. Bijleveld, 'Malay wayang
Cod. Or. 25.404.

stories; a provisional inventory', p. 14; unpublished paper, kept in

Cod. Or. 3242, Hikayat Kuda Sumirang Sira Panji Pandai Rupa, p. 513. According to
the colophon, the manuscript was finished on Sunday, 4 January 1829 at 12 o' clock
in the afternoon. The two oval red ink seals at the bottom do not seem to contain an
inscription. See also the plate of Cod. Or. 3243, which was probably copied by the
same person (this volume).
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11
Banjar Ketapang (p. 2); Batara Kala is ordered by Batara Gum to invite Arjuna and
Samba to descend to earth (p. 3); Samba and Subadra will incarnate themselves in
Daha while Arjuna and Januwati will do the same in Koripan (p. 4); birth of Ino
Kertapati alias Kuda Rawiserengga (p. 9); Brajadenta is an older brother of Ino from
another mother (p. 13); Raden Galuh Puspaningrat alias Candra Kirana (p. 16); Raden
Retna Wilis is the daughter of the king of Koripan (p. 18); Anggar Mayang is exiled
to earth as a punishment for committing adultery (p. 31); Ken Mertalangu is an
incarnation of Anggar Mayang (p. 33); Raden Ino searches for the heart of a young
tigress for his mother (p. 72); Mertalaya is killed by the queen (p. 74); Raden Ino
takes leave of his parents (p. 92); Raden Ino adopts the name of Mesa Anggulati Sira
Panji Sangu Lara; Jrudeh = Kuda Wiracita; Punta = Kuda Naracita; Kertala = Kuda
Asmaragempita; Semar = Wangsawita and Cemuris = Sutawangsa (cf. Poerbatjaraka
1940:21); (p. 107); Brajadanta adopts the name of Mesa Yuda Panji Kusuma (p. 122)
(cf. Poerbatjaraka 1940:22); Ajar Wirapati leaves his hermitage (p. 156); the king of
Blitar dies in battle (p. 195); Kuda Nastapa adopts the name of Mesa Penjelmaan Nira
Panji Kuda Asmara (p. 220); Mesa Penjelmaan arrives in Tanjung Pura (p. 254); Sira
Panji thinks about Endang Sangulara (p. 271); two punggawas are compared to
Sakula and Sadewa (p. 301); Mesa Kelana Wirapati arrives in Gegelang (p. 334); the
king of Kembang Kuning dies in battle (p. 354); Perbatasari goes incognito to
Gegelang (p. 380); the king of Socawindu proposes to the princess of Gegelang on
behalf of his son (p. 397); battle between Wirapati and the king of Socawindu (p.
415); Wirapati goes to Indrakila together with two followers (p. 472); intervention of
Durga (p. 482).

Kidding (1929:136), basing himself on Juynboll (1899:90-94), briefly refers to
Cod. Or. 3242 in connection with the brother of Candra Kirana, who is called Gunung
Sari, that is, an incarnation of Samba. Rassers (1922:146), also basing himself on
Juynboll's summary, briefly refers to Cod. Or. 3242 in connection with Panji's name
Kelana Edan Sabanjar Sira Panji Merga Asmara.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:90-94 under LXXXV); Haji Wan (1985:33);
Iskandar (199:124-125).

Cod. Or. 3243

Hikayat Asmara Dewa (or: Hikayai Dewa Asmara Jayd]

30.5 x 19 cm; 155 folios (beginning with f. la, Ib, Ic, 2, 3, etc.; note also the
occurrence of ff. 93a and 98a); f. 3r blank; 22 lines to the page; black ink;
rubrications; watermarks: Vryheid with D & C BLAUW; only f. 154 Pro Patria with
KONING & DESJARDYN. On ff. 3v and 151v the same oval red ink seal as in Cod.
Or. 3242 (not in Gallop 2002). The paper has suffered water damage without affecting
the legibility. The handwriting looks similar to that of Cod. Or. 3242.

—— Perhaps the manuscript was intended as a study copy for a "European"HS~~is~
indicated by the small text area of c 27 x 9 cm; the broad other half of the paper
allowed for transliteration, but there are only transliterations on ff. 3v-4r. Somehow
the manuscript came in the possession of a certain Si Bibit and (possibly afterwards)
of an Encik Musa, living in Kampung Pecenongan (in Batavia), who apparently had a
lending library. Later Encik Musa's younger brother called "Intji Bowee" owned the
manuscript before it finally ended up in Van der Tuuk's collection (see below). In the
margins Van der Tuuk noted certain words; furthermore, he briefly indicated the
contents of episodes in Dutch catchwords or short phrases.
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On ff. l(a) and l(b) there are some writing exercises; on f. l(b)v the Javanese
alphabet in Javanese script. On f. l(b) the note Bahwa ini surat daripada sayapunya
si/rat hikayat dalam Kampung Sukabumi tersurat; in Latin script: Si Bibit sakarang
ijangponja dari ini hikajat, and also in Latin script (blue pencil) Moesa ijang Poenja.
The note mentioning Si Bibit looks older. On f. 1 (c)r there are numerical and writing
exercises. On f. l(c)v in Latin script: Batavia den 7 joelij 1861. Bahoea Me soerat
ikaijat Asmara dewa njang ampoenja entjie moesa. Additionally, there are writing
exercises and four pencil sketches of animals. On f. 2r there is a note in Latin script:
Bahoea Inie hikaijat ijang Aam poenja Intji Bowee diroema obad Toean Goring & Co
sekarangjang Ampoenja dariepadah Kakandah Moessah. Thereupon a verse of two
strophes in the same hand as the verse on f. 152v follows, beginning with Bermula
cerita Islam13 Allah la itu with (in Latin script) Samarang underneath. On f. 2v the
beginning of a Javanese wayang story (in Javanese script), only 11 lines, beginning
with gebi (?) cinarita. kocap negeri Ngastina...

On f. 152v there is a note in a hand different to that of the rest of the text, which
reads: Bahwa ini surat Hikayat Asmara Dewa yang empunya bernama End' Musa di
dalam daera[h\ Kampung Gang Pecenongan; soya ada berpesan kepada sekalian
tuan-tuan atau baba-baba atau nona yang mana suka membaca ini hikayat mesti1

bayar 10 sepulu sen yang satu hari satu malam jangan sampai kena noda dan lagi
soya berpesan jikalau abis dibaca mesti pidangin sama saya sendiri jangan sampai
dikasi sama orang yang lain akan adanya. The name "Musa" has later been crossed
out and replaced by "Jairan (?)" in pencil. This is followed by a verse:

Sa 'ir ini karangan baharu
Mengarang dia dengan terburu
Basyanya janggal (?) hurufnya (?) kaliru
Sebab berlajar tiada berguru

On f. 153r the title Dewa Asmara Jaya is written in Javanese script with "15"
underneath. On f. 153v there are writing exercises and the name of a certain
Muhammad Taih bin Jimi. On f. 154r there are writing exercises and a pencil sketch
of a sail boat; on the sails Allah appears many times, also on the ship itself Allah and
MuhammadRasulullah appears. On ff. 154v and 155r writing exercises.

Contents: copy of a Panji story. Juynboll (1899:101) probably dubbed it Hikayat
Dewa Asmara Jaya because of its beginning, which reads Maka tersebutlah
perkataan Batara Dewa Asmara Jaya di dalam keinderaan dihadap oleh segala
dewa-dewa ... (f. 4r, lines 7-9). In pencil the title is written in Jawi at the top of f. 4r
(probably by a European, but perhaps not Van der Tuuk): Hikayat Asmara Dewa.
Juynboll (1899:101-102) gives a summary in Dutch.

The story begins on f. 3v with the rubricated words Al-kissah maka inilah hikayat,
but this is not clearly legible, because the text on f. 3v has been rubbed out. In another_
hand the beginning has been altered in accordance with the Islamic custom of opening
a hikayat, see plate. The text continues on f. 4r with ... itu melainkan lebi[h]lah segala
tuan-tuan yang arifdan bijaksana pada mematut dia karena pun dalang orang yang
tiada khabar akan dirinya lagi. The text ends on f. 152r with Maka tiadalah panjang
cerita lagi tamat.

Spelled a-y-s-a-1-m.
"Spelled m-y-sy-t-y.
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An enumeration of episodes may be helpful in comparing Cod. Or. 3243 with
other manuscripts: Batara Dewa Asmara Jaya and his wife together with Sang Sura
Dewa and his wife descend to earth on Mt. Indrakila (f. lOv); they ask a hermit (ajar)
the way to Koripan (f. 1 Iv); Ki Demang Suranagara from Koripan welcomes Asmara
Jaya (f. 15r); Danta Bremara Dewa from Keling (f. 19v); Mertaguna (f. 23r); the
envoys from Keling welcomed by the king of Tuban (f. 25r); the envoys from Keling
receive presents for their journey home (f. 35r); Singa Mercaya, Singa Rata and Singa
Dewa, son of Sura Dewa (f. 44v); the twins Kuda Wirajaya and Kuda Wirasari (f.
45v); Maling Kedaton (f. 51v); Kuda Wirajaya in love (f. 62v); Kuda Wirajaya goes
to Imagiri (f. 73r); the king orders a search for Kuda Wirajaya (f. 84v); Begawan
Derpasena on Mt. Mergasila (f. 89v); Sukma Wijaya adopts the name of Sura Kelana
(f. 93v); ajar Kusuma in Imagiri (f. 98v); ajar Nila Sakti (f. 99v); the king of Jajar
Cemara is angry after his army's defeat (f. 121r); the king is anxious to trace the thief
(f. 133r); allusion to the foundation of Majapahit (f. 137r); Gunung Singangling (f.
147r).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:101-102 under XCI); Haji Wan (1985:33); Iskandar
(1999:125).

Cod. Or. 3244

Hikayat Angkawijaya

32 x 20 cm; 222 pages (plus two pages, which were originally registered under Cod.
Or. 3262); 26-29 lines to the page; brown ink; rubrications; bold punctuation words,
sometimes embellished; pencil rulings; catchwords (inconsistently used); watermarks:
Concordia with V D L; Pro Patria with B; rampant lion in crowned oval with Erve
Wijsmuller; Concordia with E D G & ZN; Concordia with SS & Z. On p. 34 there is a
fragment of ten lines in all that have been crossed out (probably by the copyist himself
who detected his own mistake). On p. 156 there is a colour drawing of Sang Rajuna,
and on p. 208 a colour drawing of a fervent embrace of Lura[h] Semar (alias
Sangyang Lila) and his master Raden Angkawijaya (alias Raden Panji Wirang), see
plate. The beginning of the text can be found in Cod. Or. 3221, which is written in the
same hand (see plate); hence, Cod. Or. 3244 can be attributed to Sapirin, a member of
the Fadli family, who ran a lending library in Batavia in the nineteenth century (see
Chambert-Loir 1991:87-114). In the margins at the beginning there are a few notes by
Van der Tuuk. In the cataloguing process the missing final pages were found in Cod.
Or. 3262 (vide infra), which have now been transferred to their proper place.

At the left top corner of p. 1 there is a note of a borrower/reader: Saya suda[h\
sewa ini hikayat, kuras yang berinula dari malam Khamis sampai malam Selasa
jumla[h] enam malam adanya. Ini yang satu kurang lagi dari malam Sabtu sampai

—malam Sabtu jumla[h]nya sama sekali 8 semalam sekali empat belas, [ma]laaL_
adanya. f 2-10. Yang tiada dibaca delapan malam-malam adanya, Tiada' sempat
sekali-kali.

At the top of p. 1 there is another note, saying that someone borrowed the
manuscript from 30/12 [18J65 to ... (torn). Underneath yet another note in pencil that
someone borrowed it on 19/1/[18]64. Furthermore, there is an illegible note in orange
pencil and what seems to be a signature (blue pencil). In the middle of p. 1 there is a
note with the date 1 June 1866 and two illegible signatures (the last one could toe "Jls"
in Latin script), followed by the statement saya sudah sewa ini.
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Cod. Or. 3243, Hikayat Dewa Asmara Jaya, ff. 3v-4r. This manuscript was probably
meant as a study copy for a European, but somehow the manuscript became part of a
Batavian lending library before it ended up in Van der Tuuk's collection. The original
text on f. 3v was erased and altered in accordance with the conventional Muslim
opening ofhikayats. On f. 4r there are some writing exercises in Javanese script, inter
alia the Javanese alphabet. The handwriting as well as the oval red ink seal at the top
off. 3v point to the same copyist as Cod. Or. 3242 (see plate in this volume).
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Cod. Or. 3244, Hikayat Angkawijaya, p. 208. A moving scene, in which Lurah Semar
(alias Sangyang Lila) and his master Raden Angkawijaya (alias Raden Panji Wirang)
fervently embrace. The drawing style is different from Cod. Or. 3221, which also was
written by Sapirin, a member of the Fadli family, who ran a lending library in 19' -
century Batavia.
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At the bottom of p. 1 there is a note which reads: Adapun ini hikayat bermula
hendak disurat yaitu pun satit hari bulan Januari 1111 pada tahitn seribu seratus
sebelas adanya. Kemudian habisnya dan selesai serta sempurrta sekali yaitu pada
tiga pitluh satu hari bulan Desember 2222 pada tahun [seribu crossed out] dua ribu
di/a ratus dua puluh dua adanya. Tamat al-kalam bi'l-khair yaitu sempurna
perkataan dibaca salam adanya. Underneath baik. On different paper are two further
notes: (1) soya yang mengarang, and in Latin script the barely legible name and
address "Johan Abraham (?) Arnoold di kamp. Soergaloko, Batavia"; (2) jumlahnya
1112 tahun adanya.

Contents: sequel to the story of Cod. Or. 3221, vide infra for further details. Juynboll
(1899:54-56) gives a summary in Dutch. Van der Tuuk has numbered the first page of
the story (= Cod. Or. 3244, p. 2) f. 123 in order to indicate the continuation of Cod.
Or. 3221 which ended with f. 122 of his foliation. At the top of Cod. Or. 3244, p. 2 he
has written "II vervolg", "30/12" (blue pencil) and "Gevecht van den reus
Tjiptangkara en den garuda om 't bezit van Sundari".

Beginning: Adapun maka raksasa yang bernama Ciptangkara itupun kembalilah
menuju negerinya dan burung gurda itit s-etelah ingat daripada pingsa[n]nya itu maka
segeralah terbang ke udara. Maka dilihatnya kanan dan kiri tiada kelihatan raksasa
itu... Before this catalogue was compiled, the story ended abruptly, the catchword
being suka. The missing final pages, however, were found in Cod. Or. 3262 (vide
infra) and have now been added to Cod. Or. 3244. The second last page continues
with suka hatinya. Adapun maka orang Pandawa pun pulanglah ke negerinya
masing-masing. A syair of 20 verses is appended to the story as a postscript. The
syair seems to be unfinished.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:54-56 under LXX); Haji Wan (1985:33); Iskandar
(1999:125-126).

Cod. Or. 3245

Hikayat Cekel Waneng Pati

32 x 19.5 cm; 104 pages (beginning with pp. la, 1, 2, etc., followed by three
unnumbered blank pages); p. 99 blank; 36 lines to the page, but from p. 25 onwards
18 lines to the page; black ink; bold punctuation words; rulings; watermark:
Eendracht with V D L. On p. 1 drawing of a rose, called bunga penglipur hati, see
plate; on p. 24 small drawing of a kekayon or gunungan, called gitmmg payitng', on p.
41 floral embellishment. On p. 55 there is a pasted piece of paper with a correction of
three lines; although the letters are much bigger than the rest of the text, this
correction seems to have been made by the copyist himself (Muhammad Bakir). From
the bottom half of p. 25 onwards the copyist has left more space between the lines.
Could this perhaps indicate that the copy was made for a European? See also the"
description of Cod. Or. 3246 (vide infra).

On p. 1 there is a note, which reads: Terbuat ole[h] seorang yang menanggung
rindu dendam, yaitu Muhammad Bakir yang duduk dengan duka-nistapa. On the last
page of the story (p. 98) the date 30 April 1888/19 al-Ruah 1305 tahun Wawu (30
April 1888 = 18 Sya'ban 1305) is given. On p. 98 Muhammad Bakir informs his
clients that he rented out the manuscript at the price ofsehari semalam.

Spelled s-l-s-h.
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form, in which they may sum up the moral of the story and on occasion announce a
following volume, they may ask their readers to take care of the manuscripts, or they
may give some information about themselves".

At the end (p. 104, lines 12-13), the poet identifies himself as Muhammad Bakir
from Gang Pecenongan (which is in Batavia). He makes himself known on p. 104 as
Muhammad Bakir Syafi'an Usman Fadli. Although he omits the bins, Muhammad
Bakir was indeed the son of Syafi'an (also known as Syafian or Sapian) and grandson
of Usman bin Fadili, see Chambert-Loir (1991:90) for a genealogy. The beginning of
the syair reads (p. 100):

Raden Ino Kertadipati
Dicuri Ratu Socawindu19

Badan yang hidup rasakan mati
Tiada bertahan menahan rindu

It ends with:

Baharu dikenal pada saudaranya
Di situjuga minta ampun dengan menangis
Sampai di sini akan diberhentikannya
Sebab ceriteranya lah siida[H] habis

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:76-77 under LXXIX); Haji Wan (1985:33);
Iskandar( 1999:126).

Cod. Or. 3246

Hikayat Sempurna Jaya

32.5 x 205 cm; 249 pages (pagination begins with la, 1, 2, etc.); 16 lines to the page;
black ink; bold punctuation words; watermark: Concordia with VAN GELDER. Van der
Tuuk has written some notes in the margins, also indicating the contents of the
episodes in Dutch (purple pencil). According to the colophon (pp. 246-247), the
manuscript was finished at Batavia, Kampung Gang Pecenongan by the fakirw yang
hina Muhammad Bakir bin Syafa 'an (sic) bin 'Usman bin Fadli on Wednesday night
(malam Kemis) at a quarter past eleven, 28 July 1886/23 Syawal 1303. The equation,
however, is incorrect: perhaps 28 July 1886/26 Syawal 1303 was meant. The
manuscript was rented out at the price of ten cents for one day and one night, see
plate. The text (including the syair at the end) was published by Jamilah Haji Ahmad
(1981); it is cited in Iskandar (1981:149).

In the manuscript the name Muhammad Bakir is written several times: on p. 188
and p. 194, both times after an episode has ended, we find his name in Javanese script^-
on pp. 95 and 92, likewise at the end of an episode, his signature in Jawi, and at the
top of p. 135 his name in block letters: M.H. BAKIR.81

Perhaps Cod. Or. 3246 was a copy made for a European (perhaps Van der Tuuk?)
as is indicated by the clear script, big letters, wide space between the lines, only one
kind of paper of the same format, and the remarkably clean condition of the

Spelled s-y-c-c-a-w-n-y-d-w.
BONotj?a/7gera;7 as Jamilah Haji Ahmad (1981:141) erroneously has it.
8lThis is not mentioned at all, however, in the edition of Jamilah Haji Alimad (1981).
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Cod. Or. 3246, Hikayat Sempurna Jaya, pp. 246-247. Colophon followed by a syair
of the Batavian author Muhammad Bakir. Cf. the writing of this manuscript with Cod.
Or. 3245 (note esp. the final -ng in words like yang) (see plate in this volume). See
also Cod. Or. 3247 for another version of this story, written by Muhammad Bakir's
uncle.
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manuscript (no stains or other 'souvenirs' of readers). The manuscript looks almost
untouched. Moreover, on p. 227 the copyist has left spaces open (between brackets,
allowing him or someone else to fill them in later). See the following passage: Setelah
itu maka tersenyum Sangyang Tunggal dengan katanya: "Hai Sitiya Dandan Jaya,
jikalau kamu hendak mengetahui, akulah ycmg bernama Sangyang Tunggal, asalkii
dari Sangyang ( ) dan usullai dari ( ) dan tempatku dari ( ) dan aku datang dari
( ) (cf. Jamilah Haji Ahmad 1981:130).

On p. 141 there is a note (in the same hand as the rest of the text), recording an
earthquake on 29 June 1889/26 Ramadan 1303 at ten past eleven: 29 Juni 89 26
Ramedan 1303 ada itu burnt bergerak pukul sebelas sepulu[h} menit (omitted in
Jamilah Haji Ahmad 1981). The equation is incorrect: probably 29 June 1886/26
Ramadan 1303 is meant.

The handwriting seems to differ from the script of Cod. Or 3245, another text by
Muhammad Bakir: compare e.g. the final -ng in such words as yang or sang; in Cod.
Or. 3246 one can discern three dots, whereas in Cod. Or. 3245 the dots have
developed into a curl.

Contents: on pp. 1-247 there is a wayang story by Muhammad Bakir, entitled Hikayat
Sempurna Jaya. The actual story is preceded, on p. la, by the following synopsis:
Adapim mulanya sebab Sang Rajuna turun dari syurgaloka pergi [second pergi
crossed out] ke Pandawa membawa sekalian pandakawannya itu sebabnya ratu
syurgaloka, yaitu Batara Guru yang menggusari pada Semar dan Geritbuk ~ akan
dihusirnya karena perbitatan pandakawan tiada patut makan, berak dalam kayangan
dan semua batara-batara pun menaruh gusar jua pada Sang Rajuna itu. Maka
pandakawan itu mengadap pada tuannya maka tuannya pun sangat sakit hatinya
adalah laksana dihusir hambanya tentu dihusir tuannya tiada berkata puti[h] hitam
lain segera ninmlah ia ke Pandawa, sampai di negerinya lain mendapat sakit payah
dan halusnya yang empat, yaitu Dandan Jaya, Swya Laga, Kawistana, Ganda Wijaya
pun keluarlah pergi bertapa [m-d crossed out] minta bersalin rupa, sampai tapanya
lalu menukar namanya Sempurna Jaya, Sempurna Laga, Sempurna Duga, Sempurna
Rupa. la membalas Jmkum pada ratu surgaloka adanya.

On pp. 247-249 an untitled syair of 20 verses follows, functioning as a postscript
for the preceding hikayat, in which the plot is summarised. The readers are urged
several times not to forget to pay the fee of ten cents. Reading hikayats is
recommended; other pastimes are depicted as expensive and evil. Such syairs were
common in Muhammad Bakir's oeuvre, see Chambert-Loir (1991:90).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:58-59 under LXXII); Haji Wan (1985:33); Iskandar
(1999:126).

Cod. Or. 3247

Hikayat Sempurna Jaya

33 x 20 cm; 222 pages; 19 lines to the page; brown ink; rubrications; embellished
punctuation words; pencil rulings; catchwords; watermark: Eendracht with V D L.
Some drawings: on p. 71 an insect; on pp. 185, 192, 194, 199 (see plate) floral
embellishments. Van der Tuuk has written some notes in the margins, also indicating

^Spelled g-r-w-b-w-q.
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the contents of the episodes in Dutch. At the top of p. 1 he noted: "Episoden uit de
geschiedenis der Pandawa's, batavi[aa]sc[h] handschr[ift]".

• According to the colophon (p. 221), the manuscript was finished in Pecenongan
(which is in Batavia) on Monday afternoon, 16 April 1878 by Cit Safirin bin Usman.
This man was one of the main actors of the Fadli family, who ran a lending library in
Batavia in the nineteenth century. Safirin was also known as Guru Cit or Cit Safirm
Usman (Chambert-Loir 1991:88-89). According to Chambert-Loir (1991:89), only
five of Sapirin's manuscripts have been preserved. The Library of Leiden University
keeps four of them, viz. Cod. Or. 3221 and Cod. Or. 3244 (Hikayat Angkawijaya),
Cod. Or. 3247 (the present manuscript), and Cod.Or. 7301 (Kitab Nukil and treatise
on tawhid; formerly Sn.H. 75). The fifth manuscript is part of the Dr Frank collection
in St Petersburg (signature D 446, see Braginsky and Boldyreva 1990:168-170).

On p. 222 there are some notes: at the top of the page there is a scarcely legible
note in Latin script, perhaps referring to the period when the manuscript was rented
out to a certain "Moor" (?). In the middle of p. 222 we find the expression Arjima
takabur and underneath Pak Cit. In a hand different to that of the rest of the text there
is a further note (pencil): siapayang suka manyewa ini hikayat sepulu[h} sen.

Contents: a wayang story, which is known in secondary literature as Hikayat
Sempurna Jaya (cf. Juynboll 1899:60; Chambert-Loir 1991:113). Although the story
deals with Arjuna's 'alter egos' (as Van der Tuuk calls them on p. 129), its plot is not
identical to Muhammad Bakir's story in Cod. Or. 3246 (vide infra). Juynboll
(1899:60) gives a summary in Dutch. The story contains some fragments in Javanese
(in vocalized Arabic script). A brief enumeration of episodes may be helpful in
comparing Sapirin's and Muhammad Bakir's versions: Pandu Dewa Nata orders
hira[h] Semar to take care of his five sons (p. 1); gwnmg Merbabu (p. 9); Rawana
wants to abduct Laksmanawati (p. 26); Wira Gangga and his daughter Naga Sulika (p.
28); pregnant wife of tiger Maharaja Tunggul Ulung craves to eat the heart of the
widadari Sukarba (p. 33-34); Siti Sundari wants to pick flowers (p. 39); Siti Sundan is
abducted in the flower garden by a raksasa (p. 42); collision with Kresna (p. 43);
seekor Capung Jarum (p. 71); Baladewa is searching for his son (p. 100); Baladewa
and Kresna go to Ngamarta for help (p. 103); Bima wants Arjuna to take leave of his
two wives before departure (p. 122); Arjuna's 'alter egos' (p. 129); Arjuna meets
Gatotkaca (p. 158); Bima in the shape of an elephant (p. 203); the two tigers become
mambangs again.

The end reads: Maka setelah suda[h] Sang Rajuna itu membaca manteranya itu,
maka segala hewan yang mati-mati pun menjadi hidup kembali dan yang pati dan
luka pun menjadi sembu[h\ kembali sepeiti yang suda[h] itu sekali bangun serta
berlarian-larianlah masuk ke dalam hutan besyar itu dangan ketakutannya. Maka
adanya dalangnya juga yang lebi[h] ta[h]u karena sampai di sini terhentilah dahulu
ceriteranya hingga ada sambungannya pada lain q-r-y-sy-a-n lagi karena yang
mengarang menyan kan pada lain p-r-y-sy-a-n supaya muda dibawanya.—

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:60 under LXXII); Haji Wan (1985:33); Iskandar
(1999:127).
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Cod. Or. 3247, Hikayat Sempurna Jaya, p. 199. Floral embellishment of the
punctuation word Kalakian. This manuscript was finished in Pecenongan (in Batavia)
on 16 April 1878 by Cit Safirin bin Usman, the uncle of Muhammad Bakir who wrote
another version of the Hikayat Sempurna Jaya (see also Cod.Or. 3246).
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Cod. Or. 3248

Hikayat Sri Rama

33 x 20.5 cm; 377 pages; two unnumbered pages between pp. 253-254 blank; pp. 292,
294, 322, 336-337 blank; p. 271 upside down; 15 lines to the page; p. 290 only one
line; p. 291 only seven lines; brown ink; some embellished punctuation words;
catchwords; some ink corrosion; watermark: Concordia with VAN GELDER; V D L; Pro
Patria with W R & Z. According to the colophon (p. 377), the manuscript was
finished in Kampung Gunung Sahari, Batavia, on 22 March 1882. The signature of
the copyist may perhaps stand for Azis (?) Abdul Rahim, see plate. The manuscript
was used by Ikram (1980); a brief description in Ikram (1980:70).

At the top of p. 1 Van der Tuuk has written: 'Hikajat sen rama. The text
corresponds to the edition of Roorda van Eijsinga, but occasionally contains better
readings' ("Hikajat sen rama. De tekst komt overeen met de uitgave van R[oorda]
v[an] Eijs[inga], maar bevat hier & daar betere lezingen"), giving one example of
such a supposedly better reading. In the margins Van der Tuuk has written some
annotations, mostly indicating the contents of the episodes in Dutch. In some places
he has drawn attention to parallel passages in Roorda van Eysinga's 1843 edition. The
lay-out and the perfect condition of the manuscript may point to its possible character
as a study copy for a European (perhaps Van der Tuuk himself).

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Sri Rama. For further details, see also the descriptions
of Cod. Or. 1689 (Wieringa 1998:29-31), Cod. Or. 1755 (2) (Wieringa 1998:120) and
Cod. Or. 2028a (Wieringa 1998:235). According to Ikram (1980:77-78), Jakarta ML
252, ML 136, Leiden Cod. Or. 3248 and Roorda van Eysinga's 1843 edition belong
together (= Version I in her thesis). As Ikram (1980:78) duly notes, Cod. Or. 3248 has
a hiatus, viz. the episode of Kisuberisu and his children is missing. Brakel (1980:150)
disagrees with Van der Tuuk's opinion that Cod. Or. 3248 had sometimes better
readings than Roorda van Eysinga's 1843 edition. In Brakel's opinion the opposite is
true; he considers Cod. Or. 3248 as a copy of Roorda's edition. Cod. Or. 3248 is used
as ms. K in Brakel's study of 1980.

See Brockington (1984:278 note 34; 288; 294-298 and 306) for comparisons of
the Malay version(s) with the Rama story in other (esp. Indian) languages.
Rajantheran Muniandy (1995) has made an extensive comparison between the Malay,
Sanskrit and Tamil versions. His bibliography also includes references to lesser
known publications.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:40-41 under LXIII); Haji Wan (1985:33); Iskandar
(1999:127).

Cod. Or. 3249 _________________________

Hikayat Ahmad Muhammad

33 x 21 cm; 141 pages, followed by six unnumbered pages; 28 lines to the page;
brown ink; rubrications; initial two pages illuminated (see plate); watermark:
Concordia with T S & Z; Concordia with V D L. On the final unnumbered page in
pencil and in Latin script: K K Ampoegn K and underneath Sajaaminalebo. Van der
Tuuk has made many marginal notes (in ink and purple pencil), briefly indicating the
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Cod. Or. 3248, Hikayat Sri Rama, p. 377. According to the colophon, the manuscript
was finished in Kampung Gunung Sahari, Batavia, on 22 March 1882. The copyist's
signature may perhaps stand for Azis (?) Abdul Rahim.
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contents in Dutch. This manuscript is text P in the edition of Hashim Ismail (1996); it
is described in Hashim Ismail (1996:44).

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Ahmad Muhammad, an adventure story about two
brothers, called Ahmad and Muhammad. By eating the head and heart of a special
bird, they are predestined to become king and minister.83 A less common title for this
story is Hikayat Serangga Bayu (see Van Ronkel 1909:112; Proudfoot 1993:115-
116). On p. 1 the story is said to be translated from Javanese (also in ML 127, see
JumsariJusuf 1993:1). 4

The story is incomplete, as Van der Tuuk also noted on the last page. According to
Van Ronkel (1909:112), the story, in Leiden Cod.Or. 3249 and Cod.Or. 3314, is
similar to Jakarta ML 127; the end of Cod. Or. 3249 runs parallel to Jakarta ML 127,
p. 176 (= Jumsari Jusuf 1993:139).85 The end is about the wedding night of Ken
Candrawati and Raden Menteri (m-n-t-r-y). Thereupon the story, however, switches to
something else: Maka tiada hikayat ini dipanjangkan lagi ceritanya maka
dipendekkan cerita... (p. 141, line 5), telling briefly over ten lines about the king of
Dar al-Marjum whose daughter is called Princess Ratna Kemala Dewi. This final
episode ends abruptly.

The Hikayat Ahmad-Muhammad is well represented in many manuscripts in the
major public collections all over the world. See Hashim Ismail (1993:61-67) for an
overview of the holdings, a summary of the plot and a general discussion of its
Islamic character. This short article is a preliminary study; the same author presented
a book-length study, including an edition based on MSS 422 of the Perpustakaan
Negara Malaysia in Kuala Lumpur, in Hashim Ismail (1996). Jumsari Jusuf (1993)
has published a transliteration of Jakarta ML 127 (formerly Bat.Gen. 127, see Van
Ronkel 1909:112-113; Sutaarga et al. 1972:68-69; see also Notulen Batav.
Genootschap 1880, Bijlage II:XI, in which this manuscript is said to be a copy of the
General Secretariat at Batavia). The analysis of Amir Mahmud et al. (1997:45-121) is
based upon Jumsari Jusuf s edition.

The story of Ahmad and Muhammad is also known in Javanese and Sundanese.
Juynboll (1899b:34-52) has made a comparison of one episode in the Malay, Javanese
and Sundanese versions, viz. Ahmad's instruments of magic (including a sack ever
full of one's favourite food); for the Malay text he made use of Cod. Or. 3249. The
same episode had been discussed earlier by Brandes (1893:451-452). For Javanese
versions, see Marrison 1992 (mainly discussing earlier catalogue descriptions); see
also Marrison (1999:22-24) for a discussion of the Javanese version in Lombok. Van
Bloemen Waanders (1859:268-279) gives a Dutch summary of the story as it was
known in Bali; he considered it as a presumptuous example of 'Arabic plagiarism'
(sic\}, see Van Bloemen Waanders (1859:154). See also Cohen Stuart (1869:548-557)
for a discussion of inscriptions from Banjarmasin, containing episodes of the Javanese
version, which in Cohen Stuart's opinion possibly originated from West Java, perhaps
Banten. A Sundanese version is published in Grashuis (1891:103-116). See also Kem

83On this motif, which also occurs in other Indonesian literatures, see De Vries (1925:387 under no. 86)
and Voorhoeve (1927:157 under no. 155) for further references.
84 As Hashim Ismail (1993:65) correctly notes, Ricklefs and Voorhoeve (1977:161) under SOAS MS
36588 have misinterpreted the expression "by a very learned dalang" as a personal name translating it
as "by a dalang Amat 'Arif. The expression commonly reads ini hikayat daripada bahasa Jawa, maka
dipindahkan oleh dalang yang amat arif bijaksana kepada bahasa Meiayii (cf. e.g. the beginning of
Berlin Schoemann V, 16 in Snouck Hurgronje 1989:97).
85Notp. 183 as Van Ronkel (1909:112) has it (repeated by Hashim Ismail 1996:44).
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Cod. Or. 3249, Hikayat Ahmad Muhammad, initial two pages. This story is said to be
translated from Javanese into Malay. In the margins there are notes by Van der Tuuk
who transliterated two names (p. 1), and indicated the contents of the episodes in
Dutch (p. 2).
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(1983:5-7) for a summary of the Sundanese version as contained in Cod. Or. 7929, pp.
17-82. The Sundanese story of Cod. Or. 7792, summarised in Kern (1983:48-51), is
very similar to Jakarta ML 570 (formerly Br. 435), but the Sundanese version goes on
after the Malay story has ended. The Malay version is briefly discussed in Winstedt
(1958:66); Liaw Yock Fang (1982:122-124) has summarised the plot of Jakarta W
131 with some comments on Cod. Or. 3249 and 3314. Another Malay version was
published by Von Dewall (1908; 191 Ib) under the title of Hikayat Sukarna dan
Sukami. Proudfoot (1993:115-116) has references to lithographed editions.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:144-146 under CXVI); Haji Wan (1985:53);
Iskandar (1999:127).

Cod. Or. 3250

Hikayat Pandawa Jay a

30 x 19 cm; 70 pages; 22 lines to the page; brown ink; rubrications; watermark: Pro
Patria with KRANTZ & VAN LIER* J. HESSELS. The paper has suffered
considerable water damage without affecting the legibility. The order of the pages
follows the Western convention; the pagination, however, which was done at the
Library, follows the Malay convention. Perhaps Cod. Or. 3250 was copied by the
same person who also wrote Cod. Or. 3220, 3239 and 3240. All these manuscripts
have the same appearance, but Cod. Or. 3250 is written on different paper, and may
also be in another hand. See the plates to compare the style of writing of these
manuscripts. In the margins Van der Tuuk has written transliterations of some names
and words, and sometimes he has indicated the contents of episodes in Dutch.
Occasionally he referred to similar passages in his article containing a summary of
Raffles Malay 2 (Van der Tuuk 1875). In the margin of p. 50 there is a note in
Javanese script which, however, is not completely legible due to the binding.

Contents: a fragmentary copy of the Hikayat Pandawa Jaya. As Van der Tuuk has
noted at the top of p. 70, the beginning of the story (on p. 70) runs parallel to p. 39 of
his summary of Raffles Malay 2 (= Van der Tuuk 1875:39). The first sentence reads:
...keluarlah bersama-sama dengan Maharaja Duryodana dan dengan segala raja-
raja Korawa... The end of the story (on p. 1) is about the unsuccessful attempts of
four hulubalangs. to catch the giant (datia) Bujangga; this episode corresponds, as Van
der Tuuk has noted in the margin of p. 1, with p. 81 of his summary of Raffles Malay
2 (= Van der Tuuk 1875:81). In Brakel's opinion (1980:154), Cod. Or. 3250, which
he used as ms. E, only consists of a few isolated fragments, making it difficult to
classify this text properly.

-Catalogue entries: Juynboll
Iskandar (1999:128).

(1899:51-52 under LXVIII); Haji Wan (1985:33);-

On the short existence of this firm, see Voorn (1973:190).
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Cod. Or. 3251

Hikayat Mesa Urip Panji Jaya Lelana

32.5 x 19.5 cm (ff. 66c-81a: 31 x 19.5cm); 113 folios (note that after f. 55b the folios
55 bis (a), 55 bis (b), 56a, etc. follow; between what should have been ff. 66a and 66b
one page of another text has been bound, and so the foliation is ff. 66, 66a, 66b and
66c); 30-33 lines to the page (but f. 55 bis (b) has 13 lines and f. 56a two lines);
brown ink; rubrications; embellished punctuation words; catchwords (at the top of the
following page); many watermarks: Pro Patria with V D V; Pro Patria with G I B ; Pro
Patria with I S B; Pro Patria with T SANDERS & ZOON; Erve WijsimiUer; Pro Patria
with A B; Concordia with WASSENBERG & COMP; crowned GR in oval; rampant
lion on a pedestal with a sword in claw and J H & Z underneath with J HONIG &
ZOONEN.

The folios 66a-66b differ from the rest of the text (23.5 x 15.5 cm; black ink; f.
66a: 21 lines; f. 66b: 16 lines; on both sides drawings of a human figure). On f. 66a
the names of Bangbang Surana, Bangbang Nalawarna and Bangbang Sutama are
mentioned, which are names of characters in this Panji story; nevertheless, this folio
seems to be out of place here.

A signed letter in Javanese (21 x 17 cm; 2 ff; only f. Ir inscribed; 16 lines; brown
ink; no watermark) from Gusti Pangeran Angabehi (litnan kolonel ajidan pan setap)
to saudara tuwan Akrissen (or A. Krisseril) about land allocation, dated AJ 26
Ramelan 1796 (that is, 21 January 1868) is inserted.

The name of the copyist and owner of the manuscript is Hamzah Hasnan, who
lived in Kampung Ambon (a-b-w-n) (which is in Batavia). He has written his name at
the top of almost every page. In the colophon on f. 112b he warns the readers to
handle the manuscript with care and not to stain it with sirih; the fee is five diketum.
It is difficult to decipher when he finished his work: perhaps it was the 17th of the
month (illegible) of the year 1888 (?), see plate.

On the (unnumbered) obverse off. la Van der Tuuk has written "Verhaal omtrent
Pandji" and underneath (in Jawi) Hikayat Mesa Urip Panji Jaya Lelana and "zie
bl[adzijde] 21". The reference to p. 21 must be to the episode, in which Raden Ino
adopts the name of Mesa Urip Panji Jaya Lelana, giving his servant Semar the name
of Kebo Tandraman (k-b-w t-n-d-r-m-n), see f. 20a, line 11 (rubricated). In the
margins Van der Tuuk has written transliterations of certain words and names, also
indicating the contents of episodes in Dutch (ink, purple pencil).

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Mesa Urip Panji Jaya Lelana. According to Van
Ronkel (1909:66), the story of Jakarta ML 187 (formerly Bat.Gen. 187, see Sutaarga
et al. 1972:48-49; Behrend 1998:284) is very similar to Cod. Or. 3251. On p. 1 the
story is said to be a translation from Javanese. The original story is ascribed to a

_dalang called Suraprana: Wa-bihi nastaimi bi'llahi 'ala. Ini hikayat ceritera orang———
dahulu kala, yaitu daripada bahasa Jawa dipindahkan kepada bahasa Melayii dan
diceriterakanlah oleh dalang yang empunya ceritera ini yang bernama dalang
Suraprana yang amat masyhw di tana\h] Jawa dan yang aniat bijaksana lagi
paramakawf pada nggurit dan membuat lelakon dan tembang, kidung dan
kakawin...

87SpeIled s-w-r-p-r-a-n.
88Spelled p-r-m-a-g-a-w-y.

Cod. Or. 3250, Hikayat Pandawa Jaya, p. 70. The beginning ot the story which, as
Van der Tuuk noted at the top of the page, runs parallel to "Pandawa's vertaling, bl.
39", that is, Van der Tuuk (1875:39). The copyist of this manuscript probably also
produced Cod. Or. 3220, 3239, 3240 and 3254 (see plates in this volume).



Juynboll (1899:96-100) gives a summary in Dutch. An enumeration of episodes
may be helpful in comparing this text with other manuscripts: Naya Kusuma descends
to earth (f. 2a); Naya Kusuma establishes the kingdom of Koripan (f. 3a); Naya
Kusuma's four sons are called Lembu Sumirang, Lembu Amiluhur, Lembu Prana and
Lembu Among Jaya (f. 3b); Subadra and Samba go to Daha while Arjuna and
Januwati visit Koripan (f. 7a); Asmara Jaya becomes Ino Kertapati (f. 8a); Raden
Wilakrama from Manggada wants to have the princess of Daha (f. lOa); Batara
Gangga and his daughter (f. 12b); Mt. Puspajaya (f. 13b); Carang Tinangluh together
with the four kadeyans visit bagawan Ketama89 on Mt. Kandaranam (f. 15b); the
buta Wila Samba hides in the cave Sela Ma[ng]ling (f. 17b); the king of Manggada
sends a letter to Daha, proposing to the princess on behalf of Wilakrama (f. 18a);
Raden Ino adopts the name of Mesa Urip Panji Jaya Lelana, whereas Semar is called
Kebo Tandraman (f. 20a); performance of the wayang play Sang Bimayu; new names,
viz. Kertala = Bangbang Surana, Andaga = Bangbang Selawana, Wirun = Bangbang
Nalawana, Kalang = Bangbang Sutama (f. 24a); Mesa Urip defeats the four klanas (f.
32b); Bangbang Surana goes to the king of Manggada (unbeknown to his master) (f.
37a); Bangbang Surana stabs Wilakrama to death (f. 37b); Batara Kala takes Candra
Kirana to Indrakila (f. 38b); Mesa Urip leaves Manggada for the South Sea (f. 44b);
Mesa Urip adopts the name of Mesa Anggulati Sira Panji Anggung Asmara, whereas
Bangbang Surana = Jaran Wirajaya, Bangbang Selawana = Jaran Wirayuda,
Bangbang Sutama = Jaran Urida, Bangbang Nalawana = Kertinala and Kebo
Tandraman = Nalakerti (f. 45b); defeat of the king of Mataun (f. 55b); Raden Carang
Tinangluh = Mesa Penjelmaan Sira Panji Kusuma Indra, Jrudeh = Kebo Wisaya,
Togog = Kebo Wisamerta, Tembilung = Kebo Wisabaya and the latter's father =
Kebo Sangulara (f. 58a); Batara Kala goes to the cave Sela Mangling (f. 62a); the king
of Kembang Kuning is killed (f. 72a); Mesa Anggulati arrives in Gegelang (f. 74b);
Mesa Penjelmaan goes to Gegelang; Sira Panji performs a wayang play about the time
tatkala Arjuna membnjiik dewi Sembadra (f. 79b).

On f. 113a there follows a postscript in the form of a syair of 12 quatrains. The
last three quatrains read:

Titan yang membacajanganlah sambil minum kopi
Menjadi rusak kertas yangputi[h]
Yang emptmya melihat diamat-amati
Datang marahnya ncmti ia memaki

Tuan dan nyonya dengarlah lagi hamba berkata
Main raganya di kampung Pabatur?1

Baik-baik tuan-tuan dan nyonya-nyonya membaca
Karena harganya lima diketun

_Bermain raganya di kampung Pabatun-
Sebelah ilirPluif2 di Muarcr3 Karang
Nyatalah harganya lima diketun
Satu duit tiada bole[h] kurang

Spelled k-t-a-m, which Juynboll (1899:97) transliterates as Gotama.
'"Spelled k-n-d-r-a-n-m.
91 Spelled p-b-a-t-w-n. Currently known as Kampung Pabaton (in Jakarta).
92Spelled p-1-w-y-t.
"Spelled m-w-r-h.
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Cod. Or. 3251, Hikayat Mesa Urip Panji Jaya Lelana, f. 112b. The colophon at the
bottom of this page is scarcely legible. Perhaps the manuscript was finished in 1888.
The name of the owner and copyist was Hamzah Hasnan, living in Kampung Ambon
(Batavia). He wrote his name at the top of almost every page, including this one. He
was probably afraid that readers might not return his book.
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The placenames, which are mentioned here, all point to Batavia (furthermore note the
omission of the final —h, which is typical for Batavian manuscripts).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:96-100 under LXXXIX); Haji Wan (1985:33);
Iskandar (1999:128).

Cod. Or. 3252

Hikayat Kidang dan Kawan; letter

34 x 21.5 cm; 52 pages, followed by three unnumbered pages; 17 lines to the page;
black ink; rubrications; watermark: Concordia with VAN GELDER. On p, 51 the
abortive beginning of a hikayat appears twice. At the top of p. 5 in Latin script: Ini
soerat Hikajat Kidang dan Kawan. Arjo Ngabdoel. Kapada sobat Muhmkamat (?)
Salech94 On p. 2 there are notes in Jawi and Javanese; furthermore, in Jawi: Surat
Hikayat itu Kidang dan Kawan. On p. 1 there are also some notes, using Latin, Arabic
and Javanese script. In Latin script the note Saija djoijo Soedirdjo, and Ini ijang
poenja saia: Raden A Ario A Tiswo (?) Sanoederg (?); also the name "Maas Mangoen
Sasmito" is mentioned. In the Jawi fragment (in another hand to that used in the rest
of the text) someone called Raden Mas Tumenggung Abdullah Murtasih from
Surakarta presented "this hikayat" to Sri Paduka Titan a-b q-w-h-y-n s-t-y-w-r, that is,
A[braham] B[enjamin] Cohen Stuart (1825-1876). This Dutchman, who was the first
formal curator of manuscripts in the collection of the Batavian Society, ran a
scriptorium from 1862-71 as one of his tasks was to oversee the production of new
copies of older manuscripts. He employed at least twelve scribes to copy Javanese
manuscripts, but as Behrend (1993:424 n. 38) observes, unlike Cohen Stuart's
Javanese manuscripts, his Malay manuscripts are not inscribed with title pages that
mention copyist, date and source.95 The clear, elegant writing, the wide spaces in the
outer and inner margins for annotations suggest that Cod.Or. 3252 indeed originated
from a European scriptorium, see plate.

Contents:
1. pp. 3-50 contain the beginning of a wayang story, erroneously called Hikayat
Kidang dan Kawan (see above), that is, 'The story of the barking-deer and friends'.
This mistake was probably based upon the expression k-y-d-ng dan k-a-w-n (p. 3, line
2), but as the last line of p. 3, viz. k-y-d-ng dan k-k-a-w-n makes clear, this must be a
misinterpretation of the common expression kidung dan kakawin. That this story
should be treated in kidungs and kakawins is indicated in the text's refrain: when Sang
Rajuna and Dewi Sembadra are ordered to descend to earth, it is because kelak akan

' menjadi lelakon basyar dan akan jadi kidung dan kekawin segala dalang itu (p. 18),
and on p. 49 it is told that .. Jetapi akulah yang empunya lelakon ini, jikalau tiadalah

94Possibly to be understood as Muhammad Saleh.
95See Van den Berg's memorial article for an account of Cohen Stuart's life and work (Van den Berg
1876:423-441), and Behrend (1993:422-427) for a discussion of Cohen Stuart's (Javanese) scriptorium,
focussing on the Javanese copyist Suryawijaya. A shoit biography is given in Groeneboer (2002:414, n.
12).
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Cod. Or. 3252, Hikayat Kidang dan Kawan, pp. 3-4. The beginning of a wayang
story, which got this confusing title on the basis of the expression k-y-d-ng dan k-a-w-
n (p. 3, line 2) The lay-out and information on p. 1 suggest that the manuscript
originated from the scriptorium of A.B. Cohen Stuart, the first formal conservator of
the Batavian Society from 1862-1871.
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aku dikidung dan kakawinnya segala dalang itu tetapi akan rahasia ini jangan
kepada seorang pun...

In the beginning, it is said that the story was a translation from Javanese. The story
would originally have been from a dalang called s-m-b-r-a-d (Sembrada or
Sumbrada), who was famous in Java and the Malay world. This dalang created the
lelakon in order to find consolation, because he was infatuated with the beautiful
daughter of Pangeran Arya Jaya Wirata. The actual story begins on p. 5 with a
conversation in Heaven between the godheads Batara Dewa Asmara Jaya and Batara
Kala Jagat Buana. The latter has travelled around the world and Batara Dewa Asmara
Jaya asks him: "Ya tuanku, apakah khabar segala jagat buana itu, adakah ramai
seperti tatkala ada segala Pandawa dalam dunia itu?" (p. 5). Batara Kala Jagat
Buana tells him that he thinks the world has changed and Java has become a very
lonely place. Thereupon Batara Dewa Asmara Jaya and his son Sang Sura Dewa
descend to Java. Meanwhile Batara Guru and Batara Indra order Sang Rajuna to
incarnate into the Batara Koripan whereas Dewi Sembadra has to incarnate into the
Batara Daha. The story, which develops very slowly, ends abruptly on p. 50 as
follows: Maka kelihatanlah rupa mega itu yang berbagai-bagai rupanya. Maka
permaisuri pun makin sangat sakitnya itu. Maka matahari pun terbitlah cahaya
memancar-mancar di tepi langit itu. Maka pada ketika itulah permaisuri bersalin
seorang laki-laki terlalulah amat baikparasnya.
2. p. 52: copy of a letter (in another hand) from d-s-j-a laki-isteri to ananda Bakar,
living in Kampung Langsab, dated in the month Jumadilakhir (no year); the signature
is illegible.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:113 under XCVII); Haji Wan (1985:33); Iskandar
(1999:128-129).

Cod. Or. 3253

Panji story

33 x 19.5 cm; 441 pages; 25 lines to the page; black ink; rubrications; final -ah of
some al-Idssahs and setelahs embellished; pencil rulings; catchwords; watermark;
Concordia with L V G. The paper has been repaired with transparent paper. See plate
for an example of the writing.

According to Juynboll (1899:112), the manuscript was written on 29 August 1868
in Montrado (sic). This conclusion seems to have been drawn too rashly, however, as
it is based on a paper pasted onto p. 441 in Latin script, which reads: Mintrado tangal
29 Augst 1868 prigettan saija her katta dengan hal derie saija njang amat (?) moe (?)
darat didalem Masakittan sanget darie 1861 sampe 1868 sanao (?) tiada harie makan
dan minoem dengan aer matta, which is signed by "Alie Achmad". In a note on the
same page, however, we read that Ali Ahmad lived in Kampung Krukut at Batavia.
On p. 441 there is, furthermore, the signature of "A. Moehamad" in Latin script. The
notes on p. 441 are in brown ink and seem to be in a hand different to that of the rest
of the manuscript.

%In fact, it is a stock phrase, which can also be found in other (wayang) stories: see, for example, Cod.
Or. 3254, f. 156a menjadi kidung dan kakawin segala dalang dan segala yang berahi itu (vide infra).
Cf. also the beginning of Cod. Or. 3251 (above).
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Cod. Or. 3253, Panji story, pp. 259-260. It seems that from p. 260, line 4 there is a
change of hands. Compare, for example, the way setelah is written on p. 259 (and p
260, line three) with p. 260, lines 20 and 24. The writing on p. 261, however is again
similar to p. 259.
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Contents: a copy of a Panji story. Many pages were wrongly bound, which is
indicated in Dutch on some pages (but not in Van der Tuuk's hand), viz. at the top of
p. 2 ("volgt op p. 9"), the bottom of p. 9 ("vervolg op p. 2), p. 39 ("vervolg op p. 14"),
p. 45 ("vervolg op p. 36"), p. 49 ("vervolg op p. 8") and p. 65 ("vervolg op p. 1"). See
Juynboll (1899:108-112) for an account of the episodes.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:108-112 under XCVI); Haji Wan (1985:33);
Iskandar (1999:129).

Cod. Or. 3254

Panji story

31 x 19 cm; 158 folios (beginning with f. Ib, 2a, 2b, etc.); the foliation, which perhaps
was done by Van der Tuuk himself, follows the Western convention, beginning at the
front of the book; 22 lines to the page; black ink; lubrications; watermark: Vryheid
with D & C BLAUW. The paper has suffered some water damage without affecting
the legibility. In the margins Van der Tuuk has written many notes, transliterating
certain words and names and indicating the contents of episodes in Dutch (black ink,
black and purple pencil). On f. 109b Van der Tuuk notes that in 'the other ms.' on p. 5
one of the story's characters is called "Prsumaja", but it is unclear to which other
manuscript he refers.

Probably Cod. Or. 3254 belongs to one group with Cod. Or. 3220, 3239, 3240 and
3250, all of which share the same handwriting and lay-out. Moreover, in all of these
manuscripts the order of the pages follows the Western convention, beginning at the
front of the book, see plate.

The manuscript was used by Van der Tuuk for his major Old Javanese-Balinese-
Dutch dictionary, abbreviated as "P. o.", explained as "mal[eisch] Pandji-verhaal
(begin en slot ontbreken); beslaat 235 bl[a]dz[ijden]" (Van der Tuuk 1897, vol. 1:12).
At the top of p. 1 Van der Tuuk noted "gemerkt in [he]t W[oor]d[en]b[oek] P.O. zie
bal[ineesch] W[oor]d[en]b[oek] Ofnder] alu, togog, tjondong & kalang. Een pandji-
roman (2 bl 124), titel? Slot & begin ontbreken". The references in his dictionary are
the following:

• Van der Tuuk (1897, vol. 1:259) under alu: "P.o. blfadzijde] 120, maka paduka
liku pon hamil lah, satelah genap bulannja maka ija pon branak lah saorang
laki2 terlalu baik sikapnja dan tubuhnja besar pandjang bambang awak dan
rambutnja ikal menurut bondanya maka dipaliharakan olih baginda dengan
sparti 'adat anak para ratu demikijan lah maka dinamai olih seri batara raden
kertabuwana dan timang'an raden bradjanata ija lah dipanggil orang mantri alu
ing koripan, en verder, dat hij opvliegend van aard was en bij de hovelingen
alles behalve bemind."

—— • Van der Tuuk (1897, vol. 1:572) under condong: "P.O., blfadzijde] 129,
Tjandrakirana, dochter v[an] d[e] vorst van Daha, kreeg tot pengasuh's Ken
Bajan, dochter v[an] d[e] patih, Ken Tjondong, dochter v[an] d[e] demang,
Ken Pasiran, dochter v[an] d[e] tumenggung, en Ken Ptlangu, dochter v[an]
d[e] Rangga."

• Van der Tuuk (1899, vol. 11:280) under kalang; "eigennfaam] v[an] e[en]
bediende v[an] Anusapati, Mal[at], Sm[ara]w[edana]97 Z[ang] 1, 30 (volgens

Not in the list of abbreviations; there we only find Smrw. - Smarawedana.
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Cod. Or. 3254, Panji story, ff. 43a-43b. The copyist of this manuscript probably also
produced Cod. Or. 3220, 3239, 3240 and 3250 (see plates in this volume).
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een mal[eisch] Pandjiverhaal was hij zwart en zeer onbeschoft; P.O.,
bl[adzijde] 124, zegt, dat hij de zoon was v[an] d[e] tumenggung en v[an] d[e]
vorst v[an] Koripan den naam kreeg v[an] Kertala; dit was bij de geboorte
v[an] den Ino Krtapati; toen ook bood de patih zijn zoon, Wirun, aan, die v[an]
d[e] vorst d[e] naam kreeg v[an] Djarudeh, Andaga, de zoon v[an] d[e]
demang kreeg d[e] naam v[an] Punta, Semar de zoon v[an] d[e] rangga, dien
van Persanta, Turas, de zoon v[an] d[e] djaksa, dien v[an] Djrudeh tuha,
v[er]g[e]l[ijk] Bijdr[agen] K[oninklijk] I[nstituut] II 153".

• Van der Tuuk (1899, vol. 11:803) under togog: "(P.O., bl[adzijde] 130, noemt
Talk en Kimang beide als zonen v[an] d[e] patih en Arganata v[an] d[e]
demang, zijnde deze 3 de eenigste genoemde kadajan's)".

Contents: a copy of a Panji story, the beginning and the end of which are missing.
According to Juynboll (1899:104), the story is important, because it could be
considered as an introduction to the Hikayat Cekel Waneng Pati, describing the
history of Panji's father and uncle, whereas Panji's birth only follows at the end of the
story.

An enumeration of episodes may be helpful in comparing this text with other
manuscripts: Sira Kedutan Kaca is captured by Sang Sura Kelana (f. 2a); Sang Sura
Kelana and Bangbang Nagara are promoted to the positions of Adipati Kawamuncara
(k-a-w-m-n-c-a-r) and Adipati Suradiyasa respectively (f. 7a); Sira Kedutan Kaca is
set free (f. 9a); Pangeran Jaya Kusuma (f. 21b); Arya Jaya Kusuma arrives at Jajar
Cemara (f. 29a); Jaya Kusuma writes a letter (f. 30a); Jaya Kusuma returns to
Majapahit (f. 34b); Sang Susena sends a spy to Majapahit (f. 43a); Sang Susena leaves
Jajar Cemara (f. 43b); Sang Bima Urna (or Warna, w-r-n) attacks Arya Jaya Kusuma
(f. 47a); Sang Ratu Nara Kusuma is killed in a battle (f. 60b); Wirajaya wants to fight
Sang Susena (f. 63b); Ratu Emas wants to perform asceticism (f. 89a); the rulers of
Daha, Gegelang and Singasari take leave of the ruler of Koripan and their elder sister,
Ratu Emas di Panggung Wetan (f. 102a); the Ratu Emas adopts the name of
Tilarajapati (f. 103a); Batara Guru curses Sang Yang Tunggal (f. llOa);
Darmawangsa and his brothers go to Batara Guru (f. 11 Ob); Arjuna descends to
Koripan whereas Subadra descends to Daha (f. 113b); birth of Carang Tinanglu (f.
124b); the ajar Berma Sura (f. 129b); dalang Asmara Niti and dalang Purwa Kusuma
(f. 135b); Raden Bangbang Jaya Indra on Mt. Indrakila (Mt. Imagiri) (f. 154b); Raden
Ino Kertapati Undakan Surangga is famous in Java and seberang, and menjadi kidung
dan kakawin segala dalang dan segala yang berahi itii (f. 156a). The story ends
abruptly.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:103-104 under XCII); Haji Wan (1985:33);
Iskandar (1999:129).

Cod. Or. 3255 ______________________________________

Obat sakit kepala; Mir 'at at-TuIIab (ft tastl ma 'rifat al-ahkam as-sar 'iya lil-malik al-
wahhab); note in Batak; letter

30.5 x 20 cm; 546 pages; pp. 2, 8-11, 545 blank; 25 lines to the page; black ink; some
ink corrosion; many rubrications; watermark: Foolscap with (perhaps?) A H & C. In
the margins many glosses, quite often beginning withya'ni ('that is'). On p. 1 an "I",
followed by the title Kitdb Mir'at at-Tullab in Arabic script, probably written by a
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Cod. Or. 3255 (6), Mir'at at-Tullab,-p. 114. Copy of a handbook about fiqh, originally
compiled by Abdurrauf of Singkel (b. c 1620). In the margins there are glosses,
beginning wilhya'ni ('that is').
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European. On p. 546 the note: "In 't Bataviaasch genootschap gedeponeerd door H.N.
van der Tuuk".

Inserted are five scraps of paper:
(1) 15.5 x 22 cm; 15 lines; brown ink; no watermark. Note in Latin script in Batak.
(2) 21 x 13.5 cm; recto: 42 lines; verso: ten lines; black ink; no watermark. Note in
Dutch, which seems to be in Van der Tuuk's hand, referring to p. 236 of an
unidentified text (perhaps the Mir'at at-Tulldbl), viz. "Het ontginnen van woeste
gronden (Thjaoe'lmawat) artinja menghidoepkan s[e]g[a]l[a] tanah jang t[e]lah mati".
(3) 5.5 x 12 cm; black ink; no watermark. On one side the words awan (a-w-a-n) and
kalau (k-l-w) and on the other side multiplication sums, some loose words and the
note ...aya [torn] minta datang sebentar adayang akan sayang bilang adanya.
(4) 14.5 x 16.5 cm; recto: nine lines; verso: 11 lines; brown ink; no watermark. A
letter addressed to the tuan resyidan dan tuan asisten resyidan dan titan piskal dan
tuan siketaris pandarsindan dan tuan2 semuahanya yang telah ada di dalam negeri
Padang. The person called pandarsindan could be Van der Zenden/Sanden.
Furthermore, in Latin script "Dienst" and "de ambtenaar" are followed by an illegible
signature.
(5) 9.5 x 4 cm; black ink; nine lines on both sides. Scrap of paper, torn from some
manuscript.

Contents:
1. p. 3: medicine against headaches, seven lines, beginning with ini obat sakit kepala.
2. p. 4: Arabic text with some marginal Malay notes, dealing with a sermon about
marriage; in the Malay marginalia the name anak Ahmad is mentioned.
3. p. 5: Arabic text with interlinear Malay translation and glosses, dealing with
matrimonial law (role of the wall); sources: an unidentified collection of fatwas,
Damirl and Bakri.98

4. p. 6: Arabic text with interlinear Malay translation and glosses, dealing with
matrimonial law, that is, on the subject ofmatlab sahid al-nikdh (source: Tuhfa)99 and
on the wall (source: Sarh al-Irsad).
5. p. 7: Arabic text with interlinear Malay translation and glosses, dealing with two
subjects, viz. the 73 sects and fasting in the month Ramadan (source: Ziyadi);
6. pp. 12-326: a copy of the first part of the Mir'at at-Tullab (fi tastl ma'rifat al-
ahkam as-sar'iya lil-malik al-wahhab), until zakat. The Mir'at at-Tullab or the
'Mirror for the Seekers of Knowledge' is a handbook about fiqh, originally compiled
by Abdurrauf of Singkel ('Abd ar-Ra'uf b. 'AH al-JawI al-Fansun as-Singkill, b. c
1620) at the order of the Sultanah of Aceh, Safiyatuddin (1641-1675). See the
description of Cod. Or. 1633 for further details (Wieringa 1998:27). The text is briefly
described in Hashim bin Musa (1999:76). See plate.
7. p. 327: Arabic texts with Malay glosses, dealing with matrimonial law (sources:
Path al-Rahman and Iqna') and tawba (Malay taubat; source Riyad as-Salihm);

9BBy Bakri, possibly Sayyid Bakn b. Muhammad Shafts' ad-Dimyatt (d. 1893) is meant, whose four-
volume work I'anat at-talibm was "the most frequently consulted work of Shafi'ifiqh already in the
author's life-time" (Van Brainessen 1990:247). This book also included a number of fatwas by the
contemporary Shaff'i mufti Ahmad b. Zaym Dahlan - perhaps the same as the unidentified collection
of fatwas mentioned here. The only person with the name Damiri listed in the El is Muh. b. Musa b.
'Isa Kamal al-DIn al-Damm (d. 808/1405), who seems to be an unlikely candidate here.
"Although there are many works with Tuhfa ('Gift') in their title, it would seem that here the Tuhfat al-
muhtaj ('Gift to the Needy') by Ibn Hajar al-Haytami (d. 973/1565-1566) is meant, which in
traditionalist circles is still the ultimate work of reference for fiqh (Van Bruinessen 1990:244). In Java
it is generally known as Kitab Tuhpah (Soebardi 1971:336).
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8. pp. 328-544: second part of the Mir'at at-Tullab, dealing with matrimonial law
(Inihim nikah).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll1 (1899:266 under CCLXXXI); Haji Wan (1985:33);
Iskandar (1999:129-130); the Arabic texts are omitted in Voorhoeve (1980a).

Cod. Or. 3256

Hikayat Maharaja Boma; Hikayat Berma Syahdan

33 x 205 cm; 250 pages; 27 lines to the page; brown ink; rubrications; from p. 199,
line 21 to p. 250 in pencil; pencil rulings; catchwords; watermark: Pro Patria with V
G. In the beginning of the manuscript Van der Tuuk has written notes in the margins
as well as between the lines, transliterating certain words and names and indicating
the contents of episodes in Dutch. According to the colophon (p. 250), the manuscript
was finished in 1871; in the final two lines of the same page, in another hand (also in
pencil), the owner calls himself Mamun (or Maman)101 d(?)-'ain Madar (or, less
likely, Madi)102 (?) Sulaiman103 who lived in Kampung Krukut (which is in Batavia),
see plate.

The paper has been repaired with transparent paper. Some pages were wrongly
bound: on p. 170 lines 24-26, we suddenly find the end of the Hikayat Maharaja
Boma and the beginning of the Hikayat Berma Syahdan; in rubricated characters the
text reads: Carita Raja Boma suda[h] habis dan ini carita Puteri Kwnala Dewi Ratna
j-m-j-m hamillah itu. Al-kissah maka tersebutlah perkataan tuan Puteri Kumala Dewi
Ratna j-m-j-m hamillah itu. On p. 171. however, the Hikayat Maharaja Boma
continues. See Juynboll (1899:144) for another disorder; his pagination, however,
seems to differ from that of the manuscript.

Contents:
1. pp. 1-194: an incomplete copy of the Hikayat Maharaja Boma. See the description
of Cod. Or. 3220 for further details (vide infra).
2. pp. 195-250: an incomplete copy of the Hikayat Berma Syahdan. See the
description of Cod. Or. 1976 for further details (Wieringa 1998:204-205); Liaw Yock
Fang (1982:112-114) gives a summary of Cod. Or. 1976 (apparently based on
Juynboll's catalogue description). Braginsky (1998:244; 249-249) considers the
Hikayat Berma Syahdan as the oldest example of what he calls the 'hikayat sintetis',
such as the Hikayat Syah Mardan, Hikayat Indraputra, Hikayat Isma Yatim, Hikayat
Dewa Mandu, Hikayat Ahmad dan Muhammad, Hikayat Indra Bangsawan, Hikayat
Syah Kobad and Hikayat Koris Mengindra. The story is said to have been written at
the time of a "learned and ascetic ruler"; according to Winstedt (1958:60-61), this
reference might point to Sultan Mahmud of Malacca, but Braginsky (1998:248-249)
suggests the Acehnese Sultan Alaudin Sayid al-Muhammad (r. 1588-1604). Kern
(1942-1948:211-212) notes that a rendition of the Hikayat Berma Syahdan in verse,
called Syair Barma Sahdan, which must have been composed around 1900 by a

'""Possibly the fiqh work Iqna' by Khatlb Sarbm!' (d. 977/1569-1570) is meant (cf. Van Bruinessen
1990:246).
'"'Spelledm-a-m-n.
'°2Spelled m-a-d-r or perhaps m-a-d-y (in which the last character would be without the two dots
underneath).
I030r perhaps Salman (?). Iskandar (1999:130) reads the name as "Maman Amadar Timan (?)".
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Cod. Or. 3256, Hikayat Berma Syahdan, p. 250. According to the colophon, the copy
was produced in 1871. The name of the owner in the penultimate line is rather
difficult to decipher; in any case he lived in Kampung Krukut (in Batavia).
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certain Gusti Ali at Barabai, belonged to the best known syairs in Banjarmasin of the
pre-war period.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:143-144 under CXV; 170-171 under CXLII); Haji
Wan (1985:33-34); Iskandar (1999:130).

Cod. Or. 3257a-h

Linguistic notes by Van der Tnuk

One portfolio, containing eight exercise-books. The portfolio is entitled "H. N. van
der TUUK, Mal[eis]-Pol[ynesische] Taalvergelijking". The name Malayo-Polynesian
is an older term for the Austronesian family. Van der Tuuk, as Tryon (1995:19)
writes, "was the first to apply the principles of Indo-European comparative linguistics
to the Austronesian languages. His work on Batak, Batavia Malay, Malagasy, Old
Javanese and Balinese provided a starting point for the next generation of Austro-
nesian historical linguists."

a. 16 x 9.5 cm; 142 pages, of which many blank; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria;
countermark unclear.
Contents: a list of names of persons, cities, countries, rivers, etc., which all seem to
have been taken from the second volume of Raffles (1817, or a later reprint). This list
is preceded by an excerpt of Olivier (1827, vol. 1:316) about a Malayo-Javanese
pantun, beginning with:

Koepoe-koepoe terbang melintang,
Terbang di lahoet, di hoejong karang;
Hati di dalam menaroh bimbang.
Deri d'hoeloe sampei sekdrang.

At the end there is a list of 21 numbered booktitles, probably taken from some
catalogue, and four pages with lexical items based upon Olivier (1827, vol. I).

b. 17.5 x 11 cm.; 86 folios, of which many are blank; not paginated; brown ink;
rulings; no watermark.
Contents: a list of 48 pages with so-called 'grondklanken', a term which may perhaps
best be translated as 'common roots'; for a discussion of Austronesian root theory, see
Blust (1988). The list contains 'grondklanken' and their realisations in Malay,
Javanese and Balinese, e.g. for ceng the Javanese words kenceng, aceng and
kececeng. At the back of the manuscript there are two pages with an untitled text in
Latin script, beginning: Ija mine angkana kanai paupauwanna Djaja Langkara. This
is the beginning of the Pau-pauanna Jayalangkara, the Macassarese 'Story of
Jayalangkara', which (in modem spelling) begins with lami'nne angkana-kanai pau-~~
pauanna Jayalangkara, see Kros (1990:46). This fragment was probably taken from
Matthes (1858:13-19).

c. 20.5 x 15.5 cm; 88 pages; not paginated; brown ink; no watermark.
Contents: notes about Malay orthography; list of Malay manuscripts of the Royal
Asiatic Society in London (many entries crossed out), probably used for his 'Short
Account' article (Van der Tuuk 1866a; 1866b); wordlists; lists of books in the Leiden
(University) Library.
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A letter (19.5 x 14 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 19 lines; f. Iv: 17 lines; f. 2r: four lines
(and three Chinese characters); f. 2v: 3 lines (address); black ink), addressed tojtiru
tulis Raja Alam in Padang, dated 1821, signed with Chinese characters and a Chinese
rectangular red ink seal, is inserted. See also Cod. Or. 3304 and 3344 for many other
letters to Raja Alam in Padang (vide infra),

d. 21.5 x 17.5 cm; 50 pages; not paginated; brown ink; no watermark.
Contents: comparative wordlists, viz. Malay-Sundanese, Sundanese-Javanese, Sunda-
nese-Batak-Malay, Sundanese-Malay-Javanese-Batak, Lampung-Malay, Lampung-
Javanese, Macassarese-Buginese, etc.

e. 20 x 16 cm; 54 pages; not paginated; many blank pages; brown ink; no watermark.
Contents: 30 pages with "Landak-Daj[ak]" wordlist, listed in Voorhoeve (1952:215);
six pages with Sangi-Manganitu wordlist, taken from Riedel (1861:375-412).

f. 21 x 17 cm; three folded pages; watermark Concordia with VAN GELDER.
Contents: comparative wordlists of Bisaya-Malay-Javanese-Balinese, etc.

g. 20.5 x 16 cm; three gatherings with respectively 19, 16 and 16 folios; unpaginated;
brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with C & I HONIG.
Contents: lexicographical notes, comparative wordlists of Malay-Buginese-Malagasy-
Dayak-Macassarese-Tagalog, etc.

h. 22 x 16.5 cm; 57 folios; unpaginated; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with C & I
HONIG.
Contents: wordlist of several Austronesian languages, viz. Acehnese, Javanese,
Malay, Savunese, Timorese, Balinese, Tagalog, Bisaya, etc.

Catalogue entry: Iskandar (1999:130-131).

Cod. Or. 32S8a-j

Van-der Tuuk's notes on Old Javanese, Javano-Balinese and Javanese manuscripts;
excerpts from Malay manuscripts; lexicographical notes

Portfolio with three exercise-books and for the rest loose quires, registered as Cod.
Or. 3258a-j, entitled "H. N. van der TUUK, losse aantekeningen, voornamelijk

• MALEIS".

a. 15.5 x 10 cm; 14 folios, of which many are blank; brown ink; cash-book paper;
exercise-book.

—Contents: f. 1: Malay wordlist, crossed out; ff. lv-5v: excerpts from an unspecified_
Javanese text (in Latin script), followed by a Malay translation (in Jawi), mentioning
Raja Sakandar (= Alexander the Great); perhaps from India Office Library Mackenzie
Private 43 Rabat Sekandar which is apparently a Malay translation of BL-OMSS
Javanese Add. 12289, Serat Sakondar, a version of the Baron Sakender stories (see
Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:122); f. 5v: brief notes on the meaning of the name of
the eponymous hero of the Hikayat Syamsul Barin, using a quarto manuscript of 152
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pages;104 ff. 5v-6r excerpts from a Hikayat Sri Rama, a manuscript of 721 folio pages
(that is, RAS Raffles Malay 22, see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:135); ff. 6r-8r
excerpts from a manuscript, which are described as "folio h[an]ds[chrift] van 669
bl[adzijden] op de band staat Hik[ajat] Pandawa lima, bij inzage bleek 't niet de
gewone pandawa te zijn". This manuscript must be RAS Raffles Malay 21 Hikayat
Pandawa Panca Kalima, see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve (1977:135).

b. 18 x 11cm; 48 pages; brown ink; rulings; no watermark; exercise-book.
Contents:
1. pp. 1-3: transliteration of an untitled Old Javanese text (with variant readings from
"no. 31", see sheaf c, 1), which can be identified as the beginning of the Old Javanese
kakawin Bharatayuddha. See Brandes (1901, vol. 1:160-172) for manuscripts of this
work in Van der Tuuk's collection; see also Cod. Or. 3258c (2);'05

2. pp. 4-8: transliteration and Dutch translation of a Javano-Balinese text entitled
"gebed voor eedsaflegging";
3. pp. 8-9: wordlist (crossed out);
4. pp. 10-11: translation of some Biblical verses in Sundanese;
5. pp. 12-13: wordlist (crossed out);
6. pp. 28-48 (p. 33 blank): excerpts and brief descriptions of Malay manuscripts from
the Royal Asiatic Society in London, beginning on p. 48 with "No. 7 Roy[al] Asfiatic]
Sfociety] is 't rweede gedicht de Kin Tambuhan; deze redactie is geheel verschillend
van die der uitgave (v[an] de Hollander]) en komt meer overeen met die waaruit
Marsden achter zijn Spr[aa]k[kunst] stukken heeft medegedeeld". This description
refers to RAS Raffles Malay 7 (B), cf. Ricklefs and Voorhoeve (1977:133). On pp.
36-35 excerpts of the Syair Bidasari, that is, RAS Raffles Malay 7 (A), with variant
readings from Raffles Malay 36, appear. On p. 34 seven lines about Raffles Malay 61,
which in Ricklefs and Voorhoeve (1977:140) is entitled Hikayat Shamsu 'l-barri, but
in Van der Tuuk's note is spelled (in Jawi) hikayat sy-m-s b-r-y-n. Furthermore, on p.
34 there is a brief summary of Raffles Malay 57.106 On p. 32 there are brief descrip-
tions of Raffles Malay 50 (Hikayat Tamim ad-Dari) and of Raffles Malay 54 (Hikayat
Ahmad Bisnu), and on pp. 32-28 there are excerpts from a manuscript of Colonel
Farquhar (48 pages in small quarto, containing laws, but erroneously entitled Cherita
Sultan Iskandar); this must be RAS Farquhar 1 (cf. Ricklefs and Voorhoeve
1977:131).

c. 18 x 11 cm; 48 pages; brown ink; no watermark; exercise-book. On the fly-leaf
"zlln w mrgn nr mstrdm gn" (that is, "zullen we morgen naar Amsterdam gaan",

'""Spelled sy-m-s b-r-y-n. In Ricklefs and Vcrorhoeve (1977:140; 143) two copies ot tins text are
mentioned (which they call "Hikayat Shamsu'l-barri"), viz. RAS Raffles Malay 61 and RAS Maxwell
3, but both have a different number of pages to that of Van der Tuuk's manuscript.
I05ln a letter to Cohen Stuart, dated Batavia, 19 November 1868, Van der Tuuk writes about the
copying of a kakawin Bharatayuddha by a scribe (of the Batavian Society?): "Uwe Bhdrata-Joedha
Kawi (de kropak) laat ik in zijn geheel afschrijven, en heb de schrijver zoo ernstig mogelijk de uiterste
nauwkeurigheid, ook in de spelling, op het hart gedrukt. Het afschrift is al bijna klaar." (Groeneboer
2002:645). On 25 August 1870, Van der Tuuk sent the Batavian Society an explanation of the text in
Balinese and Malay (in Balinese script), made by Ida Ketut Anom (Groeneboer 2002:711).
'"'According to Ricklefs and Voorhoeve (1977:140), it is entitled Hikayat Indera Kayangan, but in Van
der Tuuk's note it is Hikayat Indra Layangari, cf. Van der Tuuk (1866b:118-119).
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Cod. Or. 3258d (3), Sanskrit sloka in Balinese script on the left-hand side with Malay
translation in Latin script on the right-hand side. According to the Dutch note by Van
der Tuuk, the sloka came 'probably' ("verm[oedelijk]") from the Angguli Prawesa,
but it also occurs in the Wariga.
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'shall we go to Amsterdam tomorrow?')107 and underneath "voor Mr Morris Friesche
stukken".
Contents:
1. pp. 1-36: transliteration of "Br. Y. No. 31", that is, the Old Javanese kakawin
Bharatayuddha; transliteration of cantos 1-8 of this work on the right-hand side with
notes on the left-hand side. See Pigeaud (1968:192-194) for other examples of
autograph copies by Van der Tuuk with Romanized fragments of the Old Javanese
Bharatayuddha, viz. Cod.Or. 4114, 4116, and 4124. Pigeaud (1968, vol. II), however,
omitted Cod.Or. 3258c. See also Cod.Or. 3258b (1);
2. pp. 44, 46-47: characters in Old Javanese script (perhaps encountered in the above-
mentioned manuscript of the Bharatayuddha) with their transliterations;
3. pp. 48: eight words from Tonga.

d. Six loose folded folio pages, containing fragments of texts copied in Bali, viz.
1. 34.5 x 21 cm; one folio; 36 lines; brown ink; only the left-hand side is inscribed,
the right-hand side is blank; ruled paper; Balinese script.
Contents: fragmentary copy of the Kutara Manama lawbook. See Brandes (1903, vol.
11:98-102); see also Pigeaud (1968, vol. 11:145 under Cod. Or. 3852 (5)) and op.cit., p.
170 under Cod. Or. 3957 (7)) for other fragmentary copies of this text in Van der
Tuuk's possession. On the obverse side five lines in Latin script appear: "No. 103.
Vonnis, gewezen door den Raad van Kerta te Boeleleng in de zaak van".
2. 34 x 21 cm; one folio; 26 lines; brown ink; only the left-hand side is inscribed, the
right-hand side is blank; ruled paper; Balinese script.
Contents: 14 lines with a fragmentary copy of the Darma Upapatti, a Javano-Balinese
Buddhist lawbook, see Brandes (1903, 11:90-92 under Kretopapati); see also Pigeaud
(1968, vol. 11:556 under Cod. Or. 9365). Furthermore, there are 12 lines with a
fragment of the Adigama, a Javano-Balinese lawbook (cf. Pigeaud 1968, vol. 11:163
under Adigama for references to other, more complete, copies of this text in Van der
Tuuk's collection).
3. 33.5 x 205 cm; one folio; 12 lines; brown ink; text in Balinese script on the left-
hand side; Malay translation in Latin script on the right-hand side; ruled paper.
Contents: the text bears the Malay title Ini barangkali floka-nja pertemoewannja
orang berlaki-bini, tetapi pakei wirama, sekar ageng srontja. See plate. According to
a note in Dutch by Van der Tuuk, the strophe probably derives from the Angguli
Prawesa, but he notes that it also occurs in the Wariga. The Angguli Prawesa is a
treatise on eroticism and sexual intercourse taking the form of Sanskrit slolcas
followed by Old Javanese exegesis (cf. Brandes 1901, vol. 1:96-98 and Pigeaud 1967,
vol. 1:274); see also Creese and Bellows (2002:393) for a brief general description of
this text, and op.cit., p. 390 for an observation on Van der Tuuk's general interest in
manuscripts dealing with erotic themes.
4. 33.5 x 20.5 cm; one folio; 25 lines; brown ink; Balinese script with transliteration
in Latin script; ruled paper.
Contents: the text is entitled in Malay Blabad namanja desa2, di dauh endjung. It
consists of a list of names of Balinese villages with (between brackets) their
transliterations and etymologies. In pencil Van der Tuuk asked himself whether he

70n Van der Tuuk's spelling habit of leaving out the pepet, see Groeneboer (2002:251) who
encountered this phenomenon in letters from 1855-1857, but in fact it can also be observed in his later
writings (e.g. in the Old Javanese-Baiinese-Dutch dictionary). Groeneboer (op.cit.} attributes it to Van
der Tuuk's 'euphoria' about Batak spelling, but I wonder whether Javanese 'shorthand' may not have
been an influence.
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had included this in 'the dictionary', with which he probably meant his major Old
Javanese-Balinese-Dutch dictionary.
5. 33.5 x 20.5 cm; two folios; f. 2v blank; 32 lines to the page; brown ink; text in
Balinese script on the left-hand side, Malay translation in Latin script on the right-
hand side; light blue, ruled paper; watermark: Britannia with MUNRO 1881.
Contents: fragment of the Adigama, a Javano-Balinese lawbook (see also Cod. Or.
3258d (2), vide infra). The Malay translation begins with ini mistinja djikalaoe ada
boedanja oetawa kawanja kerta hanaknja oetawa bangsesanja samoe itoe...
6. 33.5 x 20.5 cm; one folio; 26 lines; brown ink; Balinese script; watermark:
Eendracht.
Contents: fragment of an untitled Balinese text, inter alia dealing with Karang, that is,
according to Van der Tuuk's note, "de figuren, patronen, kopstukken enz. .van
snijwerk".

e. 21 x 17cm; brown ink; six folios; not paginated.
Contents: four folios with wordlists taken from Radermacher (1786:189-196) and two
pages with transliteration by Van der Tuuk of an untitled Javanese text; it can be
identified as the beginning of the well-known Javanese Ynsup story, of which several
versions exist, see Brandes (1915, vol. 111:361-370) for descriptions of Yusup
manuscripts in Van der Tuuk's possession.

f. 21 x 17 cm; 22 folios; 21 lines to the page; not paginated; brown ink; Javanese
script; Latin script (three folios).
Contents: copies of Javanese manuscripts in the possession of Prof. Millies, most of
them in Javanese script, all autograph copies by Van der Tuuk/08

g. 20 x 16.5 cm; 11 folios; not paginated; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with J vD.
Mz.
Contents: excerpts from an unspecified English publication about "Malay
superstitions" (in the Malay peninsula).

h. 20.5 x 16.5 cm; 217 folios; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with CHK; Pro Patria
with H F de Charro; Pro Patria with WP (italicised, curly); Pro Patria with J v D. Mz
(italicised, curly); Gebrs van Kapri (?).
Contents: many lexicographical Malay and Minangkabau notes; concept for a
polemical article about 'High' and 'Low' Malay.

i. 21.5 x 17 cm; 12 folios; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with H F de Charro
(italicized, curly); Pro Patria with CHK.
Contents: a wordlist from Bone with French explanations; notes on Malay words; at
the end there are two pages with excerpts in Jawi from an untitled Malay manuscript

. from Elisa Netscher (1825-1880), which according to Van der Tuuk was written with
very bad orthography.

lo8Henricus Christiaan Millies (1810-1868) was Professor of Oriental Languages and Literatures at the
University of Utrecht. After his death, his manuscript collection, including some of which had
belonged to Adriaan Reiand (lived 1676-1718), was sold, and landed in different libraries, see Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve (1977:xxvii); see also Groeneboer (2002:73), who also refers to nineteenth-century

hies.
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j. 195 x 16 cm; four pages; 22 lines to the page; brown ink; Dutch; watermark: Pro
Patria with Jv D. Mz (italicised, curly).
Contents: notes in Dutch by Van der Tuuk based upon an unspecified publication
about Banjarmasin. Although it is entitled (in Dutch) 'Genealogy of the kings of
Banjarmasin', the notes are mainly of a lexicographical nature.

Catalogue entry: Iskandar (1999:131-132).

Cod. Or. 3259c

Notes about Malay terms in East Indonesia (copied from Valentijn 's Olid en Nieuw
Oost-Indien)

Cod. Or. 3259 is a portfolio with exercise-books and loose quires of a few hundred
(unpaginated) pages, entitled "H. N van der Tuuk, Aantekeningen Malfeis]-
Pol[ynesische] Talen o[nder] afndere] Buginees". The contents are highly varied,
ranging from the beginning of a Dutch translation of De la Historia ij vida del Gran
Facano par D. Francisco de Queredo Villegas ("Van de geschiedenis en het leven
van den aartsschelm door D. Francisco de queredo Villegas") in Cod. Or. 3259a to
excerpts from an article in the TNI about Sumatra's West Coast in the last quire.
Mostly, however, the notes deal with lexicographical items from several Austronesian
languages, but in Cod. Or. 3259b especially Chinese. Only Cod. Or. 3259c will be
described here as it deals with Malay.

21 x 16.5 cm; 133 pages; brown ink; watermark: Eendracht; Pro Patria; the counter-
marks could not be deciphered.
Contents: extensive notes about Malay terms used in East Indonesia, that is, Timor,
Temate and the Moluccas, copied from published sources (almost all, it seems, from
Franfois Valentijn's extensive Oud en Nieuw Oost-Indien, originally published in
1724-1726).

Catalogue entries: none.

Cod. Or. 3260a-u

Notes, copies and excerpts of Malay manuscripts by Van der Tuuk

Portfolio with loose quires, entitled "H. N. van der TUUK, Aantekeningen
Letterkunde merendeels MALEIS".

a. 20 x 16.5 cm; 76 folios; brown ink. The left-hand side of the paper is inscribed,
_ whereas the right-hand side is used for annotations. Six loose pages are inserted,.

which contain excerpts of the Sejarah Melayu (RAS Raffles Malay 18, 68 and 80),
viz. notes on the genealogy of the forebears of the Malay kings.
Contents: excerpts and autograph copies by Van der Tuuk from various manuscripts,
viz.

1. ff. lv-53r: Sejarah Melayu (= RAS Raffles Malay 18, 68 and 80; cf. Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve 1977:134-135; 141 and 143);

2. ff. 53r-58r: Hikayat Isma Yatim (= RAS Raffles Malay 16 and 62A; cf.
Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:134 and 140);
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3. ff. 58r-62v: 22nd fasal of the Taj as-Salatm (= RAS Raffles Malay 17B; cf.
Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:134);

4. f. 62v: Hikayat Panji Wila Kiisuma (= RAS Raffles Malay 26; cf. Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:136);

5. ff. 62v-63r: Hikayat Raden Mesa Lam Kusuma (= RAS Raffles Malay 40; cf.
Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:137);

6. ff. 63r: Hikayat Maharaja 'All (= RAS Raffles Malay 72; cf. Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:142);

7. ff. 63r-63v: Hikayat Raja Babi (= RAS Raffles Malay 52; cf. Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:139);

8. ff. 64r-74r: Syair karangan Bintan09 (= RAS Raffles Malay 49; cf. Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve 1977:139);

9. f. 74v: Hikayat Syaikh Aba (sic, read Abu) Yazid al-Bistami, about which Van
der Tuuk writes: "De held, wiens naam die v[an] 't verhaal is bekeert een
menigte Christenen tot den Islam, door de hem door hen opgegeven vragen en
raadsels naar wensch te beantwoorden en op te lossen. De Christenen van een
plaats genaamd q-t-n-y-h [my transcription, EPW]. Het h[an]ds[chrift] dat ik
gezien heb bedroeg 19 inlandse bladz[ijden], klfein] 4to en was mij door een
inlander te Padang geleend". See about the Hikayat Syaikh Abu YazTd al-
BistamTthe description of Cod. Or. 7324 (formerly Sn.H. 97C) in Van Ronkel
(1921:278-279); an English summary can be found in Van Ronkel (1932:62-
65). See also Ritter (1960:162-163).

10. f. 74v: Hikayat Rabi'ah, about which Van der Tuuk writes: "De heldin was
eene vroome vrouw, die niet trouwen wilde, omdat zij zich aan de dienst van
God wilde toewijden. De Syaikh j-n-y-d [my transcription, EPW] overreedde
haar echter hem tot man te neinen, met voldoening aan haar verzoek van de
bijslaap verschoond te blijven. Na de dood van haar gemaal, nam haar de
Sultan van Bagdad met name Abu Sa'id tot vrouw, zonder haar echter tot de
bijslaap te kunnen overreden. Een H[an]ds[chrift] in 4to van 12 inl[andsche]
bladz[ijden] kreeg ik van een inlander te Padang ter leen". Cf. the description
of Jakarta ML 42 E (formerly Bat.Gen. 42E) in Van Ronkel (1909:187) and
Sutaarga era/. (1972:135).

11.f. 74v: Hikayat Darma Ta'siah, about which Van der Tuuk writes: "Dara
Matasieah was de vrouw van den vroomen Syaikh b-a-l-m-'-r-w-f [my
transcription, EPW]. Hare getrouwheid in het vervullen barer pligten jegens
haren man was voorbeeldeloos, en werd door God luisterrijk beloond. Een
H[an]ds[chrift] in klfein] 4to van 9 inlands[che] bladzijden kreeg ik te Padang
van een inlander ter leen". See also the description of Cod. Or. 1953 (10) in
Wieringa (1998:179);

12. f. 75r: Hikayat tatkala Nabi Musa munajat, that is, "H[an]ds[chrift] klfein] 4to
9 inlandse bladz[ijden] te Padang mij geleend door een inlander". See also the
description of Cod. Or. 1744 (1) in Wieringa (1998:.102);

13. f. 75r: Hikayat Burling baraii-barau, about which Van der Tuuk writes:
"Behelst een opsomming van de voordeelen van 't spreken en 't zwijgen;
wordende zulks verhaald aan Salomo door een Baro baro en een poetjoeng
vogel. Het h[an]ds[chrift] dat ik gebruikte kreeg ik te Padang ter leen en
besloeg elf inlandsche bladzfijden] in klfein] 4to. Volgens dit h[an]ds[chrift]
aan het slot zoude het verhaal ook Hikayat Burung Pucung heeten".

3 Title taken from Ricklefs and Voorhoeve (1977:139).
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Cod. Or. 3260J, Van der Tuuk's excerpts of RAS Raffles Malay 34. a text dealing
with Malay and Muslim law, divination, charms, astrology, means to seduce women
and the like. This loose transparent paper between ff. 26v-27r contains Van der
Tuuk's copy of a figure about the naga's position turning itself round in the sky. It
was important to know this position, esp. when going to war.
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14. ff. 75r-76v: Hikayat Raja Budak, a manuscript in Van der Tuuk's possession
("klfein] 4to van 25 inlfandse] bladz[ijden]), that is, Cod. Or. 3318, with
variants of a manuscript from Barus.

b. 19.5 x 16 cm; 32 pages; pp. 12 and 23 blank; brown ink; exercise-book. The left-
hand side of the paper is inscribed, whereas the right-hand side is used for
annotations. A loose blue squared paper (20.5 x 13 cm; brown ink; f. Ir: 34 lines; f.
Iv: 16 lines) with the beginning of a Javanese copy of the Prophetic Tales (Serat
Anbia) in prose is inserted; this manuscript was dated AJ 4 Besar 1752 (that is, 20
July 1825). Apparently, this fragment was meant as a letter to a colleague as indicated
by the last lines, which read: "Ik heb de spelling niet veranderd zoals ge ziet. 't
Geheele H[an]ds[chrift] blijft zich daarin gelijk. Wilt ge het komen zien? Vanavond
ben ik niet te huis, maar wel morgen avond."
Contents:

1. pp. 1-11: Excerpts from RAS Raffles Malay 17 (A), Bitstdn as-Salatin (cf.
Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:134);

2. pp. 13-22: Excerpts from a Javanese manuscript in England which can be
identified as IOL Jav. 9 (cf. Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:59), viz. on pp. 13-
14 from IOL Jav. 9A Carita Satus (\npegon) and on pp. 14-22 IOL Jav. 9B
Serat Bratayuda (in Javanese script) (cf. Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:58);

3. pp. 30-24: Excerpts from RAS Raffles Malay 34 about prescriptions (cf.
Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:137);

- 4. pp. 32-31: Notes in English about the Prophet Muhammad.

c. 20 x 16 cm; 37 pages; brown ink; watermark: Lion with T H SAUNDERS & Co
and 1847. The left-hand side of the paper is inscribed, whereas the right-hand side is
used for annotations. Between pp. 18-19 there are three transparent papers with tables.
Contents: autograph copies by Van der Tuuk of texts about ominous times, viz.

1. pp. 1-18: fragments from RAS Raffles Malay 74 (cf. Ricklefs and Voorhoeve
1977:142);

2. pp. 19-37: copy of fragments from a manuscript "genommerd 239 onder de
Hss v[an] h[et] Knglijk (sic) Nederlandsch Instituut". This manuscript can be
identified as Kon. Akad. 260. The copied parts are: pp. 19-28 = Kon. Akad.
260, pp. 478-483; pp. 28-30 = Kon. Akad. 260, pp. 258-259; pp. 30-37 = Kon.
Akad, 260, pp. 72-77.

d. 21.5 x 17 cm; 28 folios; ff. 27r-28v blank; 36 lines to the page; brown ink. The left-
hand side of the paper is inscribed, whereas the right-hand side is used for annota-
tions.
Contents: paraphrasing summary in English (but from f. 17r onwards in Dutch) of the
12th chapter of the Bustan as-Salatin, which relates the history of the kings of Malacca
and Pahang, For variant readings Van der Tuuk used RAS Raffles Malay 8 and 42;ie_
also refers to "no. 80", but according to Ricklefs and Voorhoeve (1977:143) RAS
Raffles Malay 80 is a copy of the Sejarah Melayu.110

""In a letter to P.J. Veth, dated Amsterdam, 29 November 1865, Van der Tuuk mentions that he
possessed 'a splendid Malay piece about Aceh from the foundation until the conquest of Pahang in the
last century' (see Groeneboer 2002:506); perhaps he had this text in mind. Groeneboer (2002:508, n. 6)
refers to Cod. Or. 3234 (1), but this cannot be correct.
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e. 19.5 x 16 cm; 42 folios; brown ink; watermark: Concordia with V D L. At the end
there are three torn (unnumbered) folios, of which the last two contained the
beginning of an unidentified Javanese poem.
Contents:

1. ff. lr-12r: Excerpts from published sources, viz. on f. Ir-lv from "Asiatic
Recearches (sic) XII bl. 542"; on ff. 2r-5r "a dialogue in the English and
Madagascar language"; on ff. 6r-12 lexicographical notes pertaining to Islam;

2. ff. 12v-41r: collection ofpantuns, culled from the Syair Bidasari (ff. 12v-14v)
and published sources;

3. ff. 42v-41v (text upside down): summary of some episodes of the Hikayat
Hang Tuah, identified as "H[an]ds[chrift] van de Secretarie te Batavia folio
van 402 Europfeesche] bladzfijden]".

f. 20 x 16.5 cm; 58 folios; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with CHK.
Contents: list of 403 popular Arabic, Javanese and Malay religious works. Some texts
were in his own possession, others were from E. Netscher and in the "Inl[andsch]
Bureau v[an] d[e] Secretarie" at Batavia.111 One work belonged to Rev. Budding in
Batavia, which originally had been in the hands of pirates (f. 51r-51v).112 Van der
Tuuk also saw copies of quite a few works in Padang and Barus. On some works of
Hamzah Fansuri he noted:

• f. 56r, under Syair Sidang Fakir, "werd mij te Baroes als een der titels van
Hamzah fantsoeri's godsdienstige gedichten opgegeven. Een exemp[laar] in
kl[ein] 4to van 7 inl[andsche] bladz[ijden] in mijn bezit";

• f. 56v, under no. 398 Syair Perahn: "werd mij te Baroes als de titel van een
der door Hamzah fantsoerie vervaardigde godsdienstige gedichten opgegeven.
Een fragment in mijn bezit";

• f. 56v, under no. 399 Syair Si Bunmg Pingai: "werd mij te Baroes als den titel
opgegeven van een der door Hamzah fantsoerie vervaardigde godsdienstige
gedichten opgegeven";

• f. 57r, under no. 400 Asrdr al-'Arifin: "door Hamzah fantsoerie. Ik zag te
Baroes een kl[ein] 8to handschrift van ongeveer 12 inlandsche bladz[ijden].
Uit de voorrede blijkt dat het een verkorting is van een groter werk van
denzelfden schrijver, en dat er drie onderscheidene werken zijn die dezen titel
dragen".

See also Cod. Or. 3260u (vide infra) for an additional note on Hamzah Fansuri's
Asrar a'l- 'arifin.

g. 20 x 16.5 cm; 40 folios; 41 lines to the page; brown ink. The left-hand side of the
paper is inscribed, whereas the right-hand side is used for annotations.
Contents: draft of a Javanese grammar.

1 "in the 1850s, Elisa Netscher (1825-1880) worked at the General Secretariat, see ENI, vol. 111:17. See
also the description of Cod. Or. 3300, vide infra.
1 '"A small difference in the spelling of his name notwithstanding, this clergyman can probably be
identified as Steven Adriaan Buddingh (1811-1869), who had been minister in Batavia since 1836,
succeeding Van Hoevell in 1848 as president of the Batavian Society until his departure to Holland in
1850. In the years 1852-1857 he made a number of inspection tours in order to examine Protestant
churches and schools in the archipelago. For a short biography, see Groeneboer (2002:91, n. 5) who
also refers to nineteenth-century biographies. On two Malay manuscripts, which Van der Tuuk
borrowed from Buddingh. only to be returned after four (!) years to him in 1854, see Groeneboer
(2002:91 n. 5).
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h. 20 x 15.5 cm; 16 folios; ff. 10v-16v blank; brown ink; watermark: Concordia with J
de Rooij. The left-hand side of the paper is inscribed, whereas the right-hand side is
used for annotations, indicating the page number of the original manuscript.
Contents: autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of the beginning of the Mir'at at-Tullab, a
handbook about flqh, originally compiled by Abdurrauf of Singkel ('Abd ar-Ra'uf b.
'All al-Jaw! al-Fansun as-Singkill, b. c 1620) at the order of the Sultanah of Aceh,
Saflyatuddin (1641-1675). See the description of Cod. Or. 1633 for further details
(Wieringa 1998:27).

i. 20 x 16.5 cm; 16 folios (18 lines to the page); plus two loose folios; brown ink;
watermark: Pro Patria with B; Pro Patria with J de Rooij.
Contents:

1. ff. lr-15r: autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of (the sequel of) a Minangkabau
story entitled Hikayat Tuanku Ahmad Haruan."3 This part was erroneously
separated from Cod. Or. 3262 (2b), which contains the beginning of the story
(vide infra). The continuation is briefly as follows: Dukun Solok Batu alias
Dukun Pandai Ubek (Mal. Dukun Pandai Obat) recommends that Puti
Linduang Bulan uses the juice of limau tigo sarantiang in order to get
pregnant. Ministers find the fruits and some time after having used the limes to
wash herself, she becomes pregnant. When the child is born, however, it is
swallowed and thrown up (dimutahakan) by various wild animals. The last
animal that gets the baby is a tanggiri-fish, which disappears. The parents and
the courtiers all faint. Although the baby is lost, the father, Tuanku Syah
Alam, decides to give his vanished son the name of Tuanku Ahmad Haruan (f.
4r, last line)."4 Walking along the beach, Puti Linduang Bulan finds the
tanggiri-fish, and in its stomach is the child. Ahmad Haruan is sent to a kadi<ls

for his education. Later, when the kadi accompanies Ahmad Haruan on a
journey to the latter's fiancee, Puti Aisyah, the kadi repeatedly attempts to kill
him. When he finally succeeds, he puts on Ahmad's clothes in order to win the
princess's hand himself.116 At God's command, however, the archangel Jibrail
revives Ahmad.1'7 On his way to his beloved, Ahmad meets two ghosts
(hantu), settling their dispute, and he also comes across a number of wild
animals, which will later help him when it finally comes to a contest of magic
between him and the kadi. In the thick of the fight, when both contestants are
not recognisable anymore, Raja Ibrahim, the father of Puti Aisyah, proclaims
that whoever will come out of it alive, will be the future husband of his
daughter (f. 14v). This is, of course, Ahmad Haruan, who thereupon marries
the princess and finally succeeds his father-in-law Raja Ibrahim as king. The
story is narrated in hikayat style; only towards the end are there some pantims,
which are exchanged between Ahmad Haruan and Puti Aisyah (ff. 12v-13r).

"3The title is derived from the last sentence, viz. Tamat Hikayat Tuanku Ahmad Haruan (f. 15r). The
name of the eponymous hero is spelled h-r-w-a-n (see e.g. f. 6v, line 1; f. 15r, line 8).
]]4Haman (or an/an) is a mudfish.
"5Described as a long-bearded man: tuan kadipanjangjanggiiik (f. 4v, line 15),
"6By putting on Ahmad's clothes, the kadi becomes indistinguishable from him: Lain mamakai tuan
kadi dipakamyo pakaian Ahmad [f. 8r] Haruan tit samuhonyo sudah saritpo jangan Ahmad.
117As Ahmad feels embarrassed (main) meeting the anak-anakan bidodari who accompany Jibrail,
Ahmad asks for a new outfit, and lain dibarikan Jibrail sarban dan kainnyo. Mako dipakai Ahmad kain
tu dipasarbannyo sarban tu (f. 9v, lines 13-14).
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2 ff 15r-16v: autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of the Kaba Pinjaro 'Story of
the Tiger Trap', a Minangkabau version of 'The ungrateful tiger'. A man who
wanted to fetch rattan from the woods came across a tiger in a trap (pinjaro)
and liberated the animal. Some time later, the tiger became hungry and wished
to eat his rescuer. A mousedeer (palcmduak), however, was able to get the
tiger back into the trap again. This story is also known in other Indonesian
literatures, see De Vries (1925:357 under no. 5) and furthermore Voorhoeve
(1927:93-94 under no. 40) who distinguishes three main variants. The story is
also known in Javanese, but there the roles are played by a banteng, freeing an
ungrateful crocodile, while a kidang acting as judge is able to restore the
situation to its original state, see Brandes (1894:45-47). A Malay version is
included in Skeat (1901:20-21) as "The tiger gets his deserts". Fokker
(1903:49-52) relates another Malay version under the title "sa orang brahmana
dangan sa ekor arimau", where the protagonist is a brahmin who frees an
ungrateful tiger, and a wolf (serigald) is able to turn the tables again. See also
Klokke (1993:194; 240-241; 243-244; 249-250), who mentions the story
'Brahmin and Ungrateful Tiger", in which a brahmin rescues a tiger, but the
ungrateful animal kills him or attempts to do so (apparently without the happy
ending). Another manuscript is Cod. Or. 3303 II (4), vide infra.

3. f. 17: notes on vowels in Minangkabau.
4. f. 18: Minangkabau wordlist.

j. 20 x 16 cm; 32 folios; watermark: Pro Patria with J de Rooij; Britannia with B & J I
ALLFORD and 1847. Between ff. 26v-27r there are three loose transparent papers,
two of which contain tables, the third one with a figure illustrative of the naga's
position (see plate).
Contents: notes on RAS Raffles Malay 34 with many excerpts (cf. Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:137), much more elaborate than his published description in Van der
Tuuk(1866a:436-439or 1866b:108-110).

k. 20 x 16 cm; 16 folios; brown ink; exercise-book.
Contents: ff. lr-9v: notes on Javanese manuscripts in the India Office Library with
many excerpts; ff. 10r-16v and flyleaf: notes on Malay kitab kuning, mostly in the
possession of E. Netscher in Batavia with many excerpts, viz.

• ff. lOr-llr: Niir al-Mubin (ft I'tiqad Kalimat al-Sahadatayn), a small quarto
manuscript of 50 pages (belonging to Netscher); in the colophon the text was
attributed to al-Sarif 'AlwT b. al-Sayyid al-'Allama (-) al- Sarif Abi Bakr b. al-
'Arif billah ta'ala al-Sarif Husayn Ba Faqir al-'Alawi al-Husayn[I] [al-]Safi'I
al-As'an al-Gazzall al-Hadraml al-Tarlml; it was dated 9 Rajab 1123 (that is,
23 August 1711).

» ff. llr-12r: Sitffn, a small quarto manuscript of 31 pages (belonging to
——— Netscher); according to Van der Tuuk the Arabic text was the same as in the

Batavian Society, but the interlinear Malay translation had several linguistic
peculiarities. This text (in full: Sittun Mas'alafi'l-Fiqh or 'Sixty Questions on
Fiqh') was originally written by Abu al-'Abbas Ahmad b. Muhammad az-
Zahid al-Misri (d. 819/1416), see GAL S II, p. 112 and' Voorhoeve
(1980a:342); see furthermore, Soebardi (1971:336) and Van Bruinessen
(1990:249).

• f. 12r: note that Van der Tuuk saw a copy of the Hikayat Burung Si Barau-
Barmi in the possession of a 'native', but only containing a few pages.
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• ff. 12r-12v: Tarasul Melayu (vocalized title), a small quarto manuscript of 110
pages (belonging to Netscher). Van der Tuuk only copied its last letter,
because of its Batavian background. This letter appears to be from the kapitan
in Kampung Krukut to the titan Imam; the request involved bahwa hendaklah
tuan Imam nikahkan Si Marbut namanya, duduk di dalam masjid orang Koja
di Pakojan. On Kampung Kmkut Van der Tuuk noted: "naam v[an] e[en]
kampong bij Molenvliet te Batavia", and on the term 'pachodjan' he remarked
"te Batavia [he]t kamp der Mooren".

« ff. 12v-14r: one small octo manuscript with three texts (belonging to
Netscher), marked by Van der Tuuk with x, y and z: (ff. 12v-13v) Kitab
Fusfis, that is, the Fusils al-Hikam (by (Muhyi ad-Din) Ibn al-'Arabl (d.
638/1240), see GAL 'l,' p. 442 and Voorhoeve 1980:86), with Malay
translation, 100 pages; (ff. 13v) Kitab Ma'rifat al-'Arifin, six pages, with
Javanese interlinear translation; and (ff. 13v-14r) Tuhfa al-Mursala ild Ruh
an-Nabi, 32 pages (cf. Wieringa 1998:19).

• ff. 14v-15r: Jawharat cm-Nizam, small "quarto manuscript of 52 pages
(probably also belonging to Netscher, although this is not explicitly stated).

• f. 15r: Ma 'rifat al-Islam, a small quarto manuscript of 11 pages in Van der
Tuuk's own collection with an interlinear Javanese translation at the
beginning. The reference must be to Cod. Or, 3230, which fits this description;
cf. Voorhoeve (1980a:195) where it is described as (bob ft) Ma'rifat al-Islam
Wa-Bayan at-Turuq (or: at-Tanq, or: at-Tanqa).

• ff. 15v-16v and flyleaf: enumeration of kitab kuning titles in his own
possession and in publications.

1. 21 x 16.5 cm; 152 pages; p. 51 blank; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with KLS
DE JONG; Eendracht with B. Six folios are inserted (of which nine pages inscribed)
(11 x 7.5 cm; brown ink), containing a summary of an untitled Panji story with many
excerpts.
Contents: conspectus of Malay works, mostly with a brief summary of their contents
and sometimes with excerpts. The list is mainly based upon published sources, but
sometimes Van der Tuuk added that he possessed certain texts himself, mentioning
the sizes and number of pages. Also some interesting observations:

on p. 9 he writes that he saw a copy in Barus of the Hikayat Bakhtiar, small
quarto, about 95 M[andscJie\ bl[adzijderi\, that is, folios;
on p. 47 he writes that he has a small quarto manuscript of the Masa 'il al-
Muhtadi li-Ikhwan al-Mubtadi, and saw another copy (octo, 20.5 inl[andsche]
bl[adzijden}) in Bares in 1854;
on p. 47 he mentions a Kitab fikh yangpendek, a title he gave to a manuscript
he saw in Bares in 1854; it was a manuscript of 43 inl[andsche] bl[adzijden],
small quarto, which stopped at the chapter on matrimony;
on p. 57 he seems to write that his copy of the Hikayat Ahmad dan
Muhammad (= Cod.Or. 3249 or 3314) was written at Bares;
on p. 62 he mentions the Hikayat amir al-mu'miriin 'Umar, about which he
writes: "Te Baroes zag ik 'n exempl[aar] in klfein] 8to van 28 inlandsche
bladzfijden]. Het scheen incompleet, en bevatte niet de geschiedenis van het
Chalifaat v[an] Omar, maar Alie's verovering van het rijk sy-ain-y-r waarover
k-s-r-y regeerde, en het uithuwelijken van de twee dochters van dezen k-s-r-y
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aan Hoesein en Moehammad den zoon van Aboubakar, nadat eerst Karman
Sjah die tegelijk met zijne zuster door de Mohfammedanen] gevangen was
genomen, wegens weigering om de Islam aan te nemen ter dpod gebragt was.
Uit het huwelijk van Hoesein met sy-h-r-b-n-w-n de oudste dier princeschen
zou Zinu'labiedien geboren zijn" [my transcriptions, EPW]. This manuscript,
as Van der Tuuk notes, later came into his possession. It can be identified as
Cod. Or. 3345 (2), which Brakel (1975:53) already (rightly) assumed came
from North-west Sumatra;

• on p. 63 he writes that he saw a manuscript in Barus of the Syair Hukum
Tajwid, small quarto, six and a half inl[andsche] bl[adzijden] (= Cod.Or.
3331);

• on p. 69 he writes that he owned two manuscripts of the Hikayat Raja
Jumjumah'. (1) a copy of nine and a half inl[andsche] bladz[ijden], made in
Barus (= Cod. Or. 3306(2)), and (2) a copy of 20 folios, made in Batavia (=
Cod. Or. 3310);

• on p. 78 he writes that he saw a copy of the Tuhfat al-Mursalat written by
Muhammad bin Fadl Allah, an Arabic work with interlinear Malay translation,
15 folios in small octo. This must have been Muhammad bin Fadl Allah al-
Burhanpurl's Tuhfa al-Mursala ila Ruh an-Nabi, see the description of Cod.
Or. 1332 (21) for further details (Wieringa 1998:19);

• on p. 80 he writes that he possessed two manuscripts of the Hikayat Mi 'raj
Nabi Muhammad'. (1) a copy of 17 inl[andsche] bl[adzijden], small quarto,
made in Bares (= Cod. Or. 3306 (1)), and (2) a copy of 41 folios, small quarto,
made in Batavia (= Cod. Or. 3305).

m. 21 x 17 cm; 24 folios; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with KLS DE JONG.
Contents: a dialogue in Malay "written after the Indian manner, with seven persons".
The Malay text (in Jawi and Rumi) is translated into English. The last three folios
contain a wordlist taken from a published source.

n. 21 x 17 cm; 18 folios; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with KLS DE JONG; Pro
Patria with CHK; Eendracht with B.
Contents: excerpts from published sources, mainly from catalogues.

o. 20 x 16.5 cm; eight folios; brown ink.
Contents: draft article about a grammar of the Malagasy language; cf. Van der Tuuk
(1865:419-446).

p. 20 x 16 cm; ten folios; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with J v D. Mz.
Contents:

1. Draft article (16 pages), entitled "Het Centralisatie-Maleisch"; about various
——— kinds of Malay. In 1850, while still in hospital, Van der Tuuk wrote a treatise^

on "Centralisatie-Maleisch" that should have been sent to the Dutch Bible
Society, but which has never been found (see Grijns 1996:370; see also
Groeneboer 2002:95, 100, 104-105). It must have entailed more than just an
article, because Van der Tuuk wrote that he was unable to send off "the first
sections with the indexes".

2. Sentence of the district court (Landraad) of Grissee (that is, Gresik), residence
of Surabaya, dated 16 June 1849.
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q. 21 x 13.5 cm; two folios; brown ink.
Contents: a list of Malay manuscripts of the Royal Asiatic Society.

r. 21 x 13.5 cm; one folio; both sides inscribed; brown ink; thin, yellowish paper with
the impression JOHs. ENSCHEDE & ZONEN *HAARLEM *.
Contents: notes by Van der Tuuk about the contents of Royal Asiatic Society Raffles
Malay 63, that is, the so-called longer version of the Hikayat Bakhtiar (cf. Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve 1977:141). Cod. Or. 3260(r) was published in Brandes (1899:294-
297).

s. 1 8 x 1 1 cm; one folio; both sides inscribed; brown ink.
Contents: a list of 35 Malay manuscripts; on the envelope Voorhoeve has written the
suggestion that they might have belonged to Van der Tuuk.

t. 20 x 15.5 cm; four folios (last folio torn); black ink.
Contents: notes by Van der Tuuk about Malay manuscripts from the India Office
Library (mainly excerpts), esp. about Malay C.8 (10 2905) Hikayat Maharaja Boma
(cf. Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:125).

u. 32 x 205 cm; one folio; 24 lines to the page; brown ink. The paper belongs,
properly speaking, to the list in Cod. Or. 3260(f) (manuscript no. 400).
Contents: Van der Tuuk's excerpts from an unknown manuscript concerning the
Asrdr al-'Arifin, a commentary of Hamzah Fansuri's poems. The text was
transliterated by Drewes (1951:41). See also Drewes and Brakel (1986:191). On the
obverse there is an explanation of one Malay word in Jawi.

Catalogue entry: Iskandar (1999:132-136).

Cod. Or. 3262

Fragment of the Kaba Cindua Mato; Hikayat nangkodo bajua bohong ka bakeh rajo-
rajo; Hikayat Tuanku Ahmad Haruan (beginning); lists of Arabic booktitles; examples
of the Minangkabau dialect of Mandailing; letter

Box with some loose quires, containing Minangkabau (and Malay) materials. One
folio in this codex, which could be identified as the missing last part of Cod. Or. 3244,
has been transferred to its proper place."8

Contents:
1. 21 x 16.5 cm; two folios; only f. Iv inscribed; black ink; pencil rulings. On f. Ir the
word s-h-y-d.

_ Contents: fragment of a larger Minangkabau text, probably to be identified as Kaba
Cindua Mato. Beginning: alah naiaklah Basa Ampat Balai, ado sabanta antaronyo,
duduaklah urang samuonyo,>>9 sagalo basajan panghulu, salamo lambek bak kian.
Abruptly ending with: Itulah tando kabasaran daulat di dalam. The only name which
is mentioned here is that of Bunda Kanduang.

"8This folio is described in Iskandar (1999:136) under Cod. Or. 3262 (C) as "p. 1: Hikayat Pandawa;
the end" and "pp. 1-2: Syair, a fragment".
1 l9Spelled sy-m-h-w-a-ny.
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2. 21 x 17 cm; 16 pages; 18 lines to the page; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with
B.
Contents: autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of two Minangkabau stories, viz.
(a) PP- 1-11: Hikayat nangkodo bajua bohong ka bakeh rajo-rajo.120 In the margins
Van der Tuuk has noted some corrections; he seems to have used two copies of the
text (on p. 1 mentioning V and 'bJJ. It is a variant of the story type of 'Tests of
Cleverness' (Stith Thompson's H541.2 'Riddles propounded on pain of loss of
property' and H508.2 'Bride offered to man who can find answer to question'). A
ship-master (Min. nangkodo; Mal. nakhoda) from Sonsongan'21 'sells lies' for a
living, that is, he visits kings and propounds three riddles to them. His game is played
for high stakes: a king hazarding his kingdom and the ship-master his five ships filled
with treasures. The ship-master has already dethroned a number of kings, but one day
he sails to Japun122 where its king promises the hand of his daughter to whoever is
able to solve the ship-master's three riddles ('barang siapo mandapek pambali
bohong nangkodo tu, ambo kawinkan jangan anak ambo', p. 6). A merchant's son
(anak biopari)123 wins the riddle trial, thereby ruining the ship-master. He marries the
king's daughter and becomes crown prince.
(b); pp. 12-16: Beginning of the Hikayat Tuanku Ahmad Haruan.124 The king of
nagari banda Japun is ruled by the just king Sekh Panjang Jangguik (Malay Syaikh
Panjang Jenggot). He and his wife Puti Linduang Bulan are childless. One day Puti
Linduang Bulan feels very upset when she sees a small child at court and thereupon
the king consults his ministers about what to do. They advise him to seek the help of
three renowned healers, viz. Dukun Jarak Hampir of Kampuang Solok Batu, Dukun
Lila Sanang of Kampuang Padang Lawas and Dukun Nujum Ghaib (no place
mentioned). All three are summoned to appear before the king. It looks as if the stoiy
ends abruptly, but in fact its sequel has been registered under a different number, viz.
Cod. Or. 3260i (1) (vide infra). Beginning (after the bismillah): Wa-bihi nastatnii
bi 'llahi 'ala. Ikolah suatu pakabaran urang dahulii dipindahkan ka bakeh karateh
jadi hikayat urang zaman kini.
3. 34.5 x 22 cm; eight folios; ff. lr-2r, 3r and 5v-8v blank; brown and black ink; thin
blue paper. Not in Van der Tuuk's hand.
Contents: lists of Arabic booktitles;
4. 33 x 21 cm; five folded folios; brown ink; watermark: J Whatman.
Contents: examples (in Jawi) of Minangkabau as used in Mandailing;
5. 21 x 16.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir: nine lines (letter); f. Iv: five lines (address); f. 2r
blank; f. 2v: one line (pious exclamation); black ink; watermark: Concordia.
Contents: undated, anonymous letter (in a rather idiosyncratic spelling) to a certain
tuan kumandur lout (k-m-d-r 1-a-w-t) and another titan. Beginning: Inilah titan saya

:nTitle mentioned in the first line of p. 1 (that is, in Malay: Hikayat nakhoda berjual bohong kepada
raja-raja).
1:iHe is from nagari s-w-n-s-w-ng-n (p. 1,1. 13).
'"Van der Tuuk renders it as Jepun (see e.g. p. 11, last line); in his vocalisation he uses the Bantenese
method of indicating the pepet (see Wieringa 2003 for a discussion of this phenomenon).
[~^Bioparl (according to Moussay 1995:384 an Indian, Persian or Arab trader, but explained in
Wilkinson's dictionary as "trader, esp. Indian trader, in contr. to a Persian or Arab trader") have the
reputation of being very clever. A typical expression in this context is cadiak bak biopari, see Moussay
(1995:184). The Minangkabau lexicographer Sutan Mobammad Zain (n.d.:121) also mentions this
saying (cerdik seperti biaperi], explaining it as "sangat tjerdik; karena saudagar bangsa asing itu
biasanja agak ahli djuga tentang hukum Islam, terdjadilah pengertian bam jai'ru ahli hukum". In this
story the son of a biopari lives up to his class's name.
124This title cannot be found in this manuscript, but is derived from its sequel, Cod. Or. 3260i (1).
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bikin swat ini bodo[h] rasa kita tuan saya beri tabi' akan tuan kumedur lout dan tuan
p-n-t-y-t-a (7/25 yang baik2 selamat pulang dan selamatpigi...

Catalogue entry: Iskandar (1999:136).

Cod. Or. 3263 a and e

Tembai or Teremba (copy of IOL Malay D II); Syair Perahu (copy of IOL Malay
A.2); pantuns from Ternate; order issued by the Sultan ofTernate in 1882

Portfolio with loose papers, divided into five sections, registered as Cod, Or. 3263a-e,
viz. "H. N. van der TUUK, Aantekeningen Taalkunde en Letterkunde versch[illende]
Mal[eis]-Pol[ynesische] Talen, o[nder] afndere] Sumatra, Sundanees". The sections b
(Buginese), c (Malagasy) and d (Sundanese) will not be described here. On a loose
page inserted in Cod. Or. 3263b Voorhoeve has given a detailed table of contents of
the Buginese section.

a. 19.5 x 16 cm; 28 pages; 29 lines to the page; brown ink; exercise-book.
Contents: autograph copy by Van der Tuuk in rencong characters of India Office
Malay D 11, described as tembai ('myth of origins') and teremba ('genealogy'). At
the beginning Van der Tuuk has written: "Redjang MS. op bamboestroken aan een
einde door middel van een band aan elkander geregen. De strooken zijn door letters
gekenmerkt en ik weet niet of de volgorde goed is. Een der strooken is los. Het heeft
aan de linkerkant op net tipje waar een gat is voor die band de letter [follow two
rejang letters], zie facsimile". A transliteration by Van der Tuuk is in Cod. Or.
3387w(l); a transliteration by Voorhoeve is in IOL MSS Eur. D. 520 (see the
description in Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:127) and in Cod. Or. 12.605! (6), ff.
163r-177v.

On the obverse is an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of India Office Library
Malay A.2, Syair Perahu. Furthermore, there is a wordlist in rencong andy'owi, and a
partial transliteration of this text. See the description of IOL Malay A.2 for further
details (Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:123). IOL Malay A.2 was used as ms. B in the
edition of the Syair Perahu by Braginsky (1988b:263-301). See also Braginsky
(1998b:50-64) for a discussion of what he calls the rencong Syair perahti or Syair
Perahu I within the history of Sufi boat symbolism (in the Malay-Indonesian world).
A representative of what Braginsky calls Syair Perahu II can be found in Cod. Or.
3374(11), vide infra.

e. Loose papers with pantuns from Ternate and a Malay translation of an order issued
by the Sultan ofTernate in 1882:

1. 34 x 21.5 cm; three folios (only the recto side inscribed); 46 lines to the page;
————— brown ink; Latin script; ruled paper. On f. Iv addressed to Van der Tuuk in

Buleleng. Contents: pantuns from Temate, beginning with Ma gonaga la
dokkannee na, that is, the same as published by Campen (1885:444). Campen
published quite a few pantuns from Temate, which had been collected by the
local prince Abdul Mali (see Campen 1885:443-450; 625-631. The pantuns
seem to have been transliterated from Cod. Or. 3263e (2);

125Could this perhaps be Van der Tuuk (pronounced as Pantita)?
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2. 32.5 x 20 cm; one page; 37 lines; brown ink; ruled paper. Contents: pantuns
from Ternate mjawi, numbered from one to 18. Probably the source of Cod.
Or. 3263e (1), see above;

3. 33 x 21.5 cm; one folio; f. Ir: 30 lines; f. Iv: 13 lines; brown ink; Latin script.
Contents: Malay translation ("vertaling"), signed on Tuesday, 21 February
1882 by the Dutch military commander (illegible signature) of an order issued
by the Sultan of Ternate, dated Monday. 1 Rabiulakhir 1299 (20 February
1882).

Catalogue entry: Iskandar (1999:136-137).

Cod. Or. 3266o

Javanese treatise on statecraft with Malay translation

In 1967, two Javanese items were transferred from Cod. Or. 3387gg (a basket with
Lampung texts) to this number, see Pigeaud (1970, vol. 111:102). As Cod. Or. 3266o
has a Malay translation, it will be described here.

Iskandar (1999:137) mentions, under Cod. Or. 3266, a copy of the Hikayat Jauhar
Manikam. Here he must have been led astray by a typesetting error in Juynboll's
catalogue, which erroneously mentions number 3266 instead of 3366 (see Juynboll
1899:159). Remarkably, under Cod. Or. 3366 Iskandar (1999:174) again gives a
description of the same manuscript, but with a slightly different title, watermark,
number of folios, etc.

32.5 x 20.5 cm; four pages; paginated as pp. 67-70; 29 lines to the page; brown ink;
no watermark; Javanese text on the right-hand side and the Malay translation on the
left-hand side (see plate). As the translation takes more room, the last page is solely in
Malay.

Contents: treatise in Javanese prose on statecraft for kings, in what Pigeaud (1970,
111:102) calls "Central Pasisir idiom" and "quadratic script", accompanied by a Malay
translation, signed in Latin script by Pangeran Suryakusuma ("Pr. Soeriokoesoemo").
Beginning of the Javanese text (p. 67): Menggah ratu ingkang adil, punika kdah (sic)
amesthi angwuniningani samudayaning prakawisipun ingkang ngari (sic)
lelampahanipun tuwin pakaryan ingkang para mantri... This is translated into Malay
as (p. 67): Tiedapet tiada aken Radja iang adil itoe, mengatahoewie sagala prie
sekaliean mantrienja... The end reads in Javanese (p. 69): ... mregi kirang setya
dateng ing sang ratu, sahingga kawon tur sirna karatonipun miwah samudayaning
kawiryan, which is translated as (p. 70): ...dan raiat berkoerang hatie iangsetia dan
begitoe djoega alahlah radja, dan hilanglah kradjaan kamoeliadn doelatnja itoe.

Catalogue entry: Pigeaud (1970, vol. 111:102).

Cod. Or. 3268

Wordlists of English, Malay and Sarawak Dayak as well as other Borneo languages

Cod. Or. 3268 is a box, containing loose quires with wordlists of English, Malay and
Sarawak Dayak as well as other Borneo languages compiled by William Chalmers.
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Cod. Or. 3266o, p. 67, Javanese treatise on statecraft with Malay translation, written
by Prince Suryakusuma.
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Van der Tuuk wished this vocabulary to be published, but on the negative advice of
Oroeneveldt and Van den Berg the Batavian Society did not assent to Van der Tuuk's
plan.• 126 The box contains the following papers (all in Latin script):

a, 33.5 x 21 cm; ten folios; black ink; light blue paper; watermark: Britannia with
JOHN MILLER EXTRA SUPER GLASGOW 1860. Entitled: "A few Notes on the
Language of the Sea Dayaks of Sarawak". The text was compiled by James Glover;
probably an autography (signed by the author, who asked whether the (Batavian)
Society would like a copy of this work). There are a few addenda on the last page.

b. 1. 18.5 x 12 cm; eight folios; brown ink; light blue paper. Entitled: "Addenda";
2. 18.5 x 12 cm; two folios; f. 2v blank; brown ink; light blue paper. Entitled:
"Dayak Invocations";
3. 18.5 x 12 cm; eight pages; brown ink; light blue paper. Entitled: "Corrigenda";
4. 18.5 x 12 cm; seven pages; brown ink; light blue paper. Contents: letter from
William Chalmers (signed "WC") to "my dear doctor" (that is. Van der Tuuk),
dated Singapore, 30 December 1861.

c. 21 x 17 cm; brown ink; five folios; light blue paper with an impression. Contents: a
comparative vocabulary of English, "Idaan" ("Dayak at foot of Mt. Kine Balu"),
Bisaya, Adang (Murut), and Pekatan ("a Dayak tribe of Central Borneo").

d. 21 x 16.5 cm; 34 folios; brown ink; light blue paper; watermark: Britannia with
SCOTT 1860. Contents: English-Sarawak wordlist.

e. 1. 21.5 x 13 cm; two folios (second folio torn); brown ink; light blue paper.
Contents: letter from W. Chalmers to "my dear doctor" (that is, Van der Tuuk),
dated Sarawak, 3 September 1861;
2. 21 x 13 cm; three folios; 27 lines to the page; brown ink; light blue paper.
Entitled: "Vocabulary of Milanow as spoken on the R. Rajang"; at the end
"addenda to notes on grammar of Sarawak Dayak";
3. 21 x 13 cm; eight folios; 26 lines to the page; brown ink; light blue paper.
Contents: letter from W. Chalmers to "my dear doctor" (that is, Van der Tuuk),
dated "Zuop" Sarawak, 13 August 1861;
4. 21 x 17 cm; five folios; ff. 2v-3v blank; brown ink; light blue paper; watermark
Britannia with 1860. Contents: Dayak-English wordlist; only words beginning
with /b/.

Catalogue entries: none.

Cod. Or. 3270

Wordlists of the Javanese dialect ofBanyuwangi

33.5 x 21.5 cm; 54 pages; p. 40 blank; 37 lines to the page; brown ink; pencil rulings;
watermark: Eendracht with VAN GELDER; Eendracht with V D L; Concordia with B H
W. Van der Tuuk made some annotations in the lists.

12 See, on this matter, the Notulen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap 15 (1877 [but published in
18781:63, 87, 104,132) and 16 (1878 [but published in 1879]:51, 73).
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Contents:
1. pp. 1-38: wordlist (in Latin script) of the Javanese dialect of Banyuwangi with
Malay explanations. It was compiled by an (anonymous) informant of Van der Tuuk
and is described as follows: Bahoewa ini basa B[an]/[oe]w[angi] jang kedapatan
pada boekoe W[oor]d[en]b[oek]nja Toewan Winter, tetapi artinja banjak berbedaan,
malainken ini saja poengoet akan boewat bandingan sahadja, serta ada djoega basa
jang tijada kedapatan di sitoe, tjoema saja poenja tambahan sendiri djoewa, makanja
saja tambahken tjoema boewat peringatan akan Toewan sahadja, serta ada
tanda2nja bageini: basa jang tijada lazim sahari2, tjoema di pakei di wajang dan di
kidung sahadja, basa saja poenja tambahan sendiri, jang tijada kedapatan di mana
W[oor]d[en]b[oek]nja Toewan Winter, tetapi lazim sahari, mal. basa melaju jang
lazim di B[an]/[oe]w[angi]. " Some marginal notes by Van der Tuuk; on p. 39 lexico-
graphical notes by him.
2. pp. 41-46: wordlist (in Latin script) of the Javanese dialect of Banyuwangi with
Malay explanations, compiled by an (anonymous) informant of Van der Tuuk, entitled
Bahoewa ini basa2 jang saja bisa bloem ada di mana Woordenboek besar jang
terkarang oleh Toewan v/d Tuuk.
3. pp. 47-50: wordlist of the Javanese dialect of Banyuwangi (in Javanese script) with
Malay explanations, compiled by an (anonymous) informant of Van der Tuuk.
4. pp. 51-54: comparative wordlists of Javanese as used in Banyuwangi and Solo
(Surakarta), compiled by an (anonymous) informant of Van der Tuuk (Latin script).

Catalogue entries: Pigeaud (1968, vol. 11:113); Iskandar (1999:137).

Cod. Or. 3277

Notebook

25.5 x 20 cm; 90 pages; pp. 2-11 (all in the same hand) bound upside down and in the
wrong order; pp. 40 and 87 blank; black ink; rubrications; on pp. 61-72 severe ink
corrosion; watermark: Fleur-de-Lis with I VILLEDARY. The texts are written in
different hands. The script seems to point to Banten.

Contents:
1. p. 1: notes in Javanese (pegon) on the five-day and seven-day week;
2. pp. 3-2: Malay notes on house-building, mentioning auspicious and inauspicious
months, ending abruptly;
3. p. 4: Arabic prayer, described as doa Yusuf dibuat perkasih atau dibuat pengasih
pada suara pun baik tetapi diamalkan dalam hati\
4. pp. 6-4: incomplete copy of the Hikayat Nabi Muhamad mengajar anaknya
Fatimah, a kind of Mirror for Women; see the description of Cod. Or. 1744 (2) for
further details (Wieringa 1998:102). Cf. Mumi Widyastuti (1997:127-143) for a
discussion of the Javanese version;
5. p. 6: Arabic prayer, described as doa nubuwwa (?) namanya telah besyarlah
pahalanya;
6. pp. 10-6: fasalpada menyatakan gerakdi dalam tubuh, that is, palmoscopy, see the
description of Cod. Or. 1695 (2) for further details (Wieringa 1998:39);
7. pp. 11-10: prayers and azimat;
8. pp. 12-13: notes in Javanese (vocalized pegon) about asceticism (tapa)\ on p. 13
line eight, the name of Syekh Molana Ibrahim is mentioned;
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Cod. Or. 3277 (17), Notebook, pp. 46-47. Chapter about medicines and charms
against madmen, ghosts and the like.
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9. pp. 14-15: Malay and Javanese notes, apparently in the same hand, mentioning
sahadat iman and (repeatedly) the name of (Sang) Ratu Banaspati Saramulir;
10. pp. 16-23: salawat in vocalized Arabic;
11. pp. 23-27: Arabic prayer, described as ini doa dibaca tatkala menyurat supaya

7 128mujarab',
12. pp. 28-30: Malay treatise in vocalized Jawi on the syahadat, ending abruptly; its
sequel is no. 19;
13. p. 31: Javanese notes (vocalizedpegon), inter alia mentioning Syekh Abdullah;
14. pp. 32-39: Malay notes on Qur'anic verses, to be recited for magical purposes,
inter alia when one wants to dispose of one's enemies; Malay notes on Arabic prayers
which inter alia are believed to give protection against evildoers;
15. p. 41: a few Malay notes, basmala;
16. pp. 42-43: Malay treatise in vocalized Jawi (using a tilde-like sign to indicate the
pepet) on ritual purification, treating the following subjects: perlu bersuci (three
perkaras, p. 42), perlu mandi yang wajib (three perkaras, p. 42), perlu mengambil air
sembahyang (six perkaras, p. 42), yang binasaken (sic) air sembahyang (five
perkaras,, pp. 42-43), yang haram pada orang hadath (five perkaras, p. 43), yang
haram pada orang junub (eight perkaras, p. 43), yang haram pada orang haid (ten
perkaras, p. 43) and syaratyang hiwajiban sembahyang (fourperkaras, p. 43);
17. pp. 44-60: Malay notes (with illustrations), almost entirely on medicines (obat),
with a few charms (azimat) and repellents against devils, ghosts and the like (penolak
syaitan ataujin atau hantu), see plate. Also a scrap of paper (15.5 x 14; watermark:
Britannia) with some loose words has been pasted into the manuscript and was
numbered pp. 59-60, but it has nothing to do with the other texts;
18. pp. 60-72: Malay notes on recipes and poisons; finished on a Monday at 12
o'clock;
19. pp. 73-75: Malay treatise on the syahadat; sequel of no. 12;
20. p. 76: Malay azimat; Malay notes on the syahadat iman;
21. p. 77: a few writing exercises;
22. pp. 78-85: Malay exposition, which treats in a detailed, enumerating way the
principles of faith, discussing the syahadat (p. 78), pohon iman (eight perkaras, pp.
78-79), perlu iman (three perkaras, p. 79), syarat iman (ten perkaras, p. 79), yang
membinasakan iman (ten perkaras, pp. 79-80), pohon Islam (five perkaras, p. 80-81),
rukun iman (six perkaras, p. 81-84), taubat (four perkaras, p. 84), yang bernama
Islam (two perkaras, p. 84), tanda Islam (four perkaras p. 84), syarat Islam (four
perkaras, pp. 84-85), and ending on p. 85 with: Adapun kesempurnaan Islam itu tiga
perkara: suatii (sic) ikrar dengan lidah, kedua mentasdikkan dengan hati, ketiga
diperbuat dengan anggotanya. Adapun yang membinasakan Islam empat perkara:
suatu (sic) tiada diketahui, diketahui tiada dikerjakan, ketiga tiada diketahui dan
tiada ditanyakan, keempat mencela-cela orang berbuat baik. Possibly the items 12,
19 and 22 belong together, forming one text. Pages 78-82 are in vocalized Jawi,
featuring the Javanese use of a tilde-like sign te indicate the pepet such as ia-aken ot—-
ken (e.g. dijadiken, membinasaken);
23. p. 86: beginning of a Kitab Sifat Dua Puluh, that is, an enumeration of the twenty
divine attributes. The text stops abruptly with ketiga betas (rubricated); it is merely a
very straightforward listing. There are, however, various versions (also in syair-form)
and editions, see the description in Wieringa (1998:159) and the overview of litho-

"Spelled s-r-a-m-w-1-y-r.
"Spelled m-h-r-b.
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graphed copies in Proudfoot (1993:473-475). Versions were authored by such famous
ulama as Syaikh Daud b. Abdullah al-Patani and Sayid 'Utman b. Abdullah 'Aqil b.
Yahya.
24. p. 88: description of a magical procedure called alipan ('centipede') which may be
applied to attract women. The text reads in full: Bab ini hikmat pada perempuan yang
bernama alipan. Maka suratpada kertas, setelah suda, maka masukkan dalam tabling
pada hari Jumaat. Maka puasakan sampai jadi, maka tarn' di atas tempat tidur kita
tiap2 tidur itu goyang tabling itu sampai jadi alipan itu dan jikalau suda menjadi
alipan itu, maka kita suruh alipan itu kepada yang dikehendaki sembarangnya kita
siinih gigit pada orang itu yang mana kita suka suruh gigiti, insya Allah taala berkat
[syarat ini rajahnya. Tamat al-kalam. Underneath some diagrams;
25. p. 89: Arabic prayer;
26. p. 90: Malay notes on a prayer to be used in wartime.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:294 under CCCXVII); Haji Wan (1985:34);
Voorhoeve (1980a:67 s.v. du'aj, Iskandar (1999:137-139). Omitted in Pigeaud
(1968, vol. II).

Cod. Or. 3278

Sirat al-mustaqtm

2 1 x 1 6 cm; 377 pages, but the pagination jumps from p. 52 to p. 57; 19 lines to the
page; the bottom of pp. 178-179 is rather damaged; black ink; rubrications; catch-
words; watermark: Pro Patria with HOLLAND. See plate.

Contents: a copy of the Sirat al-mustaqtm, a Malay book onfiqh, originally written by
Nuruddln ar-Ranlri in 1044 (that is, 1634-1644). See the description of Cod. Or. 2223
for further details (Wieringa 1998:282). Listed in Voorhoeve (1955b:153).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:257-259 under CCLXXII); Haji Wan (1985:34);
Iskandar (1999:139).

Cod. Or. 3279

Fragment of an Arabic text set in Mecca,' Kitab Fiqh; amulet drawing

20.5 x 16.5 cm; 91 pages; p. 5 blank; 13 lines to the page; broad margins; ink
corrosion; black ink; rubrications; catchwords; blind rulings; watermark: Pro Patria
with DE ERVEN DK BLAUW. A thin blue paper with an impression is loosely added
to the volume; 18.5 x 12 cm; two folios. It contains two amulet drawings: on f. Ir one
called q-h-q-y-t majmu (?) (see plate), and on f. 2r another one with Muhammad; on f.
2v there is a text of 14 lines, which is called inilah keterangan sabda Nabi s.a.w.

Contents:
1. pp. 1-4: fragment of an Arabic text, partly in poetry, set in Mecca. It begins
abruptly and is not completed at the end. It is written in a hand different to that of the
rest of the manuscript. The fragment begins with lines of poetry: al-Yatima gairu
Amati Halima, followed from p. 2, last line, onwards by prose. The text apparently
concerns the fostering of children. It is not listed in Voorhoeve (1980a).
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Cod. Or. 3278, Sirat al-mustaqim, pp. 1-2. The many Arabic expressions are
rubricated.
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Cod. Or. 3279, Kitab Figh. Inserted in this manuscript is a loose, light blue paper
containing this amulet drawing with the name of Muhammad. The 'shields' with
inscriptions symbolise the "m" of the Prophet Muhammad.
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this book is another work, entitled Bidayat al-mubtadi wa 'umdat al-awtadi, which
was written by Yusuf al-Gani b. Sawal al-Sumbawi at Mecca on 2 Rabiulakhir 1270
(that is, 2 January 1854), see the colophon of Leiden 8202 D 31, p. 120.129 Matheson
and Hooker (1988:63), in their article about Kitab Jawi from Patani, list a "Bidayatul
Mubtadi bi Fadhlillahi Muhtadi", described as "in three sections, Imam, Tawhid and
Makrifah"; it is a 120 page manuscript from Patani (kept at the Pusat Islam collection
in Kuala Lumpur), which was written by Haji Abdullah bin Haji Karim. Probably this
name :s not that of the original author, but of the scribe. It is listed in Hashim bin
Musa (1999:61).

Other manuscripts are Cod. Or. 3281 (Juynboll 1899:286), 7318 (Van Ronkel
1921:116; Iskandar 1999:414), 7319 (Van Ronkel 1921:116; Iskandar 1999:414-415);
KITLV Or. 108, 109 (Van Ronkel 1908:229; Iskandar 1999:775-776); KITLV Or.
186 (Van Ronkel 1946:46; Iskandar 1999:819); RAS Maxwell 93A (Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:149); SOAS MS12232 (Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:158). The
National Library in Jakarta has fifteen copies, which are described in Van Ronkel
(1909:394-397) and in Sutaarga et al. (1972:270-272), viz. ML 102A (formerly
Bat.Gen. 102A); ML 105 (formerly Bat.Gen. 105); ML 108 (formerly Bat.Gen. 108);
ML 282 (formerly Bat.Gen. 282); ML 298 (formerly Bat.Gen. 298); ML 300 formerly
Bat.Gen. 300); ML 318 (formerly Bat.Gen. 318); ML 324 (formerly Bat.Gen. 324);
ML 325 (formerly Bat.Gen. 325); ML 345 (formerly Bat.Gen. 345); ML 376B
(formerly Bat.Gen. 376B); ML 377B formerly Bat.Gen. 377B); ML 381A formerly
Bat.Gen. 381A); ML 785 (formerly Br. 409) and ML 786 (formerly V.d.W. 17).
Recently, two more copies were found in a collection in Buton, viz. IS/19/AMZ
(Ikram et al. 2001:62-63) and IS/21/AMZ (Ikram et al 2001:65).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll
Iskandar (1999:139-140).

Cod. Or. 3281

(1899:285-286 under CCCI); Haji Wan (1985:34);

Bidayat al-mubtadi bifadl Allah al-muhdi

20.5 x 16.5 cm; 187 pages; pp. 2-4 blank; 13 lines to the page; black ink; watermark:
Coat-of-Arms of Amsterdam with HOLLAND and VMI. On the title page (p. 1) and
in the colophon (p. 187) it is dated Bams, 2/3/1270 (that is, Saturday, 3 December
1853). In the colophon, which was crossed out by Van der Tuuk, the date Saturday, 2
Sapar 1270 (that is, Friday, 4 November 1853) is mentioned, see plate. In the margins
Van der Tuuk has noted variae lectiones (probably based on Cod. Or. 3280). On the
title page the manuscript is numbered 'No. 4'.

Contents: a copy of the Bidayat al-mubtadi bi fadl Allah al-muhdi, a well-known
elementary Malay textbook on Islam. See the description of Cod. Or. 3280 for further
details (see above). The division of the book is as follows:

• pp. 5-9: introduction;
• pp. 9-41: Bab I: pada menyatakan Islam dan imam dan tauhid dan ma 'rifat (in

four/osa/s);

I29ln Manuskrip Melayu (1990:12), however, it is stated that the Bidayat al-mubtadi wa 'umdat al-
awladi was originally written by "Sheikh Muhammad Arshad anak Sheikh Abdullah al-Banjari", see
op.cit. under MS 601 (A) of the Perpustakaan Negara Malayasia.
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Cod. Or. 3281, Bidayat al-mubtadi bifadl Allah al-muhdi, p. 187. In the colophon,
which was crossed out by Van der Tuuk, it is stated that the copy was finished in
Bams on Saturday, 2 Sapar 1270 (that is, Friday, 4 November 1853). The correct date,
which is mentioned in the last line (and also on the title page) is 2/3/1270 (that is, 2
Rabiulawal 1270 or 3 December 1853, a Saturday).
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• pp. 41-150: Bab II: pada menyatakan sembahyang dan barang yang
berganttmg dengan dia (in ninefasals);

• pp. 150-187: Bab III: pada menyatakan puasa dan barang yang bergantung
dengan dia (eight fasals).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:286 under CCCII); Haji Wan (1985:34); Iskandar
(1999:140).

Cod. Or. 3282

Masa 'il al-muhtadi li-Jkhwdn al-mubtadi

21 x 17 cm; 78 pages; p. 3 blank; 18 lines to the page; black ink; rubrications;
catchwords; watermark: Pro Patria with V D. According to the colophon (p. 78), the
manuscript was finished on Saturday, 5 Rabiulawal 1263 (that is. Sunday, 21
February 1847). On the title page (p. 1): dinamakan kitab ini Masd'il al-muhtadi li-
Ikhwan al-mubtadl. It is numbered on the title page as 'No. 5'. On p. 2 there are two
corrections by Van der Tuuk pertaining to p. 11 of the text. The lay-out of the text
with its very broad margins and clear writing, make it likely that tjae text was copied
on orders of Van der Tuuk for study.

Contents: a copy of the Masd'il al-muhtadi li-Ikhwan al-mubtadi, an anonymous
popular introductory Malay catechism, aimed at junior students of Islam. The title is
explained on pp. 4-5 as segala masalah yang menujuki (sic) kami kepadajalan yang
betid bagi segala saudaraku yang baham berlajar. On p. 5 the topics, which are dealt
with in this book, are mentioned, viz. iman, Islam, ihsan, tauhid, ma 'rifat, perkataan
syahadat, segala perlunya, segala rukunnya, segala syarat, etc. (see plate). The text
was in the form of a catechism in order to make it easier for young students to
memorise the subject material: Bahwa kami bayan'kan segala masalahnya ini dengan
jalan soal dan jawab supaya ingat segala orang yang baharu berjalan berlajar
mudah menghafalkan dia (p. 5).

There are many manuscripts of this text in major public collections. The Library
of Leiden University has Cod. Or. 5568 (Van Ronkel 1921:108; Iskandar 1999:202);
Cod. Or. 7247 (formerly Sn.H. 19; Van Ronkel 1921:108; Iskandar 1999:386); Cod.
Or. 7260 (formerly Sn.H. 33; Van Ronkel 1921:109; Iskandar 1999:392); Cod. Or.
7287 (formerly Sn.H. 61; Van Ronkel 1921:108; Iskandar 1999:402); Cod. Or. 7300
(formerly Sn.H. 62; Van Ronkel 1921:108; Iskandar 1999:406); Cod. Or. 7316
(formerly Sn.H. 89; Van Ronkel 1921:109; Iskandar 1999:414); Cod. Or. 7318
(formerly Sn.H. 91; Van Ronkel 1921:109; Iskandar 1999:414); Cod. Or. 7319
(formerly Sn.H. 92; Van Ronkel 1921:109; Iskandar 1999:414-415); and Cod. Or.
12.132(B) (formerly Oph. 10(B); Van Ronkel 1921:108; Iskandar 1999:614).

_ The National Library in Jakarta has ten copies, which are described in Van Ronkel
(1909:397-399) and Sutaarga et al. (1972:272-273), viz. ML 70 (formerly Bat.Gen.
70); ML 299D (formerly Bat.Gen. 299D); ML 326 (formerly Bat.Gen. 326); ML
335B (formerly Bat.Gen. 335B); ML 350 (formerly Bat.Gen. 350); ML 357 (formerly
BatGen. 357); ML 277A (formerly Bat.Gen. 277A); ML 287 (formerly V.dW. 16);
ML 788E (formerly V.d.W. 49E); and ML 789 (formerly Br. 226A).

The text was also available in lithographed editions as is indicated by Van Ronkel
(1909:397), who mentions a publication from Mecca in 1307 (that is, 1889-1890).
Proudfoot (1993:339), however, could not find copies of the text from the Singapore-
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Cod. Or. 3282, Masa'il al-muhtadi li-Ikhwan al-mubtadi, p. 5. In the beginning of this
catechism an enumeration of all topics is given.
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Malaysia area up to 1920 in the major public collections and his only reference is to
an advertisement of 1894.

The KITLV Library has two published editions, viz. from Surabaya 1900 (shelf-
marked q-4212-N) and from Surabaya in the 1980s (shelfmarked q-4160-N). The
latter edition is supplemented with illustrations. The Library of Leiden University has
two lithographed editions, viz. from Mecca 1302/1884-1885 (shelfmarked 893 F 23)
and from Mecca 1307/1890 (shelfmarked 893 F 24). It furthermore keeps a typo-
graphical edition, viz. from Mecca 1327/1909 (shelfmarked 890 B 11). In the
1307/1890 edition (893 F 24), it is explicitly stated on the title page that ada di
dalamnya soal dan jawab bicara iman dan Islam, karangan ulama yang dahuhi tiada
disebut namanya, dibahasakan bahasa Melayu (in this edition Ahmad bin Muhammad
Zain al-Patani's short catechism entitled Niir al-mubin is printed in the margin).

It is listed in Hashim bin Musa (1999:62). The Masd'il al-muhtadi li-Ikhwan al-
tmtbtadi was once widely read by religious students in insular Southeast Asia. For
example, in Aceh it had reached such popularity hi elementary instruction that
Djajadiningrat (1934, vol. 11:34) felt compelled to include the words masa'ila and
masa 'Hay in his dictionary, that is, the Acehnese renditions of the first word of this
booklet (Masa 'il) that had become a household name. Its contents were even put into
Acehnese verse, resulting in a poem called Nalam masa'Hay (Voorhoeve 1994:234-
235). In Java the Masd'il al-muhtadi was also highly popular, translated in Javanese
as Kitab Masailah, while a Javanese versification (from the Malay version) exists as
well (see Pigeaud 1967,1:95; 1968, vol. 11:392; 1970, vol. 111:306).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:286-287 under CCCIII); Haji Wan (1985:34);
Iskandar (1999:140-141).

Cod. Or. 3283

Eulogy on the Prophet Muhammad's cosmological,
Arabic prayer

greatness; Kitab Rukiin Agama;

17 x 11.5 cm; 38 folios; ff. 37v-38r blank; 11 lines to the page; black ink;
lubrications; some ink corrosion; indigenous paper (not deluang). On the last page (f.
38v) in Latin script the title Roekoen Ngamoh is found. On f. Ir and on the last page
the manuscript is numbered '6'.

Contents:
1. ff. lv-2r: a short eulogy on the cosmological greatness of the Prophet Muhammad,
in which the answer to all questions is Muhammad. The text begins with: Inilah soal:
mana yang dinamai loh dan kalam dan yang dinamai arasy dan kursi dan syorga dan
neraka dan yang dinamai bulan dan matahari...?, which is answered from f. Iv line
ten onwards. The tablet and pen, arasy- {'ari 'throne of God') and kufsi--(JaifSt—
'footstool, a bench set before the throne'), heaven and hell, moon and sun, etc. are all
parts of the Prophet Muhammad's body. His left eye, for example, is the moon,
whereas his right eye is the sun. The text ends as follows: Tamat segala soal; wallahu
alarn. See plate,
2. ff. 2v-36r: Kitab Ruhm Agama (this title is given by Juynboll 1899:287; cf. the title
Riihm Agama on the last page of the manuscript). After the basmala the text, which
from beginning to end is written in vocalized Jawi, begins with: Ini kitab pada
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Cod. Or. 3283 (1), ff. lv-2r. This short text is a eulogy on the Prophet Muhammad's
cosmological greatness, in which Muhammad is the answer to all questions.
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menyatakan agama, artinya bakti akan Allah. The last subject of this introductory
textbook deals with ritual fasting.
3. ff. 36v-37r: prayer in vocalised Arabic; not listed in Voorhoeve (1980a).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:287 under CCCIV); Haji Wan (1985:34); Iskandar
(1999:141).

Cod. Or. 3284

Hidayat as-salikm (fisuliik maslak al-muttaqm)

21.5 x 16.5 cm; 139 folios; 18 lines to the page; f. la blank; black ink; rubrications;
catchwords; watermark: Pro Patria with PB, WB and VB. Folios Ir and 2r function as
title pages. According to the colophon (f. 139v) the, "translation of this book" was
finished (selesai daripada menterjemahkan akan kitab ini) at Mecca on Tuesday, 5
Muharram 1192 (that is, 3 February 1778). This colophon is not, as Juynboll
(1899:263) suggests, from this copy itself, but is taken from the original text (see
Wieringa 1998:60). On the basis of Juynboll's misinterpretation, however, Abu
Hanifah and Adnan Rais (1992:xiv) make wrong assumptions about the age of Cod.
Or. 3284. The lay-out with its broad margins and the clear writing suggest that this
copy was made on the orders of a European. On f. la the manuscript is numbered '7'
in blue pencil. In the margins there are a few annotations by Van der Tuuk, inter alia
identifications of Qur'anic verses. See plate.

Contents: on ff. 2v-139v a copy of the Hidayat as-salikm (fi sultik maslak al-
muttaqm), originally finished in 1192/1778 by the Palembang author 'Abd al-Samad
al-Palimbani, being an adaptation of al-Gazzali's Bidayat al-hidaya, dealing with
dogmatics, law, etc. in a somewhat mystical way. See the description of Cod. Or.
1710 for further details (Wieringa 1998:58-60); for brief bio- and bibliographical
sketches of this Palembang author, see Winstedt (1958:125), Voorhoeve (1960:92)
and Drewes (1977:222-224). On the title page (f. Ir) the Arabic title of the text is
explained in Malay as pada menyatakan perjalanan orang yang takut kepada Allah
taala. Listed in Hashim bin Musa (1999:79).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:263 under CCLXXVII); Haji Wan (1985:34);
Iskandar (1999:141).

Cod. Or. 3285

Sayr as-Salikm (first part)

~22 x 16 cm; 64 folios; 21 lines to the pager catchwords; black ink; rubrications;-
towards the end rather stained; watermark: three crescents. In the margins there are
some occasional corrections by the copyist. The chapter and paragraph divisions are
clearly indicated by rubricated words, in which the sad infasal is 'lengthened' (see
plate). On the flyleaf the manuscript is numbered '8' (blue pencil); the number '687',
also in blue pencil, is crossed out.

Contents: an incomplete copy of the Sayr as-Salikm (ila 'ibadat Rabb al-'alamtri),
which only contains the beginning and most of the first part (bahagian yang pertama).
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Cod. Or. 3284, Hidayat as-sdliktn, f. 139v. The colophon was simply taken from the
original text; this manuscript was made later, perhaps on order of a European (Van
der Tuuk?).
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It ends abruptly in the paragraph about menghilangkan akan segala juzu' yang
memberi aib bagi badan with a citation from al-Gazzal! about the appropriate age for
circumcision (khitan); this paragraph can be found in the transliteration of Muin Umar
(1985:109).

The Sayr as-Salikm counts among the principal works of 'Abd al-Samad al-
Palimbanl; for brief bio- and bibliographical sketches of this Palembang author, see
Wmstedt (1958:125), Voorhoeve (1960:92) and Drewes (1977:222-224). It was begun
in 1193/1779 and the entire work was finished in 1203/1788 at Ta'if (near Mecca). It
is a translation and commentary of the Lubab Ihya' 'ulum ad-din, that is, an abridged
version of al-GazzalT's Ihya' 'ulfim ad-dtn by his brother Ahmad b. Muhammad al-
GazzalT (d. 520/1126) or perhaps by the author himself. On f. 2 'Abd al-Samad al-
PalimbanT mentions that the idea of preparing this translation occurred to him in 1193
(that is, 1779) (first, rubricated, in Arabic and then.in Malay): Artinya: tatkala adalah
tahun seribit seratus sembilan puluh tiga tahun daripada hijrah Nabi s.a.w., maka
mengilhamkan Allah taala di dalam hatikit bahwa hiterjemahkan akan kitab imam
bagi fukaha' yang mengamalkan ilmimya dan ikntan ulama sufi yang muhakikin,
yaitu jujjatul Islam al-Ghazali rahimahullah taala yang dinamakan kitab itu dengan
Lubab Ihya' 'idiim ad-din, yaitu muhtasar Ihya' 'ulfim ad-din yang mehimpunkan
[sic] ia antara syariat dan tarekat yang terkandung di dalamnya itu ilmu usiduddin
dan ilmu fikih dan ilmu tasawuf yang memberi [f. 2v] manfaat bagi orang yang
menjalani jalan akhirat. Padahal aku terjemahkan kitab ini dengan bahasa Jawi serta
aku tambah dengan beberapa faedah yang baik-baik supaya manfaat dengan dia
orang yang tiada mengetahui baginya itu dengan bahasa Arab. Voorhoeve (1960:92)
describes the translation as being very free, "shortened in some places, enlarged else-
where by numerous additions, the sources of which are enumerated in book iii, bab
10".

The entire work consists of an introduction (mukaddimah), four parts and a
conclusion (khatam), viz. (1) bahagi yang pertama: pada menyatakan ilmu usuluddin,
yaitu segala i'tikad ahli al-sunnah dan jama'ah dan menyatakan segala taat ya'ni
ibadat yang lahir, (2) bahagi yang kedua: pada menyatakan adat ya'ni pada
menyatakan hiikum adab yang berlaku pada adat seperti makan dan mimim dan
bernikah dan berusaha yang membawa' kehidupannya di dalam dunia dan
mengetahui haram dan halal dan pada menyatakan adab bersahabat dan lainnya
seperti yang lagi akan datang insya' Allah taala kenyataannya itu; (3) bahagi yang
ketiga: pada menyatakan muhlikat ya'ni yang membinasakan [dia] yaitu segala
maksiat yang lahir dan maksiat yang batin seperti yang lagi akan datang
kenyataannya itu\ (4) bahagi yang keempat: pada menyatakan munjiyat ya 'ni yang
melepaskan daripada yang membinasakan akan kamu itu yaitu segala ibadat yang
batin seperti yang lagi akan datang kenyataannya itu. Dan satu khatam ya'ni
kesudahan (see ff. 2v-3r).

There are several editions of the Sayr as-Salikin in print, see Drewes (1977:223);
Hashim bin Musa (1999:79). According to Van Bruinessen (1990:258), it is still
popular in Indonesia, esp. in Sumatra and West Java. The publishing house Toha
Putra of Semarang recently published it in two volumes (personal observation, August
2002). Muin Umar (1985) published a transliteration of the text as contained in a
manuscript of the 1820s kept at the Museum Negeri Aceh; his edition is preceded by
an introduction by Chambert-Loir (pp. v-xvi); this text, however, only contains the
first part of the Sayr as-Saliktn, ending with the chapter on zakat (bab yang keempat
pada menyatakan segala rahasia zakat), viz. the paragraph about the kelebihan
sedekah yang sunat.
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Cod. Or. 3285, Sayr as-Salikin, f. 62v. The last paragraph in this copy is about
mengilangkan [sic] akan segala juzu' yang memberi aib bagi badan. The sad of the
wordfasal is lengthened.
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Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:287 under CCCV); Haji Wan (1985:34); Iskandar
(1999:141-142).

Cod. Or. 3286

Sayr as-Salikin (thirdpart)

21 x 16.5 cm; 210 folios; ff. 2, 209v, 210 blank; 21 lines to the page; catchwords;
black ink; rubrications; watermark: three crescents. In the margins there are some
occasional corrections by the copyist. On the flyleaf the, manuscript is numbered '9'
(blue pencil). On f. Iv and f. 3r there are abortive beginnings of the text. The chapter
and paragraph divisions are clearly indicated by rubricated words, in which the sad in
fasal is 'lengthened' and the Idm is (sometimes) embellished (see plate).

A small scrap of paper (6 x 7.5 cm; seven lines; black ink; watermark: crowned
bird in scrollwork) is inserted. Contents: undated letter, beginning with maka adalah
warkat al-ikhlas and ending with datang daripada soya yang bernama Abdul Wahid
(?). Also the word maka appears six times. Its lay-out looks like that of a poem.

Contents: a copy of 'Abd al-Samad al-Palimbanl's Sayr as-Salikin (ila 'ibadat Rabb
al- 'alamiri). See the description of Cod. Or. 3285 for further details (vide infra). On
the flyleaf there is a note in pencil (not by Van der Tuuk): Sayr as-Salikin yang
bagian yang ketiga. It is indeed a complete copy of the third part of this work,
including the original colophon, in which the author stated that he was a student of
Shaikh Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Karim as-Samman! al-Madanl, and had finished his
translation in Mecca on 19 Safar 1197 (that is, 24 January 1783). A detailed table of
contents of this third part was made by Van der Tuuk, see Cod. Or. 3374 (12).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:288 under CCCVI); Haji Wan (1985:34); Iskandar
(1999:142-143).

Cod. Or. 3287

Bab an-Nikah

21 x 17 cm; 40 folios; ff. 2r and 40 blank; 18 lines to the page; pencil rulings;
catchwords; black ink; rubrications; watermark: Pro Patria with A B (?).130 On f. Ir
the title is enclosed in a triangle: dinamakan kitab ini Bab an-Nikah. On f. Iv there is
a list of errata by Van der Tuuk. According to the colophon on f. 39v, the copying was
finished on malamAhad, 6 Rabiulawal 1263 (that is, Monday, 22 February 1847).

Contents: a copy of the Bab an-Nikah, a treatise explaining Islamic marriage regula-
—tions. There is a table of contents in Juynboll (1899:269), repeated by Iskandar-

(1999:144). Beginning (after the basmala): Kitab an-Nikah. Ini kitab pada
menyatakan hukum nikah. Bermula nikah itu simnat bagi barang siapa yang ingin
kepada nikah itupun dengan syarat jika diperolehnya belanja seperti mahar dan
pakaian dan nafkah dan jika tiada diperolehnya belanja nikah maka... (f. 2v).

The Library keeps two published editions of this work, viz. a lithography called
Inilah kitab yang bernama Bab an-Nikah, published in 1304/1886-1887 at Istanbul

"According to Iskandar (1999:143) the countermark is P B.
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Cod. Or. 3286, Sayr as-Salikin, f. 63r. Paragraph about kelebihan lapar dan kecelaan
kenyang. The sad of the word fasal is lengthened and the Idm is embellished.
Moreover, the word fasal is repeated in the margin for quick retrieval.
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*jf
(signature 815 D 10) and a typography of Mecca from 1330/1911-1912 (signature 890
B 33), with the long title of Inilah kitab yang bernama (Bab an-Nikah) pada bicara
Inihim berkahwin dan barang yang bergantung dengan dia daripada segala
syaratnya dan rukunnya dan hukiim talak dan lainnya diterjemahkan dia dengan
bahasa Melayu oleh mualif alim alimiat dan disembunyikan namanya. The KITLV
Library keeps an edition, which was published in Surabaya in 1950 (signature: 1-
4210-N+). According to the colophons of the Meccan edition (p. 28), the Istanbul
edition (p. 38) and the Surabaya edition (p. 24), the text was finished on 13 Safar 1289
(that is, 22 April 1872) (ketika itulah selesai menyurat kitab ini).

Although neither the manuscript nor the published editions mention the name of
an author, Snouck Hurgronje (1906:22) suggests that an Acehnese called Muhammad
Zain b. Jalaluddin had written the Bab an-Nikah, "which enjoyed the honour of being
lithographed in Constantinople in A. H. 1304". In a footnote he added: "I cannot
recall the source of this book, though I feel certain that I have heard or read of it; as to
its having been written by an Achehnese, that is beyond all doubt" (Snouck Hurgronje
1906:22, note 4),

In other catalogues some copies of a Bab an-Nikah are mentioned, but due to lack
of more detailed information, it is unclear whether they contain the same text as Cod.
Or. 3287. Iskandar (1995:434), for example, ascribes a "Bab al-Nikah" to a certain
Mualim Hitam or Fakih Abdul Wahab; see also the description of SOAS MS 7124 (L)
in Ricklefs and Voorhoeve (1977:155) where this text is described as a "Fragment of
a Bab an-Nikah, translated from Arabic by Mu'allim Hitam anak [?] Fakih
'Abdulwahhab",

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:269 under CCLXXXV); Haji Wan (1985:34);
Iskandar (1999:143-144).

Cod. Or. 3288

Kitab Hadith Nabi (or: Hadiyat al-habibfi 't-targib wa 't-tarhib)

21 x 17 cm; 65 folios (plus nine blank pages); 19 lines to the page; catchwords; black
ink; rubrications; watermark: Pro Patria with P B. According to the colophon on f. 65r
(see plate), the copying was done in Madura131 on Saturday (Saptu, spelled s-p-t), 28
Jumadilakhir 1250 (that is, 1 November 1834). The owner was Muhammad Zainal
Asikin bin Umar bin Yahya. On the title page in a rhombic frame (f. Ir): namanya ini
kitab hadith Nabi s.a.w. On the (unnumbered) flyleaf the manuscript is numbered '11'
(the number ' 14', written twice, is crossed out).

Contents: a copy of the Hadiyat al-habib fl't-targib wa't-tarhib of which the
beginning is missing. The 'Gift for the Friend' is a collection ofhadiths. According to

_Voorhoeve (1955b:153), it may be compared in style to the Arabic work Kitab at-—
targib wa't-tarhib of 'Abd al-'Azim al-Mundhin (d. 656/1258, GAL I, p. 367), but it
is much shorter. Snouck Hurgronje (1989:175-177 under Schoemann V, 34) suggests
reading the title as Hidayat instead of Hadiyat al-Habib, but as Voorhoeve (1950:308)
points out, the Malay translation has haluan 'present', so Hadiyat is correct. Juynboll
(1899:278) was misled by a statement in the manuscript itself (in the introduction on
f. Iv and the colophon on f. 65r), where it is identified as Nuruddin ar-Ranlrl's Durrat

' pitloh Mandura, p-w-l-h m-n-d-w-r-a.

Cod. Or. 3288, Hadiyat al-habib fi't-targib wa't-tarhib, f. 65r. Colophon oi
Nuruddin's 1636 'Gift for the Friend', copied in Madura on 28 Jumadilakhir 1250 (1
November 1834).
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al-fara 'id bi-syarh al- 'ago 'id. Voorhoeve (1955b:153) identified it as the Hadiyat al-
habib ft 't-targib wa't-tarhib, but omitted it in an earlier publication (Voorhoeve
1950:307-309).

As noted by Voorhoeve (1950:309 and 1955b:153), the text was printed at Mecca
in 1311 (that is, 1893-1894) under a different title, viz. al-Fawa 'id al-bahiya (fi 7-
ahadith an-nabawtya), in the margin of Da'ud b. 'Abd Allah al-Patanl's Jam' al-
fawa'id. The Library keeps a copy of this book (Snouck Hurgronje's estate, registered
as 890 A 59). According to the book's title page, the total number ofhadiths was 831:
Maka adalah di tepi kitab ini satu kitab yang bemamakan dia (al-Fawa'id al-
bahiyya) pada menyatakan hadith Nabi s.a.w. bernnila bilangan segala hadith yang
ada di dalamnya yaitii lapan ratus tiga puluh satu hadith. According to the colophon
on p. 319, Nuraddm ar-Raniri finished his work on 6 Syawal 1045 (that is, 14 March
1636).132

Voorhoeve (1955b:153) mentions two other manuscripts: Berlin Schoemann V, 34
(Snouck Hurgronje 1989:175-177) and SOAS MS 40321. The latter manuscript,
however, has been missing since at least 1972 (Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:162-
163); a copy of this manuscript by the French scholar Dulaurier is Paris Mal.-pol. 32
(Voorhoeve 1973:43). On the lost manuscript of the General Secretariat, see Van der
Tuuk's notes in Cod.Or. 3300 (II, 10), which are published in Voorhoeve (1950:307).
Voorhoeve (1950:308) suggests that Schoemann's manuscript may have been a copy
of the lost manuscript of the General Secretariat. Listed in Hashim bin Musa
(1999:72), who reads the title as Hidayat, and translates it as "Guidance of the Loved
on Reward and Punishment".

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:277-278 under CCXLIII); Haji Wan (1985:34);
Iskandar (1999:144).

Cod. Or. 3289

Mawlid an-Nabi (or: Mawlid Rasul Allah)

20.5 x 16 cm; 53 folios (plus three blank folios); ff. Iv, 2r and 3r blank; 17 lines to the
page; on ff. 23v-24r there are only eight lines (perhaps to leave room for
illustrations?); black ink; watermark: Pro Patria. On f. Ir and f. 2v there are abortive
beginnings of the text. On the flyleaves the manuscript is numbered '13',

According to the Arabic colophon (f. 53r), the copying of the Mawlid an-Nabi was
finished by Haji Abdul Wahid on Friday, 28 Zulkaedah 1269 (that is, Friday, 2
September 1853) at al-s-r-k-m. The latter place is identified by Iskandar (1999:145) as
Serkam, in the vicinity of Malacca, but Sorkam, near Barus, seems more likely. See
also the (Arabic) colophon of Cod. Or. 3338, Syair Makah dan Madinah, which was
also copied by Haji Abdul Wahid of al-s-r-k-m in Zulkaedah 1269. In the Malay-
language part of the colophon on f. 54v the copyist informs us that he had copied a -
manuscript from someone of Pulau Pinang; the original author was called Muhammad
'Anf and the text had been translated into Malay (telah sudah dijawikannnya) in

mlskandar (1999:144) refers to Kahler (1959:9), who mentions the use of a printed book among the
Malays in South Africa, called "hidayat li 'ilmu hadTt (es enthalt 831 Traditionen des Nuruddin 'All Ibn
Hasangi Ibn Muhammad HamTd (1888 n. Chr.)"; Iskandar thinks that this book is "probably the same".
In fact, it is the same: Kahler must have taken the data from the title page and the colophon (the name
Nuruddin 'All Ibn Hasangi Ibn Muhammad HamTd on p. 319).
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Cod. Or. 3289, Mawlid an-Nabi, ff. 24v-25r. A pious literary work on the life of the
Prophet Muhammad, written by Shaikh Muhammad 'Anf and copied in 1269/1853 by
Haji Abdul Wahid of Sorkam (near Barus). This plate shows an episode about the
birth of the Prophet; on f. 24v the Arabic text in poetry, followed on f. 25r by a Malay
paraphrase in prose. See also (in this volume) the plate of Cod. Or. 3338, Syair Makah
dan Madinah, which was copied by the same person.
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Sya'ban 1249 (that is, 14 December 1833-11 January 1834). See the plate for the style
of writing.

Contents: ff. 3v-53v contain a copy of a Mawlid an-Nabi (this title on f. 53r) or
Mawlid Rasul Allah (title given by Voorhoeve 1980:207); a mawlid text by a certain
Muhammad 'Aiif, that is, a pious literary work on the life of the Prophet Muhammad,
beginning with the Muhammadan Light (Nur Muhammad). This biography of
Muhammad is in (vocalized) Arabic verse, alternating with Malay paraphrases (in
prose) (and not the other way around as Juynboll (1899:202-203) and Iskandar
(1999:145) suggest). See Kaptein (1993:125-128) for an overview of the principal
mawlid texts in Indonesia and their use. Juynboll (1899:203) hypothesises that this
text may be the same as Werndly's Hikayat Emir Muhammad or De Hollander's
Hikayat Nabi Muhammad, which is repeated by Iskandar (1999:145). Further,
Juynboll (1899:203) calls it Dzikir Mawlid (after Brandes). Judging by the brief
description of Norhayati Abdul Rahman (1995:92-93), the present Mawlid an-Nabi
may be related to the so-called Kitab Muswaddah written in 1234/1818, of which the
Muzium Islam in Malaysia keeps four copies.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:202-203 under CXCV); Haji Wan (1985:34);
Iskandar (1999:145); Voorhoeve (1980a:207).

Cod. Or. 3290

Tadkir al-yaqin (or: Tadakir al-yaqin)

20.5 x 17 cm; 40 folios (plus one blank folio in front and 3 blank folios at the back);
the later foliation in pencil is mistaken at the beginning (f. 1 is numbered f. 1 and f. 2,
and f. 2v is f. 3); 15 lines to the page; catchwords; black ink; rubrications; watermark:
Coat-of-Arms of Amsterdam with HOLLAND and I M V. On the flyleaves the
manuscript is numbered '14'.

Contents: a text, which is called Tadkir al-yaqin in the Arabic preamble, but in the
Malay explanation the title (mentioned on f. Iv) is Tadakir (pi. oftadkira) (al-)yaqm,
see plate. On f, 40v someone has tried to write the title (possibly a European, in
pencil). It is a commentary (sarh) of the Kitab al-Hikam (see p. 2), ending abruptly. It
is probably the same as Jakarta ML 106, Tadakkur al-gabi (formerly Bat. Gen. 106,
see Van Ronkel 1909:431; Sutaarga et al. 1972:290; Behrend 1998:282); this
manuscript was collected in Aceh (see Notulen Bat. Gen. 17 (1879), pp. 91-92). The
Hikam is a well-known collection of Sufi aphorisms by the Egyptian Sufi Ibn 'Ata'
Allah (d. 709/1309). About the Hikam and its author, see GAL 11:143-144; GAL S
11:145-147; El2, vol. 111:722-723. An English translation was made by Danner (1973).

- An English translation of a Malay translation-ct/m-commentary is included in Archer
(1937:49-89). A major Sufi book, it has solicited many commentaries down to
modem times. In Indonesia, too, numerous translations and commentaries exist; for
the best known, see Van Bruinessen (1990:258-259). For an Acehnese rendition of the
Hikam, see Voorhoeve (1994:189-199). Listed in Hashim bin Musa (1999:63).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:277 under CCXCIII); Haji Wan (1985:34);
Iskandar (1999:145).
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Cod. Or. 3290, Tadakir al-yaqin, f. Iv. The title, which is mentioned here, is slightly
different in Arabic (third line) and in Malay (fifth line).
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Cod. Or. 3291

Tibyan fi ma 'rifat al-adyan; (Nuruddm ar-Ramri's) Treatise about the world before
creation; treatises about pancaindera andnafsu

22.5 x 16.5 cm; 71 folios; ff. Ir, 70r-71r blank; 15 lines to the page; black ink;
rabrications; catchwords; no watermark. Broad margins, sometimes used for correc-
tions by the copyist. Folio 65v contains the same text as ff. 64v-65r, and ends abruptly
with ...yaitu daripada segala anbia dan segala sadik dan segala... On the flyleaves
the manuscript is numbered '16'. On the first (unnumbered) flyleaf the words inilah
svrat occur as well as su (twice). On f. 69v someone, probably a European, has noted:
khala'iq al-yaqm. According to Voorhoeve (1955a:24), Cod. Or. 3291 was probably
made around 1855 on behalf of Van der Tuuk, using a 'good, old' manuscript from
Aceh. Voorhoeve (1955a:24) points to such words as sijuk for sejuk (Acehnese sijue")
in the third line of p. 7, kesemilan for kesembilan and senmah for sembah. Van
Nieuwenhuijze (1948:360-361) makes some observations on the orthography. Van der
Tuuk (1866a:464 and 1866b:132) mentions this manuscript as belonging to his
collection: "A copy in small 4to. (of 72 pages) is in my possession".

Contents:
1. ff. lv-65v: a copy of NuruddTn ar-Ranlri's Tibyan fi ma 'rifat al-adyan, consisting
(after the _mtroductipn) of two babs, one dealing with the various religions from the
prophets Adam to 'Isa (f. 4v bab yangpertamapada menyatakan segala agamapada
masa Nabi Allah Adam dating kepada masa Nabi Allah Isa alaihi al-salam), the other
about Muslim sects (f. 21r ini bab yang kediia pada menyatakan ikhtilaf segala
mazhab umat Nabi kita Muhammad s.a.w.). See Voorhoeve (1955a:8-9) and Van
Ronkel (1943:461-480) for a detailed overview of its content. Originally, this work
must have been written between 1641 and 1644, because Sultan Iskandar II of Aceh
(r. 1637-1641) is addressed in this text by his posthumous title, and NuruddTn returned
to his native Ranir in 1054/1643-1644 (Voorhoeve 1951:355; Al-Attas 1966:15).
Therefore the date in the colophon, 9 Rejab 1064 (that is, 29 May 1653), must be a
copyist's date.

Fragments of the text are edited by Van Ronkel (1943), Van Nieuwenhuijze
(1948) and al-Attas (1970:478-483), but the complete text of Cod. Or. 3291 is
published by Voorhoeve (1955a) in a (retouched) facsimile edition.

Voorhoeve (1955b:156) mentions two other, incomplete, manuscripts: Amsterdam
KIT 0/271 (see Iskandar 1999:902) and SOAS MS 12210 (see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:158; microfilm in Leiden, For. A 18 (7)). According to Iskandar
(1999:913), a short abstract can be found in Breda KMA 6557 (6). There is also a
copy in the library of Tgk. M.J. Djamil in Aceh (Hashim bin Musa 1999:72). For an
Acehnese rendering, called dau'al-shams carah Tebyan, written in 1929-1931 by
Teungku Haron, see Voorhoeve (1994:186). Damste has made a transliteration and
translation in Dutch of the Acehnese text, kept in Cod. Or. 8742. Listed in Hashim bin
Musa (1999:72).
2, ff. 66r-67v: Untitled treatise in the form of a catechism (soal-jawab) by NuruddTn
ar-Ranlri (mentioned on f. 66r) about the world before creation. Daudy (1978:22) has
called it Ainal'l-'Alam Qabl an-Yukhlaq which, as he notes, is a title of his own
invention. According to Voorhoeve (1955b:158), it represents the same version as
Jakarta ML 109E (formerly KBG 109E, see Van Ronkel 1909:434; Sutaarga et al.

1972:292), of which the Leiden University Library keeps a microfilm (FOr. A 35b).133

Jakarta W 49 (formerly v.d.W. 49C), pp. 62-65 a slightly different version (see Van
den Berg 1877:9 under 49 (c); Van Ronkel 1909:417 and Behrend 1998:328).

According to Voorhoeve (1961:482), this text, together with the Hall az-zill, were
translated in Ceylon (present-day Sri Lanka) by a student of Nuruddln from Tamil (?)
into Arabic. Although the manuscript reads MalabarT, perhaps Malayawi is meant
which would make more sense here. A photocopy of this manuscript, which was sent
to Voorhoeve by A.H. Johns, is kept in the Library as Cod. Or. 12.605g (entitled
Tuhfa al-Sailaniyya)', omitted in Iskandar (1999). Voorhoeve has written (on this
photocopy) that it is probably a copy of manuscript Madras 290 (b). Chandrasekharan
(1961:980) describes manuscript No. 290 (b) of the Government Oriental Manuscripts
Library at Madras, entitled Tuhfa-e Sarandip, as follows: "A short treatise written by
Ibrahim bin Maikhan, in the language of Javian, when Hidayatullah one of his
disciples was in the Island of Sarandip, he was told to translate this work from Javian
language into Arabic, and this was completed by him".'34 Furthermore, Daudy
(1978:23) and Hashim bin Musa (1999:73) mention a manuscript in a private collec-
tion in Aceh.
3. ff. 68r-68v: a short treatise about the five senses. Beginning (after the basmala):
Ketahui olehnni hai talib: adapun pancaindera pada kita itu sepuluh perkara, lima
yang lahir dan lima yang batin. Iskandar (1999:146) ascribes it to Nuruddln ar-Ranln.
but his name is not mentioned in the text itself. It is not included in the 'canonical'
lists of Nuruddm ar-Ranffi's works (Voorhoeve 1955b; Daudy 1978:19-26; Hashim
bin Musa 1999:72-73).
4. ff. 68v-69r: a short treatise about the good and bad nafsus. Beginning (after the
basmala): fasalpada menyatakan segala nafsu yang baik dan yangjahat. The text is
not included in Voorhoeve's 'canonical' list of NuruddTn ar-Ramri's works (Voorhoeve
1955b).
5. f. 71v: Sura 93 (six lines) and a repetition of the same (three lines); Arabic. It is
written in a different hand (brown ink). Not mentioned in Voorhoeve (1980a).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:282-283 under CCXCVIII); Haji Wan (1985:34);
Iskandar (1999:145-146).

Cod. Or. 3292

Undang-undang Perahu

21.5 x 17; 15 folios; 15-17 lines to the page; black ink; watermark: Pro Patria with V
G. In the margins there are some corrections by Van der Tuuk (Jawi, brown ink).
According to the colophon on f. 15v (crossed out by Van der Tuuk), the copying was
finished on a Tuesday in Rajab 1262 (that is, June-July 1846). The last four lines (also
crossed out) in Latin script read: tamat Zael Klam pada hari salasa pada boelan _
avarel soerat soedah pada utoe Lah saio soerat. Er was geen ander Not aen. On the
flyleaves the manuscript is numbered '18'. On the last (unnumbered) flyleaf the title
(in the same hand as the rest of the manuscript) is: maka inilah karangan surat
Undang2 Perahu yang tersebut dalam surat ini. Perhaps the copyist of this manuscript
also wrote Cod. Or. 3293 (note his typical man in end positions); both manuscripts,
moreover, share the same physical features, see plate.

The number 3391 is a misprint in Voorhoeve's list (1955b:158).
34The odd expression 'Javian language' is most likely a rendering of the Malay word Jawi.
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Cod. Or. 3292, Undang-undang perahu, f. 15v. Colophon which is crossed out by
Van der Tuuk. Perhaps the copyist of this manuscript also produced Cod. Or. 3293
(cf. the typical mint in end positions).
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Contents: copy of the Undang-undang Perahu, maritime laws, received from Datuk
Bendahara Seri135 Maharaja Mangkuta Bumi of Malacca and written by Khalil
Ibrahim (f. Iv). Beginning: Hiikum yang diterima daripada Datuk Bendahra tiada
boleh dilebih[i] dan dikurangi yang diterima daripada Datuk Bendahara Isteri [sic]
Maharaja Mangkuta Bumi dalam negeri Melaka. Tatkala itu Khalil Ibrahim yang
menyuratkan hukum undang-undang ini daripada Datuk Maharaja dibawa kepada
syahbandar itu. The text is divided into 50 sections of the law (ff. lv-13r) and 15
regulations (ff. 13r-15v). The regulations are numbered from one to 24, but on f. 13v
the copyist has jumped from the third to the thirteenth regulation, omitting nine items.
It ends abruptly. Juynboll (1899:302) incorrectly assumes that it is the same as the
Undang-undang Belayar, which are also ascribed to Datuk Bendahara Seri Maharaja
Mangkuta Bumi, see the description of Cod. Or. 3293 (vide infra). The text was
translated/paraphrased into Dutch by L. de Vries and included in the PhD thesis of
Caron (1937:97-139). De Vries had a very low opinion of the copyist and called this
manuscript one of the worst he had ever seen: "Blijkbaar was de afschrijver niet op de
hoogte van de stof en beheerschte hij de schrijfkunst in gennge mate" (Caron
1937:97). Iskandar's suggestion (1999:146) that Leupe (1849:307-317) is a translation
of "another version" (based on Dulaurier's edition in Pardessus 1845:450-467) contra-
dicts Caron's conclusions (1937:139-143) that Cod. Or. 3292 must be relatively
young, having little in common with the maritime laws of South Sulawesi. According
to Sham and Salim (1995:215), Cod. Or. 3292 seems to be the only representative of
this version of the Undang-undang Perahu. Sham and Salim (1995:214-215) also
mention another text with the title of the Undang-undang Perahu, which is repre-
sented by Cod. Or. 6136 (2) (cf. Iskandar 1999:319; Sham and Salim's number 6139
is a misprint) and Cod. Or. 12.204 (cf. Iskandar 1999:614); this text of 46/osa/s may
perhaps be regarded as the long version of the Undang-undang law.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:302 under CCCXXXII); Haji Wan (1985:34);
Iskandar (1999:146).

Cod. Or. 3293

Undang-undang Belayar

21 x 16.5 cm; 16 folios; 15-16 lines to the page; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria
with V G. In the margins there are some corrections by Van der Tuuk (Jawi, brown
ink). On the flyleaves the manuscript is numbered ' 19'. On f. Ir in pencil and in Latin
script: Undang2 belajar. See the plate for what Iskandar (1999:146) characterises as
"almost illegible writing". Perhaps the copyist of this manuscript also wrote Cod. Or.
3292 (note his typical mim in end positions); both manuscripts, moreover, share the
same physical features.

Contents: a copy of the Undang-undang Belayar, maritime laws. It ends abruptly in
the beginning of the 50' law with: Inilah hukumnya yang kelima puluh pada
menyatakan hukum... (f. 16r). According to the rather long introduction (ff. lv-5r),
which is counted as the first/aso/, these maritime laws were laid down by Datuk
Bendahara Seri Maharaja Mangkuta Bumi of Malacca when the local Sea-Captain
(nakhoda) Sulaiman once asked him about the adat belayar on behalf of his daughter,

In the text isteri, a-s-t-r-y.
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Cod.Or. 3293, Undang-undangbelayar, f. 1. The actual introduction begins in line 11
with Wabadahu. Perhaps the copyist of this manuscript also produced Cod. Or. 3292
(cf. the typical rriim in end positions).

188

who wanted to become a female Sea-Captain (the term on f. 2v is nakhoda
perempuan). The Datuk Bendahara informed him about the Undang-Undang belayar,
which he had received from Sultan Mahmud Syah. They had been handed down from
the Prophet Nuh at the time of the deluge (tatkala burnt dikaramkan Allah taala) to
the Prophet Khidir, and then to the Sultan of Gujerat, and then to Sultan Mahmud
Syah, and then to Datuk Bendahara Seri Maharaja Mangkuta Bumi who ruled
Malacca in olden times (itu orang memarintahkan negeri Malaka pada zaman dahulu
kalanya) (f. 2v). The Sea-Captain gave the maritime laws to his daughter, Siti Dewi,
who thereupon set sail. On sea, however, she was thrown overboard by mutineers, but
was rescued by a Sea-Captain with the telling name of Khalifat al-Mukminin. They
married in a country called Pantai Cermin (f. 3v). Khalifat al-Mukminin used the
Malaccan lawbook for his own sailors. It was Datuk Bendahara Seri Maharaja
Mangkuta Bumi, who memberi hukum adat dalam negeri undang~ berlayar kepada
nakhoda (f. 5r). The actual digest begins on f. 5r. This same person is also mentioned
as the law-maker of the Undang-undang Perahit. Juynboll (1899:302) incorrectly
assumes that both texts are the same, but Sham and Salim (1995:215) state that the
Undang-undang Perahit is only represented by Cod. Or. 3292 and that it very much
deviates from the Undang-undang belayar. Sham and Salim (1995:215) mention Cod.
Or. 12.123136 and Jakarta ML 439 Undang-undang Pelayaran as other representatives
of the Undang-undang belayar. Hence Djamaris et al. (1981:180-234) who edited
Jakarta ML 439 erroneously called ML 439 a Codex Unicus (Djamaris et al.
1981:187); it also has the rather long introduction about the female Sea-Captain.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:302 under CCCXXXIII); Haji Wan (1985:35);
Iskandar (1999:146).

Cod. Or. 3294

Adat (customs) in Bams

21 x 16.5 cm; 19 folios; ff. Ir and 19v blank (plus one unnumbered blank folio in
front); black ink; catchwords; pencil rulings; watermark: Concordia with VAN
GELDER. The flyleaves are numbered with a '20'. On f. Iv only the word laut or lauk.
In the Minangkabau colophon (f. 19r) the writer makes himself known as Si Liek with
the title Marah Nujum who lived in Barus, giving the following information about
himself: ... tatapi barang siapo maliek surek ini jikalau lai nan tingga di dalamnyo
jangan ambo diupek, sabab ambo urang barn baraja, pangingek bakurang', sabab
basimpang jugo pikiran, sabab buek banyak, sabab miskin bukan kapalang, lagi
urang kaciak di dalam Bants ko. Ambo nan banamo Si Liekal nan bagalakan Marah
Nujum. Inyo batigo badunsanak: nan tuo" Si Amir™ nan panangah iolah ambo,
nan bungsu Si Samparono,}m siapo tau tuan2 barang sabiso (?) maliek surek ini (see
plate). This man also wrote (a major part of) Cod. Or. 3203. It is probable that he also-
compiled Cod. Or. 3295, which also deals with adat in Barus, and which seems to be
written in the same hand (see plate); it shares, moreover, the same physical features.

'3<That is, Cod. Or. 12.123 (2), which is catalogued as Undang-undang lout by Iskandar (1999:608)
without referring to Cod. Or. 3293 or mentioning a relationship to the Undang-undang belayar.
'"Spelled Si 1-y-q.
13!Written as tuah.
139Spelled a-m-r.
"""Spelled s-m-p-r-n-a.
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Cod. Or. 3294, Adat in Bants, f. 19r. In the colophon the writer of this text identifies
himself as Si Liek with the title of Marah Nujum who lived in Barus. He has also
produced Cod. Or. 3203 and (possibly) Cod. Or. 3295.
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In the margins Van der Tuuk has glossed several words and expressions (see Juynboll
1899:313 for some examples).

Contents: Minangkabau Malay text on royal engagement ceremonies in Barus.
Beginning: Maka adalah satit anak raja hendak memmang anak orang supaya boleh
akan isterinya tetapi raja sama raja juga... It ends with: ... itulah adat raja"
bertimangan saja' dari dahulunya di Bams ... (f. 18v). According to Juynboll
(1899:313), repeated by Iskandar (1999:147), it deals with customs concerning
marriage, pregnancy and circumcision. They call it Undang-undang adat,

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:313 under CCCLXIII); Haji Wan (1985:35);
Iskandar (1999:147).

Cod. Or. 3295

Adat (customs) in Barus; Kaba baruak mamanjek dwian

21 x 16.5 cm; 11 folios; 13-14 lines to the page; black ink; catchwords; pencil rulings;
watermark: Concordia with VAN GELDER. The flyleaves are numbered with a '21'. In
the margins Van der Tuuk has glossed several words and expressions of the first text
(see Juynboll 1899:312 for some examples). Van der Tuuk sometimes also indicated,
in both texts, the pepet in some words by placing a fatah above the consonant and a
hamzah below it (on this Javanese way of spelling, see Wieringa 2003), see plate. The
manuscript was probably written by a certain Si Liek who also authored Cod. Or.
3294 (see plate for a comparison of the writing); it shares, moreover, the same
physical features.

Contents:
1. ff. lr-8r: Minangkabau Malay text (with a few Batak influences), dealing with adat
(customs) in Barus (the latter place is mentioned on ff. 7v, 8r and lOr). Beginning:
Ada satu raja mati...; on funeral ceremonies surrounding the death of a ruler.
2. ff. 8r-10r: Minangkabau Malay description of marriage customs in Barus.
3. ff. lOr-llr: Minangkabau story (kaba), which could be called Kaba baruak
mamanjek dwian (Mal. Kaba bemk memanjat durian). It is about a baruak (Mal.
benik 'coconut-monkey') and apalanduak (Mal. pelanduk 'mousedeer'), who ask the
opinion of a human being about their quarrel concerning the sound of falling durians.
The final judgement, however, is unjust. This story is also known in Batak literature,
see Cod. Or. 5871 (2); it is listed as story number 42 'The quarrel about the sound of
falling durians' in Voorhoeve's survey of Batak folktales (1927:94-95; repr. in
Voorhoeve 1977:402-403). The plot is similar to the story 'Palmwine Tappers judge
between Monkeys', which is known in Old Javanese Tantri texts and in Balinese and
Kalimantan story-telling. In the Tantri versions two palmwine tappers meet a big fat_
lutung and a small thin wre who are quarrelling over the use of the words gadung and
riwana (both climbing plants). They ask the palmwine tappers to settle their dispute;
the big fat monkey is killed unjustly. See Klokke (1993:212-4). It is also known in
Ngaju-Dayak literature, see Klokke, Klokke-Coster and Saha (1988:7; 20-22 under
no. 5).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:312 under CCCLXII); Haji Wan (1985:35);
Iskandar (1999:147).
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Cod. Or. 3295 (3), Kaba baruak mamanjek durian, f. lOv. In the first line Van der
Tuuk has vocalized the word ba(r)tengkar2lah. The 'pepet' is indicated by a fatha
above the consonant and a hamzah below it. The script and the contents of Cod. Or.
3295 (1) seem to point to a certain Si Liek alias Marah Nujum (cf. the plates of Cod.
Or. 3203 and 3294).
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Cod. Or. 3296

Hukiim Kanun; Hukum Berlayar

20 x 16 cm (ff. 1-10); 21 x 16.5 cm (ff. 11-14); 14 folios; 15-17 lines to the page;
black ink; watermark: Pro Patria with C H & Z; HOLLAND (f. 11). On the flyleaves
there are lists of debts owed to different persons. In the beginning there are two drafts:
on f. Iv a fragment from the Hukum berlayar and on f. 2v a copy of the same text as
on f. 9r.

Contents:
1. ff. 2v-10v: a Minangkabau digest of law. It is said, in the introduction, to be derived
from the 104 revealed scriptures through the 4 kitabs, viz. the Taw-it of Musa (spelled
m-w-sy-y), Injil of Isa, Zabur of Daud and the Qur'an (...daripado Tuhan saru
sakalian alam turun-tumurun daripado kitab yang saratuih ampek dan tahampa
kapcido ampek kitab..., f. 2v.). It is described as ukum kanun yang dikanduang adat
bacampua dangan ukum kitab, consisting of eight pakaros, from Datuak
Katumanggungan and Datuak Parpatih Sabatang (f. 2v), see plate. This introduction is
more or less repeated on f. lOv, elaborating on the contents of the different itkums. At
the end it is called sagalo ukum yang dikanduang adat dangan limbago141 dalam
nagari alam Minangkabau^2 pado Koto Pagaruyuang banamo Tigo Luhak. It is
catalogued by Iskandar (1999:147) as Undang-undang Minangkabau. According to
Sham and Salim (1995:228-229), Minangkabau digests of law are known under many
different titles, such as Undang-undang Adat (Perpatih), Undang-undang
Minangkabau, Undang-undang Luhak Tiga Laras, Undang-undang Tanah Datar or
Undang-undang Moko-Moko, but all with (more or less) the same content. The
problem here is, however, that Cod. Or. 3296 (1) is different from the Undang-undang
Minangkabau as edited by Djamaris et al. (1981:46-97) based on Jakarta ML 439.
2. ff. llr-14: maritime laws pertaining to jiiru mudi ('steersman', 'quarter-master')
and juni batu ('seaman attending to anchoring and sounding'); it is called hukum
berlayar (f. llr, line 5), but also hukuman perahu (f. 12r, line 7) and adat perahu (f.
12v, line 14). The beginning is missing (between ff. 10-11 a folio has been torn). It is
different from the Undang-undang belayar (Cod.Or. 3293, vide infra) or the Undang-
undang perahu (Cod.Or. 3292, vide infra).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:302 under CCCXXXIV); Haji Wan (1985:35);
Iskandar (1999:147).

Cod. Or. 3297

Kitab Obat (or: Kitab Mujarabaf)

20.5 x 17 cm; 40 folios, preceded by two blank folios and followed by six blank
folios; 14 lines to the page; black ink; blind rulings; watermark: Coat-of-Arms of-
Amsterdam with VMI and with HOLLAND. In the margins Van der Tuuk has
sometimes written some corrections of certain words (brown ink, Jawi). On the first
and last pages the manuscript is numbered '23'.

'"^Spelled 1-y-b-k-w.
'"Spelled m-y-n-ng-k-r-b-q.
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Cod. Or. 3296 (1), f. 2v. Introduction of a Minangkabau digest of law described as
ukum kanun yang dikanduang adat bacampua dangan ukum kitab. It is said to be
derived from the 104 revealed scriptures through the four kitabs, viz. Taurit, Injil,
Zabur and Qur 'an.
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Contents: on f. 41v this manuscript is entitled in Latin script (in pencil) Kitab obat,
but in fact it is more than a book on medicines, being rather a handbook on medicine
and the occult, containing a collection of medical recipes, prayers, charms and other
prescriptions (supposed to be confirmed by experience). In Arabic such books are
known as Kutub (pi. of kitab) al-Mujarrabat (after the characteristic word mujarrab
'tried' at the end of a prescription). In Malay they are called Kitab Tib, Kitab Obat,
but also simply Kitab Mujarabat; in Javanese the more general term primbon
'notebook' is also used.143 Besides medical prescriptions (inter alia about obat
pengeras zakar, ff. 16v-17r), which constitute the largest part of the text, it also
contains charms and prayers, such as a prayer of Muhammad waging Holy War (doa
Muhammadnamanya tatkala Muhammad Rasulullah pergiperang sabil Allah, ff. 2r-
2v). The text ends with a prayer to win the affection of all men and women.

Catalogue entries: Juynboli (1899:306 under CCCXLIII); Haji Wan (1985:35);
Iskandar (1999:148).

Cod. Or. 3298

Kitab Mujarabat

20 x 15.5 cm; 131 folios; f. 131rblank; 15 lines to the page; black ink; words such as
fasal bold; watermark: Pro Patria with GR surmounted by a crown in a circle (see
Voorn 1960, no. 140). On f. Ir a note containing the date Friday, 5 of the month xxx
1253 (that is, 1837-1838), tahun Alif, and the names Abdul Rahman (inilah satu
peringatan imam Abdul Rahman yang ...) and Nyai Munah (... Nyai Munah akan
diperoleh anak laki-laki yaitv namanya...); this page has been repaired with
transparent paper, which has reduced its legibility. On f. 129r there is a note about the
death of a certain Ma' Nuna (or Mak Nona) on the 28* of bulan Haji (that is,
Zulhijah) 1261 (that is, Sunday, 28 December 1845). On f. 131v: a bill. The
manuscript has suffered some water damage and is rather thumbed.

Contents: an untitled work, which may be called Kitab Mujarabat, a handbook on
medicine and the occult, containing a collection of medical recipes, prayers, charms
and other prescriptions (supposed to be confirmed by experience). Apparently, the
compiler of this manuscript not only took much from Arabic medicine, but was also
conversant with Chinese practices (see e.g. the discussion of'acupressure' on ff. 13v-
14r and the paragraph on f. 53r, said to be based upon mazhab orang Cina), see plate.
It could also be called Kitab Obat (cf. Cod. Or. 3297, vide infra) as the present
manuscript contains a plethora of medicines (obat) for all kinds of disorders, such as
obat orang kenajin atau syaitan (f. 9v), obat titbuh panas (f. 1 Ir), obat tiada buang
air besyar atau membatu tahinya (f. 15r), obat kencing darah (f. 15r), obat syahwat
yang lemah karena sebab daripada penyakit mani (f. 21v), obat lemah zakar (f. 22r)^—
obat yang telah sudah beranak supaya habis keluar darahnya yang jahat (f. 39r),
obat dalam telinga sakit sebab angin masuk kepadanya jadi berat pendengarannya
dan tuli atau berdarah dan nanah (f. 48r), obat segala sakit pada mazhab orang Cina
dan obat orang sakit demam (f. 53r). Besides obat, other medical topics are discussed

l43Romdon's tests (2002) is devoted to this genre. Cheap published booklets under such titles as
Mujarrobat lengkap or Primbon Akbar Mujarrobal and the like can readily be bought as 'street
literature' in Indonesia.
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Cod. Or. 3298, Kitab Mujarabat, ff. 13v-14r. In this handbook, which took much
from occult Arabic medicine, we also find some Chinese material, such as the practice
of 'acupressure' which is discussed here.
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as well, such as azimat (ff. 86v-87v, 95v-99r), 'acupressure' (ff. 13v-14r, see plate),
fasal pada menyatakan jikalau kita hendak melihat cahaya yang putih rupanya itu di
dalam diri kita (ff. 90r-90v), fasal pada menyatakan hikmat memasukkan air perak
masukke dalam tubuh kita (ff. 90v-91v), fasal pada menyatakan obat tubuhpanas (ff.
92r-94r), fasal pada menyatakan apabila berkehendak engkau akan mengetahui akan
orang sakit matikah ia atau tiada (f. ff. 94v), prayers (ff. 101r-102r), isyarat kita
mengetahui alam nafsii kepada kita (ff. 113r-113v). Furthermore, it includes
physiognomy of cocks (fasal pada menyatakan syarah ayam hitam tulus, ff. 117r-
118v), platuk bawang (ff. 118v-120v). At the end there is a story (al-kissah) about a
king called Sultan Nasir ad-DTn ibn Sultan Mahmud Muzaffar Syah who studied
hikmat under Syaikh Abdullah ibn al-'-t-y-n Syah in the land Bardi.144 This ruler had
170 wives, who all loved him dearly (f. 121r). Apparently, the 'empirica' which
follow are attributed to this authority. On f. 127r bob ini pada menyatakan ilmu
hikmat akan memberi sakit kepada orang laki-laki atau perempuan jika dikehendaki
Allah taala. Some prayers and hikmat conclude the text (ff. 127v-128r). On f. 128v
there are some loose medical notes, perhaps in the same hand. On f. 129v upside
down in another hand there are some notes about devils, and on f. 130v, perhaps by
the same person, there is a note about a medicine for a madman (obat orang gild), and
a prayer for someone possessed by the devil (doa orang kena syaitan). On f. 130r
there is one line with an azimat.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:306 under CCCXLIV); Haji Wan (1985:35);
Iskandar (1999:148).

Cod. Or. 3299

Notebook

20.5 x 16.5 cm; 95 folios; 9-13 lines to the page; black ink; rubrications; watermark:
Pro Patria; Fleur-de-Lis with J H & Z. On ff. 93v-95r there are notes on prayers in
different hands. The manuscript has suffered some water damage and is rather
thumbed.

Contents: a notebook (Javanese: primbori) with texts in Arabic. Malay and Javanese.
Pigeaud (1980:47) hypothesises that "apparently [it] was a handbook of a Muslim
divine who was repeatedly called upon to say a prayer on various occasions".
1. ff. lr-13v: prayers and repellents in Arabic, among others doa lima waktti (f. 2r),
doa umur dunia (f. 9v), tetolak (f. Iv);
2. ff. 14r-26r: treatise on religious subjects; in the beginning in the form of a
catechism, dealing with the terms wujud, 'ilm, nur and suhud, later on (f. 19v) the
explanation of religious subjects is preceded by a rubricated ya 'ni ('that is');
3. ff. 26r-27r: esoteric explanations of certain expressions;———————————————
4. ff. 27r-30r: treatise on the syahadat;
5. ff. 30v-50r: notes on tetolak, azimat, prayers, erotology (inter alia on f. 41r bab ini
jikalau setubuh pada perempuan; f. 47v: isarat pada perempuan or f. 50v: obat zakar
lama [sic]), what to do if one comes across a dog on a Friday (f. 42r), rajah;
6. ff. 51r-52v: notes said to be based on an Arabic medical treatise, entitled Kitab Tibb
al-Bur' min nafsihi; this book-title may be an echo of the well-known Kitab Bur'

l44Spelled b-r-d-y.
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Cod. Or. 3299 (13), Notebook, ff. 62v-63r. Notes on daggers.
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as-Sa'a by Muhammad b. Zakariyya' ar-RazT (d. 311/923 or 320/932), that is, a short
treatise about afflictions which can be treated within an hour, see GAL 1:233.
Ullmann (1970:135) refers to manuscripts of the latter text and to an edition with
French translation;
7. ff. 53r-56v: all kinds of azimat, among others azimat pengeras zakar, magical
drawings (ff. 54v-55r, ff. 56r-56v);
8. ff 57r-57v: prayers;
9. ff. 58rr58v: rajah and azimat;
10. ff. 59r: Javanese notes (inpegon) on the syahadat;
11. ff 59r: notes on the sifat duapuluh;
12. ff. 59r-61r: short pieces (called bab) on different subjects, inter alia on good and
bad days;
13. ff. 61v-65r: notes on daggers with illustrations (see plate);
14. ff. 65v-93r: Javanese notes (in pegon) on all kinds of subjects, which commonly
feature inprimbon literature, such aspunika kang puji Jibrail ping syapuhih kali baca
(f. 72v), punika syarahing Patihah (f. 74r), medicines (tatamba), inter alia against
devils (f. 78r), prayers (ff. 79r-81r),yapa (f. &lv),jimat (f. 82r), magic from Bagenda
Suleman (ff. 82v-84v), tatamba kudis (f. 84v), and prayers (ff. 85r-87r).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:296 under CCCXX); Pigeaud (1980:47); Haji Wan
(1985:35); Iskandar (1999:148-149); Voorhoeve (1980a:67 s.v. rf« 'a').

Cod. Or. 3300

Excerpts by Van der Tmik of manuscripts in British public collections, the former
General Secretariat in Batavia and fanner private collections in Batavia

20.5 x 16.5 cm; 441 pages; after p. 249 the pages 249v, 249a(r), 249a(v), 249b, 250,
251, etc. follow; pp. 24, 82, 105, 113-114, 281-288, 352-356, 407-408 are blank;
brown ink; different kinds of paper of slightly different dimensions; watermark in the
beginning and at the end (pp. 357-441): Pro Patria with an unidentified countermark;
pp. 123-146 thin blue paper, watermark: Britannia with JOYNSON; watermark of pp.
163-236: Britannia with T H SAUNDERS & Co and 1846; Britannia with B & J I
ALLFORD and 1847; watermark of pp. 333-356: Britannia with EVANS & Co. and
1846; Britannia with C HARRIS and 1846.

Contents: excerpts and abstracts by Van der Tuuk of manuscripts in British public
collections, the former General Secretariat in Batavia and former private collections in
Batavia. His notes on the manuscripts, which he studied in 1850-1851 at Batavia, are
especially interesting, because most of them are now lost. See also Cod. Or. 3301 for
more notes by Van der Tuuk of manuscripts from the General Secretariat and the
private collections of Elisa Netscher, Karl Schoemann and some anonymous Indo—
nesians ('natives'). Elisa Netscher (1825-1880) worked in 1848-1861 at the General
Secretariat, see ENI, vol. 111:17; Groeneboer (2002:94). Karl Schoemann (1806-1877)
worked in 1845-1851 as a teacher of the children of Governor-General Rochussen;
see Voorhoeve (1971:vii-viii) for a short account about Schoemann and his manu-
script collection, which is now kept at the Staatsbibliothek in Berlin, Voorhoeve
(1980b:71-77) gives a complete list of the 90 odd manuscripts formerly kept at the
General Secretariat in Batavia.
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I Excerpts of manuscripts in British public collections:
1. pp. 1-4: King's College 179, Hikayat Budak Miskin or Hikayat Parang Pitting.
According to Ricklefs and Voorhoeve (1977:158) this manuscript is presently SOAS
MS 12260.
2. pp. 4-8: IOL Malay B. 5 (IO 2608), Hikayat Putra Jaya Pati (see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:123).
3. pp. 9-17; 21-23: IOL Malay B. 2 (IO 3049), Hikayat Pelanduk Jinaka (see Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve 1977:123).
4. pp. 17-20: IOL Malay C. 4 (10 2436), Hikayat Isma Yatim (see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:125).
5. pp. 25-40: RAS Raffles Malay 42 A, Bustan as-Salatm, book IV, first fasal (see
Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:138).
6. pp. 41-81: RAS Raffles Malay 18, Sejarah Melayu (see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve
1977:134-135).
7. pp. 83-84: IOL Malay B. 3 (IO 2609) A, Syair orang berbuat amal by Fakih Dar
al-Aman (see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:123).
8. pp. 84-95: IOL Malay B. 3 (IO 2609) B. Syair Silambari (see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:123).
9. pp. 96-98: IOL Malay B. 3 (IO 2609) C, Syair surat kirim kepada perempuan (see
Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:123).
10. pp. 98-101: IOL Malay B. 3 (IO 2609) D, Hikayat mi'raj Nabi Muhammad (see
Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:123).
11. pp. 101-104: IOL Malay D. 4 (10 2874), Hikayat Nabi Yusuf(see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:126).
12. pp. 112-106: IOL Malay C. 1 (10 2691), Hikayat Cekel Waneng Pati (see Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve 1977:125).
13. pp. 115-122: IOL Malay B. 4 (IO 2605), Hikayat Pandawa Jaya (see Ricklefs and -
Voorhoeve 1977:123).
14. pp. 123-146: RAS Raffles Malay 15, Hikayat Maharaja Boma (see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:134).
15. pp. 147-151: IOL Malay D. 5 (IO 2673) B, Hikayat Syahi Mardan (see Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve 1977:126).
16. pp. 151-154: IOL Malay D. 5 (IO 2673) D, Hikayat Nabi Muhammad berperang
dengan Raja Khaibar (see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:126).
17. pp. 155-162: IOL Malay B. 1 (IO 2607), Hikayat Hang Tuah (see Ricklefs and
Vooihoeve 1977:123).
18. pp. 163-174: RAS Raffles Malay 62 B, Hikayat Bulan Berbelah (see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:140).
19. pp. 174-179: RAS Raffles Malay 62 C, Seribu masa'il (see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:140); p. 177 is a loose, yellow, transparent paper with illustrations of
the flags of Malay dignitaries (the obverse, p. 178, is blank); properly speaking p. 177

_should belong to Cod. Or. 3300 IV (6) RAS Raffles Malay 32 D (see below). .
20. p. 179: RAS Raffles Malay 62 D, Cerita Nabi Allah Musa munajat di bukit Tur
Sina (see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:140).
21. p. 180: RAS Raffles Malay 62 F, Hikayat Rasid Allah bercukur (see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:141).
22. pp. 180-182: RAS Raffles Malay 58 A, Hikayat Raja Syah Johan Indera
Mengindera (see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:140).
23. pp. 182-184: RAS Raffles Malay 58 B, Hikayat Putri Jauhar Manikam (see
Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:140).
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24. pp. 185-189: IOL Malay A. 1 (IO 2611), Hikayat Ular Nangkawang (see Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve 1977:122-123).
25. P- 189: IOL Malay D. 3 (10 2877), Hikayat Parang Pitting (see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:126).
26. pp. 190-191: IOL Malay D. 1 (IO 2871), Hikayat Dewa Uandu (see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:125-126).
27. pp. 192-202: IOL Malay B. 7 (IO 2604), Hikayat Bayan Budiman (see Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve 1977:124).
28. pp. 202-208: IOL Malay B. 8 (IO 2606), Hikayat Bayan Budiman (see Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve 1977:124).
29. pp. 209-229: IOL Malay C. 6 (IO 2715), Hikayat Silindung Dalima (see Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve 1977:125).
30. pp. 229-233: IOL Malay D. 2 (10 2876), Hikayat Raja Dewa Maharupa, also
called at the end Hikayat Maharaja Mahadewa (see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve
1977:126).
31. pp. 234-235: IOL Malay B. 9 (10 2610), Syair Jaran Tamasa (see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:124).

II pp. 237-272: Excerpts of manuscripts from the former General Secretariat in
Batavia (hereafter abbreviated as GS).
1. pp. 237-238: GS 30, Fara'id. Listed in Voorhoeve (1980b:74).
2. pp. 238-240: GS 34, 'Umdat al-muhtajin by Abdurrauf of Singkel ('Abd ar-Ra'uf
as-Singkilt); registered as ms. J in Voorhoeve (1952-7:112). According to Drewes
(1977:207), this is a copy of Paris Mal.-pol. 104 (see Voorhoeve 1973:61);
furthermore, Jakarta W 41 (formerly v.d.W. 41, see Van Ronkel 1909:426-427 and
Behrend 1998:328; in Sutaarga et al. 1972:287 it has the 'defunct' signature ML 814)
and Cod. Or. 1930 (see Wieringa 1998:164-165) are 'undoubtedly' also copies of it.
Listed in Drewes (1977:207) and Voorhoeve (1980b:74).
3. pp. 240-253: GS 43, Kitab Fiqh. Listed in Voorhoeve (1980b:74).
4. pp. 253-254: GS 49, Kitab ad-Durra al-faraida fi sarh al-qasida (in Arabic) by
Muhammad b. Da'ud al-'Inam, presently Jakarta A 207 (see Van Ronkel 1913:26-28
and Behrend 1998:8). Listed in Voorhoeve (1980b:75).
5. pp. 254-255: GS 40, Hikayat Nabi Musa munajat. Listed in Voorhoeve
(1980b:74).145

6. pp. 256-257: GS 39, Dwrat al-fara'id bi-sarh al-'aqa'id (by Nuruddin ar-Ranm),
once in the possession of Pangeran Jayakrama, a younger son of Pangeran Ratu of
Palembang. Listed in Drewes (1977:207); Voorhoeve (1980b:74) and Iskandar
(1986:68).
7. pp. 258-259: GS 5, Malay translation of ad-Dun- an-nazim, originally written by
Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Suhail al-JawzI b. al-Khassab (d. 650/1252), see GAL 1:414
under no. 19 and GAL S 1:913. This manuscript once belonged to Sultan Mahmud
Badaruddin of Palembang. Listed in Drewes (1977:205); Voorhoeve (1980b:72) and
Iskandar (1986:68).
8. pp. 259-260: GS 6, Asrar al-hurufor Bahr al-'aja'ib by (Kemas) Muhammad b.
Ahmad al-Palimbanl, presently Jakarta ML 121 (formerly Bat. Gen. 121, see Van
Ronkel 1909:447 and Behrend 1998:282, but not in Sutaarga et al. 1972), hitherto the
only manuscript known. Its source is the Bahr al-wuquffi 'Urn al-tawfiq wa 'l-huriifby

'4:iThe assertion in Iskandar (1986:68) that "the owner is mentioned as Pangeran Jayakrama walad
Pangeran Ratu; pp. 256-7" is an erratum and belongs to his description of MS. G.S. 39.
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'Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad b. ' AIT b. Ahmad al-Bistaml (d. 858/1454). This book
deals with calculations for the predictions of future events; the Malay adaptation was
made by order of Sultan Mahmud Badaruddin. It is dated 1223/1808. See Drewes
(1977:224-225) for further details. Listed in Voorhoeve (1980b:72) and Iskandar
(1986:68).
9. pp. 260-261: GS 4, consisting of:
(a) a Malay translation of the Kitab al-Hikam, originally written by Ibn 'Ata' Allah (d.
709/1309); it was once the property of Sultan Ahmad Najamudin of Palembang.
According to Drewes (1977:205), one of the four copies of the same text in the Von
de Wall collection (that is, Jakarta W 28-31, formerly v.d.W. 28-31, see Van Ronkel
1909:430-431 and Behrend 1998:328; in Sutaarga et al. 1972:289-290 with the
'defunct' signatures ML 819-821 and 882) could perhaps be copied from this
manuscript;
(b) Zakariyya' al-Ansan's (Kitab) Fath ar-Rahman, being a commentary of the Risala
fi'l-tawhid by Raslan ad-Dimasql, a text published in Drewes (1977). Listed in
Drewes (1977:205); Voorhoeve (1980b:72); Iskandar (1986:68).
10. pp. 261-264: GS 3, Hadiyat al-habib (fi't-targib wa't-tarhib) by Nuruddin ar-
Ramri, registered as ms. B in Voorhoeve (1955b:153). See also the description of
Cod.Or. 3288 (vide infra). On f. Iv there was a note which read: Kitab ini milikRaden
Bangka; boleh membeli pada Haji Abdul Rahim, yaitu dibeli empat rial (p. 261).
Listed in Voorhoeve (1980b:72); Iskandar (1986:68).
11. p. 264: GS 8, Bugyat ahl al- 'ibada by 'AlawT al-Haddad, presently Jakarta A 211
(see Van Ronkel 1913:178-186 and Behrend 1998:8). Listed in Voorhoeve
(1980b:72).
12. p. 265, GS 10, Malay translation of Sams al-afaq (fi 'Urn al-hiirufwa'l-awjaq),
originally written by al-Bistaml (d. 858/1454), see GAL 11:232; GAL S 11:324. A
synopsis of its contents is in Van Ronkel (1909:428-429). This manuscript once
belonged to Sultan Mahmud Badaruddin of Palembang. Listed in Drewes (1977:206);
Voorhoeve (1980b:72) and Iskandar (1986:68).
13. pp. 265-271: GS 9, Malay translation of al-Jazafl's (d. 833/1429) 'Uddat al-hisn
al-hasm, being an abridgement of his al-Hisn al-hasm min kalam sayyid al-mursalm,
see GAL 11:203 under no. 19; GAL S 11:277. This manuscript once belonged to Sultan
Mahmud Badaruddin of Palembang. Listed in Drewes (1977:206); Voorhoeve
(1980b:72); Iskandar (1986:68).
14. pp. 271-272: GS 7, Kitab Syekh Muhammad bin Yusuf al-Sanusi, that is, as-
Sanusiya; the Arabic title of this commentary is Tauhid ahl al- 'irfdn, see GAL S
11:353 (cf. Soebardi 1971:338). This manuscript once belonged to Sultan Mahmud
Badaruddin of Palembang. Listed in Drewes (1977:205); Voorhoeve (1980b:72) and
Iskandar (1986:68).
15. p. 272: GS 11, a collection of prayers, but beginning with a story about
Muhammad b. Usama. On f. 1 v there was a note which read: Alamat al-kitab Mas Ayu
Ilir daripada Paduka Seri Sultan Mahmud Badaruddin ibn Sultan Muhammad
Baha'uddin. Listed in Voorhoeve (1980b:72) and Iskandar (1986:68).

Ill pp. 273-332: Excerpts of manuscripts from former private collections in Batavia.
1. pp. 273-280: Hikayat Si Miskin, borrowed form a 'native' in Kampung Kwitang,
Batavia.
2. pp. 289-291: Hikayat Jaithar Manikam, borrowed from a 'native' in Batavia.
3. pp. 292-300: Hikayat Sema 'tin, borrowed from a 'native' in Batavia.
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4 pp. 301-317: Sirat al-mustaqm, belonging to Schoemann, 'huisonderwijzer van
Zfijne] E[xcellentie] JJ. Rochussen'. Schoemann's copy of this text is presently
Berlin Schoemann V, 6, pp. 1-296 (see Snouck Hurgronje 1989:180).
5. pp. 317-318: Bab al-nikah, presently Berlin Schoemann V, 6, pp. 297-358 (see
Snouck Hurgronje 1989:181-182).
6. pp. 319-332; Hikayat Bima or Ceritera asal bangsa jin dan segala dewa-dewa,
belonging to E. Netscher; overlooked in the edition of Chambert-Loir (1985).
According to a note in pencil by Voorhoeve, Berlin Schoemann V, 3 (see Snouck
Hurgronje 1989:240-243) may be a copy of this manuscript. Comparing the two
copies, I found out that Netscher's copy is exactly the same as the Berlin manuscript,
but in the Netscher's text (Chambert-Loir 1985:1156, line 11-12) there is a saut du
meme an meme: in Netscher's manuscript the text jumps from one '<*' bawah angiri
to another 'di bawah angin', omitting the sentence in between, viz. 'Maka barang
siapa kemudian daripada ini yang turun..,' This mistake, however, might also be
attributed to Van der Tuuk.

IV pp. 333-441: Excerpts of manuscripts from British public collections.
1. pp. 333-340: IOL Malay C. 3 (10 2602), Hikayat Mesa Tandraman (see Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve 1977:125).
2. pp. 341-346: IOL Malay D. 5 (IO 2673) A, Hikayat Muhammad Hanafiyyah (see
Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:126).
3. pp. 346-350: IOL Malay D. 7 (10 3539), Carita Rama (see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve
1977:126).
4. pp. 350-351: IOL Mackenzie Private 43, Babat Sekandar (see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:122).
5. pp. 357-406: IOL Malay B. 10 (10 2603) C, Hikayat Lima Fasal (see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:124).
6. pp. 409-441: RAS Raffles Malay 32 (see Pucklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:138); p.
435 is a yellow transparent paper with figures of flags (see RAS Raffles Malay 32 D,
Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:138); see also Cod.Or. 3300 I (19) above.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:315 under CCCLXXVI); Haji Wan (1985:35);
Iskandar (1999:149-153).

Cod. Or. 3300a

Hikayat Suhunan Gummg Jati (or: Daftar Sejarah Cerebon)

19.5 x 16 cm; 37 pages (plus 20 unnumbered blank pages); the manuscript begins
with p. la, Ib, Ic, 2, 3, 4, etc.; brown ink; 31-35 lines to the page; no watermark. Van
der Tuuk used the right-hand margin for annotations, corrections and transliterations.

Contents: autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of RAS Raffles Malay 30. When Van der
Tuuk described the manuscript in 1866, he gave it the title of d-p-t-r sy-j-r-h c-r-b-w-
n, "a genealogical account of the kings of Cheribon (properly, Chi-rebon), com-
mencing with a confused tale about Sheykh Nuru-ddln, sumamed Suhunan Gunung
Jati, one of the apostles of the (sic) Islam in Java" (Van der Tuuk 1866a:432; 1866b:
104). In Ricklefs and Voorhoeve (1977:136) this title is adopted with a small
modification of the spelling of the toponym, viz. Daftar Sejarah Cerebon. The text
has been edited by Pusposaputro (1976), who gave it the title of Hikayat Suhunan
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Gii/nmg Jati, because it is mainly concerned with the hagiography of Sunan Gunung
Jati, one of the so-called wall sanga ('nine saints'). For other, related texts, see the
description of Cod. Or. 1711, Hikayat Hasatntddin in Wieringa (1998:60-62). RAS
Raffles Malay 30 was used as manuscript D in Edel (1938); Edel (1938:17)
announced a text edition of this manuscript which, however, never materialised.

Catalogue entry: Iskandar (1999:153).

Cod. Or. 3301

Excerpts by Van der Tuuk of manuscripts formerly kept at the General Secretariat in
Batavia and in the former private collection of E. Netscher; lexicographical notes;
pannins

21 x 17 cm; 168 pp.; pp. 120-160 blank; pp. 161-169 upside down; brown ink;
watermark: Fleur-de-Lis with C & I HONIG. On the unnumbered flyleaves there are a
few lexicographical notes by Van der Tuuk and a short table of contents in pencil by
Voorhoeve. A loose paper (20 x 13.5 cm; 2 ff; 16 lines to the page; brown ink; Latin
script) with pantuns is inserted.

Contents: Excerpts and summaries by Van der Tuuk of manuscripts, which were
formerly kept in the General Secretariat (henceforth abbreviated as GS) in Batavia,
and of two manuscripts which once belonged to E. Netscher (cf. the description of
Cod.Or. 3300, vide infra). These notes which Van der Tuuk made in 1850-1851 are
very interesting, because most of the manuscripts which he described are now lost,
among them, for example, GS 18 (c), the only known copy of a work by 'Abdurrauf
of Singkel ('Abd ar-Ra'uf as-Singkili). See Voorhoeve (1980b) for a complete list of
some 90 manuscripts, which were formerly kept in the General Secretariat in Batavia.
Se also Cod.Or. 3300 for more notes by Van der Tuuk of GS manuscripts and some
former private collections in Batavia (vide infra).
1. pp. 1-13: GS 17, the second part of the Sayr as-Salikm (of 'Abd al-Samad al-
Palimbani); for further details of this work, see the description of Cod. Or. 3285 (vide
infra). Listed in Drewes (1977:206; 222-223); Voorhoeve (1980b:73) and Iskandar
(1986:69);
2. pp. 13-17: GS 18, consisting of:
(a) Tanbih al- 'dmilfi tahqiq al-kalamfi'n-nawaftl; (b) Bayan Ajmad al-masa 'il (wa 's-
sifat al-wajiba li-rabbi 'l-ard wa 's-samawdt) (of Abdurrauf of Singel or 'Abd ar-Ra'uf
as-Singkili)), a text not known from elsewhere; also contained in GS 13, see Cod. Or.
3301 (4); see Drewes (1977:206); (c) a text beginning with a quotation from Abu'1
Fadl Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Karim b. 'Ata' Allah; (d) a short commentary on Arba'ma
hadithan by an-NawawT, composed by Abdurrauf of Singkel at the behest of Sultanah

_Zakiyyat ad-Din of Aceh (r. 1678-1688); registered in Voorhoeve (1952-7:111 under
no. 6). This is the only known copy of this work, which is now lost. Listed in
Voorhoeve (1980b:73).
3. pp. 17-19: GS 19, Nasihat al-muslimm (wa tadkirat al-mu 'mimnfifada 'il al-jihad
fisabil Allah wa karamat al-mitjahidin fi sabil Allah) of 'Abd al-Samad al-Palimbanl
in Arabic; a treatise on the Holy War, divided into seven chapters, see Van den Berg
(1880:V under no. 5); Drewes (1977:223); Voorhoeve (1980b:73), but not in Iskandar
(1986). This is presently kept as Jakarta A 209, see Van Ronkel (1913:139-140) and
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Behrend (1998:8). Jakarta W 51 (formerly v.d.W. 51, see Van Ronkel 1913:140 and
Behrend 1998:328) is a copy of this manuscript.
4 pp 19-21: GS 12, three tracts by Abdurrauf of Singkel ('Abd ar-Ra'uf as-Singkili):
(a) Daqa'iq al-huruf; this text was published by Johns (1955:55-73; 139-158);
registered in Voorhoeve (1952-7:114 under no. 15); (b) Bayan Ajmad al-masa'il, also
in GS 18 (b), see Cod.Or. 3301 (2); registered in Voorhoeve (1952-7:113 under no.
12); (c) Kifayat al-Miihtajm (ild sultik maslak kamal at-talibm), of which Rinkes
(1909:39-42) gives a brief summary. Registered in Voorhoeve (1952-7:112 under no.
11). The manuscript once belonged to Sultan Mahmud Badaruddin of Palembang.
Listed in Drewes (1977:206); Voorhoeve (1980b:73) and Iskandar (1986:69);
5. pp. 21-22: GS 20, Kitab mukhtasar daripada perkataan syarahnya46 Path ar-
Rahman. For further details of this work, written by Kemas Fakhruddin, see the
description of Cod. Or. 1712 in Wieringa (1998:62-64). In the colophon of this
manuscript is a note which reads: yang menyuratnya yaitu Raden Kamaluddin yang
terlebih fakir kepada Allah yaitu ibnu Susuhunan Ahmad Najamuddin. This
manuscript is presently Jakarta ML 120 (formerly Bat. Gen. 120, see Van Ronkel
1909:431-432; Behrend 1998:282). Listen in Van den Berg (1880:X under no. 5);
Drewes (1977:204); Voorhoeve (1980b:73) and Iskandar (1986:69);
6. pp. 22-24: GS 24, Asrar al-insan (of Nuraddin ar-Raniri); registered in Voorhoeve
(1955b:156) as ms. B. The manuscript was once in the possession of Pangeran Arya
Muhammad Zainuddin, a son of Sultan Mahmud Badaruddin of Palembang. This text
was published in Tudjimah (1961), but according to Voorhoeve (1961:483-485) her
edition is unfortunately based upon a 'rather bad' manuscript, viz. Jakarta W 40
(formerly v.d.W 40, see Van Ronkel 1909:427-428 and Behrend 1998:328; in
Sutaarga et al. 1972:287 it has the defunct signature ML 815). Listed in Drewes
(1977:206-207); Voorhoeve (1980b:73) and Iskandar (1986:69);
7. pp. 24-36: GS 12, Khawdss al-Qur'dn al-aztm (of Ahmad b. Muhammad al-
TamTml, translated into Malay by Kyahi Nur (a.k.a. Kemas) Fakhruddin; presently
Jakarta ML 75 (formerly Bat. Gen. 75, see Van Ronkel 1909:369; Sutaarga et al.
1972:254 and Behrend 1998:281). For further details, see Drewes (1977:221). Listed
in Voorhoeve (1980b:72) and Iskandar (1986:69);
8. pp. 36-41: GS 21, seven varying texts on tajwid; the fifth text was written or copied
by someone from Ternate. Listed in Voorhoeve (1980b:73);
9. pp. 41-45: GS 14, Jawahir al-'uliim fi kasf al-ma'lum (of Nuruddin ar-Ranm),
presently Jakarta ML 119 (formerly Bat. Gen. 119, see Van Ronkel 1909:404 and
Behrend 1998:282, but omitted in Sutaarga et al. 1972). Registered in Voorhoeve
(1955b:157) as ms. A. The manuscript once belonged to Sultan Mahmud Badaruddin
of Palembang. Listed in Van den Berg (1880:X under no. 4); Voorhoeve (1980b:73)
and Iskandar (1986:69), but omitted in Drewes (1977);
10. pp. 46-49: GS 37, al-Gazzali's's ad-Durr al-manzum. This GS 37 once belonged
to Sultan Muhammad Baha'uddin of Palembang. According to Van der Tuuk the
Malay translation in this manuscript was 'very boring' and incomplete (p. 46). This_
manuscript is presently Jakarta A 206, see Van Ronkel (1913:495) and Behrend
(1998:8). Listed in Van den Berg (1880:IV under no. 2); Voorhoeve (1980b:74) and
Iskandar (1986:69), but omitted in Drewes (1977);
11. pp. 50-54: GS 52, 'Ilm al-ramal, presently Jakarta A 212, see Van Ronkel (1913
(386-387) and Behrend (1998:8). Listed in Van den Berg (1880:VIII under no 8);
Voorhoeve (1980b:75);

""Not sejarahnya as Iskandar (1986:69) has it.
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12. pp. 54-60: GS 23, Surat Bintang, once in the possession of Pangeran Ratu ibn
Sultan Muhammad Baha'uddin, that is, the Sultan who was to become Mahmud
Badaruddin. On the last page it was dated malam Isnin, 22 Zulhijjah 1224 at 11
o'clock (p. 59), that is, Sunday 28 January 1810. Listed in Drewes (1977:206);
Voorhoeve (1980b:73) and Iskandar (1986:69);
13. pp. 60-68: GS 44, a Malay translation of the Sabil al-hidaya wa'r-rasdd. The
Arabic original was composed by the Terim sayyid, Ahmad b. al-Hasan b. 'Abd Allah
al-Haddad, in explanation and in support of the ratib of the Terim saint, 'Abd Allah b.
'AlawT al-Haddad, bom in 1071/1660. The manuscript once belonged to Sultan
Mahmud Badaruddin of Palembang. According to Drewes (1977:207), Jakarta W 42
(formerly v.d.W. 42, see Van Ronkel 1909:428 and Behrend 1998:328; in Sutaarga et
al. 1972:288 with the defunct signature ML 199) may perhaps be a copy of it; Leiden
Cod.Or. 7293 (formerly Sn.H. 68, see Van Ronkel 1921:132 and Iskandar 1999:404)
is a copy of Jakarta W 42. Listed in Drewes (1977:207); Voorhoeve (1980b:74) and
Iskandar (1986:69);
14. pp. 68-77: 'remarkable episodes' from an incomplete copy of the Hikayat Si
Miskin, belonging to E. Netscher;
15. pp. 77-78: loose fragments from the Hikayat Bikrama Ditya, a copy belonging to
E. Netscher;
16. pp. 78-119: GS 87, Hikayat Amir Hamzah. Listed in Voorhoeve (1980b:77);
17. pp. 166-161: 'dubious episodes' from the Kwnala Bahrin; perhaps this is manu-
script no 14 in Van den Berg (1880:XII), presently Jakarta ML 129 (formerly Bat.
Gen. 129, see Van Ronkel 1909:104-106; Sutaarga et al. 1972:91-93 and Behrend
1998:282);
18. pp. 169-168 (also inscribed on the cover, which is counted as p. 169): lexico-
graphical notes (Malay, Javanese, Sundanese).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:315 under CCCLXXVII); Haji Wan (1985:35);
Iskandar (1999:153-154).

Cod. Or. 3302

Wukon Jawa (or: Pawnkon); Malay translation of Pimika Serat Sejarah Rasulullah
Mithammat; notes from a pawukon

19.5 x 16 cm; 98 pp.; pp. 85-97 blank; 32-35 lines to the page; brown ink; the text is
written on the left-hand side, whereas the right-hand side is used for annotations; no
watermark. Page 74 is a transparent, yellow paper with an illustration. The text on this
page is rather damaged due to ink corrosion.

Contents:
-I; ppv1-74: an autograph copy by Van dei Tuuk of RAS Raffles Malay 41, enlUled

Wukon Jawa, a text on chronology and divination, see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve
(1977:138). Van der Tuuk (1866a:441; 1866b:112) described it as "a Malay trans-
lation of a Javanese Wukon. It is a miserable composition, not readable without the
Javanese original". A French summary of its contents is given in Cabaton (1906:374-
375). For the personal names in this text Van der Tuuk used a Javanese Pawukon, viz.
British Library Add. 12338 (see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:52). Another copy of
RAS Raffles Malay 41 is kept in Paris, viz. Mal.-pol. 34, made by Dulaurier (see
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Voorhoeve 1973:43). Cf. Cod. Or. 2120 (Wieringa 1998:246) and Cod. Or. 2263
(Wieringa 1998:448).
2 pp. 75-84: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of the interlinear Malay translation
of IOL Jav. 12 B, Punika Serat Sejarah Rasulullah Muhammat, (title after its opening
line), dealing with a history of Sunan Girt, see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve (1977:59),
who mention an English translation in Mackenzie 1822 collection 25 pt. I. In 1906
Cabaton published an annotated French translation and text edition in Jawi based
upon Cod. Or. 3302 (2), apparently unaware of its original IOL Jav. 12 B. On p. 84
Van der Tuuk noted that British Library Add. 12310 is not aPawukon, but a poem in
which the king of Bojanegari plays a leading role (cf. Ricklefs and Voorhoeve
1977:48).
3. p. 98: names (in Javanese script) of the wukus and the corresponding deities, birds
and trees according to British Library Add. 12334 B (see Ricklefs and Voorhoeve
1977:52).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:305 under CCCXXXIX); Haji Wan (1985:35);
Iskandar (1999:154).

Cod. Or. 3303

Copies by Van der Tuuk of manuscripts, borrowed in Bams and Padang; ten
Minangkabau-Malay folktales

20.5 x 16 cm (pp. 1-104); 20 x 16 cm (pp. 105-130); 130 pp.; pp. 76-80; 101-103
blank; 21 lines to the page; brown ink; two different kinds of paper: watermark (of pp.
1-104): Pro Patria with C U K (?); (of pp. 105-130): Vrijheid with V D L (?). On pp.
44-45 there is a text, which is crossed out. Van der Tuuk used the rather broad right
margins of the paper for annotations.

Contents:
I pp. 1-100: autograph copies by Van der Tuuk of manuscripts borrowed in Barus and
Padang.
1. pp. 1-15: Syair Sejarah Sultan Fansuri (a title given in this catalogue after the first
line, see below); copy of a quarto manuscript, borrowed from someone in Barus,
approximately six folios. The text was incomplete, and ends on pp. 14-15 with six
lines in prose. Beginning:

Asal (?) inilah sejarah Sultan Fansuri
Dikarangnya sedang hatinya suci
Pada zamannya itu raja sendiri
Allah menolong147 syara' berdiri

The first Sultan who is mentioned is Sultan Ibrahim (p. 2, penultimate line: Sultan
Ibrahim raja asali / mengambil anak raja negeri);
2. pp. 15-44: sequel in prose of the preceding text which was incomplete. It begins on
pp. 15-16 with a piece about Bahwa inilah alamat surat tapak tangan wakil titan
komandur Benggala14 ditinggalkannya kepada tnanku raja Barus tatkala ia datang

147Spelled m-n-a-1-ng; in the right-hand margin Van der Tuuk has written m-n-w-1-w-ng
l4!Spelledb-ng-g-l-a.
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ke Barns pada sepuluh hari bitlan Syaban pada hari Khamis pada tahun Jpada hijrat
seribu dva ratus dua puluh tiijuh tahun. The date 10 Syaban 1227 equals 19 August
1812. This is followed on p. 16 by fasal pada menyatakan kumpeni sudah berbuat
perjanjian dengan tuanku raja Bams yang bergelar Sultan Baginda Raja. The text
henceforth adopts the character of a chronicle, referring to events in the years AH
1214 (p. 20), 1252 (p. 21), 1247 (p. 23), 1212 (p. 24), 1213 (p. 28), 1190 (p. 29), 1213
(p. 39), 1236 (p. 39), 1170 (p. 41), 1178 (p. 41), 1187 (p. 42), 1169 (p. 42), 1194 (p.
43) and 1211 (p. 43);
3. pp. 45-51: copy of a tambo, belonging to the Raja of Barus. The beginning of the
original Vorlage was damaged, and Van der Tuuk begins his copy at a point at which
the text became legible. Beginning with Sura 3:26 (Sesungguhnya Aku jadikan rajo
dalam dunia...), followed by mako dijadikan Allah Taala saikua buruang yang
pandai bakato-kato saparati manusyia',
4. pp. 51-62: laws (hukum) and customs (adat) in Barus;
5. pp. 63-66: a paragraph about apabila berkehendak menjadi kepala;
6. p. 67: Dutch notes about some household goods, once belonging to three Europeans
in Padang, viz. Johannes Albertus Schlosser (d. 1713), Henderick Dyckman (d. 1704)
and Adriaan van Gerven (d. 1774);
7. pp. 68-75: a copy of a tambo; the original had three seals at the top, of which the
letters were illegible. Judging by Van der Tuuk's annotations the manuscript was
rather difficult to read. The text ends abrutly with barang siapo tiian-tnan maliek
sitrek inijikalau dibinaso atau dirusak...;
8. pp. 80-86: fasal ini pada menyatakan salasilah orang kerajaan bertanam Idda
hitam serta segala syarat menjaganya. According to the colophon (p. 86), it was
written at Kampung Palinggam in Padang by Abdus Syarali ('a-b-d a-1-sy-r-h) on 17
Juadilakhir 1259/15 July 1843; perhaps he was the same man as Abdus Syarah, who
repeatedly features in the correspondence with Raja Alam (see Cod. Or. 3304-IV, vide
infra);
9. pp. 86-98: Bab ini pada mengatakan tatkala masa orang Aceh14 menunggii (?)
negeri Padang dan mengatakan zaman awal orang Holanda duduk memegang (?)
negeri Padang dari Hit sampai kepada akhirnya, described by Van der Tuuk as a 'sort
of chronicle of Padang'. It begins in 1029/1621 and ends in 1838. In the margins Van
der Tuuk has identified the Malayicized names of Europeans in the text;
10. pp. 98-99: divination; on the auspicious days for planting;
11. p. 100: a copy of the initial stanzas of what Van der Tuuk calls the Syair Ikan. It
is, however, a copy of the beginning of the Syair Ikan Tambera, recounting a romance
between a tambera and a kakap fish, see the description of Cod. Or. 3306 (3) for
further details (vide infra). The original manuscript, which Van der Tuuk borrowed
form a 'native' in Padang, was ten folios and small quarto. Quotations of this poem,
Van der Tuuk notes, could be found in his dictionary, but it is unclear which
publication he meant. The text reads after the basmala;

Suhbanallah heron terpekur
Kebesaran Tuhan Rab al-Ghafur
Siang dan malam menaruh syukur
Mengarangkan ikan seekor timbul52

""Spelled a-c-s. In a handwritten note in his copy of Von de Wall's dictionary (1877, vol. 1:14) Van der
Tuuk duly noted that a-c-s is the Min. spelling of atjeh' (OLO 90-0808).
1 "Spelled t-r-p-a-k-w-r.
l s 'The version of De Hollander (1882:305) has masghul.
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Kami berdua satu tilam
Bangun tersinta' tangan15 malam
Seekor ikan di airnya dalam
Indah laksana155 pennata nilam

Namanya konon ikan tambera
Rupanya elo' terlalu indah
Di dalam dunia tiada terkira
Laksana turun dari udara

Di dalam muarah157 konon tempatnya
Baikparasnya serta bangsyanya
Lemah-lembut barang lakunya
Canti' manis'51 barang madahnya

Ada seekor ikan muarah
Tempatnya itu di dalam segara
Di dalam kampong tiditr bagala160

Bijaksana bujangjuara

Ikan kakap konon namanya
Hitam manis serta bangsanya
Dua belas laksayang' ' dipakainya
Di dalam itu tidak semuanya

Ikan kakap ikan besytari
Muda lilah bujangjoari

Hereafter Van der Tuuk added "enz. enz." ('etc. etc.').

II pp. 105-130: autograph copies by Van der Tuuk often Minangkabau folktales, viz.
1. pp. 105-109: the friendship of a squirrel (tupai) and a catfish (Min. ikan limbek;
Mal. ikan limbat). The squirrel gives its friend the liver of a crocodile (ati biiayo), and
the catfish returns the favour with an egg (talua ayam). In the beginning of this
version the story is said to have taken place during the reign of the Prophet Sulaiman.
Van Ophuijsen (1912b:348-368) discusses its spread in Sumatra, giving editions of
Mandailing, Karo Batak, Nias, Minangkabau and Lampung versions of the story. For
its occurrence in Batak literature, see Voorhoeve (1927:98 under no. 54). A Malay

'"Spelled t-y-m-b-I. The version of De Hollander (1882:305) has t-y-m-b-w-r.
'"The version of De Hollander (1882:305) has tengah. —— ————————————————————'—
l54The version of De Hollander (1882:305) has di dalam air dalam.
b5The version of De Hollander (1882:305) has Sikapnya laksya'na.
156The version of De Hollander (1882:305) has Ada seekor ikan namanya tambera.
'"Spelled m-w-r-h.
l58The version of De Hollander (1882:305) has Sangat manis.
"'Spelled m-w-r-a-h.
""Spelled t-y-d-r b-r-g-a-1. The version of De Hollander (1882:306) has tidak bergelar. The word tidvr
is clearly a mistake for tidak, but b-r-g-a-1 is the Min. rendition of bergelar, viz. bagala.
'"The version of De Hollander (1882:306) has laksana uanii:
'"Spelled j-w-r-y, a Min. spelling ofjmthari.
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version is included in Skeat (1901:16-17) as "The friendship of the squirrel and the
creeping fish". See also De Vries (1925:379 under no. 56).
2. pp. 110-112: a version of Elephant and Bird's Allies'. Here the elephant repeatedly
destroys the nest of the bulbul bird (Min. barabah, Mal. merbah; the scientific name
of this bird is Lanius cristatus), whereupon the bulbul bird requests the help of two
other animals to take revenge: the latmbang creeps in the elephant's ear and the tokok-
tokok (?) bird163 stings its eyes; in the end the elephant dies. According to Voorhoeve
(1927:91), the story originates from India, see op.cit. for bibliographical references. A
similar story is known in Batak literature as 'the elephant and the talektek bird', see
Voorhoeve (1927:91 under no. 36). See also Klokke (1993:193) for further references.
3. pp. 112-113: a story about a very poor couple; the woman dies in childbirth; after
her death she becomes a sisindai;>M she visits her husband and kills him. The story
reads in full as follows: Mako lailah urang konon urang baduo bakadorang, tatapi
misldn biikan kapalang. Mako pailah inyo habitat pondok kalua kampuang.
Untuangkan Allah jadi bimtianglah parampuannyo itu, alah sampai tigo bulan, mako
hawalah nafsunyo parampuan itu, mako sampailahjangkonyo, maka laialah anaknyo
itu. Untuangkan Allah anak laia, parampuan itu pun matilah, diliek snaminyo
parampuannyo mati, lanja manangih inyo sangalc, mako pailah inyo mancari2 kain
nan kan kapan parampuannyo itu. Mako dapeklah kain lai sakabuang, kain sudah
buiitak, mako ditungkuihkannyolah ka parampuannyo [p. 113] itu, lanja dibaonyo ka
kubua, ditanamkannyolah di sanan. Lai antaro tigo malam, mako mamakialclah inyo
alah manjadi sisindai parampuannyo itu, kadangaran di suaminyo itu suaro
parampuannyo itu alah manjadi kuanyo, parampuan kito itulah, dalam pikirannyo
eloklah xxx2 dalam hatinyo, mako dinanti2 nyolah di rumahnyo, dalam pikirannyo
antah lai datang inyo ka siko, itulah dalam hatinyo, mako lailah antaro tigo malam,
mako datanglah sisindai itu ka rumahnyo. Apo kato suaminyo: 'Marilah naiak dahulu
ka siko'. Itulah katanyo. Jadi naiaklah inyo ka rumah. Apo katonyo mangatokan
parampuannyo itu: 'Can dahulu kutuku', Itulah kato suaminyo. Mako dicarinyolah
kutu suaminyo. Apo kato suaminyo: 'Tindehkan malah!'. Jadi ditindehkannyo jimek2.
Apo kato suaminyo: 'Agakmalah sadikik'. Mako ditindehkannyolah, mako tabanamlah
kukunyo, mako dikuyakkannyolah, mako balah duolah kapalonyo, jadi matilah
suaminyo itu, jadi matilah inyo kaduonyo. Tamat.
4. pp. 113-116: Kaba Pinjaro, 'Story of the Tiger Trap', a Minangkabau version of
'The ungrateful tiger'. See, for further details, the description of Cod. Or. 3260i (2),
vide infra.
5. pp. 116-117: a version of 'Misunderstanding and quarrels in a deaf family' (Stith
Thompson's motif XI13). The story is about a rich couple and their son; all three are
deaf (pakak). Misunderstood words lead to a comedy of errors: the son herds the
cattle, and when someone wants to know the way, he answers that his kerbau is not
for sale. Returning home, he tells his mother that someone wanted to buy the kerbau,
and she says: "Baitulah rupo buah gaduang nan tuah". When the husband comes
home, he misinterprets his wife's words and angrily throws palm-sap (niro) at her. Cf.
De Vries (1925:380 under no. 59) and Voorhoeve (1927:209 under no. 209) for other
Indonesian folktales about misunderstandings and quarrels between (two) deaf people.
6. pp. 117-125: the friendship of a prince called Bagindo Alam and the son of a trader
(biopari). The latter person wins a sayembara, and hence the hand of the princess of
the kingdom Bungo Sakayu Puti. After many adventures it is Bagindo Alam who first

1(1 This animal is called unggas (a-ng-g-s-) t-w-k-q2 on p. I l l , which is not included in the dictionaries.
The word seems to be onomatopoeic. Perhaps a kind of woodpecker is meant (cf. Mal. tukek or tukik).
164Cf. the description of Cod. Or. 3203 (4), vide infra.
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marries the princess, but in the end the trader's son (who was turned into stone) is able
to marry the princess.
7. pp. 126-127: mousedeer (Min. palanduak. Mal. pelanduk) cheating a dog; The
story is also known in other Indonesian literatures (where the place of the dog is
mostly occupied by a monkey), see De Vries (1925:357 under no. 4) and Voorhoeve
(1927:88 under no. 29) for further references. In Sundanese literature the roles of the
rnousedeer and dog are played by a tortoise and a monkey, see Kern (1900:366-367).
A Malay version is included in Winstedt (1906:68). The story reads in full: Mako
lailah urang konon rajo baduo bakadorang tatapi miskin bukan kapalang, imikasuik
hatinyo andak mambaia niaik, tatapi tiado ado nan kan dipabueknyo. Mako pailah
inyo manjarek palanduak. Untuangkan Allah lai antaro duo malam mako pailah
maliek jareknyo tu, sarato datang inyo, dilieknyolah bulieh jareknyo tu. Mako
diambiaknyolah palanduak tu. Mako dibaonyolah pulang ka rumahnyo, sarato tibo
inyo di rumah, lanja dikabekkannyolah di bawah rumahnyo. Mako naiaklah inyo ka
ateh rumah, mako babaritolah inyo di parampuannyo. Apo katonyo: "Palanduak alah
dapek saikua, tatapi alah ambo kabekkan di bawah rumah". Itulah katonyo. "Jikok
baitu baiaklah ". Itulah kato parampuannyo. "Jikalau baitu bakamehlah kito barisuak
kito samba lah [lah]". Itulah kato parampuannyo. Untuangkan Allah mako lalulah
anjiang dari karano palanduak tu. Apo kato palanduak tu: "Hai Ka' anjiang mart
dahulu ka ambo, andak babarito kepada Ka' anjiang". Apo kato Ka' anjiang:
"Baiaklah ". Jadi datanglah Ka' anjing tu. Maka babaritolah inyo: "Hai Ka' anjiang,
ko' inyo aku kasusahlah untuang, karano tiado aku mail dikawinkannyo itu, sababnyo
io dikabekkannyo kini pun, apo bicaro kapado Ka' anjiang". Apo kato Ka' anjiang:
"Jikok baitu, akulah ". Itulah kato Ka' anjiang. Jadi dirarakyolah Ka' palanduak tit,

jadi inyo gantinyo. Mako ari pun sianglah, mako disambaliah uranglah anjiang itu,
kapalonyo dibao urang ka dapua, jadi dipanggianyo lah urang nan kan mamakan
sarato imam dangan khatib, jadi disampaikannyolah niaiknyo tu, jadi makanlah
urang samuhonyo. Lai antaro sakijok mala mako mamakiek~lah palanduak tu dari
balik rumah. Apo katonyo: "Urang malim mamakan anjiang!" [p. 127]. Itulah kato
palanduak itu. "Kapalonyo disalekkannyo di balik dapua". Jadi ladanga di urang
banyak. Mako guluiklah urang samuhonyo, pacah-balah dari ateh rumah tu,
satangah maliek palanduak tu, satangah maliek kapalo anjiang. Mako sahlah bana
anjiang dimakan urang, jadi didando uranglah nan punyo buek itu. Sudah itu dibao
uranglah ka rumah rajo, jadi andamlah inyo kapado rajo nan lain, rajo gadang.
Sudah kaba sampai barito. Balayia kapa, tingga kito.!6s Tamat al-kalam.
8. pp. 127-128: a racing match between the mousedeer (Min. palanduak, Mal.
pelanduk) and anak rajo cipuik (Min. cipuik, Mal. siput, a water-snail); at the end the
mousedeer dies of exhaustion. It begins: Mako adolah parkhabaran palanduak
disurekkan kapado karateh. The story is also known in other Indonesian languages, in
which other animals play a role such as ganida, kancil or tiger together with a tortoise
or a tengkuyung, see De Vries (1925:359-360 under no. 9), Voorhoeve (1927:87-88
under no. 28), Klokke, Klokke-Coster and Saha (1988:6-7; under no. 2), and Klokke_
(1993:1993:190-191; 234-235) for further references. Marrison (1999b:172 under
K.10,209, and 219 under K.10,535) mentions a Sasak version. In Sundanese literature
the match is between a tiger and a snail, see Kem (1900:370-373), whereas in
Minahasa literature it is between a buffalo and a shellfish, see Adrian! (1932:124-

l65The same narrative formula balayia kapa, tingga kito ('the ship sails away, we stay behind') is used
to end the ninth story (p. 129).
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125). A Malay version is included in Skeat (1901:33-35) as 'The king-crow and the
water-snail', and in Winstedt (1906:68-69).
9. p. 129: a short stoiy about the illicit relationship between a princess and the son of a
pangulu, same story as Cod. Or. 3203 (5), vide infra.
10. p. 130: Si Sakapiang or 'Thurnbling'; a more extended version can be found in
Cod. Or. 3203 (4), vide infra.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:315 under CCLXXVIII); Haji Wan (1985:35)-
Iskandar (1999:154-156).

Cod. Or. 3304

Autograph copies by Van der Tuuk:
letters (Millies collection); Hikayat Nur Muhammad; Hikayat Nabi bercukur; Kaba
Cinduo Mato; Minangkabau Malay letters; allegorical provisions of the law; Tambo
Minangkabau; Hikayat Malim Dewa
22 x 16.5 cm (ff. 109-119); 20.5 x 16.5 cm (ff. 17-108); 21 x 16.5 cm (ff. 9-16); 21.5
x 16.5 cm (ff. 1-8); 119 ff.; ff. 8, 15v-17r, 59v-64v, 77v-80v, 106v-l 12v blank; brown
ink; different kinds of paper; no watermark (ff. 1-8); light blue paper with an imprint
of a crown at the right upper comer (ff. 9-16); Pro Patria with C U K (ff. 17-108); no
watermark (ff. 109-119). Van der Tuuk created a rather broad right margin, which he
used for annotations.

Contents:
I ff. la-7v: autograph copies by Van der Tuuk of letters, formerly belonging to
Henricus Christiaan Millies (1810-1868; for a succinct biography, see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:xxvii); the originals are kept in a sheaf registered as Cod. Or. 5002;
1. ff. la-2r: letter ofpaduka ayahandah Raja Bicarah Bima (that is, Abdul Nabi, the
12' Raja Bicara of Bima, 1805-1833; b. 1751) to Tuan p-n-d-r-k-y-s-n;166 his name
must be A. van der Giessen, who is inter alia mention in the Regeringsalmanak of
1827 as first lieutenant and resident ad interim of Bima in Macassar, dated 3 Zulhijjah
1243 (that is, Monday, 16 June 1828). The original document is Cod. Or. 5002, no. 3;
its seal is discussed in Gallop (2002, vol. 111:532 under E,16 #388).
2. ff. 2r-3r: letter of Sultan Ismail of Bima (that is, Sultan Ismail Muhamad Syah,
tenth Sultan of Bima, r. 1817-1854) to Tuan p-n-d-a-r-h-y-s-y-n (this must be A. van
der Giessen, see no. 1 above) in Macassar, dated 8 Zulhijjah 1243, that is, Saturday,
21 June 1828. The original document is Cod. Or. 5002, no. 8; its seal is described and
shown in Gallop (2002, vol. 111:529 under E.8 #383).
3. ff. 3r-4r: letter of Sultan Abdul Rasul (ibn Sultan Abdul Wahab), Sultan of Dompu,
and his ministers to tuan fetur yang memegang perintah dan kuasa Kumpeni atas
tanah Bima sampai keliling puloh, dated 15 Safar 1241, that is, Thursday, 29

^September 1825. The original document is Cod. Or. 5002, unnumbered (listed in
Iskandar 1999:195 as item C); its seal is described and shown in Gallop (2002, vol.
111:538 under E.33 #391.
4. ff. 4r-6v: letter of Sultan Tajul Muluk Amiruddin Iskandar Kaulain Syah Putera
(Kaicili) Muhammad Zain, Sultan of Temate (r. 1823-1859), to the Resident of

Wrongly identified by Iskandar (1999:195) as Van der Huisen.
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Temate, Abraham Isaac van Olphen,167 dated 23 Jumadilakhir 1253 (that is, Sunday,
24 September 1837). In the letter the date is dua piiluh hari bulan Jumadilakhir (f.
5v) but in the transliteration it is "23:h:b: Djumadi-achir". The obverse contained a
transliteration of this letter which Van der Tuuk also copied. The original document is
Cod. Or. 5002, no. 7; its seal is discussed in Gallop (2002, vol. 111:554 under F.19
#366).
5 ff. 6v-7v: letter of the Sultan of Bacan, Muhammad Hayatuddin Syah Putra
Kurnabe (k-r-n-b-y which, in the transliteration at the back, is transliterated as
"Comabe") and his wife to the Resident of Temate, .A.I. van Olphen (see letter 4),
dated 7 Safar 1252 (that is, Monday, 23 May 1836). The obverse contained a
transliteration of this letter which Van der Tuuk also copied. The original document is
Cod. Or. 5002, no. 6; its seal is discussed in Gallop (2002, vol. 111:548 under F.6
#358). Incidentally, on the seal the name of the Sultan is Kaicili Qamarullah.

II ff. 9r-15r: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of a manuscript which belonged to a
'recently converted Batak' in the kampung "Sigambogambo"; this manuscript
consisted of two texts:
1. ff. 9r-12r: a copy of the Hikayat Nur Muhammad, 'Story of the (Mystic) Light of
Muhammad'. See the description of Cod. Or. 1758 (1) in Wieringa (1998:125) for
further details;
2. ff. 12r-15r: a copy of the Hikayat Nabi bercukur, story of the shaving of the
Prophet Muhammad by the angel Jibrail, see the description of Cod. Or. 1720 (2) in
Wieringa (1998:73) for further details. See also Van der Meij (1996), which is an
edition of a Javanese version from Lombok; Van der Meij (1996:11-12) refers to
manuscripts in public collections.

III ff. 17v-42v: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of an untitled Minangkabau text,
which can be identified as the Kaba Cindua Mato. It is wrongly called Undang-
iindang Minangkabau by Iskandar (1999:156).168 It begins (after the basmala): ampun
sayo dek tuanku, ampun baribu kali ampun, di bawah dull Syahi Alam, jangan tuanku
m-r-y (?) tulah, tuah tuanku dipojongi (?), jangan tuanku manulahi kapado untuang
badan sayo, kaba urang kami kabakan, bohong urang dutolah kami. Dek lamo
bakalamoan, sadanglah rajo parampuan dalam Ulak Tanjuang Bungo, dalam alam
Minangkabau, dalam Koto Pagaruyuang, nan banamo Parit Koto Dalam, bukan Rajo
dang mambali, bukan Rajo dang mamintak, Marah bukan Sutan pun bukan, Rajo
badiri sandirinyo, samo tadiri jano alamko, timbalan Rajo banua Riihum, timbalan
Rajo banua Cino, timbalan Rajo di lautan, sapiah balahan ampat jurat, nan
manjujuang Dang Mangkuto, nan banamo Kualo Timua, nan bakain sigandun-
gandun... The text ends abruptly on f. 36r with: ... Utah Bundo Kanduang, mandanga
kato ba' kian (iyolah) si Kambang Bandahari, iyo bana Bundo Kanduang, (ka kasiah)
siang tadorong, lain sadang kapado Kacinduan, tunggang-tunggang buluh sarueh,
sapantun ageh-ageh (pukang, bagai) batanak di kualo, ikolah pulo alah lamonyo^_
lorong (kapado) badan ambo, abih nasi baganti nasi, abih gulai baganti gttlai, cawan
pacah dalam hidangan, dek lamo talatak xxx (jo panantian). On ff. 36v-42v there are
variae lectiones of manuscripts 'a' and 'b'; text 'c' was in Van der Tuuk's possession

'"in the Almanak van Nederlandsch Indie voor 1837 (Batavia: Lands-Drukkerij, 1836), p. 44 he is
called A.J. van Olpen.
I6alncidentally, Iskandar (1999:156) criticises Van Ronkel for calling this text 'Hikajat Poeti Lindoeng
Boelan', but Iskandar simply misread a numeral: Van Ronkel (1921:195) description does not apply to
Cod. Or. 3304, but to Cod. Or. 3204.
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(his note on f. 36v reads: "Varianten van a en b op de tekst van c zijnde dit
h[an]ds[chrift] in mijn bezit").

IV ff. 43r-60r: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of Minangkabau-Malay letters,
mostly personal letters addressed to Raja (Min. Rajo) Alam of Kampuang Pondok in
Padang, who earned his living as a professional scribe (juru tulis). According to Van
Ronkel (1921:269), this man was Van der Tuuk's scribe during the latter's stay in
Padang; this suggestion is adopted.by Iskandar (1999:172). For another collection of
personal letters to Raja Alam, see Cod. Or. 3344. Another letter to him can be found,
inserted in Cod. Or. 3257c, vide infra.
\. ff. 43r-43v: letter of Sutan Mangun Tuah to niniak soya yang memakai gelar juru
tulis Raja Alam, dated 2 May 1843;
2. ff. 43v-44r: letter of Sutan Iskandar to his adindajiim tulis Raja Alam in Padang,
dated 12 May 1816;
3. ff. 44r-44v: letter of kakanda Abdus Syarah to his adinda Lamsatar (1-m-s-t-r) in
Padang, dated 13 May 1815;
4. ff. 44v-45r: letter of Marah Sikin to juru tulis Raja Alam, dated 19 May 1845;
5. ff. 45r-46r: letter of Muhammad Tahir to Raja Hitarn in Padang, dated 12 July
1819;
6. ff. 46r-46v: letter of Muhammad Tahir to kakanda juru tulis Raja Alam, dated 12
August (a-g-s-w) 1825;
7. ff. 47r: letter of kakanda Abdus Syarah to his adinda juru tulis Raja Alam in
Padang, dated 8 April 1819;
8. f. 47 v: letter of kakanda juru mudi Langgo, Abdus Syarah, to his adinda juru tulis
Raja Alam in Padang, undated. With regard to ink in the phrase dawaik urangputiah
satu tungkuih. Van der Tuuk notes: "in de tijd der Engelschen werd de inkt door de
inlanders zelve bereid met een inktpoeder in pakjes verkocht";
9. ff. 48r-48v: letter of Muhammad Tahir to kakanda juru tulis [probably Raja Alam],
dated 3 February 1815;
10. ff. 48v-49r: letter oforang kaya Naro Maninjau in Danau to Sutan Marah Himpun
(?) in Padang, dated 28 July 1850;
11. ff. 49r-49v: letter of N.N. to Sultan Makhudum in Padang (kampuang Pondok),
dated Bukittinggi, 22 November 1850;
12. ff. 49v-50r: letter of Raja Saruwasa (s-r-w-a-s) in Langkawi to juru tulis Raja
Alam, dated 8 January 1819;
13. ff. 50r-51r: letter of adinda Ibrahim to kakanda orang kaya Tarn169 Tuah, dated 23
May 1817;
14. ff. 51r-51v: letter of juru tulis Abdus Syarah inpulau Ringawan170 to adinda juru
tulis Si Satar (s-y-sy-t-r), dated 13 May 1827;
15. ff. 51v-52r: letter of Marah Linau (m-a-r-h 1-y-n-w) to juru tulis Raja Alam, dated
1824;
16. ff. 52r-52v: letlei uf Satan Ibrahim to kakanda Raja Alam in Padang, dated 28_
Muharram 1862 (that is, 28/1/1279, Saturday, 26 July 1862);
17. ff. 52v-53r: letter of Masahudun di halaman surau to kakanda juru tulis Raja
Alam, dated 12 bulan [sic] 1828 musim;

169 A common abbreviation of Hitam.
""Spelled r-y-ng-w-a-n. Ringawan is listed in Lijst (1923:253) as an island in the district of Padang-
sidimpuan (but according to Dumont 1917:479 it was in the district of Kunkun), the subdistrict of Natal
and Batang Natal.
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18. ff. 53r-54r: letter of Abdul Walih in Pasa Rao to Raja Alam in Padang, dated 5
March (m-r-c) 1851;
19. ff. 54r-55r: letter of N.N. in Talu to kakanda soya Tuanku Alam in Padang, dated
16 Zulkaedah 1266 (that is, Monday, 23 September 1850);
20. ff. 55v: letter of Malim Panjang to Tuanku Alam in Padang, dated 6 Rabiulakhir
1267 (that is, Saturday, 8 February 1851);
21. ff. 55v-56r: letter of Muhammad Usin to Tuanku Alam in Padang, undated;
22. ff. 56r-56v: letter of Sutan Deman (transliterated by Van der Tuuk as 'Deeman')
Katiagan to Tuanku Alam, undated;
23. ff. 56v-57r: letter of Magek Kajo Amin and Me' Disim171 to Tuanku Alam in
Padang, undated;
24. ff. 57r-57v: letter of Datuak Mandedeang172 Alam and Sutan Deman (d-y-m-n,
transliterated by Van der Tuuk as 'Deeman') to Tuanku Alam, dated 17 Safar 1266
(that is, Tuesday, 1 January 1850);
25. f. 57v: letter of Muhammad Usin Katiagan to Tuanku Alam, undated;
26. f. 58r: letter of Nangkodo Langkab Katiagan to Tuanku Alam, undated;
27. ff. 58r-58v: letter of Nangkodo Langkab Katiagan to Tuanku Alam, undated;
28. ff. 58v-60r: letter of Sutan Nangkudun in Sungai Pua to Raja Alam in Kampuang
Pondok (Padang), undated;

V ff. 65r-77r: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of a text containing allegorical
provisions of the law for the Malays in Padang and its environs. The Vorlage was
finished on 4 Safar 1264 (f. 77r), that is, Tuesday, 11 January 1848. Van der Tuuk
describes it as follows: "Achter een H[an]ds[chrift] van de Tamboo vind ik het
volgende hoofdstuk over de leenspreukige wetsbepalingen der Maleyers te Padang en
ommelanden. Het origineel beslaat 31 inlandsche bladzijden in 12o."(f. 65r).

VI ff. 81r-106r: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of the Tarnbo Minangkabau,
preceded by a letter from anak daripada Daulat Yang Dipertuan Seri Sultan Alam
Bagagas Syah, dated 5 Safar 1264, that is, Wednesday, 12 January 1848 (ff. 81r-81v).
The text begins with the story of the Prophet Adam and ends with the Undang-undang
sambilan pucuk, followed by the colophon about the descendants of Raja Iskandar
Zulkarnain (cf. Djamaris 1991:237-238). This manuscript escaped the attention of
Djamaris(1991).

VII ff. 119v-113r: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of the Minangkabau story
Hikayat Rajo Paratuanan Malim Dewa (this title is mentioned on f. 119v). It is also
known as Hikayat Malim Dewa, a fantastic adventure story, interspersed with
pantuns, featuring the prince of Banda Mua called (Gombang) Malim Dewa; ends
abruptly. A Malay version as told by Pawang Ana, but reworked into prose by Raja
Haji Yahya bin Raja Muhammad Ali of Perak, was published by Winstedt and
Sturrock (1908a). _________________________________

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:315 under CCCLXXV); Haji Wan (1985:35);
Iskandar(1999:156).

'"Spelled m-y-d-sy-y-m, transliterated by Van der Tuuk as 'Mee Diesiem'. Me' is a common Min.
abbreviation of Muhammad.
'"Spelled m-n-d-y-d-y-ng, and transliterated by Van der Tuuk as 'Mandiendjang', but perhaps
Mandedeang is meant her, which could be a nickname, referring to the person's way of walking (cf.
mandeds, -deduang)-
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Cod. Or. 3305

Hikayat Mi 'raj Nabi Muhammad

20.5 x 17 cm; 41 folios; 10-15 lines to the page; black ink; rubrications; catchwords;
ff. 16v and 27v are framed; pencil rulings; watermark: Pro Patria with crowned GR in
a circle.

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Mi'raj Nabi Muhammad, the story of the Prophet's
ascension to Heaven, see the description of Cod. Or. 1713 in Wieringa (1998:64-65)
for further details; additional literature: Wemer (1986) and Colby (2006) with more
bibliographical references.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:204-205 under XCXVIII); Haji Wan (1985:35);
Iskandar (1999:156-157).

Cod. Or. 3306

Hikayat Mi 'raj Nabi Muhammad: Hikayat Raja Jumjumah; Syair Ikan Tambera

20.5 x 17 cm; 40 folios; ff. lv-2v; 20r, 30r, 38v-40v blank; 17 lines to the page; black
ink; rubrications; catchwords; watermark: Coat-of-Arms of Amsterdam with
HOLLAND and VMI (or IMV). The titles of the three texts and the place and date, viz.
Barus 3-7-1853/25-9-1269, on f. Ir.

Contents:
1. ff. 3r-19v: a copy of the Hikayat Mi'raj Nabi Muhammad, the story of the
Prophet's ascension to Heaven, see the description of Cod. Or. 1713 in Wieringa
(1998:64-65) for further details; additional literature: Werner (1986) and Colby
(2006) with more bibliographical references.
2. ff. 20v-29v: a copy of the Hikayat Raja Jumjumah, the story of the sinful King
Skull from Syria who is restored to life by the Prophet Isa and henceforth leads a
pious and sanctified life, see, for further details, the description of Cod. Or. 1731 in
Wieringa (1998:91-92).
3. ff. 30v-38r a copy of the Syair Ikan Tambera, finished in Barus on 3 July 1853/25
Ramadan 1269 (f. 38r), see plate (in fact, 3 July 1853 = 26 Ramadan 1269). It tells the
story of ikan kakap, a sea-fish, who falls in love with ikan tambera, a fish of the
estuary (muara). Kakap uses the Ampelung-fish as go-between to give Miss Tambera
some beautiful presents from Semarang, but she rejects a fish from the sea as her lover.
Thereupon Kakap visits his spiritual teacher, who gives him a charm and its antidote,
which he obtained from Semarang: Inilah hikmat dari tanah Semarang / Terlebih
tajam daripada Padang (f. 33r). Kakap causes Tambera to fall ill. Visiting her, he is
able to apply his love-charm. Tambera is cured, but is now hopelessly in love with
Kakap. The next evening the two meet again and make love. The plot is remarkably
similar to Syair Kupu-kupu (Berlin Schoemann V, 40, cf. Snouck Hurgronje 1989:162-
163) a.k.a. Syair Hiring-hiring (Bodleian Library MS Malay e.2 (R); cf. Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:104-105), in which insects play the role of the fishes.

Overbeck (1934:112) includes the Syair Ikan Tambera among the animal and
flower syairs relating 'the amours of the travelling merchant' (see also Braginsky
1998a:426). See Overbeck (1934:127-129) for a synopsis based upon the edition in
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Cod. Or. 3306 (3), Syair Ikan Tambera, f. 38r. This copy was finished in Barus on 25
Ramadan 1269/3.July 1853.
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De Hollander (e.g. in the fifth imprint, 1882, pp. 305-310 of the Jawi text); the text is
also included (in Jawi) in Spat (1903:277-289). De Hollander's and Spat's editions
differ slightly from Cod. Or. 3306 (3). Overbeck (1934:112) mentions a lithographed
edition from Singapore, assuming that there are also "probably others", but Proudfoot
(1993) did not find any lithographed copies. Other manuscripts in the major public
collections are: RAS Raffles Malay 7 D (Van der Tuuk 1866a:418; 1866b:92-93;
Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:133), described in all three publications as "a collection
of erotic verses put into the mouths of two fishes (a tambera and a kakap) who seem
to be desperately in love"; Mal.-pol. 88 (which is a copy of RAS Raffles Malay 7 D,
see Voorhoeve 1973:44); Amsterdam KIT RG 82 (see Iskandar 1999:903 who
describes it, but notes that 'at present' it is missing).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:204 under CXCVII; 184 under CLXI; 26-27 under
XXIII); Haji Wan (1985:35); Iskandar (1999:157).

Cod. Or. 3307

Hikayat Raja Khandak (dan Raja Badar)

21 x 17 cm; 70 pages; 14 lines to the page; black ink; the word al-kissah in bold and
with embellished final -ah (see plate); pencil rulings; catchwords; watermark: Pro
Patria with B. The manuscript was finished on 7 Rabiulawal 1268/1852 [sic], that is
Wednesday, 31 December 1851 (p. 70).

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Raja Khandak (dan Raja Badar)', the names of the
two kings are derived from the defence of Medina by way of a khandak (moat) and
the famous battle of Badr (a small town south-west of Medina), which occurred in the
year 2/624. See for further details the description of Cod. Or. 1730 in Wieringa
(1998:89-91). See also the transliteration of Jakarta Br. 276 (= ML 659, see Van
Ronkel 1909:236; Sutaarga et al. 1972:183 and Behrend 1998:95) in Hani'ah (1995).
For a description of a Javanese version from Lombok (Raja Unduk and his son
Badar), see Marrison (1999b:31-32).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:208 under CCIII); Haji Wan (1985:35); Iskandar
(1999:157).

Cod. Or. 3308

Hikayat Amir Hamzah; Hikayat Raja Khandak (dan Raja Badar)

20 x 16 cm; 325 pages; pp. 322-234 blank; 11 lines to the page; black ink;
_rubrications; embellished punctuation words; catchwords; watermark: Pro Patria with_

C H & Z; Eendracht; initial two pages illuminated (see plate). The copyist has counted
the number of quires (consisting of 20 pp. each), and has numbered them at the
bottom and at the top of the following pages: 7-8 (1), 27-28 (2), 47-48 (3), 67-68 (4),
87-88(5), 107-108(6), 127-128(7), 151-152(8), 171-172(9), 191-192 (10), 211-212
(11), 231-232 (12), 251-252 (13), 271-272 (14), 291-292 (15), 319-320 (16). A page
has been removed between pp. 7-8 and 319-320. At the end of the second story the
copyist has written: [p. 319] Tamat al-kalam pada hari Selasa jam piikul sebelas. [p.
320] Bahwa inilah surat khikayat Rasulullah salla'llahu 'alaihi wasalam maka
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Cod. Or. 3307, Hikayat Raja Khandak (dan Raja Badar), p. 16. A typical feature of
this manuscript is that the word al-kissah is written in thick letters and with
embellished final -ah.
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tatkala sabihillah dengan kafir setelah itu perang dangan raja' rakyat sekalian.
Sahadan maka ini [dijceriterakan orang yang empunya ceritera ini barang siapa
membaca atau mendangar diampimi dosanya seperti daim kayu yang luruh daimnya
jua.171 Maka jikalau habis ia dibaca s-y-k(?)-n2lah174 kita arwahkan yang mati
sabil sekalian jika ada itu diberikan Allah rezeki kita. Dengarkan hikayat ini yang
empunya End' Utung ini terlalu miskin laifini di dalam Kampung Gang Pacenongan
ini. Kampung Pecenongan is in Batavia. Utung 1848 is written on the cover of the
book. Assuming on the basis of the remark about holding a service in honour of the
death in the colophon of the second text on p. 320 (see above) that it was written in
the month Ruah (= Syaban), this would yield the date Tuesday, Syaban 1848, giving
four possibilities: 2/8/1264 = 4/7/1848, 9/8/1264 = 11/7/1848, 16/8/1264 = 18/7/1848,
and 23/8/1264 = 25/7/1848. On p. 321 a note in the same hand, but using different
ink: Bahwa ini hikayat Utung bin Akir Kitruh176 yang empunya hikayat ini; jikalau
aku tiada umurkii lagi kuberi berikan dangan isteriku bernama Syima asal
Palembang, followed by his signature. See also Cod. Or. 3319, f. 115v, in which the
name of his wife is spelled k-r-sy-y-m-a. Judging from the writing style, Utung bin
Akir must have been the copyist and owner of both manuscripts. Perhaps after his
death Cod. Or. 3308 came into the possession of someone else before it ended up in
Van der Tuuk's collection, because on p. 325 there is a syair of six quatrains in
another hand, in which the readers are admonished to handle the manuscript with care
as the paper is very expensive (verse 4a: Icertas mahal bukan sabarang). It could not
be boiTowed too long: after four days it had to be returned to the owner (see plate).
The initial two stanzas read:

Al-kissah suatu cerita
Terlalu sangat menaru cinta
Dengan patolong dewa dewata
Kertas dan dakwat berkata-kata

Bukan sahaya mengatah tidak
Kertas bukan bole meminta'
Membacanyajangan dekat budak
Kabar'7/ yang panjang menjadi pendek

Contents:
1. pp. 1-115: a copy of the Hikayat Amir Hamzah, the story of the heroic Hamza bin
'Abd al-Muttalib, the paternal uncle of the Prophet, see, for further details, the
description of Cod. Or. 1697 in Wieringa (1998:41-43). This copy begins with the 89th

ceritera (cf. Cod. Or. 1697, vol. II, f. 263r et sqq.; Cod.Or. 1698, vol. IV, p. 1795 et
sqq.; Van Ronkel 1895:162). It ends with the episode of Umar Umaiyah's death (here
spelled '-m-r-m-a-y); according to Van Ronkel (1895:179-180), this addition, which

—seems to be exclusively Malay as it does not occur in versions in other languages, can
also be found at the end of the 91st ceritera of Cod. Or. 1698 (see vol. IV, p. 1804 et
sqq.). Cod. Or. 3308 had not arrived in the Library at the time Van Ronkel finished
his PhD thesis in 1895.

'"On this simile, cf. Cod. Or. 3345 (6).
'74Perhaps to be understood as seakan-akanlahl
'"Spelled a-r-w-a-k-n.
'"Spelled q-w-r-w-h.
'"Spelled h-b-r.
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Cod. Or. 3308, Hikayat Amir Hamzah, pp. 1-2. Initial illuminated pages in red, blue,
green and gold colours.
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Cod. Or. 3308, Hikayat Amir Hamzah; Hikayat Raja Khandak (dan Raja Badar), p.
325. A syair, written in a hand different than the rest of the manuscript, in which the
readers are admonished to handle the manuscript with care as the paper is very
expensive. It could not be borrowed too long: after four days it had to be returned to
the owner.
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2. pp. 115-320: a copy of the Hikayat Raja Khandak (dan Raja Badr), a fictitious
story of the Holy War against Raja Khandak and his son Raja Badar, see, for further
details, the description of Cod. Or. 1730 in Wieringa (1998:89-91). Here, the infidel
king Khandak is called Raja Handik.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:198 under CLXXXVI); Haji Wan (1985:36);
Iskandar (1999:157-158).

Cod. Or. 3309

Hikayat Abu Samah

23 x 18 cm; 61 pages; 15 lines to the page; black ink; rubrications; catchwords;
watermark: Rampant lion with J H & Z and J HONIG & ZOONEN. According to the
colophon (p. 61), the manuscript was finished on Wednesday, 26 Syawal at ten o'
clock in the morning in Kampung Krukut (Batavia), but the year is not mentioned (see
plate). On p. 1 there is a note in the same hand as the rest of the text, stating that the
owner of the manuscript was Kapitan Umar bin Abdul Talib who lived in Krukut,
Kampung Jawa.

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Abu Samah, the story of how even the strict Caliph
Umar punished his son Abu Samah. See, for further details, the description of Cod.
Or. 1720 (1) in Wieringa (1998:73); see also the description of Cod. Or. 3201 (2), vide
infra.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:202 under CXCII); Haji Wan (1985:36); Iskandar
(1999:158).

Cod. Or. 3310

Hikayat Raja Jumjumah

20.5 x 17 cm; 42 pages (preceded by one blank page and at the end followed by four
blank pages); 13 lines to the page; brown ink; some ink corrosion; pencil rulings;
watermark: Pro Patria with C H K. On p. 1 an abortive beginning of the Hikayat Raja
Jumjumah, written in tiny characters. According to the colophon (p. 42), the manu-
script was finished on 2 Rabiulakhir 1266 (that is, Friday, 15 February 1850) at
malam Kamis at ten o' clock. Underneath in Latin script Batavia den February 1850.
Many mistakes have been crossed out in a rather coarse way; furthermore, quite a few
corrections by Van der Tuuk in the margins and in the text itself occur (see plate). It is
numbered '4' on the last (unnumbered) page.

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Raja Jumjumah, the story of the sinful King Skull
from Syria who is restored to life by the Prophet Isa and henceforth leads a pious and
sanctified life, see, for further details, the description of Cod. Or. 1731 in Wieringa
(1998:91-92).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:184 under CLXIV); Haji Wan (1985:36); Iskandar
(1999:158).
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Cod. Or. 3310, Hikayat Raja Jumjumah, p. 5. Many mistakes in this manuscript have
been crossed out in a rather coarse way; furthermore, Van der Tuuk noted quite a few
corrections in the margins and in the text itself.
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Cod. Or. 3309, Hikayat Abu Samah, p. 61. Colophon stating that the manuscript was
finished on Wednesday, 26 Syawal at ten o' clock in the morning in Kampung Kruktit
(Batavia). The year is not mentioned.
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Cod. Or. 3311

Hikayat Raja Jumjiimah

20.5 x 16.5 cm; nine folios (preceded by two dlirwang folios and at the end followed
by four blank folios and two dlirwang folios); 15 lines to the page; watermark:
Concordia with WASSENBERGH & COMP. On f. Ir there is a note in pencil by Van
der Tuuk, indicating that he bought the manuscript in Buitenzorg ("te Buitenzorg
gekocht"), that is, present-day Bogor. Between ff. 5-6 a folio has been removed. It is
numbered '42' on the last (unnumbered, dluwang) page. The last two lines following
the word tamat have been obliterated.

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Raja Jumjiimah, the story of the sinful King Skull
from Syria who is restored to life by the Prophet Isa and henceforth leads a pious and
sanctified life, see, for further details, the description of Cod. Or. 1731 in Wieringa
(1998:91-92).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:184 under XLXIII); Haji Wan (1985:36); Iskandar
(1999:158).

Cod. Or. 3312

Hikayat (or Kaba) Puti Balukieh

20 x 16 cm; 80 pages; pp. 2-3, 12, 79 blank; 15 lines to the page; black ink; the paper
of pp. 3-72 is smooth and does not have a watermark; the paper of pp. 73-78 is
different and has the watermark Concordia with V D L; pp. 1-2 and 79-80 are covers.
Catchwords on pp. 16, 32, 48, 68 and 72; on p. 48 the words alam semnhanya do not
really function as catchwords, because the text on the following page begins with lain
berkata burung putih... According to the colophon (p. 78), it was written in 1256178

(that is 1840-1841) by Malim Putiah, artak Indopuro Banda Padang di Kampuang
Beruk duduak badagang (see plate); cf. the colophon of Cod. Or. 3205 (3). Page 12 is
blank, but Van der Tuuk has written akan tambah upon it (in Jawi). On the first and
last page it is numbered '44'; p. 1 functions as title page: Inilah kitab puteri Ballris
namanya khabarnya. In the beginning Van der Tuuk has noted many variant readings
based upon an unidentified manuscript 'b'.

Contents: on pp. 4-78 there is a copy of the Hikayat Puteri Balkis or Hikayat Puti
Balukih, the Minangkabau story of princess Balukih (Malay Balkis) and her meeting
with the Prophet Sulaiman (cf. Sura 27:15-44). See, for further details, the description
of Cod. Or. 2321 in Wieringa (1998:463). See also the description of Cod. Or. 3313
(vide infra). The text is (almost) complete, ending with: Jikalau Tuan Puti andak—
makan, dayang basyaji sapamiahpinggan [sic], tujuah tahim tujuah bulan.... (parallel
to the near-final lines of the edition by Gerth van Wijk 1881:31, and to Jakarta ML
705, formerly v.d.W. 103, edited by Djamaris 1985:111); this is also the point at
which Cod. Or. 3205 (3) ends (vide infra).

"!Not in the year 1246 as Van Ronkel erroneously has it.
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Cod. Or. 3312, Hikayat Puti Balukih, p. 78. Colophon stating that the copy was
produced in 1256, that is, 1840-1841, by Malim Putiah, anak Indopuro Banda
Padang di Kampuang Beruk duduak badagang.
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Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:214 under no. 525); Haji Wan (1985:36);
Iskandar (1999:158-159).

Cod. Or. 3313

Hikayat (or Kaba) Puti Balukieh

20.5 x 16.5 cm; 97 pages; 20-26 lines to the page; pencil rulings; brown ink (Van der
Tuuk); black ink (pp. 76-97); watermark: Pro Patria with C H K. The left-hand side of
the paper is reserved for the text, whereas the right-hand side is used for annotations.
Van der Tuuk inter alia explains the expression palengah-lengah puaso, which occurs
in the introduction of the text (p. 1), viz. "om niet gedurende de vasten in slaap te
vallen" (that is, 'in order not to fall asleep during the fast'); cf. the translation of Gerth
van Wijk (1881:33) "om den vastentijd door te brengen". The text was copied by Van
der Tuuk, but from p. 76 line eight until the end by someone else (see plate).

Contents: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of a manuscript of the Hikayat Puteri
Balkis (or Hikayat Puti Balukih), the story of princess Balukih (Malay Balkis) and her
meeting with the Prophet Sulaiman (cf. Sura 27:15-44). See, for further details, the
description of Cod. Or. 2321 in Wieringa (1998:463). Van der Tuuk borrowed the
manuscript (29 folios in small octavo) from a 'native' in Padang. In the margins Van
der Tuuk noted variae lectiones of an unidentified manuscript 'b'. The manuscript,
however, had a hiatus after the line buniang nan arih lai budiman (p. 56, line 16 =
Gerth van Wijk 1881:18 line 28), so Van der Tuuk filled the gap with manuscript 'b',
adding variant readings of an unidentified manuscript 'a'. After the line jokok
Sulaiman hendak naiak (p. 57, line 18 = Gerth van Wijk 1881:19 line 3) in manuscript
'b' one folio was missing and therefore Van der Tuuk continued with 'a'. The text of
'a' came to an end with sudah sambilan baleh tahun Puti Balukih jadi (p. 59, line 15
= Gerth van Wijk 1881:19 line 32) and Van der Tuuk continued with a manuscript
'd', adding variant readings of 'b'.

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:215); Haji Wan (1985:36); Iskandar (1999:159).

Cod. Or. 3314

Hikayat Ahmad Muhammad

20.5 x 16.5 cm; 85 folios; f. Ir blank; 16 lines to the page; black ink; the final -ah in
al-kissah is in calligraphic style; catchwords (and a number in pencil) at the bottom of
ff. 1 Iv (7), 23v (6), 35v (5), 47v (4), 59v (3) and 71 v (2); watermark: Coat-of-Arms of
Amsterdam with HOLLAND and IMV (or VMI?). Some pages are smudged with
fingerprints (see, for example, ff. 34v-35r). According to the colophon (f. 85r), the
manuscript was finished on Sunday, 14 Zulhijjah; originally the copyist had writterT
1269, but the unit of ones was corrected, so the year was changed into 1266 (see
plate); the latter date converts to (Monday) 21 October 1850. On f. 85v the manuscript
is numbered '47'. Van der Tuuk wrote a few annotations in the margins (in Jawi).
Van der Tuuk (1866a:471-472 note 3) mentions that his manuscript of the Hikayat
Ahmad Muhammad is not free from Javanese influences; it is said to be translated
from Javanese. Nevertheless, Cod. Or. 3314 seems to have been written in Barus, see
the description of Cod. Or. 3206 (1) above. Cod. Or. 3314 is text B in the edition of
Hashim Ismail (1996); it is described in Hashim Ismail (1996:32-33).
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Cod. Or. 3313, Hikayat Puti Balukih, p. 76. This text was copied by Van der Tuuk,
but from page 76 line eight until the end by someone else.
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Cod. Or. 3314, Hikayat Ahmad Muhammad, f. 85r. According to the colophon, this
manuscript was finished on Sunday, 14 Zulhijjah; originally the copyist had written
1269, but the unit of ones was corrected, so the year was changed into 1266.
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Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Ahmad Muhammad, an adventurous story about two
brothers called Ahmad and Muhammad. See the description of Cod. Or. 3249 for
further details (vide infra). This copy ends with the episode of the arrival of Raden
Menteri, Raja Airmaya and Patih Wacana in Budalsyah where they visit Raja Badiul-
Alam (f. 83r). Raden Menteri cures all inhabitants of the country with a green
cempaka flower (f. 83v). After a short while the three men take leave of the king of
Budalsyah and sail to Egypt (Mesir) where they receive a warm welcome (f. 84r).
After some time the kings of Byzantium (Rum), Syria (Syarri) and other countries take
their leave and return home. Raden Menteri wants to go back to Syria (f. 84v). The
final sentences are: [f. 85r] Maka tuan puteri Gandarasari179 pan bermohon kepada
perniaisuri Mesir dan kepada Siti Bagdad serta berpeluk berciinn bertangis-tangisan
tiada terkata-katakan lagi sebab akan bercerai-cerai itu maka ramailah suara
menangis. Maka baginda pun menyuruh mahantarkan kapal ke negeri Syam dan ke
negeri Budalsyah serta Raja Syam berjabat tangan dangan baginda dan Raja Muda
dan anakhanda Raja Airmaya masing-masing berjalanlah ke negerinya. Thereupon
the copyist concludes the story by saying that he will not go on with it any longer. The
end is not the same as in Jumsari Jusuf s edition of Jakarta ML 127; cf. the episode of
the arrival in Budalsyah etc. in Jakarta ML 127, pp. 189 et sqq. (Jumsari Jusuf
1993:149 etsqq.).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:147 under CXVII); Haji Wan (1985:36); Iskandar
(1999:159).

Cod. Or. 3315

Hikayat (Tuan Putri) Jauhar Manikam

17.5 x 12.5 cm; 57 folios; 13 lines to the page; blind rulings; black ink; rubrications;
bold punctuation words in gold colour; catchwords; watermark: Beehive with HESPE
& COMP. On f. Ir: Ini Hikayat Puteri Jauhar Manikam oleh yang menulisjuru tulis
Melayii di kantor seketari gufernemen Muhammad Cing Sa'idullah. Underneath in
pencil (probably not in Van der Tuuk's hand): Geschiedenis van de Prinses Johor
Manikam geschreven door Mohamed Tjing Sairalah [sic]. According to the colophon
(f. 57v), the manuscript was finished by Muhammad Cing Sa'idullah on malam
Khamis, 15 December 1825 at 12 o' clock in Kampung Krukut, Batavia (see plate).
The manuscript is numbered '48' on the cover. The manuscript is described in detail
by Maria Indra Rukmi (1997:37-38); for more information about the copyist, see
op.cit., 28-30).

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat (Tuan Putri) Jauhar Manikam, see the description of
Cod. Or. 1691 (1) in Wieringa (1998:32) for further details.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:159 under CXXXIII); Haji Wan (1985:36);
Iskandar (1999:159).

"'Spelled k-n-d-r-s-a-r-y.
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Cod. Or. 3315, Hikayat (Tuan Pmri) Jauhar Manikam, f. 57v. Colophon stating that
toe manuscript was finished by Muhammad Cmg Sa'idullah on malam Khamis 15
December 1825 at 12 o' clock in Kampung Krukut, Batavia.
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Cod. Or. 3316

Hikavat Indra Mantri

20 x 16 cm; 76 folios (+ two folios); ff. 1-2 and the last two unnumbered folios are
cash book paper; ff. lv-2v, 77r-78r blank; 12-17 lines to the page; black ink; bold
punctuation words; watermark: Pro Patria with B; J HONIG & ZOON. The first two
pages (ff. 4v-5r) are fully vocalized (see plate). The manuscript has suffered some
water damage without affecting the legibility. On f. 3v in black ink in the same hand
as the rest of the text the following admonition to the readers: Syahadan maka adalah
saya berpesan kepada sekalian titan-tiian atau sekalian nyai-nyai yang berkehendak
membaca hikayat Indra Mantri baiklah, tetapi janganlah kiranya dibikin kotor,
kerana kertasnya tipis tiadalah tabal lagi rusak dan demikian lagi kertasnya mahal
dibelinya, demikian pesan hamba ini. Underneath are two obliterated words in brown
ink. On the title page (f. Ir) in brown ink in Latin script: hikaiah Ini ramantrie orang
dahoelu kala. On f. 3r numerical jottings; on f. 4r in pencil and in Latin script: Hikajat
Indra mantri and underneath, '3316' and '806'; on f. 76v there are scribbles in
Sundanese (in Javanese script); this page is partly pasted onto the following folio. On
the final unnumbered folio (f. 78v) there is a title page in Malay (Latin script) and
Sundanese (Javanese script) and a word in Sanskrit in an inexpert hand. On the first
and last pages the manuscript is numbered '50'.

Contents: on ff. 4v-76r there is a copy of the Hikayat Indra Mantri which is said to be
translated from Sundanese (f. 4v). It is a moralistic adventure story about the pious
Raden Indra Mantri who is the son of a pandita in the land Palanggam180 Cahaya (f.
5v). When he is about twelve years old, his father dies. His mother is blind and unable
to walk, Indra Mantri attends the Qur'an school and the inhabitants of the kampong,
who pity him, give him food and drink which he shares with his mother. After some
time he has not only learned to recite the Qur'an, but has also studied all other
subjects. Thereupon he decides to find medicine for his mother. One night he dreams
about an old man who tells him that he has to go to Damsik (Damascus). A learned
pandita lives there on an island and this man can help him get the medicine (f. 1 Ir).
After a long and difficult journey, he arrives at a house. Wiranggada, the owner of the
house, tells him that he has arrived in Damsik (f. 14r). The king of Damsik has
ordered Wiranggada to watch over a tree; he has been doing this for some ten years
now, but nothing has happened. Wiranggada suggests that Indra Mantri should ask the
pandita about this tree. Indra Mantri promises to do so and takes leave of
Wiranggada. In a forest he meets a man called Wirayuda who also has been ordered
by the king of Damsik to watch over a tree, but so far nothing has happened.
Wirayuda urges Indra Mantri to ask the pandita about the meaning of the tree. Indra
Mantri promises to do so and takes leave of Wirayuda.

After awhile, he arrives at the house of Nyai Rangda. She has a beautiful daughter—
(elaborately described in the usual way, f. 17r), called Ratna Sari, who has one small
flaw (adalah kecewanya sedikit, f. 17): though she is twelve years old, she cannot
speak. During the meal Indra Mantri cannot keep his eyes off her. He promises to ask
the pandita to cure Ratna Sari and continues on his way. He has to cross a big and
deep river to reach the island of &e pandita, and a ca/acop-fish181 offers to take him

30Spelled p-1-ng-g-m; or Pelinggam as in Cod. Or. 3319, Hikayat Si Miskin, see below.
" Spelled c-1-a-c-p.
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Cod. Or. 3316, Hikayat Indra Mantri, ff. 4v-5r. The beginning of this story, which is
said to be a translation from Sundanese, is fully vocalized.
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there, but first Indra Mantri has to promise to ask the pandita about the fish's future
(f. 20v-20r). So he does, and Indra Mantri arrives at the island of Damsik and visits
the beautiful palace. A letter is attached to a pillar which reads: Bahwa ini swat
disampaikan kepada Indra Mantri: Jikalau Indra Mantri hendak memohonkan suatti
apa-apa janganlah Indra Mantri menyampaikan perkataan orang yang berpesan
kepadanya danjikalau hendak menyampaikan perkataatmya orang yang berpesan itu,
niscaya tiadalah boleh menibicarakan kehendaknya sendiri (f. 22r). Nevertheless,
Indra Mantri decides to ask all questions. Thereupon the pillar vanishes.

Shortly afterwards, he meets the pandita who answers all his questions and now
Indra Mantri knows what to to do next. He goes back to the fish and tells him that the
fish has two bezoar stones (mustika), one of which he has to give to Indra Mantri, so
that the fish will become king of all the fishes in the sea. The fish throws up the
bezoar stones and Indra Mantri takes one of them. Thereupon Indra Mantri goes to
Nyai Rangda and Rama Sari who have not eaten and drunk since his departure. When
Ratna Sari sees Indra Mantri again, she is suddenly able to talk (f. 29r). In accordance
with the pandita's predictions Ratna Sari becomes Indra Mantri's wife. After awhile
Indra Mantri continues on his way again, because he wants to return to his mother
(f. 32r). He meets Wirayuda who has not eaten and drunk since his departure. Indra
Mantri tells him that Wirayuda's tree is a tree from Heaven called Kesumba.
Wirayuda is told to dig under the tree where he will find many treasures. Indra Mantri,
however, wants to continue his journey, because he wants to return to his mother.
Wirayuda stops digging and promises to wait for Indra Mantri. On the way Indra
Mantri meets the other man who watches over a tree (now called Wira Damsik, f. 36r)
who has not eaten, drunk or slept since his departure. He is also told to dig under the
tree where he wil find many treasures. Indra Mantri, however, wants to continue his
journey, because he wants to go to his mother. Thereupon Wira Damsik does not want
to dig until Indra Mantri's return (f. 38v). Indra Mantri's mother has not eaten and
drunk since his departure, because there was nobody to care for her. Half dead, she
constantly keeps thinking about her son. After a long and difficult journey Indra
Mantri finally meets his mother who tells him that if he had arrived one or two days
later, she would have been dead (f. 39v). Indra Mantri tells her all of his adventures in
detail, admitting that he failed to get any medicine, because he only asked the pandita
questions on behalf of others. When he tells her about the bezoar stone, however, she
asks him to let her touch it and when she has the stone in her hands, she regains her
sight.

When Indra Mantri has not returned after a week, Nyai Rangda and Ratna Sari
decide to look for him. They meet Wirayuda who decides to join them (f. 45r). Then
they meet Wira Damsik who also joins them (f. 45v). They are finally reunited with
Indra Mantri who is totally absorbed in pious activities (f. 46r). Indra Mantri's mother
is informed why the guests have arrived. The next day, the marriage between Indra
Mantri and Ratna Sari is celebrated with all the villagers; Ratna Sari's beauty is
elaborately described in the usual manner (ff. 48v-49r); there is also a detailed-
description of the dinner (f. 49v). The comments of the enthusiastic villagers are
quoted in Sundanese (in vocalized Arabo-Sundanese script, ff. 49v-50r). The day after
the marriage, Indra Mantri gives Wirayuda the name of Patih Indragiri and Wira
Damsik the name of Patih Indrasakti (f. 51v). Indra Mantri accompanies his two
viziers to their trees (f. 53v). First they go to Patih Indrasakti's place where they dig
up many treasures. Indrasakti is amazed about the greatness of God who rewarded
him this way. Two patihs come out of Indra Mantri's pockets, viz. Patih Sangkal
Wisyesa from the West and Patih Sangkal Desa from the East, together with all their
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subjects and their belongings (f. 55r). Indra Mantri orders them to bring all the
treasure to Ratna Sari and to build a large storehouse and buildings for the subjects.
While they cany out his orders, Indra Mantri and his two companions go to
Indragiri's palace (f. 58v). They dig up many treasures and once again two patihs
come out of Indra Mantri's pockets, viz. Patih Betara Sugama from the East and Patih
Betara Dewa from the West, together with all their subjects and belongings (f. 59v).
Indra Mantri orders them to bring all the treasure to his house. Out of Indra Mantri's
pockets come beautiful horses which serve as riding animals (f. 62r). On the way to
Palanggam Cahaya an old man tells about his wish of making love to a young woman;
his grandchild reproaches him, saying that he should be ashamed of himself, because
grandmother is still alive. The old man admits that this is true, but his wife's body is
weary and slack. This answer causes general laughter (ff. 62v-63r). Indra Mantri
returns home with his companions and is warmly welcomed. After the festivities are
over, he orders his six patihs to build a city. When this is done, Ratna Sari enters the
new palace (f. 68v), and a feast is held, which is described in detail. Indra Mantri calls
his new palace Desa Perbatasari (f. 71v). Indra Mantri is world-famous as an ideal
ruler and therefore he attracts many people from other countries (f. 72v). Everything
is cheap and the country is prosperous. Every Monday there are dances and plays, in
which Patih Sangkal Dewa and Patih Sangkal Wisyesa show their skills. One day
Indra Mantri wants his mother to marry his guru called Pandita Sangyang Betara (f.
74r). Indra Mantri's former teacher is summoned to come to Indra Mantri's court, but
he is afraid that he might be killed, because he had once been angry with his young
pupil. Nevertheless, he is unaware of any guilt (f. 75r). At court he learns about Indra
Mantri's wish and then the story ends rather abruptly with the marriage of Indra
Mantri's mother and teacher and the subsequent feast. Although this story is said to be
translated from Sundanese, it does not seem to be mentioned in the catalogues of
Sundanese manuscripts.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:176 under CL); Haji Wan (1985:36); Iskandar
(1999:159-160).

Cod. Or. 3317

Hikayat Bahrain Syah

20.5 x 16.5 cm; 76 folios; the numbering begins with f. la, 1, 2, etc.; ff. la (v)-lr
blank; 17 lines to the page; black ink; watermark: Pro Patria; the countermark could
not be identified. Calligraphic -ah of al-kissah (see plate). According to the colophon
(f. 86v), the manuscript was finished on 22 Zulhijjah 1269 (that is, Monday, 26
September 1853) at Sorkam. On the first and last pages the manuscript is numbered
'52'. Van der Tuuk (1901, 111:303), in his major Old Javanese-Balinese-Dutch
dictionary, quotes a saying of the angel of death in this manuscript, which can be
found in Cod. Or. 3317, f. 15v (see the synopsis below). In the margins numbers are
noted in pencil; probably of another manuscript of the Hikayat Bahram Syah; also
some variant readings in pencil and in brown ink. On f. la there is an abortive
beginning of a hikayat. Al-kissah al-kissah maka tersebutlah perkataan ada seorang
raja dalam negeri Beranta Cahaya dan nama raja itu Raja Agus Kandi dalam pada
itu. Underneath in different black ink (and perhaps in another hand): Maka adalah
hamba mendengar khabar syahadan. 2. On f. Ir written in pencil and in Latin script:
Hikajat Bahram Sjah.
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Cod. Or. 3317, Hikayat Bahram Syah, f.lv. Beginning of the story, opening with an
embellished al-kissah.
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Contents: on ff. lv-86v there is a copy of the Hikayat Bahrain Syah, a Minangkabau
Malay adventure story. The story runs as follows: Sultan Maharaja Besar, the king of
Padang Silalatan has three sons, viz. Ghaisyah, Aisyah and Bahram Syah. The
youngest son, Bahram Syah, is the favourite child of his parents. One day the king
dreams about an old man, called wall Allah, who tells him about a beautiful bird
called Marah Jalin, which lives in Gastu-Gasta in a kampung called Medan Suri.
When this bird speaks, gold and silver come out of its beak. After this dream, the king
does not want to get out of his bed anymore. In vain Ghaisyah and then Aisyah ask
him to take up his royal duties. After a week Bahram Syah is asked by the courtiers if
he knows what ails the king. The king tells Bahrain Syah about his dream and his
desire to possess the beautiful bird Marah Jalin. The reason the king has stayed in his
bed, is because he hoped to dream again of the old man who could perhaps tell him
where to find this bird. The king makes his wish known to his courtiers, and there-
upon his three sons, together with a man called Selamat, go out to seek the bird.182

After twelve days, they arrive at a big house, in which Bahram Syah finds a letter
which reads: Hai Bahram Syah, ketahui olehmu adapun jalan ini engkau tiirut
sepuas-puas berjalan, maka bertemu jalan tiga bersimpang. Adapun jalan yang
sebelah ke kanan itu, jikalau ditempuh, selamat pergi, selamat pulang. Adapun jalan
yang di tengah pun, selamat pergi, selamat pulang juga. Adapun jalan yang di kiri itu
bernama jalan wallahualam, tiada berketahuan dan tiada berkesudahan akan
jauhnya (f. 7r). Bahram Syah lets his brothers read the letter. The following day they
arrive at a three-forked road. Bahram Syah lets his brothers choose and he himself has
to take the road called 'The Lord alone knows'.

Ghaisyah arrives in a land called Ulak Pasisir Teluk Embun, but its king and
people have never heard of a bird called Marah Jilin nor of a land called Gastu-Gasta.
Playing chess with the orang kaya and syahbandar, he loses all his belongings until
he finally has to earn a living as a keeper of ducks and geese. His brother Aisyah
arrives in a land called Timbun Gairah, which is ruled by Raja Hangat Garang, but its
king and people have never heard of a bird called Marah Jilin nor a land called Gastu-
Gasta. In a game of chance Aisyah loses all his belongings until he is finally a slave of
the king, cutting grass for the horses.

Meanwhile Bahram Syah and Selamat follow the road called 'The Lord alone
knows', but soon Bahram Syah sends Selamat back to his parents to let them know
what has happened with their three sons. Bahram Syah arrives in a land, in which he
sees all kinds of strange things, all of which have a symbolic meaning. Finally, he
comes across the angel of death who stays near the sidaratul tnuntaha tree; there the
angel tells him: Hai Bahram Syah, ketahui olehmu maka apabila sampai ajal mereka
itu anak Adam, maka daun kayu yang bernama sijratalmuntaha [sic] ia pun jatuhlah,
maka ia pun matilah (f. 15v or p. 16a; quoted in Van der Tuuk 1901, 111:303). The
angel, however, reassures Bahram Syah that he will live for many years to come. This
knowledge boosts Bahram Syah's fearlessness in the rest of the story. The angel

.. informs Bahram Syah that he has to fly to Gastu-Gasta, because this land is very far-
away. Bahram Syah continues his journey and arrives at a palace where he meets a
princess called Putri Andam Dewi who has been taken prisoner by zjin called Digar
Kilat. Upon Bahram Syah's request she adopts Islam. She opens the bottle, in which
the soul (nyawa) of they'm is kept and his soul comes out: maka keluarlah nyawajin
itu, seperti kilat terlebih hangat daripada apt, rupanya putih, seperti seekor kucing

I!2A servant called Selamat, or Min. (Buyuang) Salamaik, is the name of a stock character in
Minangkabau stories.
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hendak keluar, mencari tempat yang terang (f. 18r). Bahram Syah kills him with a
sword. After a week, Bahram Syah takes leave of the princess who gives him a gem
called Kemala Ratna Suri, with which he can buy the bird Marah Jilin. She also gives
three hairs from theym's fontanel to him; with the white one he can create water and
light, with the red one fire, and with the black one darkness. Bahrain Syah promises to
return for her in about two years time.

He continues on his journey and after some time goes to sleep under a tree. He
dreams of his father, who reproaches him for sleeping far into the day; he should be
more active. Bahram Syah wakes up and walks towards a sea. He has left his parents
about seventeen years ago (f. 20v). Bahram Syah falls asleep under a tree on the beach
and is suddenly woken up when a big naga in the sea tries to devour the two children
of a garuda which live in the tree. Bahram Syah kills the naga with his sword and
feeds the little gantdas with the dead naga. When the mother garuda returns, she is
very happy that her children are still alive; in the past the naga had killed her husband
and seven times the naga had eaten the contents of her nests. Her children urge her to
return the kindness and therefore she takes Bahram Syah to Gastu-Gasta. She adopts
Bahram Syah as her own child. The garuda, eating elephants on the way, carries
Bahram Syah through heavy storms over the sea of fire. They almost crash into the
sea of fire, because the garuda is exhausted, but Bahrain Syah feeds the bird with the
flesh of his own leg and uses the white hair of Digar Kilat to create rain. Finally, they
reach Gastu-Gasta. The garuda throws up the flesh of Bahrain Syah's leg, so that he
can walk again (f. 28v). She advises him to visit Nenek Kebayan and returns home.

Bahram Syah walks to the house of Nenek Kebayan. The old woman is reminded
of her own son Medan Khayali, who has recently died. She treats Bahram Syah very
kindly. He learns from her that the king of Gastu-Gasta is called Tuanku Marah Inda
Sultan Jalil and that the queen is called Tuan Putri Apalu Apala. Their daughter is
called Tuan Putri Ambaru Ambara. They have a beautiful bird called Marah Jalin.
Nenek Kebayan changes Bahram Syah's name to Keling Kecateri Banu Arab and
takes him into town (f. 31r). She introduces him at court, disguised as an ugly flower-
seller. Bahram Syah succeeds in buying the bird Marah Jalin (sometimes spelled
Marjilin,1Sj see e.g. f. 35v) _with the gem Kemala Ratna Suri. After the marriage of
Nenek Kebayan with the prime minister is celebrated, the garuda and her two
children take Bahram Syah back to their nest on the other side of the sea of fire.
Bahram Syah visits Putri Andam Dewi again and takes her with him (f. 39v). He uses
Digar Kilat's white hair, which creates brightness to see where they are going in the
dark forests. In the land Timbun Gairah they meet a grass cutter, who turns out to be
Aisyah. Bahram Syah buys his brother's freedom. Then they go to the land Ulak Pasir
Teluk Embun, where Bahram Syah buys the freedom of his brother Ghaisyah. On the
way, however, Bahram Syah's brothers throw him in a well, because they want to
carry off the palm at home (f. 43v). After twenty years, Ghaisyah and Aisyah return
home with the beautiful bird, thinking that Bahram Syah is dead. The bird, however,
does not want to speak and has lost its enchanting beauty.

Meanwhile Bahram Syah is accidentally rescued by Selamat on orders from the
king of Pauh Kembal,184 called Raja Kerajaan Tengah Hail This king takes Bahram
Syah to his court and proclaims him Raja Muda, whereas Selamat is made

l83Cf. the name of the bird Janji Marjanjili in the Batak version of the Hikayat Eayan Budiman
(Voorhoeve 1927:168-169). Voorhoeve (1927:170) draws attention to the Batak Janji Marjanjili of this
story and the Malay Marjilin in the Hikayat Bahram Syah.
IS4Spelled p-w-a-h k-m-b-1.
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Maharajalela (f. 48r). After some time, Raja Kerajaan Tengah Hari falls ill and dies.
A week later, the queen also dies. Bahram Syah gives everything away until he and
the maharajalela are finally alone in the palace, poverty-stricken. Bahram Syah orders
the maharajalela to sell their only cock in order to buy some food. The maharajalela
sells the animal to a man called Turani. Bahram Syah, however, dreams of Raja
Kerajaan Tengah Hari, who tells him that he should not have sold this cock, because it
has a magic ring, in which the king of Muslim jins is hidden (f. 49r). Thereupon
Bahram Syah orders the maharajalela to buy the cock back. In a rough way the
maharajalela takes the slaughtered cock back from Turani. In the cock Bahram Syah
and the maharajalela find the magic ring. Bahram Syah appoints the maharajalela as
his successor and with the help of the raja jin in the magic ring he makes the new
king very rich.

Bahram Syah returns home and makes the bird speak; it speak in Malay (bahasa
Jowl, f. 52v) and Arabic, and thereupon gold, silver and gems come out of its beak,
while it spreads perfume as it recites pantuns and selokas. Bahram Syah is allowed to
decide over the fate of his two brothers, but instead of sentencing them to death, he
wants Aisyah to marry Putri Andam Dewi, and he wants Ghaisyah to marry Putri
Sikandar Bayang-Bayang (the daughter of the king of Teluk Embun). As Ghaisyah is
the oldest of the three brothers, Bahram Syah wants Ghaisyah to be king. He himself
wants to go back to Gastu-Gasta, because of a promise to princess Ambaru Ambara.

The courtiers of Gastu-Gasta only know him as the adopted son of Nenek
Kebayan, a pauper and a foreign trader. Therefore Bahram Syah is subjected to three
successive tests: in competition with the courtiers he has to make a golden ship and
sail to the island of Sinawilan; he has to make a golden rice-barn, and he has to cover
a mountain in cloth. With the help of the raja jin in the magic ring he wins the three
contests and the courtiers are defeated. Finally, he has to create a city with everything
that goes with it between Gastu-Gasta and Kampung Bunga. With the help of the raja
jin in the magic ring Bahram Syah also stands this test successfully. He calls the city
Antara Medan Baik and its palace Perusahaan Dewa Simandam (f. 64v). At last
Bahram Syah marries princess Ambaru-Ambara.

After some time, the princess is pregnant and craves for a game dish. She wants to
eat a deer in fawn and therefore Bahram Syah goes out hunting. Meanwhile at court
his servant Turani finds the magic ring and with the help of the raja jin in the ring,
Turani becomes a powerful king. The princess gives birth to a beautiful son. One
night when Bahram Syah is sleeping in the forest, he dreams of his father, who
reproaches him for always finding him asleep; he tells him that his son is already born
and that Turani has taken away his magic ring. He should be kind to the animals as
they will return his kindness. Bahram Syah returns to his palace, but is not allowed to
enter, because his appearance has been changed by Turani, who now exactly looks
like Bahram Syah. Bahram Syah walks away and on the road he takes pity on a dog, a
black cat and a white mouse. He visits the land Sungai Rindang and its king
Melingkar Alam gives him princess Kesumba185 Air Mawar in marriage (f. 74r). The_
three thankful animals take away the magic ring from Turani in his sleep and swim
back to Bahram Syah. The dog, however, loses the ring in the sea. The ring is
swallowed by a fish, which accidentally ends up on the dinner table of Bahram Syah,
who thereby finds the ring again. With the help of the raja jin in the ring, Turani is
spirited away and Bahram Syah gets his former appearance back. Bahram Syah
returns to Gastu-Gasta. After some time, the princess is pregnant again and then gives

"Spelled k-s-m-b-a.
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birth to a son called Nadir Syah. When his two sons are grown up, Bahram Syah and
the princess go to Bahram Syah's parents. Bahram Syah's oldest son becomes king of
Gastu-Gasta and is given the royal name of Sultan Mengindra Alam. Bahram Syah's
youngest son Nadir Syah is made king of Padang Silalatan with the royal name of
Sultan Sikandar Alam.

Other manuscripts of this text are: Cod. Or. 5968 (Iskandar 1999:259, but omitted
in Van Ronkel 1921), Cod. Or. 6058 (Van Ronkel 1921:21; Iskandar 1999:288), Cod.
Or. 6081 (Van Ronkel 1921:25; Iskandar 1999:302), Cod. Or. 6071 A (Van Ronkel
1921:25; Iskandar 1999:295). By and large, the Acehnese story Hikayat Banta
Beuransah is very similar to the Hikayat Bahram Syah. For an English synopsis of the
Acehnese version, see Snouck Hurgronje (1906, 11:134-137); see also Voorhoeve
(1994:87-90) for an overview of the Acehnese manuscripts. The relationship between
the Malay and Acehnese versions or the existence of a possible Indo-Persian 'original
text' (as suggested by Snouck Hurgronje 1906, 11:134) has not yet been studied.
According to Voorhoeve (1927:156), the Malay and Acehnese versions are probably
translated from Arabic or Persian. Voorhoeve (1927:155-156) mentions a Batak story
about two brother, viz. Si Aji Panurat and Si Aji Pamasa, which in his opinion seems
to be influenced by the Malay Hikayat Bahram Syah. Van Ophuijsen (1912:121-135
or a later impression) published the episode of the three thankful animals bringing
back the ring to Bahram Syah under the title of 'Tjeritera binatang tiga ekor'. Van
Ophuijsen (1912:vi) announced a lithographed edition of the Hikayat Bahram Syah
which, however, never materialised. About the motif of the thankful animals, see
Voorhoeve (1927:103) for similarities with the Batak story of Si Parmiskin, and
op.cit, p. 104 on parallels between the Batak story of Si Bao Tolu and the Achenese
stoiy Hikayat Banta Beuransah.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:176-178 under CLI); Haji Wan (1985:36); Iskandar
(1999:160).

Cod. Or. 3318

Hikayat Raja Budak or Hikayat anak saudagar menjadi raja

20.5 x 16.5 cm; 25 folios; 17 lines to the page; brown and black ink; calligraphic -ah
of al-kissah (see plate); catchwords; watermark: Pro Patria with B. According to the
colophon (f. 25v), the manuscript was finished in Pasar Batu Garigis at Bams on
Sunday at 11 o' clock, 18 Jumadilawal 1269 (that is, Sunday, 27 February 1853). This
copyist probably also wrote Cod. Or. 3334. See also Cod. Or. 3260a (14) for an
excerpt by Van der Tuuk.

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Raja Budak also known as Hikayat anak saudagar
menjadi raja. The story runs briefly as follows: The land Asta (also'spelled Lasta)-
Puri is in turmoil, because it is very badly ruled; seven times a year a new king is
appointed. In this country lives a trader, who has six sons and one daughter. The
daughter is called Sipat Akal, and her brothers are called Sipat Bicara, Sipat Budiman,
Sipat Soal, Sipat Jawab, Sipat Cahaya and Sipat Iman (the sixth one is omitted on f.
Iv, but appears on f. 2r). The children amuse themselves by playing with riddles of a
religious nature and discussing state affairs. Their father is amazed at their great
wisdom and gives them lessons about good government. One day, the children are
playing with their neighbourhood friends. Sipat Akal is their raja and her brothers
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Cod. Or. 3318, Hikayat Raja Budak, f. 23r. Example of a typical embellished al-
kissah.
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play that they are court dignitaries. The real king, however, feels offended and throws
the children in prison. After some time, a revolt breaks out, which brings Sipat Akal
to the throne. She is known as Raja Budak and her brothers become her ministers.
When Raja Ahmad Syah of the land Ansari186 hears about the perfect rule of Raja
Budak, he proposes to her. She only wants to marry him, if he can give her some
special presents, which she describes in riddles (ff. 7r-7v). Many more kings and
princes propose to her, but all need to fulfil her demands first.

Meanwhile the land Cintamaya is ruled by Dewa Kacah Seri Lela Panuh Ma'rifat
(f. lOr). He orders his bird, called Sepah Putri, to seek an appropriate princess for him.
On the way the bird meets three sad princes, who tell the bird about the heavy .
demands of Raja Budak (the name of the land where they meet is omitted here). The
bird tells them that they had been forgetful of God: Inilah rupa yang sia-sia beroleh
kebesaran martabat dunia jadi lupalah akan Tuhan yang memberi karunia inilah
dipemlehnya (f. llr; cf. Jakarta W 153, p. 128; Jumsari Jusuf 1982:106). Thereupon
the bird goes to Asta Puri, where it wins the heart of Raja Budak. Not much later,
King Dewa Kacah marries Raja Budak without having to fulfil any of her previous
demands. Therefore Raja Ahmad Syah and the other kings, who had been turned
down, want to take revenge upon Raja Budak. They are, however, all defeated by
Dewa Kacah. One son of Dewa Kacah and Raja Budak succeeds his father, whereas
two other sons become kings of Kufah and Syam.

Other manuscripts in the major collections are: Cod. Or. 6084 (II) (Van Ronkel
1921:26; Iskandar 1999:304); Jakarta ML 6 (formerly Bat. Gen. 6, see Van Ronkel
1909:130; Sutaarga et al. 1972:82; Behrend 1998:279); W 153 (formerly v.d.W. 153,
see Van Ronkel 1909:131-132; Sutaarga et al. 1972:83 under the now defunct
signature ML 584; Behrend 1998:331); W 154 (formerly v.d.W. 154, see Van Ronkel
1909:132; Sutaarga et al. 1972:83-84 under the now defunct signature ML 585;
Behrend 1998:331); Oxford Bodleian Library MS Malay e. 3 (Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:105); D 668 in St Petersburg (Braginsky and Boldyreva 1990:170-
173). Jumsari Jusuf (1982) is a transliteration of Jakarta W 153. See Proudfoot
(1993:435-436) for lithographed editions. Klinkert (1869a:118-121) gives a summary
in Dutch, but without identifying his source. According to Klinkert (1869a:120), the
moral of the story is that a children's government is to be preferred above the rule of
bad kings.

One can distinguish at least short and long versions of the Hikayat Budak. Cod.
Or. 3318 belongs to the shorter version, whereas Jakarta W 153 (published by Jumsari
Jusuf 1982) is much more expanded. To give an idea of the difference in length
between these two manuscripts: the episode, in which king Dewa Kaca is first
introduced in the story, can be found in Cod. Or. 3 318 on f. 1 Or, whereas in Jakarta W
153 he does not appear until p. 126 (Jumsari Jusuf 1982:104). Juynboll (1899:179)
and Drewes (1977:200) mention a publication (of the long version) in 1866 by Lange
& Co. in Batavia. According to Drewes (op.cit.), the detailed version in the Von de
Wall collection also has the story of the theft of a precious jewel from a sealed bag, _
which after the theft is resewn very skilfully by a tailor; Drewes (op.cit.) draws
attention to its occurrence in "the Hikayat Pekar Medf (not mentioned in Voorhoeve
1994), suggesting a possible borrowing from the Arabian Nights.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:179 under CLIII); Haji Wan (1985:36); Iskandar
(1999:160).

"Spelled a-n-s-r-y.
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Cod. Or. 3319

Hikayat Si Miskin or Hikayat Marakarma

20.5 x 16.5 cm; 115 folios (+ three folios); 11 lines to the page; black ink;
lubrications; catchwords; watermark: Eendracht with V D L. The initial two pages are
illuminated (see plate). The manuscript was finished on Wednesday, 24 Syaban 1856
at nine o'clock (f. 115r), that is, 24/8/1272 or Wednesday 30 April 1856. The
colophon on ff. 115r-115v reads: Ini pada bulan 30 April adanya. Utung. 1856.
Bahwa ini Hikayat Si Miskin jikalait tuan-tuan dan babah-babah dan end' maka
adalah sahaya berpesan jangan jadi gitsyar serta marah dangan sya ini jikalau
dipinjam jangan ada cala 'nya. Sahdan ini hikayat Utung bin Akir dalam kamung
Gang Pacenongan. [f. 115v] Bahwa sembah salam ta'zim sahaya Utung bin Akir
yang duduk di dalam kampung Gang Pacenongan blok187 ima188 nomor 2 begini
distrikyang ketiga adanya dan sebagai lagi jikalau sahaya Utung tiada umur lagi ini
swat hikayat ini akii berikan dangan isteriku yang bernama Karsyima189 anak
Palembang adanya tahun 1856. This is followed by Utung's signature and a seal (see
plate). Utung bin Akir also copied Cod. Or. 3308. Van der Tuuk (1866a:447;
1866b: 117) refers to Cod. Or. 3319, writing that the copy of the Hikayat Si Miskin in
his possession 'is badly mutilated by a Batavian transcriber', who, for example, had
changed semayam into sembahyang, which is indeed the case in this manuscript. On
the unnumbered final page (f. 118v) there is a pencilled note in Jawi about ten kuras.
There is a numbering of the quires at the bottom and subsequently at the top of the
following folios: 1 (ff. 12v-13r), 2 (ff. 28v-29v), 3 (ff. 40v-41r), 4 (ff. 52v-53r), 5 (ff.
64v-65r), 6 (ff. 76v-77r), 7 (ff. 88v-89r), 8 (ff. lOOv-lOlr), 9 (ff. 112v-l 13r).

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Si Miskin also known as Hikayat (Sultan) Maharaja
Marakarma or Hikayat Angkasa Dewa. The story runs as follows: in the land Antah
Berantah, ruled by Maharaja Indera Dewa, lives Si Miskin with his wife. They are
expelled to the forest. In fact, Si Miskin was formerly a raja in Heaven, but because
of Betara Indra's curse he is now a poor man, despised by all (f. 5r). After a while, his
wife becomes pregnant and wants to eat a mango. He asks for a rotten mango at the
market and the vendors give him all kinds of things. Formerly, they had beaten him
and chased him away, but now they are kind to him, because of the child in the womb
(f. 6v). His wife does not want to eat the mango from the market, but craves a mango
from the royal orchard. The king gives him some mangos. After a while, his wife
craves for a nangka from the royal orchard and again the king grants this wish. During
pregnancy the couple are supported by many people.

Then Si Miskin's wife gives birth to a son, who is called Marakarma, because
ialah lagi melarat di dalam kesyukaran (f. 9r). One day when Si Miskin is digging, he
finds a basket (tumbu) full of gold (f. 9v). He buys all kinds of things with this gold.
He takes a bath, saying: Jikalau sesungguhnya engkau anakku ada hasal dewa-dewa
tunm-temurun maka engkau hendaklah menarangkan muka ayahanda-bunda ini
seketika itujuga menjadi negeri di dalam hutan basyar itu lengkaplah dangan segala
kotah perintahnya dan asytanahnya dan menteri hulubalangnya serta rakyat sekalian
dan segala raja-raja yang takluk dibawanya bagaimana adat segala raja-raja yang
basyar-basyar itu (f. lOv). Then a town, with all that goes with it, is raised up in the

""Spelled b-l-q.
l88Spelled a-y-m-a. Probably to be interpreted as imah, that is, the Sundanese loan for the Malay nimah.
l89Spelled k-r-sy-y-m-a. Other possibilities are Kursyima, Kirsyima and Kersyima.
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forest. Si Miskin adopts the name of Maharaja Indra Angkasa and he calls his realm
Puspa Sari; his wife is now called Tuan Putri Ratna Dewi (f. 1 Ir). After awhile, she
bears a daughter, Nila Kesuma. The merchants from Anta Beranta are ordered by
Maharaja Indra Angkasa to bring all kinds of things to his kingdom. Maharaja Indra
Angkasa also wants to consult the astrologers from Anta Beranta, but the king of Anta
Beranta instructs his astrologers to tell Indra Angkasa that his two children will work
his ruin. Therefore the astrologers lie to Indra Angkasa, who thereupon orders his two
children killed. Upon the queen's request, however, the sentence is commuted from
death to banishment. She gives her children a ring, a gem (kemala) and seven bundles
of rice (f. 19v).

After their departure, Puspa Sari is consumed by fire and its ruler with his wife are
left poor again in the forest. Only then does Indra Angkasa realise that he had been
cheated by the astrologers; regretful, he and his wife seek their children, but in vain.
In his exile Markarma leams magic from jins and dewas, who adopt him as their
brother. On the way he also learns magic from nagas. One day Marakarma catches an
eagle (burung rajawali) for his little sister. She wants to eat it, but her brother tells her
to be patient, because he has heard the sound of cocks nearby. Marakarma goes alone
to the house where the cocks are, but its owner mistakes him for a thief, beating-him
and throwing him bound into the sea (f. 25r). The land, in which the children had
arrived, was Pelinggam Cahaya,190 ruled by Maharaja Puspa Indra. The latter's
consort was called Mandu Ratna.191 Their son was called Raja Mengindera (Sari, but
this is omitted in this manuscript), and does not want to marry. Hunting, the prince
finds Nila Kesuma. His parents adopt her and call her princess Mayang Mengurai (f.
28r). When she is grown up, she marries the prince. One day the princess laments her
lost brother and in vain the people of Pelinggam Cahaya search for him.

Meanwhile Marakanna has washed ashore in a land of a raksasa (f. 34v). The
raksasa had kidnapped Putri Cahaya Khairani, the beautiful daughter of a rajajin. He
treated her very well, because he wanted to eat her when she had grown up. She takes
pity on Marakanna and he promises to slay the demon and marries her. They
exchangepantuns (f. 37v, almost identical to those in Hamid 1985:30). The raksasa is
killed and Marakarma and his newly-wedded wife escape in a passing ship. After
about ten days at sea, the captain, lustful for the princess and her riches, throws
Marakarma overboard during a heavy storm (f. 43v). Marakarma is saved by an ikon
nun, which brings him to Pelinggam Cahaya, following the ship. An eagle instructs
Nenek Kebayan to put daimpadi sehelai on the belly of the ikon mm and Marakarma
steps out. Nenek Kebayan sells flowers arranged by Marakarma to Marakarma's wife
on the ship. The bouquet contains Markarma's ring as well as his letter, urging his
wife to go to the palace and to tell princess Mayang Mengurai of their plight. The
captain and Marakarma's wife are invited to the palace. Princess Cahaya Khairani
shows Markarma's ring to the king and tells him what has happened. The king
summons all his people to a feast in honour of the ship's captain; the king hopes that
among all the guests Markarma will show up. With the help of a magic stone (kemala-
hikmatnya yang kesyaktian daripada Betara Indra, f. 57v), Marakarma is provided
with a steed (kuda semberani) and a prince's attire. He goes to the feast and is
reunited with his wife and sister. The ship's captain is executed.

After a while, Markakarma wants to seek his parents. With the help of his magic
stone he arrives in Puspa Sari. He is happily reunited with his parents and, with the

This is also the name of a realm in Cod. Or. 3316, Hikayat Indra Mcmtri, vide infra.
191m-n-d-w r-t-n-h, also spelled Mandu Ratna in Hamid (1985:18), but Manda Ratna hi Mahyudin
(1981:18); Mandurotan in Shahruddin (1983:21); in Winstedt (1922:42), in Jawi, it is m-n-d-r-w-t-n).
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Cod. Or. 3319, Hikayat Si Miskin, ff. lv-2r. Illuminated beginning in green, blue, red
and gold colours.
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Cod. Or. 3 319, Hikayat Si Miskin, f. 115v. Colophon with Utung bin Akir' s signature
and seal.
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help of his magic stone, Puspa Sari is restored to its former glory (f. 71r). After some
time, Marakarma returns to Pelinggam Cahaya and fetches his sister and her husband
and his own wife. Nenek Kebayan is teased about a future marriage (ff. 74r-75r). The
royal company meets Marakarma's parents. When Maharaja Indra Dewa of Anta
Beranta hears about the return of Marakarma and the powerful connection of Puspa
Sari with other kingdoms, he is afraid that Marakarma might attack him. Therefore he
considers that jikalau tiada aku mendahului dia, niscaya aku main kepada segala
raja-raja, baiklah aku mendahului [f. 82r] supayajangan aku malu.

Thereupon he attacks Marakanna and a great battle ensues. Marakarma is helped
by his old friends, the seven ghosts with great magical powers (ff. 88v-89r). Finally
Marakanna fights Maharaja Indra Dewa alone. Phenomena in nature indicate
Maharaja Indra Dewa's death (f. 102v) and Indra Dewa understands the signs; Indra
Dewa is killed by Marakanna. Indra Dewa's daughter Nila Cahaya is stopped by the
courtiers from killing herself (f. 104r). She is married to Raja Bujangga, the younger
brother of princess Cahaya Khairani. Raja Bujangga becomes king of Anta Beranta.
When Nenek Kebayan asks what is going to happen, the princesses tell her that she is
going to be given in marriage. Amused Nenek Kebayan replies: Patut Nenek
bermimpi dipagut ular semalam tadi (f. 108r). When the feast is over, maharaja
Marakanna takes princess Cahaya Khairani, king Bujangga, princess Nila Cahaya,
maharaja Indra Angkasa and maharaja Puspa Indra with him to visit the parents of
Cahaya Khairani and Bujangga in the land Mercu Kesna192 where they are warmly
welcomed. Finally, maharaja Marakanna becomes king of Mercu Kesna and raja
Mengmderai becomes king of Pelinggam Cahaya.

Other manuscripts in the major public collections are: Jakarta ML 384 (formerly
Bat. Gen. 384, see Van Ronkel 1909:133; Sutaarga et al, 1972:84; Behrend
1998:289); W 175 (fonnerly v.d.W. 175, see Van Ronkel 1909:133; Sutaarga et al.
1972:84 under the now defunct signature ML 586; Behrend 1988:331); W 176
(formerly v.d.W. 176, see Van Ronkel 1909:133; Sutaarga et al. 1972:84 under the
now defunct signature ML 587; Behrend 1988:331); W 177 (formerly v.d.W, 177, see
Van Ronkel 1909:133; Sutaarga et al. 1972:84 under the now defunct signature ML
588; Behrend 1988:331); W 178 (fonnerly v.d.W. 178, see Van Ronkel 1909:134;
Sutaarga et al. 1972:85 under the now defunct signature ML 589; Behrend 1988:331);
RAS Raffles Malay 53 A (Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:139); SOAS MS 37071
(Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:162); SOAS MS 174239 B (Ricklefs and Voorhoeve
1977:167); Paris Mal.-pol. 74 I (Voorhoeve 1973:54); Mal.-pol. 75 (Voorhoeve
1973:54); Berlin Sch. V, 24 (Snouck Hurgronje 1989:38-42). According to Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve (1977:127-128), Institute of Social Anthropology, Oxford University,
Skeat Collection MS 11 B, is also perhaps a copy of the Hikayat Si Miskin. For a
sequal, very free and perhaps unique, see a manuscript in the Dr Frank collection in St
Petersburg (C 1967), described in Braginsky and Boldyreva (1990:167-168);
according to op.cit., p. 168 a Russian translation of this version was published in
Moscow by L. Goriaeva in 1989 (no further bibliographical details known). See also .
the descriptions in op.cit., pp. 164-167 (B 2506) and op.cit., p. 173 (D 450) for two
other copies in St Petersburg. See Proudfoot (1993:349-351) for references to
lithographed editions.

Aliudin Mahyudin (1981) transliterated a Jakarta manuscript, but unfortunately in
the copies of his book in the Library of Leiden University and the KITLV the intro-
duction and the beginning of the text are missing, so its source could not be identified.

l93Spelled m-r-c-w k-sy-n-h on f. 1 lOv.
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Xhe edition by Inon Shaharuddin Abdul Rahman (1985) seems to be based upon a
manuscript in Sri Lanka; in op.cit., pp. vii-viii references to other published versions
(lithographs and popular editions). Budhisantoso et al. (1993) give a transliteration of
Jakarta W 177; there is also a discussion of its 'cultural values' (nilai budaya) in this
book. Van Ophuijsen (1905) published a version in Jawi script; Zubeirsyah (1990)
discusses the conventions in the text, based upon Van Ophuijsen's edition. Hamid
(1985) made a transliteration of the Jawi text published by Van Dissel (1897).
Another popular edition is Datoek Madjoindo (n.d.). Inon Sharuddin (1983) is an
analysis of the story along Propp's method; furthennore, this publication contains a
Kedah wayang version, a Kelantan wayang version and a Kedah oral narration. The
story was also rewritten as a syair by someone using the pen-name
Bismillahi'rrahmani'rrahim (1897). Winstedt (1922:41-45) gives a synopsis based
upon a printed version 'in Malay characters' at Singapore in 1915; it seems to have
been taken over by Liaw Yock Fang (1982:108-110). The story is known in Acehnese
as Hikayat Mara Keureuma, see Voorhoeve (1994:128-129). The Macassarese
version, Riwayakna Marakarma, was published by Hafid (1997-1998).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:140 under CXII); Haji Wan (1985:36); Iskandar
(1999:160-161).

Cod. Or. 3320

Autograph copies by Van der Tuuk:
Hikayat Isma Yatim; Syair Nasihat; Syair Ikar,

20 x 16.5 cm; 172 pages, followed by 16 blank pages; p. 2 blank; 42-56 lines to the
page (first text); 21-22 lines to the page (second text); brown ink (first text); black ink
(second text); no watennark.

Contents:
1. pp. 1-160: Hikayat Isma Yatim, autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of Roorda van
Eysinga's 1821 edition. See the description of Cod. Or. 1693 (1) for further details
(Wieringa 1998:34-35). Abdul Rahim Marasidi (2001:83-95) summarises its contents
and discusses its Islamic character. The text is on the left-hand side, whereas the
variae lectiones are noted on the right-hand side of the paper (esp. at the beginning);
the variants were taken from the fragmentary edition in Meursinge's third volume of
his Malay reader of 1847 and a manuscript owned by Pijnappel.193 Van der Tuuk also
noted the places quoted by Werndly (1736). The unidentified fragment on p. 1, which
was taken from a manuscript belonging to Pijnappel ("uit het h[an]ds[schrift] v[an]
Pijnappel"), must also be from the Hikayat Isma Yatim; in his copy Van der Tuuk
regularly refers to "h[an]ds[schrift] v[an] Pijnfappel]" (e.g. on pp. 94-95). Juynboll's
suggestion (1899:163) that Van der Tuuk intended to publish a new edition of the
Hikayat Isma Yatim is adopted by Iskandar (1999:161).
2. pp. 160-172: Van der Tuuk's autograph copy of the Syair Ikan (and the Syair
Nasihat). On p. 160 Van der Tuuk notes that it is the beginning of a Malay poem,
which he received incompletely in Batavia from a certain Khatib Muhiuddin
(MuhyT'd-din).

"'Present whereabouts unknown; for short biographies of Jan Pijnappel (1822-1901), who taught
Malay at Delft and later at Leiden, see Vreede (1902:1-14); ENI, iii, 521).
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In his description of RAS Raffles Malay 53 B, Syair Ikon, Van der Tuuk
(1866:447) writes that the London poem begins with exhortations to children,
followed by rhymes put into the mouths of various fishes (cf. Ricklefs and Voorhoeve
1977:139). He also notes that he possessed a manuscript of this text, which must be
Cod. Or. 3320 (2). Judging from the description, RAS Raffles Malay 53 B and Cod.
Or. 3320 (2) contain a similar text, but in the Leiden manuscript a distinction is drawn
between the exhortations (perhaps to be called Syair Nasihai) and the next story of the
fishes (the Syair Ikan). The poem opens with the common doxology and starts in the
third and fourth quatrains with:

Kemudian dari itu ammabakdahu
Fakir mengarang snatu madah
Hai anakku orang yang muda-muda
Muga-muga menurut sabdah

Anakku jangan malas mengaji
Jikalau tamat mendapatpuji
Dimuliakan orang ke manapergi
Didudukkan pada tempatyang tinggi

This fourth verse runs parallel to the 18th quatrain of Syair Nasehat (Jakarta v.d. W
232), edited in Nindya Noegraha (1994:253). On the reason why it was written, see p.
162, lines 50-51:

Karena akhir zaman sekarang
Sukarnya bukan lagi barang
Sebab itulah sa 'ir kukarang
Karena banyakpantang dan larang

On p. 164, lines 84 et sqq. this syair with wise lessons for young children comes to an
end, followed by the Syair Ikan:

Sa 'ir karangan yang telah sudah
Sekalian itu isi ada
Daripada sangat hatiku gimdah
Kalam dan dakwat taman bermadah

Sudah ku-ikat baharu kukarang
Ikan di laut upama orang
Jikalau pada zaman sekarang
Selar itu ikan terbilang

Pertama bermadah si ikan kakap
Di hadapan majlis duduk diadap
Dalam dunia sangatlah sedap
Di akhirat kakap menanggung azab

This copy of the Syair Ikan is rather similar to the printed edition (Tan Tjhan Hie
1897). The line Selar itu ikan terbilang (above) = Tan Tjhan Hie (1897:3, line 8). The
lines Apa gimanya jenggot yang panjang / Melihat betina hatinya bimbang = Tan
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Tjhan Hie (1897:13, lines 19-20). But then the text continues with Bukannya bagi
ikan dahulu /Sekarang hilang sopan dan main = Tan Tjhan Hie (.1897:16, lines 21-
22). The text ends abruptly.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:163; 27-28 under CXXXIX); Haji Wan (1985:36);
Iskandar (1999:161).

:ripts kept in the Library of

Cod. Or. 3321

Lexicographical notes; copies by Van der Tuuk of manuscripts kept i
Leiden University; notes on two copies of the Hikayat Panji Semirang

21.5 x 17 cm; 84 pages; p. 58 crossed out; brown ink; watermark: Beehive with VAN
GELDER. The entire manuscript is an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk; he used the
left-hand side of the paper for the texts and the right-hand side for annotations.

Contents:
I pp. 1-2: lexicographical notes, inter alia about burung cucur andpohonpauh;
II pp. 3-50: a copy of Cod. Or. 1401, Hikayat Puspa Wiraja (see Wieringa 1998:22-
25). This text was published by Fraissinet (1849), which was reviewed by Van der
Tuuk (1849a and 1850). His review is included in Groeneboer (2002:82-83), but,
remarkably, without what Groeneboer calls the 'linguistic shortcomings' (taalkundige
tekortkomingeri) in Fraissinet's edition (12 pages in all!).194

III pp. 51-57: a copy of a fragment of a manuscript from the former Royal Academy
at Delft, presently Cod. Or. 1702 (2), an untitled story about a doctor's servant, who
steals his master's medicines and tries to pose as a doctor himself, but is not very
successful (see Wieringa 1998:52).
IV pp. 59-83: copies of 'letters from Delft', with which Van der Tuuk meant the
former 'Rijksinstelling' at Delft, presently Cod. Or. 2242-IV (see Wiennga 1998:421-
423), of which lithographs were made, apparently for the instruction of aspirant civil
servants for the Dutch East Indies (to be found in Cod. Or. 3036-1, see Wieringa
1998:469-471). Two copies, viz. nos. 3 and 10, however, could not be identified as
'Delft letters'.
1. p. 59: a copy of Cod. Or. 2242 IV/9 (according to Van der Tuuk from 'Sumatra
Padangsche Bovenlanden'), see Wieringa (1998:423);
2. pp. 59-60: a copy of Cod. Or. 2242 IV/10 (according to Van der Tuuk from
'Sumatra Padangsche Bovenlanden'), see Wieringa (1998:423);
3. pp. 60-61: a copy of an undated letter from the Yang Dipertuan Muda of Riau to
kapitan h-w-' (?, Hoek or Hok) about dari perkara kapitan datang telah aku terima
salah Cina yang mencuri tanah yang tia<da?> minta izin kepada aku', the seal is
discussed in Gallop (2002, vol. 11:260 under BA.38 #132; she reads the addressee's
name as 'Hu'); lithographed as letter no. VI in the anonymous Maleisch letterschrift.-
Leesoefeningen ten diensle van het onderwijs. Eerste verzameling (Leiden: Sijthoff,
n.d.); the lithograph can also be found twice (as no. 18 and unnumbered) in a collec-
tion, entitled Facsimiles van Maleisch schrift. Op steen gedrukt. 29 fac-similes op 28
bladen inportef. folio, which is kept in the Library under 8259 A 3.

I94lncidentally, Rev. J.C. Fraissinet (1820-1868) had also applied for the position of taalafgevaardigde
voor de Bataklanden' of the Dutch Bible Society, but withdrew in the end, after which Van der Tuuk
was appointed (see Groeneboer 2002:10-11, 61-62).
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4. pp. 61-62: a copy of Cod. Or. 2242 IV/11 (according to Van der Tuuk 'from
Borneo; no particular place mentioned'), see Wieringa (1998:423);
5. pp. 62-64: a copy of Cod. Or. 2242 IV/5, see Wieringa (1998:423);
6. pp. 64-66: a copy of Cod. Or. 2242 IV/3, see Wieringa (1998:421-423);
7. pp. 66-68: a copy of Cod. Or. 2242 IV/4, see Wieringa (1998:423);
8. pp. 68-71: a copy of Cod. Or. 2242 IV/7, see Wieringa (1998:423);
9. pp. 71-72: a copy of Cod. Or. 2242 IV/1, see Wieringa (1998:421);
10. pp. 72-75: a copy of a letter from Sultan Cakraadiningrat of Madura (ruler of
Bangkalan) to Lieutenant-General Hendrik Merkus de Kock,' 5 dated AJ 1 Ramadan
1757 (that is, 1 Ramadan 1245/24 February 1830);
11. pp. 76-77: a copy of Cod. Or. 2242 IV/2, see Wieringa (1998:421);
12. pp. 78-79: a copy of Cod. Or. 2242 IV/6, see Wieringa (1998:423);
13. pp. 79-81: a copy of Cod. Or. 2242 IV/12, see Wieringa (1998:423); this is a letter
from Lebai Lubua' Ipuah of Manggopoh to syaudara soya yang bergelar Tuanku
Mamyang ada sekarang dalam negeri Katiagan darussalam, undated;196

14. pp. 81-83: a copy of Cod. Or. 2242 IV/8, see Wieringa (1998:423);
V p. 83: notes about a copy of the Hikayat Panji Semirang, small quarto, 319 pages,
borrowed from a 'native' in Batavia. It had been translated from Javanese into Malay:
Hikayat Jawi197 diartikan dengan bahasa Melayu, Furthermore, Van der Tuuk noted
that a quarto manuscript in the possession of Mr. Schoemann bore the title Hikayat
Panji Semirang lalakon Candra Kirana Ningrat ing Kuripan. The latter manuscript
must be Berlin Sch. V, 26 (cf. the colophon in Snouck Hurgronje 1989:32);
VI p. 84: a note on the pohon pauh, based upon the third volume of Valentijn's
encyclopaedic work, p. 156.

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:13 no. 34); Haji Wan (1985:36); Iskandar
(1999:161-162).

Cod. Or. 3322

Hikayat Johor

2 1 x 1 7 cm; 96 pages; pp. 2-3 blank; 11 lines to the page; pencil rulings; catchwords;
watermark: Pro Patria; Concordia with VAN GELDER (?). On p. 1 the title reads:
Adapun ini Hikayat Johor. The colophon on p. 96 reads: Tamat swat hijrat Melayu
pada hari Khamis jam satu kepada hari 26 biilan Desember tahun 1849. In fact, 26
December 1849 fell on a Wednesday, but according to Ismail Hussein (1979:185) it
may mean malam Khamis (the eve of Thursday) here, that is, Wednesday night, which
in his view is the common method of measuring in Malay society (see plate). On the
covers it is numbered '57'. The manuscript is used as ms. C in the edition of Ismail
Hussein (1979); it is ms. E in Mu'jizah (1996).

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Johor, dealing with the history of the expansion of
Bugis power in Riau, ending with the war between Selangor and Perak around 1804.
The text was edited by Winstedt (1932:164-170 + 1-31 in Jawi) on the basis of the
two Jakarta manuscripts W 192 and 193 (cf. Behrend 1998:331; manuscript W 192 is
presently lost). The text was re-edited by Ismail Hussein (1979 and again in 1992),

for a short biography of De Kock, see Carey (1988:105-106 note 96).
"'The names are not properly identified in Wieringa (1998:423).
'"Spelled j-a-w-y.
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Cod. Or. 3322, Hikayat Johor, p. 96. Colophon stating that the copying was finished
on Thursday, 26 December 1849.
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using the two Jakarta manuscripts as well as the two Leiden manuscripts, in a volume
together with a reprint of Winstedt's text. See, for further details, the description of
Cod. Or. 1741 (2) in Wieringa (1998:98-100). Mu'jizah (1996) transliterated Jakarta
W 193; she also mentions other manuscripts of the Hikayat Negeri Johor, which were
overlooked in Wieringa (1998:100), viz. Jakarta W 196, which is described as Hikayat
Aceh in Van Rorrkel (1909:279) and Sutaarga et al. (1972:204 under the defunct
signature ML 697), but which according to Mu'jizah is almost identical to W 193;
SOAS MS 40507 (Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:164) and MS 297498 D (Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve 1977:171); RAS Maxwell 8B (Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:144) and
RAS Maxwell 24 D (Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:146).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:237 under CCXLII); Haji Wan (1985:36); Iskandar
(1999:162).

Cod. Or. 3323

Hikayat Raja Jiimjumah

22.5 x 18 cm; 24 folios; ff. 1, 2v-3r, 23v-24v blank; 14 lines to the page; black ink;
rubrications; calligraphic -ah in such words as al-kissah (see plate); catchwords at the
bottom of ff. 8v and 16v; no watermark. On f. 2r the initial sentences of the story are
written in Latin script. According to the colophon (f. 23r), the manuscript was
finished on Friday, 1 Haji (= Zulhijjah) 1843 (that is, 1/12/1259 or Saturday 23
December 1843).

Contents: on ff. 3v-23r a copy of the Hikayat Raja Jumjumah, the story of the sinful
King Skull from Syria, who is restored to life by the Prophet Isa and henceforth leads
a pious and sanctified life; see, for further details, the description of Cod. Or. 1731 in
Wieringa (1998:91-92).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:184 under CLXII); Haji Wan (1985:36); Iskandar
(1999:162).

Cod. Or. 3324

Kaba Malin Deman

16x10 cm; 62 folios; 18 lines to the page; black ink; catchwords at the bottom of ff.
8v, lOv, 16v, 21v, 24v, 25v, 32v, 34v, 35v, 37v, 38v, 39v, 40v, 48v and 56v. Between
ff. 61 and 62 a page has been removed. According to the colophon (f. 60r), the
manuscript was finished pada hari Ahadpada malam Isnin on 4 Jumadilakhir. On ff.

-6£tv-61r there are writing exercises in the same hand as the rest of the text, but on ff.
61v-62r there are all kinds of scribbles in another hand. On the back cover the
manuscript is numbered '60'. In the margins there are some pointers to episodes,
using the expression andai-andai.

Contents: a copy of the Kaba Malin Deman. See, for further details, the description of
Cod. Or. 3203 (1), vide infra. It begins: Andai budak aduah dangai, urang Kabun
mamandikan anak, mandi batimbo kabuak rotan, ampimlah sayo di urang banyak,
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Cod. Or. 3323, Hikayat Raja Jumjumah, f. 20r. Example of a typical embellished al-
kissah (rubricated). Incidentally, the original numbering in the left upper corner (22)
is wrong.
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sayo mamaco Kitab Setanm Inilah Kaba Malin Demon, tidak kalua dalam kitab,
anyo kaba wang tuo, bohong urang kami ta' sato, kami nan utang manyurekkan.
Pado maso dewaso Hit, maso di Ranah Tanjuang Biaro, adopun Puti Mayang Sani,
duduak bamanuang sorang diri, bamanuang di dalam rumah, ari nyo sadang tangah
art....

The story ends abruptly in the middle of a dialoge (f. 60r): "... sadang tacinto
adiak datang, datanglah jito malanteh tulang itam". "Sebagai pulo di tuan. Rotan
sangik ambiak karagi, dibongka rang Sungai Landai, tuan di langik ka maligai, tau
dijanji nan kasampai", katonyo Santan Batapih.

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:189 under no. 463); Haji Wan (1985:37);
Iskandar (1999:162).

Cod. Or. 3325

Kaba Malin Demon

16.5 x 10 cm (but ff. 55-62: 16 x 10 cm); 93 folios; 17-25 lines to the page; black ink;
Pro Patria with HOLLAND, and Concordia (ff. 55-62). The last page, which has been
repaired with transparent paper, is hardly legible. The manuscript contains many
marginal notes (by the copyist), containing additions to the story, but there are also
several clear indications of episodes (see e.g. on f. 15r where one finds a pointer to
Malin Demon makan, dibari Rubiah Rando Kayo). Apparently, the manuscript was
copied by a certain Muhammad Kali from Limo Kaum: see a note on the right-hand
margin of f. 37r (two lines) which reads: adopun naskah surek nangko surek anak
urang Limo Kaum nan banamo Muhammad Kali, \ anak Si Saban, Tuanku Babangso
Gadang, mulo' menyurek di Kasang, Ahad sudah tamaik \ xxx. Furthermore, there are
notes by readers: e.g. in the right-hand margin of f. 54v there is an IOU (karangan
utang) of a certain Tuanku Jamal Limau.

Contents: a copy of the Kaba Malin Demon, beginning and end missing. See, for
further details, the description of Cod. Or. 3203 (1), vide infra. According to Van
Ophuijsen (1904:28-29), Minangkabau theologians and pious people, in general, did
not feel much sympathy for 'popular poetry', condemning it as the 'work of the
Devil'; narrators of the Kaba Malin Demon began their storytelling by asking forgive-
ness from their audience for reciting from this Kitab Setan ('Book of the Devil'); cf.
the beginning of Cod. Or. 3324 (quoted above). There are, however, more
Minangkabau and Malay texts, which share this appellation; for a discussion of the
notion of reading from the 'Book of the Devil' (with bibliographical references), see
Koster (1997:10, 89, 235-6, 250). Interestingly, Cod. Or. 3325 contains a few warning
statements from a God-fearing reader: at the top of f. 45v there is the note Inilah
hadisy Syaitan; at the top of f. 46v, in the same hand hadisy syaitan rawi Abdul
Harisy, and at the top of f. 47r: {a} inilah rawi Syaikh Abdul Harisy. On f. 47r there is
a rubricated note in the margin: hadisy Syaitan. Probably the writer of these
notifications particularly objected to the episode, which is recounted here (f. 47r, line
9) about the beauty spots (panau) of Malin Deman which amazed Puti Bungsu; the
panau-marks are said to be waris Nabi, pamenan Hasan dan Husen, see plate.

"80n the Kaba Malin Deman as 'work of the Devil', see the description of Cod. Or. 3325 (vide infra).
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Cod. Or. 3325, Kaba Malin Deman, ff. 46v-47r. A pious reader objected to an episode
in this Minangkabau story, in which it is told about the eponymous hero that his
beauty spots were panau waris Nabi, pamenan Hasan dan Husen (f. 47r, line 9); in
the margin the reader noted 'hadith of the devil' (hadith syaitan, rubricated). The
comment at the top of f. 46v reads: 'A hadith of the devil from the narrator Abdul
Harisy'; the latter person is called Syaikh Abdul Harisy at the top of the following
page.
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Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:189 under no. 464); Haji Wan (1985:37);
Iskandar(1999:162-163).

Cod. Or. 3326

Kaba Matin Demon

2 1 x 1 7 cm; 32 pages (+ nine pages and preceded by three pages); 17 lines to the
page; brown ink; catchwords; watermark: Pro Patria with V G. On the covers the
manuscript is numbered '62'. On the (unnumbered) flyleaf Van der Tuuk has
characterised this manuscript as "Malin deman. H[an]ds[schrift] b". In the margins he
has noted a few corrections/variants in Jawi.

Contents: fragment of the Kaba Malin Deman. The text begins with: O dindin2 o
dindin, budak terdindin a-y-n-d dangai, antah barapo lamonya mandanga kato bak
kian, balari tunm ka bawah, barjalan bagageh-gageh,199 sasaat lamo dijalan, alah200

sampai garan ka sinan, ... The story ends with Malin Deman's visit to Mande
Rubiah; it stops abruptly in the middle of a sentence and of a word: hari takalo (?)
sudahlah malam, usah di siko kito batutua, rnari kito duduak ka tangah, takalo t-n.
See, for further details, the description of Cod. Or. 3203 (1) and 3325, vide infra.

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:190 under no. 465); Haji Wan (1985:37);
Iskandar (1999:163).

Cod. Or. 3327

Kaba nan Tungga

20.5 x 16.5 cm; 30 folios; 20-24 lines to the page; black ink; pencil rulings;
watermark: Pro Patria with A H K. On f.Ir there is the Dutch title Geschiedenis van
den Toeankoe of koning van Priaman, that is, 'History of the Tuanku or king of
Priaman' (not in Van der Tuuk's hand). On the last page it is numbered '63' (brown
ink). In the final three lines (f. 30v) it is mentioned that the story was finished around
one o' clock in the afternoon on Tuesday 23 June 1846 (not 1876 as Van Ronkel's
catalogue erroneously has it) in Matua (m-a-t-w-r); furthermore, it is stated that the
story was not complete. This colophon is reproduced in Jawi typography in Van
Ronkel (1921:202), omitting the final one and a half lines after tamat, which is rather
difficult to comprehend, containing a name (see plate).

Contents: a copy of the Minangkabau story Kaba nan Tungga or Kaba Anggim Nan
Tungga/Tongga', beginning and end missing. It begins: Lain bakato Titan Tungga,
sambia bakato baibaraik, jiko dikarang pinang nan lumiitan, lain dikuyak siriah nan
di balai, gadang nan duo baleh musin, umiia duo baleh taun, turun ka tanah layua
balun, Tuan Tungga urang nan congkak [read: jongkek?], lain bakato kapado mande
kanduang: "Mande, kok lai suko malapeh kanduangiiyo, kito bajalan turun
mandi,..." (cf. the beginning of Cod. Or. 3330, quoted below). The story ends
abruptly with: ... suatii urang batigo, kaduo babicaro, katigo andak bamedan,

"Spelled as b-r-k-a-k-s2.
'"Spelled as Allah.
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Cod. Or. 3327, Kaba nan Tungga, f. 30v. In the final three lines it is mentioned that
the story was finished around one o' clock in the afternoon on Tuesday 23 June 1846
in Matua; furthermore, it is stated that the story was not complete. The name in the
last line is unclear.
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kaampek urang andak bamusuah (?). According to Van Ronkel (1921:202), the
contents are almost identical to Jakarta v.d.W. 211 (cf. Van Ronkel 1909:476-477;
present ML signature unknown); both texts abruptly begin with lain bakato...

The recitation of this text is known as basijobang, that is, performing the story of
Anggun Cik Tungga Magek Jobang (cf. Moussay 1995:1061). It is a Minangkabau
story about the adventures of Anggun nan Tungga, Raja of Tiku Pariaman, and his
fiancee Gandariah (or Gondoriah). The long story involves over one hundred
characters and stretches over several decades. Only selected episodes are performed in
the so-called randai performances, see Pauka (1995:85 et sqq.) for a synopsis of the
core events. Phillips (1981) is a discussion of its oral performance in the 1970s. A
popular edition was published by Ambas Mahkota and A. Damhoeri (1962); an
illustrated version by Ambas Mahkota (1982). The story was also rewritten in the
form of a syair by Djamin dan Tasat, entitled Syair Anggun Cik Tunggal (Djamin dan
Tasat n.d.; reprinted as Jamin dan Tasat 1978). Wisran Hadi (1976) made a modern
stage adaptation in the 1970s.20' Koenoen Datuk Radjo Nan Gadang (1996) is a
translation in Indonesian of a fragment of the text. Winstedt (1914) is a Malay version
"from the lips of Pawang Ana and put into grammatical prose by Raja Haji Yahya".
See also the description of Cod. Or. 2006 (1) in Wieringa (1998:224).

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:202 under no. 497); Haji Wan (1985:37);
Iskandar (1999:163).

Cod. Or. 3328

Kaba Puti Linduang Bulan

21.5 x 16.5 cm; 83 pages (preceded by one unnumbered page); pp. 40-81 blank; 23-26
lines to the page; black ink; pencil rulings; thin woven paper. On p. 82 there is a note
(two lines): Baginda Malim2 2 nan Gadang \ Syutan tun (?) baginda nan kancia. The
covers (that is, the unnumbered first page and 83) are filled with numerical jottings
and a few writing exercises. On the unnumbered front cover the manuscript is
numbered '59' (blue pencil).

Contents: a Minangkabau story with Puti Linduang Bulan as the central figure.
Beginning: Din' o din~, budak tadinfdin] o didangai, ibarat hadisy Malayu, n-q-dxxx
1-w n [paper damaged and text lost] di dalam buntia, ramo" batali abuak, upas racun
kironyo denai, kian lamo batambah mabuak, ... The preponderance of the many
pantuns make it rather difficult to follow a story-line (if there is any). There is no title
mentioned in the manuscript, but we find: kito madanga kaba Puti nan indah, bukan
kapalang iolah Puti Linduang Bulan (p. 9, line 18). A lory (buruang nuri) seems to
play an important role in the story. Names of other characters are: Si Puti bungsu (p.
9, last line), Sutan Malim Deman (p. 10, line 1), Puti Mande Rajo (p. 31, line 12), Puti-
Sadam Suri (p. 32), and Sutan Sidi Rahab. Perhaps it is related to Cod. Or. 3202 (vide
infra), which seems to be called Kitab Tuanku Patuanan: at least in both manuscripts
Puti Linduang Bulan and a lory feature prominently. According to Iskandar
(1999:163), however, "[i]n all probability the text (pp. 1-39) contains the

201Wisran Hadi, 'Anggun Nan Tongga. Sandiwara tiga bahagian' (Bank naskah, Dewan Kesenian
Jakarta 1976). A copy of the typescript is kept in the Library, registered as 8117 A 4.
202SpelIed ra-'-l-m.
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Cod. Or. 3328, Kaba Puti Linduang Bulan, pp. 37-38. A characteristic feature is the
rather 'sweeping' shape of the sin in end position.
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Minangkabau version of a folktale which in Malaysia is called Hikayat Selindimg
Bulan Kedah Tua (edited by Awang Had bin Salleh, Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka,
Kuala Lumpur, 1964)"; he also identifies Cod. Or. 3202 as such.

Iskandar's (1999:163) statement that "the Dutch are mentioned in this Minang-
kabau version" in fact entails little more than that there are passing references to
urang Ulando and the kumpeni: to rang Ulando (in pantuns on p. 2 in lines 2 and 5,
which both have: naiak ka gaduang rang Ulando); kapa rang Ulando (p. 3, line 8);
urang Ulando (p. 6, line 17); kumpeni (p. 8, line 8). In a traditional story like this the
phras minum kopi, meja balampu (p. 4, line 18) strikes as rather modem.

The beginning and end are missing. Van Ronkel (1921:194-195) reproduces the
first and last lines in Jawi typography, but after his quotation there still follow two
more lines on p. 38 and 15 lines on p. 39. The last page, which mainly contains
pantuns, is written in different ink and also seems to be in a different hand. The rather
'sweeping' shape of the sin in final form, which becomes a characteristic feature
towards the end of the text (see plate), does not occur on p. 39. The last lines on p. 39
read: Dangakan sabuah lai, dipanggang kekek dikariangkan, dimakan anak rajo Jao,
simggiih surek saya kirimkan, sipat badan balahan nyao. Dangakan sabuah lai,
bungo cimpako kambang biru (bint), bungo rampai di dalam puan, laikah tuan
bandarokan, tujith kali samalam rindu, laikah sampai pada tuan, laikah tuan
bicarokan.

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:194-195 under no. 482); Haji Wan (1985:37);
Iskandar (1999:163).

Cod. Or. 3330

Kaba nan Tungga; Syair Silindang Delima

20 x 16 cm; 104 folios; 17 lines to the page; black ink; rubrications; catchwords at the
bottom of ff. 12v, 24v, 36v, 60v, 67v, 80v, 92v; watermark: Eendracht with P B (?).
The first words of a verse in the second text are rubricated. According to the title page
(f. Ir), the copying of the Kaba nan Tungga was begun on Thursday, 17 Ramadan
1264, in the year Alif (that is, Thursday, 17 August 1848). According to the colophon
of the Syair Silindung Delima (f. 103v), this poem was finished on the eve of
Thursday, 27 Zulkaedah 1264 (that is, Wednesday, 25 October 1848) in Surau
Gadang, in Koto Gadang (see plate). On f. 104r there is a note in pencil with the year
1847. On the covers the manuscript is numbered '65'. In the margins Van der Tuuk
noted corrections/variants in Jawi.

Contents:
1. ff. lv-69r: a copy of the Minangkabau story Kaba nan Tungga or Kaba Anggun
Nan Tungga/Tongga. For further details, see the description of Cod. Or. 2006 (1) in

-Wieringa (1998:224) and of Cod. Or. 3327 (vide infra). It begins: Lalu bakato Tuan
Tungga, sambia bakato baibaraik, dikarang pinang nan lumutan, lain dikuyak siriah
nan dib alai, gadang nan duo baleh taun, umiia duo baleh musin, turun ka tanah
layua bahm, Tuan Tungga urang nan congkak [read: jongkekl}, lain bakato kapado
mande kanduangnyo: "Kito bajalan turun mandi, kok lai suko mande malapehkan,
ambo andak pai turun mandi", katonyo jo Tuan Tungga. Cf. the beginning of Cod.
Or. 3327 (quoted above). The story ends with numbered pantuns about jua-bali; e.g.
no. 44 (f. 69r): Kayu kalek di Padang Lua, punago dipandakian, bago ko' tidak kan
dijua, namun ha[ra]go katokan juo.
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Cod Or 3330 Syair Silindang Delima, f. 103v. Colophon stating that the copying of
this poem was finished on the eve of Thursday, 27 Zulkaedah 1264 (that is,
Wednesday, 25 October 1848) in Surau Gadang, in Koto Gadang.
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2. ff. 69v-103v: a copy of the Syair Silindang Delima also known as Syair Bunion or
Syair Laksana; 1162 double lines (that is, 581 quatrains). The story here runs briefly
as follows: the land Bandan Pirus is ruled by Dewa Pari.203 He has two children: the
eldest is a son, called Abang Segara,204 and the youngest is a daughter, called Seri
Bunian (f. 70r, line 18). A jealous suitor of Seri Bunian, rejected by her father, trans-
forms into a garnda and completely destroys Bandan Pirus, after which the two
children are left to their own devices. Abang Segara sets off to look for a new realm.
Meanwhile his sister Seri Bunian eats the forbidden pomegranate (bitah delima)
which in fact is a transformation of Dewa Laksana, and thereby she becomes
pregnant. Nine months later, she gives birth to a daughter, Putri Silindang Delima.205

After some time, Abang Segara wants to take his sister to a new realm, but she
dies. Abang Segara takes a box with him, which he is not allowed to open. In this box
the ashamed Seri Bunian has hidden her daughter. Abang Segara arrives in a Benua
Puri where the king has just died. Abang Segara is put on the throne and marries the
seven daughters of the deceased king. He chooses Putri Bungsu, the most beautiful of
them all, as his queen (f. 79r). One day, despite Abang Segara's explicit ban, the six
princesses open the box, and find the beautiful Putri Silindang Delima. Out of
jealousy they treat her badly and blacken her with charcoal in order to make her ugly.
Abang Segara does not know that the box has been opened and does not have the
slightest idea that the ugly black child is in fact his own niece.

One day, Abang Segara wishes to sail to Tanjung Pura, which is ruled by Sultan
Rahmat.206 Silindung Delima asks the king for a stone and rattan from the island
Bindu207 and warns him that if he does not bring these two items, he will be caught in a
storm. After having been awhile in Tanjung Pura, Abang Segara wants to return
home.208 He has not forgotten the requests of the queen nor those of the six princesses,
but he does not heed Silindang Delima's words. When he is caught in a terrible storm,
he remembers what Silindang Delima had told him. He goes to the island Bindu, where
he receives the stone and rattan from a nenek, who has been waiting for him. Returning
home, Silindang Delima sings her life-stoiy, and so Abang Segara finally knows her
real identity. The six princesses are punished. Seri Bunian and Dewa Laksana come
back to life again. Dewa Laksana kills the ganida and Bandan Pirus is restored to
prosperity. The story ends with the marriage of Silindang Delima to Raja Indera.209

Van der Tuuk (1849b:394-396) gives a synopsis in Dutch on the basis of IOL
Malay C. 6 (IO 2715), Hikayat Silindung Dalima, a prose version (see Ricklefs and
Voorhoeve 1977:125). Popular editions were published by Balai Pustaka, viz. Aman
(first published in 1928 and in its fifth impression in 1955) and Bagindo Saleh (1931).
In the (late) twentieth century, the publishing house of Sulaiman Mari'e in Singapore
brought out a Jawi edition of 92 pages, under the title of Syair Sari Banian Salindung

203f. 69v, line 9a; in Bagindo Saleh (1931:4) he is called Dewa Syah Peri.
204In Bagindo Saleh (1933:4) he is called Bangsegara.
205In Bagindo Saleh (1931:27) she is Selendang Delima; derived, according to Van der Tuuk (1849b:
395), from Si dang Dalima; in Cod. Or. 3330, f. 73v, lines 140b and 149b the fruit is called baah
danglima and the name of the child is spelled on f. 75v, line 214 as s-1-y-n-d-a-ng d-a-ng-1-y-m-a; in
secondaiy literature (including my own volume I), the name is commonly Si Lindung or Silindung
Delima)
2Mf. 86r, line 578; in Bagindo Saleh (1931:64) called Sultan Ahmad; not mentioned in Van der Tuuk
1849b.
207ln Van der Tuuk (1849b:396) spelled Bandu.
20!This episode in Tanjung Pura with Sultan Rahmat is much longer in the manuscript compared to
Bagindo Saleh's edition.
209In Van der Tuuk (1 S49b:396) spelled Raja Udara.
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Delima (e.g. kept in the KITLV library under M 1999 A 83); this edition was
transliterated by Muhammad Jamki (1999).

Other manuscripts in major public collections are: Leiden Cod. Or. 2006 (2)
(Wieringa 1998:224); 3333, 3334, 12.198 (Van Ronkel 1921:64; Iskandar 1999:640);
Kl. 143 (Van Ronkel 1921:62-63; Iskandar 1999:733); Kl. 162 (Van Ronkel 1921:63;
Iskandar 1999:740); Jakarta ML 34 (formerly Bat.Gen. 34, see Van Ronkel 1909:318-
319; Sutaarga et al. 1972:231-323; Behrend 1998:280); W 251 (formerly v.d.W. 251,
see Van Ronkel 1909:319; Sutaarga et al. 1972:232 under the now defunct signature
ML 722; Behrend 1998:333); W 252 (formerly v.d.W. 252, see Van Ronkel
1909:320; Sutaarga et al. 1972:232 with the now defunct signature ML 723; Behrend
1998:333); RAS Raffles Malay 1C (Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:133; a copy of this
manuscript is Paris Mal.-pol. 51, see Voorhoeve 1973:44); RAS Maxwell 82 (Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve 1977:148-149) and SOAS MS 40322 (Ricklefs and Voorhoeve
1977:163).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:24-25 under XXIX); Van Ronkel (1921:203 under
no. 500; 63 under no. 155); Haji Wan (1985:37); Iskandar (1999:163-164).

Cod. Or. 3331

Syair Tajwid Kuran (or: Syair Hukum Tajwid)

21 x 16.5 cm; 16 pages; 21 lines to the page; brown ink; rubrications: watermark: Pro
Patria with J V M Z2W Judging from an inserted loose paper, the manuscript was
originally numbered '66'. On p. 1 the names of two persons appear in pencil, viz.
Muhammad xxx and Khuj Abdul Aziz. On p. 15 a pious exhortation and basmalas.
On p. 16 there are price-lists of timber and fruits. The paper has been repaired, which
sometimes, as on p. 13, has obliterated a part of the text. This manuscript originated
from Barus, see Van der Tuuk's note in Cod. Or. 3260 (1), vide infra.

Contents: on pp. 2-14 a poem, which Juynboll (1899:36) has called Syair Hukum
Tajwid, probably because of p. 2, line 3b: syair ini hukum tajwid, but at the end of the
poem we read: tamatlah syair tajwid Kuran (p. 14, line 262a). The text is concerned
with tajwid, that is, the rules and skills of the oral performance of Qur'an recitation.
According to Juynboll (1899:36), the name of the writer is "Sjaich al-Qarl ibn Sa'id
FaqTh al-Haqiri", but in fact the text reads: Inilahpesan Syaikti'al-Kari ibn Sa'id fakir
al-hakiri (p. 14, lines 259b-260a). It is, however, possible that the name in fact would
only be Ibn Sa'id, because a qari' (plural: kurra') is only a reciter of the Qur'an,
whereas the expression fakir al-hakiri means no more than 'despicable mendicant'.
The name of the writer seems to be Encik Barus, as is indicated by p. 14, line 264:
End' b-a-r-s mengarangkan dia / Dijadikan syair sebarang dia. Another name is
mentioned on p. 10, line 180, which reads Disyairkan oleh Sidi 'Ulma.

The text is divided into fasals, which are subdivided in hukums ('rules'),
introduced in the text by dengarkan. Furthermore, the titles of tiiefasals and hukums
are rubricated in the margins (see plate). The table of contents of the poem is quite
comprehensive for such a short text (267 double lines). Among the topics, which are
discussed, we find a rather long paragraph about the important aspect of assimilation
(fasal idgam), covering the lesser and greater forms of assimilation or contraction of

210The countermark is hardly legible; its identification is from Iskandar (1999:164).
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Cod. Or. 3331, Syair Tajwid Kuran, p. 5. The titles of the fasak and hukums are
rubricated in the margins. Here begins the rather long paragraph about the important
aspect of assimilation.
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letter sounds (p. 5, line 82-p. 9, line 159). Other paragraphs are about the 'lam of
majesty' (fasal Lam Jalalah, beginning on p. 9, line 180), the so-called 'concussive'
letters (fasal pada hukum kalkalah, beginning on p. 10, line 178) and, finally, a rather
long paragraph concerning drawing out the voice over long vowels (fasal pada hukum
tnadnya, P- 11, line 204 until the end).

Tajwid is among the very first subjects in Islamic studies, as titles such as 'Gift for
children' or 'Guidance for little boys' already indicate (Van Bruinessen 1990:243).
There are a large number of textbooks concerning the recitation of the Qur'an; see
Denny (1988:288-306) for a survey of (modern-day) Indonesian handbooks. All these
books, however, are in prose. The older ones are mostly rather brief, "simply reprints
of old method books", in Arabic script with, sometimes, an interlinear Malay or
Javanese translation (op.cit., p. 292). It seems that the Syair Tajwid Kuran was meant
for school use, as is indicated by p. 2, line 4: wajib diketahui sekalian imtrid, and it is
said to be obligatory for Muslims (p. 2, line 11). Probably the rules of tajwid were
couched in a poetic form in order to make it easier for children to memorise them.
Proudfoot (1993) refers to lithographed editions of a Syair Tajwid, but it is unknown
to what extent they are similar to the present Syair Tajwid Kuran. See also the
description of Cod. Or. 3370 (5) Kitab Tajwid (vide infra).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:36 under LVI); Haji Wan (1985:37); Iskandar
(1999:164).

Cod. Or. 3332

Syair Nabi Allah Ayub

21 x 16.5 cm; nine folios (+ three unnumbered blank folios); ff. lv-2r blank; 17 lines
to the page; black ink; catchwords; pencil rulings; watermark: Pro Patria with B G (?).
The ink at the top of f. 5r has faded. On the title page (f. Ir): Sa 'ir Nabi Allah Ayub
and underneath sanat 1273. On the covers the manuscript is numbered '67'.
According to the colophon (f. 9v), the manuscript was finished in Barus on 24-3-
1273/22-11-1856 (see plate). In the margins there are some corrections in Jawi by
Van der Tuuk.

Contents: on ff. 2v-9v a copy of the Syair Nabi Allah Ayub (241 double lines), a story
about the Prophet Ayyub (that is, the Biblical Job), who lives in the land Kan'an (k-n-
'-a-n) with his wife Rahimah (see f. 3v, line 38b; in Islamic tradition, however, she is
generally known as Rahma, see El2, vol. 1:796). Ayub is a very wealthy man, leading
a pious life and is generous and kind towards the poor and needy. The devil
challenges God to let him test Ayub. Thereupon Ayub's property is destroyed in a
fire, his family is killed and his own body is stricken with diseases. The misery,
however, does not affect his piety, with Ayub accepting all visitations. His faithful-
wife is constantly crying, but does not abandon him. Finally, the archangels Jibrail
and Mikail bring Ayub news of his release from his suffering by giving him a date
(kurmd) to eat and some water, from which he drinks, and in which he bathes. Ayub is
restored to all his former glory. When he dies, his twelve sons have all become kings
of big countries. The story is said to be based upon hadlth (f. 2v, line 4b).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:18 under XX); Haji Wan (1985:37); Iskandar
(1999:164).
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Cod. Or. 3332, Syair Nabi Allah Ayub, f. 9v. Colophon stating that the manuscript
was finished in Bams on 24-3-1273/22-11-1856.
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Cod. Or. 3333

Syair Silindang Delima

20.5 x 17 crn; 46 folios; ff. 6v-7r blank; 17 lines to the page; black ink; catchwords at
the bottom off. 2v and lOv; no watermark. On f. Ir a signature in Latin script, which
perhaps reads Haroon Rosenbeer (?). On f. Ir the manuscript is numbered '65' (which
seems to be crossed out), but on f. 46 it is numbered '68' (in pencil). The manuscript
is full of spots. The text was written by a Chinese, who adapted the story to his own
taste (f. lv, lines 3-4, see plate):

Ya Ilahi Tuhnnku rahman
Patikyang Cinapunya karangan
Tidalah nasykhah dengan salinan
Dipatutkan diri dengan pikiran

The manuscript was written in Sorkam (see f. 46, lines 1414a-b):

Di negeri Sorkarrr dtjadikan
Di kanan mudik tempat kedamaian

Only the day and hour are recorded (f. 45v, lines 1397-1398a; there is no line 1398b):

Tamatlah Sa 'ir212 Sari Banian
Pada kutika pukul salapan
Inilah sabelas hari bilangan

This is repeated at the end: manyurat habis sekutika malam, pukul salapan terlepas
kalam (f. 46r).

Contents: on ff. lv-46r a copy of the Syair Silindang Delima, see the description of
Cod. Or. 3300 (2) for further details (vide infra). The text consists of 1396 double
lines, followed by a postscript of the writer (ff. 45v-46r, lines 1397-1416). Juynboll
(1899:24) notes parallels with Cod. Or. 2006 and 3334.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:24 under XXVIII); Haji Wan (1985:37); Iskandar
(1999:165).

Cod. Or. 3334

Syair Silindang Delima

21.5 x 13 cm; 31 folios; ff. lv-2r and 28v blank; 21 lines to the page; catchwords at
the bottom of f. 2v, 12v, 21v, 24v, 26v and 27v; no watermark. According to the
colophon (f. 31r), the manuscript was finished at Barus in Pasar Batu Garigis on
Tuesday, 16 Ramadan 1267 (that is, 15 July 1851) at 12 o' clock. On the title page
(f. Ir), however, we find the date 18-7-1268 (that is, Saturday, 8 May 1852). On f. Ir

1" Spelled s-w-r-k-m.
~'2Spelled s-ng-y-r.
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Cod. Or. 3333, Syair Silindang Delima, f. Iv. According to this prefatory statement,
this poem was written by a Chinese who adapted the story to his own taste.
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the manuscript is numbered '66', but on the back cover it is numbered '69'. In the
margins there are some corrections in Jawi by Van der Tuuk in brown ink.

Contents: on ff. 2v-31r a copy of the Syair Silindang Delima (1189 double lines). See,
for further details, the description of Cod. Or. 3300 (2), vide infra. Juynboll (1899:24)
has compared this manuscript with Cod. Or. 2006 (2). On the first page Van der Tuuk
has crossed out many stanzas added by the copyist (see plate). It contains the usual
captatio benevolentiae and we learn little about the copyist himself save the following
stanza (f. 2v, lines 9-10):

Di negeri Barns dudnk berdagang
Tiadalah boleh berhati senang
Sejak dari mitla kecil sampaikan gadang213

Begitulah nasib dagang yang seorang

The copyist was probably the same person, who also copied Cod. Or. 3318, Hikayat
Raja Budak.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:24 under XXVII); Haji Wan (1985:37); Iskandar
(1999:165).

Cod. Or. 3335

Syair Makah dan Madinah; Syair Sunur; Syair Martabat Tnjuh

i + 95 pages; 15 lines to the page; black ink. There are five gatherings of different
papers: (1) pp. i, 1-15: 16.5 x 9.5 cm; watermark: Pro Patria with HOLLAND; (2) pp.
16-31: 17 x 10.5 cm; light blue woven paper; (3) pp. 32-47: 16.5 x 10 cm; watermark:
Britannia; countermark LUMSDEN / 1845; (4) pp. 48-63: 17 x 10.5 cm; thin woven
paper; (5) pp. 64-95: 16.5 x 10 cm; watermark: Pro Patria with HOLLAND. Although
the copyist sometimes uses dots to indicate verse structure, the texts are generally
written as prose. On the front cover (p. i) the manuscript is numbered '70'; on the
same page, twice in brown ink, the statement mata melihat appears and an almost
illegible title in pencil (sjair ... dan Medina), On p. 95 there are some writing
exercises. According to Iskandar (1999:165), the manuscript is written in two
different hands, but he does not indicate where a change of hands can be found. My
impression is that there is only one copyist using different pens, inks and papers.
Suryadi's judgment that the writing is 'beautiful and easy to read' (2001b:8) seems to
be a slip of the pen, see plate.

Contents:
1. pp. 1-57: aeopy «fthe Syair Makah dan Madinah also known as Syair (rukun) haj-,-
a versified story of the pilgrimage, originally composed by a Minangkabau ulama
called Syaikh Daud. There are two versions of this poem: the original one by Syaikh
Daud and its elaboration by Syaikh Ismail bin Abdullah al-Khalidi in Mecca (see
Wieringa 2001:182-188). According to Iskandar (1999:165), "verses 1-279 of this
syair are from MS Maxwell 43, RAS". Iskandar's infelicitous expression probably
means little more than that Cod. Or. 3335 (1) and RAS Maxwell 43 are related, but

13Spdled k-d-a-ng.
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Cod. Or. 3334, Syair Silindang Delima, f. 2v. The beginning of the poem was crossed
out by Van der Tuuk, because this was merely an addition by the copyist (in the
margin Van der Tuuk noted "van den afschrijver").
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Cod. Or. 3335 (3), Syair Martabat Tujuh, pp. 93-94. In this postscript its
Minangkabau composer makes himself known as Pakiah Rajo of Sungai Limau.
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not necessarily that Cod. Or. 3335 (1) is a copy of RAS Maxwell 43. Anyway, this
would place Cod. Or. 3335 (1) among copies of Syaikh Ismail's version. Iskandar
(1999:165) mentions that Maxwell 43 was transliterated and translated by Abdullah
Ibrahim for an MA thesis at the University of Kent in 1985, but this work is not
available in Dutch libraries. Recent discussions of the Syair Makah dan Madinah can
be found in Braginsky (1998:21 et sqq.), Suryadi (2001b) and Wieringa (2002a); in
the latter two studies there are also references to other manuscripts and lithographies
of Syaikh Daud's poem.

In his edition of the Syair Simur (another composition by Syaikh Daud), Arnold
Snackey, a resident of Padang and an experienced Malay-language translator, gives a
brief and rather vague biographical sketch which is probably based upon Minang-
kabau oral tradition (1888:9-14). According to Snackey's information, Syaikh Daud
was originally living in Sunur, where he had established himself as a religious teacher.
One day, however, he entered into a theological dispute with another teacher called
Syaikh Lubuk Ipoh (Min. Lubuak Ipuah) and was defeated by him. Thereafter Syaikh
Daud decided to make the pilgrimage to Mecca and compose a poem about it. See
Suryadi (2001b:97-99) for a hypothesis dating the text 1832. Wieringa (2002a:174-
206) argues that writing the Syair Makah dan Madinah was a way for Syaikh Daud to
have his revenge and restore his ruined reputation at home. In this same article the
contents of both versions are summarised and the transformation of the intended
function of the Syair Makah dan Madinah is discussed: whilst Syaikh Daud's poem
was originally composed within the scribal tradition as a highly personal and also
emotional message to his brethren in his native village Sunur, in later lithographed
copies of this same text, which appeared in Singapore between 1869-1889, it was
presented as an 'objective' guidebook.
2. pp. 57 (line 9)-64: incomplete copy of the Syair Sunur, beginning (as normal) with
Inilah nazam dagang syukur, but the last line reads terdengarlah214 ombak berdebur-
debur, that is, the third line of the 66th quatrain of the edition by Suryadi (2001b:34);
the latter edition is based on the printed edition by Haji Muhammad Amin al-Tanggari
(1322/1904-5). In the latter edition the total number of couplets is 77. The poem was
originally composed by Syaikh Daud - the same person, who also composed the Syair
Makah dan Madinah - shortly before his death in the mid-1850s. Snackey (1888:13-
14) tells us that in his old age Syaikh Daud felt ever more homesick for his beloved
Sunur and longed for his daughter Umi Salamah. In a poem sent to her, entitled Syair
Sunur, he expressed his melancholic feelings. Shortly before his death, Umi Salamah
dispatched a boat to bring her father home and with that boat she also sent a certain
syair, now lost, as a response to the Syair Sunur. Syaikh Daud, however, never
reacher his hometown; he died on the way and was buried in Singkel. As Braginsky
(1998c:21-24) rightly observes, the Syair Sunur belongs to the genre of the syair
dagang, that is, the 'poem of a wanderer'. Cod. Or. 3335 (2) is used as manuscript A
in the edition of Suryadi (2001b); Suryadi (2001a:105 n. 12) lists seven printed
versions. ——
3. pp. 65-94: a copy of the Syair Martabat Tiijuh, originally composed by Pakiah Rajo
(or in Malay spelling: Pakih/Fakih Raja) of Sungai Limau. In Cod. Or. 3374 (14) Van
der Tuuk mentions that he possessed this copy (vide infra). The text was composed on
a Tuesday (tamatlah karangan pada hari Selasa, p. 92). On pp. 93-94 (after the
basmald) there is a postscript, which begins as follows: Alhamdulillahpujiyang ihsan
kepada Allah Taala memohonkan pekerjaan murah dan mahal hendak disyukurkan

214Spelled t-r-d-ng-1-h.
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tniskin dan kaya daripada Tuhan; Pakiah Rajo itu gelarnya orang mesyairkan
rnartabat ia mengarang negerinya Sungai Limau ... (see plate). Its contents,
explaining what the seven grades entail, are rather similar to Syamsuddin's more
succinct Kitab al-Haraka (edited in Nieuwenhuijze 1945:313-316). Pakiah Rajo has a
certain predilection for injunctions of the type hai kita yang bernama insan and
dengarkan olehmu hai anak dagang, which may reflect familiarity with Hamzah
Fansuri's poetry: cf. such lines as Hai kita yang bernama insan /Hendak dibicarakan
itulah nan bernama laut Silan (p. 80, fourth line from below).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:37 under LVII); Haji Wan (1985:37); Iskandar
(1999:165).

Cod. Or. 3336

Syair Makah dan Madinah; Syair Sunur

16.5 x 10 cm; iii + 67 pages; pp. ii-iii and 63-66 blank; 17-20 lines to the page; black
ink; watermark: Pro Patria with C (or G) H & Z. On the flyleaf at the back (p. 67) in a
different hand and ink there are the following four lines: tahun 1853n51 Barusy pada
12 hari Maret2" I 24 sanat 1853 / Barusy pada 21 hari. On the flyleaf in front (p. i)
there are writing exercises; the years 1842, 1848 and 1248 are mentioned, and perhaps
a name Li Lijoe (?). According to Iskandar (1999:166), the texts are written as prose,
but he overlooks the copyist's use of dots to indicate verse structure, see plate.

Contents:
1. pp. 1-57: a copy of Syair Makah dan Madinah or Syair (nihm) haj, a versified,
story of the pilgrimage, originally composed by the Minangkabau ulama Syaikh,
Daud. In this copy the text is divided into fasah (cf. Cod. Or. 3337 (1)). See the
description of Cod. Or. 3335 (1) for further details (vide infra).
2. pp. 57 (line 19)-62: incomplete copy of the Syair Sunur, originally composed by the
Minangkabau ulama Syaikh Daud shortly before his death in the mid-1850s. The
beginning reads (as usual): Inilah nazam dagang vang syukur, but it ends abruptly
with di dagang nasib ..., that is, in the third line of 48th quatrain of the edition by
Suryadi (2001b:32). See the description of Cod. Or. 3335 (2) for further details (vide
infra). It is used as manuscript B in the edition of Suryadi (2001b).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:38 under LVIII); Haji Wan (1985:37); Iskandar
(1999:166).

Cod. Or. 3337

Syair Makah dan Madinah; Syair Sunur ————————————————————————

16.5 x 10.5 cm; 40 folios; 15 lines to the page; black ink; rubrications; catchwords at
the bottom of ff. 8v, 16v, 24v, 32v; watermark: Pro Patria with (?) C H K. The text is
written as prose, but rubricated dots indicate verse structure.

215Iskandar (1999:166) reads 1859, but this seems less likely; cf. the way the copyist has written the
numeral '3' in the first and third line.
216Spelled m-r-ta' marbutah without dots.
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Cod. Or. 3336, Syair Makah dan Madinah and Syair Sunur, pp. 57-58. The copyist
uses dots to indicate verse structure. The opening of the Syair Sunur can be found in
the last two lines of p. 57: Inilah nazam dagangyang syukur.
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That this manuscript hailed from Minangkabau is clear from notes on f. 39v-40r,
see plate. On f. 39v we read the following: Inilah Si Bujii (?)'" namanya anak orang
Svngai Cerek (?)21 ialah bennnah ka Batipuh di Alas'1 lama berkelamahan menjadi
mama' Si Ma' All" [word crossed out] sekarang mengaji"1 ka Ta[n]jung Medan. On
f. 40r there is another note in a different hand: Bahwa222 irtilah keterangan surat
saya221 yang bernama Si Sana Jera (?)224 anak orang Padang maso225 mengaji di
surau Tanjung adanya, sekarang surat nantun [or pantunl} dibelinya di226 anak orang
Kota Gadang, yang bernama Si Amilan (?)2n kampungnya Empat Kota228 sekarang
dijualnya ada hamba setali; sekarang jikalau Hang jika ada nan mendapat hendak
memulangkan bahwa {bahwa} inilah keterangan surat saya datang menjelang negeri
Ulakan.

Contents:
1. ff. lv-34v: a copy of the Syair Makah dan Madinah or Syair (rukitn) haj, a versified
story of the pilgrimage, originally composed by the Minangkabau ulama Syaikh
Daud. See the description of Cod. Or. 3335 (1) for further details (vide infra). In this
copy the text is divided into five chapters, see Iskandar (1999:166) for the headings
and folio numbers.
2. ff. 34v (line 5)-39r (line 10): a copy of the Syair Sunur, originally composed by the
Minangkabau ulama Syaikh Daud shortly before his death in the mid-1850s. The
beginning reads: inilah dagang syukur, preceded by the word nazam, which is written
in the margin (both nazam and inilah are rubricated). The text runs parallel with the
edition of Snackey (1888); the last line is Niat kepada anak meratapi ayah. See the
description of Cod. Or. 3335 (2) for further details (vide infra). It is used as manu-
script as manuscript C in the edition of Suryadi (2001b).

The Syair Sunur is followed on f. 39r (line 10) by a rather long postscript by the
copyist, which reads as follows (see plate): Tamatlah surat pada hari Raba'a pada
waktu maghrib gurub, matahari sudah menyumt; saya pun makan pada bulan
Rabiulakhir pada empat229 hari xxx230 pada tahun Waw; suratan bitruk banyak231 nan
tinggal tuan membacalah (I)2'2 janganlah bebal213 entah sesat. [f. 39v] Inilah nazam

Spelled s-w-b-w-j-w. Iskandar (1999:166) tentatively suggests Sutmju, and Suryadi (2001b:9) reads
Si Buju.
2l8Iskandar (1999:166) and Suryadi (2001b:9) both read Cerek, but this name is not listed in Dumont
(1917) or Lijst (1923).
2"lskandar (1999:166) tentatively suggests Batipuh dan, whereas Suryadi (2001b:9) reads Batipuh dek,
but I think d-a-t-s is written here.
220Suryadi (2001b:9) reads Si Mali.
"'Spelled m-ng-a-j.
"2Suryadi (2001b:9) reads Bahwasanya.
223Suryadi(2001b:9) reads surat Si Mali.
224Spelled s-y-m-b-n-(or t?)-a j-r-a. Iskandar (1999:166) and Suryadi (2001b:9) both read Sibana Jera-
or Si Bana Jera.
225Iskandar (1999:166) reads masuk.
226Suryadi (2001b:9) reads dek.
227Iskandar (1999:166) reads SiAmilau. whereas Suryadi (2001b:9) has Si Amilan.
228Or in Minangkabau spelling: Ampek Koto.
229Suryadi (2001b:8) reads amanat.
23°Suryadi (2001b:8) reads sehari.
"'Suryadi (2001b:8) reads bait
232Suryadi (2001b:8) reads tuan hamba cela.
233Spelled b-a-b-1.
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Cod. Or. 3337, Syair Makah dan Madinah and Syair Simur, ff. 39v-40r. The initial
eight lines on f. 39v belong to the postscript of the copyist, a certain Badu Balu, but
the four lines at the bottom of f. 39v are written in a different hand by someone
identifying himself as Subuju or perhaps Si Buju living in Batipuh di Atas. On f. 40r
there is a note in yet another hand by a certain Si Bana Jera (?).
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dagang yang papa,234 menazamkan parasaian diri (?) Badu Balu, dan jikalau datang
gerak daripada Allah, sakit salah (?)235 seorang tergantung hati k-w- '-w-ng-lah, hati
(?)236 nan xxx237 bukan kepalang; wahai tuan taulan sahabat, man menyapa dagang
yang xxx23s; jikalau tuan lagi man berilah219 nasi pada xxx' ; dagang meminta'
upama [hjanjing perburu; jikalau belum diberi hanya menunggu; belikanlah (?) b-
a-r2"3 mama'nya surat; wahai tuan yang kasih sayang, man menyapa dagang
terbuang. According to Sm-yadi (2001b:9 n. 10), the copyist's name (Si) Badu Balu is
typically Minangkabau; Badu is derived from Abdul.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:38 under LIX); Haji Wan (1985:37); Iskandar
(1999:166-167).

Cod. Or. 3338

Syair Makah dan Madinah

20.5 x 17 cm; 65 folios (preceded by three blank pages and followed at the back by
two blank folios); 17 lines to the page; catchwords on the backside of ff. 4-8, 10-28,
30-35, 37-42, 45, 47-51, 53-55, 57-64; black ink; catchwords; watermark: Coat-of-
Arms of Amsterdam with VMI (or IMV) and HOLLAND. The manuscript is numbered
'73' on the covers (on the front cover '69' and '70' are crossed out). In the margins
Van der Tuuk has noted in brown ink some corrections and variant readings (in Jawi)
based upon an unidentified manuscript.

According to the (Arabic) colophon (f. 65v), it was copied by Haji Abdul Wahid
from al-Sarkam (s-r-k-m), that is, Sorkam, in Zulkaedah 1269 (that is, August 1853).
In the Malay-language part of the colophon the copyist informs us that the text was
copied (tersalin) from a manuscript owned by Tuan Haji Sayid Abdullah Natar; the
text was originally composed (yang telah dikarang) by Syaikh Ismail bin Abdullah al-
Khalidi in Mecca in 1250/1834-1835. On the authorship of this poem, see the
description of Cod. Or. 3335 (vide infra). Van der Tuuk put the colophon between
brackets, commenting (in brown ink): 'from the copyist and not found in the original
manuscript1 (van den afschrijver en in het oorspronkelijke handschrifi niet gevonden).
Cf, also the (Arabic) colophon of Cod. Or. 3289, Mawlid an-Nabi, which was also
copied by Haji Abdul Wahid of Sorkam in Zulkaedah 1269. For a comparison of the
writing, see the plate.

Contents: on ff. lv-65r a copy of Syaikh Ismail's version of the Syair Makah dan
Madinah (2174 double lines), which is an elaboration of a versified story of the
pilgrimage, originally composed by the Minangkabau ulama Shaikh Daud. See the
description of Cod. Or. 3335 (1) for further details (vide infra). Wieringa (2001a:177-
182) uses this manuscript for his synopsis of the Syair Makah dan Madinah.

- Suryadi
"5 Suryadi
2 'Suryadi
1 'Suryadi
2 8Suryadi
2 'Suryadi
J'°Suryadi
2 ' Suryadi
" "Suryadi
2 3 Suryadi

(2001b:9) readsfana.
(2001b:9) reads seakan samalah.
(2001:9) reads harok.
(2001b:9) reads rupakah.
(2001b:9) reads sama susahnya.
(2001b:9) reads dibeli.
(2001b:9) reads mereka.
(200 lb:9) reads mam.
(2001b:9) reads hamba mengahi.
(2001b:9) reads baiklah beri.
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Cod. Or. 3338, Syair Makah dan Madinah, f. 1. Opening of Syaikh Ismail's version of
this versified account of the pilgrimage, copied in Zulkaedah 1269/August 1853 by
Haji Abdul Wahid from Sorkam. In the same month this same person also copied
Cod. Or. 3289, Mawlid an-Nabi (see plate in this volume for a comparison of the
writing).
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Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:38-39 under LVII); Haji Wan (1985:37); Iskandar
(1999:167).

Cod. Or. 3339

Syair Perempuan Bujang; Pantim Orang Muda

20.5 x 16.5 cm; 50 folios; f. 39 and f. 40v blank; nine lines to the page; black ink;
rubrications; watermark: Pro Patria with C P (italicised). The final -h almost looks
like a Idm-alif, see plate.

Contents:
1. ff. lr-38v: Syair Perempuan Bujang. A statement in prose on f. Ir reads: Balnva ini
peringatan. ] Ini sya 'ir namanya Perempuan Bujang \ yang menulis ini hatinya terlalu
bimbang \ daripada anak perempuan sudah hilang perawan \ a-m-'-a-ny pukul lantas
melawan \ demikianlah adanya tamat.

In the beginning a conversation between young girls (anak prawan) is described,
who menceritakan untung dan kelakuan (f. 3r, line 28). On the outside a baba hears
them talking; he is in love with a young girl from Kampung Batu244 and quickly
returns home to compose a poem as pengibur hati, which he calls Sa 'ir Anak Prawan
(f. 4v. line 56). In the poem he gives vent to his feelings of love, in which he
addresses his beloved nona directly, calling himself bujang. But as there are also
descriptions of the bujang by the narrator, the dividing lines between the Syair
Perempuan Bujang and the embedded Sa 'ir Anak Prawan are not always immediately
clear. The love is partly expressed in suchpantuns as on f. 19r, lines 321-322:

Kain songket tenunan Semarang
Anak raja hendak memakai
Bertemulah kita kedua orang
Maksud serta baharulah sampai

Onf. 21v, lines 363-369:

Sa 'trial ini mula dikarang
Tatkala masa bulan yang terang
Jikalau adala salah dan kurang
Minta' maaf bujang terbuang

Hurufnya '-l-y-f45 terselang-selang
Tiada dapat dibaca orang
Sudah terlanjur bujang mengarang

———Tuan maafkanbarangyang kttrang ———————————————————————————

Bujang menyurat duduk bersilah
Supayajangan hurufnya salah
Sungguhpun tiada beroleh pahala
Janganlah bujang mendapah cela

244Perhaps referring to Kampung Batu Ampar or Batu Ceper, both in Batavia.
245In Cod. Or. 1995, p. 34, line 299 the word is rate.
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Thereupon the narrator describes the sad condition of the bujang, even addressing him
directly (f. 22r, lines 377-378 = Cod. Or. 1995, p. 35, lines 311-312):

Pohonkan apalah kepada Tuhanmu
Supaya diperkenangkan barangpintamu
Jikalau adah berkat gurumn
Ilmu sarengat cari olehmu

The bujang is described as a poor, ugly orphan (f. 25r). The bujang's poem is said to
be of poor quality, written by someone from Batavia: Sya'ir dikarang anak Jakarta (f.
26v, line 455a; = Cod. Or. 1995, p. 44, line 389), and Karena bujang belum berakal /
Mengatur bahasa banyak yang janggal (f. 26v, line 457; = Cod. Or. 1995, p. 44, line
391).

On f. 27v, line 471 we encounter the name of the 'real' poet: Al-kisah ini sitatu
rencana / Karangan Suhaimi miskin yang hina (in Cod. Or. 1995, p. 45 line 405 his
name is not mentioned in this same line). From Cod. Or. 1995 we know that his full
name was Suhaimi 'Aidarus 'Uthman, see Wieringa (1998:219). On f. 28v, line 489
the 'closing' line tamatlah sue/ah sa'irku ini (= Cod. Or. 1995, p. 47 , line 423), but
this is still followed by a rather long 'postscript' with pantuns. From f. 28v, line 493-
494 (not in Cod. Or. 1995) we learn that Suhaimi is both the narrator and bujang:

Sa 'irku ini tamat di Krukut
Hamba Suhaimi suka mengikut
Bujangpiatu mulutnya kriput
Ke Sana ke mari suka berkentut

The poem was targeted at tuans and nyonyas (f. 29r). Suhaimi was the owner of the
text (Sa 'ir ini Suhaimi yang empunya, f. 30v, line 551b); he mentions some alternative
titles for his poem, viz. Sya 'inrya Bujang, Sya 'ir Bujang Piatu and Sa 'ir Miskin (f.
29v-30r, also in Cod. Or. 1995, p. 50). At the end Suhaimi (again) plays the role of the
unfortunate bujang (f. 35r, lines 605-606; = Cod. Or. 1995, p. 60, lines 531-532):

Tamatlah cerita habis
Kalamnya patah hurufaya tergaris
Berhenti bujang daripada mentlis
Hatipun pilu lantas menangis

On f. 37r, line 645a (= Cod. Or. 1995, p. 64, line 571) he writes that he was of mixed
Buginese descent: Sya 'ir dikarang peranakan Bugis, The writing was finished at ten
o' clock (f. 37v, line 649; = Cod. Or. 1995, p. 64, line 575). The last line reads: Tamat
Sya 'ir Perempuan Bujang.

Many quatrains are literally the same as in Cod. Or. 1995, e.g. the pantun about—
the kain songket (above) is in the latter manuscript tenunan seberang (p. 29, line 205),
but in Jawi the difference between Semarang and seberang is but one dot. In Cod. Or.
1999, however, the first part about the baba in love is missing. From a literary point
of view, Cod. Or. 3339 appears to be more interesting, because of the interplay of the
two different narrators in the poem. Assuming, then, that Cod. Or. 3339 (1) is much
more 'mature', it could be hypothesized that Cod. Or. 1995 may perhaps have
constituted an earlier phase of the text.
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Cod. Or. 3339, Syair Perempuan Bujang, f. 27r. The final -h in Suhaimi's writing
almost looks like a lam-alif, see e.g. line 462a: dikeluarkan akal dari dalam dadah.
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2. ff. 41r-50v: Pantwi Orang Mitda. The 'plot' is also about the love of a baba for a
nyonya as in the preceding text; on f. 49v there are four quatrains about opium
(madat). It begins:

Alamat ini si/rat dari kantor kumpeni
Keluarnya kepada sepuluh hari Juni
Mengehiarkan risipis346 pada zaman ini
Memberi ingatyang adah bini

Bini satu dan bini duah
Baik-baik piarah hati mertuah
Jikalau tiada ilmu dan pituah
Niscaya mantu kena padiah

Jikalau kurang dengan pikiran
Niscaya binijalan pinggiran
Upama dia ketelanjuran
Kendati along adat aturan

The last two quatrains are:

Pigimana hi bole miskin
Siang dan malam saya pikirin
Sebab In ronggeng lu marusakin
Kain digadai ditlu tinggal cukin247

TatuhiT4 makan papaya
Milir (?) sedikit kampung Krukut
[f. 50v] saya memmggii hi sampaipaya (?)
Ibarat embun di itjung mmput

The use of the Batavian personal pronouns hi (e.g. apa hi cari ... on f. 42v, line 30)
and gua (spelled with -h, e.g. gitah man ketemu... on f. 42, line 32 or sebab guah suru
ke r-mri in line 34) is typical for this text. It also features the Batavian -in suffix.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:29 under XLII); Haji Wan (1985:37); Iskandar
(1999:167-168).

Cod. Or. 3340

Syair Burung Nuri; pantims

20 x 16 cm; 58 pages; 20 lines to the page (first text); 11 lines to the page (second and
third text); black ink; watermark: Pro Patria; pp. 2 and 57 were pasted to the fly leaves
(the pagination starts with the flyleaf on p. 1). The word Allah is spelled aUf-lam-alif
(see plate) only in the syair.

' Rispis, 'guilder', from Dutch recepis (see the article 'Muntwezen' in ENI, vol. 1:803).
"'Transliteration uncertain; the last three words seem to read d-l-w t-ng-g-1 c-w-k-y-n.
~ Meaning: tetiihu.
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In the last lines of the Syair Burung Nuri (p. 50, lines 527-528) it is said that the
poem was written on 1 June 1856 by Muhammad Haji. He began his work on a
Saturday (see p. 3, line 5: Hari Sabtu ketika matahari /fakir mengarang Sa'ir Nuri).
On the flyleaf (p. 1) there is a note which reads: buku saya Muhammad Haji \ di
Padang kampung Pondok \ adanya /hijrah Nabi 1272; in Latin script the notes: 1856
| Padang kampoeng \ Poendok adanja \ Boekoe saja \ H. Hamathaheiji (?). Perhaps
the latter name is the same as "Ahamathadjie" (Latin script; that is, perhaps Ahmad
Haji) mentioned at the bottom of p. 57. On the final flyleaf, which is filled with
writing exercises, a small white paper is pasted with the number '75'.

Contents:
1. p. 2: unfinished and undated copy of a letter from a son to his father, the Head of
the Tamil community (ya 'ni ayahanda tuhan kapitan Keling) in Padang; the son had
not sent any messages for a long time, but now he informed his father that he had
found himself a wife.
2. pp. 3-50: syair (528 double lines) of a love story between a Nuri (lory) and a
Cempaka flower, tragically ending with the death of the winged protagonist. The title
can be found in the last line: orang yang punya Sa'ir Burung/ Nuri ini tahun 1856. It
was composed in 1856 by Muhammad Haji of Kampung Pondok in Padang.
Apparently, Muhammad Haji adapted a story that he had once heard:

Khabar tidak patik panjangkan
Sekadaryang ingat patik suratkan
Kerana naskah tidak digunakan
Ampun danmaab [sic]patikharabkan [sic] (p. 49, lines 513-514).

Juynboll (1899:28-29) makes the rather superfluous remark that this poem is not the
same as the Syair Bayan Budiman. Drewes (1977:215) wrongly identifies it as the
Palembang Syair Nuri, written by Sultan Mahmud Badaruddin (on the latter text, see
Koster 1996:22-34), adopted by Iskandar (1999:168). The poem is also different from
the Syair Burung Nuri mimpi bersuntingkan Bunga Cempaka, a lithographed text (see
Proudfoot 1993:369; signature: Cambridge University Central Library U8843.C.17
(21)), summarised by Overbeck (1934:119-122).

Muhammad Haji's Syair Burung Nuri tells that Nuri, the king of Indra Buana (see
p. 22, line 213), living on Gunung Pari, one day had a dream about a Cempaka flower
in Taman Banjaran Sari. She is very beautiful (asalnya itu dari kayangan, p. 9, line
76). Nuri consults with Bayan, who informs him about her country. In the evening all
the birds have a meeting and their conversation takes Nuri's grief away. Together
with his adviser Bayan and some other companions, Nuri sets off to Taman Banjaran
Sari. They meet the Tanjung Sari flower, which will act as go-between. At first,
Cempaka refuses to meet Nuri, although it has taken him seven months and 14 days to
fly to her. When Tanjung Sari tries for a second time, Cempaka gives him a positive
answer. Nuri and Cempaka have a romantic tete-a- tete. Thereupon Nuri wants to go
back to his country to settle matters there, but after an illness of seven days he dies.
Bayan informs Cempaka of Nuri's death, and she gives her kain to cover Nuri's dead
body. After the burial, the story ends with a description of the grieving Cempaka:

Selama ditinggalkan Nuri nan mati
Tidak lagi Input di hati
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Cod. Or. 3340, Syair Burung Nuri, p. 40. Dramatic episode, in which Lory (Nuri) falls
ill. The fatal illness is said to be ordained by God. In the expression takdir Allah in
line 415a Allah is spelled alif-lam-alif.

Cempaka dan Nuri sudah bersetia
Keduahnya itu berjanji mati

Behimjodonya di dalam dunia
Di dalam akhirat bertemula dia

Tamatnya sudah Sa 'ir Nuri (lines 518-521).

3. pp. 51-57: Pantuns of a religious nature.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:28-29 under XXXIX); Haji Wan (1985 37);
Iskandar (1999:168).

Cod.Or. 3341

Syair Burung

22 x 14 cm; 24 pages, that is, 20 inscribed pages between coarse brown flyleaves (23
x 14 cm), which were also paginated; 24-26 lines to the page; black ink; thin woven
paper. On the inside of the flyleaves (pp. 2 and 23) written in large letters is: Aa[n]
Zijne Excelle[ntie] Den Minister van ... Gouverneur Generaa[l\ van [N]ederlandsch
Jndie.2^ On the outside of the flyleaves there are some writing excercises.

According to the colophon (p. 22), the author was Muhammad Hasnawi of Banten
(anak b-n-t-n), who lived in kampung Karang, Semarang; the date was 28 Rabiulakhir
1257, that is, 19 June 1841250 (see plate). On the flyleaves the manuscript is numbered
'76'.

Contents: on pp. 3-22 there is an untitled poem, which could be called Syair Burung;
249 quatrains. In a skripsi Ismail Lubis (1985) made a full transliteration, but this
draft is not altogether flawless.251 Van Ronkel (1922:187-188; 191-192) briefly
discusses Cod. Or. 3341, calling it a bad imitation of the Persian 'Conference of the
Birds' (Mantiq at-Tayr) of 'Attar. See also Braginsky (1993:132-146) for an
elaboration of Van Ronkel's suggestion that Malay bird poems ultimately go back to
"Attar's work; his discussion of Cod. Or. 3341 (Braginsky 1993:140-141) is based on
Van Ronkel (1922). However this may be, in the case of Cod. Or. 3341 we are dealing
with an 'original' creation of a man called Muhammad Hasnawi (p. 22, quatrain 245a-
b: Memtlis sa'ir terbum-bum /Daripada tidakyang kita tint), warning against love
of this world and neglect of Islam. The discussion of the birds is preceded by a rather
long religious introduction interspersed with many Arabic words (pp. 3-4). The actual
poem of the birds begins at the top of p. 5 with quatrain 25:

24'Probably the full exordium was 'To His Excellency the Minister [of Colonies and the] Governor
General of the Dutch Indies'.
""iskandar (1999:168) wrongly converts the date to 20 May 1841. He also makes the common mistake
of misinterpreting the toponym b-n-t-n as Bintan.
25'Note, for example, that the constantly recurring word mengoce, that is, the twitter or piping of a bird,
is always misinterpreted here as menguji. This skripsi is kept in the Library as 8259 A 8.
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Cod. Or. 3341, Syair Burung, p. 22. According to the colophon, the author was
Muhammad Hasnawi of Banten (anak b-n-t-n) who lived in Kampung Karang,
Semarang; the date was 28 Rabiulakhir 1257, that is, 19 June 1841. In line 232 he
writes: Menulis sa 'ir terburu-buru / daripada tic/a' yang kita tiru.

Adalah kepada snatii hari
Sultan Sulaiman raja bestari
Mengarahkan unggas ke dalam negeri
Hendak melihat termasa diri

A meeting of the birds in the palace of Sultan Sulaiman forms the framework for a
discussion between birds about religious matters, the Nuri presiding. Its contents are
aptly summed up in quatrain 152 on p. 15: Bermadah Nuri biinmg maulana /
Member! nasihat amat sempurna / Sekarang unggas bcmyak sembrana / Sekalian
ilnmnya tidak berguna //. Near the end, however, it turns out that Nuri is not that
innocent either. This wise bird proves to have been very corrupt252 and was therefore
removed from office as penglmlu negeri. Thereafter Nuri had learned its lesson and
again became a strict upholder of Islam.253

The dialogues centre on the futility of wordly riches and the importance of leading
a pious life in view of the Last Judgement. We encounter well-known advise of the
sort Manfaat apa benda dan uang / seperti racun dengan bemang (p. 16, quatrain
175c-d), Hidupnya itu lupah berbakti /Hartanya tidak dibawa' mati (p. 17, quatrain
176c-d), Hartanya banyak bagai pinjeman [sic] / dikeluarkan tidak empunya eman-
eman (p. 17, quatrain 178c-d) or Duma diburu segala lorong / Agamanya batal
hlamnya urong (p. 17, quatrain 181c-d).

Wickedness is presented in two examples as something un-Islamic. but typical of
the Dutch and Chinese. First, there is the self-degrading speech of an owl - a heavy
drinker and noisemaker - on p. 11, quatrains 111-112: Lain menyahut si burung Serak
/ Hamba ini burung keparak / Sukakku hanya bersorak-sorak / Tambahan sehari
kwninum arak //. Segala haram dengki dan pitnah / Telah kubuat ke manah-manah /
Kusamakan Islam Belanda Cina / Siapa tahu hukumnya di sanah //. Secondly, a
Bandan bird makes the following confession on p. 12, quatrain 118: Hamba ini
unggas yang hina / Satu apah tidak berguna / Lamah berkumpul Olanda Cina / Buta
pendapat pada yang gana.

The poem clearly belongs to what Overbeck (1934) would have called 'Malay
Shaers from Java': cf. such lines as Bwiing desa pating klabak / Saben Ahad mati
tertembak (p. 15, quatrain 154c-d, Jav. words underlined) or birds being described as
Bangsanya Jawa santri Dermayu (p. 6, quatrain 41c) and Bangsanya Jawa santri
Cirebon (p. 6, quatrain 42c). Although the conversations are about religion, the birds
are no saints; one of them, for example, confesses to the robbery of a Chinese (p. 16,
quatrains 167-169):

Lain menyahut si burung Killing
la mengoce terlantung-lantung
Dahulu hari saya beruntung
Memegang Cina dari Belitung

Kawan saya unggas Bebidu
Dengan Kampret burung Pardidu
Memegang Cina membawa' candu
Minta' tolong burung di gardu

"See p. 20, quatrain 217b-d: Nuri suka terima gobang /pegang hiikum hatinya bimbang / lain jatnh ke
dalam lobang //.
253See p. 20, quatrain 219: Khabamya Nuri unggas irtamah / terlaht keras pegang agamah / sebab
gobang jadi percumah / namanyamasylnir selamah-lamah //,
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Kampret Babidu teiialu cakap
Burling Belitung man ditangkap
Memelu'pinggang baju tersingkap
Sepuhth cepu' adanya lengkap

As the above-mentioned examples show, the story is spiced with lively, colloquial
speech. Sometimes a tilde-like sign is used to indicate the pepet in (Javanese-
sounding) words.254 Another spelling feature is the occurrence of final -h; in some
cases this is missing where it is normally found (for example, sum instead of sumh),
and in other cases it is present where it is not normally found (for example, manah
instead ofmana); cf. on this phenomenon Robson (1969:2-3).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:28 under XXXVII); Haji Wan (1985:37); Iskandar
(1999:168).

Cod. Or. 3342

Syair Bunga; Syair Burung

2 1 x 1 6 cm; 38 pages; 16-17 lines to the page; watermark: Pro Patria; brown ink. On
p. 1 in the right margin "1851" appears a few times and sahadan maka perang (?)
Padang lalu ber-m-p (? berempaf) kampung. The writing, which in Iskandar's (1999:
168) opinion is "almost illegible", seems to have been done rather hurriedly, see plate.

Contents:
1. pp. 1-29: Syair Bunga (478 double lines). Beginning:

Bismillah itu mula dikata
Alhamdulillah pula xxx
Mengarangkan sa 'ir terlalu suka
Terkenang hati yang duka-cita

Ayuhai siapah orang membaca
Hendaklah karang nyaringkan suara
Supaya xxx apa carita
Orang mendengar kalbu puny a suka

Thereupon follow quatrains with a similar scheme, viz. Bersa 'ir pula si bimga (name
of the flower) /Rupanya (or Warnanyd) ..., after which the tuan is addressed, see e.g.
p. 13, lines 205-206:

Bersa 'ir pula si bunga melati
Rupanya putih harum sekah_________________________________
Jikalau tuan tidak kembali
Adinda tidakperdulih lagi

This typical scheme is also applied in Tan Teng Kie's Syair Kembang, see e.g. Tan
TengKie( 1898:2):

254See, for example, quatrain 85 on p. 9, in which a crow is speaking: Arak dan tuak keduanya haram /
Jangcm dimakan titbuhnya karem / Bangkai kwnakan tidak bergarem / perutkn kennyang [sic] hatikii
marem //. For this spelling (and this example), see Wieringa (2003:511).
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Cod. Or. 3342, Syair Bunga, p. 11. The writing of this manuscript seems to have been
done rather hurriedly.
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Di sairken si boenga melati
Boenganja lagi telaloe poeti
Djikaloe toean toeloes dihati
Hendak minta dengen slamati

A copy of this Tan Teng Kie's booklet is also kept in the Library (signature: 878 F
32).

One should read between the lines in order to decode the 'flowery' language of
this Syair Bunga; cf. p. 28, lines 473-474:

Bersa 'ir pula si bunga gadis'
Bunganya putih terlalu manis
Jikalau tuan terlalu arif [sic]
Pandai membaca syurat di luar baris

Juynboll (1899:29) refers to Van der Tuuk (1866:462), who gives a brief description
of another Syair -Bunga, viz. RAS Farquhar 9 (A) (cf. Ricklefs and Voorhoeve
1977:132). The London manuscript, however, must be different from Cod. Or. 3342
(1), because, according to Van der Tuuk, the flowers in RAS Farquhar 9 (A) are
singing pantuns, which does not occur in the Leiden manuscript. It is also different
from the popular Syair Bunga, pengajaran untuk orang muda-muda (Syair Bunga
1919; kept in the Library as 894 G 1), which is a discussion among flowers,
containing admonitions and wise lessons of the sort jangan diikut hati berahi / itu
larangan Allah dan Nabi (p. 4, line 12).
2. pp. 29-38 Syair Burung, ending abruptly (163 double lines). Just like the preceding
text, this poem, too, consists of stanzas with a similar scheme. Here it is Bermadah
pula si bwitng (name of the bird), followed by a short description of the bird, see e.g.
p. 31, lines 39-40:

Bermadah pula si burung nuri
Itulah burung inda sekali
Itulah burung datang dari negeri
Tidaklah ada di dalam negeri ini

Every bird is allotted one quatrain. The Bayan acts here as itulah guru burung
semuanya (p. 29, line 3b). The poem is in fact merely a list of birds. There is no
discussion among them, and the poem does not tell a story (different from the
preceding Syair Bunga, in which the narrator addresses a tuan). Hence, Juynboll's
claim that Cod. Or. 3342 (2) is the same as Cod. Or. 3341 and Cod. Or. 1956 (3) is
incorrect.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:28-29 under XXXVIII); Haji Wan (1985:37-38)^
Iskandar( 1999:168).

Cod. Or. 3343

Portfolio, containing the files or sheaves A-R.

255Spelled k-a-d-y-s-y. Wiikinson's dictionary mentions under ;
gadis (Cinnamomum parlhenoxylon).
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dis a medicinal plant called kayn

Contents:

A Undang-Undang Minangkabau; Tradition from Bams about the Rajas di hulu and
di hilir

34 x 20.5 cm; 24 pages; 37 lines to the page; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with G
H K. Autograph copies by Van der Tuuk. Contents:
1. pp. 1-21: Undang-Undang Minangkabau, ending abruptly with ... dan jangan
hakim itu (manyuruah) basumpah akan urang yang tadakwai malainkan kamudian
daripado batanyo pado urang madakwai... The copy was based on a manuscript,
dated 6 April 1840 in Padang of the so-called hoofdregent Tuanku Panglima Sultan
Iskandar. Van der Tuuk has marked variant readings from a manuscript of Mr.
Palm256 on the right halves of the pages with 'x'.
2. pp. 22-24: a tradition from Barus about the Rajas di hulu and di hilir according to a
manuscript belonging to Mr. Palm.257 The first date is Monday, Rabiulawal 1079,
giving four possibilities: 5/3/1079 = 13/8/1668, 12/3/1079 = 20/8/1668, 19/3/1079 =
27/8/1668 and 26/3/1079 = 3/9/1668; at that day the Raja of Barus called Tuanku
Sutan sailed to Padang, where he married and had two children. At the end the text is
dated 1273, that is, 1856-1857.

B at-Taqribfi'lfiqh; chapter about tahara

34 x 21 cm; 31 pages; 42 lines to the page (generally); black ink (first text); brown ink
(second text); watermark: Pro Patria with KLS DE JONG. Autograph copies by Van der
Tuuk. Contents:
1. pp. 1-28: at-Taqribfi'lfiqh or Gayat al-Ikhtisar or Mukhtasarfi'lfiqh 'aid madhab
al-imam as-Safi'tby Abu Suja' al-Isfahanl (b. 434/1042-3; d. after 500/1106-7), see
GAL 1:392 et sqq. and GAL S I: 676 et sqq. and Voorhoeve (1980a:368). This is a
short compendium of Safi'T law; see El2, vol. 1:150-151 for references to secondary
literature (translations in Western languages). Van der Tuuk copied both the Arabic
text and its Malay translation. The left halves of the paper are used for the copies,
whereas the right halves are reserved for notes. It ends abruptly with the title of the
chapter about fasting (ini bobpada menyatakan puasa).
2. pp. 29-31: a chapter dealing with 'purification' (bob pada menyatakan bersuci). In
manuals offiqh the rubric, under which this subject is discussed, is known as tahara,
see El2, vol. X:99. Van der Tuuk notes that originally this chapter followed
immediately after the section about ta 'bir gempa in a 410 manuscript of the Royal
Institute number 239. The underlined words were rubricated in the original. If the
KJTLV is meant by 'Kngl. Instituut', the number 239 is a riddle, because this is not
included in the catalogues of Van Ronkel (1908, 1946) or Iskandar (1999).

_. C Minangkabau pantuns; Pantuns from the Kisah Pelayaran Abdullah; tanjung———

34 x 22 cm; 24 folios, but only nine folios are inscribed; c 20 lines to the page; brown
ink; thin woven paper. Autograph copies by Van der Tuuk; the right margins were
used for noting better readings.

""Probably to be identified as Corel Hendrik Palm (1814-1864), who from April 1848-Febmary 1852
was in charge of civil administration in the district of Barus (Groeneboer 2002:116, note 7).
257On Palm, see preceding note.
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1. ff. Ir- 6r: Minangkabaupantuns', no source mentioned.
2. ff. 6v-8v: pantuns 'uit Abdullah's Journal', that is, not from his autobiography, the
Hikayat Abdullah, as Iskandar (1999:169) has it, but from the diary of Abdullah's
pilgrimage to Mecca, describing the daily events of the voyage up to his sudden death
in Mecca in 1854, posthumously published as Kisah Pelayaran Abdullah. The first
pantun is:

Bubut bertanya lalai
Kalandara [sic] ada pada kita
Angin barat gelombang selesai
Bongkar sauh belayarlah kita

This is identical to the text in the modern editions by Kassim Ahmad (1981:78) and
Sweeney (2005:157). The last line is nyawa bergantung di hujung la-iku, as in Kassim
Ahmad (1981:83) and Sweeney (2005:162). See Che-Ross (2000:173-213) for an
annotated translation of Munsyi Abdullah's incomplete travel journal and a discussion
of the manuscripts and printed editions. Recently, Sweeney (2005) published a reliable
edition of the text in the first volume of his scholarly 'Karya Lengkap Abdullah bin
Abdul Kadir Munsyi'.
3. ff. ; v-9r: tenjung or tanjung: prose description of a certain pastime in Barus.258 In.. v-.-0 -- .-,•,-,,(,. F.UJ^ uwo^npuuu ui a ccncuu pasume m cams. "" In
the spelling of the text Van der Tuuk places a hamzah below the consonant in order to
indicate the pepet (see Wieringa 2003 for this spelling feature).

D Undang-undang Minangkabau', Sirat al-mustaqim

34 x 21 cm; 13 pages; 38-39 lines to the page; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with
G H K. Autograph copies by Van der Tuuk of manuscripts from private collections. In
the first text the rather broad right margin has been used for notes. The second text has
been completely crossed out.
Contents:
1. pp. 1-12: Undang-undang Minangkabau. It was copied from a manuscript
belonging to [Eliza] Netscher; the original manuscript was 'klein folio van 24/2
bladzijden'. On p. 12 Van der Tuuk notes: 'Van hetzelfde H[an]dschr[ift] heeft
Netscher naderhand een ander exemplaar gekregen door toedoen van zijn breeder den
assistant] residfent] van Priaman; net blijkt dat beiden zeer corrupt zijn (zie overigens
wat hun inhoud betreft h[et] Indfisch] Archief 2de j[aa]rg[ang])'. The latter publication
is Netscher (1850:33-68), which was based upon three manuscripts in Netscher's
private collection. Eliza Netscher (1825-1880) worked in the years 1848-1861 at the
General Secretariat in Batavia; in 1861, he was appointed Resident of Riau, in 1870
Governor of Sumatra's West Coast, ending his career in 1878 as a member of the
Raad van Nederlands-Indie (Groeneboer 2002:94). His brother Franciscus Henricus
Johannes Netscher (b. 1817) filled, since 1846, a number of governmental functions at
Sumatra's West Coast, see Groeneboer (2002:103 note 7).
2. pp. 12-13: introduction of the Sirat al-mustaqim, a Malay book onfiqh, originally
written by Nuruddm ar-Ranlrl in 1044/1634-1054/1644, see the description of Cod.
Or. 2223 in Wieringa (1998:282) for further details. It was copied from a manuscript
belonging to Schoemann: '(142 inlfandsche] bladz[ijden] folio) H[an]dschr[ift]

;Not included under tanjimg in Van der funk's edition of Von de Wall's dictionary (Von de Wall
177, vol. 1:408).1877,
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toebehoorende aan den H[ee]r Scheuman [sic]259 huisonderwijzer v[an] Zfijne]
E[xcellentie] Gfouverneur] Gfeneraal] Rochussen'. Although Schoemann's manuscript
collection eventually landed in the Staatsbibliothek in Berlin, none of his three copies
of the Sirat al-mustaqim, viz. Schoemann V, 45; 47 (1) and V, 6, have 142 folios (see
SnouckHurgronje 1989:178-180).

E Hikayat Abu Samah

33 x 20.5 cm; four folios; c 47 lines to the page; black ink; watermark: Pro Patria with
G H K. Autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of a manuscript belonging to a 'native' in
Batavia: 'Een klein 4'° boek van 40 bladzijden te Batavia van een Inlander ter
bezigtiging ontvangen' (f. Ir). The broad right margin is reserved for corrections.260

Contents: beginning of the Hikayat Abu Samah, the story of how even the strict
Caliph Umar punished his son Abu Samah. See, for further details, the description of
Cod. Or. 1720 (1) in Wieringa (1998:73); see also the description of Cod. Or. 3201
(2), vide infra. As Van der Tuuk duly notes, 'the manuscript is not complete' (het
h[and]s[chrift] is niet compleet).

F Descriptions of Arabic and Javanese manuscripts belonging to the Bataviaasch
Genootschap; Undang-undang Muko-Muko

This sheaf contains two files, viz. one of 56 folios with descriptions of Arabic and
Javanese manuscripts belonging to the Bataviaasch Genootschap. Voorhoeve has
identified the signatures, which he has noted in pencil. Catalogued in Pigeaud
(1980:47-48) and Voorhoeve (1980a:412). Only the contents of the second file will be
described here.

Inserted in the first file is a loose piece of paper (20.5 x 13 cm; 11 lines; brown
ink; no watermark). Contents: Dutch letter from Jager to N.N. (Van der Tuuk?),
asking the latter to fetch his shirts ('De model overhembden [sic] liggen bij ons'),
dated 20 April (no year).261

The second file: 33.5 x 21 cm; 11 pp.; c 36 lines to the page; brown ink;
watermark: Pro Patria with G H K.

Contents: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of the Undang-undang Muko-Muko,
taken from the Malayan Miscellanies, volume II (Bencoolen: Sumatran Mission
Press, 1822), No. XIII 'Translation of the Undang Undang of Moco Moco' and No.
XIV 'The Undang Undang of Moco Moco, in the Menangkabau dialect and
character'. The so-called Asal keturunan Raja Inderapura Muko-Muko, which
Iskandar (1999:170) mentions separately, also belongs to this same publication.

2j9Apparently, the name Schoemann caused some confusion, cf. the edition of Rochussen's letters,
where we find Schonman and Schomann, see Baud (1983, vol. 1:199 index).
260According to Iskandar (1999:170), on the cover the name (and address) Bahamddin Mu'alim
Sibayan di Suraba Dand-Mahnur Kampimg Melayu can be found, but there is no cover as the folios
are unbound; Iskandar is simply mistaken with the cover of sheaf G (see below).
" In Groeneboer's edition of Van der Tuuk letters the name Jager occurs a few times (see Groeneboer
2002:957, index), but there is no information about him (Groeneboer 2002:639 n. 7).
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G Descriptions of Arabic and Javanese manuscripts belonging to the Bataviaasch
Genootschap

One sheaf of 32 folios with descriptions of Arabic and Javanese manuscripts
belonging to the Bataviaasch Genootschap. Voorhoeve has identified the signatures,
which he has noted in pencil. On the flyleaf (f. Ir) some writing exercises, among
others Hikayat Bayan Budiman, but also a name and address. Voorhoeve writes about
this (on the cover of the sheaf): 'Op de omslag gekrabbel, o.a.: Baharuddfn mu'allim
sibyan di Surabaya (?) dar al-ma'mur kampung Melayvi. Misschien behoort dit omslag
oorspronkelijk bij een lijst van te Soerabaja aanwezige Maleise en Arabische kitab's;
door v[an] d[er] Tfuuk]. In een ander stuk geciteerd als 'Lijst van Baharuddin'. Deze
lijst heb ik niet teruggevonden'. Catalogued in Pigeaud (1980:47-48) and Voorhoeve
(1980a:412).

L Hikayat Banjar; azimat; Dutch translation of a Javanese letter

1. 34 x 21 cm; 14 pages; p. 2 blank; 45 lines to the page; brown ink; the left halves of
each paper are used for the text and the right halves for the variant readings from 'b';
no watermark. Contents: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of a fragment of the
Hikayat Banjar. It is described in the edition of Ras (1968:210-211); according to Ras
(1968:210), the text is the same as that found in Cod. Or. 1702, whereas the notes on
the right halves of each page from a manuscript marked as 'b' closely parallel the text
as found in Cod. Or. 1701.
2. 21 x 14 cm; three folios; f. 2v-3v blank; black ink; light blue paper. Contents: an
autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of azimat in the possession of Mr. Dentz (or
Deutz?), who lived in the third Utr[echtsche] straat in Amsterdam, mainly prayers and
two drawings.262 On f. 2r, the sword of Ali: Ini pedang tuan baginda 'All kita pakai
boleh berani insya (Allah) Taala berkat pedang ini orang pun takut pada kita. Inilah
Dupakar [sic], after which Van der Tuuk has copied the illustration of the sword.
3. 21 x 14 cm; one folio; f. Ir: 24 lines; f. Iv: 22 lines (11 lines crossed out); brown
ink; light blue paper. Contents: Dutch translation by Van der Tuuk of a Javanese letter
from Raden Adipati Danureja, thepatih of Yogyakarta, to his 'friend Mr. Van Stiden'
(Van der Tuuk suggests the alternative Van Steden) and the Pandita (Van der Tuuk:
'predikant?') in 'Burkilo' (that is, Borculo), dated Yogyakarta. 18 Jumadilakhir 1794
(AJ)/2 November 1865.

M Copy of religious syairs (= Jakarta ML 420)

34.5 x 21 cm; 24 pages; 25-35 lines to the page; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria
with B. Contents: On p. 1 Van der Tuuk has noted: "Uit een 4to h[an]ds[clirift] toe-
behoorende aan het Bat[aviaasch] genootschap; het is ongeveer twee vingers dik".
The manuscript can be identified as Jakarta ML 420 (cf. Sutaarga et al. 1972:250 and
Behrend 1998:290). The following texts were copied:
1. pp. 1-4: an autograph copy of Van der Tuuk of an untitled religious syair, featuring
the warring kings Raja Lawamah of Medina and Sultan Mutmainah of Mecca. It is not
a Javanistic allegory of the so-called napsus Lawwamah (Ar. an-nafs al-lawwama)
and Mutmainah (Ar. an-nafs al-mutma'inna), but rather a brief discussion of a

number of religious subjects, initially focusing on dhikir. Van der Tuuk noted that he
was interested in this text, because of its spelling ("hetwelk wij in zijn geheel
overnemen wegens de opmerkelijke spelling"); the text is fully vocalized, following
Bantenese conventions (see Wieringa 2003). It begins:

Tatkala barperang raja di Makah
Diparniusuh raja Lawamah
Barlaksa orang di banua Madinah
Malanggar musuh tiada susah

Raja barbudi duduk263 di Makah
Dinamai Sultan Mutmainah

Iskandar (1999:170 under I-I) wrongly identified this poem as a copy of the Syair Dua
Puluh, perhaps because he was misled by the \inejadi syarat sifat dim piiluh yang safi
(p. 3, line 17b).
2. pp. 4-13: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of an untitled religious syair, dealing
with the performance of dhikir at various occasions. Iskandar (1990:170 under I-II)
calls it Syair dzikir. This text, too, is fully vocalized, following Bantenese conventions
(see Wieringa 2003).
3. pp. 13-24: a copy, in an expert hand, of the Syair Seribu Masalah, that is, a
versified version of the so-called 'Book of the Thousand Questions', see the descrip-
tion of the Kitab Seribu Masa'il in Wieringa (1998:187-188) for further details. This
text, too, is fully vocalized, following Bantenese conventions (see Wieringa 2003). As
Drewes (1986:324-325) duly notes, the text is incomplete, consisting of two
fragments, viz. Cod. Or. 3343 sheaf M, pp. 13-24 and sheaf N, pp. 1-10. The first
fragment ends with the dimensions of the sky (roughly comparable to the Malay prose
version in Djamaris 1994:30). See Wieringa (2003:500-501) for the beginning and a
plate of Cod. Or. 3343, sheaf M, p. 13. Drewes (1986:324-325) and Wieringa (2003)
adduce arguments in favour of assuming a Javanese origin of this syair.

N Copy of Jakarta ML 420

34.5 x 21 cm; 23 pages; 26 lines to the page; brown ink; pencil rulings; watermark:
Pro Patria with VG. There are marginal notes by Van der Tuuk.
Contents: continuation of sheaf M, that is, a copy of Jakarta ML 420. The following
texts are copied:
1. pp. 1-10: a copy, in an expert hand, of the Syair Seribu Masalah; sequel of sheaf M
no. 3 (see above). This second fragment starts with the question about the second
langit (see Drewes 1986:325), and ends with questions pertaining to eschatology (see
op.cit., pp. 324-325 for a transliteration of the final two quatrains). This text, too, is
fully vocalized, following Bantenese spelling conventions (see Wieringa 2003).
2. pp. 11-19: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of an untitled religious syair con-
taining admonitions against dunia and propagating the necessity of pursuing religious
knowledge. Some typical quatrains are:

262This person is unknown to me from other sources, but in 1864-5 Van der Tuuk himself lived nearby,
viz. in the Tweede Utrechtsche Straat in Amsterdam (see Groeneboer 2002:397; 418). "Spelled with the dotted dal.
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Jauhken' dirimu daripada sia-sia
Supaya Input daripada bahaya
Dengerlah266 hai segala saudara267

Hidupmii268 dalem2 9 dimiajangan bercura-cura (p. 11, lines 17-18)

Tuntutilah ilmu yang sempurna
Aken' bekal kita ke sana
Jangan seperti kaum hina
Memmtut ilmu yang tiada berguna (p. 12, lines 5-6)

Furthermore, explanation of martabat tujuh (pp. 12-14), dhikir (p. 14), twenty rules of
correct religious behaviour (adab) (pp. 15-16), and until the end again dhikir.
3. pp. 19-20: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of the same poem as the preceding
no. 2, but only of its initial nine double lines. Van der Tuuk noted in the beginning:
"gepunctueerd maar slordig als het voorgaande geschreven", and at the end: "tot aan
regel 20 hetzelfde zoo het schijnt als het vonge. Van regel 21 af zijn nog dne regels.
die in het vorige niet voorkomen en in het onderhavige gedicht de laatste zijn". On p.
20 he has copied these three double lines, and notes: "De varianten van dit [sic] zijn
bij het vorige reeds opgegeven".
4. pp. 20-23: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of an untitled religious syair con-
taining admonitions against dunia and hawa-nafsu. Some typical quatrains are:

Di dalam dunia banyakyang durhaka
Disangkanya dunia aken27' kekel272 harga
Aken'73 syariat Nabi sudahlah lupa
Tidalah ia ingat akan siksa neraka (p. 21, lines 3-4)

Sana-sini daim berdagang
Henda274 kerm/liaan bukan kepalang
Memmtut dunia berulang-ulang
Seperti anjing mencari tulang (p. 21, lines 11-12)

Hawa~ 3 nafsu seperti binatang
Mengerjakan dunia pagi danpetang
Di akhiratjauh engkau terbuang
Masii/c naraka hancurlah tulang (p. 21, lines 21-22)

RSfWIStwm

254SpeIled with hamzah below the consonant to indicate the pepet.
2S5Spelled with the dotted dal. _______- ——
2 6Spelled with hamzah below the consonant to indicate the pepet (twice).
267Spelled with the dotted dal.
""Spelled with the dotted dal.

Spelled with hamzah below the consonant to indicate the pepet.
Spelled with hamzah below the consonant to indicate the pepet.

"'Spelled with hamzah below the consonant to indicate the pepet.
272Spelled with hamzah below the consonant to indicate the pepet (twice).

Spelled with hamzah below the consonant to indicate the pepet.
274Spelled with the dotted dal; read: hendak.
275Spelled h-w-y.
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The remainder of the poem is taken up by warnings of the horrific punishments for
those, who do not care for the hereafter. Angels visit the sinners in the grave and after
being interrogated, God sends them to hell:

Malaikat ke sana datang
Memeriksai tauhidmu hai orang276

Di dalam lahad ia bertanya
Tanyakan amalnya dan imannya
Jikalau orang yang banyak dosanya
Keluar lidahnya buta matanya

Di sanalah Tuhan sangat murka
Pada segala orang yang sangat durhaka
Jika dimasukken2 7 Allah ke dalam naraka
Habislah kulit hitamlah muka (p. 22, lines 16-19)

The text ends rather abruptly with a statement that the prophets and saints will be safe
on the Last Day.

O Nur ad-Daqa 'iq and other religious treatises

33.5 x 20.5 cm; 65 pages; 43-47 lines to the page; brown ink; watermark: Eendracht
with B. Contents: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of Cod. Or. 1332, containing
religious treatises, including Syamsuddin 's Nur ad-Daqa'iq, see the description of
Cod. Or. 1332 in Wieringa (1998:18-19) for further details. The left halves of the
paper are used for the copies, whereas the right halves are reserved for notes.

P Javanese theological texts: letters; Sundanese texts

1. 34 x 20.5 cm; eight folios; f. 8r blank; black ink; rubrications; fully vocalized
pegon; watermark: Pro Patria with V G. A few notes by the copyist and trans-
literations by Van der Tuuk are in the margins. On f. 8v the name of Herman
Neubronner van der Tuuk twice spelled in vocalized pegon (black ink, pencil).
Contents: Javanese religious texts in prose, viz. ff. lv-5v: unidentified tract, dated on
f. 5v 1262 (1845-6); ff. 6r-7r: genealogy of the Prophet (punika luluhur andika
Rasulullah s.a.w.) with an explanation of the utility of reciting the text (paedah); f.
7v: alphabet with numerical values of the letters; Pal Nabi. Omitted in Pigeaud (1968,
vol. II).
2. Four loose sheets of paper:

(a) 32 x 22 cm; one folio; 16 lines; no watermark. Contents: f. Ir: Sundanese
letter in Javano-Sundanese script from Holle to N.N. (unclear) in Batavia,
dated 12 December 1850; f. Iv: lexicographical notes by Van der Tuuk.

(b) 20 x 15.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 16 lines; f. 2r: eight lines; black ink; no
watermark. Contents: Letter of N.N. to Herman Neubronner van der Tuuk (h-
r-m-n n-y-b-r-w-n-r p-n-d-r-t-a-k) in Batavia, answering Van der Tuuk's
lexicographical questions, dated Saturday, 16 Sapar 1267, that is, Friday, 20
December 1850.

"'Spelled u-a-ng.
277Spelled with a hamzah below the consonant to indicate the pepet.
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(c) 20.5 x 17; one folio; f. Ir: ten lines; f. Iv: five lines; brown ink; ink corrosion;
watermark: not clearly discernible. Contents: letter from a father called Mu' to
his son Arifin in Batavia, undated.

(d) 31 x 20 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 32 lines; f. 2r: 27 lines; 2 ff. Contents: on f. Ir
there is a list of 102 names in Javano-Sundanese script; on f. 2r a text in four
columns entitled Syainir(?) Sunda Sedikit, written in Sundanese with some
Malay; mpegon.

Q Decree by the Raja ofBarus; draft article; da 'ira

1. 33.5 21 cm; two folios; part of f. 2 is torn; watermark: Eendracht with V D L.
Contents: autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of a decree by the Raja ofBarus, granting
a piece of ground to Nakhoda Kabasi, dated 30 August 1848, provided with a Dutch
translation and notes. According to Van der Tuuk, the document was plainly a
forgery: "Het document in handen van de Nakoda Kabasie is blijkens de boven op de
rand aangetekende varianten moedwillig vervalscht geworden, dan eens door gebruik
te maken van de ledige ruimte aan de rand van het papier en door een woord bij te
voegen, dan weder door in een enkel woord de streepjes zoodanig te veranderen dat er
een geheel ander woord uit te lezen valt, ofschoon iemand die de vervalsching op 't
spoor is, gemakkelijk in de verdraaide karacters de overblijfselen kan zien van de
verduisterde woorden" (f. Iv).
2. 21.5 x 13.5 cm; four folios; 33 lines to the page; brown ink; paper .from the Dutch
journal De Gids (not blue, as Iskandar 1999:171 under M has it). Contents: draft of an
article by Van der Tuuk, which was published in March 1866 in De Gids as Van der
Tuuk (1866:174-180); it was republished (with annotations) in Groeneboer
(2002:532-537). The reference in Iskandar (1999:171 under M) to another publication
of Van der Tuuk is incorrect.
3. 42 x 33 cm; one folio; black ink; rubrications; no watermark. Contents: da'ira.

R. List of Malay manuscripts formerly kept at the General Secretariat in Batavia

34 x 21 cm; four folios; 20 lines to the page; pencil rulings; brown ink; watermark:
Pro Patria with J vD M2. Contents: List, written by a scribe, of 91 Malay manuscripts,
which were formerly kept at the General Secretariat in Batavia with some notes by
Van der Tuuk. According to Voorhoeve (1980b:71), this list was used by Van der
Tuuk when he studied the Secretariat collection in 1850-1851. It is reproduced in
Voorhoeve (1980b:71-77).

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:258-259 under no. 659); Haji Wan (1985:38);
Iskandar (1999:169-172; in a mixed-up order).

Cod. Or. 3344

letters as juru tulis. Iskandar (1999:172) accepts this as an established fact (calling
him "secretary of Van der Tuuk"). However this may be, it should be noted that Raja
Alam's name is mentioned nowhere as a copyist of manuscripts for Van der Tuuk;
neither is he referred to in Van der Tuuk's letters during his Sumatra period (cf.
Groeneboer 2002). For other personal letters to Raja Alam, see Cod. Or. 3304 IV
(vide infra). Furthermore, one other letter to him can be found inserted in Cod. Or.
3257c (vide infra).

Contents:
1. 30 x 20 cm; f. Ir: 18 lines, f. 2v: three lines (address); f.lv-2r blank; brown ink;
thin woven paper. Letter from adinda Muhammad Tahir278 in Natal, sebelah kampung
seberang279 to his elder brother, fas juru tulis in Padang (= Raja Alam), dated 8 May
1814.
2. 30 x 20 cm; f. Ir: 18 lines f. Iv: 11 lines; f. 2v: four lines (address); f. 2r blank;
black ink; thin woven paper; red wax seal is lost. Letter to adinda (= Raja Alam in
Padang) from his elder brother juru tulis Abdus Syarah,280 dated 7 April 1815.
3. 31 x 19 cm; f. Ir: 20 lines, f. 2v: four lines (address); f. lv-2r blank; brown ink;
remnants of a red wax seal; damaged in the middle (the fold) and at the side. Letter to
paduka adinda (= Raja Alam in Padang) from his elder brother Abdus Syarah,281

dated 13 May 1815.
4. 31 x 21 cm; f. Ir: 18 lines, f. Iv: 14 lines; f. 2v: four lines (address); f. 2r blank;
brown ink; thin woven paper. Letter to Raja Alam from his elder brother Abdus
Syarah,282 dated 4 June 1815.
5. 20.5 x 15.5 cm; f. Ir: 16 lines, f. 2v: two lines (address); f. lv-2r blank; black ink;
thin woven paper. Letter to Raja Alam for adinda berdua laki-isteri, dated 2 xxx 1816.
6. 31 x 20.5 cm; f. Ir: 29 lines, f. Iv: four lines, f. 2r: 15 lines, f. 2v: three lines
(address); black ink; thin woven paper. Letter to juru tulis Raja Alam from Encik
Hamis,283 dated 23 May 1818.
7. 30.5 x 20.5 cm; f. Ir: 18 lines, f. 2v: four lines; f. lv-2r blank; black ink; thin
woven paper. Letter tojurii tulis Raja Alam in Padang from his elder brother juru tulis
Abdus Syarah,284 dated 4 June 1819.
8. 31 x 21 cm; f. Ir: 20 lines, f. Iv: 17 lines; f. 2v: four lines (address); f. 2r blank;
black ink; thin woven paper. Letter to paduka adinda Raja Alam in Padang from his
elder brother, Abdus Syarah,285 dated 11 July 1819.
9. 30.5 x 20.5 cm; f. Ir: 20 lines, f. Iv: 12 lines, f. 2v: four lines (address); f. 2r blank;
black ink; thin woven paper; the wax seal has disappeared. Letter to Raja Alam from
his elder brother Abdus Syarah,286 dated 12 June 1819.
10. 30 x 20 cm; f. Ir: 17 cm, f. Iv: 19 lines, f. 2v: four lines (address), f. 2r blank;
black ink; thin woven paper. Letter to paduka adinda juru tulis Raja Alam in Padang
from his elder brother Abdus Syarah,2 dated 27 June 1819.

Personal letters to Raja Alam in Padang (1814-1850)

Portfolio, containing mostly personal letters addressed to Raja Alam of Kampung
Pondok in Padang, who earned his living as a professional scribe (juru tulis). The
collection covers a rather large time span, viz. from 1814 to 1850. According to Van
Ronkel (1921:269), Raja Alam was Van der Tuuk's scribe during the latter's stay in
Padang - perhaps a conclusion drawn on account of Raja Alam's designation in the
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278Spelled t-a-h-r.
"'Spelled s-b-a-r-a-ng.
280Spdled s-r- h.
281Spelledr-h.
282Spelled r- h.
283Spelled H-m-y-sy (?), signature on f. 2r.
2!4Spelled r- h.
285Spelled s-r- h.
286Spelled r- h.
287Spelled a-'-b-d-a-l-r- h.
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Cod. Or. 3344 (22). Signed contract, dated 5 June 1843 in Padang, between Pak Ik
and Lin Mamu with their Chinese signatures.
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11. 29 x 19.5 cm; f. Ir: 23 lines, f. 2v: four lines (address); f. lv-2r blank; brown ink;
thin woven paper. Letter from adinda in Natal (perhaps Muhammad Tahir, cf. no. 12)
to his elder brother juru tulis Raja Alam in Padang, dated 22 October 1819.
12. 20.5 x 15.5 cm; f. Ir: 20 lines, f. 2v: four lines; f. lv-2r blank; brown ink; ink
coiTosion; thin woven paper. Letter to Raja Alam in Kampung Palinggam at Padang
from his younger brother Muhammad Tahir in Natal, dated 11 xxx 1819.
13. 31 x 20.5 cm; 25 lines; brown ink; thin woven paper. Malay-language overview of
debts of they'HTO tulis (probably Raja Alam of Padang) to an unspecified "me", dated
1823.
14. 30.5 x 20.5 cm; 12 folios; 6 ff. blank; thin woven paper; rather damaged. A list of
122 items, entitled peringatan segala jenis barang-barang, compiled by juru tulis
Raja Alam, dated 16 April 1824.
15. 24 x 19.5 cm; f. Ir: 12 lines; f. Iv: 11 lines; f. Ir. five lines; f. 2v: four lines
(address); brown ink; watermark: HENNESSY. Letter from kakanda xxx to paduka
adinda juru tulis Raja Alam in Padang, dated 26 April 1826 (?).
16. 31 x 21 cm; f. Ir: 24 lines, f. Iv: 24 lines, f. 2r: 12 lines; f. 2v: three lines; brown
ink; thin woven paper. Letter from juru mudi Si Langkawi288 to paduka adinda juru
tulis Raja Alam in Padang, dated 30 April 1827. On f. 2v: surat terbalas swat ini
pada 10 hari bulan Juni2S9 adanya 1827.
17. 21 x 14.5 cm; f. Ir: 14 lines, f. Iv: four lines, f. 2v: four lines (address); f. 2r
blank; brown ink; thin woven paper. Letter to adinda paduka juru tulis Raja Alam
from his elder brother Abdus Syarah,290 dated 29 June 1827.
18. 30 x 20 cm; f. Ir: 26 lines, f. Iv: five lines, f. 2v: five lines (address); f. 2r blank;
black ink; thin woven paper. Letter fromy'w-u mudi Si Langag291 in Natam to adinda
yang amat mulia juru tulis Raja Alam in Kampung Pondok at Padang, dated 25
October 1827.
19. 24 x 20 cm; f. Ir: 15 lines, f. Iv: nine lines, f. 2v: five lines (address); f. 2r blank;
brown ink; thin woven paper. Undated letter to Raja Alam from his elder brother
Abdus Syarah,292 answered on 27 xxx 1827.
20. 31 x 20 cm; f. Ir: 22 lines, f. 2r: four lines, f. 2v: four lines (address); f. Iv blank;
black ink; thin woven paper. Letter to the tuan juru tulis in Kampung Pondok at
Padang (= Raja Alam) from his elder brother Abdullah in Natal, dated 20 al-Haram (=
Muharram) 1244, i.e. 2 August 1828.
21. 30 x 20 cm; f. Ir: 25 lines; f. 2v: four lines (address); f. lv-2r blank; thin woven
paper. Letter from N.N. (last part torn) to Tuan Kecil Sutan Berahim in Padang, dated
20 May 1829(7).
22. 26 x 20 cm; 22 lines; brown ink; no watermark. Imprint of 'Nederl. Oost-Indie
Kleinzegel' worth !/2 G. (guilder). Signed contract, dated 5 June 1843 in Padang,
between Pak Ik and Lin Mamu,293 the latter from Sungai Barameh;294 Chinese
signatures, see plate.
23. 20.5 x 16.5 cm; f. Ir: 13 lines; f. 2v: four lines (address); black ink; watermark:
Pro Patria. Letter from Garuk Alam inGupak t&setuflam-saya^^fwa ftaja -Alam in-
Padang, dated 21 April 1844.

2!!Spelled s-y-1-ng-k-w.
2!9Spelled (j-w-n).
290Spelled r- h.
291 Spelled s-y-1-ng-a-g.
292Spelled r- h.
293Spelled 1-y-n m-m-w.
294Spelled b-a-r-a-m-s.
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24. 30 x 20 cm; f. Ir: 28 lines, f. Iv: eight lines, f. 2v: four lines (address); f. 2r blank;
brown ink; no watermark; the red wax seal is lost. Letter from anakanda yang
bernama Si Mayulih (signature) in Natal to Raja Alam in Kampung Pondok at
Padang, dated 12 August2'5 1844.
25. 21. 5 x 16.5 cm; f. Ir: 15 lines, f. 2r: three lines, f. 2v: four lines (address); f. lv
blank; thin blue paper; on f. 2v remnants of a red wax seal. Letter to juni tulis Raja
Alam in Kampung Pondok di jembatan from Si Buyuang Tangah living in Siboga,
dated 29 December 1845. On f. 2v, a note, probably by Raja Alam, dated 22 January
1846.
26. 10.5 x 20 cm; f. Ir: 12 lines, f. lv: nine lines; thin white paper; small imprint of a
crown with BATH underneath. Draft letter, in Dutch, on the extradition of the
convicted murderer of a certain Si Timbul, asking Van der Tuuk to translate this into
Batak. The letter says: "Hij is dus de voomaamste oorzaak van de quaestie, die thans
tusschen de Battaklanden en de Kompagnie te Baroes bestaat." On this affair, see Van
der Tuuk's letter to the Dutch Bible Society, dated Barus 14 August 1855, published
in Groeneboer (2002:253-255); see also Groeneboer (2002: 255, n. 6) for further
references. On this piece of paper, furthermore, a number of calculations over the
period November 1848-May 1850 appear (probably relating to money; see the remark
"met in kas", which is crossed out).
27. 20.5 x 17 cm; f. Ir: 1 line, f. lv: 16 lines, f. 2v: three lines (address), f. 2r blank;
brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with B underneath. Letter from Sutan Ibrahim (?) in
Sungai xxx to Raja Alam in Kampung Pondok at Padang, dated 10 September 1850.
28. 34 x 20.5 cm; f. Ir: 30 lines, f. 2v: five lines (address; three lines in Jawi); brown
ink; watermark: Concordia; countermark: ED C & z. On f. lv-2r and 2v many
calculations occur. Letter daripada pihak saya yang memakai gelar296 datuk
kebasyaran nan tuah dan bergelar297 baginda kali298 who stayed at Muaro Kiawai to
Tuanku Alam in Padang, dated 21 November 1850.
29. 34 x 21 cm; f. Ir: 26 lines, f. lv: 29 lines, f. 2r: 16 lines; f. 2v: blank; watermark:
Vrijheid; countermark V D L. Autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of an Acehnese letter
with the typical 'orbital' genealogical seal of the Sultan of Aceh. Van der Tuuk notes:
"Midden boven stond het negenvoudig zegel bestaande uit een groote cirkel waar om
acht kleine. .In 't middenste stond voorzoover ik de woorden lezen kon paduka sri
sultan syah berkat al-din Mansur [Jawi in the original, EPW]. De kleine bevatten van
de regter af beginnende ... [names of the eight Sultans, EPW]. Een daarbij zijnde
koopbrief luidt als volgt: ..." Thereupon, the text of this letter in Jawi follows, which
reads in transliteration: (Qauluhu 'l-haqq). Pada sanat 1271 dan kepada 12 hari bulan
Rabiulakhir dan kepada hari Isynin waktujam piikul sepuluh siang hari. This second
letter is dated 12 Rabiulakhir 1271, that is, 2 January 1855. A small piece of paper (6
x 13.5 cm; five lines pencil) is inserted, with the Dutch note: "Toeankoe Malim
Abdulla j woonachtig Kampong Djawa | aan de groote rivier van Atjin".
30. 17 x 16 cm; f. Ir: 17 lines, f. lv:16 lines; brown ink; watermark only partly
visible. Draft letter of an anonymous copyist of the kantor Melayit sekretari, asking
for financial help, see plate. It is described in Iskandar (1999:172) as "an application
for a pension". The copyist writes that he began work at the Secretary at the age of
twenty, and mat he was 47 at the time of writing (adapun dari umur saya 20 tahitn
saya mulai kerja itu sehingga umur saya 47 tahun...); he often felt ill and was very

"Spelled a-g-s.
"Spelled k-a-1-r-a.
"Spelled b-r-a-k-a-1-r-a.
''Spelled q-a-l-y.
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Cod. Or. 3344 (30), f. Ir. Draft letter of a copyist of the kantor Melayu sekretari (see
line two), asking for financial help. It is undated, but in line four the year 1865 is
mentioned.
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poor. Until now the government has shown him no mercy: Adapun saya tiada
benmtung akan mendapat dirham kanmia dari gubernemen. Undated, but in the
letter, the year 1865 is mentioned. The letter is written on f. Iv over an earlier one in
pencil. Beginning: Sahadan adalah saya mempermaklumkan paduka titan dari hal
saya mulai kerja di kantor sekretari dari tahun 1820 dapat gaji f 20 sampai tahun
1822 dapat gaji 50 sampai tahun 1835 dapat gaji 60 dari tahun 1865 hingga datang
kometiran" saya tiada saya beroleh kanmia kometiran gaji lagi, dalam itupun saya
terima beberapa ribn syukur lebih dahulu kepada Tuhan Allah dan kemudian kepada
Tuan Besar serta titan ...
31. 30 x 20 cm; f. 1: 20 lines, f. 2v: three lines (address); f. lv-2r blank; watermark:
Britannia; countermark: GILLING & ALLFORD 1814; black ink. Undated letter to
saudara hamba, the titan juru tulis Raja Alam in Padang from Sutan Majolelo, who
sekarang tinggal duduk dalam dukacita sepanjang hari ialah dalam negeriAir Bangis
(Min. Aia Bangih).
32. 31.5 x 20 cm; f. Ir: 17 lines; f. Iv: three lines (address); black ink; watermark: Pro
Patria. Undated letter from xxx (name unclear) to Tuan Tengku Alam (that is, Raja
Alam) in Padang.
33. 25 x 19.5 cm; 14 lines; brown ink; watermark: HENNESSY. List of prices.
34. 22 x 14 cm; f. Ir: 15 lines; f. Iv: 16 lines; black ink; watermark: Fleur-de-Lis.
Undated letter from adinda tojwii tulis Raja Alam in Padang.
35. 5.5 x 9.5 cm; three lines; black ink. Short note reading barangkali ditersuratkan
[sic] barangkali \ tidak itungan ... (?).
36. 20.5 x 16 cm; f. Ir: 14 lines, f. 2v: four lines (address); black ink; watermark:
HOLLAND; on f. 2v calculations. Undated letter from Datuk Mandir to Tuanku Alam
in Padang.

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:269 under no. 695); Haji Wan (1985:38);
Iskandar (1999:172).

Cod. Or. 3345

Arabic incantation; H.ikayat Amir al-Mu 'minin Umar; forty punishments for those
who neglect their prayers; ten conditions in hell; Arabic prayer or sermon (Laylat al-
Qadr); Hikayat Nabi bercukur

18.5 x 11 cm; 35 folios; 18 lines to the paper; black ink; rubrications; watermark: J
HONIG (?); Horn with C PATCH 1797.300

Contents:
1. f. Ir: Arabic incantation against the accursed Satan; six lines; vocalized (cf. the
description of Cod. Or. 247 (2) in Wieringa 1998:15).
2. ff. lv-28v: Hikayat Amir al-Mu 'minin Umar. On f. 28v the title is Hikayat Baginda
Umar (tamat al-hikayat baginda Umar); there, the writer calls himself Imam Maharaja
(dikarang fakir yang hina 113 (?) lagi daifyaitu Imam Maharaja). See the description
of Cod. Or. 3260(1), p. 62 (vide infra) for Van der Tuuk's note about this manuscript.
For a discussion of the close relationship between the Hikayat Amir al-Mu 'minin
Umar and the Hikayat Muhammad Hanafiyyah, see Brakel (1975:51-53). Brakel

mKometir, himetir is derived from the Dutch word gecommitteerde ('deputy').
3™The paper has been repaired and is rather dark; the identification of 1. Honig is from Iskandar
(1999:172); he also identified C Patch (not completely visible on the leaves).
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(op.cit., p. 53) believes it to be most probable that "the H.M.H. has borrowed from the
H.U. " Brakel (op.cit.), however, also mentions the possibility of a 'creative copyist',
and therefore duly concludes that "[fjurther research in the (Persian?) original of the
H.U. is needed to solve this problem".

Initially, the story runs parallel to Brakel's edition of the Hikayat Muhammad
Hanafiyyah, chapter I, 10 (1975:136), relating that after Umar had become Caliph,
Marwan Hakim sent him a letter, requesting amnesty, but this was rejected (f. Iv).
The story then continues with the war against Raja Kisra of the land Sair,301 but, while
this episode only occupies a few lines in Brakel's edition of the Hikayat Muhammad
Hanafiyyah, chapter I, 11, it is spun out in the Hikayat Amir al-Mu 'minin Umar (with
several quotations from te Qur'an and hadith): Ali sends his officer called Arab al-
Mu'minin302 to Raja Kisri, ordering him to adopt Islam. When Raja Kisra refuses,
Arab al-Mu'minin tells him that he is only afraid of God and Muhammad, but not of
the king, and tells him about the impressive army of the Muslims: "... tiada aku takut
sekarang pun kepada tuanku, tiada hamba takut, karena kita ini sama hamba Allah
lagipun sama dijadikan Allah. Bermula banyaknya yang talah hamba lihat segala
lasykarnya seribu tujuh ratus lima orang dan hulubalangnya pun ialah sendirinya
Sayidina Ali itu [f. 8r] dan seorang lagi pula namanya Baginda Uthman ibn Afan
dan seorang lagi pula namanya Ibrahim Astar ibn Ali dan seorang lagi namanya
Umar m- '-d-y-k-r-b303 dan seorang lagi namanya Khalid304 ibn Walid dan seorang
lagi namanya Sa'd Wakkas305 dan seorang lagi namanya Muhammad ibn Abu
Bakar"m

When Raja Kisra boasts that he will crush Ali and the latter's army himself, Arab
al-Mu'minin quotes a Qur'anic verse in Arabic, of which the Malay translation reads:
Bahwasanya mereka itu yang kafir dan zalim itu tiadalah akan diampiin[i\ Allah
kamu dan tiada diberijalan akan kamu, melainkan jalan ke neraka. Masuklah kamu
ke dalamnya kekal (f. 8v).307 Thereupon Arab al-Mu'minin returns to Ali, reporting to
him about what has happened. Ali decides to attack Raja Kisra, and a war breaks
out.308 Raja Kisra and his commander-in-chief Rustam Pulad309 for a moment think
that the Last Day has arrived, but their officers explain that what sounds like the last
trump is in fact the roar of Ali, the 'tiger of God'.jl° After heavy fighting, Kisra is
defeated.

3°'Spelled s-'-y-r (see f. lOv, penultimate line).
302Folio 22 says of Arab al-Mu'minin: Maka Sayidina Ali pun menywuhkan seorang lasykarnya Arab
al-Mu'minin namanya, karena ia terlaht ahli al-bacar dan hikmat (...); jlkalau berkata-kata dengan
lemah-lembiit perkataamya. This figure, which must be considered purely legendary (if only because
of his remarkable name), does not occur in the Hikayat Muhammad Hanafiyyah. In the quoted passage
his name is rubricated.
'"'On f. lOr, line 6 and f. II, fust line spelled m-'-d-y-k-r-a-b.
'"Spelled kh-l-q.______________________________________________——
305Spelled s-'-y-dw-q-s.
306On the names in this fragment, see the index of names in Brakel (1975). Umar m-'-d-y-k-r-a-b is not
listed there.
307This quotation can be identified as Sura 4:168-169, viz. 'Lo! those who disbelieve and deal in wrong,
Allah will never forgive them, neither will He guide them unto a road, [169] except the road of hell,
wherein they will abide forever' (interpretation Pickthall).
308On f. 10, penultimate line we find the doxology of Ali, viz. karrama 'Llahu wajahu.
309Spelled r-s-t-m p-w-l-t. He does not occur in the Hikayat Muhammad Hanafiyyah.
™Huh/balangs declare on f. lOv: "... bukan itu Asrafil meniup sangkakalanya, itulah tempik Baginda
Ali harimaii Allah ". On the epithet harlmau Allah, which renders the Arabic asad as 'lion', see Jones
(1970:261).
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From f. 13r, line 15: Maka adalah anaknya tiga orang, ketiganya itu tertawanlah
dengan perhiasannya onwards, the text is almost word-for-word identical to Brakel's
version x of the Hikayat Muhammad Hanafiyyah (see the text in Brakel 1975:136
under I, 11 line 18 et sqq.), but at times the Hikayat Amir al-Mu 'minin Umar is more
elaborate: the rest of the story takes up chapters I, 11-12 of Brakel's edition
(summarised in Brakel 1977:17-20). The text ends on f. 28v, mentioning the three
children of Syahrbanun, and the righteous reign of Caliph Umar who spread the faith:
Setelah sempurna pekerjaan itu berapa lamanya maka Syahrbanun pun hamil.
Setelah genap bulannya, maka Syahrbanun pun beranak laki-laki. Maka dinamai AH
Akbar, Kemudian berapa lamanya, maka Syahrbanun hamilpula. Maka beranak laki-
laki, maka dinamai Zain at-Abidin. Kemudian dari itu berapa lamanya, maka
Syahrbanun pun hamil. Maka beranak pula seorang perempuan, maka dinamai
Fatimah AH al-Nabi. Setelah selamat pekerjaan itu berapa lamanya, maka baginda
Umar pun duduklah malakukan adilnya kepada segala barang pekerjaan. Maka
adalah baginda Umar itu memegang khalifat itu Sembilan tahun lamanya, maka
termasyhurlah pada segala tiap-tiap negeri, segala kajir pun terlalu takut kepadanya
baginda Umar. Kalakian berapa lamanya kafir pun banyaklah masuk agama Islam.
Maka baginda Umar jadi kerajaan beberapa negeri yang besar-besar dialahkannya
dan diislamkannya. For the mythologies surrounding the Persian Sahrbanu ('lady of
the land'), in Malay better known as Syahrbanun, see Amir-Moezzi (2002:497-549)
for an exhaustive bibliography.
3. ff. 29r-30r: a brief enumeration of the forty punishments for those, who neglect
their prayers: ten in this world, ten in the grave (f. 29r, line 15 et sqq.), ten on the
'Plain of Assembly' (padang mahsyar) (f. 29v, line 8 et sqq.) and, finally, ten in hell
(f. 29v, line 16 et sqq.). It begins (after the basmala): Bermula meninggalkan
sembahyang empat puluh syiksa. Barang siapa meninggalkan dia sepuluh perkara
dalam dunia; pertama, dihilangkan Allah berkat sepanjang umurnya.
4. f. 30r: a brief enumeration of ten conditions in hell. The language has some
Minangkabau influences such as takah/suihlah1'' and the use ofjangan in the sense of
Malay dengan. The text reads in full: Sepuluh perkara dalam naraka jahanam:
pertama, hitam mukanya; kedua, diperburakan tangannya kepada bahunya; ketiga,
disuruhkan malaikat kepadanya membawa azab: keempat, dimarahilah atasnya;
kelima, rwiihlah dagingnya dimakan api naraka; keenam, takalusuihlah tulangnya;
ketujuh, diserulah ia ptitus asalah ia daripada keluar daripada naraka; kesalapan,
tiada ia beroleh ia akan sapangat Nabi; kesembilan, dirantai hidungnya jangan api
naraka; kesepuluh, dihantarkan pada mulutnya halting312 daripada api naraka. Tamat
ai-kitab hi- 'awn Allah al-malik al-wahhab s.a.w.
5. ff. 30v-31r: Arabic, fully vocalized; prayer or sermon; a statement towards the end
about a special night suggest that the text was perhaps associated with the Laylat al-
Qadr.
6. f. 31v-35r: a copy of the Hikayat Nabi bercukur, that is, the story of the shaving of

_the Prophet by the angel Jibrail. See the description of Cod. Or. 1720 (2) in Wierin
(1998:73) for further details; see also the description of Cod. Or. 3304 II (2), vide
infra. In the beginning it is said that any reader or listener of the complete text will
receive God's forgiveness for all sins, like an enormous tree dropping twigs:31j Wa-
bihi nastatnu bi'llahi 'ala. Ini hikayat baginda Rasulullah bercukur. Barang siapa

'Spelled t-k-1-w-s-h-lah; it is glossed as terlepas kehiar in Moussay (1995:551).
'2Spelled k-a-l-ng, but changed into k-a-k-ng.
I30n this simile, cf. Cod. Or. 3308 (vide infra).
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memaca [sic] dia atau menengar dia daripada permulaan datang kepada
kestidahannya, maka diampun [sic] Allah Taala segala dosyanya seperti sepohon
kayuyang mahabesar luruh daripada rantingnya, demikianlah pahalanya mereka itu.
1. f. 35r-35v: a prayer called du'a' 'AIT, Malay and Arabic. Listed in Voorhoeve
(1980a:67 underdu'a').

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:200 under CXC); Haji Wan (1985:38); Iskandar
(1999:172-173).

Cod. Or. 3346

Syair Kampung Gelam Terbakar

Envelope with six folded pages.
31 x 22 cm; six folios; f. Iv and 6v blank; 29 lines to the page, but f. Ir and f. 2r have
25 lines, whereas f. 6r has 12 lines; brown ink; thin woven paper. The width of the
text area is only 9.5 cm. Fine writing, see plate.

Contents: a copy of the Syair Kampung Gelam terbakar. In his autobiography,
Abdullah bin Abdulkadir Munsyi makes it clear that he had written two different
syairs on fires in Singapore, viz. (1) the Syair Singapura terbakar, on the fire there in
1830, and (2) the Syair Kampung Gelam Terbakar, on the fire in Kampung Gelam in
1847. Nevertheless, confusion still exists about the title. At the top off. Ir we find the
wrong identification (in pencil, Latin script) of "Sjair Singapore terbakar door
Abdoellah ibn Abd al Kadir". Iskandar (199:173) is the most recent scholar, who,
following Van Ronkel, Winstedt and others, tnisidentified Cod. Or. 3346 as the Syair
Singapura terbakar. Iskandar (1999:173) also distinguishes between a Syair
Singapura terbakar on ff. lr-5r and a Syair Kampung Tengah dimakan api on ff. 5v-
6r. The Syair Kampung Tengah dimakan api, however, is the concluding part of the
preceding Syair Kampung Gelam Terbakar, which was appended when Abdullah
heard the news of the fire in Kampung Tengah, just as he was writing the story of the
earlier fire in Kampung Gelam (see Skinner 1972:32; 49-50). It takes up the last six
verses of his Syair Kampung Gelam Terbakar (Skinner 1972:26).

The Syair Kampung Gelam terbakar was published in an annotated edition by
Skinner (1972:21-56), using Cod. Or. 3346 as ms. C. Skinner (1972:28) noted that he
had been unable to secure a copy of any early lithographed editions, but the Libraiy of
Leiden University possesses an undated copy (signature 870 G 89), which presents the
text on a long sheet of pasted pages, see Proudfoot (1993:298-9).

In the envelope there is also a loose piece of paper with notes about the contents
of the envelope, viz. first a "Sjair Singapore terbakar door Abdoelah ibn Abdoelqadir"
that was "gevonden in het gedrukte werk van die naam in de bibliotheek berustende".
The latter reference to a published book in the Library of Leiden University must be ~
to 8181 E 34, entitled Syair Negeri Singapura terbakar, which formerly belonged to
Van der Tuuk (cf. Proudfoot 1993:478). This identification with the Syair Singapura
terbakar is a common mistake (see above), but the second item which is mentioned on
this inserted piece of paper is "Schaer bogha (v. Tuuk 816)". This text is not included
in the envelope. At the time of Van Ronkel (1921:87), the envelope apparently con-
tained (fragments of) a copy of the Syair Bunga, but nowadays it only contains six
folded pages with the Syair Kampung Gelam terbakar. Perhaps the rather enigmatic
title "Schaer bogha" simply refers to this (now missing) Syair Bunga.
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Cod. Or. 3346, Syair Kampung Gelam Terbakar, f. Ir. Fine copy of a poem originally
written by Abdullah b. Abdul Kadir Munsyi on a fire, which broke out in Singapore in
1847.
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Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:87 under no. 200); Haji Wan (1985:38);
Iskandar (1999:173).

Cod. Or. 3361

Treatise about the Sasak language

42 x 34 cm; one folio; pencil; p. 1: 29 lines; p. 2; written at random by Van der Tuuk
(Latin script; black ink); watermark: Eendracht (?) with V D L; Coat-of-Arms of
Amsterdam with VAN GELDER (flyleaves). On the unnumbered flyleaf there is a
Dutch note (perhaps by Brandes), saying "Eenige in 't Mal. gestelde opgaven over het
Sasaksch".

Contents: fully vocalized Malay-language treatise about the Sasak language with a
few corrections by Van der Tuuk in brown ink. It begins: Bahuwa inilah basa Sasak
Ampanan. On p. 2, lexicographical notes by Van der Tuuk about the Sasak language.

Catalogue entry: Iskandar (1999:173).

Cod. Or. 3365/Cod. Or. 3384

Hikayat Panji Semirang

20 x 16 cm (but at the beginning and also elsewhere a little smaller); 155 folios; 12
lines to the page; black ink; rubrications; consistent use of catchwords; watermarks:
Vrijheid with D& C BLAUW; Pro Patria with underneath T T M DECHTT (?) (f. 134);
GR surmounted by a crown in a medallion; Britannia (f. 105); KRANTZ DE CHARRO (f.
101); COMP (f. 96). In the margins, some notes by Van der Tuuk (purple pencil),
indicating names or contents. On f. 4r he has written in purple pencil "Pandji
S[e]mirang".

Juynboll (1899:94-96) described Cod. Or. 3365 and Cod. Or 3384 at a time when
apparently they were still two separate codices, but he did not fail to observe that Cod.
Or. 3365 was the continuation of Cod. Or. 3384. Because Cod. Or. 3365 and Cod. Or.
3384 in fact belong together, they have been bound in a single volume with two
registration numbers (viz. Cod. Or. 3365/Cod. Or. 3384), so that Cod. Or. 3384 =
Cod. Or. 3365/Cod. Or. 3384, ff. 1-21. Consulting the inventories at the Library, it
seems that the binding was done during Juynboll's cataloguing project or perhaps a
little later; in fact, Juynboll may have been the prime mover behind this action. Never-
theless, Haji Wan (1985) and Iskandar (1999), closely following Juynboll's (1899)
older description, still treat Cod. Or. 3365 and Cod. Or. 3384 as if they were separate
codices.

The manuscript is rafter-wom;-tfa&itrst folios aie severerytlaniaged. The end uf f.
21v (formerly the last page of Cod. Or. 3384) reads: Maka tatkala tin Galuh Ajeng
pun datanglah hendak mendangar Raden Galuh menimang anaknya, karena hendak
diturutnya barang kelakuan Raden Galuh. Maka Galuh Ajeng melihat... The catch-
word is anak-anakan, and f. 22r (formerly the first page of Cod. Or. 3365) continues
with anak-anakan Raden Galuh itu emas bertitahkan permata Man terlalu baik
rupanya. At the top off. 15v there is a reader's note, complaining that ini susa dibaca
(see plate).
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Cod. Or. 3365/3384, Hikayat Panji Semirang, f. 15v. A reader's note, complaining
that 'this is difficult to read' (ini susa dibacd).

312

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Panji Semirang also known as Hikayat Panji (Kuda)
Sumirang, of which the beginning and end are missing. See the description of Cod.
Or. 3237 for further details (vide infra),

At the top of f. 71v Van der Tuuk noted: 'Ino's aversion from her hominess'
("Ino's afkeer v[an] haar geilheid"). This remark refers to the following passage on f.
71r-71v: Maka kata Gahth Ajeng: "Mengapa maka kakang Ino membelakangkan aku
gusyar [f. 70v] rupanya akan beta, apa gerangannya dosa beta kepada kakang Ino? "
Maka kata Raden Ino: "Jangan banyak kata lagi bertambah pulah bencih mendengar
kata si y-w-m-y-s perempuan apa itu yang tiada berasa barang lahmya terlahih amat
genit dan gatalnya seperti {yang} orang yang kena rarawe ' seperti orang yang
tiada melihat yang baik pulah hendak diajaknya tidur, kerna beta bukannya orang
yang kaya kowe gila kerna beta mast menaruh main juga bukannya kaya perempuan
di sini orang yang diam diajakjuga berkata-kata orang itu sebab ketagihan mengudut
tabuh."

On f. 119v we find a (reference to a) Panji story, embedded in this Panji story:
Maka iapun duduk. Maka isterinya Sira Panji pun kehiar dangan segala hambanya
melihat Gambuh Warga Asmara bermain. Maka orang pun terlalu ramai penuh-
sesak. Maka bermain itu lelakon Panji {l}Kelana Jaya Ningrat tatkala berahikan
anak Raden Arya yang bemama Resmi Puri itu. Maka berdiri Gambuh Warga
Asmarah menari menjadikan Lesmipuri seraya mengidung. This happens again on f.
138v: Maka terlalu gemar Raden Nawang mendengar suaranya. Maka ia mengidung
lelakon Merjaya Wira Pati Panji Lara Asmarah. There are other literary references on
the characters' clothing: Maka Raden Puspa Juita pun memakai bertape gringsing
wayang lakon Pandawah Jaya (f. 35r); Maka Panji Sira Panji pun memakai
berlancingan gringsing wayang lelakon Ramayana (f. 90v); and Sira Panji
berlancingan gringsing wayang lelakon Pandawa Jaya (f. 134v).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:94-96 under LXXXVI); Haji Wan (1985:38, 39);
Iskandar (1999:173, 180).

Cod. Or. 3366

Hikayat Tuan Puteri Johan Manikam (or: Hikayat Jauhar Manikam)

22 x 17 cm; 21 folios (+ title-page which is f. la); f. la (v) blank; 17-25 lines to the
page; pencil rulings; black ink; catchwords at the bottom of every page; watermark:
Beehive with underneath V G & C° in scrollwork; countermark: VAN GELDER. On f.
la (r) the title in Latin script (not in Van der Tuuk's hand): Hiekayat van Djohor
Malikan (princes); underneath in Jawi, probably the date of copying: kitab hikayat
Jauhar yjapada musim 1847.

Contents: on ff. lr-21r a copy of the Hikayat Tuan Puteri Johan Manikam also known
as Hikayat Jauhar Manikam; beginning and end missing. See the description of Cod.
Or. 1691 (1) in Wieringa (1998:32) for further details; additional literature: a text
edition by Von Dewall (191 la). The story begins directly with the sending of a letter
by Sultan Haran al-Rasid to the judge (kadi); it ends abruptly with: Maka bagindapun
memberi emas dan perak kepada anak penults itu. Maka baginda pun berpesan
kepada anakpenulis itu: [three words crossed out] 'Jangan engkau...'.

Spelled r-a-r-a-w-y.
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Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:159 under CXXXIII; under the erroneous number
Cod. 3266); Haji Wan (1985:38); Iskandar (1999:174).

Cod. Or. 3367

Carita Wayang Kinudang

21.5 x 17 cm; 116 folios; f. 106r blank; f. 106v: ten lines missing; 18 lines to the
page; black ink; watermark: Concordia with VAN GELDER. Van der Tuuk has made
some transliterations of certain words (names and Javanese loanwords) in the
margins; on the top of several pages he has indicated the contents by way of Dutch
catchwords or phrases (in pencil).

At the back of the flyleaf there is a piece of paper attached with adhesive tape (11
x 16.5 cm; four lines), numbered f. la, with the following note: Banjarmasin kepada
10 hari dari bulan Nopimbir 1875. \ Banyak terima kasih sama yangpunya ini surat
Wayang Kinudang \ adanya, followed by the Dutch note: "Bandjermassin den 30
november 1875". According to Iskandar (1999:174), this note is "in the same
handwriting as the MS"; the writing styles are indeed very similar, but it is difficult to
ascertain whether they are really the same (see plate).

Contents: a Panji story from Banjarmasin; 4134 double lines. See Liaw Yock Fang
(1982:295-296) for a brief summary of its plot. It is listed as a poem
Banjarmasin in Den Hamer (1890:533) and Kem (1942-1948:212 note 1). Beginning
on f. Ir:

Al-kissah mafcj315 tersebut caritapulang
Sang nata Koripan ratu terbilang
Jawa Daha ratu Gegelang
Bersaudara empat orang

The maka or mula of the first line is beyond recognition due to its overly embellished
form (see plate).

In the beginning it is told that the king of Koripan feels ashamed, because he has
no children. He goes to the 'Island of the Flowers' (Pulau Sari) with many ships in
order to implore the gods. The king of Jawa (according to Juynboll 1899:9 to be
identified as Daha, but as Van der Tuuk notes on f. 2r as Singgasari) also wants
children, and unexpectedly meets his brother there. The eating of a fruit of the
palmyra-palm (siwalan) makes both royal consorts pregnant:

Ratu permaisurih kemudian juga
Berpeluk bercium dangan adinda
Tunm mandi empat sang nata

__ Berduduklah itu semuanya rata _______________________

Sang nata Koripan sang nata Jawa
Permaisuri mandi berdua
Duduk di atas batu kencana
Airnya terang memancuran

ibOr perhaps mula?
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Cod. Or. 3367, Carita Wayang Kinudang, ff. la-lr. On f. la an attached note that may
have been written by the same person who copied the manuscript. The word maka or
mula of the first line on f. Ir is beyond recognition due to its overly embellished form.
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Betam membari keidam-idaman
Suatu bnah nama siwalan
Timbid di air perlahan-lahan
Lain dijiimpiit baginda titan

[f. 3r] Baginda mendapat siwalan
dijulung kepada adinda tuan
dibelah dua lain dimakan
ratu Koripan sebelah kanan

Ratu di Jawa sebelah kiri
Memakan buah sambil mandi
Sang nata memandang sukalah hati
Memandang kepada permaisuri (f. 2v-3r, lines 67-76).

Thereupon follows a humorous intermezzo on f. 3r about a certain Nyai Empol (a-m-
p-w-1), who washes her face in the bathing water:

Nyai Empol mandi nuika dibasah
Jikalau betara banarlah sunggnh
Gigiku ini sudahlah kukuh
Meminta laidyang baik tubuh (lines 83-84).

Both couples make the vow to exchange their children in marriage, that is, to become
related as 'besan' (kita berwarang bersaudara, f. 3v, line 92a). Thereupon they
return to their homes, where a little later the children are born: two sons in Koripan,
viz. Panji Mengarang and Panji Anom (f. 4v), and two daughters in Jawa, viz. Ratna
Kemala and Putri Kembang Madani (f. 5r). This is the prelude to a long adventure
story, which abruptly ends with the description of a beautiful princess called Putri
Indra Kumala; last line: laksana peta bam dikarang. Juynboll (1899:9-10) gives a
summary in Dutch.

As Juynboll (1899:10-11) already observed, the text is suffused with Javanese
loanwords. Apart from warang (see above), there are also more familiar words such
as kawanti-wanti (line 4b), linggih (line 8a), lawang (line 32a), bungah (line 61),
prapta (line 290b), meniiigali (line 297a), gvjeng (line 1288a) orprapti (line 1952b).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:9-11 under XIII); Haji Wan (1985:38); Iskandar
(1999:174).

Cod. Or. 3368

_ Syair Abdul Miduk-——————————————————————————

19.5 x 14.5 'cm; 202 pages; p. 17 blank; 17-19 lines to the page; black ink;
watermarks: scroll-work with GlOR MAGNANI and AL MASSO (= Heawood no. 3748)
(pp. 200-201); 1840 (pp. 2-3; 10-11; 16-17; 36-37; 40-41; 46-47; 52-53; 60-61; 70-
71); Britannia with LLOYD JAMES. The text on p. Ill is upside down with a space of

!16The""The term warang is (Old) Javanese, which is explained by Zoetmuider (1982:2204) as 'parent-in-law
of one's son or daughter' (Modem Javanese besan).
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six lines left open at the 'top' (see plate). On the unnumbered page preceding p. 1
there are two Dutch notes: "244 meer dan Bidasari" (pencil) and "Radja Ahmad v[an}
Rijau de schrijver, zie 't slot" (purple pencil); the first note is perhaps not by Van der
Tuuk. According to the colophon (p. 202), the author was Raja Ali Haji ibn Raja
Ahmad of Riau (mengarang sa 'ir ini); the writing was finished on Wednesday 8
Rajab 1262 (that is, 2 July 1846) at one o' clock in Riau, pulau Penyengat di
Kampung Kota Rantang. This colophon is also published in Roorda van Eijsinga
(1847:146; Jawi numbering of the Malay text). Van der Tuuk has occasionally made
notes the margins (transliterations of names); at the top of p. 127 he has noted "tot
hier Abdoela... [ cut off] bet. [or bat.?] Aug.".

Contents: a copy of the Syair Abdul Muluk; 3633 double lines. See the description of
Cod. Or. 1740 in Wieringa (1998:97-98) for further details. Bibliographical additions:
Koster (1998:95-115) about Lie Kirn Hok's 1884 Syair Siti Akbari, which is an
adaptation of the Syair Abdul Muluk; Dumas (2000) about the so-called Teater
Abdulmiduk in South Sumatra.

Raja Ali Haji's authorship is disputed, but the suggestion made by Dumas
(2000:208-209) on the basis of an 'earlier' Singapore lithography that Muhammad
Sidik could have been its original composer is simply due to a misinterpretation of the
colophon, in which the date should properly be read as 30 Muharram 1291, that is, 19
March 1874; moreover, the printers, who are mentioned in this colophon, only
became active in the 1870s. Although Dumas does not say so, he seems to have been
inspired by an erroneous statement of P.J. Veth in a letter (dated 7 April 1874)
inserted in a copy of this lithography at the Library (signature 858 B 16, see Proudfoot
1993:104-5) that its date of publication was 1261.

Kratz (1999:156) points out that the contents of the Syair Abdul Muluk differ from
the rest of Raja Ali Haji's oeuvre, and that it is much older than his other writings. In
addition to Kratz's first point, there is, in my opinion, reason to consider the possibility
of a female voice in this poem, which would make Raja Ali Haji's sister Raja Saleha a
more likely candidate for the authorship: the poem's theme of a woman, who set out
to free her husband, also occurs in the Syair Saudagar Bodoh, written around 1861 by
Raja Ali Haji's daughter Raja Kalzum (see Wieringa 1997a:ll-28). On Kratz's
second argument, it is true that most of Raja Ali Haji's work dates from the 1850s and
1860s, but his Gurindam Duabelas was written in 1847 and published in 1853 (cf.
Kratz 1999:155). Explaining the background of his 1847 text edition of the Syair Abul
Muluk, Roorda van Eijsinga mentions that Raja Ali Haji began corresponding with
him on 9 Safar 1262, that is, 6 February 1846 (not 3 February 1846 as Roorda has it).
According to Roorda van Eijsinga (1847:290), this first letter, in which Raja Ali Haji
congratulated him with the publication of the latter's edition of the (typographically
printed) Tajus Salatin, calling him his friend, was a polite tactic to pave the way for a
later request. This indeed came in the second letter, dated 6 Rajab 1263, that is, 20
June 1847 (not 1 July 1846 as Roorda has it), in which Raja Ali Haji sent Roorda a
manuscript of his Syair Abdul Muluk, expressing the hope that his friend would print
it 'in Malay characters' (cita' dengan hurufbahasa Melayu, see Roorda van Eijsinga
1847:291). In Roorda van Eijsinga's words (1847:301) the request showed that 'the
poet values his work and is driven by a reasonable passion for glory' (de dichter zijn
werk waardeert en door eene billijke zucht naar vermaardheid gedreven wordt) and
therefore he could not wait to publish this poem. An aspiring poet himself, Roorda
van Eijsinga seems no less to have been driven by a similar 'reasonable passion for
glory': he added his Dutch translation, so he informed Raja Ali Haji, in order that the
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Cod. Or. 3368, Syair Abdul Muluk, pp. 111-112. The text on p. 111 is upside down,
leaving a space of six lines at the 'top'.
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names of his friend and himself 'be mentioned with proper praises' (Lagipun
hendaklah kita salinkan itu pada bahasa Olandawi, supaya nama sahabat kita dengan
nama kitajadi disebut orang dengan puji-pujian yang patut itu adanyd) (1847:294).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:4 under VI); Haji Wan (1985:38); Iskandar
(1999:174).

Cod. Or. 3370

Syair Ma 'rifat; du 'a'; prescriptions; Kitab Fara 'id; Kitab Tajwid; dhikr

22 x!6 cm; 144 pages; the number of lines to the page differs greatly (depending on
the text); black ink; rubrications; watermark: three crescents and Fleur-de-Lis (?); the
first and last pages are pasted onto the flyleaves. On p. 144 there are writing exercises.

Contents:
1. pp. 1-3: Syair Ma'rifat. This title can be found on p. 3: tamat Syair Ma'rifat; there
we also find that it was written on a Friday by a certain Lebai Abdul Rahman, pada
makam xxx tempat. Further research will have to answer the question whether we are
perhaps dealing here with two poems. The last line on p. 1 reads: "tamat ilmu ...
amin", suggesting that the poem is finished; furthermore, on p. 2 the three dots
between the lines are absent, see plate. The text on p. 1 contains admonitions about
proper behaviour in this world, whereas the text on pp. 2-3 has a highly mystical
character. Some quotations:

Bagai burung terbang kan hutang 17

Mencari makanan kepada Tuhan
Wahai manusya yang budiman
Akafli itu mencari Tuhan (p. 1, lines 4-6)

And on p. 1, lines 11-13:

Gajah itu tepat319 di hutang320

Jangan hai abang berbanyak makan
Ilmu dan amal menjadi rekan
Daripada awal datang kesudahan

The (mystical) text, which perhaps constitutes the second poem,
follows:

Hajar al-wujud amat dalam
Hajar al-kadam satu namanya
Laut ini laut hakiki
Siapa milam rasanyajati

gins on p. 2 as

3l7Read: hutan.
3l8Spelled '-q-l-h.
3"Read: tempafl
320Read: hutan.
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Cod. Or. 3370 (1), Syair Ma 'rifat, pp. 1-2. Perhaps there are two poems here. The last
line of p. 1 seems to read "tamat ilmu ... amiri", suggesting that the poem is finished;
on p. 2 the three dots between the lines are absent.
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Air itu arakyang mabuk
Siapa minumjadi tertimduk
Airirya itu menjadi tuba
Siapa mimim menjadi gila

Ombak itu amat gementam "'
Baiklah bahara sudah karam
Laut ini laut hakiki
Tiada bertengah tiada bertepi

Lagi besar lagi dalam
Tiada diketahui sekalian alam
Ombaknya itu beralun-alun
Siapa melihatjadi majnun

Tiada di kiri tiada di kanan
Tiada di belakang tiada hadapan

In the margin of p. 3 there is a note of nine lines about saham.
2. p. 4: Arabic du'a' (listed in Voorhoeve 1980:67) and in the margin, prescriptions
(inilah obatketikasakit..., inilah obat sakit kepala...)',
3. pp. 5-96: Kitab Fara'id, book on the Islamic law of inheritance; illuminated
beginning (see plate) and at the end; fora 'id is the technical term for the fixed shares
in an estate, which are given to certain heirs. As the rules conceming/ara 'id are rather
complicated in detail, they have often been treated in separate works (see the lemma
in El, volume 11:783). The term/ara';W is explained on p. 5 as segala masailah
membahagi pesyaka. According to Juynboll (1899:282), the contents are partly
similar to Cod. Or. 1707 (see Wieringa (1998:56-57), but with different titles; its final
part deviates from Cod. Or. 1707.
4. pp. 97-98: Arabic du'a's, with Malay explanations of their use, e.g. dibaca pada
tiap malam Jumat seratus kali..., dibaca pada tiap-tiap hari...;
5. pp. 99-127: Kitab Tajwid, handbook on the art of reciting the Qur'an (known as
'Urn al-tajwid). An illuminated framework can be found on pp. 99 and 127. In
Denny's (1988:288-306) overview of late twentieth-century Qur'an recitation training
in Indonesia, he also gives a survey of recitation handbooks available there, but does
not refer to older (manuscript) materials; see also the lemma Tadjwid in El2, vol. X,
by the same author (Denny 2000:72-75). See also the description of the Syair Tajwid
Kuran or Syair Hukum Tajwid (Cod. Or. 3331, vide infra).
6. pp. 128, 130-132, 133-143: various formulae oidhikr (Arabic, vocalized), listed in
Voorhoeve (1980a:458). In the margins of pp. 131-132: a Malay-language text on the
question of whether certain animals are allowed to be eaten or not, answered by 'the
sheikh' (maka dijawab oleh syekh).
7. pp. 129-130: Arabic text with interlinear Malay translation, containing prescriptions
(maka inilah suatu faedah yang besar pada menyatakan berobat-obat...).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:281-282 under CCXCVII); Voorhoeve (1980a:67;
458); Haji Wan (1985:38); Iskandar (1999:174-175).

" Spelled k-m-n-t-m.
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Cod. Or. 3370 (3), Kitab Fara'id, p. 5. Illuminated beginning of a book on Islamic
law of inheritance.
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Cod. Or. 3371

Kaba Malim Dewa

3 4 x 2 1 cm; 20 pages (the pagination is from back to front, but the sequence of the
text is the other way round); the pages are folded, but not bound; 21 lines to the page;
brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with B & C. The left half of each page is written on,
whereas the right half is occasionally used for notes.

Contents: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of the beginning section of the Minang-
kabau story Hikayat Rajo Paratuanan Malim Dewa or Hikayat Malim Dewa, a
fantastic adventure story. For further details, see the description of Cod. Or. 3304 VII
(vide infra). Beginning: Wabihi nasta'inu, Hikayat Rajo Paratuanan Malim Dewa,
dalam nagari Kualo Banda Mua. Ampunlah mangabakan, ampun baribu kali ampun,
ampunlah ambo di tuanku, jangan tuankit mambari tulah, tulah aia mangkeh sayo,
tulah batu mangkeh sayo, tulah {tulah} tuanku sayojujuang, dijujuang bagai himalo.
The story ends abruptly with: "... di adiak kanduang, jiko buruak adiak buruakkan,
bagai baiak adiak baiakkan, sadangnyo pado badan ambo nangko, jiko mati tiado
manyasa, jiko luko tiado manyaik, bak itu upamo kato, tantangan di badan ambo
nangko, carikan juo ambo urang nan elok" [2 lines crossed out], katonyo Gombang
Patuanan. "Isuakpagi adiak bajalan, antaro hari lai baiak, bilangan sahari bulan. "

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (1921:190 under 467); Haji Wan (1985:38); Iskandar
(1999:175).

Cod. Or. 3372

Poems ofHamzah Fansuri

20.5 x 16.5 cm; 17 folios (preceded by one blank folio); 15-16 lines to the page;
brown ink; watermarks: Concordia with V G (ff. 14-17); Pro Patria with CHK (rest of
the papers). In the margins Van der Tuuk noted some emendations. The manuscript is
an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk. On f. 13v he copied the colophon of his Vorlage,
in which the (Minangkabau) copyist made himself humorously known as Si Leco:
tamat kalam pada hari Isynin pada bulan Mauludpada nmsim 1268 masa ititlah saya
menyurat si Leco3" adanya, and underneath, in Latin script, Su (or Sell) Ketjan (see
plate).

Contents: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of poems ofHamzah Fansuri. Drewes
and Brakel (1986:27) consider Cod. Or. 3372 "a poor collection, (...) badly written
and full of mistakes, as noticed by Van der Tuuk, who emended a good deal of them".
For a practical reason, the poems are numbered in accordance with Drewes and
Brakel (1986), the most recent edition of his iyazrs.323 Braginsky (1988a) is a
biography ofHamzah Fansuri.324 For a discussion ofHamzah Fansuri's biography on
the basis of data from his poems and early European accounts, see Braginsky

322Spelled s-y-1-y-c-w.
323The latter edition (for the most part Drewes's work) has provoked contradictory reviews, see
Chambert-Loir (1987:212-216), Johns (1990:325-331) and Sweeney (1992:88-102).
324As this is in Russian, cf. its review by Sudharsono (1991:212-213).
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Cod. Or. 3372, Poems of Hamzah Fansuri, f. 13v. Autograph copy of Van der Tuuk;
he also copied the colophon of his example, in which the (Minangkabau) copyist
made himself known as Si Leco. Underneath, in Latin script, Su (or Sell) Ketjan.
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(1999:135-175). Hard facts of his biography, however, have hitherto not been
produced. Recently, Guillot and Kalus (2000:3-24) discovered a copy of an inscrip-
tion, which seems to suggest that Hamzah Fansuri died in Mecca on 11 April 1527,
but see Braginsky (2001:21-33), who does not think that their arguments are decisive,
and the reply by Guillot and Kalus (2001:34-38).

1. ff. Ir-lv: Beginning after basmala: Maka inilah perkataan nahas dalam sabulan
tunin daripadaperkataanfa'al rejang.
2. ff. lv-2r: poem XXII in Drewes and Brakel (1986:108-111).
3. ff. 2r (line 10)-2v: poem XV in Drewes and Brakel (1986:86-89).
4. ff. 3r-3v (line 8): poem I in Drewes and Brakel (1986:42-45).
5. ff. 3v (line 8)-4v (last line): poem X in Drewes and Brakel (1986:70-75).
6. ff. 4v (line l)-5r (line 10): poem VIII in Drewes and Brakel (1986:64-67).
7. ff. 5r (line 10)-6r (line 7): poem III in Drewes and Brakel (1986:48-50).
8. ff. 6r (line 7)-7r (line 2): poem II in Drewes and Brakel (1986: 44-47).
9. ff. 7r (line 2)-7r (line 9): fragment of poem IX in Drewes and Brakel (1986:68),
only until 3b Mendirikan salawat dan sd 'im.
10. ff. 7r (line 9)-7v (line 14): fragment of poem V in Drewes and Brakel (1986:54-
57), only until 12d Mengatakan lengkap rupa Rabjalil.
11. ff. 7v (line 14)-8r (line 7): fragment of poem XII in Drewes and Brakel (1986:78-
80), beginning with 9c Jangan kaupandang... until the end.
12. ff. 8r (line 7)-8v (line 15): poem XXFV in Drewes and Brakel (1986:114-117).
This is a poem on the burungpingai. Cf. Voorhoeve (1985:48). Incompletely edited
in Doorenbos (1933:35-36) and al-Attas (1970:497-498).
13. ff. 8v (line 16)-9v (line 6): poem XXV in Drewes and Brakel (1986:116-121).
14. ff. 9v (line 7)-10r (line 15): poem XXVII in Drewes and Brakel (1986:122-127).
15. ff. lOr (line 15)-1 Ir (line 9): poem XXVI in Drewes and Brakel (1986:120-123).
16. ff. 1 Ir (line 9)-12v (line 6): religious prose text, beginning after the basmala with
ketahui olehmii hai talib bahwasanya keluar daripada ...
17. ff. 12v (line 6)-12v (line 8); last stanza of poem XXXI in Drewes and Brakel
(1986:140-141).
18. ff. 12v(line8)-13r(line 11): poem XXXII in Drewes and Brakel (1986:140-143).
There is a colophon (lines 12-13) following this poem: tamat sa'ir Hamzah Pansuri
yang mengarang dia Pemangku Raja Barns \ dalam negeri Jawi Pansuri adanya (the
title Pemangku Raja means 'viceroy, king's deputy').
19. f. 13r (line 13)-13v: Enumeration of prophets, followed by ketahui olehnm
bahwasanya Fatiha diturunkan Allah Taala kepada Nabi s.a.w., mentioning the
descent of the Fatiha to seven prophets, viz. Adam, Nuh, Yusub [sic], Musa, Daud,
'Isa and Muhammad s.a.w.
20. ff. 14r-17r: Malay-Acehnese wordlist written in black ink in a square grid.
Catalogue entry: Voorhoeve (1994:254).

Catalogue entries: Van Ronkel (96-97 under no. 221); Haji Wan (1985:38); Iskandar
(1999:175-176); Voorhoeve (1994:254).
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Cod. Or. 3373

Syair Raden Sapvtra

19.5 x 16 cm; 75 folios; f. 54 was erroneously omitted, so that the foliation ends with
f. 76; 14-20 lines to the page; black ink; catchwords; thin woven paper. Van der Tuuk
has made some notes in the margins (in ink, graphite and blue pencil), transliterating
words, and briefly summarising a few episodes. The initial four folios have been
repaired with transparent paper.

Contents: Syair Raden Sapvtra, a versified Malay Panji story from Banjarmasin; 2162
double lines. The beginning and end are missing. The text begins with 'Nomor 2',
'Nomor 3', etc., so the first folio is missing. Literary activity in Banjarmasin at the
end of the nineteenth century must have been quite lively. In 1889, the Dutch
schoolmaster Den Hamer drew up a list of no less than 63 syairs and 51 hikayats,
which circulated there in his days. In this list the 'Sair Saputra' is mentioned as the
first item (Den Hamer 1889:533). Only a few of the works, which originated from the
Banjar region, became well-known outside Borneo. This Malay area never seems to
have furnished many manuscripts for the world's largest public repositories.
Moreover, as Kern once noted, the Banjarese Malay manuscripts kept in public
libraries were generally not recognised as such, esp. in the field of wayang and Panji
literature. As one of his examples Kem mentioned Cod. Or. 3373; his second Leiden
example was Cod. Or. 3367, Carita Wayang Kinudang (Kern 1942-1948:212 n. 1;
translated into English in Ras 1968:628).

The story runs briefly as follows: Raden Menteri is travelling from one place to
another, accompanied by his servants Jarudeh and Prasanta. His purpose is to meet
Ajar Wilis, who lives on Arga Kancana ('Golden Mountain') in order to learn from
him how to practise asceticism. According to Persanta, the hermitage at Arga
Kancana is an inaccessible place as it harbours many tigers, and 'if someone goes up
there, he will certainly die, eaten by ghosts (line 40: Jikalau orang naik ka situ /
Niscaya mati dimakan hantu). When they finally arrive at the ashram, Raden Menteri
explains to the guru that he wants to find the vanished princess of Kadiri. The hermit
advises him to meditate on a stone under a cempaka tree: 'Baik bertapa tuan dahulu /
Belajar hikmat segala ngilmu' (line 74; the exact location is in line 78: 'Di gunung ini
tuan bertapa / Di atas batu di bawah cempaka'). While Raden Menteri secludes
himself in the appointed place, his hungry servants go looking for fruits to eat. They
have a scary adventure with the guardians of the orchard, but Persanta is able to save
their necks by saying that they only wanted to pick some flowers for their master.

Meanwhile, the courtiers in Koripan are lamenting the disappearance of Raden
Menteri. For three months and ten days, the ministers are looking for him, but to no
avail. Finally, Karta Buwana, Carang Tinangluh and his sister Rama Wilis decide to
go looking for their lost brother. After having sailed for months on end, they arrive in
Tanjung Pura where they change their names: Karta Buwana calls himself Putra
Buwana, Carang Tinangluh becomes Indra Surana, whereas Rama Wilis is now Ratna
Unangan. They take Tanjung Pura and its dependencies by force.

At the same time, Raden Menteri has been in seclusion for nine months. He is
emaciated, deep in meditation, 'behaving like a corpse'Qine 428: Sangatlah ia
lupakan dirinya / Seperti lakit orang mati). Persanta cannot stand it any longer and
asks his master to stop. But then Raden Menteri finally creates a heavy turbulence in
nature, drawing the attention of the gods to his cause. The latter send nymphs

Cod. Or. 3373, Syair Raden Saputra, ff. 68v-69r. Towards the end this versified
Banjarese Panji story becomes very confused. Here we see two different copyists at
work; the writing on f. 69r is normally employed throughout this manuscript.
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(badadari) to him in order to seduce him, but the prince perseveres in his 'dying
penance' (bertapa mati). When he has stood the test well, the god Narada visits him,
and gives him the ngilmu hikmat, with which he will be able to subdue all countries
(line 479b: Dapat menolakkan segenap negeri). The prince takes leave of the hermit
and continues his journey.

In an interlude the story is briefly summarised in a conversation between an eagle
(along) and a lory (nuri). The eagle relates that the king of Koripan was angry at his
son, because the latter refused to marry. The prince left the court, because he wanted
to find the princess of Kadiri, with whom he had fallen in love. His asceticism had
been successful and he had received what he wanted from the gods. Raden Menteri
enjoys listening to the warble of the talking birds. He orders his servants to take a rest
and falls asleep under a nagasari tree.

Later on, he arrives at a cave, in which an enormous ogre (buta) lives. He kills the
giant with his dagger, after which it turns out that the monster is in fact the god Siwa.
Before Siwa returns to heaven, he predicts that Raden Menteri will find the princess
of Kadiri after a very long time, when the prince will almost have become king.
Raden Menteri enters the cave, in which many treasures are hidden, but also many
captured princesses. He stays with them for some time, and at a certain moment
Socawindu, the princess of Mataram, accuses him of having taken away a precious
signet ring, but he does not deign to answer her.325

Meanwhile, his beloved princess of Kadiri is taken care of by Naga Pertala, who
calls her Ken Dursari when she has reached the age of 12. She dreams of a garuda, but
when she approaches the bird, it flies away. She tells the dream to Naga Pertala, who
is angry, because he understands its meaning. Ken Dursari threatens to kill herself if
Naga Pertala refuses to find this bird for her. Waneng Pati (alias Raden Menteri) is
still in the cave with the princesses, but he has no connection with them as he
continually thins about the princess of Kadiri. He leaves the cave and finally arrives at
the place where she lives all by herself. At first, Ken Dursari (alias Candra Kirana in
line 887) is afraid of him, but after some flattery, she tells him that she is the daughter
of Naga Pertala, who has gone hunting a garuda for her. The prince wants to wait for
him, which makes her angry:

Gusarlah putri Sekar Taji
Kepada raden Kerta Pati
Katanya tiada benarlah janji
Laksana orang mabuk ganji (lines 959-960).

In his heart Raden Ino (alias Raden Menteri) has fallen in love with Ken Dursari, but
his feelings for the princess of Kadiri persist:

Hendak raden mahampiri
_ Kalau nin sangat gusarnya putri ____________________________

Tambahan tercinta putri Kadiri
Gundah hatinya tiada terperi (lines 1029-1030)

" Incidentally, the ring is called (cinciii) socaludira (spelled s-w-c-1-w-d-r-a) in line 668; this is a
Javanese loan word (socaludira or socarudira, explained in Gericke and Roorda (1901:799 under
sotya), derived from Sanskrit/Old Javanese sasanidhira, explained in Zoetmulder (1982:1706) as 'a
kind of precious stone (ruby?)'. Such a ring also occurs in another Banjarese story, viz. the Carita
Wayang Kimidang, where it is called cincin s-m-y-1-w-d-y-r-a (Cod. Or. 3367, f. 75v, line 2675).
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On the one hand he wants to go searching for the vanished princess of Kadiri, but on
the other hand he is very near to the beautiful daughter of the naga. He is torn
between two loves (without realising that they are in fact one and the same person):

Indah ada peribasa orang
Dlgigit pahit dibuang siang
Menjadi gundah bercatnpur bimbang
Tambahan pikir terulang-ulang (lines 1039-1040)

When Naga Pertala returns, Raden Ino tells him that he wants to make the girl his
wife. In the ensuing fight, he kills the naga, which saddens Ken Dursari. On her
request he calls up Siwa, who returns the naga to life. Waneng Pati (alias Raden
Menteri) decides to change the names of his two servants: Jarudeh is now called
Manik Cuk and Prasanta is Manik Agung. The prince is now Raden Saputra. Together
with Ken Dursari he goes back to the cave.

In the country Selanegara, which is ruled by King Selaraja, lives the beautiful
princess Selakencana. Many kings propose to her, threatening to take Selanegara and
the princess by force if their wish should not be fulfilled. Indra Surana is one among
them, but he succeeds in defeating all other competitors, marching on Selanegara. A
heavy war rages for ten months.

Raden Ino consoles Ken Dursari and it comes to love-making. After awhile, he
wishes to carry out his vow of searching for the vanished princess of Kadiri and wants
to take leave of Ken Dursari. She asks him about his family background and realises
that he is in fact Raden Ino. When she hears him speak about Candra Kirana.

Makin gundah rasanya hatinya
Karana tercinta ayah-bundanya
Tambahan tercinta saudaranya
Perbata Sariyang dikenangnya (lines 1570-1571)

Raden Saputra, however, still does not know who she is, and he goes away with his
two servants. After having travelled for some time, he arrives in a dependency of
Selanegara, where he meets the prime minister Jaya Negara, who tells him that the
king of that country has promised his kingdom and daughter to the man, who can
liberate his realm from its foes. Raden Saputra is introduced to king Selaraja, telling
him that he comes from the mountains. He takes part in the war against Indra Surana.
Raden Saputra is afraid that his brother might recognise him and shoots him with his
aiTow. Indra Surana and his brother are taken prisoner, whereas Raden Saputra
becomes the new king of Selanegara. The former king and queen of Selanegara go
away, leaving their daughter in Raden Saputra's care. Dewi Unangan has seen that her
two brothers were thrown in prison. She is escorted by Rangda Gadungan to the
latter's village. At night she visits her imprisoned brothers; f. 69r, line 1862 reads:._
Kalaupun malam ia berjalan / Kepada keranda kakanda titan. On f. 68r-v, however,
we read that Putra Buwana and Indra Surana, are attacking (again?) Selanegara, which
does not comply with the rest of the story; this fragment, however, is written in
another hand (see plate).

In Kadiri prince Perbata Sari wishes to search for his sister. Together with some
followers he sets out. On the way he changes his name into Ardi Kusuma. At Rangda
Gadungan's place he meets Dewi Unangan and falls in love with her. The story ends
abruptly with a description of the enamoured prince. From f. 71r to the end the story
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is rather confused, repeating earlier passages verbatim, such as about the meeting of
Raden Saputra with the princess of Selanegara. In these final pages there seem to have
been two different copyists at work (see plate).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899: 11-12 under XV); Haji Wan (1985:38); Iskandar
(1999:176).

Cod. Or. 3374

Hikayat Siti Abasah', Poems ofHamzah Fansuri; Syair Dagang; Syair Perahu; Sayr
as-Salikin; Syair Makah dan Madinah; Syair Martabat (Tujuh)

2 1 x 1 7 cm; 67 pages (preceded by two blank folios and followed by six blank folios);
watermarks: Pro Patria with V G (pp. 27-end); Concordia with D K & Z" (beginning-
p. 26). According to the colophon (p. 20), the first text was finished in Barus on 16-8-
1269/25-5-1853. The first text is written by a professional copyist in black ink with
rubrications. According to the colophon on p. 34, the copying of Hamzah Fansuri's
poems was finished on 18-8 Syawal 1269/28 May 18533"6 in Barus (see Doorenbos
1933:117-118 for a transliteration); this colophon is crossed out by Van der Tuuk.

Contents: a miscellany, which on pp. 35-67 contains autograph copies by Van der
Tuuk (brown ink). Hamzah Fansuri's poems are numbered in accordance with the
most recent edition of his syairs, viz. Drewes and Brakel (1986). See the description
of Cod. Or. 3372 for further details (vide infra).
1. pp. 1-20: Hikayat Siti Abasah, that is, story no. 39 of the 'larger' Hikayat Bakhtiar,
featuring Ma'mun ar-Rasyid, the Sultan of Baghdad, his minister Padal and the trader
Ah Jauhari. In Winstedt's words (1958:107) it is "the story of the merchant who
through his wife's cleverness becomes a minister to the disgust of Abu Fadl - in the
longer version the king is al-Ma'mum [sic] son of Harun ar-Rashid and the vizier is
Fadl". The plot is summarised in Brandes (1895:252-254). In the first sentence it is
said to be derived from the Bustan al- 'arifln. Describing another copy of this work,
viz. RAS Raffles Malay 76 (B, pp. 114-121) (Ricklefs and Voorhoeve 1977:142), Van
der Tuuk (1866b: 124) notes that he possessed two copies of it, viz. "small 4to. of 20
pages, and small 8vo. of 24 pages". The first manuscript must be Cod. Or. 3374 (1)
and the second copy must be Cod. Or. 3381 as the original (erroneous) pagination
counts 24 pages. According to Van der Tuuk (1866b:124), the Hikayat Siti Abasah is
"but a tale taken from the Bustan al-'arifin [my transcription, EPW] (...), but often
found separately".
2. pp. 21-22: poem XXII ofHamzah Fansuri (Doorenbos 1933:102-104; Drewes and
Brakel 1986:108-111);
3. pp. 22-24: poem XV ofHamzah Fansuri (Doorenbos 1933:104-106; Drewes and
Brakel 1986:86-89);
4. pp. 24-25: poem I of Hamzah Fansuri (Doorenbos 1933:106-108; Drewes and
Brakel 1986:42-45);
5. pp. 25-27: poem X of Hamzah Fansuri (Doorenbos 1933:108-110; Drewes and
Brakel 1986:70-75);
6. pp. 27-29: poem VIII ofHamzah Fansuri (Doorenbos 1933:110-111; Drewes and
Brakel 1986:64-67);

-6According to my calculations, the date should be 19 Sya'ban 1269/28 May 1853.
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Cod. Or. 3374 (10), Syair Dagang, p. 44. The authorship of this poem is debated, but
in line 145a he seems to call himself Si Tahir (see also line 136a for the writing of the
word penghibuf).
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7. pp. 29-31: poem III of Hamzah Fansuri (Doorenbos 1933:112-113; Drewes and
Brakel 1986:48-51);
8. pp. 31-32: poem II of Hamzah Fansuri (Doorenbos 1933:114-115; Drewes and
Brakel 1986:44-47);
9. pp. 32-34: poem IX of Hamzah Fansuri (Doorenbos 1933:115-118; Drewes and
Brakel 1986:68-71);
10. pp. 35-49: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of what he called (in Dutch)
'fragments from the Syair Dagang, attributed to Hamzah Fansuri'. The text is edited
in Doorenbos (1933:21-33), but not in Drewes and Brakel (1986), who doubt Hamzah
Fansuri's authorship. Conversely, Al-Attas (1970:8) does not preclude the possibility
that the Syair Dagang was part of Hamzah Fansuri's early autobiography when he
might have led the life of a wandering trader. On pp. 44 and 48 the poet announces
himself twice by a pseudonym, which according to Drewes (in Drewes and Brakel
1986:21) should be read as s-y-t-m-'-y-r, that is, "Si Tama'ie, 'the inexpert one', and
that the rhymester hiding behind this modest pen-name was a gloomy Minangkabau
trader somewhere di rantau orang, who instead of taking comfort in dendang rantau
put down his laments and moralizations in writing. That he was of Minangkabau
origin may be concluded from the occurrence of Min. words such as kacie (Mal.
kecil), curita (Mal. cerita), sakitu (Mal. begitu), batimpo-timpo, 'again and again',
tidak lai (Mal. tiada ado)". In my opinion, however, the name of this person may have
been Si Tahir, because in s-y-t-m-'-y-r the letter, which looks like a mini, could
perhaps be a ha', cf. the spelling of the word penghibur (p-ng-h-b-r) in line 136a on
page 44 (see plate). Furthermore, he calls himself, on p. 48 in line 209a, Si Tukar
(inilah karangan s-y-t-w-k-r yang hind), see plate.327

11. pp. 49-54: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of what he called (in Dutch)
'fragments from the Syair Perahu, attributed to Hamzah Fansuri'. The text is edited in
Doorenbos (1933:16-21), but not in Drewes and Brakel (1986), who doubt Hamzah
Fansuri's authorship. For an analysis of the text's structure on the basis of Dooren-
bos's edition, see Braginsky (1975:407-426). Braginsky, who distinguishes two
different versions of the 'poems of the boat', argues that Cod. Or. 3374 belongs to his
Syair Perahu II. Both versions are discussed in Braginsky (1993:120-131), while SP I
is edited in Braginsky (1993:273-289) and SP II in Braginsky (1993:290-303).
12. pp. 55-65: table of contents by Van der Tuuk of the third part of the Sayr as-
Salikm (of 'Abd as-Samad al-Palimbanl); for further details of this work, see the
description of Cod. Or. 3285 (vide infra). On the Vorlage, Van der Tuuk notes: "Een
klein 4to h[and]s[chrift] van 154 inl[andsche] bladzijden te Baroes van een inlander
geleend bevatte het derde deel van de s-y-r a-1-s-a-l-k-y-n".
13. p. 66: a note by Van der Tuuk about the Syair Haj also known as Syair Makah dan
Madinah, viz. "Het behelst een niet zeer dichterlijk verslag van de pelgrimage naar
Makkah en de daarbij gebruikelijke plegtigheden. Voor de maker wordt gehouden een
zekere Sjaich Daoed van Soenoer, die het echter te Taroemoen heeft opgesteld. Aan

__hfit einde van het gedicht vermeldt de schrijver zijn geboorteplaats in deze
bewoordingen..." The lines, which Van der Tuuk subsequently quotes, are not the
final lines of the Syair Makah dan Madinah, however, but in fact the initial lines of

337On the symbolic meaning of the name Si Tukar, see al-Attas (1973:8-10). Unfortunately, this publi-
cation was not available in Dutch libraries at the time of writing; my reference comes from Abdul Hadi
W.M. (2001:180). Suryadi (personal communication, November 2002) tentatively suggests that instead
of Si Tukar perhaps the epithet sitokar (from Dutch or English stoker) was meant (not in the
dictionaries).
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Cod Or. 3374, Syair Dagang, p. 48. The authorship of this poem is debated, but in
line 209a we read inilah karangan s-y-t-w-k-r yang Una. This could mean Si Tukar or
perhaps sitokar.
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another poem, viz. the Syair Sunur, which was indeed written in Trumon, see
Wieringa(2002a:183-184).
14. p. 67: a note by Van der Tuuk about what he calls the Syair martabat, viz. "Een
klfein] 8to exempl[aar] in mijn bezit van ongeveer 14 inl[andsche] bladzijden". This
must be Cod. Or. 3335 (3) Syair Martabat Tujuh by Pakiah Rajo (vide infra).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:36 under LV; 156 under CXXVIII); Haji Wan
(1985:38-39); Iskandar (1999:176-177).

Cod. Or. 3375

Syair Ken Tambuhan

19.5 x 16 cm; 132 folios; 14 lines to the page; in the original foliation f. 30 was
counted twice, whereas f. 87 was omitted; pencil rulings; black ink; light blue paper
with an impression of "1852" in a medallion. The beginning of the text (f. lv-2r) is
illuminated. Van der Tuuk has made some notes in purple pencil about certain words
or sometimes the contents. The text is followed by some blank pages, but on f. 136v
(unfoliated) there is a note in pencil, which reads: ini Sa 'ir Ken Tambuhan y-w-y-h a-
y-p-n-y-a yang punya, and on the last page (f. 138v; unfoliated), also in pencil, a
barely legible note about a susunan tuan in Palembang.

In line 3707: the tamat; in the colophon the copyist mentions that he finished his
work in Batureja on Tuesday, 30 Rabiulawal 1862 (that is, 30/3/1279 or Thursday, 25
September 1862), using a manuscript from Muara Dua (see Teeuw 1966:231-232 for
a transliteration of the relevant lines). On f. 2r the copyist mentions kampung Sura in
Palembang as his residence. He began his work on a Thursday (f. 2v). The binding is
made of dark reddish-brown colour with gilded decoration (see plate). The inside of
the envelope flap has floral and bird motifs (see plate). For a discussion of this type of
binding from Palembang, see Plomp (1993:581-583).

On f. la recto there is a note saying: Alamat ini Sair Ken Tambuhan dan yang
empunya nonah a-y-ng t-y-a barang siapah yang membaca suda habis minta
pulangkan pada yang empunya dengan segera. Demikianlah adanya. The name of
this lady is tentatively transliterated as Aing Tia by Iskandar (1999:177). In purple
pencil Van der Tuuk noted at the top of f. la recto: "Afkomstig v[an] Muwara Duah |
z[ie] [he]t slot'. On f.lr another note about the ownership occurs, viz. Alamat ini surat
Sair Ken Tambuhan \ yang empunya end \ Sinjung kampung n-w-r-n-y-k adanya \
1873 Pebeluarm dari Januar™ 1872. Teeuw (1966:231) suggests reading the name
of the kampung as Nura Niyaka (?), which does not seem to make much sense.
Perhaps Kampung Noordwijk was meant which, however, was in Batavia. On f. Ir
there are also writing exercises and a rather primitive drawing with two Dutch flags.

Contents: a copy from Palembang of the Syair Ken Tambuhan, representing the longer
version (Teeuw 1966:232); it has 3730 double lines.330 Cod. Or. 3375 was used as ms.
B in Teeuw (1966); a description is given in Teeuw (1966:230-232). See the
description of Cod. Or. 1965 for further details (Wieringa 1998:191). In his major Old
Javanese-Balinese-Dutch dictionary, vol 11:384 (under daha), Van der Tuuk noted that

!28Spelled p-y-b-1-w-r, meaning 'February'.
329Spelledj-n-a-w-r, meaning 'January'.
BONote that this enumeration in pencil excludes the 18 double lines of the copyists's introduction.
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Cod. Or. 3375, Syair Ken Tambuhan. Palembang binding made of dark reddish-brown
leather with gilded decorations.
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Cod. Or. 3375, Syair Ken Tambuhan. Floral and bird motifs on the inside of the
envelope flap of the Palembang leather binding.
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the Panji tale in Sasak called Datu Daha is comparable with the Javanese (Pan/i)
Angreni and the Malay Ken Tambuhan: "datu daha, title en hoofdpersoon v[an] e[en]
sas[aksch] gedicht, dat een navolging is v[an] e[en] Pafiji-rornan, 't beloop echter
irieer overeenkomende met de jav[aansche] Angreni of de mal[eische] k-n t-m-b-w-h-
n [my transcription, EPW], vgl. Tjenangrini, 't voert ook tot titel Tjili naja".

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:5-7 under IX); Haji Wan (1985:39); Iskandar
(1999:177).

Cod. Or. 3376

Surat Undang-undang

20.5 x 16 cm; 21 pages; pp. 17-20 blank; 14 lines to the page; black ink; pencil
rulings; thin woven paper. There are two variant readings by Van der Tuuk in the
margins of p. 9 only; the variants noted on pp. 12-13 are in different hands.

According to the colophon (p. 14), the copying was finished on 4 Rabiulakhir
1263/21 March 1847 in Pulau Penyengat, Riau, by End' Ismail ibn Datuk Kerkun.
His name is followed by the words s-y-k adanya, referring to Siak, see plate. On this
copyist, see the descriptions of Cod. Or. 1722-1726 and 1736 in Wieringa (1998:75-
84; 95-96). On p. 21: the code numbers "N 25" and "13" and a note about the
contents: "Adat Toeron Temoeron derri paadda zaman doeli | Solthan Iskandar.
Hofgebruik afkomstig van Sultan Iskandar."

Contents: a digest of customary law compiled in Riau. Juynboll (1899:253) gave it the
title of Adat turun-temurun daripada zaman dull Sultan Iskandar Syah, which was
adopted by Iskandar (1999:177). In fact, the text is untitled and Juynboll borrowed
this phrase from the beginning which reads (after the basmald): Bermula inilah adat
turun-temurun daripada zaman Dull Sultan Iskandar Syah yang memerintah segala
negeri Meiaka. Maka datanglah kepada zaman Sultan Iskandar Syah adalah raja itu
anaknya yang pertama menyusuk negeri Meiaka yang bergelar Sulta[n] Mahmud
Syah zillu 'lldhi fi 7- 'alam. lalah raja yang pertama masuk ugama Islam yang
meletakkan adat perintah segala raja" dan segala menteri dengan segala orang
besamya' dan meletakkan hukum perintah negeri lain turun kepada beginda Sultan
Muzafar Syah dan turun kepada Sultan Mansur Syah... Cf. Liaw Yock Fang
(1976a:64). It is related to the Malacca digest: fasals 1 and 2 run parallel with the
beginning of the Undang-undang Meiaka, and fasals 13-14 are similar to Undang-
undang Meiaka 5.1-5.2. On p. 14 it is called Surat Undang-undang.

The appropriate title and the character of its contents (adat raja-raja Melayu or
undang-undangl) has led to a difference of opinion between Sham (1974; 1976) and
Liaw Yock Fang (1976b:102-104). Sham calls Cod. Or. 3376 Undang-undang Riau.
See also Sham and Salim (1995:105-121) for a synopsis of the contents and a
discussion of its relation with other Malay law texts.

The text consists of 24 fasals:
1. p. 2: (pada menyatakan) majelis raja2 dan bahasa raja2 dan pakaian raja1 dan
perhiasan istana raja2 dan balai raja2 (= Undang-undang Meiaka 0.1);
2. pp. 2-3: (pada menyatakan) segala bahasa raja2 yang lima perkara (= Undang-
undang Meiaka 1.1);
3. p. 3: (pada menyatakan) adat duduk mengadap raja besar dan raja mitda dan
bendahara dan temenggung;
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Cod. Or. 3376, Swat Undang-undang, p. 14. According to this colophon, the copying
was finished on 4 Rabiulakhir 1263/21 March 1847 in Penyengat, Riau, by Encik
Ismail ibn Datuk Kerkun. After his name follow the words Siak (s-y-k) adanya.
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4. pp. 3-4: (pada menyatakan) daripada fasal sedaun y- '-y-n-r (?) sehidangan di
balainmg;
5 p 4: (pada menyatakan) raja' tua umurnya;
6. p. 4: (pada menyatakan) adat istana raja;
7. pp. 4-5: (pada menyatakan) adat raja pada ketika berjalan itu;
8. p.5 (pada menyatakan) raja dijalan itu;
9. pp. 5-6: (pada menyatakan) adab orangyang masuk ke dalam balainmg raja atau
pada pagar raja;
10. pp. 6-7: (pada menyatakan) adat segala hamba raja yang diam di dalam
beberapa adab;
11. p. 7: (pada menyatakan) barang siapa yang berjahat-jahat dengan hamba raja di
dalam kota atau di dalam kenaikan;
12. pp. 7-8: (pada menyatakan) orangyang dating ke rumah orangpada malam;
13. p. 8: (pada menyatakan) barang siapa membunuh dengan tiada setahu raja atau
orang besar (= Undang-undang Melaka 5.1);
14. pp. 8-9: (pada menyatakan) yang membunuh tiada setahu raja atau orang besar2

itu;
15. p. 9: (pada menyatakan) orang yang mencuri di dalam kampung halaman
orang...;
16. p. 9: (pada menyatakan) orangyang berjalan di dalam kampung orang;
17. pp. 9-10: (pada menyatakan) menghiikum dan membunuh dan m-n-ng-k-n dan
memalu...\
18. p. 10: (pada menyatakan) orangyang bermukah dengan isteri orang;
19. pp. 10-11: (pada menyatakan) orang bujang sama orang bujang;
20. p. 11: (pada menyatakan) hamba orang lari ke dalam a- '-t-r (?);
21. p. 11: (pada menyatakan) perkumpulan musyawarat segala ra 'yat;
22. p. 11: (pada menyatakan) bapa raja itu;
23. pp. 12-13: (pada menyatakan) adalah Yang Dipertuan Muda itu memangku
Iterajaan...;
24. pp. 13-14: (pada menyatakan) yang bernama cap...

On pp. 15-16 there is factual information about the rulers of Lingga-Riau (who
succeeded whom and for how many years). It begins: Adapun almarhum Yang
Dipertuan Besar al-Sultan Abdulrahman menggantikan ayahandanya, almarhum
Yang Dipertuan Besar al-Sultan Mahmud menjadi raja di atas tahta kerajaannya
negeri Lingga dan Riau, lamanya dua puhih tiga talnm.33] The last entry is on the
seventh Yang Dipertuan Muda, viz. Abdul Rahman, the son of Raja Jafar. He is said
to have ruled for 12 years.332

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:253-254 under CCLXViII); Haji Wan (1985:39);
Iskandar (1999:177).

331From other sources we know that Sultan Mahmud of Riau-Lingga ruled from 1760-1812, succeeded
by Sultan Abdul Rahman (1812-1831), see Matheson and Watson Andaya (1982, index).
332From other sources we know that he ruled from 1831-1844, see Matheson and Watson Andaya
(1982, index).
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Cod. Or. 3377

Hikayal Twnpang (Carang) Kembang (wayang stories)

20.5 x 16 cm; 586 pages (with an extra page, viz. la); p. 585 blank; 15 lines to the
page; consistent use of catchwords; black ink; rubrications (purple ink); watermark:
Eendracht with VAN GELDER. On almost every page Van der Tuuk has made some
notes in the margins; on the tops of many pages he indicated the contents by way of
Dutch catchwords or phrases (in purple pencil).

On p. la the readers are addressed as follows: Kepada sekalian sanak-saudara
dan baba2 dan nyonya2 soya kasi bertahu siapajuga' yang suka' sewa ini hikayat di
dalam satu malam lima belasy sen sebab soya sewa diapunya conto sebegitu 15 [later
changed into 10, in pencil] sen jikalau mahu sewa misyti periksya biar batul sebab ini
tiada' kotornya jikalau dipulangkan maka ada nodanya baba atau nyonya misyti
bayar 40 empat puhi rupia perak baba atau nyonya boli ambil ini hikayat sebab
habisy dibikin ini hikayat 40 rupia perak jangan satu lagi jikalau ada noda misyti
gantipegimana tersebut di atasy ini swat. Soya bertanda tangan Kecil xxx Tambun.

On p. 586 there is a note in Latin script, which reads as follows: Batavia den 21
Julij 1884 | Dari Pada say a Mohamad \ Djassim Bin Djoeppri \ Tingal di Kampong
Sawa | Djembatan lima Koelon j Kassi bertau pada saka \ lian baba2 dan toewan2 /
ofnona2 Djikaloe soeka \ sewa ini \ Hikajat djangan di xxx roessak, followed by an
illegible signature.

According to the colophon (pp. 581-582), the manuscript was finished on the
morning of 22 Jumadilakhir 1875 (that is, 22/6/1292 or Monday, 26 July 1875) by
Haji Hasan of Kampung Rawa Sentiung; the owner of the text was Mak Kecil of
Kampung Tambora: Maka tiadalah tersebut lagi perkataannya Pandawa itii suda
diputuskan oleh dalang yang menjejerkan cerita ini. Adapun kabehnya hikayat
pepakem ini pada dua puluh dua hari bulan Jumadilakhir pada hari Isnin jam pukul 8
delapan pagi pada tahun 1875 seribu delapan ratus tujuh limah dan yang empunya
hikayat Ma' Kecil kampung [p. 582] Tambora' antarah kampung Belendungan
keduanya telah termaktub pada waktimya terputuskan tulisyan oleh yang memilis
Haji Hasan di kampung Rawah Sentiung kedudukannya jua'. Adapun hikayat
pepakem ini jumeneng334 Twnpang Kembang dan kita haraplah siapa' tuan yang
membaca dia jangan ditertawakan barangkali ada salahjalannya atauh ceritanya
atauh nama-namanya sebab dijenengkan dian6 buatan pepakem kerna tiada tahu
lebih dengan kurangnya salah dengan betulnya itii. Tamat al-kalam.

Contents: a collection of wayang stories, which is called in the manuscript itself
Hikayat Tumpang (Carang) Kembang. It may be considered as a Malay equivalent of
a Javanese pakem, that is, a manual containing summaries of the plots of wayang
plays: cf. the expression hikayat pepakem in the colophon (see above); see also the
.description of the comparable text Cod. Or. 3240 (vide infra). On the top of p. 2 Van
der Tuuk noted "v[er]g[e]l[ijk] eenige wajang-verhalen toegelicht". He probably
acquired this manuscript after he had written his article, which was published in 1879

"-'Spelled k-a-b-i-h-uy.
334Iskandar (1999:178) misinterprets the viotdjumeneng (j-m-n-ng) in this colophon as *Jemenang, but
it is a Javanese loanword, meaning 'called, known as' (<jeneng, 'name').
335The text reads h-a-1-n-nya.
™Spelled d-y-y-a.
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Cod. Or. 3377, Hikayat Tumpang (Carang) Kembang, pp. 583-584. Postscript in the
form of a syair by the copyist, viz. Haji Hasan from Kampung Rawa Sentiong (in
Batavia), who finished his work in 1875.
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(Van der Tuuk 1879:489-537). On p. 205 Van der Tuuk has noted in the margin the
beginning of ms. B (= Cod. Or. 3240). On pp. 273, 303 and 329 he refers to the
Javanese wayang play Bale sigala-gala.

Beginning on p. 1: Dimulakan jejer oleh kang sinuhun h-ng-y-ng s-q-m-r dewata
m-1-y-a-r-y dipindahkan di tanah Melayu karangkan segala bujanggah dan
dipantasykan oleh dalang yang pandai menceritakan ada satu raja di negeri
Mandarihpurah dirajah bemama maharaja Bisymantarah Dewangsya terlalulah
besyar kerajaan bagindah itu dan sakti mandrahgunah tiada samanya lurah tanah
Jawi itu dan rakyatnya banyak serta menterinya dan hitlubalang; patinya bernama
Ugrasena™ dan bagindah itu ada berputerah tiga orangperempuan...

The manuscript lends itself well to a comparison with Van der Tuuk (1879:489-
537). Cf. the fragment about Byasa and Pandu, who get lost in the garden (p. 51) with
the description of Van der Tuuk (1879:499). Van der Tuuk (1879:499) writes: "Bijasa
gaat met Pandoe op reis, en neemt zijn weg door ontoegankelijke bosschen om
spoediger aan te komen. Met hem zijn Semar en zijn drie zonen Petroek, Nalasetra en
Djambla. Zij verdwalen en raken in een ruin, met name panggeroengan (?), ..." In
Cod. Or. 3377, p. 51 we read: Maka Pandu mendangar [sic] Utah itu ayahnya maka
sigerahlah ia berjalan mengikut begawan Biyasa serta diiringkan hamba empat
orang s-m-h [= Semar] dan isteri3 maka d-j-y-ng-k-h-l-y-a dan Nalahgareng340

menujuh jalan raya masuk hutan rimbah belantara karena ia hendak bangat sampai
ke negeri l-n-d-y-a-n Purah. Hatta beberapa lamanya ia berjalan itu maka tersasyar
pada suatu toman. Setelah Raden Pandu melihat taman itu maka ititpun bertanya
seraya katanya: "Ya tuanku, taman ini siapakah yang empunya dia? " Maka sahut
begawan Biyasa: "Adapun taman ini, orang dahulu-dahulu kalah namanya Taman
Panggurungan341".

On p. 27, about a form of asceticism called tapa tapal berma which puzzled Van
der Tuuk (1879:496), we read: Adapun ketiganya para puterah beristeri itu tiadalah
seperti adat orang yang banyak-banyak, karena ia orang pertapaan nama tapanya itu
tapal bermah (t-p-a-l b-r-m-h). In the margin Van der Tuuk transliterated this term as
"taplbrma" (i.e. tapelbremd).

The narrator poses as a dalang: cf. p. 322 Sebermulah maka diceritakan oleh
dalang yang pandai menjejerkan lalakon... In the text there are some Javanese-
language passages, e.g. on p. 446: Adapun pada ketika itu maka Arjuna pun
berdatang semba demikian katanya: "Pangahbekti kaulah nuhun abdi sampeyan
dalem pun 42 Arjuna maring panengah Pandawah puniki hendak pamit angandan'n
berjalan maring hutan alas-alas rimba belantarah segenap tepi maring pagunungan
itu manning janji dewatah kanjeng sinuhun sangyang s-q-m. "

On pp. 6-7, 503 and 508 the story includes Javanese epistles in purple ink; the last
one (p. 508) e.g. reads: Setelah itu maka Raden Samba pun menyemba laluh
membuka' surat itu serta dibaca. Demikian bunyinya: "Penget punika nawala^"4

patra saking pengandika wong agung m-sy-r-w-a-n negeri ing Mandirah dibekjah

* Spelled b-sy-m-n-t-a-r-h d-y-w-ng-sy.
338Spelled a-w-r-y-a-n s-y-n-a (Van der Tuuk's note: Ugrasena).
33'Spelled a-s-t-r-y.
340Spdled n-a-l-h k-a-r-y-ng.
341 Spelled p-ng-g-w-r-w-ng-n.
342Spelled p-w-a-n.
343The word angandan (= Javanese ngandon, ngendon) is spelled a-ng-d-n; this is apparently a common
spelling, cf. Cod. Or. 3365/3384, f. 149v: ... kiila hendak bermohon hendakpergi andon (a-n-d-a-n)
segenap negeri.
344Spelled w-n-l-a.

negarah pengembaning pasyeban sampun jaya pamiwun maring sang rajaputri
Kebun Arum Dewi Sembadrah negeri Darawati pura345 negarah pengarep gusti
sekarsaning kanjeng betarah inten 4 jumanten 4 kencanah masy katur sajeroning
negeri ing Mandirah dibekjah negarah maring sang rajaputri. " In the enumeration of
all kinds of traditional court functionaries (demang, temunggung, jaksa, etc.) on p.
298, we also find the more modern wijkmeester (w-y-k-m-sy-t-r).

On p. 213 Van der Tuuk notes: 'dirty trick played on Duma by Semar'
("smeerlapperij met Durna door Semar gedaan"). This refers to the aftermath of the
Nawamci affair, when Semar threatens to circumcise Durna. The latter screams:
"Adu-adu Semar, janganlah engkau menurut lagi, guah minta' ampun Semar". This
episode ends as follows: Maka Semar pun menarik jakarnya Durnah dan dipelintir
kupingnya sarta ia berberak-berak lain ditadahnya sarta disapukan pada muka
Dangyang Durnah itu.

The syair at the end reads (pp. 583-584, see plate):

Tamatlah Hikayat Tumpang Carang Kembang
Buat penglipur hatiyang bimbang
Jikalau dibaca adi' dengan ayang
Serta lagukan kidung dengan tembang

Ceritanya bogus betuljalannya
Jika dibacah nonah atauh nyonya
Telah berkumpul sekalian handai dengan sobatnya
Serta dibacah sambil didengarnya

Adapun sahaya berpesyan sekaliannya
Kepada tuan-tuan akan nyonya-nyonya
Jikalau dibacah ditakut rusak kertasnya
Tiada dua kali dapat dipinjam padanya

Kerana hikayat itu ini sukar dibikinnya
Mengarangkan cerita tidada contonya
Kepada Ma' Kecil akan yang empunya
Di kampung Tamborah akan tempat tinggalnya

Hikayat ini banyak ceritanya
Tujuh lalakon dijejerkan padanya
Sukar dicari mahal harganya
Jikalau hilang tiga puluh kenas akan gantinya

Arjuna itu jumenengpanengah Pandawah
Bertapah di gunung maring348 dewata

———Meninggalkan jua itu ningsunputri —————————————————————
Mengidung katanya adu tuan tinggal nyawa

"Spelled p-r-w-a-h.
"Spelled '-y-n-t-n.
"Spelled j-m-b-n-t-n; a Javanese literary synonym foijamrud.
18Spelled m-a-r-n-y-ng.
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Betarah xxx menjelma padanya
Jumeneng perabu Darawati negerinya
Ratu agimg sigerah keterima barangpinta 'nya
Suda kersaning kang simihim maring dewatanya

Memutuskan cerita pada hari Jumaat
Ditulisnya ia terlaht m-ng-g-r amat
[p. 584] sahaya menyampaikan hajat dengan selamat
karangan habisy hikayatpun tamat

Catalogue entries: Juynbol (1899:56-58 under LXXI); Haji Wan (1985:39); Iskandar
(1999:178).

Cod. Or. 3378

Hikayat Cekel Waneng Pati

19.5 x 15.5 cm; 206 pages; pp. 2 and 4, blank; 17 lines to the page; black ink;
lubrications; catchwords; watermarks: Pro Patria; Vrijheid with J H & ZOON and
with GR. In the margins Van der Tuuk occasionally transliterated some words (in
pencil). Juynboll (1899:79) already stated that the pages were not properly bound (in
his examples he refers to Van der Tuuk's erroneous numbering of the pages, which
starts with foliation, but from p. 70 onwards follows the pagination method, stopping
altogether a few pages before the end). The disorder of the pages can easily be traced
by looking at the catchwords: p. 186, for example, ends with the rubricated words
Sebermida maka with the catchword tersebutlah (in black ink); the continuation, viz.
tersebutlah perkatacm (rubricated), is found on p. 189. On p. 188 the catchword
bermula indicates that the proper continuation of the text is to be found on p. 193 with
bermula maka terdengarlah... (see plate). The manuscript is rather worn; many pages
have been repaired and parts of the text are illegible, because of damage.

On p. 1 there are some writing exercises in Jawi, but also four lines in Rumi with
the following statement of the previous owner, a certain Mas Jarot in Batavia, dated
24 July 1870: Saia kasi bertahoe sama \ Batawi 24 djolie tahon 1870 \ Bahoewa ini
soerat \ mas djarot. Above the word 'Batawi' there is a small, simple drawing of a
grinning male wayang figure facing left. On p. 3 there is the draft of a letter, in which
the toponym Kampung Syawa Besar is mentioned. The first line reads: Bahwa ini
swat dari pada syaya datang dengan segala hormat ke hadapan... The writing of this
piece is rather difficult to read and differs from the rest of the manuscript.

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Cekel Waneng Pati, a Panji story, see the description
of Cod. Or. 1709 in Wieringa (1998:58) for further details. The beginning and the end
are missing. The last page is no more than a small fragment, containing a few lines in
the middle. According to Juynboll (1899:78-79), the story begins with the proposattjy^
the ruler of Keling to marry the princess of Socawindu; it ends with the marriages of
the princes of Singasari and Dana with the princesses of Keling. Juynboll (1899:79)
states that the contents are similar to Cod. Or. 2284 (cf. Wieringa 1998:457-459). The
plot of the latter manuscript is summarised in Rassers (1922:98-127), but he does not
refer to Cod. Or. 3378.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:78-79 under LXXXII); Haji Wan (1985:39);
Iskandar (1999:178).

Cod. Or. 3378, Hikayat Cekel Waneng Pati, pp. 188-189. The disorder of the pages in
this manuscript can easily be traced by looking at the catchwords: bermula on p. 188
does not tally with the rubricated tersebutlah perkataan on the next page.
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Cod. Or. 3379

Hikayat Puti Balukih

11.5 x 8 cm; 130 pages; black ink; rubrications; 11-13 lines to the page; thin woven
paper. For the lyrical passages with syaii-s and pantims the copyist uses dots in red ink
in order to indicate the verse structure. According to Iskandar (1999:178), the
manuscript is "rather old"; perhaps he came to this conclusion, because it gives a
rather worn impression.

Contents: a copy of the Hikayat Puti Balukih also known as Hikayat Puteri Balkis,
Minangkabau story of princess Balukih (Malay Balkis) and her meeting with Nabi
Sulaiman, see the description of Cod. Or. 2321 for further details (Wieringa 1998:
463). The story begins, here, in the middle of a conversation between Azu Syarah and
the Raja Jihin, viz. "Juo sambah sayo bulieh sayo masuak koto, bialah pangajuik-
ngajuik hayam, bia panyapu rumah, bialah jadi suruahan puti"', this runs parallel to
Gerth van Wijk (1881:3-4) and Djamaris (1985:29). The story ends abruptly with
Jikalau puti mangarang bungo, pandai mamatuik amek jauhari; masakkan apam
jarang. This passage about the imminent death of Princess Balukih runs parallel with
the end of the editions of Gerth van Wijk (1881:31) and Djamaris (1985:111).

Catalogue entries: Van Rorrkel (1921:215-216 under no. 528); Haji Wan (1985:39);
Iskandar (1999:178).

Cod. Or. 3380

Hikayat Abdnllah Asyir dan Dayang Rohani: Hikayat Siti Hasanah

16.5 x 10.5 cm; 53 folios; 16-18 lines to the page; brown ink; on some pages
considerable ink corrosion; ff. 10v-l Ir in pencil; watermark; Pro Patria.
On the title page Van der Tuuk has written in Jawi: Hikayat Abdullah Asyir dan
Dayang Rohani. No 2 Hikayat Siti Hasanah. On f. 2r there is a note in Latin script:
"20 April 1857 - Timpo djadi jortoeli C. Brodie di Pa adun (?)" (that is, the time
when C. Brodie became an interpreter/translator in Padang?); furthermore, an illegible
signature appears twice and the note "1857-20 april".

Contents:
1. ff. lv-27v: Hikayat Abdullah Asyir dan Dayang Rohani, a moralistic-didactic story
on how people should behave after someone has died, admonishing against prolonged
lamentations. The story runs as follows: A royal couple, Sultan Abdullah Asyir (a-sy-
'-y-r) and his wife Puti Dayang Rohani, in the country '-m-b-r, do not have children,

_._which makes them very sad. As the Prophetic saying has it (quoted in Arabic on f. 2r
with Malay translation on f. 2v): "Kelak mereka itu menangis dan banyaklah mereka
itu menangis daripada kelaknya",349 The Sultan suggests adopting a child, but his
wife objects that such a child could never be their own flesh and blood. Thereupon
she explains the process of kejadian insan with the Arabic names of the different
stages (ff. 3r-4r); there is a list of 13 perkara, which one receives: Adapun daripada

Apparently not canonical, because it is not found in the Concordance et indices de la tradition
musulmane (Leiden: Brill; 1936-1988; 8 vols.).
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bapa kita itu suatu daging dan kedita tulang dan ketiga urat dan keempat otak.
Adapun daripada ibu kita suatu rambut, kedua kulit dan ketiga rupa tubuhnya dan
keempat darah. Adapun daripada Allah itu, pertama pandang dan kedua penglihat
dan ketiga pencium dan keempat berkata-kata dan satu daripada perbendaharaan
Tuhan kitaya'ni roh al-kudus itulah (f. 4v).

After this short expose, the Sultan suggests looking for a medical expert (orang
pandai obaf). His wife agrees, quoting the Qur'an: "Tiada berlaku kehendak Allah
jua, yang berlaku jika sepuluh kati sekalipun" (rather similar to Sura 81:29). The
sidang jemaat is ordered to pray for the couple and recite the Qur'an for a week.
Cattle are slaughtered as "perjamuan seimianya pada sidang jemaat" (f. 6r), and
precious gifts are also offered to the sidang jemaat. Thereupon God "menjadikan
daripada tiada kepada ada"(f. 7v), and "maka ditunmkan Allah Taala hidayat kepada
Puti Dayang [f. 8r] Dayang Rohana, maka sebulan pun hamilnyd". After 11 months
and ten days, two children are born. The son is called s-k-n-c-y a-y-r-s-y Seri Negeri
and the daughter Puti Dayang Sidang a-y-r-s Ratna Hati (f. lOr). When the son is 12
years old, the Sultan orders the organisation of an angkat-angkatan kebesaran anak
raja, and a festive procession is held.

Thereupon both children fall ill, but no cure can be found. Their days are
numbered, as stated in the Qur'an: "Tiadalah berlaku kehendak manusia melainkan
kehend[ak] Allah juga yang berlaku" (Sura 76:30;81:29) and "Apabila datang ajal
mereka itu tiada boleh terdahulu dan tiada boleh terkemudian seketika juga" (Sura
7:34; 10:49; 16:61), and also "Tiada yang memeri melarat dan tiada memeri
manfaat" (f. 13r). The children die, rendering their parents insane with grief. The mad
king is replaced by Syaikh Kamaludin. The Sultan, however, only wants to be
replaced if the Syaikh can bring his children back to life. The Syaikh tells him to
perform two pujas, viz. (1) puja kadim, i.e. according to the Qur'an: sebaik-baik
hambahi yang tobat ia daripada segala dosanya, and (2) puja mahadisy, explained as
puju hamba akan Tuhannya; Arabic quotation (not found in the Qur'an), which is
translated as "Hamba yang berdosya itu Tuhan juga mengampuni dia" (f. 16v).

The Sultan and his wife repent and continually praise God as the Syaikh has
taught them. As promised, the Sultan thereupon dreams of meeting the Prophet
Muhammad, who asks him: "Hai Abdullah Asyir, mengapalah engkav berbuat
pekerjaan yang tiada berlaku kepada Allah Taala, engkau lakukan". The Sultan
answers: "Ya [Rd\sulullah, hidupkan jua anak hamba yang dua orang itu, ya Nabi
Allah". The Prophet replies: "Tiada aku kuasa mehidupkan yang sudah mati,
melainkan Allah Taala jua, Tuhan yang mehidupkan dan mematikan [f. 17v] akan
hambanya, tetapijuga man engkau menurutkan kataku, akulah memohonkan kepada
Tuhan kita, boleh engkau bertemu dengan anak itu. Turutkan olehmu kataku itu,
bersungguh-sungguh engkau kerjakan sembahyang jua engkau, jangan engkau
tinggalkan, karana sekalian yang bernafsu itu hanya akan mati jua dan engkau pun
lagi akan mati. Maka mengapalah engkau sangat meratab-ratab juga kepada [...]
lupalah engkau akan yang punya malik hanya mengambil maliknya, Maka engkau-
kerjakan pekerjaan haram seperti firman Allah Taala [Arabic quotation, translated
as:], artinya: "Dan haram meratab dangan berbilang-bilang k-b-y-l-n-ny". The
Prophet is thereupon quoted as severely condemning excessive grief at burials. On f.
18r the Prophet says: "Bermula mayat itu disyiksakan Allah Taala ia di dalam
kuburnya, sebab meratab-ratab atasnya".35° If the Sultan will lead a pious life, his
wish to see his children again will be granted.

50Cf. Concordance el indices de la tradition musulmane, vol. VII:16-17 under nwh.
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When the Sultan wakes up, Syaikh Kamaludin teaches him to pray (f. 18v). After
some time, God orders his angels to dress the two deceased children in beautiful
garments as they will meet their parents. The angels order the anak-anakan bidadari
to escort them (f. 19v). At first, the children refuse to go, because they are angry at
their parents. Due to their parents' sinful laments, they were tortured in the grave.
Furthermore: "Maka sekarang apalah akan gunanya aku bertemu dengan ibu-bapaku,
karena esokpada hari kiamat aku lagi akan bertemu1'5' juga" (f. 20r). The angels tell
them that their parents have repented, and that they can tell them what has happened
after death. Finally, the parents and their children meet each other again. The children
tell about the horrors they experienced due to the sinful behaviour of their parents.
When they entered a big lake, an angel had told them: "Hai kanak-kanak, bukanlah
engkau karam karena kami dan bukanlah engkau karena dosa kamu, sebab karam
kamu karena oleh air mata ibu-bapa engkau, karena ia meratab-ratab jua di atas
kubur engkau dan [f. 23r] bukanlah kami menyiksyakan engkau hanya ibu-bapa
engkau jua yang menyiksakan engkau. Maka engkau merasai sakitnya pada tubuh
engkau". The children relate in detail the painful effects, which their parents's deeds
inflicted upon them: "Mengapalah engkau menyalahi Utah Allah Taala itulah? Maka
jadi berdosya kepada engkau dan kamilah yang merasai sakit tubuh kami dan tatkala
ibu-bapa kami menyuruhkan orang pandai mengaji meninta' doa kepada Allah Taala,
maka rasanya hilanglah sekalian yang sakit-sakit itu pada kami, jadilah kami sejuk,
nyaman, sentosya rasanya pada tubuh kami..." (f. 24v).

The children urge their parents to lead a pious life, and explain to them the
intricacies of prayer (rukun sembahyang itu tiga belas perkara) (ff. 25r-26r). There-
upon the children return to Heaven while the parents receive instructions from Syaikh
Kamaludin on how to lead a religious life. The Sultan does not want to rule again,
having lost all interest in worldly affairs. The text ends with: Apalah jua akan
gunanya kebesaran kepada hamba karena sudahlah jadi berhala besyar rasanya
kepada badan hamba? Apalah gunanya? Tamat kalam hikayat ini (f. 27v).
2. ff. 28r-53v: Hikayat Siti Hasanah. The story of a sensible and pious woman called
Hasanah, who is very beautiful, but who does not succumb to temptations. It is part of
the 'larger' Hikayat Bakhtiar, see the synopsis in Brandes (1895:243-246). See also a
note by Van der Tuuk (= Cod. Or. 3260r, published in Brandes 1899:294-297), in
which he compared the contents of the Hikayat Bayan Budiman (that is, Cod. Or.
3208, vide infra) with the 'larger' Hikayat Bakhtiar (= RAS Raffles 63). Van der
Tuuk noted that the "Geschiedenis van de kuische Hasanah" is the 15th story in the
Hikayat Bakhtiar and the sixth story in the Hikayat Bayan Budiman. He also mentions
its independent existence: "Komt ook afzonderlijk voor; een h[an]ds[schrift] in klfein]
8° van een andere redactie in mijn bezit" (Brandes 1899:295). The latter reference
must be to Cod. Or. 3380 (2) as there are no other copies of this story in Van der
Tuuk's collection.

Van der Tuuk published this story in his anthology (first ed. in 1868; last ed. in
_1935), based on the version in the 'larger' Hikayat Bakhtiar (Voorhoeve 1956:417),-

According to Voorhoeve (1956:417), this version is exactly the same as the story in
the fifth book of the Bustan as-Salafin. Voorhoeve (1956:417) suggests that the
compiler of the larger Hikayat Bakhtiar borrowed his material from the Bustan as-
Salafin, pointing to the Arabic-Malay introduction in both works, which is more
appropriate in the Bustan as-Salafin than in the larger Hikayat Bakhtiar. Voorhoeve
(1956:417) also notes that the compiler of the larger Hikayat Bakhtiar has normalised

Spelled b-r-t-a-m-w.
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Ranlri's 'Acehnese Malay', giving the example of Ramri's tenggahlah Ice darat
(Acehnese teungoh), whereas the larger Bakhtiar uses naiklah ke darat (Van der
Tuuk's Leesboek, 7de stukje, p. 21, line 2 from below).

In 1949 a popular illustrated version was put on the market by the well-known
publishing firm Kolff (Riwajat 1949; kept in the KITLV under hh-1710-N). The story
is also known in Sundanese (Carita Siti Hasanah), see Jakarta SD 57 (Ekadjati
1988:87), which is summarised by Sastrahadiprawira (1928:60-61). An Acehnese
adaptation under the title of Udjeuen le mata (riwajat Sity Hasanah) was brought out
in stencilled form by Badaly (n.d.); this booklet is kept in the KITLV (mm-295-N).

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:175 under CXLVIII); Haji Wan (1985:39);
Iskandar (1999:178-179).

Cod. Or. 3381

Hikayat Siti Abasah

17 x 10.5 cm; 29 pages (earlier mistaken pagination only counted 24 pages); 17 lines
to the page; consistent use of catchwords; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with
CHK. On the first (unnumbered) folio (verso) there is a vocalized basmala, perhaps in
the copyist's hand. On f. Ir Van der Tuuk has written "Sitti Abasah".

Contents: Hikayat Siti Abasah, that is, story no. 39 of the 'larger' Hikayat Bakhtiar,
see the description of Cod. Or. 3374 (1) for further details (vide infra). Beginning on
f. Iv (after the basmala): Al-kissah bahwa tersebut dalam Bustan al-'Arifm pada
masa kerajaan Ma 'mun al-Rasyid anak Haiitn al-Rasyid dalam negeri Baghdad.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:175-176 under CXLIX); Haji Wan (1985:39);
Iskandar (1999:179).

Cod. Or. 3382

Tambo Minangkabau

16.5 x 10 cm; 92 pages; pp. 19, 82-90 blank; 17 lines to the page; black ink;
watermark: Pro Patria with V (...). On p. 91 there is a note in Latin script which reads
Oendang-Oendang koerang baik sadiekiet (not in Van der Tuuk's hand and later
crossed out). On the unnumbered flyleaf: the title in Latin script, viz. "Tamba". The
colophon on p. 92 contains the usual cliched statement that the writing was the
product of an orang gunung, asking jangan diupat; it is perhaps written in a different
hand, with the stylised name of the Prophet Muhammad in the form of an azimat,
stating that he was the Rasulullah-(scc plate);——————————:————————————

Contents:
1. pp. 1-49: Tambo Minangkabau. Djamaris (1991:104-105) has given a not entirely
accurate description of this manuscript. The last paragraph is not "XI (k) Peristiwa
Datangnya Enggang dari Laut", but "XIII (m) Ciri-Ciri Laras Koto Piliang dan Laras
Budi Caniago". On p. 47 we read: Adopun Laras Caniago pangulu yang batuah
sagalonyo dan cilako bilang. Apobilo bulek sampailah birang kerjomu dibari Allah
Taala. Adopun Laras Koto Piliang urang beroja, jikok andak manusun laras, bakirim
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surek kapado laras, itulah yang dipakai oleh segalo a/am. This passage nans parallel
to Djamaris (1991:225). The text continues with: Adopun undang-undang itu kapado
kerbau (k-r-a-b-w) jawi [p. 48] bajo namanya. Apabila ta 'luk undang itu kapado
hayam dan segalo buruang pamainan alam namonyo. Apobilo ta'luk undang itu
kapado kudo itulah panakluk sakalian pakaian di ateh dimia ganti palana namonyo.
This is a fragment from "I.2(a) Undang-Undang Sembilan Pucuk", which runs parallel
to Djamaris (1991:237); it ends with Adopun jejang aka enam [sic]pakaro ... [p. 49]
Itulah jenjang aka namoyo wallahu alam. This is followed by a passage, beginning
with Al-kissah katonyo sahaba al-aka daripado urang tuah-tuah ba'kato hadith
Melayu..., which could not be found in Djamaris's 1991 edition.

The "Tambo Minang" which was published by Kencana S. Pelawi et al. (1993-
1994) is a transliteration and Indonesian translation of an unidentified ms.
2. pp. 49-81: Undang-undang Minangkabau. Beginning: Adopun ukum duo pakaro,
suatu ukum adat, kaduo ukum syara'. Adopun ukum adat, ialah nan kito tarimo di
niniak kito Katumanggungan dan [p. 50] Parpatah Sabatang, ialah anam pakaro...
This runs parallel to Djamaris et al. (1981:46). The text more or less seems to follow
the edition by Djamaris et al. (1981:46-97), which is based upon Jakarta ML 439. The
reference to Nuruddin's Bustan al-Arifin (Djamaris et al. 1981:57) is here on p. 73.

On pp. 65-66: Itulah manyatokan ukum urang salah. Mako ukumnyo itu [p. 66]
pado adat yang talah biaso dalam nagari ini ukum kitab Allah sekalipun damikian itu
juo disamporonokan jua dangan ... bissawab. The words pada adat bissawab are
written as if this passage were the end of the text, viz. in a triangular form. It runs
parallel to Djamaris et al. (1981:53). The text, however, continues with the
pakarajoan dunia consisting of eight pakaros, so the only difference with the edited
text in Djamaris et al. (1981:53) is that Cod. Or. 3382 has left out the Arabic
quotation. On p. 67 the boldly written fasal (pado manyatokan aka) runs parallel to
Djamaris etal. (1981:53).

On p. 78: m-r-a-d batulan tiado balawan dakwa dan jawabnyo atau tiado
batepekan hikumnyo dakwanyo dan jawabnyo banyak di sano. This runs parallel to
Djamaris et al. (1981:60). The text, however, ends with Bahwasanya Allah Taala
serta hamba yang sabar. Sabda Nabi s.a.w.: [follows an Arabic quotation which is
translated as:] "Apobilo tabik marah mereko itu, mako Hang ilimunyo ". Wallahu alam
bissawab. Al- 'aqlu upamo angin budi apo batah tapulut kato takuik kato ta 'lain, kato
bangih kato tapair, kato talampaii kato umum kato binaso kato syahabat kato
mem[b]umih. This passage runs parallel to Djamaris et al. (1981:59). This is followed
by: Tamat2 surek pado art Jumaat manyurek di anam art bamulo takalo manyurek di
saari satu pamuloannyo. Wallahu alam.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:248 under CCLXI); Haji Wan (1985:39); Iskandar
(1999:179).

Cod. Or. T3S3__________________________———————————————————————

Islamic laws and regulations concerning marriage, divorce, zakat and succession

21 x 16.5 cm; ten pages (followed by two blank pages); pp. 2-3 blank; 18 lines to the
page; catchwords; black ink; watermark: Pro Patria. On p. 1 there is a note, which is
rather difficult to read, stating that the book (kitab) was owned by the district officer
(controleur) of Asahan; furthermore, the ciphers 1 to 10.
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Cod. Or. 3382, Tambo Minangkabau, p. 92. The colophon here contains the usual
cliched statements that the writing was the product of an orang gunung, asking/ongan
diupat\ it is perhaps written in a different hand, with the stylised name of the Prophet
Muhammad in the form of an azimat, stating that he was the RasuluUah.
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Contents: Islamic laws and regulations concerning marriage, divorce, zakat and
succession. Iskandar (1999:180) has entitled it Rukun Nikah, but the (untitled) text in
fact consists of four short paragraphs:
1. pp. 4-5: on matrimonial law (fasalpada menyatakanperempuan hendak bekahwin);
2. pp. 5-8: on talak and reasons for divorce;
3. p. 9: on zakaf,
4. pp. 9-10: on the law of succession.

Catalogue entries: Juynboll (1899:270 under CCLXXXVI); Haji Wan (1985:39);
Iskandar (1999:180).

Cod. Or. 3384

See the description of Cod. Or. 3365/Cod. Or. 3384 (vide infra).

Cod. Or. 3385

Notes on the Bawean language; Hikayat Baginda Usman (in prose and verse, in
Malay and Bawean); Javanese prose story featuring Didi

34.5 x 21 cm; (pp. 51-52: 34.5 x 14.5 cm); 62 pages; pp. 6, 10, 12-14, 18, 27, 38, 44-
45, 52 blank; 28-33 lines to the page; black ink; watermarks: Concordia with H F DE
CHARRO & ZONEN; Coat-of-Arms of Amsterdam with V G Z (?) (pp. 51-50);
Eendracht with (pp. 37/38) with P C HENDRIKSEN (pp. 27/28); Eendracht with V D L
(pp. 47/48). On the flyleaf (p. 64) are some lexicographical notes in pencil.

Contents:
1. pp. 1-11: Dutch notes on the Bawean language. On pp. 1-5, general observations on
the language, spoken on the island of Bawean considering the language as an
'amalgam' of Javanese, Malay, Balinese, Madurese, Buginese and other languages.
On p. 7 there are linguistic remarks; p. 9 Bawean words; p. 11 grammar.
2. pp. 15-17: prefatory part of the Hikayat Saidina (or Baginda) Usman in verse
(Latin script); first in Malay (pp. 15-16) and then in Bawean (pp. 16-17). The district
officer (controleur) had ordered a certain Raden Haji Muhammad Amin (Moh' amin\
see also p. 36, line 21) to translate the Malay Hikayat Baginda Usman into the
Bawean language. He writes about this:

parenta itoe boekan per main
bitjara malaijoe disoeroe salin
maoenja itoe dengan lah ijakin
moefakat dengen toean assistent

disoeroe menjalinaken bitjara
basa malaijoe ini katara
toewan controleur soeka mangerti
basa Bawean aken njang saktie

hikaijat malaijoe disoeroe ganti
soesanja hamba di dalam hatie
hal hikaijat baginda Osman
sahabatnabie habiboerahman (p. 15; also, mJawi, on p. 36)
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Raden Haji Muhammad Amin furthermore mentioned that he had written a beautiful
Idjung (song) in the Bawean language (p. 16); this song follows in number 3. The
story of 'Uthman, which follows in numbers 5, 6, 10 and 11, is exactly the same as
summarised in Wieringa (1996:102); the latter synopsis is based on the version in
Spat's lithographed Malay anthology (Spat 1920:62-63), where it is entitled 'The
generosity of the Commander of the Faithful 'Uthman'. In his personal copy of De
Hollander (1882:60-61 of the Jawi text) Van der Tuuk has made a few annotations in
purple pencil (shelfmarked OLG 90-0610);
3. p. 19: Kijung Bawean, a song in the Bawean language (heading in Malay: Di
bawah inie njanjie oetama kiedjoeng Bawean dan basa Bawean adanja); Latin script;
4. p. 20: simple Bawean Malay short sentences, in verse, of the sort banyak baik,
banyak baik or Madw-a banyak brasnya (Latin script);
5. pp. 21-23: Hikayat Saidana Usman in Bawean; Latin script;
6. pp. 24-26: Hikayat Saidana Usman in Malay; Latin script;
7. 37-34: prefatory part of the Hikayat Saidina (or Baginda) Usman in verse (Latin
script); first in Malay (pp. 37-35, line 8) and then in Bawean (pp. 35, line 9-34, last
line); in Jawi; identical to number 2;
8. p. 33: same text as number 4, but in Bawean (Jawi);
9. p. 32: same text as number 4 (Jawi);
10. pp. 31-30: Hikayat Saidana Usman in Malay; same text as number 6 (Jawi);
11. pp. 30-28 : Hikayat Saidana Usman in Bawean; at the end a postscript in the form
of a syair in Malay of 5 quatrains (Jawi);
12. pp. 39-43: unidentified Javanese prose story, featuring a certain Didi, perhaps
related to no. 14; Javanese script; not mentioned in Pigeaud (1986, 1970 or 1980);
13. pp. 47-51: Hikayat Saidana Usman in Bawean. Latin script. Beginning: Ngotjak
(rawie) sakabfina tjarita e dalem Sa-are (amir al moekminin) Osman;
14. pp. 53-62: unidentified Javanese prose story, featuring a Raden Mas Sigit.
Beginning: Kong cinatur enggih dhusun aging pelidhungan panjenenganepun ki
gedhe kalabrama... It ends abruptly with an answer given by a certain Didi; Javanese
script; not mentioned in Pigeaud (1986, 1970 or 1980). See also number 12.

Catalogue entry: Iskandar (1999:180).

Cod. Or. 3386

Basket, containing a miscellany. The writings are filed in covers marked from A to Z.
Here, only the Malay items will be described.

G 34 x 21 cm; 24 pages (not paginated or foliated); brown ink; watermark: Pro
Patria with CHK. Contents: mainly Batak, but on pp. 12-13 and 15 Minangkabau
pantuns copied by Van der Tuuk. Catalogue entry: Voorhoeve (1977:190).

—I—22-^-17 cm; eight folios (not paginated or foliated); brown ink; thin woven paper. -
Contents: on ff. 1-4 an old survey of the contents of Cod. Or. 3398-3406 (drawn up in
Barus), and on ff. 8v-6v Van der Tuuk's autograph copy of the Kaba Malin Demon
(beginning only); see the description of Cod. Or. 3203 (1) for further details (vide
infra). Catalogue entry: Voorhoeve (1977:103, 191).

W 1. 33 x 21 cm; two folios; f. Iv and 2r blank; pencil; watermark: Concordia with
VAN GELDER. Contents: Malay-Acehnese wordlist. Catalogue entries: Voorhoeve
(1977:103) and Voorhoeve (1994:254).
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2. 33 x 19 cm; one folio; the recto side has 43 lines and the verso side 35; brown
ink; watermark: H I K. Contents: four short passages from an unidentified text; a
theological work about God as the Creator of the world. Each fragment is in Jawi,
followed by a transliteration in Latin script and a Dutch translation. It is not in Van
der Tuuk's hand, but perhaps by the same person who copied Cod. Or. 3214 (2). It
begins: Tetapi harus juga atas segala hamba mengusahakan dirinya pada mengenal
DzatNya dan mengetahui sifatnya barang yang dapat dan hendaklah ia
memeliharakan dirinya daripada barang yang tiada dapat, maka barang siapa tiada
mengingatkan demikian itu, bahwa Airhaka ia pada Allah Taala dan melalui ia
syariat pesuruhNYA. The second fragment reads: Ketahui olehmu bahwa daripada
ceritera yang baharu tersebut itu nyatalah keadaan dan keesaan Tuhan sanva
sekalian alam dengan terus-terang. Maka demikianlah daripada barang sesuatu yang
ada dalam alam ini, lagi nyatalah bahwa yang menjadikan alam dengan segala isinya
itu Tuhan juga yang bukan lain dan bukan alamjadi sendirinya.

3. 25 x 19.5 cm; 23 pages; pp. 15-23 (which are unpaginated) blank; 21 lines to
the page; brown ink; watermark: Fleur-de-Lis with C & I HONIG. Contents: the title
on the unnumbered flyleaf is Surat hitungan orang Arab dan orang Cina, but this is
not entirely correct, because it is a list of the cardinal numbers in Dutch, Arabic and
Chinese. E.g. Dutch one, two, three is a-y-n (een), t-w-y (twee), d-a-r-y (drie). The
colophon on p. 11 reads: Tersurat di Krukut kepada 19 hari bulan Februari hari
Khamis tahun 1846 [1846 added in Javanese numbers] oleh yang memtlis eerste
luitenant352 Muhammad Cing Saidullah klerk351 algemeen354 Seketari pensiyunir355

adanya, which is undersigned in Latin script, see illustration. Although Muhammad"
Cing Saidullah is one of the scribes most frequently mentioned in the 'General
Secretariat copies', almost nothing is known about him, see Voorhoeve (1964:260-
261) and Maria Indra Rukmi (1997:28-30).

/ 32.5 x 20,5 cm; two folios; 43 lines to the page; brown ink; watermark: Concordia
with V D L. Contents: Dutch overview of the political situation in Siak in 1861 (not in
Van der Tuuk's hand).

Catalogue entries: Voorhoeve (1977, on different pages, see above); Iskandar
(1999:181).

Cod. Or. 3387

Basket, containing a miscellany. The writings are filed in covers marked from a to z,
and then from aa to ii. Voorhoeve (1952:215) has only listed what he calls the "most
important texts".

a. 19.5 x 16 cm; 148 pages; 13-20 lines to the page; black ink; Lampung script;
watermark: Concordia with V D L. Van der Tuuk has made some notes (trans-

_Jilerations) in (purple) pencil. Contents: the Lampung story Si Dayang Rindu, see tbe-
description of Cod. Or. 3211 (2) for further details (vide infra). The beginning was
transliterated by Van der Tuuk in Cod. Or. 3391f. A transliteration of Cod. Or. 3387a,
pp. 40-88 by Voorhoeve can be found in Cod. Or. 12.6051 (1), ff. 22r-30v; his
complete transliteration is in Cod. Or. 8447 (4). The end reads as follows:

352Spelled a-y-r-s-t-y litnan.
353Spelled k-a-1-y-r-y-k.
354Spelled al-h-m-y-n.
355Spelled p-n-s-y-y-w-n-y-r.

354

Cod. Or. 3386 W (3), Surat hitungan orang Arab dan orang Cina, p. 11. This text is a
list of the cardinal numbers in Dutch, Arabic and Chinese, which was written by
Muhammad Cing Saidullah on 19 February 1846.
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wrong banyak sudah abis
Tamunggung Ngitam sampun wirang
Ki Bayi Munti [p. 147] g sampun kacirinnan
ulih hi Singa Ralang
ya minangis Pungiran Riya
sambil manyubah ki Singa Ralang
sudah kajarah Bandar Pulimbang
kabuyung kabih sananggara
ya dibuyung ki Singa Ralang
tamat suratjatuh kalamnya
salamatyang manyurat harayuyang mambaca
barkat kiyai ki Singa Ralang
kalu salah minta [p. 148] k ampun
kalu kurang bagitu lagi
barka\ka]t kiyai ki Singa Ralang

b. 20 x 17 cm; 28 folios; 19 lines to the page; lines parallel to the spine; black ink;
Lampung script; watermark: Eendracht with V G. At the beginning and end the pages
are damaged at the edges, so that a part of the text is lost. Contents: the Lampung
story Si Dayang Rindu, see the description of Cod. Or. 3211 (2) for further details
(vide infra). According to the colophon, the copy was finished on 1 xxx Kak'idah
tahun 1274, that is, 1857-1858 (or 1276?, that is, 1859-1860); see also f. 14v where
we find in pencil the date 1274. A transliteration of Cod. Or. 3387b, pp. 1-15 by
Voorhoeve can be found in Cod. Or. 12.6051 (1), ff. 31r-39v; his complete
transliteration is in Cod. Or. 8447 (5).

c. 21 x 13 cm; 36 folios; 20 lines to the page; lines parallel to the spine; black ink;
Lampung script; watermark: Pro Patria. On f. 36v: accounts in Jawi; also a date, but
without a year. Voorhoeve has enclosed two folios of modern paper (21 x 17 cm; f.
37r: 17 lines; f. 38r: seven lines; black ink; Lampung script), written in a different
hand; transliterated by him in Cod. Or. 8447 (6), p. 2. Contents: the Lampung story Si
Dayang Rindu, see the description of Cod. Or. 3211 (2) for further details (vide infra).
The beginning is missing. According to the colophon (f. 35v), the copy was finished
on Friday, 1 Ramadan (no year is mentioned); the two lines underneath, on f. 35v in
pencil, are written in a different hand; perhaps pantuns (rindu is one of the few legible
words), see plate. A transliteration of Cod. Or. 3387c by Voorhoeve can be found in
Cod. Or. 8447 (6).

d. 21 x 17 cm; 114 folios;356 13-20 lines to the page; pencil rulings; black ink;
Lampung script; watermark: Eendracht. Van der Tuuk has occasionally transliterated
some words (between the lines, purple pencil). The leather binding, which was locally

-made, is rather damaged; the manuscript is worn. The beginning is illuminated and—
there are quite a few illustrations (in black and red ink): of sailing-boats on ff. 16r,
18v, 21v, 24v, 25r, 27v, 30v, 33v, 37r, 67r, 70v: 71r, 75v, 76r, 78v, 79r, 81v, 82r, 84v,
85r, 94v, 95r, lOlv; of buildings, cannons, horses and humans on f. 36v (see plate); ff.
57v-58r are framed as in an opening of a story. Enclosed are three photographs of
illustrations, which were made in 1939 on behalf of Mr Steinmann in Switzerland.

356Not 144 ff. as Iskandar (1999:182) has it.

356

Cod. Or. 3387c, Si Dayang Rindu, f. 35v. The colophon reads.- i \ lamat \ layang Si
Dayang Ri du 'akun ni nyurat 'a \ rijuma'at tagal suhari \ bulan Puwasa \ salamat
yang munyurat mhayu sai | nga baca \ 'ada \ nya. The two lines underneath in
pencil are written in a different hand; perhaps pantuns (rindu is one of the few legible
words).
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Cod. Or. 3387d, Anak Dalom, ff. 36v-37r. Two examples from this richly illustrated
Lampung story. On f. 36v buildings, cannons, horses and humans, and on f. 37r many
sailing-boats. All drawings are in black and red ink.
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Contents: the Lampung story Anak Dalom, see the description of Cod. Or. 3211 (1)
for further details (vide infra). The story ends abruptly. A transliteration of Cod. Or.
3387d by Van der Tuuk can be found in Cod. Or. 3391f. Voorhoeve made a Dutch
abstract in Cod. Or. 8447 (12) on the basis of this transliteration; Voorhoeve
transliterated the beginning of Cod. Or. 3387d in Cod. Or. 8447 (7).

e. 21 x 16 cm; 59 pages;357 16-40 lines to the page; pencil rulings; black ink;
watermark: Pro Patria with three unclear characters. Illustration of a sailing-boat on p.
19; some drawings (unrelated to the story) on p. 60. Inserted are four loose items:
(1) 30.5 x 18 cm; 31 lines; pencil rulings; black ink; Lampung script; (underneath) red
ink seal of the Assistant Resident of xxx (illegible); thin woven paper. Several gaps
and the fold have damaged parts of the text. Contents: letter, dated 1256, that is, 1840-
1841.
(2) 25.5 x 18 cm; 22 lines; lampblack seal with the date 1212 (that is, 1797-1798);
black ink; Lampung script; watermark: GOLDING & SNELGROVE 1810. Contents:
letter. It seems that the bottom has been cut off.
(3) 3 x 16.5 cm; three lines; pencil; Lampung script; thin woven paper. Contents:
unidentified.
(4) 3 x 15.5 cm; two lines; pencil; Lampung script; thin woven paper. Contents:
unidentified. -
Contents: the Lampung story Anak Dalom, see the description of Cod. Or. 3211 (1)
for further details (vide infra). A transliteration of Cod. Or. 3387e by Voorhoeve can
be found in Cod. Or. 8447 (8).

f. 15 x 9.5 cm; 70 folios; f. 60v blank; black ink; blind rulings; thin woven paper
(according to Iskandar 1999:182 the watermark is Eendracht with V D L). The
beginning is illuminated (see plate); the rest of the text is also framed. There are some
illustrations: of a tree on f. 19v and of two persons on f. 20r. The manuscript is rather
worn.
Contents: the Lampung story Anak Dalom, see the description of Cod. Or. 3211 (1)
for further details (vide infra). A transliteration of Cod. Or. 3387f by Voorhoeve can
be found in Cod. Or. 8447 (9). The end is missing; on f. 64: ...sinurat 'art 'ahat
malam senin bulan Dulka'idah tagal [sic] lima hari... On f. 65r-70v there is another
text, beginning with: selammu 'ala'ikum 'ibu selammit 'ala'ikum bapa selammu
'ala 'ikum; it is characterised by Voorhoeve (on the envelope) as "minnespreuk".

g. 21 x 17.5 cm; 143 pages; 16-18 lines to the page; damaged binding; black ink;
pencil rulings; watermark: Eendracht with V D L. The text is framed; for the writing,
see plate. On the wrappers Voorhoeve has written that this manuscript is the best text,
but unfortunately very incomplete; pp. 12-19, 24-27, 90-91, 98-99, 132-133, 144-end
are missing.
Contents: the Lampung story Anak Dalom, see the description of Cod. Or. 3214-(1)-
for further details (vide infra). A transliteration of Cod. Or. 3387g by Voorhoeve can
be found in Cod. Or. 8447 (10).

h. 21.5 x 17 cm; 11 folios; 12 lines to the page; lines parallel to the spine; black ink;
Lampung script; watermark: Concordia with W. R & Z. On f. Ir written in Latin
script: Soerat kontarah, darie Radja Bangoeh kampong koeroengan njawa afdeeleng

"Not 59 ff. as Iskandar (1999:182) has it.
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Cod. Or. 3387f, Anak Dalom, f. Iv. The text reads: ... (hole) Jawa dari Batawi \
padang di ratu bidang wa \ rega sarih di Cina de \ ngan Walada bibas di 'urang
samima kabih. And below: timbai-timbai \ dahulu kala burnt run \ tag lindu bucah sa
| tri 'ingjerupering 'a \ sal mula Id 'a(nag dalem).
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[sic] Telok Belong. Contents: Kuntara Rajaniti, a Javanese-language lawbook of pre-
Islamic origin. According to Van der Tuuk (1870:375), it was said that there were also
versions of this text in the Lampung language, but he had never seen them. See
Pigeaud (1967:308-310; 1968:38 under LOr. 1832) for a brief discussion of this
specimen of juridical literature in Java. In his Old Javanese-Balinese-Dutch dictionary
Van der Tuuk (1899, 11:160) writes (under kutara): "kuntara, de meestal in 't
jav[aansch] opgestelde wetboeken des lands, waarvan men ook lamp[ongsche]
vertalingen aantreft, z[ie] brieven over 't Lamp[ongsch]". In these letters he discusses
the Kuntara, giving a few quotations (Van der Tuuk 1870:370-371; 375-377). In a
letter, dated 3 March 1869, Van der Tuuk mentions that Schiff sent him a copy, which
may perhaps be identified as Cod. Or. 3387h: "Een ander handschrift van de
Koentara, toebehoorende aan 't hoofd van Pekon Ampaj (afdeeling Telok Belong),
zond mij de heer Schiff, Resident der Lampongsche districten. Dit is in Lampongsche
letters, en nog meer gehavend dan het reeds besprokene. Het schijnt een afschrift te
zijn van een in flarden gescheurd origineel, dat men, zonder acht te slaan op de
volgorde der brokken, overgeschreven heeft, zonder er een woord van te verstaan, en
alleen met de bedoeling, het als een talisman in zijn huis te bewaren." After quoting
some fragments, Van der Tuuk (1870:376) comments that this manuscript is income-
prehensible without consulting other manuscripts. In another letter, however, Van der
Tuuk mentions that he had collected two manuscripts of the Kuntara'. "Twee Javaan-
sche wetboeken (koentara's). Ze zijn in Lampongsch schrift en geen van beiden
compleet. De tekst is zeer gehavend, maar zij kunnen misschien bij het vinden van
nog een handschrift ter vaststelling van een goeden tekst goede diensten bewijzen"
(see Notulen Bat. Gen. 7, 3-8-1869, pp. 46-47; reproduced in Groeneboer 2002:673).
These two manuscripts may perhaps refer to Cod. Or. 3387i and j. See also
Voorhoeve (1940:140-144) for a discussion of a related Middle Malay lawbook from
Pasemah, also belonging to the genre of lawbooks of Javanese origin.

i. 15 x 11.5 cm; seven folios; 14-17 lines to the page; black ink; Lampung script;
watermark: not visible. Half of f. 1 is torn. Van der Tuuk has noted on f. Ir that the
manuscript originated from Kroe ("Handschrift uit Kro'i afkomstig"). On f: 6v written
in pencil: Undang2'. On f. 7r is written: Maka inilah salam doa begitu banyak2 tiada
soya panjangkan kalam melainkan saya ambil pendek, which is repeated in Van der
Tuuk's hand (also in Jawi). This manuscript is reproduced as "E" in Van der Tuuk
(1868c:20-25). On manuscripts D and E Van der Tuuk (1868c:130) writes: "Ces deux
manuscripts contiennent le meme sujet, de sorte qu'ils pourront livrer un bon
ensemble. C'est une nomenclature de mefaits avec les amendes auxquelles on est
condamne. Une de ces amendes surtout est curieuse, c'est qui oblige a dormer une
esclave vierge (buduwa muli) ayant sept taches blanchatres aussie bien sur le sein que
sur le dos (pitu panaw di dadani pitu panaw di tundunni). Ces deux manuscripts ne
semblent etre que des fragments d'un plus grand oeuvre, contenant une collection des
lois du pays. II est a esperer que cette indication occasionne des recherches suivies sur
les lois des Lampongs. La partie malaie (p. 23) n'a rien de commun avec le reste de
1'ouvrage, et ne parait etre qu'un exercise d'ecriture malaie. Avec quelques efforts
(l'orthographie et 1'ecriture sont tres indistinctes) on decouvre dans les mots ecrits le
commencement d'une letter: maka ini-lah salam do 'a bagitu banjak banjak tijdada
saja pandjangkan kalam melainkan saja ambil pendek."
Contents: fragment of Surat Undang, lawbook; perhaps it is one of the two
manuscripts mentioned in Van der Tuuk's letter of 6 July 1869 (see the description of
Cod. Or. 3387h above).
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Cod. Or. 3387g, Anak Dalom, p. 1. The text reads: salammu 'ala'ikum mitak sabah
[/a?] [ soya tuwan mintak sulamat kupada Tu \ han neda burekat Nabi Muhamet ne \
da rahayu dari Bangkuhi mintak 'apun dari Gagelang mintak bayik dari 'Acih \
mintak sulamat kupada ratu kupa \ ra ratu neda habalnya dari bumi dan \ langit dari
bitlan matahari \ \ kurenanipun 'ini carita dengan \ kabaran dalam kitap ya gagawin \
ki mas temen lagi pakun ya puritah 'a \ gung kiyai minak mangkubumi ya sanung \
ging dari baten suka dijawa dan di benten.
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j. 20.5 x 16.5 cm; 15 folios; 11-13 lines to the page; black ink; Lampung script;
watermark: Pro Patria with A B (not the other way around as Iskandar 1999:183 has
it). On f. 15v written in Latin script: Semang Lamong. Contents: fragment of Surat
Undang, lawbook; perhaps it is one of the two manuscripts mentioned in Van der
Tuuk's letter of 6 July 1869 (see the description of Cod. Or. 3387h above).

k. 11 folios (+ five blank ff.); f. 2v, 3r and 1 Iv blank; 13-19 lines to the page; brown
ink; Lampung script; watermark: Concordia with VAN GELDER. On f. lr is written:
Carita Raden (r-d-y-n) Intan \ sebab bapa'nya nama Raden Nimbu \ dibuang.
Contents: autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of a text, which is identified by Voor-
hoeve as "Ini tangguh pakaijan budjang gadis kalu kaundangngan" (based on f. 2r).

1. 21.5 x 17 cm; eight folios; f. 7r-8r blank; 21 lines to the page; black ink; pencil
rulings; Lampung script; the nghthand lower comer is damaged; thin woven paper.
On f. 8v Van der Tuuk has written (in Jawi): Ini tangguh orang tua2 kapan s-p-r (?)
ramaf \ sebab pekerkaan kawin, and underneath Kampung Canti (c-n-t-y). Contents:
copy, perhaps in Van der Tuuk's hand, of tangguh.

m. 21 x 17 cm; six folios; f. Iv, 4v-5v blank; 17 lines to the page; pencil rulings;
black ink; Lampung script; thin woven paper. On f. lr Van der Tuuk has written (in
Jawi): Cerita bujang gadis dulu kala, and underneath Canti (c-n-t-y). On f. 6r there is
one line in Lampung script, also in Van der Tuuk's hand. Contents: copy, perhaps in
Van der Tuuk's hand, of hiwang.

n. 17 x 10.5 cm; ten folios; f. 1 blank; Lampung script; watermark: Concordia with
VAN GELDER. On f. lOv babagai namanya is written. Contents: hiwang.

o. 10.5 x 8.5 cm; 12 folios; ff. 10r-12r blank; ten lines to the page; black ink;
Lampung script; watermark: Concordia with VAN GELDER. On f. 12v b-a-t-w-y-?
namanya is written. On f. lr: ini surat kita j-m-t sempwna orang m-j-a and some
writing exercises (crossed out). Contents: hiwang.

p. 10.5 x 8 cm; ten folios; 10r-l lr blank; 10-15 lines to the page; black ink; Lampung
script; watermark: Concordia with VAN GELDER. On f. llr k-n-y-b-r (?) namanya is
written; Iskandar (1999:184) reads "Nias (?) namanya". Contents: hiwang.

q. 166 x 8 cm; scroll; four sheets pasted together; first sheet: 44 lines; second sheet:
41 lines; third sheet: 46 lines; fourth sheet: 44 lines; last lines damaged; Lampung
script; pencil; watermark: Concordia with VAN GELDER. Contents: hiwang.

r. 62 x 10.5 cm; scroll; two sheets pasted together; first sheet: 20 lines; second sheet:
3Uines; black ink; holes in the first sheet; Lampung script; watermark (first sheet):_
WA Sanders. Contents: hiwang.

s. 197.5 x 10.5 cm; scroll; five sheets pasted together; first sheet: lines; 32 lines;
second sheet: 36 lines; third sheet: 36 lines; fourth sheet: 41 lines; fifth sheet: 42 lines;
black ink; the last three sheets are inscribed on both sides; Lampung script;
watermark: Concordia with W A Sanders. The first sheet is now loose. Contents:
hiwang', as the first sheet has paste marks at the top and seems to share the same
writing as in Cod. Or. 3387r, Iskandar (1999:184) suggests that Cod. Or. 3387s is
probably the continuation of Cod. Or. 3387r.
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t. 21.5 x 17 cm; 12 folios; brown ink; 18 lines to the page; watermark: Coat-of-Arms
with L L & C°. Autograph copy by Van der Tuuk with notes in the margins. Contents:
on ff. lr-12r love songs numbered 1-129 (not 124 as Iskandar 1999:184 has it); on f.
12v lexicographical notes.

u. 21.5 x 17.5 cm; 24 pages; 21-22 lines to the page; brown ink; watermark: Coat-of-
Arms with L L & C°. Autograph copy by Van der Tuuk with notes in the margins.
Contents: on pp. 4-10 love songs numbered 1-43; on ff. 22-24 lexicographical notes;
on the other pages unidentified texts in verse.

v. 19.5 x 16.5 cm; 78 pages (not paginated or foliated); written at random; black and
brown ink; European laid paper. Autograph copy by Van der Tuuk. Contents:
exercise-book with lexicographical notes by Van der Tuuk on the Lampung language
(with Dutch explanations), preceded by a transliteration in Latin script of the Old
Javanese kakawin Arjuna Wiwaha, cantos 13 and 14 (16 pages).

w. 19.5 x 16.5; brown ink; 60 pages (followed by eight blank folios); pp. 53, 55
blank; European laid paper. Autograph copy by Van der Tuuk. The left halves of the
pages are used for transliterations or wordlists, the other halves for notes. On the
flyleaf there is a table of contents made by Voorhoeve.
Contents: exercise-book with notes and transliterations by Van der Tuuk, viz.
1. pp. 1-27: Transliteration by Van der Tuuk of IOL Malay D. 11, a South Sumatran
manuscript, called tembai (myth of origins) and teremba (genealogy), see Ricklefs
and Voorhoeve (1977:127). An autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of this text can be
found in Cod. Or. 3263a.
2. pp. 27-28: Rejang words culled from Mfarsden], p. 203;
3. pp. 29-35: Rejang words taken from Vogler's papers;
4. pp. 35-39: Rejang words taken from Malfayan] Miscellfanies];
5. pp. 39-45: Rejang words taken from Ind[ische] Bij;
6. pp. 45-51: lexicographical notes on South Sumatra, based on publications;
7. pp. 52-58: Story from Rejang ("Overlevering uit de Redjang"), in rencong script,
transliterated (Latin script) and translated into Malay (Latin script). The manuscript
came from Delft. Van der Tuuk notes that he had received the transliteration from
Arnold. This is only the beginning of the text; a complete copy with an interlinear
transliteration is found in KITLV Or. 164, IX. For another, incomplete, copy, see
Cod. Or. 3387bb (1).
8. pp. 59-60: Rejang words taken from Van Vloten.358

x. Contents: file with loose sheets of paper. On the wrappers is written "Versjes,
raadsels edd. [en dergelijke, EPW]" ('Songs, riddles and the like').
1. 19.5 x 12.5 cm; one folio; 13 lines; black ink; yellow tracing paper; Lampung
script. Contents: tracing of the so-called manuscript F, pp. 3-4 as published in Van der—

' Tuuk(1868c:27).
2. 32 x 15.5 cm; one folio; 28 lines; brown ink; yellow tracing paper; Lampung script.
Contents: tracing of an unidentified Lampung manuscript.

35!Eduard Antoi) van Vloten (b. 1840) was 'controleur te Redjang Kapahiang' in the years 1871-1873,
see Cod, Or. 3391a.
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3. 13.5 x 16 cm; one folio; both sides inscribed; 12 lines Lampung script; 12 lines
interlinear transliteration in Latin script; thin woven paper. Contents: an autograph
copy and transliteration by Van der Tuuk of an unidentified Lampung text.
4. 27 x 21 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 25 lines; f. Iv: 20 lines; Lampung script; f. 2r: notes
by Van der Tuuk (Latin script; Jcavi); f. 2v: blank; thin blue paper. Contents: an
autograph copy by Van der Tuuk (with a few transliterations) of an unidentified
Lampung text.
5. 34 x 21.5 cm; one folio; recto: 32 lines; verso: 34 lines; Lampung script; water-
mark: L L & C°. Contents: an autograph copy by Van der Tuuk of an unidentified
Lampung text.
6. 17 x 21.5 cm; one folio; only one side inscribed; 16 lines; Lampung script; water-
mark: Coat-of-Arms; damaged at the right bottom corner. Contents: continuation of
number 5.
7. 21.5 x 17 cm; one folio; recto: 21 lines (Latin script); verso: 15 lines in Lampung
script followed by 2 lines in Jawi (in pencil), over which lexicographical notes are
written in brown ink; watermark: Coat-of-Arms; all in Van der Tuuk's hand. Contents:
On the recto side an unidentified Lampung text, over which Van der Tuuk has written
lexicographical notes. On the verso there is an unidentified lyrical Lampung text.
8. 21.5 x 17 cm; one folio; recto: 29 lines; verso: 22 lines; brown ink; Latin script;
woven paper; autograph copy by Van der Tuuk. Contents: Lampung songs; first a
sagata (four-line song) and then a rather long amorous song (handling) of a lady from
Teluk. On these songs, see Van der Tuuk (1870:363 et sqq.)
9. 21.5 x 17 cm; one folio; recto: 27 lines; verso: 29 lines; brown ink; Latin script;
woven paper; autograph copy by Van der Tuuk. Contents: Lampung songs, that is, so-
called adeg, which were sung at feasts (see Van der Tuuk 1870:399).
10. 17.5 x 17 cm; one folio; both sides inscribed; brown ink; Latin script; two lines in
Lampung script; watermark: L L & C°; autograph copy by Van der Tuuk. Contents:
Lampung songs and lexicographical notes.
11. 21.5 x 17 cm; two folios; black ink; f. Ir and 2v: Latin script; f. lv-2r: Lampung
script; watermark: L L & C°; autograph copy by Van der Tuuk. Contents: on f. Ir
Lampung songs and lexicographical notes. On f. 2v transliteration of a (Javanese-
language) piagem issued by the Sultan of Banten, dated 2 Dulkaedah 1284, that is, 25
February 1868. The text in Lampung script is unidentified.
12. 34 x 21.5 cm; two folios; only f. 2r inscribed; 40 lines; brown ink; watermark:
Coat-of-Arms; countermark: L L & C°; Latin script; autograph copy by Van der Tuuk.
Contents: 4-line Lampung songs.
13. 34 x 21.5 cm; two folios; only f. lv-2r inscribed; 28 lines; pencil; watermark:
Concordia; countermark: VAN GELDER. Contents: unidentified Lampung manuscript.
14. 21.5 x 17 cm; one folio; recto: 26 lines (Javanese script); verso: 22 lines (Latin
script); watermark: Coat-of-Arms. Contents: on the recto side an autograph copy by
Van der Tuuk of a (Javanese-language) piagem issued by the Sultan of Banten; the
text ends abruptly. The original had a red wax seal with the inscription (in Jawi)
Pangeran /Muhammad Tahir \ sanat 1188;^59 this text is briefly discussed in Van der
Tuuk (1870:394); not reproduced in Groeneboer (2002:664 n. 9), who classifies these
remarks as "taalkundige uitweidingen". On the obverse, an autograph copy by Van
der Tuuk of Lampung songs (?).

y. A file with loose sheets of paper, containing transliterations by Van der Tuuk (Latin
script) of Lampung manuscripts on tree-bark or bamboo.

3!9Not included in Gallop (2002).
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1. 21.5 x 17; two folios; only ff. lv-2r inscribed; watermark: Coat-of-Arms. Contents:
transliteration in Menggala of a letter on tree-bark, followed by the transliteration of
'another manuscript on free-bark'. The letter begins with: Buhimpim ngebakan bidup
kehitum mulanni djadi bidup... The beginning of the other text is: Tikala ham (?) lagj
di kemering ngeratuko pati berak iles ngangkon buwaj lebintang...
2. 27 x 21 cm; two folios; brown ink; woven paper. Contents: On f. 1 transliteration of
the "manuscrit sur bamboo mince et tachete, cote T" as published in Van der Tuuk
(1868c:71-72); beginning: tjarita pungguk pitu, miwang ngarindu bulan (cf. Van der
Tuuk 1870:386-387). On f. 2 "Bamboe v[an] Madja basa Madjapahit"; also lexico-
graphical notes.
3. 21 x 13.5 cm; one folio; both sides inscribed; black ink; blue squared paper.
Contents: transliteration of an unidentified Lampung song.
4. 18 x 11 cm; seven folios; a different number of lines on each page; black ink;
watermark: JOHNSON 1860. Contents: on ff. Ir-lv transliteration of "manuscrit sur
bambu, cote EE" as published in Van der Tuuk (1868c:97-98); on ff. 2r-3r trans-
literation of "manuscrit sur bamboo mince et tachete, cote T" as published in Van der
Tuuk (1868c:71-72); ff. 3r-5v transliteration of "manuscrit sur bamboo, cote Y" as
published in Van der Tuuk (1868c:82-84); on ff. 6r-6v: transliteration of "manuscript
sur bamboo, cote W" as published in Van der Tuuk (1868c:80-81).
5. 21 x 13.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 32 lines; f. Iv: seven lines; f. 2 blank; black ink; no
watermark. Contents: transliteration of "manuscrit sur bamboo, cote FF" as published
in Van der Tuuk (1868c:99-100).
6. 21.5 x 17.5 cm; 20 pages followed by eight blank pages; pagination from 25-43
(the page between 41-42 omitted); brown ink; watermark: Coat-of-Arms with L L and
C°. Contents: on pp. 25-29 transliteration of a Lampung manuscript, beginning with
Inilah parabogagjan budi hdawan akal ...; on p. 30 transliteration of a text with
'superstitions' (bijgelovigheden); on p. 31 transliteration of songs (mentioning the
pimggiitbM;pimggutis Abung dialect for pungguk, see Van der Tuuk 1870:386); on
p. 32 transliteration of a letter from a girl and of songs; on pp. 33-36 transliteration of
a text called "Radja asa"; beginning: tasaribu muananja djika anak radja tijada
dengan nmhinja sapareti kedur tidak bargarem... In a letter to Cohen Stuart, dated
Lihan, 20 March 1869, Van der Tuuk wrote: "Van de twee Jav[aansche] werken, die
hier populair zijn, de Koentara (een wetboek) en de Radja asa (zedekundig), heb ik
nog geen enkel goed exemplaar kunnen magtig worden. De HSS, die er van zijn,
vergelijkende, zou men een goeden tekst kunnen krijgen, maar hoeveel tijd moet men
dan wel besteden? Ik durf er niet aan te denken, en leg mij liever op de levende taal
toe" (Van der Tuuk 1870:382; reproduced in Groeneboer 2002:660). On pp. 37-39:
transliteration of a lawbook in literary Lampung Malay. On p. 40 transliteration of a
manuscript from Samangka; the first text begins with Alamat swat breg ni bumi ni
pangiran lira tantaka...', the second text begins with Bumi liman atak waj liman
tjumuk. On pp. 40-43 there is transliteration of a Javanese-language Lampung
lawbook of the same manuscript (this must be a fragment of the kuntara). ——
7. 21 x 13.5 cm; six folios; ff. Iv and 3 blank; black ink and pencil; every page has a
different number of lines; thin woven paper. Contents: transliterations of songs. On f.
6r: the Sailing Tjaja nageri (from Abung) which was sung in the evening during
fasting. The complete text of this song (in literary Lampung Malay) reads as follows:

burung sarindik mandi di palau
radja (or: gadjah) mimginum di kenali
lamun !ah adik laban bugurau

iwak kuseding mati lagi
gemerijan ajam di atas
ingun ingnnan karija niru
lamun lah udik laban bugurau
iwak kuseding mati lagi
djung kalulus mandjing kelodi
singgah mamasar mamantung tudung
lamun lah tulur badanku ini
taneh leboj (?) mendjadi gunung

About the serindik bird in the first line, see Van der Tuuk (1870:399). On f. 6v there
are also lexicographical notes from B. Ag., probably Bumi Agung (cf. Van der Tuuk
1870:400).
8. 27 x 21 cm; two folios; watermark: LACROIX FRERES. Contents: transliteration of a
Lampung song. Enclosed is a sheet of paper (17 x 21.5), originally a bill of the Boek-
en Papierhandel H.M. van Dorp in Batavia to Van der Tuuk, dated 9 October 1868,
which Van der Tuuk used to write over with lexicographical notes.
9. 27 x 21 cm; four folios; 45 lines to the page; black ink; thin woven paper; the first
folio is rather damaged on the right side; in the margin notes in Jawi and Lampung
script appear. Contents: transliterations of Lampung texts. On f. Ir: transliteration of
internodes 5-9 of an unidentified manuscript, beginning: dapat pas \ habar njabanjak
urang di situ \ ...; on ff. lr-2r: transliteration of a bamboo of seven internodes
(g[e]ledingen), number No. 21, containing hiwang. On ff. 2r-2v transliteration of a
bamboo of eight internodes, beginning: Salamu alaikum Tjari da [sic] pungguk pitu \
midang [sic] marindu bulan \ ... (cf. manuscript T in Van der Tuuk 1868c:71-72 and
Cod. Or. 3387y, 2 and 4). On f. 2v there is a copy, in Lampung script with interlinear
transliteration, of a manuscript numbered "F No. 20", containing hiwang. On ff. 3r-4v
transliteration of a tree-bark manuscript of seven folios; beginning: Asalamu alaikam
[sic] Bumi bumi akan bibirku (?) alah ta a(la) paranku langit . . . ; the transliteration
ends abruptly with Kalahang sun sangsitan mati balis mati ngaj tokidjung (?) na
singadjiking utussan alah Kadim alah sibajat talah balum pa an di karasulhilah
godum Padiihala(ya?) kon badan kalawan...

z. File with loose sheets of papers.
1. 33.5 x 21 cm; one folio; black ink; 16 lines; Lampung script; thin woven paper.
Contents: Lampung text.
2. 34.5 x 21.5 cm; six folios; ff. 3v-6v blank; 35 lines to the page; black ink; pencil
rulings; watermark: Coat-of-Arms; countermark: L L & C°. Contents: Lampung text.
3. 34 x 21.5 cm; two folios; different number of lines on each page; brown ink;
watermark: Coat-of-Arms; countermark: L L & C°. Contents: on ff. lr-2r trans-
literation of tjarita radja asa (cf. Cod.Or. 3387y, 6); on f. 2r transliteration of a
Lampung song, seven lines; on f. 2r transliteration of a lyrical Lampung letter to a
girl; on f. 2v transliteration of Lampung songs and lexicographical notes.
4. 34 x 21.5 cm; four folios; f. Iv: 21 lines; f. 2r: 24 lines; f. 2v: 23 lines; f. 3r: 15
lines; pencil; ff. Ir, 3v-4v blank; watermark: Coat-of-Arms; countermark: L L & C°.
Contents: Lampung text.
5. 34 x 21.5 cm; two folios; different number of lines on each page; black ink;
Lampung script; watermark: Concordia; countermark: VAN GELDER. Contents: on f.
Ir-lv Lampung text; entitled (in Latin script, not in Van der Tuuk's hand) ienie
njanjie permoelaan orang dating die dalam piesta tanggoeh namanya; there are four
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Cod. Or. 3387aa (6). Lampung letter in rencong script; according to the Jawi text on
the obverse, it concerns a surat permintaan kepada tuan kontrolir in Ogan Ulu The
lampblack seal has a Malay text in Jawi which reads: Alamat pesirah \ marga Bunga
Mayang \ Dipisi Komering Ulu \ sanat 1849.
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tangguhs; on f. 2r Lampung text; entitled (in Latin script, not in Van der Tuuk's hand)
ienie sasalaman namanja lakielakie lassannja (?) lakielakie; two numbers. On f. 2v:
lexicographical notes (by Van der Tuuk).
6. 34 x 21 cm; eight folios; c 32 lines to the page; brown ink; black ink; pencil;
Lampung script; watermark: Concordia; countermark; V D L. Contents: copies of
Lampung texts.

aa. Lampung letters and reports. This is probably the collection Van der Tuuk
mentions in a letter to the Batavian Society, dated Teluk Betting, 6 July 1869: "een
verzameling Lampongsche brieven uit verschillende streken van 't land (van af de
stranden tot aan Moewara-doewa in de residentie Palembang, Klmering-oeloef';
commenting that "[D]e Lampongsche brieven zullen gelithografieerd moeten worden,
daar zij vooral om 't schrift belangrijk zijn. Daarbij zijn het de eenigste in 't
Lampongsch geschrevene prozastukken, tenzij men hiertoe brengen wilde de weinige
raadsels, die niet op rijm zijn", see Notulen Bat. Gen. 7, 3-8-1869, pp. 47-48;
reproduced in Groeneboer (2002:673-674). For his study of the language, Van der
Tuuk preferred letters; the amorous songs were of little help: "Uit diergelijke dingen
de taal te moeten leeren, is niet aangenaam. Daarom heb ik uit wanhoop zooveel
brieven mogelijk verzameld. Dat ook daarin niet veel heil steekt, heb ik helaas! meer
dan eens ondervonden. Ik moet dan ook van de verzameling een menigte wegwerpen.
De brieven die goed genoeg zijn, zoude ik gaarne laten lithografieeren, maar dat is
posterioris curae" (Van der Tuuk 1870:399-400; reproduced in Groeneboer 2002:
676). All letters are written in Lampung script; Van der Tuuk has noted the geo-
graphical origin of most of the letters.
1. 33 x 20.5 cm; one folio; 21 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; thin woven paper; lamp
black seal with Lampung characters. Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1285 (1868-9).
Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "Van Boejoet (Afd. Sapoetih)".
2. 15.5 x 21.5 cm; black ink; one folio; recto: eight lines; verso: two lines and
lampblack seal with Lampung characters and the year 1846; watermark: Concordia.
Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1285 (1868-9). Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk
has noted: "Van Tandjoeng Kamala (Afd. Sapoetih)".
3. 17 x 21 cm; one folio; eight lines; lampblack seal with Lampung characters and
1818; watermark: Concordia. The last line, identifying the sender, is in Jawi script.
Contents: Lampung letter from Puling Ratu, chief (kepala) of Sukadana (district
Tulang Bawang). Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "van Soekadana
(Afd. Toelang Bawang)".
4. 21 x 10.5 cm; one folio; recto: four lines and lampblack seal with Lampung
characters and the year 1864; verso: two lines; black ink; watermark: W (only visible
character). Contents: Lampung letter.
5. 34 x 21 cm; one folio; 13 lines; black ink; watermark: VAN GELDER. Lampblack
seal: 1846. Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1285 (1868-9). Underneath the letter Van
der Tuuk has noted: "Kabagusan (Afd. Saputih)"; also a lexicographical note. ~~
6. 34 x 20.5 cm; one folio; recto: eight lines; verso: ten lines and four lines in Jawi;
watermark: V G. Its lampblack seal is shown and discussed in Gallop (2002, vol.
11:228 under AG.53 #774). Contents: according to the Jawi text, it concerns a surat
permintaan kepada tuan kontrolir at Ogan Ulu. See plate.
7. 17 x 34 cm; one folio; six lines; watermark: Concordia. The lampblack seal is
shown and discussed in Gallop (2002, vol. 111:229 under AG.58 #773). Contents:
Lampung letter. Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "Nanggara Ratu
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Cod. Or. 3387aa (7). Lampung letter in rencong script; the lampblack seal has
Malay-language inscription in Jawi, reading: Kepala Marga Buaya Rayap.
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(Soengkaij)". Verso: the Malay note tidak apa' (in Jawi) and the date "30/6-68". See
plate.
8. 17 x 21.5 cm; one folio; eight lines (last line in Jawi); pencil; watermark:
Concordia. The lampblack seal with inscription in Jawi is shown and discussed in
Gallop (2002, vol. 111:229 under AG.57 # 772) In the left upper comer an encircled
statement in Javanese (in pegon, in a different hand): Raden Puspa Negara \ bin
Kasan Aji \ kagungan (that is, "owned by Raden Puspa Negara bin Kasan Aji"); the
same three lines are twice repeated at the back of the letter. Contents: Lampung letter.
The name of the sender, mentioned in the last line and in the seal's inscription, is Haji
Muhammad Arsyad bin Raja di 1-m-b-w-ng t-g-y-n-n-ng (?, Lambung or Lembung
are not listed in Lijst 1923); Gallop, op.cit. reads the name as Rahadi, but I think the
text reads r-j-a d-y, that is, with a dot). The year, which is mentioned in the seal, is
1284(1867-8). See plate.
9. 17 x 20.5 cm; one folio; nine lines; brown ink; light blue paper. The signature in
Latin script seems to read 'Raden Moehamat'. Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1274
(1857-8).
10. 10.5 x 21.5 cm; one folio; eigth lines; signature in Latin script (beginning with Rd,
so probably Raden, but the rest is difficult to decipher; perhaps Poesradjaja?); water-
mark: only the top of a crown is visible (could be Concordia). Contents: Lampung
letter, dated 1869.
11. 34 x 21 cm; one folio; recto: purple ink; 29 lines; verso: pencil; 18 lines;
watermark: V D L. Contents: List of Lampung characters.
12. 14.5 x 21 cm; one folio; 15 lines; black ink; watermark: Concordia. Contents:
unidentified Lampung text.
13. 17 x 21.5 cm; one folio; 22 lines; black ink. Contents: unidentified Lampung text.
14. 32 x 21 cm; one folio; 15 lines; black ink; pencil. Contents: Lampung text.
15. 21.5 x 17 cm; one folio; 19 lines; pencil rulings; watermark: Concordia. Contents:
Lampung letter, dated 1285 (1868-9).
16. 14 x 21.5 cm; one folio; five lines; black ink; watermark: Concordia. Contents:
Lampung text.
17. 20.5 x 17.5 cm; one folio; 14 lines; black ink; lampblack seal with Lampung
characters and the year 1853; watermark: W A Sanders. Contents: letter, dated 1285
(1868-9). On the back there are two lines in Jawi: Swakareta360 rapof" bulan
Pebruari / tidak satii apa .
18. 24 x 21 cm; one folio; 14 lines; black ink; lampblack seal with Lampung
characters; watermark: W. R & Z. Contents: letter of Pangiran Sampang (?) from
Tulang Bawang (district Bumi Agung), dated 1286 (1869-70). According to a note by
Van der Tuuk in pencil, the writing was not from Bumi Agung, but from Telok.
19. 17 x 21 cm; one folio; ten lines; black ink; lampblack seal with Lampung
characters and the year 1818; watermark: V D L. Verso: the date "30/6-68". Contents:
Lampung letter.
20. 21.5 x 17 cm,-one folio; 16 lines; black ink; no watermark visible; lampblack seatr~
Verso: three lines. Contents: Lampung letter. Van der Tuuk has noted underneath the
last line: "Kamering (Sapoetih)".
21. 10.5 x 17 cm; one folio; three lines followed by two lines in Jawi; black ink; lamp-
black seal with Lampung characters and the year 1818; watermark: only W and part of

J Spelled s-w-r-k-r-t. This is Surakareta (Tulang Bawang), cf. item no. 85.
361Spelled r-p-w-t, from Dutch rapport ('report'); Malay rapor. See also letter 61, where this word is
spelled (in Latin script) rapoort.
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Cod. Or. 3387aa (8). Lampung letter in rencong script. The name of the sender,
mentioned in the last line and in the seal's inscription, is Haji Muhammad Arsyad
who was the son of the local ruler.
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another letter are visible. Contents: Lampung brief note. The Java text reads: tanah
Abang \ a-b-r-n-q perempuan.
22. 21 x 16.5 cm; one folio; black ink; pencil rulings; lampblack seal with Lampung
characters and an inscription in Jawi reading Kepala Marga Buaya Rayap (shown and
discussed in Gallop (2002, vol. 111:229 under AG.58 #773); thin woven paper.
Contents: Lampung letter.
23. 21 x 17 cm; one folio; six lines; black ink; pencil rulings; lampblack seal with
Lampung characters and the year 1818; watermark: Concordia. Contents: Lampung
letter. Underneath the last line Van der Tuuk has noted: "Nanggeri Oedjoeng
Karang".
24. 17.5 x 17 cm; one folio; nine lines; black ink; watermark: Concordia; lampblack
seal with the year 1818. Verso: the date "30/6/68". Contents: Lampung letter.
Underneath the last line Van der Tuuk has noted: "Negeri Oedjoeng Karang (Afd.
Toelang Bawang)".
25. 20.5 x 16 cm; one folio; 11 lines; black ink; lampblack seal with Lampung charac-
ters and the year 1818; no watermark. Contents: Lampung letter. Underneath the last
line Van der Tuuk has noted: "Koeta Nenggara (Tulang Bawang)".
26. 20.5 x 17.5 cm; one folio; seven lines (+ two lines in Jawi which have been
crossed out); pencil; lampblack seal with Lampung characters and the year 1818; no
watermark. Contents: Lampung letter. Underneath the last line Van der Tuuk has
noted: "Soekadana (Afd. Toelang Bawang West)". The text in Jawi seems to read:
Sukadana 2 laki bermati \ I perempuan kecil.
27. 31 x 21 cm; one folio; 29 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: Eendracht.
Verso: four lines and a brownish seal with faded inscription. Contents: Lampung
letter, dated 1284 (1867-8).
28. 13 x 21 cm; one folio; recto: five lines; verso: two lines; lampblack seal with
Lampung characters; watermark: Eendracht. Contents: Lampung letter. Underneath
the last line Van der Tuuk has noted: "Bandjar (poetih)".
29. 12 x 21.5 cm; one folio; five lines; black ink; lampblack seal with Lampung
characters and the year 1818; watermark: W. R & Z. Contents: Lampung brief note,
dated 1285 (1868-9). Verso: six lines in Jawi, reporting the death of a few men and
women at Pakuwon in the year 1869.
30. 17x21 cm; one folio; 12 lines; black ink; lampblack seal with Lampung characters
and the year 1818; watermark: V G. Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1284 (1867-8).
31. 16 x 21 cm; one folio; six lines; pencil; lampblack seal with Lampung characters
and the year 1818; no watermark. Contents: Lampung letter. Van der Tuuk has noted
with brown ink: "Poekoewon Agoeng (Toeloeng Bawang)".
32. 33 x 21 cm; two folios; 20 lines; black ink; thin woven paper. Contents: on f. Ir
letter, dated 1285. Underneath the last line Van der Tuuk has noted: "van Tandjoeng
Ratoe raba (Afdfeeling] Sapoetih)". On f. 2v four lines and a lamp black seal with
Lampung characters and the year 1846.
33. 13 x 16.5 cm; one folio; seven lines followed by two-lines in Latin script (di—
Demang \ kapitan batin); black ink; pencil rulings; red ink seal with an inscription in
Jawi which reads: demang distrik Sukadana (described and shown in Gallop 2002,
vol. 11:229 under AG. 59 #1466) watermark: Eendracht. Contents: Lampung letter,
dated 1285 (1868-9). Verso: some writing exercises in Jawi and Rumi, inter alia: (in
Jawi) syaya ini hendakpergi di \ (...) kerja mengikut tuan m-a; also the drawing of a
potvisje (that is, 'small sperm whale').
34. 9.5 x 20.5 cm; one folio; lamp black seal with Lampung characters and the year
1818; no watermark. Verso: two lines. Contents: Lampung text.
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35. 11 x 34 cm; one folio; eight lines; black ink; lampblack seal with Lampung
characters; watermark: VANGELDER. Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1285 (1868-9).
36. 33.5 x 21 cm; one folio; recto: 30 lines; verso: three lines; black ink; lamp black
seal with Lampung characters and the year 1853; watermark: W A Sanders. Contents:
letter, dated 1245 (1829-30). Van der Tuuk has noted "Soerakarta (Afd[eeling]
Toelang Bawang West)".
37. 10 x 17 cm; one folio; black ink; six lines; bluish ink seal with blurred inscription.
At the back six lines in Jawi. Contents: letter dated 1285 (1868-9). The text at the
back was written at Pakuwon on 15 June 1868, informing about a number of deaths.
38. 21 x 13.5 cm; one folio; 22 lines (+ one line in Jawi); watermark: not visible.
Verso: ten lines in Jawi; blue ink seal. Contents: unidentified Lampung text. Verso: a
Malay-language travel permit in Jawi, dated 25 Jumadilawal 1285, that is 13
September 1868.
39. 33 x 21 cm; one folio; eight lines (pencil), followed by 11 lines in Latin script
(black ink); thin woven paper. Lamp black seal with Jawi inscription (shown and
discussed in Gallop 2002, vol. 111:228 under AG.54 #1465). Contents: undated letter
of Pangeran Raka Pasirah from Martapura to the Dutch controleur Rommering with
accompanying transliteration. See plate.
40. 21 x 13.5 cm; two folios; brown ink; Latin script; watermark: LACROIX FRERES.
Contents: on f. Ir transliteration of a Lampung letter from Pangeran Ratu Kupala
Bandar to the Demang of Tarabanggi, dated Bandar, 7 Muharram 1286 (19 April
1869). On f. Ir: transliteration of an unidentified Lampung text (? laying kirimari). On
f. Iv: transliteration of an unidentified Lampung, song. On f. 2r transliteration of
Undang-undang; and on f. 2v transliterations of two Lampung songs, the second text
has been crossed out.
41. 16.5 x 21 cm; one folio; five lines; black ink; watermark: Eendracht; lampblack
seal with the year 1818. Contents: Lampung letter. Underneath the last line Van der
Tuuk has noted: "uit de Afdeelfing] Boemi Agoeng". On the obverse a Malay note (in
Jawi) about deaths at Kotanegara in February has been crossed out.
42. 17 x 16.5 cm; one folio; seven lines; black ink; pencil rulings; lampblack seal with
Lampung characters and the year 1818. Contents: Lampung letter from the district
Bumi Agung. Van der Tuuk has made a few lexicographical notes at the bottom in
brown ink. Verso: two lines in Jawi, which read: 1 '-l-y k-w-t bumi \ 3 negeri Ujung
Karang.
43. 33 x 19.5 cm; one folio; 11 lines; black ink; watermark: V D L. Verso: two lines
and a lampblack seal with Lampung characters. Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1285
(1868-9). At the top Van der Tuuk has noted "Goenoeng Raja (Afdeelfing]
Sapoetih)".
44. 21.5 x 17 cm; one folio; black ink; pencil rulings; lampblack seal with the year
1818; no watermark. On the obverse two lines. Contents: Lampung letter. Van der
Tuuk has noted underneath the last line: "Nenggeri Oedjoeng Karang".
45. 17 x 10.5 cm; one folio; black ink; four lines; watermark; not visible; lampblack

"seal with Lampung characters and the year 1818. Contents: Lampung letter. Verso:
two lines. Van der Tuuk has noted underneath the last line: "Tanah abang".
46. 10.5 x 17.5 cm; one folio; five lines; pencil; lampblack seal with Lampung
characters; watermark: V D L;. Verso: three lines. Contents: Lampung letter. Van der
Tuuk has noted underneath the last line: "Nageri Kapajoengan".
47. 21 x 17 cm; two folios; 19 (+ two lines in Jawi); black ink; watermark: W. R &
Z.; faded black ink seal. Contents: on f. Ir a Lampung letter; dated 1285 (1868-9).
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Cod. Or. 3387aa (39). Lampung letter in rencong script of Pangeran Raka Pasirah
from Martapura to the Dutch controleur Rommering, with accompanying
transliteration. The Malay inscription of the seal reads: Alamat pesirah \ marga Paku
Sengkubit (?) | Dipisi Komering Ulu \ sanat 1849.
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Van der Tuuk has noted underneath the last line: "Van Koeripan". On f. 2r: notes by
Van der Tuuk (crossed out). On f. 2v: five lines in Lampung script.
48. 21.5 x 19.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir: six lines; f. Iv: blank; f. 2r: 15 lines; f. 2v: blank;
lampblack seal with Lampung characters and the year 1846; watermark: VAN
GELDER. Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1285 (1868-9). Van der Tuuk has noted
underneath the last line: "Nanggara Boemi (Afd[eeling] Sapoetih",
49. 34 x 21 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 12 lines; f. 2v: three lines; f. 1 v-2r blank; watermark:
Concordia; countermark: V G; lampblack seal on f. 2v with Lampung characters and
the year 1846. Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1285 (1868-9). Van der Tuuk has
noted underneath the last line: "Van tandjoeng ratoe (liba) Afdfeeling] Sapoetih".
50. 1 7 x 2 1 cm; one folio; five lines; black ink; pencil rulings; lampblack seal with the
year 1818. Verso: a Malay note of two lines (in Jawi), informing that people had set a
house on fire. Contents: Lampung letter. Van der Tuuk has noted underneath the last
line: "Negeri Oedjoeng Karang (Toelang Bawang West)".
51. 33 x 21 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 18 lines; f. 2v: three lines and lampblack seal with
Lampung characters and the year 1846; ff. lv-2r blank; black ink; thin woven paper.
Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1285 (1868-9). Van der Tuuk has noted underneath
the last line: "Van Nanggeri Katoen (Afd[eeling] Sapoetih)".
52. 34 x 21.5 cm; one folio; black ink; lampblack seal with Lampung characters and
the year 1844; thin woven paper. The letter was once sealed with a red wax seal,
which is now lost. Contents: Lampung letter from Bandar, dated 1282 (1865-6). Some
notes by Van der Tuuk in brown ink are at the bottom.
53. 34 x 21 cm; one folio; 11 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; lampblack seal with
Lampung characters and the year 1818; watermark: Concordia. Contents: Lampung
letter. Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "Negeri Oedjoeng Karang",
54. 13 x 21 cm; one folio; five lines; black ink; lampblack seal with Lampung char-
acters; watermark: V D L. Verso: the date "30/6-68". Contents: Lampung letter. Van
der Tuuk has noted underneath the last line: "Pakoewon Agoeng (Telang Bawang)".
55. 33 x 21 cm; two folios; f. Ir: seven lines; f. 2v: two lines and lampblack seal with
Lampung characters and the year 1846; black ink; pencil rulings; thin woven paper.
Contents: Lampung letter; it closes with Malay adanya (in Jawi). Van der Tuuk has
noted underneath the last line: "Nanggeri Ratoe (Afdeelfing] Sapoetih)".
56. 34 x 21.5 cm (folded); two folios; f. Iv: ten lines; f. 2v: two lines with lampblack
seal with Lampung characters and the year 1846; watermark: W. R & Z. Contents:
Lampung letter, dated 1285 (1868-9). Van der Tuuk has noted underneath the last
line: "Van Gedoeng Karta (Afdfeeling] Sapoetih)".
57. 10.5 x 15.5 cm; one folio; seven lines; lamp black seal with Lampung characters
and the year 1818 (written mirrorwise); watermark: Concordia. Contents: Lampung
letter.
58. 34 x 21.5 cm; one folio; Lampung and Latin script; thin woven paper. Contents:
staat ladang sama marga (register).
59. 34 x 21.5 cm; one folio; ten lines in Lampung script and ten lines in Latin script
(interlinear transliteration); thin woven paper. Contents: undated letter of the head of
Penjalang to the Dutch controleur about the rapport ladang marga (that is, no. 58
above).
60. 34.5 x 21.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 21 lines; f. 2v: 24 lines; pencil; pencil rulings;
watermark: Concordia; countermark: Van Gelder. Contents: Lampung texts.
61. 20.5 x 33 cm; one folio; two lines and three lines in Latin script; watermark:
Concordia. Contents: the title in Latin script reads Rapoort Ladang koeboen Saban
1285 | sekarang tempoepotong roempoet \ marga Soembaij besar.

62. 17.5 x 21 cm; one folio; nine lines; brown ink; thin woven paper. Contents:
Lampung text.
63. 21 x 17 cm; one folio; 16 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: V D L.
Contents: letter from Bumi Agung. Van der Tuuk has noted where the letter came
from and also: "Boedjang Boegelang eigenn[aam] v[an] e[een] voertuig v[an] d[e]
T[u]menggoeng van Boemi Agung".
64. 17 x 21.5 cm; one folio; black ink: eight lines; watermark: V G. Contents:
Lampung letter from the demang of Bumi Agung, dated 1868.
65. 21 x 17 cm; one folio; on both sides three lines; thin woven paper. Contents: some
Lampung words.
66. 21.5 x 17 cm; one folio; 22 lines; brown ink; woven paper. Contents: Lampung
letter.
67. 20 x 21 cm; one folio; 14 lines; pencil; Latin script; thin woven paper. Contents:
letter of the Demang of Abung (the signature seems to read Poesranagara; perhaps
Poespanagara is meant?) to an unidentified European man (toean). The letter reads as
follows: Kepada \ toean iang ada die kotta Boemie \ sekarang. dengan hormat saia \
kassie taoe sama toean Hadjie \ Moehamad Tahier soeda milir (?)| die kola Boemie
toean soeroeh \ pangil [sic] sadja itoe hadjie iang \ simpan itoe piagam. \ sore datang
die kota Boemie \ itoe Hadjie. \ Saia poenja tabe banjak \ sama toean \ demang
aboeng \ Poesranagara (?). At the top Van der Tuuk has written in brown ink: "dalem
permata zoude bij den kontroleur Wilkens zijn".36/

68. 17 x 20.5 cm; one folio; 16 lines; Latin script; no watermark. Contents: an
autograph copy by Van der Tuuk in pencil of the surat palekattan Bumikul, the
proclamation of Bumikul (< Dutch plakkaai); it is quoted by Van der Tuuk in one of
his letters to the Batavian Society as an example of the growing influence of gibberish
Malay ('t brabbelmaleisch) on the Lampung language (Van der Tuuk 1870:396-397;
reproduced in Groeneboer 2002:675). The proclamation was dated 13 Sawal 1285,
that is, 27 January 1869. In black ink there is also a wordlist. Van der Tuuk's copy is
written at the back of a bill concerning an auction of a certain Mr Swart, which had
taken place on December 1, 1868 and which was paid on February 14, 1869.
69. 10.5 x 23 cm; one folio; eight lines; watermark: Concordia: Contents: Lampung
text.
70. 54 x 21 cm; one folio; 38 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; thin woven paper. Van
der Tuuk has added vertical strokes to the text; he also made a few transliterations.
The paper is folded into three sections; the bottom part (20 cm) has been pasted to it.
Contents: Lampung text.
71. 34 x 21.5 cm; one folio; black ink; 29 lines; watermark: Concordia. Contents:
Lampung text. According to a note by Van der Tuuk, it is a "Rekest v[an] eenige
hoofden van Bumi agoeng aan den kontroleur van kbang [?] om niet naar Pakuwon te
verhuizen".
72. 25 x 34 cm; one folio; 13 lines; black ink; watermark: V D L. Contents: Lampung
text. Some pencilled numerical jottings are in the margin. Verso: the date 30/6/68.
73. 16.5 x 21.5 cm; one folio; 11 lines; black ink; watermark: partly visible
(Concordia or Eendracht). Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1286 (1869-70). At the
bottom Van der Tuuk has noted in brown ink: "Lampoejang (Sapoetih)".
74. 22 x 16.5 cm; one folio; ten lines; black ink; light blue paper. Contents: Lampung
letter. Underneath the letter there are two lines in unclear Jawi which perhaps read:

362The latter person was C.A. Wilkeas (d. 1884) who had been appointed as controlew of the Lampong
Districts in November 1867 where he worked until May 1870 when he was transferred to Palembang
(Groeneboer 2002:643 n. 7).
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sahaya '-m-l-d \ b-n-s darat. According to a note by Van der Tuuk, the writer was a
peranakan Bugis; he also transliterated a few words. On the obverse there are four
lines with the address; in Jawi the names Pangeran U'bar [?] and bapa d... [?] appear.
75. 13 x 21.5 cm; one folio; nine lines; brown ink; no watermark. Contents: Lampung
letter. Underneath Van der Tuuk has noted: "Van Tijoeh [?] Balag (Afd. Boemi
Agoeng)". On the obverse are writing exercises, inter alia "Soerabaija den 9
November 1869"; also three lines in Lampung script.
76. 1 7 x 2 1 cm; one folio; 13 lines; black ink; watermark: VAN GELDER. Contents:
Lampung letter, dated 1280 (1863-4). Underneath Van der Tuuk has noted: "Van
Kampoewan (Afdeel[ing] Sapoetih)".
77. 21 x 18 cm; one folio; nine lines; black ink; thin woven paper. Contents: Lampung
text.
78. 17 x 10.5 cm; two folios; f. lv-2r blank; 14 lines; brown ink; watermark: W. R &
Z. Contents: Lampung letter with an illegible signature in Latin script (Raden xxx)
underneath. On f. 2v the address in Latin and Lampung script. The Latin text reads:
Kapada Minoraangkoe (?) Boemie Tjahija negeri.
79. 21.5 x 17 cm; one folio; recto: 14 lines; verso: eight lines; pencil rulings; water-
mark: Coat-of-Arms. Contents: Lampung letter. At the bottom of the letter Van der
Tuuk has noted: "De schrijver van Tarabanggi"; he also made a few transliterations.
80. 10.5 x 17.5 cm; one folio; nine lines; pencil rulings; watermark: only the letter G
visible. Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1286 (1869-70). At the bottom of the letter
Van der Tuuk has noted: "Koeta Boemi (Aboeng)".
81. 21 x 17 cm; one folio; 12 lines; black ink; thin woven paper. Contents: letter in the
Abung language of Sangun Ratu, head of Bandar to the Demang of Tarabanggi,
informing him that Dalem Sabuway had stabbed his wife to death; dated 7 Muharram
1286, that is, 19 April 1869. The signature is in Latin script. At the bottom of the
letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "Van Bandar Afdeeling Sapoetih. De vertaling te
vinden in 't Tijdschrift van 't Batav[iaasch] Gen[ootschap] D[ee]l?". The reference is
to Van der Tuuk (1870:404), where one can not only find a translation, but also a
transliteration of this letter (not reproduced in Groeneboer 2002:676).
82. 19.5 x 21.5 cm; one folio; seven lines; black ink; watermark: Concordia. Contents:
Lampung letter, dated 1285. At the bottom of the letter Van der Tuuk has noted:
"Brief van Kamering Agoeng (Afdeelfing] Sapoetih)". On the obverse two lines in
Lampung script.
83. 16.5 x 21 cm; one folio; recto: 12 lines; verso: four lines; brown ink; pencil rulings;
thin woven paper. Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1285 (1868-9). At the bottom of the
letter Van der Tuuk has noted that the letter originated from "Kamering Agoeng".
84. 8 x 17 cm; one folio; seven lines; black ink; pencil rulings; thin woven paper.
Contents: Lampung letter.
85. 16.5 x 21 cm; one folio; recto: six lines; verso: three lines; black ink; watermark:
Concordia. Contents: Lampung letter. At the bottom of the letter Van der Tuuk has
noted: "Van Soerakareta (Toelang Bawang)".
86. 34 x 21 cm; one folio; 17 lines; black ink; watermark: Concordia. Van der Tuuk
has transliterated three words in black ink. Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1285
(1868-9).
87. 12.5 x 10 cm; one folio; 14 lines; black ink; thin woven paper. Contents: Lampung
letter in curly framework.
88. 16 x 19.5 cm; one folio; nine lines (+ one line in Jawi)', black ink; watermark: V D
L. Contents: Lampung letter. The last line in Jawi seems to read: a-'-n-y s-1-y-ng-k-r
[?]-a-l-h.
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89. 34 x 21 cm; one folio; 15 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; thin woven paper. Van
der Tuuk has transliterated one word. Verso: a long division. Contents: Lampung

letter.90. 14 x 30 cm; one folio; seven lines; black ink; pencil rulings; thin woven paper.

Contents: Lampung letter.91. 10.5 x 17.5 cm; one folio; 12 lines; black ink; pencil (last three lines); watermark:

Concordia. Contents: Lampung letter.92. 8.5 x 17.5 cm; one folio; five lines; black ink; watermark: not visible. Contents:
According to Van der Tuuk this Lampung text is an amorous letter in Abung language

("Minnebriefje in 't Aboengsch").93. 6.5 x 20.5 cm; one folio; four lines; pencil; watermark: not visible. Contents:

Lampung text.94. 11.5 x 20.5 cm; one folio; recto: 11 lines in brown ink; verso: six lines in pencil;

no watermark. Contents: Lampung text.95. 27 x 21 cm; one folio; 20 lines; pencil; thin woven paper. Contents: Lampung text.
On the obverse many lexicographical notes by Van der Tuuk in brown ink.
96. 10 x 20.5 cm; one folio; eight lines; pencil; watermark: W A Sanders (?). At the
top a part of the paper is torn off. Contents: Lampung text.
97. 10.5 x 15.5 cm; one folio; six lines; black ink; watermark: Concordia. Contents:

Lampung text.98. 9 x 16.5 cm; one folio; nine lines; pencil; watermark: W A Sanders (?). Contents:

Lampung text.99. 20.5 x 12.5 cm; one folio; recto: 23 lines; verso: six lines; black ink; thin woven

' paper. Contents'. Lampung text.i 100. 33.5 x 20.5 cm; one folio; nine lines (Jawi) and three lines (Lampung); pencil;
i pencil rulings; watermark: Concordia. Contents', report on the state of affairs in Bumi

Runjung, e.g. jumlah kerbau I6;jumlah kambing 25.101. 42 x 33 cm; one folio; ten, seven and 11 lines; pencil; pencil rulings; watermark:
Concordia; countermark: W A Sanders. Contents: three Lampung texts. On the
obverse Van der Tuuk made notes about the margas of the Pabiyan.
102. 17 x 20.5 cm; one folio; eight lines; black ink; watermark: not visible. Contents'.
Lampung letter of the demang of Bumi Agung, dated Gebang 9 Sawal 1285, that is,
23 January 1869. Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "De Demang v.
Boemi agoeng is geen man van't land, maar een Aboenger".
103. 13 x 21.5 cm; one folio; recto: seven lines; verso: two lines; black ink; pencil
rulings; watermark: only the top of a crown visible (hence probably Concordia).
Contents: Lampung letter. At the top Van der Tuuk has noted: "Van Kamering

Agoeng".104. 21.5 x 34 cm; one folio; 16 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: Concordia.
- ~ *-iv+ -*——Tv. v n L. Contents:104. 21.5 x 34 cm; one ono, ^

r;r^r:Vtvrsr,^"^---«r™Contents: Lampung text.105. 19 x 21 cm; one folio; ten lines; black ink; waterman^. • ~ _.
Lampung text; on the obverse Van der Tuuk has noted: "Van Kabagoetan op de grens
van de Afd[eeling] Sapoetih en Teloeg Betoeng (Pabijan-taal)".
106. 24 x 21 cm; one folio; 12 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; wSeHnark'. Concerdia. _
Contents: Lampung text. At the top Van der Tuuk has noted: "Van Nenggri Oedjoeng
Karang (Afd[eeltng] Toelang Bawang)". Verso: some numerical jottings.
107. 21.5 x 17 cm; one folio; 17 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; Latin script;
watermark: W R & Z. Contents: Lampung letter with Malay influences, addressed to a
certain Hullah in Lihan, dated "tBetong 4 April taoen 1869". Verso: five lines with

the address and the name of the sender.
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108. 21.5 x 34 cm; one folio; 18 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: L L & C°.
Contents: Lampung text. On the obverse Van der Tuuk has copied Lampung verses in
Latin script (brown ink, written over an earlier copy in pencil).
109. 17 x 21.5 cm; one folio; eight lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark:
Concordia. Contents: Lampung letter. Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has noted:
"Van Teloeg Dalem (Afd[eeling] Sapoetih)".
110. 21.5 x 17 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 18 lines; f. 2v: five lines; f. lv-2r: blank; black
ink; lampblack seal with Lampung characters; watermark: Concordia. Contents:
Lampung letter, dated 1289 (1872-3). Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has noted:
"Van Nagara Adji (Afd[eeling] Sapoetih)".
111. 12 x 21 cm; one folio; five lines; lamp black seal with Lampung characters;
watermark: V O L . Contents: Lampung letter. Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has
noted: "Van Poenggoeg (Toelang Bawang)". Verso: the date "30/6/68".
112. 34 x 21 cm; one folio; 13 lines; black ink; watermark: Concordia. On the obverse
a lampblack seal with Lampung characters and four lines in Lampung script.
Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1285 (1868-9). Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk
has noted: "Van Nanggeri Agoeng (Afd[eeling] Sapoetih)".
113. 21.5 x 17.5 cm; one folio; 16 lines; brown ink; Contents: Lampung letter.
Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "Boemi Ratoe (Afdfeeling] Sapoetih)".
114. 34 x 21.5 cm; one folio; 26 lines; brown ink; watermark: V d L. Van der Tuuk
has made some lexicographical notes in the margins. Contents: Lampung letter,
signed in Latin script by "Hamba Randah | Sandie".
115. 34 x 20.5 cm; one folio; 16 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: Van
Gelder. Verso: four lines in Lampung script and a lampblack seal with Lampung
characters and the year 1846. The letter is slightly damaged which has led to a loss of
the text towards the end. Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1285 (1868-9). Underneath
the letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "Van Balambangan (Afd[eeling] Sapoetih)".
116. 16.5 x 21 cm; one folio; three lines; the two lines in Jawi, informing the reader
about the death of a woman, are crossed out; two lampblack seals with Lampung
characters and the year 1813 (or 1818?); watermark: Concordia. Contents: Lampung
letter. Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "Koeta Napal". This place is
also mentioned in the first line in Jawi.
117. 21.5 x 17 cm; one folio; five lines; lampblack seal with Lampung characters and
the year 1818. Verso: two lines in Jawi, viz. Kedung Komering \ tidak satu apa2.
Contents: Lampung letter.
118. 8 x 17.5 cm; one folio; five lines; black ink; lampblack seal with Lampung
characters and 1818; thin woven paper. Contents: Lampung letter. Underneath the
letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "Afdfeeling] Toelang Bawang".
119. 12.5 x 21 cm; one folio; recto: five lines; verso: four lines; black ink; lampblack
seal with Lampung characters and 1818; watermark: V D L. Contents: Lampung letter.
Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "Koeta Nenggara (Waj Soengkaj)".
120. 21.5 x 17 cm; one folio; 13 lines; black ink; lampblack seal with Lampung
characters and 1818; watermark: Concordia. Contents: Lampung letter, dated 1285
(1868-9). Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "Goenoeng Katoen
Tandjoengan | Afd[eeling] Toelang Bawang".
121. 17 x 10.5 cm; one folio; nine lines; black ink; lampblack seal with Lampung
characters and 1818 (written mirrorwise); thin woven paper. Contents: Lampung
letter, dated 1285 (1868-9). Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "Uit Kerta
(Afdfeeling] Toelang Bawang)".

122. 21 x 8.5 cm; one folio; five lines; pencil rulings; lampblack seal with Lampung
characters and 1818; thin woven paper. Contents: Lampung letter. Verso: the date
30/6/68.
123. 1 0 x 1 7 cm; one folio; four lines; black ink (first in pencil, but then written over);
lampblack seal with Lampung characters and 1818; watermark: W. R & Z. Contents:
Lampung letter. Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "Nenggara Batin
(Soengkaii) onder Toelang Bawang". Verso: three lines.
124. 12 x 16.5 cm; one folio; four lines; black ink; lampblack seal with Lampung
characters and 1818; no watermark. Contents: Lampung letter. Verso: the date 30/6/68.
125. 34 x 20.5 cm; one folio; 12 lines; black ink; watermark: Concordia. Contents:
Lampung letter, dated 1285. Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "Nanggeri
Katoen (Sapoetih)". Verso: four lines and lampblack seal with Lampung characters
and 184?.
126. 13.5 x 21 cm; one folio; eight lines; black ink; pencil rulings; lampblack seal
with Lampung characters and 1818; thin woven paper. Contents: Lampung letter.
Underneath the letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "Nanggeri Batin (Boemi agoeng)".
Verso: the date 30/6/68.
127. 16.5 x 20.5 cm; one folio; black ink; four lines; lampblack seal with Lampung
characters and 1818; thin woven paper. Contents: Lampung letter. Underneath the
letter Van der Tuuk has noted: "Batin Pamandjak | vfan] Boengamajang / (Waj
Sungkaj)".
128. 34 x 21.5 cm; two folios; lamp black seal with Lampung characters on f. Iv;
watermark: Concordia; countermark: VAN GELDER. Contents: on ff. lv-2r tables; on f.
Ir it is entitled in Dutch "Rapporten Ladang October 1868".

bb. Middle Malay and Rejang texts
Contents: Middle Malay and Rejang texts. Voorhoeve's rather detailed descriptions in
Cod. Or. 8447 (2) are quoted here in full.
1. 25 x 20 cm; one folio; f. Ir: 22 lines; f. Iv: 18 lines; brow ink; rencong script; light
blue paper. Voorhoeve gives the following description: "One leaf of blue paper with
text in rentjong script. Originally there were two leaves, but the first leaf is lost. The
text is the second half of a Redjang andeui-andeui. A complete copy with a romanized
transcription between the lines is found in MS, KITLV Or. 164, LX, also written on
blue paper. The KITLV text is the original, for in our copy a few words are missing.
Otherwise the copyist did his work carefully. Some peculiarities of spelling are: the
tiling (as in Westenenk's column 'Lebong') is only used together with litwan (shape
as in Marsden's Redjang). The pronunciation is ~eui (e.g. sadeui) as well as -ai (e.g.
bilai). The tailing (as in Westenenk's Lebong) is mostly used together with bitan (as
in Marsden's Redjang), pronounced in various ways (ait etc.); tjoa, not, is written
tjaw, na', in, is written na or nah (with djinah); o is written mintja'+ bitan. No sign is
used for the pepet, with one exception. Where the original has Raden Kaling, our copy
has Raden Keling, with a sign somewhat like our number 3 above the ka. See below!

MS. KITLV Or. 164, IX was received from the Assistant Resident of Tebingtinggi
in Palembang in 1856. This is the earliest document known to me in which the spoken
Redjang language is written in rentjong characters. Text A in Jaspan's Ka-Ga-Nga
texts is probably older, but in the small part of it that has been published there are
only a few Redjang words. Moreover there is no facsimile of this text, so that one
cannot be sure that the typewritten rentjong text agrees exactly with the spelling of the
original. Probably the language of Jaspan's text is less genuinely Redjang than this
andeui-andeui', it uses Malay djadi, whereas our text has the Redjang djidjai.
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In Cod.Or. 3387w, p. 52-58 there is a copy by Van der Tuuk of the beginning of
this text accompanied by a transliteration and a Malay translation received from the
Assistant Resident Mr. Arnold. The transliteration is faulty; e.g. the tiling is
transliterated -r (djidjir instead ofdjidjai, etc.). The Malay translation, however, helps
to understand the text".
2. 34 x 21 cm; two folios; 34 lines to the page; Latin script; watermark: Concordia (?)
with WED LOCKE & ZN. Not written by Van der Tuuk, but he has dubbed it "Dit is een
afschrift in holl[andsche] karakters van dit Redjangs stuk". Voorhoeve gives the
following description: "a double fooscap sheet, contains the transliteration of the
whole text, made from (1), as the words missing in (1) are not transliterated. After
each word there is a small slanting stroke of the pen. These same strokes that divide
the words are also found in the rentjong text (1), written with a thinner pen and a
slightly darker ink than the text. In a xerox copy it is impossible to distinguish them
from the tulang (-ng). The name Raden Keling is transliterated Raden Kelling, so the
sign like a '3' is apparently taken as a tasjdld in Malay-Arabic script, and so it was
probably meant by the scribe of (1), though it is written above the syllable ka, not
above ling".
3. 34 x 21.5 cm; two folios; f. 2v blank; Latin script; 38 lines to the page; brown ink:
watermark: Concordia (?) with WED LoCKE & ZN. Title: lenie Salinan Soerat basa
redjang di salin dengan basa Melaijoe adanya. Voorhoeve gives the following
description: "a double foolscap sheet, contains the Malay translation of the whole text,
but with many gaps, as a large piece of paper is torn off at the right hand upper
corner".
4. 34 x 21 cm; one folio; brown ink; 30 lines; watermark: Pro Patria with V G. Title in
Latins script: Inilah nama orang dan Nama Negrienja. Voorhoeve gives the following
description: "one foolscap leaf, containing a list of personal names and names of
places in the same text, in rentjong and Latin characters. In the rentjong script the
djinah below the syllable is used in one place for -a in an open syllable".
5. 34 x 21 cm; two folios; f. 2v blank; brown ink; rencong and Latin script;
watermark: Pro Patria with V G. A piece of paper is torn off at the right hand under
corner. Voorhoeve gives the following description: "a double foolscap sheet. Written
by the same scribe as (2), but this text is not in Redjang but in Middle Malay. Title:
ienie Soerat Seramba, pantone orang ampat lawang, terseboet di bawa inie. Text in
two columns, left rentjong script, right side romanized. It is followed by a list of
words, and the alphabet with the sendjata, called kabitan koe, kadoea kan, katoelang
kang, katoelong kaw, kadjodjong kar, ka Mintjak kih (sic), katling kaij, ka djina
(under the syllable to the left) ka, ka lawan kie". The complete text of this serambah
from Ampat Lawang reads as follows:

Se pantun kaduwe pantun
Pantun kacas dahyang kakena
Bukan kakena koni kini _________
Dayang kakena koni bari~
Musi lagi sarantang banang
Mugan [transliteration: Ogan] lagi bapancur tinggi
Bangkulu mangadak Padang Sarat [transliteration: Seroet]
kito lagi 'atas dundangngan
'ahtas baringin ba.ru tumbu
tapak karoya bam seba
lagi di 'asu sidang sale
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lagi dikapung bidndan
nyo la nda' turitn ka duniyo
batapn' batali tangan
caray di simpangpadu 'ampat
'ading turun di tango ramas
rincang turun di tango riti
'ading manapak lama 'ulu
rincang manahpak lamajawe
'ading badamo Ramas 'Ayu
rincang [ma] badamo Ramas Malang
Ramas 'Ayu mangarang tampung
Ramas Malang mangarang sumping
tampung burn' 'aja di 'anggo
sumping bum' 'aja dipakai
nyo la rincang bajalanjawo
'usim ke dagang banya' mudi'
'usim kejawo banya' masu'
nyo lah rincang bali' bajalan
'apo taringat 'apo tida'
'apo taritung 'apo balum

pado Icato silawas bari
pado mah 'en taking tang [transliteration: main tekintang] tomboy
lamun taringat sole 'ading
samo 'ayu samo salamat
samo 'wniir diyam di burnt
samo mangulin kato ba 'ik

This text is copied by Voorhoeve in Cod. Or. 8447 (2).
6. 34 x 21 cm; two folios; brown ink; rencong and Latin script; watermark: Concordia
(?) with WED LOCKE & ZN. Voorhoeve gives the following description: "a double
foolscap sheet numbered No 2, with the title: Inilah Serambah ija itoe pantone orang
didalem Divisie Ampat Lawang, sarta dengan Liter Oeloe dan Baso Oeloe adanja.
The same arrangement as in (5): text in rentjong and Latin script, list of words and
alphabet". The complete text reads as follows:

Ramas kabitan gandamwan
raga' Palembang guraw Jambi
kapu' timu' taladas tunggang
kapu' taladas tunggang gunung
mintar 'alus layang gaduwi
surat panampur laying punca
bukan punca Bangkulu raga'
bukan tambay Patani geger-
punca ki 'ula 'amba 'ini
la 'awo la garangpulannan
langkudu panwnbar banang
salako panumbar banang dadu
kambang campiring niyang sumping
kanca kambang campako wulung
bararis di padang ma 'uwasar
nantang salatan lamban pulang
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ngulangkan 'neap lagi dulu
lagi dulu samba di 'angkat
samba balum nutuk di pahras
'ini samba mit(u)k di paras

paras 'iwak rantaw di Musi
galling bang [transliteration: geloembang] pamitup batu puti
'ini batu riyang sadingngan
bukan riyang sadingngan warang
riyang sadingngan nira gali
najin kanape 'awo [transliteration: awoeh] najin
najin gamancar do 'amba ' bintang
lamun sukat dering batuwa
'Hang di bandar mato 'art
mato 'ari dipandangjawo
btilan lagi dikanmg {gu} gummg
'aban tu lagi basalinditng

This text is copied by Voorhoeve in Cod. Or. 8447 (2).
7. 34 x 21.5 cm; five folios; f. 5 blank; 18-28 lines to the page; brown ink; watermark:
Concordia with VAN GELDER. Voorhoeve gives the following description: "8 pp.,
foolscap size, entitled: Woordenlijst voor het dialect in de grensdistrikten van net
gewest Palembang, speciaal in de onderafdeeling Redjang en Lebong. Fragment. Met
nog drie afleveringen, in omvang gelijk aan deze, zoude deze lijst van de in gezegd
dialekt werkelijk van het Maleisch verschillende woorden kunnen voltooid zijn. It
appears from Notfulen] Bat[aviaasch] Gen[ootschap] XIII p. 99 that this list was sent
to the Batavia Society in 1875 by O.K. Pik. The society sent it to Van der Tuuk (then
in Bali) for his opinion, but he probably never gave it and Mr. Pik was not encouraged
to continue his work. It is a Dutch-Malay-Redjang wordlist in Latin characters; the
Dutch words are in some kind of alphabetical order, but with many deviations. The
first word is: anders - lain-debetoi; the last word: heden-hari(malam) ini-bilai joa
(kalomjoa)".
8. 26.5 x 21 cm; black ink; light blue paper. Autograph copies by Van der Tuuk.
Voorhoeve gives the following description: "Four leaves of blue paper, large 4° size,
containing data on Redjang and Middle Malay language, copied by Van der Tuuk
from the papers of a medical officer (officier van gezondheid Iste classe) called
VoglerinPadang(1857).
I. An usuran in Arabic script, with a note in English: [']A copy of the mythology of
the Sarawys was found accidently [sic] written on the bark of the Karas bark (sic) in
Sarawys writing supposed to have been brought from Pasmah Lebar by the first settler
at Pino - but have no date and has been in the possession of a person from his
forefathers, and he calculated that it has been 19 (gelaran) generations down to him['].

This shows that the text is transcribed from an original in rentjong writing found
in Pino in the division of Mana (Bengkulu). It was accompanied by an incomplete
romanized transcription, from which Van der Tuuk has taken a number of notes,
mainly on the pronunciation of proper names".

The text is copied by Voorhoeve in Cod. Or. 8447 (2) and is here reproduced in
full (the underlined words are from an old Romanised transliteration):
Inilah usuran mula-mulajang djadi dewapada masa dahulu kala anak Adam dengan
Isteawa ialah nabi Allah Saiesie beranak duajang tua nabi Allah Nuh danjang muda
Tju' soens alikoer beranak lima (prang) pertama soene vans nine soeng vans
toneeal soens vang poenseoene soene yang oenang (dan soeng vans oenang branak
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saorass) Maharadja Dewatah (dan maharadja doewata tiada dapat anak va/a de
r-ipadjnhkan) asap (vala dapat satoe anak) Dewa Bisjnu rupanja hitam (sebab anak
ffaruTtjjari asap) dan seorang lagi Dewa Basuki kedjadiannja daripada bunga jang
niitih seorang lagi Dewa Brahma kedjadian daripada apt anak jang keempat
Maharadja Baju kedjadiannja daripada air (dan) soerang (lagi) Dewa Kamadjaja
kedjadian daripada tjempaka rmilia. Adapun Dewa Bishmi itu menurunkan [tr.:
rtiengadakan] anak dua (vans toea) Dewa srie guntie pesangannia matahari seorang
f t r : yang_moeda) Dewa Bahoemah pegangannia segala isi burnt. Adapun Dewa
Basuki itu tida' beranak dan Dewa Berahma beranak tiga perempuan (vane toewa)
City Oetrie (satoe) City Oetra (dan) Siti Darsanaka [tr.: City darsnala] (dan satoe
anaknia) lald-laki (poela nama) Djanbanoedian (dan Djanbanoedian) beranak dua
puluh sembilan mula-mula jang tuha sekali Maharadja Betragala seperti gergasi
timmdtia kanaeri) Lanskapoeri Maharadja Mas Patie turun kenegeri Ngaju'djah [tr.:
nsravoevdia} Maharadja tiindarmoeka turun kenegeri Singgalo Maharadja [p. 2]
Gorit bisie turun kenegeri adiam klins Maharadja Barat kapietoe turun kenegeri
Mattjalabandarah [tr.: Machalikbandar] Maharadja Goenapar Koeasa turun
kenegeri Tjampo Maharadja Bramah Guntie turun kenegeri Malabarie Maharadja
Pandiatnvana turun kenegeri Manadoe Maharadja Purbokasa turun kenegeri
Pre(ng)eodanie Maharadja Klana purbo diaja kenegeri Madjapahit Maharadja
Kelana Purbo Djaja kusuma kenegeri Rowan Maharadja Klana purbo diaka kenegeri
Kediri Pendeta Naila Perbanssa kenegeri Mantoh [text: Munto'?] Maharadja Laboer
Ganesa kenegeri Sorokarta Maharadja Pandjie kenegeri Padiadiaran Tiarang waspa
kenegeri Kaglang Maharadja Loemboe sora kenegeri Klamboe Maharadja Rewanda
[tr.: Rawanda] kenegeri Bukit Kandalisda Maharadja Tiintokasie kenegeri Mentaram
Maharadja Indardiit kenegeri Purbaja [tr.: Perbaja] Pendeta Naila Perbangsa
beranak lima Pandji Kadoeani Patie permadie Senopati turun kenegeri Miintoh (anak
Sinoepatie nama) Darmakusuma kenegeri Dianggolo Pandji Anom kenegeri Sinsosrie
Indartjit beranak dua Trisaira turun kenegeri Bandjaran Srie Bigu Nodo [tr.: Dey
Gonodo] kenegeri Langkapuri Gorit bisie beranak tiga rupanja seperti gergasi
Masapie beranak dua Radioena Sasra (vang moeda) Gomit mahdja pertapa [tr.:
toeroen kd\ Bukit Gadja moenkoer Kelana Djajo Kasuma beranak satu perempuan
City Retnie pegangannja segala perempuan - dalam negeri nama - [tr.: vang diatas
tana boemie dan nesrienia dalam tana] [p. 3] Permudito [tr.: Permodatie] (anak City
Retnie) Lebur Gangsa beranak empat Misoe Kambengan Trimuka kenegeri Ternatai
Bambang Mas tarty (anak Labur eangsa toeroen) kenegeri Tiduri [tr.: Tadoeiy].
Adapun dewa jang dua puluh sembilan itu lagi lima ada turunannja. Adapun Dewa
Seliwaregu [tr.: Saloenea) anak Dewa Bishnu — berkehendak ia kepada bini Dewa
Bisnu mati Dewa Seliwaregu dibunuh Dewa Bisnu Dewa Seliwaregu — [tr.: berkendak
den mak nia ya la Dewa bishnu boenoe Dewa Saloensa Dewa Saloenga matie dia]
mendjadi (Dewa Mengalie Awan) Menggali Awan — mati pula Dewa Bisnu dibunuh
Mengga Awan - [tr.: ya la Dewa Bishnu de boenoe nia Dewa Bishnu} mendjadi
Redjoena Sasarah — Bahu mati Mengali Awan - [tr.: de boenoe Mengalie Awan va la—
dia idoep kombali] mendjadi Maharadja Rawana mati Redjuna Sasrah dibunuh
Maharadja Rawana mendjadi Seri Rama Tjeteruti mati mendjadi Dewi Seri Dewa
Betara Galah keta(nah?) Djawa Djupitar kenata [read: ketanah? P.V.] Angkeri [-
Inggeris? P.V.]. This is followed by Van der Tuuk's note that "Hierachter volgt een
gebed waarin de profeten en de heiligen worden aangeroepen".
"II. An explanation of Redjang writing, following the pronunciation of the dialect of
Ulu Bengkulu: ka-ga-nga etc. In the districts of Lais ko-go-ngo... is used. The
kemitja' (spelt komedja by Vogler, who probably was German) sometimes has the
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shape of a cross put above the syllable. The pronunciation is e as in Dutch gek. The
djinah (djinak in Vogler's spelling) 'die de opgeslokte k van 't Jav. en Mal. aanduidt
... komt altijd bij den klinker a en nimmer bij een andere, en vreenigt (vdT's
spelling!) in zich dus ook een korte a klank zelfs in vereeniging met een klinkerteken;
b.v. kaleah (d.w.z. Redjang kelia', P.V.). The bitan (Vogler bedon, Redj. Probably
biteun, P.V.) + tiling are used for the diphthong oi, e.g. loi. The words telouw and
soesauw are given as examples of the use of lulling.
III. Some Redjang words copied by vdT from a wordlist made by Vogler after a
Malay dictionary, c. 2 pages. First word: aboe-boengauw, last word: kosong-bakang".
9. 20.5 x 16.5 cm; one folio; f. Ir: 28 lines; f. Iv: 23 lines; black ink; Latin script.
Voorhoeve gives the following description: "One leaf, small 4° (copy book) size.
Transliteration by vdT of the text written on a bamboo, long 46 cm, 9 cm in diameter.
It is called Redjang by vdT, but the language is not Redjang, and the buwah ngimbang
were used in the original (e.g. in sumpah). It is an incantation used to ensure
invulnerability". The complete text reads (a = a with 'djinah'; retaining the original
spelling): Hurt bdri tuban tamuni kdrnu c/ulu djadi ndik sasipat dangan did ni dadi
pdrakanan kd siili la dku mandi pada kardmat pusarran Idwut pdda kardmat mpat
pandjuru (la)wiit d parbandsakan suld suit pdda kardmat Idwut basar dulu mandjddi
guru sati pdda kardmat pusarran burnt pdda kardmat pusarran Idwut tumpur
bandsakan siili did suit tuwanlai pdda kardmat bdtv busar pdda kardmat kdju basar
pdda kardmat Idngit samban hurang pdda kardmat bumi basar dulu mandjddi guru
sati kit basing sidpa manjupd kd rumd dan tdngga hi manudjuld bddan dangan
njdwaku ilald dngkaw nak sipukaw tuwa mangddakd sdsang batjdra duduk di
simpang imila raja mangddakd sumpd dan satija ndjddikan tudju X iji did ija tuwanku
jija nika ija djundjungngan tuwanku suban uld barakat ku dtjapkan barakat dldhah
ildjan bisa itu mandwar hupas sakdlijan rdtjun itti mangddake sakdlijan bisa itu
mangddakd sakdlijan rdtjun dda sijakpanita putih itu mandwahri sakalijan dda sijak
panita putih turun ddri guming putih mbdwa lijuk sapinggan putih itu mangddakd
sakdlijan upas kdlu dda tulang tata' kauras mdkan lambat mdkan kdlu dibandsakan
did tdla mubasi karip did ndma did tula mubasi ddgingku ddja (angkaw) mdkan
sdbasi djardgam ndmamu basi usamar saluting basi bdji' nijan salutung kdlu ada
ddging mdkan nunggal putih pdrandma angkaw basi patar makittat basi maliia
tdradiri tidda drus daralat angkaw minum lain kakiri angkaw kdta aid sa'itin
ndmanja basi kdra' husin ndmanja bddja takdla angkaw di ddlam pusin wanika did
djuhi hold ndmamu badil kambu ling aid ndma ana'mil badil samdmbang Idnang
pdrandma angkaw dramu budil Idlap gamuhmg asapmu badil ranggang pusatmu
badil luni ddapmu lamandjddi didjudikd tusun [read: tuwan, P.V.] dijam dku tdwu
dsal mula madjadi badil takdla angkaw di ddlam Idwat gum ulii sating tak kari tak
luwat hujd sagdra ujd [ujah Jav, vdT] kadi rangi bisa isun dalam Idwut sagara idja
situ tdpan ima Idkinkaw tdragara' gara' andd rikapdda aid angkaw djdga kdlu tak
did bama amat pdrakanan bidjabardjil jald diim hula' dlim sang kula djin kula
malikat ampat mdngkurabin djika badjdlan angkaw du [duduk? P. V.] djika kulupa

~"angkaw ingat djika kutidurkan dating gara' kadi bddanku dangannja jan djadi
sasipat dangan did di pdrakananka siili did palihdrakd dku dijam di bumi kdlu hdda
miisith sataru. This text is copied by Voorhoeve in Cod. Or. 8447 (2).

cc. Six Sundanese letters in Javanese script:
1. 31 x 21 cm; one folio; recto: 14 lines; verso: four lines (Arabic script); black ink;

thin woven paper; slightly damaged on the right side; Contents: letter to (putra)
Agus Mustapa from xxx, dated 22 February 1842;
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2. 31 x 21 cm; one folio; recto: 11 lines; verso: two lines (address); black ink; thin
woven paper. Contents: Letter from xxx to a younger brother in Bogor, dated 10
(no month) 1262(1846);

3. 32 x 21 cm; one folio; 25 lines; last line in Arabic script; black ink; thin woven
paper. Van der Tuuk has transliterated certain words. Contents: letter from xxx in
kampung Kahuripan to xxx, dated 20 March 1845;

4. 20.5 x 15.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 13 lines; f. 2r: three lines; f. 2v: four lines
(address); f. Iv: blank; brown ink; thin woven paper. Van der Tuuk has trans-
literated certain words. Contents: letter from Awan to Mustapa in Bogor, dated 22
November 1847;

5. 18.5 x 20.5 cm; one folio; 11 lines; brown ink; thin woven paper. Van der Tuuk
has transliterated certain words. Contents: undated letter from Wirakusumah to his
uncle (paman) Mustapa;

6. 2.5 x 20 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 16 lines; f.2v: six lines (address); brown ink;
watermark: Concordia with B. The letter once had a seal which has been removed.
The letter bears the postal stamp "Batavia ongefrankeerd". Van der Tuuk has
transliterated certain words. Contents: undated letter to xxx from Asnawiya in
Kampung Empang, Bogor.

dd. File, containing loose sheets of paper. Contents:
1. 26 folios; different sizes. Notes by Van der Tuuk on Malay manuscripts of the

Royal Asiatic Society for his articles published in 1866 (Van der Tuuk 1866a and
1866b);

2. 17 x 10. 5 cm; 12 folios; black and brown ink, pencil; watermark: Pro Patria with
CHK; Van der Tuuk's autograph. Lexicographical notes by Van der Tuuk on
Malay, mostly crossed out.

3. 20.5 x 16.5 cm; four folios; brown ink; watermark: Pro Patria with CHK; Van der
Tuuk's autograph. Notes by Van der Tuuk on structural patterns of South
Sumatran words, with examples of comparative wordlists.

ee. Extracts from Malagasy texts; reference is made to "Journal of the Asfiatic]
S[ociety] of Bengal", volume I (1832) and also to a "Monsieur Gaonts",

ff. 26 x 19.5 cm; seven folios; 23-31 lines to the page; brown ink; Latin script; no
watermark. A few annotations by Van der Tuuk (pencil). Songs in Mandailing
Batak by Willem Iskandar, dated Tanah Baru, 21 October 1869.363 They were
published in Willem Iskandar's reader (1872 and later reprints) in a slightly
different form. Catalogue entry: Voorhoeve (1977:198).

gg. Javanese texts; transferred to Cod. Or. 3266, containing miscellaneous notes on
things Javanese, see Pigeaud (1968:112; 1970:102).

hh. Wordlist in an unidentified language.

ii. Three Dutch letters to and from Van der Tuuk:
1. 21 x 13.5 cm; one folio; brown ink; no watermark. Contents: letter in Dutch from

xxx (illegible signature) to his "waarde breeder", dated "Modjowarto" (?) 12
December 1868. The "waarde breeder" must have been Van der Tuuk: cf. the
postscript "Groet wel voor ons den heer Schiff. D.W. Schiff was the Resident of

3MFor a short biography of Willem Iskandar (1840-1876), see Groeneboer (2002:546, n. 3).
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the Lampung districts where Van der Tuuk had enjoyed Schiff s hospitality durin
the first phase of his research there, see letter no. 2 (below). On the obverse Van
der Tuuk has copied an unidentified Lampung text ('lyrical prose') in Latin scrir,*
(33 lines). pt

2. 34x21.5 cm; one folio; both sides 39 lines to the page; brown ink; no watermark
Contents: letter in Dutch from H. N. van der Tuuk, "tijdelijk belast met een
onderzoek van de Lampungsche taal", to the 'Directeur van Onderwijs, Eeredienst
en Nijverheid', informing him about his research on the Lampung language, dated
Lehan 17 December 1868. The letter is published in Groeneboer (2002:650-652)

3. 34 x 21.5 cm; one folio; brown ink; European laid paper. Contents: letter in Dutch
from the 'Directeur van Onderwijs, Eeredienst en Nijverheid' (illegible signature)
to Van der Tuuk, about printing in Lampung characters, dated Batavia 29
November 1869. On the obverse Van der Tuuk has copied an unidentified
Lampung text ('lyrical prose') in Latin script.

Catalogue entries: Iskandar (1999:181-186).

Cod. Or. 3388

Letters

Contents: a collection of hundreds of letters (many in Javanese, also a few in Arabic,
Sundanese and Lampung), kept in sheaves, coded from A to X. Many items are so-
called 'dead letters', that is, letters that could not be delivered or returned to the
sender, mostly dating from the 1870s (sheaves A, E, F and partly in C). Van der Tuuk
most probably got hold of them by courtesy of the General Post Office in Batavia. In
September-December 1873, and again in the autumns of 1874 and 1875 when he was
in Batavia to hold examinations for civil servants (Groeneboer 2002:28; 814 n. 3). In
all likelihood he obtained a major part of his collection during these occasions. In
Buleleng, too, he seems to have had a similar understanding with the local postmaster
there. The warden (mantri sipir) Sumadiwirya in Buleleng must also have passed old
post to him. The letters in sheaf B were probably acquired from the estate of Hermann
von de Wall (1807-1873). On this collection, see Van der Putten (2003a:61-74 and
2003b:381-399).

A. Collection of 44 letters (including two in Arabic and two in Javanese). The vast
majority is from 1872.
1. 21.5 x 16.5 cm; two folios; thin, greenish woven paper; heading: Qaiiluhu'l-haqq.
Letter from komisaris (k-m-sy-a-r-s) Asyari Abdullah to the tuan boomwachter364

Said [Tasim, see letter no. 2 in this sheaf] in Kampung Krukut, Batavia; dated 3 May
1849. The script has calligraphic features, see plate.
2. 21.5 x 13.5 cm; two folios; 22 lines; watermark: J WHATMAN TURKEY MILL 1848;
heading: Qadi al-Hajat. On f. 2v: the address. Letter from Ishak to the tuan
boomwachter Said Tasim and his wife in Kampung Krukut (Batavia); dated 1
Zulhijjah 1265/1849 (Thursday, 18 October 1849). See plate.
3. A file of three letters, possibly copies (all in the same hand), one folded sheet and a
leaf. 27 x 21.5 cm; black ink; light blue paper with an imprint. Each text occupies one

54Spelled b-w-m-b-h-t-r.
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(a) Letter (17 lines) from the Kapitan Cina in Barus to the Tuan Kumandiir in
Kotanopan; dated 6 June 1854;
(b) Letter (13 lines) from the Raja Mangku in Barus to the Tuan Kumandur in
ICotanopan; dated 14 June 1854;
(c) Letter (eight lines) from N.N. to the Tuan Kumandur in Kotanopan; dated 14 June
1854.
4. 28 x 22.5 cm; two folios; 14 lines; brown ink; watermark: Horn. This letter is rather
damaged at the bottom and has suffered some water damage. The second folio has
been torn apart and therefore the address is only partly visible. Letter from Azman and
his wife to Tuan Alperes Kiai and his wife in Kampung Pasayuran; dated Monday, 1
Syawal Ixx3; due to a hole in the paper two numerals are lost, but looking at the other
letters in this collection, it may be assumed that the year was probably 1273 (Monday,
25 May 1857).
5. 24 x 21.5 cm; two folios; 12 lines; black ink; thin woven paper. On f. 2v is the
address, and the letter is numbered '7'. It is damaged, so that part of the text at the top
of the letter is lost. Letter from Abdullah xxx (torn) and his wife to Tuan Alperes Kiai
Abdulhalim in Kampung Pasayuran Tegal; dated Tuesday, 1 Muharram (this month is
mentioned in line 9) 1275, that is, Wednesday, 11 August 1858.
6. 27 x 21.5 cm; two folios; 13 lines ; black ink; thin woven paper; heading: Ya Qadi
al-Hajat (written twice). On f. 2v is the address and it is numbered '3'. Letter from
hamba Marhum Jaafar laki-isteri in Kampung Krukut (which is in Batavia; mentioned
in line 9) to Baba Alperes Kiai and his wife in Kampung Pasayuran; dated Monday, 1
Syawal (mentioned in line 10) 1275 (Wednesday, 4 May 1859).
7. 28.5 x 22.5 cm; two folios; black ink; thin blue woven paper with an imprint of
VAN DEN BIESEN & ZOON BATAVIA. Letter from Abdul Samad and Abdul
Hakim laki-isteri to Titan Alperes Kiai Abdul Halim in Kampung Pasayuran; dated
Sunday, 1 Zulhijjah 1275 (the last two lines read: Adapun soya tanggalkan sehari
bulanyang tersabut pada hari Ahad \ sanat 1275 and the actual month is mentioned
in line 10); the date converts to Saturday, 2 July 1859. On f. 2v is the address and it is
numbered '6'.
8. 27.5 x 21 cm; two folios; 19 lines; brown ink; blue paper; no watermark. Letter
from Kiai Abdulrahman Mesir (?) laki-isteri to Tuan Alperes Kiai Cing laki-isteri in
Kampung Pasayuran; dated Monday, 1 Syawal 1278 (Tuesday, 1 April 1862).
9. 34 x 21.5 cm; two folios; 14 lines; watermark: Concordia with VAN GELDER. On f.
2v is the address and it is numbered '14'. Letter from '-b-d a 1-m-n-y-f (Abdul
Munip?) and his brother Basi' to kakanda Marhum (probably to be identified as
Marhum Jaafar, see letter no. 6 in this sheaf) and wife in Kampung Krukut (Batavia).
It is dated Friday, 1 (no month) 1283; there are two possibilities, viz. 1 Safar 1283/15
June 1866 or 1 Rajab 1283/9 November 1866.
10. 21.5 x 17 cm; two folios; thin woven paper. On the top off . Ir there is a Dutch
note in brown ink: 'from unknown to Achmat Boedjang. Batavia unknown' and the
number '70'. On f. 2v the address and the Dutch note 'Unknown' and (in Rumi)
Kapada Amat Boedjang die kampoong Kapoeteran Soerabaya. Some underlinings
and two notes in blue pencil by Van der Tuuk; he probably intended the letter to be
lithographed for study purposes: cf. his remark concerning the address: "This at the
top as preamble' (Dit bovenaan als opschrift). Postmark: Batavia 24.1 (no year).
Letter from adindah Landuh and children in Kampung Noordwijk (n-w-r-b-y-k),
Batavia to Anmad Bujang in Kampung Kaputran, Surabaya di gedung Tuan Martin',
dated on the 22"d, without mentioning the month and year; probably 1872.
11. 34.5 x 19.5 cm; two folios; 18 lines; brown ink; thin woven paper. On f. 2r the
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Cod. Or. 3388-A (1). Calligraphic letter from komisaris Asyari Abdullah to the titan
boomwachter Said [Tasim] in Kampung Krukut, Batavia; dated 3 May 1849.
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Cod. Or. 3388-A (2). Letter from Ishak to the tuan boomwachter Said Tasim and his
wife in Kampung Krukut (Batavia); dated 1 Zulhijjah 1265/1849 (Thursday, 18
October 1849).
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address in Jawi and Riimi; the latter reads: Kapada Siaroeng bin Oesoep oranv
Bandjar die Koeti Soemaronaa. Postmark Bandjennasin 25.1.[1872]. It is numbered
'42'. Letter from ayahanda Babah U Pik Lim (a-w p-y-q-1-y-m) in Banjarmasin to
anakda Si Arung bin Usup in Kutai Sainarinda, signed by a Chinese (cap Xia Ah B'i
Ji, and characters: Jin Bi Lin); dated 14 Zulkaedah 1288 (Thursday, 25 January 1872)
Discussed in Van der Putten (2003b:388-389). See plate.
12. 21.5 x 14 cm; two folios; 16 lines; brown ink; paper rulings; tiny script; thin
woven paper. Letter from Alperes Tasbim berlaki-isteri to paduka tuan alperes kiai
berduah isteri in Kampung Pasayuran; dated Friday, 1 Haji (month mentioned in line
9) without year, but an educated guess would be 1288 (Sunday, 11 February 1872).
On f. 2v is the address, and it is numbered '12'.
13. 34 x 21.5 cm; one folio; 23 lines + 21 lines in the right margin; black ink; thin
woven paper; heading (upside down): Qauluhu'l-haqq, see plate. On f. Iv is the
address; there, we find that the addressee lived in Kampung Panjarangan, Gresik. Letter
from adinda Ahmad bin Hamzah in Situbondo to kakanda Ahmad Taib bin almarhum
vandah Muhammad in Gresik; dated 29 Zulhijjah 1288 (Sunday, 10 March 1872).
14. 19.5 16 cm; two folios; 16 lines; brown ink; thin woven paper. On f. 2v is the
address in Jawi and Riimi; the note 'deceased' (overlederi) appears twice, and in Latin
script the note Soeda mati dikambali lagipada iaiang bikin ini soerat also appears. It
is numbered '2'. Postmark: Bandjarmasin 14.3,[1872]. Remnant of red wax seal.
Letter from adinda Muhammad Siddik bin almarhum Encik Lanang in Banjarmasin to
kakanda Muhammad Arsat in Cirebon, Bandung or Palembang (on f. 2v addressed to
him di Cerbon atawa di Bandung dan Palembang)', dated 14 March 1872. Discussed
in Van der Putten (2003a:66 and 2003b:392).
15. 32 x.22 cm; one folio; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: star with AL MASSO;
heading: Ya Gafiir al-Rahim. Letter from ayahanda Enci' Serakah in Kampung Tuan
Imam, Lingga to anakda Terang, anakda Mahmut and adinda Enci' Latif (no place
mentioned); dated malam Jumaat, 11 Muharram 1289 (Thursday, 21 March 1872).
16. 34.5 x 22 cm; two folios; 29 lines; black ink; thin woven paper. On f. 2v the
address in Jawi and Rumi', the note 'unknown' (onbekend). Remnant of red wax seal.
Postmarks: Serang 12.7.1872, Batavia 13.7.1872 and Pandeg[lang?]. Letter from
adinda Siti Ratna in Serang to kakanda Mas Alijan in Kampung Kebon Jahe (on f. 2v
the addition geditng Tuan Tomas xxx), Batavia; dated 15 July (date mentioned in line
19) [1872].
17. 34.5 x 21.5 cm; two folios; 16 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark:
Britannia with MUNRO 1869; heading: Ya Rahman. Letter from ayahanda Angkut in
Pontianak to anakda Ja'i in Pematang; dated malam Sabtu at nine o'clock, 22
Rabiulakhir 1289 (the year is not mentioned in the letter, but was reconstructed on the
basis of the postmark; this date converts to Saturday, 29 June 1872). On f. 2v the
address has been crossed out; this paper is rather damaged. On f. 2v the address is (in
Jawi) adinda Si Wanang dari Pematang kampung Kiai Taming Yuda', in Latin script:
kapada Sijoetang kampoeng kaia tameng Bandjarmasen and the note te Rantan
onbekend and retour, postmark: Pontianak, 12.7.1872. On f. 2v it is numbered '7'.
18. 27.5 x 21.5 cm; two folios; black ink; thin woven paper. The script has calli-
graphical features. Letter from Madani laki-isteri to Babah Alperes Kiai laki isteri in
Kampung Sarin (s-r-y-n) Tegal;365 dated Friday, 1 Jumadilawal 1289 (Sunday, 7 July
1872). On f. 2r is the address.

J,63Or is this a mistake for Pasayuran (spelled p-s-y-w-r-n), and is the addressed person perhaps the
same as Cine in item no. 8?
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Cod. Or. 3388-A (11). Letter from Babah U Pik Lim in Banjarmasin to Si Arung bin
Usup in Kutai Samarinda; dated 14 Zulkaedah 1288/25 January 1872. The Chinese
merchant presents himself as 'father' (ayahanda) here, sending a letter to his Malay
agent, whom he addresses as his 'son' (anakda). The tone of the letter is one of a
suspicious 'father', who has doubts about his 'son's' honesty.
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Cod. Or. 3388-A (13). Letter from adinda Ahmad bin Hamzah in Situbondo to
kakanda Ahmad Taib bin almarhum wandah Muhammad in Gresik; dated 29
Zulhijjah 1288 (Sunday, 10 March 1872). The letter heading is written upside down.

19. 34.5 x 21.5 cm; two folios; 13 lines; black ink; thin woven paper; heading:
Qaiihihu 'l-haqq. Letter from anakda Raden Agun in Kampung 24 Ilir, Palembang to
ayahda Raden Landut, m-n-t-r-y c-w-k-y-t in Muara Dua Komering-Ulu; dated 5
Jumadilawal 1289 (Thursday, 11 July 1872). On f. 2v the address has been crossed
out; in blue pencil and in brown ink the notes 'unknown' (onbekend), and in ink "den
Menteri Tjatjer vertrokken naar Batavia"; postmarks: Palembang, 19.7.1872 and
Batavia, 31.8.xxx.
20. 34 x 21 cm; two folios; 22 lines; brown ink; thin woven paper. On f. 2v the
address. Letter from N.N. to the Jaksa Arjo Sumito, head of the district court
(Landraad) in Buleleng; dated 14 Rajab 1295 (Sunday, 14 July 1878).
21. 34 x 21.5 cm; one folio; ten lines; black ink; no watermark. Letter from adindah
N.N. (place not mentioned) to kakandah N.N. in Baturaja; dated Friday, 20 Jumadi-
lawal, without year, but an educated guess would be 1289 (Friday, 26 July 1872).
22. 20 x 12.5 cm; two folios (only f. Ir inscribed); 22 lines; brown ink; thin paper
with an imprint of a flower and a butterfly. Letter from Si Buyung Kecil and his wife
to Ucun and his wife in Kampung Pondo/Pundu, Bangko; dated 30 July 1872.
23. 33.5 x 20.5 cm; one folio; 14 lines; brown ink; pencil rulings; watermark:
Eendracht; heading: Qauluhu 'l-haqq. Letter from adinda Lik Nan (1-y-q-n-n) and Jan
Juan (j-n-j-w-a-n) to kakanda A Lam Pak (a 1-m p-q), with two signatures in Chinese
characters at the end; dated 2 August 1872.
24. 21 x 13.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir-v: 23 lines; 2r: 18 lines; 2v: blank; brown ink; thin
laid paper. Letter from Aspan (?) or Sapan (?) (signature) to the Kanjeng Tuan
Resident of Banten in Serang; dated Rangkasbitung, 4 August 1872.
25. 27.5 x 21 cm; two folios; black ink; blue thin woven paper. On f. 2v is the address
and it is numbered '2'. Postmark: Telokbetoeng 6.1.1878. Letter from bunda Nyimas
Putah (p-w-t-h) empat beranak in Palembang to anakda Kemas Abdulrazak bin Kemas
Abduljalil in Krai (that is, in Bengkulu); dated 9 August 1872/5 Jumadilakhir 1289.366

26. 34 x 21 cm; two folios; 16 lines; brown ink; pencil rulings; watermark: Horn with
SMITH & MEYNIER (and underneath) FIUME; heading: Qauluhu 'l-haqq. On f. 2v the
address in Jawi and Rumi; signed note: Onbekend 5/9-72. Remnant of a red wax seal.
Postmarks Pontianak 12.8.1872 and a faded postmark from Palembang. Letter from
adinda Jaimah in Kampung Kantor, Pontianak to kakanda Ayu Ci' in Kampung 16
Hilir, Palembang; dated 12 August 1872 (signed by Enci' Jaimah).
27. 27.5 x 21.5 cm; two folios; 19 lines; black ink; thin woven paper with an imprint;
heading: Ya Khayr al-Nasirin. No less than seven postmarks: Bodjonegoro 14.8.1872,
Grissee 15.8.1872, Samarang 18.8.1872, Grissee 22.8.1872, Bodjonegoro 4.9.1872
(twice) and Grissee 6.9.1872. Letter from bimdah Ijabah in Kampung Ladukah,
Bojonegoro to anakda Ambuh Majana (a-m-b-w-h m-j-n-a) in Kampung Kabongsan,
Gresik; dated 13 August 1872. See plate.
28. 32.5 x 21.5 cm; one folio; 11 lines; brown ink; watermark; scroll-work with GlOR
MAGNANI (= Heawood no. 3748); heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq. On f. Iv the address in

~ jawi and mini and the note 'Onbekend'. The letter is tattered. Postmarks: Palembang
20.8.1872 and Batavia 13.9.1872. Letter from anakda Abdulrahman dua bersaudara
in Kampung 31 Dir, Palembang to ayahanda Muhammad Zamzam in Muara Dua;
dated 18 Jumadilakhir 1289 (Friday, 23 August 1872).
29. 21.5 x 17.5 cm; one folio; 18 lines; brown ink; pencil rulings; no watermark;
heading: Qauluhu 'l-haqq. Letter from a-y-n-d-h Jarah and a-y-n-d-h Fatima laki-isteri

36 According to my calculation, the CE date converts to 4 Jumadilakhir 1289, but there is a small
probability of one day error.
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Cod.Or. 3388-A (27). On this letter there are no less than seven postmarks - signs of
desperate attempts to deliver this message: Bodjonegoro 14.8.1872, Grissee
15.8.1872, Samarang 18.8.1872, Grissee 22.8.1872, Bodjonegoro 4.9.1872 (twice)
andGnssee6.9.1872.
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in Palembang to adindah Abdullah in Anyar or Anyer; dated 21 Jumadilakhir 1289
(Monday, 26 August 1872).
30. 34 x 21 cm; one folio; 16 lines; black ink; thin woven paper; heading: Qauluhu'l-
haqq- Letter from adinda N.N. in Kampung Jawa, Banjarmasin to kakanda jvragan
Sawal in Batavia; dated Sunday, 27 Jumadilakhir at eight o' clock in the morning,
without mention of the year, but an educated guess would be 1289 (1 September
1872). Discused in Van der Putten (2003b:392).
31. 21.5 x 17; two folios; 14 lines; black ink; thin woven paper. On f. 2v: the address
and the note 'unknown' (onbekend). Postmarks: Grissee 10.9.1872, Bojonegoro 13.9.
1872, Toeban 22.9.1872, Bojonegoro 22.9.1872 and Grissee 25.9.1872. Letter from
Said Husain bin Ali Syihab from Gresik to sobat baik Mur Hamid bin Pici Kudus in
Bojonegoro; dated 8 xxx 1289 (1872-3).
32. 34.5 x 22.5 cm; one folio; 21 lines; black ink; no watermark; heading: Ya Qadi al-
Hajat. Letter from paduka nenendah serta bundah Hani'a laki-isteri serta adindah
Hamzah dan adindah Husin in Ulak Kerbau to cucundah Ki Agus Haji Muhammad
Yunus in (Bandar) Larnpung Saputi, Sukadanah; dated 10 Rajab 1289 (Friday,. 13
September 1872). Discussed in Van der Putten (2003a:70-71).
33. 27 x 21 cm; two folios; 20 lines; brown ink; pencil rulings; thin woven paper.
Letter from N.N. to Nyonya Sa'idah in Batavia; undated. On f. 2v the address has
been crossed out with the notes 'unknown' (onbekend) thrice; the address reads (in
Latin script): Kapada Njonja Seieda djanda dari Sersan Alolie njang ada tinggal di
Kampoeng hiyang Alendera te Batavia', postmark: Batavia, 20.9.1872.
34. 27 x 21 cm; one folio; 26 lines (final two lines in Riimf); black ink; pencil rulings;
thin woven paper. Letter from adinda Arsani (a-r-s-n-y) in Surabaya to kakanda
bapanya Ayan laki-isteri and kakanda Ali dua laki-isteri in Cianjur, Pelabuan Ratu
Kampung Cihamur; dated 25 September l~872/23 Rajab 1289.367 The letter is
discussed in Van der Putten (2003b:394-5). The last two lines are in Rumi and read:
Alamatnja tjara wallanda Intjik Hassim sondong boei \ oetang Soerabaija adanja.
See plate.
35. 33 x 22 cm; one folio; black ink; watermark: scroll-work with GlOR MAGNANI (=
Heawood no. 3748); heading: Qaithihu'l-haqq. Letter from cucimda Muhammad
Tasin empat bersaudara in Kampung 12 Ulu Sungairasau, Palembang to nendah
Ismail in Lampung Saputi, Sukadanah; dated 24 Rajab 1289 (Friday, 27 September
1872).
36. 21 x 16.5 cm; two folios (only f. Ir is inscribed); 35 lines; black ink; watermark:
MUNRO 1869. Letter from kakanda Ramdani (?) and Garliang (?) Muda in Kampung
Gurija Laut, Padang to adinda Si Badu in Singkir; dated (at the top) 1 October 1872.
37. 33 x 21 cm; one folio; 21 lines; black ink; bluish paper; no watermark; heading:
Qauluhu 'l-haqq. Ya Rahman, ya Rahim. Letter from wanda Sinayang in Muara Beliti
to adinda Zainudin in Tebing Tinggi; dated 22 (no mention of month) 1289 (1872-3).
The last three lines before the date are in Latin script and read: Sqlom Adindo hodjie /
Moehomot Arib sompi kepodo /Kokonda Zionoedin (the 'a' is written as '<f^.——————
38. 27 x 20.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 21 lines; f. 2v: 16 lines; black ink; thin blue woven
paper. Letter of Raja d-y-w-ng to the tuan besar Resident Steen of Buleleng, on f. Ir
mainly about jvru tulis Haji Yahya, but continuing about business affairs, dated in the
year 1875.

67According to my calculation, the AH date converts to 26 September 1872, but there is a small
probability of one day error.
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Cod. Or. 3388-A (34). Letter dated 23 Rajab 1289/25 September 1872 from a certain
Arsani, who had been the driver of a tuan, but at the time of writing was in Surabaya
jail. He asks his relatives for certain intriguing items.
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B. Collection of 20 Malay letters; many are addressed to Hermann von de Wall (1807-
1873).368

1. 26.5 x 21.5 cm; two folios; 29 lines; black ink; thin greyish paper with the small
imprint of BATH; heading: Qauluhu'1-haqq. It is numbered '7'. Van der Tuuk has
noted in blue pencil 'leave out the underlinings in pencil' (potioodstreepen weglaten);
apparently he intended to have the letter lithographed (see plate). On f. 2v the address;
here Van der Tuuk has indicated with blue pencil, which words had to be adopted (Dit
omgehaalde overnemen); the addressee is also mentioned here: dari bundanya
Muhammad Sa 'id. Letter from adinda somah bundanya Muhammad Sa'id in
Kampung Panggung, Surabaya to kakanda Encik Abdulrahman Banjar in Kampung
Melayu, Semarang; dated 6 Ramadhan 1271/1855 (Wednesday, 23 May 1855). The
letter could not be delivered: cf. the note 'vertrokken naar Elders'. It is numbered
'237'. Two postmarks: 'Soerabaja' and 'Samarang Ongefrankeerd'.
2. 21 x 18 cm; one folio; 23 lines + two lines in the right-hand margin and 23 lines at
the top; brown ink; thin woven paper. On f. 2v it is numbered '6'. There are some
underlinings in blue pencil and a few Dutch notes in pencil. The paper is fragile and
damaged, with loss of text at the bottom, including the dating. At the top, however,
someone has written in pencil the date 29.9.1272 (Tuesday, 3 June 1856). Letter from
kakanda Sayyid Syaikh bin Umar bin Muhammad Musawi in Kampung Gang
Sulaiman, Surabaya to adinda Sayyid al-Syarif Abdulrahman ibn almar/mm al-Habib
'Alwi bin Abdullah al-'Aydarus in Kampung Krukut, Batavia.
3. 34 x 21 cm; two folios; 11 lines; black ink; watermark: Horn with a curly SM
underneath; countermark: SMITH & MEYNIER | FlUME; heading: Qauluhu '1-haqq. On f.
2v the address (two lines) and remnants of a red wax seal. Letter from Raja Haji
Abdullah Sultan Alauddin, Yang Dipertuan Riau, to sahabat kita Tuan Von de Wall
in Tanjung Pinang; dated 15 Zulhijjah 1274 (Tuesday, 27 July 1858) at ten o' clock
on Tuesday evening. At the top off. Ir 'Riouw' is written in blue pencil.
4. 21.5 x 17 cm; two folios; 16 lines + 21 lines in the right-hand margin; thin greenish
paper; heading: Qauluhu 'I-haqq. On f. 2v the address (two lines and remnants of a red
wax seal. Letter from Raja Ali Haji (but not signed) to Von de Wall; dated
Rabiulakhir 1275 (that is. 7 November to 6 December 1858). The letter is described,
summarised and transliterated in Al azhar and Van der Putten (1992:522-523; 526-
527).
5. 36 x 23 cm; two folios (only f. Ir inscribed); black ink; watermark: Beehive with C
& I HONIG; countermark: double X with C & I HONIO underneath (= Heawood no.
55); heading: Qauluhu 1-haqq. Remnant of a red wax seal. Lampblack seal, described
and shown in Gallop (2002, vol. 111:439 under CB.67 #75). Letter from Panembahan
Anom of Sukadana to Von de Wall, Assistant Resident of Riau; dated 13 December
1858. At the bottom of the letter it is stated that it was answered on 17 March 1859.
At the top off. Ir 'Soekadana' is written in blue pencil.
6. 34.5 x 21 cm; two folios; 17 lines; black ink; watermark: Horn with a curly SM
underneath; countermark: SMITH & MEYNIER | FIUME; heading: Nur as-Sams wa'I--
Qamar. Oval red ink seal (described and shown in Gallop 2002,11:263 under BA.47
#113, who identifies it as from Johor); underneath the signature in Latin script, viz.
Raija hossin (? or perhaps hoslin). On f. 2v is the address (four lines). Letter from
Raja Hasylin (or perhaps Husyain?) in Sungai Raya to sahabat kita Tuan Von de Wall
in Malacca; dated 30 Muharram 1276 (Monday, 29 August 1859). At the top of f. Ir
'Sungai Raja (Selangor)' is written in blue pencil.

i8See ENI, vol. IV:663-4 and Van der Putten and Al azhar (1995:4-8) for his biography.
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Cod. Or. 3388-B (1). Letter from adinda somah bundanya Muhammad Sa'id in
Kampung Panggung, Surabaya to kakanda Encik Abdul Rahman Banjar in Kampung
Melayu, Semarang; dated 6 Ramadhan 1271/1855 (Wednesday, 23 May 1855).
Judging by Van der Tuuk's notes he intended to have the letter lithographed.
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7. 34 x 21 cm; two folios; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: Horn with a curly SM
underneath; countermark: SMITH & MEYNIER j FIUME; heading: Qaiiluhu'l-haqq. Oval
red ink seal with signature (described and shown in Gallop 2002, vol. 11:263 under
BA.46 #112). Letter from Raja Haji Muhammad, at the time of writing wakil sen
paduka Yang Dipertuan of Riau, to sahabat kita Tuan Von de Wall, Assistant
Resident in Tanjung Pinang; dated Sunday, 10 Rabiulakhir 1276 (Sunday, 6
November 1859) at ten o' clock. At the top of the page 'Riouw' is written in blue
pencil.
8. 26 x 20.5 cm; one folio; eight lines; brown ink; thin woven paper; heading:
Qauluhu 'l-haqq. The address is on the obverse. Letter from Raja Haji Muhammad in
Penyengat to sahabat kita Tuan Von de Wall, Assistant Resident in Tanjung Pinang;
dated Tuesday, 2 Syawal 1276 (24 April 1860) at 11 o' clock.
9. 20.5 x 13 cm; two folios (only f. Ir inscribed); 24 lines + 20 lines in the right-hand
margin; blue ink; thin light purple paper; heading: Niir as-Sams wa 'l-Qamar. On f. 2v
it is numbered '8'. Letter from Encik Bujal in Singapore to sahabat saya Tuan Von de
Wall in Malacca; dated 13 September 1860. At the top off. Ir 'Singapoere' is written
in blue pencil.
10. 32.5 x 20.5 cm; two folios (only f. Ir inscribed); black ink; pencil rulings; water-
mark: Britannia; countermark: LUMSDEN & SON | 1879; heading: Qauluhu 'l-haqq.
Remnants of a red wax seal. Letter from kakanda N.N. to adinda Von de Wall (the
latter is addressed in the letter as paduka sen adinda titan Von de Watt (p-n-d w-a-l)
yang berpangkat Resyiden mengarang kitab kanuts Melayu dan lainnya daripada
segala bahasa akan dihimpunkan di dalam beberapa bahasa musaftr di dalam negeri
Malaka)', dated 2 October 1860. At the top of the letter, in brown ink, two dates, viz.
14 October 1860 and 19 October 1860, probably referring to the letter's receipt and
answer. There is a note in Dutch on the term nmsafir (m-s-a-f-y-r), and in pencil (not
in Van der Tuuk's hand, but perhaps Von de Wall's), stating "als bedelmonnik
(geestelijke vagabond) ergens wonen. I rondreisen. rondgaan als vreemdeling ergens
zijn - mal berdagang". After the introduction we read: maka adalah kakanda
ma'lumkan ke hadapan paduka seri adinda waktu kakanda berlayar dari Melaka
hingga sampailah ke Riau kepada 24 hari bulan Agustus hari Jumaat, maka mana-
niana pesan paduka sen adinda telah habislah kakanda sampaikan dan kepada 26
bulan itu kakanda pun dapat sakit 13 belas hari yang tiada makan dan tiada buang
air... At the top of f. Ir 'Soekadana' is written in blue pencil. Although the writer does
not disclose his identity in the letter, he must have been a high-ranking person as he
addresses Von de Wall as adinda; furthermore, in line 16 we read: Dan kakanda lagi
menanti anakanda Mahmud dating dari Kayung... (the latter place is in West
Kalimantan). The writer also relates an unpleasant boat trip from Malacca to Riau in
August (lines 8-9: kakanda pun dapat sakit 13 belas hari yang tiada makan dan tiada
bitang air).
11. 21 x 13.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 18 lines; f. Iv: four lines; f. 2: blank; black ink;
thin woven paper; heading: Qauluhu 'l-haqq. Letter from adinda Abdulrahman ibn"
almarhum Sultan Syarif Qasim al-Qadri in Kampung Teluk Belanga, Singapore to
kakanda Von de Wall in Riau; dated 22 February 1865. At the top off. Ir 'Pontianak'
is written in blue pencil.
12. 42 x 34 cm; one folio; 20 lines; black ink; watermark: beetle; countermark: K & S
1863 (that is, Keferstein & Sohn); heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq. A copy has been made of
the text of the seal which reads: al-Wathiq bi-Rabb al-Ra'uf\ Yang Dipertuan Muda
Riau Muhammad Yustif j ibn Raja Ali almarhum \ sanat 1275; the original seal,
however, also had a border inscription in Dutch (ONDERKONING VAN RIOUW)
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Cod. Or. 3388-B (12). Letter from Raja Muhammad Yusuf to Von de Wall, dated
Sunday, 22 Rabiulawal 1282 (Tuesday, 15 August 1865). The present document is
probably an expertly made copy of an original letter, intended as teaching material
(the lines are numbered).
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which was not adopted here (cf. Gallop 2002, vol. 11:260 under BA.39 #146). Due to
the fact that the seal was copied, it may be assumed that the present document is an
expertly made copy of an original letter. The copy has probably been made in order to
serve as teaching material, the lines are numbered. See plate. Letter from Raja
Muhammad Yusuf, the tenth Yang Dipertuan Muda of Riau (r. 1858-1899), to
sahabat kita the Assistant Resident of Riau (= Von de Wall) in Tanjung Pinang; dated
Sunday, 22 Rabiulawal 1282 (Tuesday, 15 August 1865) at 11 o' clock. At the top
'Riouw' is written and the number ' 7',
13. 1 7 x 1 1 cm; two folios (only f. Ir inscribed); 13 lines;' brown ink; watermark: L L
& Co; heading: Qauluhu'I-haqq. Letter from anakda Encik Abdullah (signing his
name in Latin script as 'Intj [sic] Abdalluh') to ayalianda Von de Wall in Tanjung
Pinang; dated 10 Ramadhan 1286 (Tuesday, 14 December 1869). At the top off . Ir
'Riouw' is written in blue pencil.
14. 21.5 x 17.5 cm; two folios (only f. Ir inscribed); 12 lines; black ink; pencil
rulings; no watermark; heading: Gafur al-Rahim. Letter from anakda Abdullah bin
Haji Ibrahim in Penyengat to ayahanda N.N. (probably Von de Wall); dated 10
Syawal 1286 (Thursday, 13 January 1870). At the top o f f . Ir 'Riouw' is written in
blue pencil.
15. 32 x 21.5 cm; two folios (only f. Ir inscribed); 23 lines (signature in Latin script)
4- six lines in the right margin (signature in Latin script); brown ink; watermark: Coat-
of-Arms with L L & C°.; heading: Ya Gafur al-Rahim. On f. 2v the address (four
lines) in Latin script (Kepada Padoeka Toewan van de Wall di Riouw). Letter from
anakda Encik Abdullah (signing his name in Latin script as 'Intj [sic] Abdalluh') in
Beting Panjang [on the isle of Pengujan] to ayahanda Von de Wall, Assistant
Resident in Tanjung Pinang; dated 3 May 1870. At the top off. Ir 'Riouw' is written
in blue pencil.
16. 20.5 x 16.5 cm; two folios (only f. Ir inscribed); 22 lines; black ink; watermark: H
F DE CHARRO ZONEN; heading: Qaiiluhu 'l-haqq. Letter from Raja Ali Haji to Von de
Wall; dated 17 Safar 1287 (Thursday, 19 May 1870). The letter is described,
summarised and transliterated in Al azhar and Van der Putten (1992:523; 527); it is
also included as letter no. 80 in Van der Putten and Al azhar (1995:95-6;256-7). A
photograph of the letter is included in Gallop (1994:172, plate no. 212).
17. 21 x 16.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 19 lines; f. Iv: 15 lines; f. 2 blank; black ink; no
watermark; heading: Qauluhu'I-haqq. Letter from Raja Ali Haji to Von de Wall;
dated 4 Jumadilakhir 1287 (Thursday, 1 September 1870). The letter is described,
summarised and transliterated in Al azhar and Van der Putten (1992:523-524; 527-
528); it is also included as letter no. 83 in Van der Putten and Al azhar (1995:98; 257).
18. 33 x 20 cm; two folios; 13 lines; black ink; watermark: Britannia; countermark:
MUNRO 1869; also a small imprint with the year 1869; heading: bi-Wasil Allah al-
'AzTm. On f. 2v the address and remnants of a red wax seal. The paper is very fragile
and heavily damaged with considerable loss of text. Letter from xxx (text damaged) to
paduka sen adinda Tuan Von de Wall; dated Tuesday, 3 Zulkaedah 1287'
(Wednesday, 25 January 1871). At the top of f. Ir 'Soekadana' is written in blue
pencil.
19. 21.5 x 16 cm; one folio; 13 lines; brown ink; watermark: AL MASSO; heading:
Qauluhu'I-haqq. Letter from Raja Ali Haji to Von de Wall; dated 18 Muharram 1288
(Sunday, 9 April 1871). The letter is described, summarised and transliterated in Al
azhar and Van der Putten (1992:524; 528); it is also included as letter no. 90 in Van
der Putten and Al azhar (1995:101-2). A photograph of the letter is included in Gallop
(1994:172, plate no. 213),
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20. 20.5 x 17 era; two folios; (only f. Ir inscribed); ten lines; black ink; pencil rulings-
light blue paper; heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq. Letter from Tengku Putera to Von de
Wall; not dated. At the top off. Ir 'Siak' is written in blue pencil.

C. Collection of nine Malay letters in Latin script. Two letters are from 1872, one from
1877, three from 1878, one from 1879, one from 1893, and one which is not dated.
1. 20.5 x 16.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 15 lines; f. Iv: 16 lines; f. 2r: 15 lines; f. 2v
blank; brown ink; watermark: Concordia. Letter from Pg. (?) Anaco Tlapary (?) jn
Ambon; dated 7 June (?) 1872.
2. 21 x 13.5 cm; one folio; 19 lines; brown ink; thin laid paper. Letter from H.
Middleton (?) in Mangunreja to 'Abang Ganie'; dated 28 June 1872. In the last
paragraph we are informed that Darie prekara pedangjang di tinggalken di sini belon
lakoe, darie itoe saja bikin lotre sadja tetapi doeitnja brangkali baroe abis boelan
bole dapet.
3. 34 x 21.5 cm; one folio; recto: 26 lines + one line in Balinese script in the left
margin; verso: 12 lines + three lines in Javanese script at the bottom (address); brown
ink; watermark: VAN GELDER. Letter to Raden Haji Umar in Buleleng from xxx
(illegible signature) in Banyuwangi; dated 27 September 1877.
4. 25.5 x 21.5 cm; one folio; 16 lines; brown ink; thin woven paper. Letter to Haji
Umar (in Buleleng, the addressee of many letters in this collection) from the jaksa
(illegible signature); dated 24 June 1878.
5. 34.5 x 21.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 30 lines; f. Iv: 28 lines; f. 2r-v: 30 lines; black ink;
thin woven paper. Letter from adinda Nrang (?) kusuma (signature in Latin script) to
N.N. (probably Haji Umar in Buleleng); dated 17 December 1878. On f. 2r we find
that "Langen Resmi soeda dinikah sama Mas Prawirajoeda soeda dapet 3 boelan
ini...". About this woman, see also letter no. 137 in sheaf S and letter no. 59 in sheaf
W.
6. 34 x 21.5 cm; two folios; 34 lines; black ink; thin woven paper. On f. 2v is the
address, and in black ink the number '20'. Postmark: Banjoewangi 21.12.1878. Letter
from adinda xxx (illegible signature), mantri guru in Banyuwangi to Raden Haji
Umar (address: di roemahnja cipier); not dated.
7. 34.5 x 21.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir-v: 31 lines + three lines in the left margin; f. 2r:
writing exercises (also in Javanese script); f. 2v: address; brown ink; thin woven paper.
Postmark: Banjoewangie 8 April 1879. In blue pencil it has been numbered '20'. Letter
from Awang Usman (?, signature) to Raden Haji Umar in Buleleng; dated 3.4.1879.
8. 34 x 21 cm; two folios; 32 lines; f. lv-2r: blank; f. 2v: address; black ink; ruled
paper. Remnants of a red wax seal. Letter from Roeland Henderik Roemagiet to
kandjang toean jang terhormat die Roemah, but addressed to kandjang toean doctor
iegala bahasa di Boeleleng (this epithet perfectly suits Van der Tuuk); dated Bll. (=
Buleleng), October 1893. At the bottom a Dutch official has noted in pencil: "'T is
prachtig, ik geloof dat het kereltje een aarts schavuit is en daarom maar hoe eerfder]
hoe beter weg moet. VdBr."
9. 21 x 17.5 cm; one folio; eight lines; brown ink; no watermark. Letter from R[oeland,
see letter no. 8 above] Roemagit to N.N. (probably Van der Tuuk), not dated.

D. Collection of 20 letters: 15 in Malay and five in Javanese; all lithographed copies.
The Malay-language documents are off-prints from the undated publication Maleisch
letterschrift. Leesoefeningen ten dienste van het onderwijs (Leiden: Sijthoff). The
sheaf contains letters nos. II, VI, VIII, X-XII of the Tweede Verzameling (identical to
the same nos. in Dulaurier 1845, which, however, have the name of the firm 'Imp.
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Kaeppelin & C'e Quai Voltaire, 15.' underneath each copy) and letters nos. I-IV, VII-
VIII, X, XII-XIII (of no. XIII there are two copies) of the Derde Verzameling in this
book. Most of them contain interlinear and marginal study notes in pencil. In addition
there are notes made by that student containing tentative transliterations of two
documents. These study notes are not in Van der Tuuk's hand. The materials are very
fragile. Incidentally, letter no. IV of the Derde Verzameling is a lithographed copy of
Cod. Or. 2242-IV (7), see Wieringa (1998:423); its seal is discussed in Gallop (2002,
vol. 11:174 under AD.9 #758).

E. Collection of 70 letters (including seven in Javanese and nine in Arabic), all dating
from the years 1870-1872 (with 41 letters from 1872).
1. 32.5 x 22 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 27 lines; f. Iv: 19 lines + 15 lines at the top; f. 2
blank; watermark: scroll-work with GIOR MAGNANI and AL MASSO (= Heawood no.
3748); heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq. Letter from anakda Haji Sa'd al-Din bin Haji
Muhammad Sungai Banar and anakda Abdulrahim bin Haji Muhammad Said al-Abiu
(?) to ayahanda Haji Syihab al-Din Syaikh Banjar in Kampung Jabal g-r-d-y, Mecca;
dated Friday, 30 Rabiulawal 1287 (Thursday, 30 June 1870).
2. 21 x 16.5 cm; one folio; ten lines; light blue paper; watermark: MUNRO; heading:
Qauluhu'l-haqq (embellished). Letter from kakanda Pangeran Laksamana and his
wife in Sambas to adinda Raden Jalil and his wife in Sebakuan (s-y-b-k-w-a-n; West
Kalimantan); dated 30 December 1870. See plate.
3. 27.5 x 21 cm; one folio; 18 lines; black ink; thin woven paper with an imprint of a
crown over a star. On f. Iv there.is the note Alamat al-khair Abu Bakar bin 'Aydarus
al-Jafi'i. Letter from kakandah Syaikh bin Ahmad Saqqaf in Semarang to adindah
Abu Bakar bin 'Aydarus al-Jafri in Singapore; dated Saturday, 1 Muharram 1288
(Thursday, 23 March 1871).
4. 22 x 14 cm; two folios; 14 lines; brown ink; tracing-paper. On f. 2v is the address in
jawi and mmi. Furthermore, the Dutch word 'deceased' (overleden) occurs twice and
the date October 1871. It is numbered '138'. Postmarks: Cheribon 9.10.1871 and
Batavia 12.10.1871. Letter from Syaikh Uthman bin Salim b-'-y-b-' in Cirebon (?,
mentioned in line 8) to Syaikh Muhammad Ba'ayad in Batavia; dated 23 Rajab 1288
(Sunday, 8 October 1871).
5. 26 x 20.5 cm; two folios; black ink; thin blue woven paper. The letter begins on f.
2r and continues on f. Ir; ff. Iv and 2v are blank. Letter from kakandah Haji Mansur
(signature), panghidu in Empang, Bogor to adindah Sayyid Muhammad bin Ahmad
bin Abdulrahman al-Saqqaf in Singapore; dated 2 Muharram 1288 (Friday, 24 March
1871). Discussed in Van der Putten (2003b:390-391). See plate.
6. 27 x 21 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 29 lines; f. Iv: 30 lines; brown ink; thin blue squared
paper; heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq. The entire letter is vocalized with Javanese
influences (dotted dal and the tilde-like sign to indicate the pepet), see plate. Letter
from Mas Behi Sasrawikrama in Madiun to his son-in-law Raden Cakrawinata in
TelukBetung, Lampung; dated 13 July 1781 [«c].369

7. 20 x 12.5 cm; two folios; 13 lines; thin blue woven paper; heading: Ya Gafur al-
Rahim. Letter from adinda Muhammad Yakub bin Awang and his wife in Kampung
Baharu, Riau to kakanda Mandur Awal (?) aboard a cutter (sekotor) in the harbour of
Batavia (lines 4-5: kakanda mandur Awal yang ada memegang perkerjaan di dalam
sekotor juragan patung yang ada pada masa ini di dalam bandar negeri Batawia di

369Perhaps the year is a simple mistake and in fact 1871 was meant as the letters in this collection are
all from the 1870s; if the year AJ 1781 is meant, the date would be 6 Syawal 1269 AH/13 July 1853
CE.
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Cod. Or. 3388-E (2). Letter from kakanda Pangeran Laksamana and his wife in
Sambas to adinda Raden 3a\il and liis wife in Sebakuan (West Kalimantan); dated 30
December 1870. The factual information only conveys that their mother is ill, but
conventions of Malay letter-writing make the document look more impressive than a
mere scrawl (first paragraph of four lines with the opening, followed by waba 'dahu
adapim kenntdian daripada [itu] maka...; and the last line with the date).

Cod. Or. 3388-E (5). Letter from kakandah Haji Mansur, panglmlv in Bogor, to
aditidah Sayyid Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Abdul Rahman al-Saqqaf in Singapore;
dated 2 Muharram 1288 (24 March 1871). The letter-writer wanted to obtain detailed
information about 'my honourable brother's new steamship' transporting pilgrims to
Jeddah.
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Cod. Or. 3388-E (6). Letter from Mas Behi Sasrawikrama in Madiun to his son-in-law
Raden Cakrawinata in Teluk Betung, Lampung; dated 13 July 1781 (possibly a
mistake for 1871). The entire letter is vocalized with Javanese influences (dotted dal
and the tilde-like sign to indicate the 'pepet').
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dalam perlabuhan); the date in the last line may be the date of the letter or perhaps
refer to the death of anakanda Aisyah on 26 Rabiulakhir 1288 (Saturday, 15 July
1871) at three o' clock in the afternoon. The abortive beginning of a letter (two lines)
is on f. 2r; heading: Ya Gafiir al-Rahim. Discussed in Van der Putten (2003b:393).
See plate.
8. 34 x 21.5 cm; one folio; 20 lines; black ink; thin woven paper. Letter from adinda
Khatib Kusinah in Bawean to kakanda Bu Ahmad and anakanda Muhammad Yasin
in Sampit; dated Sunday, 11 Syawal 1288 (24 December 1871).
9. 21.5 x 17 cm; two folios; 13 lines; watermark: VAN GELDER; heading: Qauluhu'l-
haqq. On f. 2v: the address with the Dutch notes: 'returned to sender' and 'sender
unknown', dated 29/2/72. Two postmarks: Palembang, but the dates are illegible.
Letter from mamandah Muhammad Tahir bin Abdullah in Kampung 8 Ulu, Palem-
bang to anakdah Muhammad Akib in Kampung Jawah, Singapore; dated 13 Syawal
1288 (Tuesday, 26 December 1871).
10. 33 x 22 cm; two folios; 22 lines + seven lines in the right margin; brown ink;
some ink has bled through; watermark: scroll-work with d GlOR MAONANI and AL
MASSO (= Heawood no. 3748). Another document is in the fold (written in the same
hand), viz. a price list. On f. Iv the name Haji Abdul Rahman Ilyas Aqib ('-a-q-y-p).
Letter from Haji Abdul Rahman Ilyas Aqib in Sampit to sahabat saya Tauke Mam
Sing (?, m-m-s-y-ng) and anak kita Ji Kun in Singapore; dated 25 Syawal 1288
(Sunday, 7 January 1872).
11. 34 x 21 cm; two folios; 29 lines + two lines in the right-hand margin; brown ink;
pencil rulings; watermark: Horn with a curly SM underneath; countermark: SMITH &
MEYNIER | FIUME; heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq. On f. 2r: the address. Postmark:
Bandjermasin 16.1.1872. It is numbered '670'. Letter from anakda Syarif Muhammad
bin almarhum Syarif Ahmad Bahain in Sampit to ayahanda Tauke Aming in
Kampung Tamir Sungih (?), Singapore; dated 8 January 1872.
12. 27 x 21 cm; two folios; 26 lines; black ink; blue paper without watermark. On f.
2v the address in Jawi and Ritmi', the address reads: Ini swat pada Sayyid Akil bin
Abdullah Jamalulil di rwnah Sayyid bin Abdul Rahman al-Habsyi [in Rumi the
addition: Anak Atjeh] di Surabaya di Kampung Tuan Pangeran Syarif Alawi.
Remnants of a red wax seal. Postmark: Soerabaija 23.1.[1872] Letter from adinda
Pangeran Syarif Hasyim bin Tengku Sayyid Muhammad Zain al-Qudsi in Banjar-
masin to kakanda Sayyid Umar ibn Abdul Rahman al-Habshi in Surabaya; dated 10
January 1872.
13. 27 x 21 cm; two folios; 18 lines; black ink; thin blue woven paper. On f. 2v the
address is written in a triangular shape (crossed out). Postmark: Batavia 5.4.1872. It is
numbered '780'. Letter from kakanda Salehah in Martapura to adik Haji Muhammad
Said in Kampung Gelang, Singapore; dated 22 Zulkaedah 1288 (Friday, 2 February
1872).
14. 27 x 21 cm; two folios; 12 lines; black ink; thin grey woven paper. On f. 2v the
address is written in a triangular shape. Letter from bimda Salehah in Martapuralrj—
anakanda Muhammad Arsad in Kampung Gelang, Singapore; dated 22 Zulkaedah
1288 (Friday, 2 February 1872).
15. 21.5 x 13.5 cm; one folio; 26 lines; black ink; thin green woven paper. At the
bottom there is a circular ink seal of the Districtshoofd van Amandit. Letter from
kakanda Kiai Durabu, kepala distrik Amandit, to adinda Tuan Haji Abdulkarim, yang
berpangkat menjadi Syaikh, in Kampung Rocoh (Singapore); dated Sunday, 15
Zulhijjah 1288 (Sunday, 25 February 1872). Discussed in Van der Putten (2003b:391-
2). See plate.
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Cod. Or. 3388-E (7). Letter from Muhammad Yakub bin Awang and his wife in
Kampung Sahara, Riau to their 'older brother' mandur Awal. The letter never
reached its destination, but then, addressing it to a boat in the harbour of Batavia
meant taking quite a risk. The date 26 Rabiulakhir 1288 (15 July 1871) in the last line
may be the date of the letter, but it could also refer to the only concrete message
conveyed here, viz. the death ofanakanda Aisyah.
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Cod. Or. 3388-E (15). Letter from kakanda Kiai Durabu, kepala distrik Amandit (in
Southeast Kalimantan), to adinda Tuan Haji Abdul Karim, yang berpangkat menjadi
Syaikh, in Kampung Rocoh (Singapore); dated 15 Zulhijjah 1288 (25 February 1872).
In this letter Kiai Durabu enquired about all kinds of details about steamships that

conveyed pilgrims to Mecca.
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Cod. Or. 3388-E (17). Letter from Rawda bin Salim bin Uthman Ba Syuaib in
Kampung Ampel, Surabaya to kakandah Syaikh Abdul Rahman bin Salim bin
almarhum Syaikh Uthman Ba Syuaib in Singapore; dated 28 Zulhijjah 1288 (9 March
1872). The text in the right-hand margin begins with dan lagi adindah mekhabarkan
adalah anakandah... In the postscript the writer also sends greetings from other
members of the Barakbah family (in Surabaya).
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16. 34 x 21 cm; two folios; 24 lines + two lines in rumi in the left margin; black ink;
pencil rulings; watermark: W. R & Z. On f. 2v the address in Jawi and Rumi.
Remnants of a red wax seal. Faded postmark (Samarang?). Letter from Karmidin (?, or
Kamarudin?),y«ru tulis in Tebing Tinggi, to saudarah saya Si Alir (in the address he is
called, in Rumi, 'Sijahlir') in Kampung Bangkahulu, Singapore; dated 5 March 1872.
17. 27.5 x 27.5 cm (folded); one folio; 26 lines + 22 lines in the right-margin; black
ink; pencil rulings; thin blue woven paper with an imprint. Letter from Rawda bin
Salim bin Uthman Ba Syuaib in Kampung Ampelj Surabaya to kakandah Syaikh
Abdulrahman bin Salim bin almarhum Syaikh Uthman Ba Syuaib in Singapore; 28 al-
Haji (= Zulhijjah) 1288 (Saturday, 9 March 1872). In the postscript underneath the
signature the writer sends his greetings from anakandah All bin Alwi bin Hasim
Barakbah and his wife as well as from anakandah Muhammad bin Alwi Barakbah,
and from adindah Aminah binti Sayyid Alwi Barakbah 4 saudarah. See plate.
18. 34.5 x 21.5 cm; two folios; 22 lines + two lines in the right margin; black ink;
watermark: Concordia with VAN GELDER. On f. 2v the address is written in Jawi and
Rumi. Postmark: Bandjermasin 5.3.1872. Letter from kakanda Muhammad Arif in
Kampung Pekauman, Martapura to adinda Anang Ahmad bin Muhammad Yusuf in
Kampung Gelam, Singapore; dated 25 Zulhijjah 1288 (Wednesday, 6 March 1872).
19. 21.5 x 13.5 cm; two folios; 20 lines + 22 lines in the right margin and ten lines at
the top; thin green woven paper with a small imprint. On f. 2r the address is written in
Jawi and Rumi. Postmark: Soerabaija 8.3.1872. It is numbered '752'. Letter from
anakandah All bin Alwi bin Hasyim Barakbah in Surabaya to ayahandah Syaikh
Abdulrahman bin Salim Ba Sya'ib in the house of Muhammad Yamani in Kampung
Gelam, Singapore; dated 29 Zulhijjah 1288 (Sunday, 10 March 1872). Discussed in
Van der Putten (2003b:387).
20. 21.5 x 17 cm; two folios; ten lines; black ink; thin woven paper. On f. 2v the
address is written in Jawi and Rumi. It is numbered '753'. Postmark: Samarang
14.3.1872. Letter from kakanda Haji Muhammad Zaini bin Mahmud in Kampung f-y-
t-l-n [t is here ta' with three dots underneath as is usual in pegon to denote Javanese
retroflex 't'], Semarang to adinda Syaikh Abdulrahman bin Salim Ba Syaib in
Kampung Gelam, Singapore; dated 5 Muharram 1289 (Friday, 15 March 1872).
21. 34 x 22 cm; two folios; 14 lines; brown ink; thin woven paper. On f. 2v the
address is written in Jawi and Rumi. It is numbered '779'. Postmark: Batavia
5.4.1872. Letter from anakda Haji Muhammad Tahir bmjuru tulis Muhammad Asat
in Kampung Pasar Kecil, Surabaya to ayahda Haji Hasanudin bin Zakaria, orang
Banjar, in Kampung Gelam, Kampung Jawa, Singapore; dated Tuesday, 9 Muharram
1289 (Tuesday, 19 March 1872).
22. 18 x 11.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 16 lines; f. Iv: 12 lines; f. 2 blank; black ink; pink
ruled paper. At the bottom of f. Iv there is a purple ink seal, but its inscription is
nearly illegible; the name is ARDEKASOEMA; described and shown in Gallop
(2002, vol. 111:463 under CC.66 #1448). Letter from Pangeran Ardikusuma in Laut
Pulau to sahabat saya Tauke Bin Singking Hu, a trader in Singapore; dated 10
Muharram 1289 (Wednesday, 20 March 1872).
23. 21.5 x 17 cm; one folio; 12 lines; black ink; watermark: Concordia. Letter from
adinda Haji Zainul Abidin ibn Kiai Mangunjaya in Kampung Cibokan, Batavia to
kakanda Haji Sail Teluk Sailong in Kampung Gelam, Singapore; dated 12 Muharram
1289 (Friday, 22 March 1872).
24. 26.5 x 21 cm; one folio; 15 lines; brown ink; pencil rulings; thin woven paper;
heading: Qauluhu 'l-haqq. Letter from kakanda Kemas Muhammad Said in Lingga to
adinda xxx in Palembang; dated 14 Muharram 1289 (Sunday, 24 March 1872).
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25. 21.5 x 17 cm; two folios (only f. Ir inscribed); 19 lines + three lines in the right
margin; black ink; watermark: W. R & Z. Letter from anakandah Si Ubi1 Api in
Batavia to ayahandah Si Itam in Kampung Jawah, Singapore; dated 2 April 1872. In
the letter the sender asks for news from his father, sending greetings also from
adindah Abdul Rahman. The sender now lives with Mrs Zarina, nona dari tuan p-y-t-
r-a-s-n [Pietersen?] bekas residen (?) dari Palembang dan itu nona anak dari nona
Mary (?) di Pasar Barn Betawi.
26. 34.5 x 21.5 cm; two folios; 25 lines + two lines on the right margin; thin woven
paper. On f. 2v the address is written in Jawi and Riimi. Postmark: Bandjermasin
3.4.1872. Letter from kakanda Muhammad Arif in Kampung Pekauman, Martapura to
adinda Anang Ahmad bin Muhammad Yusuf in Kampung Gelam, Singapore; dated
25 Muharram 1289 (Thursday, 4 April 1872).
27. 27 x 21 cm; two folios (only f. lr is inscribed); 20 lines + nine lines in the right
margin; brown ink; light squared paper; heading: Qauluhu 'l-haqq. Letter from anakda
Haji Ahmad in Kampung Sungai xxx, Banjarmasin to ayahanda Haji Kamalu
Ludalin37 in Kampung Teluk Belanga, Singapore; dated 5 April 1872.
28. 21.5 x 17 cm; two folios; 23 lines + six lines in the right margin and seven lines at
the top; black ink; watermark: Concordia. On f. 2v is the address in Jawi and Rumi
(crossed out). It is numbered '795'. Postmark: Batavia 13.4.1872. Letter from
kakandah Haji Abdul Hamid bin almarhiim Muhammad al-Amiri in Kampung Sawah
Jembatan Lima, Batavia to adindah Haji Abdul Hamim bin Muhammad al-Amiri in
Kampung Tanjung Pagar, Singapore; dated malam Sabtu, 5 Safar 1289 (Sunday, 14
April 1872).
29. 26.5 x 20.5 cm; one folio; 14 lines; black ink; thin blue paper with an imprint of a
crown over BATH; heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq. On f. Iv three lines. Letter from Haji
Zainul Abidin bin Mangunjaya in Kampung Gang Pecabukang in Batavia to kakandah
Haji Saila (?) Teluk Sailung in Kampung Teiuk Belanga, Singapore; dated 23 April
1872.
30. 26 x 20.5 cm; one folio; ten lines; black ink; thin blue ruled paper; heading: al-
hamd li-llah 'azza sha'nithfi. Letter from ayahanda Husain bin Muhammad bin
Syihab al-Din in Palembang to anakanda Muhammad bin Husain bin Syihab al-Din
aboard the schooner (sekimar) Path al-Khayr (?); dated 1 Rabiulawal 1289 (Thursday,
9 May 1872).
31. 21 x 13.5 cm; two folios (only f. lr inscribed); 16 lines; brown ink; squared paper.
Letter from bunda Sarifa (?, signature) in Batavia to ananda Ahmad Kahir in
Pontianak; dated 21 May 1872.
32. 34.5 x 21 cm; two folios; brown ink; pencil rulings; watermark: Britannia with
MUNRO 1870. On f. 2v: the address is in Jawi and Rumi; it is numbered 'N 38'.
Furthermore, a note reads: Parlu kambali tida ada orangnja. There are four post-
marks: Sambas 8.6.1872, Palembang 25.7.1872, Telokbetong 29.7.1872 and Telok-
betong 18.8.1872. Letter from adindah Emas Muhammad Saleh laki-isteri and Emas

_.Muhammad Said laki-isteri in Sambas to their kakandah Encik Muhammad laki-isteri
in Kampung Lumpur (address), Palembang; dated 17 Rabiulawal 1289 (Saturday, 25
May 1872). Discussed in Van der Putten (2003a:68-9).
33. 34 x 21.5 cm; two folios; 24 lines; brown ink; thin woven paper; heading:
Qauluhu'l-haqq. The second folio has largely been torn. Postmarks: Cheribon
28.5.1872, Pontianak 27.7.1872 and Tjiamies. Letter from anakda Hidaia (signature)
in Galuh to ayahanda Daing Taib in Matan; dated 28 May 1872.

J'°k-m-l-w 1-w-d-a-l-y-n, perhaps to be understood as Kamaludin?

34. 21.5 x 17 cm; two folios (only f. 1 inscribed); f.lr: 18 lines; f. Iv: seven lines; thin
woven paper; heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq. Letter from kakanda Hidaia (signature) in
Galuh to adinda Gusti Unah in Matan; dated 22 Mulud (= Rabiulawal) 1289
(Thursday, 30 May 1872).
35. 34.5 x 21 cm; two folios; 35 lines; brown ink; pencil rulings; no watermark;
heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq, On f. 2v the address is written in Jawi and Rumi. It is
numbered 'N27'. Postmarks: Palembang 28.6.1872 and Telokbetong 29.7.[1872].
Letter from anakdah Agus laki-isteri in Kampung 35 Ilir, Palembang (signed by Bapa
Haji Abdul Wahid Agus, and in the address he calls himself anakdah Agus Haji
Abdul Wahid) to mamandah Usin bin Hasan in Tulangbawang, Menggala, Lampung;
dated 21 Rabiulakhir 1289 (Friday, 28 June 1872). Discussed in Van der Putten
(2003a:70).36. 21.5 x 17 cm; two folios; black ink; thin woven paper; heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq.
The address and a Dutch note, saying that the addressee had left for Surabaya are on f.
2v. No less than seven postmarks appear: Grissee 15.7.1872, Samarang 16.7.1872,
Soerabaija 21.7.1872, Palembang 9.8.1872, Samarang 16.9.1872, Tjilatjap 22.9.1872
and Soerabaija 28.9.1872. Letter from adinda [Sayyid] Hamid bin Yasin al-Habsyi in
Gresik to kakanda Sayyid al-Syarif Ahmad bin almarhiim al-Habib Alawi Saqqaf (s-
q-f-a) in Semarang; dated 25 Rabiulakhir 1289 (Tuesday, 2 July 1872).
37. 21.5 x 17 cm; two folios; black ink; thin woven paper. Letter from ayahanda
Sayyid Hamid bin Yasin al-Habsyi in Gresik to anakda Hasan bin Hamid al Habsyi in
Semarang; dated 25 Rabiulakhir 1289 (Tuesday, 2 July 1872). The abortive beginning
of another letter (three lines) with the heading Qauluhu 'l-haqq appears on f. 2r.
38. 34 x 21 cm; two folios; 26 lines; brown ink; pencil rulings; watermark: Horn with
(countermark torn off) ZOON; heading: Qauluhu 'l-haqq. The second folio is torn; the
postmark is only partly visible: perhaps Soerabaija 22.7.xxx; in pencil a name in
Javanese script, viz. Bapa Si Yuki. Letter from kakanda Siti Saminah in Kampung t-1-
w r-b-y-h, Muntok to adinda t-f Siarudin in Kampung Babat (?, b-b-t), Surabaya,
signed in Rumi by Mohamad Aries; dated 14 July 1872.
39. 21 x 13.5 cm; two folios (only f. lr inscribed); 18 lines + eight lines in the right
margin; black ink; pencil rulings; blue thin woven paper; heading: Qauluhu 'l-haqq
(written upside down). Letter from adindah Uthman bin Abdul Kadir in Kampung 8
Ulu, Palembang to kakandah Haji Muhammad Saleh bin Haji Ahmad Syihab al-Din
and kakandah Abu Bakar (duah bersaudarah) bin Abdul Kadir in Muara Rupit; dated
13 Jumadilawal 1289 (Friday, 19 July 1872). See plate.
40. 34.5 x 21.5 cm; two folios (only f. lr inscribed); 28 lines + nine lines in the right
margin; thin woven paper; heading: Ya Gafir al-Rahim. Letter from Haji Mahmud bin
Haji Abdul Hamid of Singapore living in Kampung s-y-1-h-r, Juanda to kakanda Encik
Malih bin marhum Encik Mahbub in Kampung Baluarti, Surabaya; dated Thursday, 20
Jumadilawal 1289 (Friday, 26 July 1872) at four o' clock in the afternoon.
41. 27.5 x 21 cm; two folios (only f. lr inscribed); 32 lines; black ink; blue thin
woven paper; heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq. Letter from adinda Muhammad Saleh bin
Abdul Rahman in Muntok to kakanda Muhammad Ainin in Kampung 13 Ilir Sungai
Rendang, Palembang; dated 1 August 1872.
42. 34 x 22 cm; two folios; 24 lines; black ink; no watermark; heading: Qauluhu 7-
haqq. The address and the notes 'unknown' (onbekend), 'presently in Buitenzorg'
(thans te Buitenzorg) and the stamp 'written off (afgeschreven) appear on f. 2v. The
name Moehamad Jacoob, in Latin script, appears in the address. Postmarks: Riouw
4.8. 1872, Batavia 15.8.1872, Meester Cornells (mark without date), Buitenzorg 18.8.
1872. Remnants of a red wax seal. It is numbered 38. Letter from adinda Encik
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Laraah in Kampung Bugis, Riau to kakanda Encik Abu Bakar in d-a-l-y p-a-y-ng; not
dated. Discussed in Van der Putten (2003b:392-3).
43. 21 x 13.5 cm; two folios (only f. Ir inscribed); 23 lines; black ink; no watermark.
Letter from Syaikh Umar bin Sa'id Badhawi in Kampung Pekojan, Batavia to tuan
Kiai Agus Haji Habudin in Lampung; dated 2 Jumadilakhir 1289 (Wednesday, 7
August 1872).
44. 34 x 21.5 cm; two folios; 27 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; no watermark. The
address and the number '37' are on f. 2v; this page is half torn. Letter from kakandah
Muhammad Nafis in Menggala to adindah Muhammad Arsat and his wife in
Kampung 15 Ilir (Siangan is added in the address), Palembang; dated 3 Jumadilakhir
1289 (Thursday, 8 August 1872).
45. 34.5 x 21 cm; two folios; 20 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: Horn with
a curly SMunderneath; countermark: SMITH & MEYNIER j FIUME; heading: Qaiduhu '/-
haqq. On f. 2r: address in Jawi (damaged) but also in Latin script: Aan den371

Moehamad Saleh te Lampoeng teloek batoeng. It is given the number 'N 36'.
Postmark: Telokbetong 10.8.1872. Letter from anakda Abdullah bin Saleh in
Kampung 9 Ilir, Palembang to ayahanda Muhammad Saleh in Lampung (Teluk
Kampung Pasar is added in the address); dated Saturday, 21 Jumadilakhir (without
year, but this must be 1289, see postmark; the equation, viz. Monday, 21 [dua puluh
satu] August 1872, however, is incompatible with the postmark, as this would imply
that it was posted before it was written!) at 11 o' clock.
46. 27.5 x 19 cm; one folio; 21 lines; black ink; blind rulings; blue thin woven paper;
heading: Qauluhu 'l-haqq. Letter from adinda Muhammad Sultan bin Mira Husin in
Surabaya to kakanda Haji Muhammad Saleh bin ayahanda xxx in Buleleng; dated 10
September 1872/7 Rajab 1289.
47. 20.5 x 16.5 cm; two folios; 15 lines; black ink; thin woven paper. A typical feature
of this script is the long drawn-out form of the sin (in initial position) and of the ra
(see plate). On f. 2v the address is written in Rumi. Furthermore there are the notes
'unknown' (onbekend) and ini soerat tida ada orang taoe. It is numbered '26'.
Postmarks: Martapoera 2.10.1872 and Passoeroean 5.10.1872. Letter from adinda
Kamarudin, juni tulis di kantor, in Martapura to kakanda Muhammad Salim bin
Muhammad Saleh in Kampung Kalingguan, Pasunpn; dated 2 October 1872.
48. 21 x 13.5 cm; two folios (only f. Ir inscribed); 11 lines; black ink; thin woven
paper. Letter from bunda N.N. in Banjarmasin to anakda N.N. (no address); dated 7
October 1872.
49. 26.5 x 20.5 cm; one folio; 19 lines; black ink; thin blue squared paper. Letter from
adindah Amia in Batavia to kakandah Baginda Marah in Kampung Gelam,
Singapore; dated 25 October 1872.
50. 21 x 17 cm; one folio; 22 lines + five lines in the right margin; brown ink; thin
woven paper. Letter from adindah Mustafa bin Yusuf bin Husain al-Ahdal al-'Anqawi
in Pekalongan to kakandah Sayyid al-Syarif Muhammad bin Yusuf bin Husain al-
Ahdal (al-)'Anqawi in Tegal; dated 18 (no month mentioned) 1289 (1872-1873)____
51. 34 x 21 cm; two folios; 16 lines; watermark: Concordia with VAN GELDER. The
address is on f. 2v. Letter from Yayuk Jamah (?, probably the wife of the addressee,
urging her husband to return home) in Batavia to kakanda Nukman in Kampung
Karmunan, Pasar Dermayu; undated.
52. 27 x 21 cm; one folio; 25 lines + 19 lines in the right margin; brown ink; thin laid
paper; heading: Qauluhu 'l-haqq. Letter from kakandah Sayyid Umar bin Saleh bin

"After 'Aan den' normally 'heer' should follow.
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Cod. Or. 3388-E (47). Letter from adinda Kamarudin, jiim tulis di kantor, in
Martapura to kakanda Muhammad Salim bin Muhammad Saleh" in Kampung
Kalingguan, Pasuman; dated 2 October 1872. A typical feature of this script is the
long drawn-out form of the sin (in initial position) and of the ra.
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Syaikh Abu Bakar in Kampung Cina, Ternate to adindah Syarifah Talha binti Sayyid
Umar bin Saleh in Kampung Bayas (= 8 Ilir), Palembang; not dated. Discussed in Van
derPutten(2003a:71).
53. 21 x 13.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir: 21 lines + two lines in the right margin; f. Iv:
seven lines; f. 2 blank; brown ink; no watermark; heading: Ya Gafur al-Rahim. Letter
from anakanda Ki Agus Abdulrahim berduah laki-isteri and anakda Salihah in
Kampung Cibadak, Bandung in the Priangan to ayahanda Abang Rasimun in
Kampung Betel Mester, Batavia; not dated.
54. 33.5 x 22 cm; two folios (only f. Ir inscribed); 20 lines; black ink; pencil rulings;
no watermark; heading: Yd .Shatr al-'Uyub. Letter from anakda Haji Dulah in
Kampung Boyan, Siam (?)372 to wa'anda Haji Mutarif in Kampung Gelam,
Singapore; not dated.

F. Collection of 13 letters, of which 11 are in Malay (one lithograph copy), one in
Sundanese (with address in Malay), and one in Arabic. Six of the letters date from
1872, while one is not dated.
1. 30 x 23 cm; one folio; 13 lines; black ink; no watermark. Rather big octagonal seal
(described and shown in Gallop 2002:421, vol. Ill under CB.26 #44). Lithograph copy
(with number III) of a letter from Pangeran Syarif Abdul Rahman al-Qadri (b. 1742,
d. 1808; r. 1772-1808, installed as Sultan in 1778/9; first Sultan of Pontianak) to an
unnamed captain of a ship (kapitan kapal); not dated. Gallop (op.cit.) identifies the
original document as SOAS MS 40320/2, f. 10. The letter was published as letter III
in Dulaurier (1845; letter III) and in Maleisch letterschrift. Leesoefeningen ten dienste
van het onderwijs. Tweede verzameling (Leiden: Sijthoff. n.d.).
2. 20 x 15.5 cm; two folios; brown ink; f. Ir: 13 lines; f. Iv: eight lines; f. 2r: blank; f.
2v: 6 lines (address); thin woven paper. Remnants of a red wax seal. Letter from
bapakanda s-m-f-r-n-a-y-l in Natal to anakanda jiiru tulis Si Tatah in Padang; dated 4
April 1814.
3. 42.5 x 33.5 cm; one folio; 16 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: Britannia
with MUNRO 1876; heading: Nfir [as-}Samsu wa'l-Qamar. Red ink seal with text: al-
Wathiq billah \ Wazir Wakil \ al-Sutan Laksamana \ sanat 1290. For a description of
this seal, see Gallop (2002, vol. 11:180 under AD.19 #783); she comments that this
seal appears to be identical in every respect with #918 of her catalogue until the word
Laksamana. Thus she questions whether this could be a palimpsest of the earlier seal.
Letter from Datuk Laksamana Muda to the Government Secretary of Bengkalis; dated
Bukitbatu, 11 Syaban 1274 (Saturday, 27 March 1858). See plate.
4. 21.5 x 17 cm; one folio; 21 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; blue paper; no
watermark; heading: Qaiihihu 'l-haqq. The address (four lines) and remnants of a red
wax seal are on f. 2v. The letter is damaged at the bottom, resulting in lost text. In the
right margin there is a note in pencil concerning the word b-1-y-w-ng, "balijoeng, een
werktuig om hout glad te maken" (not explained as such in Van der Tuuk's edition of
the dictionary of Von de Wall 1877,1:260). Letter from Kiai Demang Puspa Yuda in
Kuala Sabuk to the Tuan Komandan Fetor in Muara Klingi (?, the latter place is in the
district of Palembang, subdistrict Musi-hulu); dated April 1858 (exact day is torn).
5. 21 x 13.5 cm; one folio; recto: 21 lines; verso: nine lines; black ink; blue squared
paper. Letter from kakanda Si Yabut in Kampung Beruk, Padang to adinda
Aminuddin who held the title of Datuk Melayu in k-f-y-ng (? Keping or Kaping are
not listed in Lijst 1923); dated 18 March 1872.

372Perhaps Siambaton, a place near Bams (Dumont 1917:523)?
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Cod. Or. 3388-F (3). Letter from Datuk Laksamana Muda in Bukitbatu to the
Government Secretary of Bengkalis; dated 11 Syaban 1274 (Saturday, 27 March
1858). The red ink seal, dated 1290 (that is, 1873-1874), merits attention as it could
be a palimpsest of an earlier seal.

6. 33.5 x 21 cm; one folio; 29 lines; black ink; thin woven paper; heading: Qauluhu'l-
haqq (in the right margin between lines 4-5). Letter from anakda Boha Said (signature
in Rumi) to ayahda guru Hasin dua laki-isteri in Pulau Kangean; dated 12 Rabiulawal
1289 (Monday, 20 May 1872).
7. 34 x 21.5 cm; one folio; 25 lines + two lines in the right margin; black ink; pencil
rulings; watermark: VAN GELDER; heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq. Letter from adinda
Abdul Rahim bin Mudim Sawa al-Din in Kampung 31 Ilir, Palembang to kakanda
Abdul Rahman bin Mudim Sawa al-Din in Kampung Pagar, Teluk Betung, Lampung;
dated 13 Jumadilakhir 1289 (Sunday, 18 August 1872). Discussed in Van der Putten
(2003b:392 under F8).
8. 34 x 22 cm; one folio; 20 lines + four lines in the right margin; black ink; thin
woven paper. Letter from anakda Abdullah bin Said Sayyid in Rembang to his bunda
in Kampung Pekhojan, Semarang; dated 23 Jumadilakhir 1289 (Wednesday, 28
August 1872). See plate.
9. 33.5 x 21 cm; one folio; 27 lines; black ink; no watermark; heading: Qauluhu'l-
haqq (embellished). Yd Qadi al-Hajat. At the top of the letter al-Sultan is written.
Letter from six hajis, viz. Haji Muhammad Saleh, Haji Muhammad Hasanuddin, Haji
Muhammad Nuruddin, Haji Muhammad xxx, Haji Muhammad Tahir and Haji Abdul
Rasyid in Kampung Rocoh, Singapore to Maulana Muhammad Sulaiman, yang
bertahta kerajaan dan kebesaran di dalam daerah negeri Kutai', dated Jumadilakhir
1289 (6 August-3 September 1872). The letter was written by one of them, viz.
Panghulu Haji Muhammad Saleh at the house of Haji Abdul Karim Banjari. See plate,
10. 21.5 x 13.5 cm; two folios; f. Ir-v, 2r: 25 lines; black ink; squared paper with an
imprint of a crown over BATH. Letter from Syaikh Mahfut to the titan besar yang
bernama man f-n-d-y-t-h tuan f-r-d-r-t-y-k [sic] (the second titan must be Van der
Tuuk; the first tuan could perhaps be a pandita) in Buleleng; dated Wednesday,
January 1893 (numerical date not mentioned). The writer introduces himself as
sahaya orang miskin bangsa orang Arab yang bernama Syaikh Mahfut', his request
concerns the following: momohonkan kepada tuan serta minta' tolong dari tuan Pan
der Tik [p-n-d-r-t-y-k, that is, Van der Tuuk] fasal sahaya dapat sakit dari kapitan
Arab. See plate. On f. 2v a Dutch note in purple pencil by Van der Tuuk, summarising
the contents of the letter; he calls the writer "Sjaik Mahoed" [sic]. Furthermore, there
is an expression of thanks by a Dutch official (illegible signature) to Van der Tuuk.
See plate.
11. 32.5 x 20.5 cm; one folio; 14 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: scroll-
work with GlOR MAGNANI (= Heawood no. 3748) Letter from kakandah Emak (a-m-
q) dua laki-isteri in Palembang (mentioned in line 8) to adindah Abdul Manan in
Teluk Betung; the date is not legible anymore due to damage of the paper.

G. File with two Malay letters.
1. 21.5 17 cm; one folio; six lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: Horn with the
curly letters SM underneath. Lampblack seal, 16-petalled circle; the date of the seal is
[1]281 (1864-1865), see for a description and illustration, Gallop (2002, vol. 11:100
under AA.198 #796). An IOU, stipulating that Muhammad Nuh of Bukit Batu owed
60 ringgits to Tengku Uda Raja of Kualu (situated in the district of Asahan, Sumatra's
East Coast); dated Wednesday, 22 Ramadhan 1293 (11 October 1876). On the
obverse, there is a Dutch note in pencil about the contents of the letter: MohamadNoh
van Boekiet Batoe is aan den Tengkoe van Koealoe schuldig $ 60. Deze dient om voor
hem het geld op te vragen. See plate.
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Cod. Or. 3388-F (8). Letter from anakda Abdullah bin Said Sayyid in Rembang to his
bunda in Kampung Pekhojan, Semarang; dated 23 Jumadilakhir 1289 (Wednesday, 28
August 1872). At the end there are greetings to Tuan Syarifah and kakandah
Muhammad Nur and his wife and orang tiia-tua yang hadir sekalian di Semarang.
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Cod. Or. 3388-F (10). Letter from Syaikh Mahfut in Buleleng, dated January 1893,
imploring the help of tuan Pan der Tik (p-n-d-r-t-y-k, that is, Van der Tuuk) and
another Dutch tuan, because the Captain of the Arabs had not paid a bill; the latter
was unable to do so as his assets were all burnt.
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Cod. Or. 3388-G (1). An IOU stipulating that Muhammad Nuh of Bukitbatu owed 60
ringgits to Tengku Uda Raja of Kualu, dated Wednesday, 22 Ramadhan 1293
(Wednesday, 11 October 1876). The date of the seal is [1]281 (that is, 1864-1865).
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2. 21 x 17 cm; one folio; 19 lines + four lines in the right margin; watermark: xxx
HENDRIKSEN; heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq. Letter from anak Raden Nata Kusuma (no
place mentioned) to bapa Haji Abdulkarim in Gresik; undated.

H. Sheaf with 13 Malay letters, almost all from Siak. No less than eight date from
1877, two are from 1876, while two are undated. The unnamed Government Secre-
taries in Bengkalis, who are mentioned in letters nos. 4-6, 8-13 were J.S.G. Gramberg
and (since 6 April 1876) J.C. Barkmeijer.373 The odd one out here is no. 3, which is
from Pontianak, dated 1872. There is also a letter in Ternatan (not described here; its
lampblack seal is described and shown in Gallop (2002, vol. 111:554 under F.I9 #366).
1. 34 x 21 cm; two folios (only f. Ir inscribed); 15 lines; black ink; pencil rulings;
watermark: Horn with a curly letter M underneath; countermark: M. PEREZ 1874;
heading: Ya Nur as-Sams wa 'l-Qamar. Remnants of a red wax seal. Letter from Si
Magah (?, signature) to Tengku Ismail in Siak; not dated; the opening compliments
(puji-pujiari) take up the bulk of the letter.
2. 33.5 x 21.5 cm; one folio; 16 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: Horn with
a curly letter M underneath; heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq. On the obverse is the address
(three lines). The last line of the letter reads: Pangulu Pangkalan Batang Pangkalan
Batang adanya nama xxx, but on the obverse we find Alamat swat mengadap Titan \
Sikutaris b-?-a-y-s pangulu Pangkalan \ Batang. The letter is undated.
3. 34 x 20.5 cm; one folio; 17 lines; black ink; watermark: Britannia; heading:
Qauluhu'l-haqq. In line 7 waba'dahu is written with large, thick letters. Letter of
kakanda Maja in Pontianak to adinda Abdul Rahman in Sintang; dated 9 Rabiulakhir
1289 (Sunday 16 June 1872) at ten o' clock in the morning.
4. 43 x 33 cm; one folio; 16 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: Horn with a
curly letter M underneath; countermark: M. PEREZ 1874; heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq.
The letter is slightly damaged. Lampblack seal print dated 1283, described and shown
in Gallop (2002, vol. 11:183 under AD.29 #755). There is a signature over the seal.
Letter from Mangkubumi Sayyid al-Syarif Jalaluddin (ibn almarhum Muhammad bin
Syaikh 'AH Ba 'Alawi), the Regent of Siak, to the Government Secretary in
Bengkalis; dated 9 Syawal 1293 (Saturday, 28 October 1876) at four o' clock.
5. 43 x 34.5 cm; one folio; 20 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; no watermark; heading:
Qauluhu'l-haqq. Blue ink seal dated 1291 (1874-1875), described and shown in
Gallop (2002, vol. 11:179 under AD. 16 #757. Letter from the Sultan Syarif Qasim
Abdul Jalil Saifuddin, the tenth Sultan of Siak (r. 1864-1889), to the Government
Secretary in Bengkalis; dated 1 Zulhijjah 1293 (Monday, 18 December 1876).
6. 43 x 34.5 cm; one folio; ten lines; black ink; pencil rulings; no watermark; heading:
Qauluhu'l-haqq. Blue ink seal dated 1291 (1874-1875), described and shown in
Gallop (2002, vol. 11:179 under AD.16 #757. Letter from the Sultan Syarif Qasim
Abdul Jalil Saifuddin, the tenth Sultan of Siak (r. 1864-1889), to the Government
Secretary in Bengkalis; dated 26 Zulhijjah 1293 (Friday, 12 January 1877).
7. 33 x 21 cm; two folios (only f. Ir inscribed); 16 lines; black ink; blue paper without-
watermark; heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq. Lampblack seal dated 1278 (1861-1862),
described and shown in Gallop (2002, vol. 11:101 under AA.204 #652). Letter from
Orang Kaya Setia Pati in m-r-a-b-h (?, no such place is mentioned in Dumont 1917 or
Lijst 1923) to Tuan k-sy-t-a-r-y-f in Kampung Baru, Bengkalis; dated 15 Rabiulawal
1294 (Friday, 30 March 1877).

373Information from Regerings-aiinanak voor Nederlandsch-Indie voor hetjaar 1876 (Batavia: Lands-
drukkerij, 1876), p. 215 and Regerings-almanak voor Nederlandsch-Indie voor hetjaar 1877 (Batavia:
Landsdrukkerij, 1877), p. 214.
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Cod. Or. 3388-H (12). Letter from Mangkubumi Sayyid al-Syarif Jalaluddin (bin
almarhum Muhammad bin Syaikh 'AH Ba 'Alawi), the Regent of Siak, to the
Government Secretary in Bengkalis; dated 16 Jumadilawal 1294 (Tuesday, 29 May
1877). The lampblack seal is dated 1283 (1866-1867); in the border around the text
there is an invocation to the first four caliphs: Ya Abu Bakr j Yd 'Umar \ Ya Uthman \
Ya 'All.

8. 42 x 34 cm; one folio; 14 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: Horn with a
curly SM underneath; countermark: SMITH & MEYNIER | FIUME; heading: Qauluhu'l-
haqq. The text is slightly damaged on the left-hand side. Lampblack seal print dated
1283, described and shown in Gallop (2002, vol. 11:183 under AD.29 #755). There is
a signature over the seal. Letter from Mangkubumi Sayyid al-Syarif Jalaluddin (ibn
almarhum Muhammad bin Syaikh 'All Ba 'Alawi), the Regent of Siak, to the Govern-
ment Secretary in Bengkalis; dated 29 Rabiulawal 1294 (Friday, 13 April 1877).
9. 44 x 33 cm; one folio; ten lines; black ink; pencil rulings; blue paper with
watermark: Horn with the curly letters N and underneath, T; countermark: SUPERFINE
1876; heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq. Lampblack seal print dated 1283, described and
shown in Gallop (2002, vol. 11:183 under AD.29 #755). There is a signature over the
seal. Letter from Mangkubumi Sayyid al-Syarif Jalaluddin (ibn almarhum
Muhammad bin Syaikh 'Ali Ba 'Alawi), the Regent of Siak, to the Government
Secretary of Bengkalis; dated 15 Rabiulakhir 1294 (Sunday, 29 April 1877).
10. 35.5 x 22 cm; two folios; 13 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; blue paper with
watermark: Horn with the curly letters N and underneath, T; countermark: SUPERFINE
1876; heading: wa's-Sams wa'l-Qamar. On f. 2v: the address: Alamat swat
mengadap paduka Tuan \ Sikutaris yang bertahta di kantor Bengkalis adanya. Letter
from the Raja nenggara Batubukit to the Government Secretary in Bengkalis; dated
17 Rabiulakhir 1294 (Tuesday, 1 May 1877).
11. 33.5 x 24 cm; one folio; 22 lines; black ink; blue paper with watermark:
FERNANDOD' ALMELO | ANGOULEME; heading: Ya Nur as-Sams wa'l-Qamar.
Lampblack seal, described and shown in Gallop (2002, vol. 11:180 under AD. 19
#783). Under the seal Datu' Laksamana Muda is written. Letter from the Datuk
Laksamana in Bukitbatu to the Government Secretary in Bengkalis; dated 23
Rabiulakhir 1294 (Monday, 7 May 1877).
12. 42 x 34.5 cm; one folio; ten lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: Horn with
a curly SM underneath; countermark: SMITH & MEYNIER j FIUME; heading: Qauluhu 7-
haqq. Lampblack seal print dated 1283, described and shown in Gallop (2002, vol.
11:183 under AD.29 #755). There is a signature above the seal. Letter from
Mangkubumi Sayyid al-Syarif Jalaluddin (ibn almarhum Muhammad bin Syaikh 'Ali
Ba 'Alawi), the Regent of Siak, to the Government Secretary in Bengkalis; dated 16
Jumadilawal 1294 (Tuesday, 29 May 1877). See plate.
13. 43 x 33 cm; one folio; 12 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; watermark: Horn with
the curly letters N and underneath, T; countermark: SUPERFINE 1876; heading:
Qauluhu'l-haqq. The text is slightly damaged at the fold. Lampblack seal dated 1283,
described and shown in Gallop (2002, vol. 11:183 under AD.29 #755). There is a
signature over the seal. Letter from Mangkubumi Sayyid al-Syarif Jalaluddin (ibn
almarhum Muhammad bin Syaikh 'Ali Ba 'Alawi), the Regent of Siak, to the
Government Secretary in Bengkalis; dated 14 Jumadilakhir 1294 (Tuesday, 26 June
1877). - • ______

I. Sheaf with one damaged letter in Malay.
34 x 21 cm; two folios (only f. Ir is inscribed); 21 lines; black ink; pencil rulings; no
watermark; heading: Qauluhu'l-haqq. The lampblack seal is described and shown in
Gallop (2002, vol. 11:165 under AC.58 #748). Letter from kakanda Sultan
Basyiruddin Saiful Alam Syah, the Sultan of Serdang (b. 1809; d. 20 December 1879;
r. 1851-1879), to adinda Sutan (s-w-t-n) Burhanuddin in Batavia; dated 14 Ramadhan
1288 (Monday, 27 November 1871).
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Cod. Or. 3388-J. Letter from the Yamtuan Besyar of Tarabusai to ayahanda Sultan
Burhanuddin in m-ng-k-a-1-y-s. The year at the end is difficult to decipher: it seems
that 8 and 4 have 'melted', but the date 6 Jumadilakhir 1284 (5 October 1867) fell on
a Saturday, whereas it is explicitly stated that the letter was written on a Monday.
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J. Sheaf with one damaged letter in Malay.
32.5 x 21.5 cm; two folios (only f. Ir is inscribed); 27 lines; black ink; thin woven
paper; the heading, Ya Fattah at-qiilub, meaning '0 Unlocker of Hearts', is according
to Wilkinson (1927:184) a rare formula, "appropriate to petitions asking for inquiry
into some matter". The letter bears the number '4' in pencil. The text is complete, but
the lampblack seal is very damaged, see Gallop (2002, vol. 11:207 under AF.34 #776)
for a description. Letter from the Yamtuan Besyar of Tambusai374 in b-n-w-ng to
ayahanda Sultan Burhanuddin in m-ng-k-a-1-y-s (? Mengkalis/Mangkalis or
Menggalis/Manggalis, but these names are not found in Dumont 1917 or Lijst 1923).
It is dated Monday, 6 Jumadilakhir at ten o' clock, but the year of the date is rather
problematic: Gallop (op.cit.) reads 124, suggesting 1240 (1824-1825), but in my view
it seems that 8 and 4 have 'melted'; the date 6 Jumadilakhir 1284, however fell on a
Saturday (5 October 1867). See plate.

K. Sheaf with two damaged letters in Malay from the ruler of Langkat.
1. 34 x 34 cm; one folio; nine lines (the last line only partly visible); black ink; pencil
rulings; light blue paper; no watermark; heading: al-mustahiqq. Lampblack seal dated
1282 (1865-1866), described and shown in Gallop (2002, vol. 11:160 under AC.45
#595). Under the seal the signature of Pangeran Langkat is written. There are
numerical jottings on the obverse. Letter of Pangeran Indera Diraja Amir of Langkat
to padnka adinda N.N. (possibly also to Raja Burhanuddin in Deli, as in the second
letter), line with the date is lost.
2. 34 x 34 cm; one folio; 12 lines (the last line only partly visible); black ink; pencil
rulings; light blue paper with an imprint of GLENISSON & FILS TURNHOUT;
heading: al-mustahiqq. Lampblack seal dated 1282 (1865-6), described and shown in
Gallop (2002, vol. 11:160 under AC.45 #595). Under the seal the signature of
Pangeran Langkat is written. Letter of Pangeran Indera Diraja Amir of Langkat to
paduka adinda Raja Burhanuddin in Deli; the line with the date is lost. In pencil it has
been given the number '3'.

L. Sheaf, which not only consists of "notes on Javanese", as Iskandar (1999:187) has
it, but also of a few Malay pieces which will be described here.
1. 21.5 x 17 cm; one folio; 23 lines; brown ink; Latin script; thin woven paper. Letter
from Soemodhiwirio, a warden (cipier) in Buleleng, to Van der Tuuk humbly
requesting money (hamba maoe memohoen toloeng pindjem wang brapa banjak sri
padoeka ampoenja bias kasian pada hamba)', dated 28 October 1878. According to a
note (by Mrs Andriessen-Liick) on the obverse of the letter, this document was added
on 29 January 1962 to Cod. Or. 3388, but she does not mention where it was shelved
earlier.
2. 13.5 x 14 cm; one folio; six lines; brown ink; no watermark. Note about a gift of
King Chulalongkom of Siam as a souvenir of his visit to Batavia in March 1871. The
text reads: Bahwa inilah satu hadiah dari baginda Maharaja Somdetch Phra~
Paramindr Maha Chulalonkorn1 5 raja yang pertama di negeri Siam maka diberikan
kepada kota Betawi a/can tanda peringatan tatkala baginda itu dating berjumpah ke
man pada bulan maret talum 1871. On the context of this royal visit, see Salmon and

374Iskandar (1999:187) and Gallop (op.eft.) have Tembusi, but no place with this name is listed in
Dumont (1917) and Lijst (1923); perhaps Tambusai is meant, which in colonial times was in the district
of Bengkalis, subdistrict Rokan.
37=Spelled s-m-d-y-t f-r-a p-a-r-m-n-d-r m-a-h-a h-1-l-w-ng-k-w-r-n.
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Lombard (1981:133-166), which is an edition of a contemporaneous syair describing
the event.
3. Two folios of different sizes; f. 1: 16 x 14 cm; f. 2: 21 x 14 cm; f. Ir: ten lines +
one line in the right margin; f. Iv: eight lines; f. 2r: (beginning with dan lagi syatuh
perkara) 12 lines + one line in the right margin; f. 2v: eight lines; brown ink no
watermark. Letter from N.N. (perhaps from a certain Usyman, because the line in the
right margin on f. 2r reads Usyman yang sywii) to an unnamed man (beginning:
kepada tuan baik di rumanya176 itit). The script and spelling are rather awkward: cf.,
for example, yang dia (d-y-y-a) misyti kumpulin (f. 2r); the latter word betrays a
Batavian background.

M. Collection of 61 letters in Javanese. Some of them have an address in Malay.
Many letters are from 1872, and appear to have been undeliverable. There are also a
few letters addressed to Van der Tuuk. One postcard, stamped 1881, is inscribed as a
poem in the metre Kinanti (two lines). Not described in Pigeaud (1968, 1970 or 1980).

N. Collection of 45 letters in Javanese. Some of them have an address in Malay, Many
letters are from 1872, and appear to have been undeliverable. There are also some
letters to the Jaksa Landraad in Buleleng from the 1870s. Not described in Pigeaud
(1968, 1970 or 1980).

O. Collection of 39 letters in Javanese, mostly from 1878. Some notes by Van der
Tuuk on the letters. Not described in Pigeaud (1968, 1970 or 1980).

P. Hiwang from the district Bumi Agung, in pencil, in Latin script by Van der Tuuk
(one page of text). Also, a letter in Lampung script dated 1286 (1869-1870).

Q. Collection of 23 letters in Javanese and Sundanese, dated between 1836-1875.
Furthermore, there is a Javanese-language verdict of the Landraad (probably of
Buleleng) with notes by Van der Tuuk. Some notes by Van der Tuuk on the letters.
One letter, dated 4 April 1856, contains a Malay-language postscript of 11 lines, in
Latin script, with a report of the 'wedono Porrony' (?) about an incident concerning a
pig in the village of Dinaya (in the district of Malang) (Njang taneman teboe die dessa
Dinoijo, kemasoekan babie). Not described in Pigeaud (1968, 1970 or 1980).

R. Collection of 17 letters in Javanese, mostly from 1872. The pieces show traces of
wear and tear, probably due to moist The paper has become fragile. Not described in
Pigeaud (1968, 1970 or 1980).

S. Collection of 22 letters: 19 in Javanese (one of which is a Malay addition) and three
in Malay. Some of the Javanese letters have an address in Malay. Letter no. 137, dated
6 January 1879, is a letter in the form of a poem in the metre Mijil composed by
Rangga Langen Resmi (cf. the references to her in letters no. 5 in sheaf C and no. 59
in sheaf W). Not described in Pigeaud (1968, 1970 or 1980).
1. (No. 135) 33.5 x 21 cm; one folio; 20 lines; black ink; thin woven paper. A Malay
letter in Javanese script from a Chinese father called Ma Bing Swi in Banyuwangi to
his apparently opium-addicted son called Mah Ing Ki urging him to return home;
dated 24 June 1878. The first element of the father's name, that is the character Ma, is

' Spelled r-w-m-ny-a.
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provided with three dots as an indication of a Chinese phoneme; the same phenom-
enon can be observed in a Sino-Javanese text from Yogyakarta of 1872 (KITLV Or.
409), see the remark by Pigeaud (1980:243). The fine quadratic script, neatly written,
contrasts with letter No. 136 in this sheaf, but seems to have flown from a different
pen of the same writer, see plate. The text reads in full: Banyuwangi den 24 Juni taun
1878 | kepada anakenda Mah Ing Ki \ nyang tei'tinggal di negri \ Bali, Buleleng,
Kampung Nyadi \ Bulelengnya, j dengen ini swat papa kasi tail dari \ anakenda
bekerja bumh ngetcet di Buleleleng \ suda tlalu lama sekali, bigitu juga anakenda \
iya misi tida ada jadinya, cwna-ciiina nanti lit puny a \ kasitkakan minimi candit jadi
cuma-cuma tamtu besar \ hipunya madat sakari-arinya, lebih baik \ sekarang In bulih
pulang saja sabulih-bulih, kaluk \ hi suda pulang ka Banyuwangi, tamtu bulih sedikit \
hi minum itu madat, sebab madat mahal di Banyuwangi \ sarta sabulih-bulih hi bulih
lekas pulang jangan tidah \ sabab sekarang di Banyuwangi tida kurang pakerjaan, \
kaluk hi tida pulang musti lu punya madat, besar \ saktrimanya ini guwa punya swat
masti lu pulang jangan tidak. \ dari guwa lu punya papa, Banyuwangi, \ Ma Bing Swi.
1. (No. 136) 33.5 x 21 cm; one folio; 24 lines; purple ink; watermark: Concordia. A
Malay letter in Javanese script from a Chinese father called Ma Bing Swi in
Banyuwangi to his son called Ma Ing Ki in Buleleng, urging him for the umpteenth
time to return home (lines 14-16: guwa jadi adha main dari urang punya kata: brapa
kali hi guwa suru pulang...); dated 10 August 1878. This letter is hastily written, but
the hand seems to be the same as in the previous letter (compare, for example, the
character ja). See plate.
3. 21.5 x 17 cm; two folios; 14 lines; black ink; Latin script; thin woven paper. On f.
2v the address; 'strafport' stamp. Postmark: Banjoewangi 14.4.1879. Letter from Haji
Muhammad Amin (signature also in Arabic script) to Mas Niti Dipura ('Mas Nitie
dhipoero'), Hoofd Djaksa Landraad of Buleleng; undated. In this letter the sender
implored the help of they'ofaa in recovering a loan of 31 rupiyah from a Chinese man
called 'Baba Ingkie'; perhaps he was the same person who was summoned to come
home in letters nos. 135-136 (above).
4. 21.5 x 17 cm; two folios; brown ink; Latin script; thin woven paper. Undated
Javanese letter to Haji Umar in Buleleng; it has a Malay-language reaction by the
addressee on f. 2v which reads: Saja bales ini soerat saja tida sebrapa \ mengerti
cipir tanjah kabar apa jang \ dari Banjoewangi oetawa dari toean Assis \ tent
Resident mestagil saja dapet kabar \ dari orang besar sebat orang pati \ klir tiada
pigangpakerdjaan \ poelisi mendjadi saja tida mengerti \ Dari saja \ Adji oemar.

T. Collection often letters in Javanese, numbered 123-125 and 127-133, from the
years 1877-1878, mostly directed to the Jaksa Landraad of Buleleng. Not described
in Pigeaud (1968, 1970 or 1980).

U. Collection of five letters or documents in Balinese Javanese script, one dated in
purple pencil by Van der Tuuk 1891. On the- obverse of one of the documents there"
are lexicographical notes by Van der Tuuk.

V. Collection of 68 Javanese letters, on different sizes of paper, written by a great
number of senders. The period of writing the letters ranges between 1836 and 1878,
but the majority date from 1877-1878. The letters are numbered 28, 30-38, 47-52,
112-121 and there is one unnumbered item. Several of the senders are also mentioned
in the following sheaf (W). Not described in Pigeaud (1968, 1970 or 1980).
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Cod. Or. 3388-S (1). Letter in Javanese script from a Chinese man called Ma Bing
Swi in Banyuwangi to his opium-addicted son Mah Ing Ki in Buleleng, urging him to
come home. See also the plate of Cod. Or. 3388-S (2).
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Cod. Or. 3388-S (2). Another letter in Javanese script from Ma Bing Swi in
Banyuwangi to his son in Buleleng, hastily written by an upset father. See also the
plate of Cod. Or. 3388-S (1).
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In two of the letters in this sheaf we find Malay-language reactions of the
addressees:

• In letter no. 35, from Raden Puntakusuma in Toya Aram (the krama designa-
tion of Banyuwangi, lit. 'fragrant water') to Sumadiwirya, warden (mantri
sipir) in Buleleng, dated 12 June 1877, there is a Malay note of two lines in
Latin script, viz. deri ini permintaan saja soeda \ kerim dan 1 soerat voor R.P.

• In letter no. 49, from Sukama to the warden Mas Sumadiwirya in Buleleng
(undated) we find, on the obverse, a Malay note of seven lines in Latin script,
viz. Njohwijan. ini soerat \ saja trima dari Pa Soekarno \ dia tolls tjoemaf 5
roepia dia \ poenja oetcmg dan itoe Njahwa \ ijan boleh nagih sama \ saja
sadja dari ini wang \ 8/1.78 saja Mas Soemadhi.

• Furthennore, there is a Malay letter on the obverse of letter no. 50. The
Javanese letter is from Maryunawa to Mas Sumadiwirya, dated 14 July 1877,
but the Malay letter, which has the same date, is from another person, who
calls himself Asidipoera (?, signature in Latin script) in Banyuwangi; the
addressee is not mentioned in the Malay letter. Description: 20.5 x 17 cm; one
folio; 19 lines + three lines in the left margin (postscript); black ink; Latin
script; watermark: illegible.

« Finally, on the reverse of letter no. 50 (from Sumadi [perhaps Sumadiwirya] to
Haji Umar dated 20 April 1877) there are two Malay-language requests (in
Latin script; resp. ten and five lines), probably from inmates of the jail, in
which Sumadiwirya worked as a warden.

W. Collection of 68 Javanese letters, on different sizes of paper, written by a great
number of senders. A few have an address in Malay. The period of writing the letters
ranges between 1849 and 1878, but the majority date from 1877-8. In this sheaf we
find letters of the number series Nos. 39-42, 44-46, 53-110, further, No. 62 bis, and
also two unnumbered letters. Several letters were undeliverable. A considerable
number of the letters, mostly from 1878, but some also from 1877, are directed to
Raden Haji Umar. One of the letters addressed to him, viz. no. 43, is in pegon and
was, therefore, probably put in sheaf X with other letters in Arabic script (see below).
Not described in Pigeaud (1968, 1970 or 1980).

• In no. 53, an undated Javanese letter from Jayaharja (signature in Latin script:
Djojoardjo), there is a Malay-language postscript of five lines in Latin script,
signed 'Djo'.

• In no. 59, a Javanese letter from xxx (illegible Javanese signature) to Raden
Haji Umar in Buleleng, dated 28 September 1878, there is a Malay-language
postscript of four lines in Latin script which reads: P.S. Dari ha! mas adjeng
Langen Resmie beloem bissa \ kirim soerat; itoe langen resmi bissa toelis \
kendiri, dengen soeda bissa toelis angitan roepa2 \ baik sekali dia poenja
angittan, followed by the term rerepen in Javanese script between brackets

___ and an illegible Javanese signature underneath. Cf. the -reference to this
poetess in the description of Cod. Or. 3388 S (above).

• In an unnumbered Javanese letter from Jayawiyata to an unknown addressee,
dated AJ 7 Ramlan (= Ramadan) 1810 (3 August 1881), there is a Malay-
language postscript of four lines in Latin script signed by 'Hariosoegondo' (=
Arya Suganda).

• On the obverse of no. 107, a Javanese letter from xxx (illegible Javanese
signature) to Mas Sumadiwirya, warden in Buleleng, dated 25 June 1876,
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there is a Malay-language request of five lines in Latin script to Toewan Van
der Tuuk' asking for a medicine,

X. Collection of five letters in Arabic script: four Javanese and one Sundanese. One of
the letters, viz. no. 43, from Kiai Burhan to Mas Haji Umar, dated 11 December 1876,.
properly speaking belongs to the collection of letters in sheaf W, in which numerous
letters directed to Haji Umar are kept, and where, moreover, a '43' is lacking. Not
described in Pigeaud (1968, 1970 or 1980).

Catalogue entries: Iskandar (1999:187-188).

Cod. Or. 3391

Dutch-Malay-Rejang wordlist; offprints; notes on Lampung phonology; bandung;
Anak Dalom; Si Dayang Rindu; lexicographical notes on the Lampimg language

Wallet, containing nine files, numbered a-i.
Contents:
a. 34.5 x 21.5 cm; 76 folios; 40 lines to the page; brown ink; no watermark. Some
notes by Van der Tuuk on the flyleaves. Contents: Dutch-Malay-Rejang wordlist in
four columns, viz. Dutch, Jawi script, Lampung script and Latin script, beginning
with the (Dutch) word aak and ending with the (Dutch) word zwoorv (?). On f. 75v-
76r: table with 'Peladjaran Soerat Hoeroep tjara Redjang dan Lebong dan Sarareij
Ampat Lawang dan Pasmah\ On f. 76r it is dated Kepahiang, 22 January 1873. At the
request of the Bataviaasch Genootschap, Eduard Anton van Vloten (b. 1840),
'controleur te Redjang Kapahiang' in the years 1871-1873, compiled this wordlist,
which was then given to Van der Tuuk (in 1873) (see Notulen van de Algemeene en
Bestuurs-Vergaderingen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap, X (1872), p. 152 and XI
(1873), p. 69 and Groeneboer 2002:777 note 5). See also Cod. Or. 3387w (8).

b. Copies of published works:
1. unbound copy of Van der Tuuk's Les manuschts Lampongs, en possession de M. le
Baron Sloet van de Beele (Van der Tuuk 1868a) with notes in his hand (ink). The
Library also possesses a bound copy of Van der Tuuk's legacy (shelfmarked 829 A 1)
with notes in his hand (pencil, purple pencil).
2. Offprint of Helfrich's Verbeteringen behoordende bij en te plaatsen achter de
verzameling Lampongsche teksten (= Helfrich 1891:31-37).

c. 27.5 x 21 cm; six folios; written at random; brown ink; no watermark. Contents:
notes on Lampung phonology by Van der Tuuk.

d.-34-x-2i,5 cm; six folios; ff. lv-6r: Lampung script; f. Ir and 6v: Latin script (Varr
der Tuuk's autograph); brown ink; watermark: Coat-of-Arms with L L & C°.
Contents:
1. f. Ir: transliteration of a handling (such texts are explained by Van der Tuuk
(1868:138) as "plaintes erotiques", i.e. "amorous complaints") on bamboo.
2. ff. lv-6r: a copy of a handling, described as an "amorous complaint" (Dutch minne-
klacht) by Voorhoeve in Cod. Or. 8447 (2). Title: Siji swat handling gelami
bandimgiii muli rik maranai. On f. Ir in pencil: "Tjerita gadis sama boedjang dari
Semangka". Beginning: Ajo surat kukarang nyak ngambiti jak pasalni katiwangkani
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temang lagi diku... The text ends as follows: Gelarni handling siji handling sebik-
sebikni maranai jama muli ulih muli sina demon ngalajukon maranai bagawoh
demon ki makai pakakasni maranai ki cawani kapo pubetik-betik jama maranai sina
jadi maranai sina panyanani muli sina hak demon ya kapo batik kadar cawani
maranai takarma radii puput di Telug Betung tanggalni bitlan 19 siwa belasni bulan
Muharam tahun 1826. The latter date is 19 Muharram 1242 = 23 August 1826.37T

3. f. 6v: transliteration of two handlings ("amorous complaints") from Bumi Agung.

e. 33 x 20 cm; 38 folios; f. 38 blank; foliation in pencil (sequence as in Jawi
manuscripts); black ink; Lampung script; 28-33 lines to the page; no watermark.
Contents: Anak Dalom, see the description of Cod. Or. 3211 (1) for further details
(vide infra). A transliteration by Voorhoeve can be found in Cod. Or. 8447 (11).
It begins:

Bissamillah ya rahman nirrahhim
Ini 'asal Bangkulu rusak
kiyai pangngulu sudah mapat 'Anag Dalem
kaduwa Manug Micur
katiga Burung Dinang
ka 'ampat Inang Parau
kalimaLumbu 'Api
ka 'anem Litmbu Nyayang
katiiju Karang Getas
kawalu Karang Panyurung
kasiwa Lemang Baiu
kapuluh Kapak Panyagu
sitwa silan belun babini

The text ends abruptly on f. 3 7r with:

mangka yajatuh di rejung 'agung
ya bapupug ki Mas Rayi
lain balupat Anag Dalem
tidakya bulih manahm lagi
parepuwan sudah dibunuh
laki-laki sudah dibunuh
ya bapupug ki Mas Rayi
tidak bulig munapag rejung Anag Dalem
mangka tikejut ki Mas Rayi
mumapagperang Anag Dalem
tidak ya ningal

-t, 34,4 x 2U5-e-m; 35 pages; p. 35 blank; 48-58- lines to the page; brown
watermark: Coat-of-Arms with L L & C°. Contents: Anak Dalom, transliteration by
Van der Tuuk of Cod. Or. 3387d. On the end of p. 35 Van der Tuuk has written: "'t
Origineel in 't bezit v.d. Hr. Neijs controleur / ( . . . ) Katimbang Afdling [sic] Ampat
marga / 24 Nov. 1868". A Dutch abstract by Voorhoeve can be found in Cod. Or.
8447 (12). On p. 24 there is a transliteration (upside down) of the beginning of the Si
Dayang Rindu, which can be identified as Cod. Or. 3387a.

"'Voorhoeve did not transliterate this text in Cod. Or. 8447 (2), as Iskandar (1999:188) has it, but only
briefly described it.
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g. 34 x 21.5 cm; 24 pages; pp. 8, 14-15, 24 blank; 46-51 lines to the page; brown ink;
watermark: Coat-of-Arms with L L & C°; Concordia with CH.
Contents: transliteration by Van der Tuuk of a copy of the Lampung story Si Dayang
Rindu, see the description of Cod. Or. 3211 (2) for further details (vide infra).
Beginning (note that Van der Tuuk, as usual, omitted the pepet): Tbaj' dahulu kala
takala bumi blum djadi tbaj pulimbang blum buprang mtu burita dari djawa itrang di
sana atwan sadija tlah pungiran rija suguh ja daning di pusiban duduk budjadjar
baris'an saruta mungadp pungiran rija kagit rawuh karija niruja ngaturkn sajdajang
rindu... This must be a transliteration of the so-called Carita Dayang Rindu, which
Van der Tuuk had found in Sukadana. In one of his letters to the Bataviaasch
Genootschap, dated 20 March 1869, he quotes the opening to show how corrupt this
text was, see Van der Tuuk (1870:391); this letter is also published in Groeneboer
(2002:659-661), but, typically, leaving out this quotation. In Cod. Or. 12.6051 (2), f.
72 Voorhoeve describes Cod. Or. 339 Ig as follows: "Lat. kar., vdT eigenhandig; veel
afkortingen; 20 biz folio. Ka Rija Niru bericht aan Pangiran Rija in Palembang dat in
Tandjung Iran een schone maagd is si Dajang Rindu. Pangiran Rija draagt
Tumenggung Itam op haar te halen met een zwaar gewapende vloot tegen aanbieding
van een grote bruidsprijs. Ze varen de Ogan op [onmogelijk; moet zijn de Lemabang]
en komen in Niru, waar ka Rija Niru zich bij hen aansluit. 3 dagen verder in T. Iran.
Ze horen dat si D. R. al verloofd is met Baji Radin. Haar grootvader R. Tjurang wil
toegeven omdat hij al oud is. Si D. R. laat haar verloofde Baji Radin roepen en neemt
afscheid van hem en van Baji Tjili. Ze gaat naar de pangkalan, Baji Metig ontvangt
haar en bespot de bewoners van Tandjung Iran die haar laten gaan. Deze ontsteken in
woede en besluiten tot de strijd (biz. 15). Hier begint het Ch. B. handschrift. Aan het
slot vertelt dit hs. nog dat Depati Anom stroomop trekt naar Tandjung Iran; met zijn
aankomst daar eindigt het abrupt." Cf. his description of Ch. B. 1171 in Voorhoeve
(1968:383-384). In Cod. Or. 8447 (2) Voorhoeve has copied a passage in Cod. Or.
3391g, which is missing in Miinchen Cod. Lamp. 11 (see Voorhoeve 1985:43-46).

h. 35 x 21 cm (pp. 1-15); 27.5 x 21.6 (rest); 29 pages; p. 16 blank; purple ink (pp.l-
15); brown ink (17-29); watermark: Coat-of-Arms with L L & C°. Contents: two
wordlists of Lampung dialects.

i. File, containing dozens of loose sheets of paper of different sizes. Contents:
lexicographical notes by Van der Tuuk on the Lampung language; diary (only for a
few days) and two letters, viz.
(1) 20.5 x 13 cm; two folios; brown ink; light blue squared paper. Letter to Van der
Tuuk from A.B. Cohen Stuart, dated Batavia, 19 November 1868. The text is
reproduced and annotated in Groeneboer (2002:645-647). On f. 2v there are
lexicographical notes by Van der Tuuk.
(2) 27.5 x 21.5 cm; one folio; black ink; light blue paper. Letter to Van der Tuuk from
K.F. Holle,378 Waspada, date torn, but Groeneboer (2002:643-644) who reproduces it,
suggests November 1868 as the most likely time of writing.

Catalogue entries: Voorhoeve (1952:215); Iskandar (1999:188-189).

78About Karel Frederik Holle (1829-1896), see the biography by Van den Berge (1998),
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Cod. Or. 3422A

Sawi berdundun

A long round bamboo cane of three internodes; diameter c 8 cm; length c 115 cm. The
writing, in rencong script, is continuous over the three internodes. The order of the
lines is from top to bottom. An 'asterisk' marks the beginning of the text. After the
main text there are a few additional lines that have no connection with the preceding
text.

Contents: identified by Voorhoeve in Cod. Or. 8447 (13) as sawi berditndun. Helfrich
(1904:155 under sawi IV and 132 under ratap) explains jaw; bardundon as aratapan,
'lament song', performed at marriages. A transliteration by Voorhoeve can be found
in Cod. Or. 8447 (13). It begins:

[ 1 ] * salammat kalila 'ikian salam
sahngkan burnt diilu kiisabut
'itulah 'ibu manjahdikan
sahngkan lahngit diya kaphntai (read: kupantaul)
'itulah bahpa manjahdikan
subanna 'ahlah nalikun yahkin
subanna 'ahlah nali- [2] kirn mu 'min
'ibu tahnda' bahpa tahndurran

Catalogue entry: Iskandar (1999:189).

Cod. Or. 3422B

Qur 'ante verses

A round bamboo cane of three internodes with a sprout; diameter c 6 cm; length c 110
cm; rencong script; 14, 13 and eight lines per internode.

Contents: a (corrupt) Arabic text, mostly Qur'anic verses. Voorhoeve has trans-
literated the first two lines, see Cod. Or. 8447 (14). His transliteration and
commentary read as follows:

[1] ** 'ahlah rarahtin nabi satah (three unclear rencong characters) rahsalah sawahli
wahli salam sa' 'iril lal pahtih 'ah [= sd 'ir al-Fatiha, the rest of the first Sura of the
Qur'an, though the preceding words cannot represent the beginning of this Sura]
lahbudu bilah min nahsitan narahjim [= a 'fidlni billah min as-saitan ar-rajim, 'I take
refuge to God from the cursed Satan'] [2] lah'iruwahmahnirahkim kalu'u 'ahlam
samat 'ahlam dulat'ahlam jahkul kalu'u 'ahlam kiipu' 'an nah'at [= Sura 112:
Bismilldhi'r-rahmani'r-rahim. Qul huwa'llahii 'ahad, Allahu 's-Samad, lam yalid
walamyidad, walamyakim lahit kufii'an 'ahad].

Catalogue entry: Iskandar (1999:189).
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Cod. Or. 3422C

Sawi berdundun

A long round bamboo cane of two internodes, diameter c 5 cm, length c 100 cm. The
writing, in rencong script, is continuous over the two internodes. The order of the
lines of writing is from top to bottom; they are divided by straight engraved lines. An
'asterisk' marks the beginning of the text.

Contents: a lament song, see the description of Cod. Or. 3422A (above) for further
details. A transliteration by Voorhoeve can be found in Cod. Or. 8447 (15).
It begins:

[1] * 'isarammah kannah'ikum burnt
sarammah kannah 'ikum lahngit
saram lah 'ibu saram bahpa
'ibukii diyam di binni
bahpaku diyam di lahngit
guru diyam di langkahsa
tuwankii bahratahpak di jamahlaku
'iyalah 'itu mahngka bahrakata
banar [2] sarata yang sungguh
sarabu 'ayang murah

Catalogue entry: Iskandar (1999:189).

Cod. Or. 3422D

Du 'a sipulang guna

A dark-brown bamboo cane of four internodes with a sprout at the lowest knot. The
total length is 126 cm, the diameter c 2-3 cm. The inscription, in rencong script, is in
four columns; there are a few syllables on the thick end beyond the first node
(salamukahla 'ikum salam).

In Cod. Or. 8447 (16) Voorhoeve has made some observations on the script of
Cod. Or. 3422D which are well worth quoting here: "It has some Lampung
peculiarities. In the first place it uses the bitjak (Jav. pepet) in two or three places:
once in gendumman (also spelt gandumman), one in enam and once in betapa for
bertempa, but in this last instance it may be a writing error for a badjimdjung, the sign
for -r, which has only one small stroke more than the bitjak, so that the copyist
intended to write bartapa. The shape of the bitjak is an ulan (the sign for i) upside
down; the ulan has its point at the top, the bitjak at the bottom. The word djelema is
mostly spelt djalama or djalamma (with double m to indicate the preceding pepet, in
spite of Ras's thesis set forth in BKI 124, pp. 521 sqq), but once djalima. This is
probably an error for djalema or a haplograph for djalama limabaga. A second
Lampung characteristic is the shape of the syllable tja; it resembles the tja in Van der
Tuuk's text A II (see: Les manuscrits lampongs, p. 139, last line). Some rentjong
alphabets have both nasal plus media and nasal plus tenuis clusters, but often there are
no nasal plus tenuis cluster signs, and the nasals in these clusters are not expressed in
writing. In the Lampung script there are no signs for nasal clusters at all; the nasal is
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either omitted, or written as -ng (katalobang), -n (ruwa diatas or na plus penengon)
or -m (ma plus penengon). Our text has no nasal plus tenuis signs; it either omits the
nasal (as in tapa = tempo) or uses the Lampung method (as in tarn-pa = tempo, mang-
ka= mangka). No ngga and ndja are used; one finds tang-gal (with katalobang) and
pan-djang (with ruwa diatas) or padjang. Both mba and nda are used, though in the
second part of the text one also finds sarn-bilan and man-dirika(n)."

Contents: The first part of the text is called du 'a sipulang guna, that is, an incantation
to return sorcery to its sender. The second part is also an incantation, beginning with
the basmala. At the end there is a third inscription that is only faintly visible. A
transliteration by Voorhoeve can be found in Cod. Or. 8447 (16). It begins: * 'aku
mambuka du 'a sipulang guna tarpulang tarbaling-baling tartulak tarputar-putarkan
kita bumi...

Catalogue entry: Iskandar (1999:190).

Cod. Or. 3422E

Si/rat bujang kasiyan

A long thin round bamboo cane of two intemodes. The length is c 110 cm, the
diameter is c 2 cm; four and three lines per column; rencong script.

Contents: love lyrics, belonging to the rencong literature of bujang and gadis, cf.
Voorhoeve (1971:13 et sqq.). A transliteration by Voorhoeve can be found in Cod. Or.
8447 (17). As the text is relatively short, it is edited here:

[1] * 'inl sw'at bujang kasiyan
rahyu (?) sahngkan 'uji kasiyan
tumbang galambang di' badiya
'ahduh bahdan barajung kudai sabahtang

gamaruh tungkang salahbung
tangahjahlan 'urang kadahya
disuruh sahpakan di 'ajung
nahngkannah lahyang bacarita
'inipula rajung sabahtang
sungka pipit tarabang tingki
'irim sagirim rahntar musi

jahngan sabit sadilu [read: sambilu or samilu} 'ah[ti]
nahmpat karimman da' barasi
[2] mandatas rahnting kamahning [or: kamuhningl]
randingngan niahsih lahya
kinahtah (?) pusas bumi takaliling
sadingngan mahsih lukinyah [? or: ngkahf!]
inanata' mahnata kanda'
manantung mahnata kalandung
kanahnta' turon kanti
kanah turun ka lamahtang
sahngkan randunku lahgi manda'
sahngkan rinduku lan mandung
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dugang lah bahnya' limar kahti
'ahwai baguna kit disahnggan
[3] la sahwi 'undan batanun
mbut 'uji nda' 'angkat katikirran
'ingkat ka rahnting kahyu mahti

pasan kamandung tangah lah 'urn (?)
pahda kamandur di bangkalahnggu'
'indah
[4] 'ini surat lahyang bujang 'umang tabuwang
sahngkan 'uji 'umang tabuwang
badusun balaman tida'
tumbang galambang di' badaya
'ahdi' ngannan sahyajahwith
'ahduh bahdan barajung kudai sabahtang
'ahlah kan mahntai pula mahnggat
sagahla kahyu nda 'tapangkung
'ahlah kan nyahnggai pula sukat
sagah[la] 'ahsa nda' ditangkur

Catalogue entry: Iskandar (1999:190).

Cod. Or. 3657

Burma

37.5 x 3.5 cm; 11 leaves; both sides inscribed; four lines; Balinese script; palmleaf
manuscript.

Contents: described by Pigeaud (1968:125) as a fragment of the "Javanese-Balinese"
Durma romance in macapat verse. In his major Old Javanese-Balinese-Dutch
dictionary Van der Tuuk (1899, 11:424) wrote under durma: "n[aa]m v[an] e[en]
bal[ineesch] Gedicht, naar den Held (Durma); de handschriften er van bevatten zeer
verschillende lezingen, z[ie] b[ij]v[oorbeeld] de aanhalingen onder gulik en sumekul".
The first stanza, which is in Malay, is published (in Balinese script) in Brandes
(1901:278 under no. 393). Pigeaud (1968,11:202) qualifies it as an 'erotic' stanza, but
in fact it is no more than a cheeky statement about going out (kita pegi mamairi), and
having a look at the fair-skinned (Chinese) ladies (liyat nyonyah putih kuning), whose
susunya talalu lenti rambutnya ikel... A copy of this manuscript, also in Balinese
script, has been made on paper, viz. Cod. Or. 4227 (see below).

Catalogue entries: Brandes (1901:278 under no. 394); Juynboll (1907:274); Pigeaud
(1968:125). ________________________________________

Cod. Or. 4227

Durma

33 x 21 cm; seven pages; 29-34 lines to the page; Balinese script; black ink;
watermark: Eendracht with V D L. There are marginal notes by Van der Tuuk,
indicating certain words or briefly summarizing the contents. He also noted that the
first stanza was "maleisch".
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Contents:
(above) forZyhe0rdS'.0f C0d' *' ^ S" «* too^» °f C^ <*• 3657

SZ£$££$£:$™ ^ n°' 3^ « <'*>*274); Pigeaud

Bibliography

Abbreviations

BEFEO
BI
BKI
BSOAS
El
ENI
IAE
1C
JFM
IMW
JMBRAS
JRAS
JSBRAS
JSEAS
NBG

RIMA
TBG
TNI
VBG

VKI

VOHD

Bulletin d'Ecole francaise d'Extreme-Orient
Bibliotheca Indonesica
Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies
The Encyclopaedia of Islam (new edition)
Encyclopaedia van Nederlandsch-Indie
Internationales Archiv fur Ethnographic
Indonesia Circle
Jurnal Filologi Melayu
Indonesia and the Malay World
Journal of the Malay(si)an Branch of the Royal Astatic Society
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (of Great Britain and Ireland)
Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society
Journal of Southeast Asian Studies
Notulen van de Algemeene en Bestuurs-vergaderingen van het
Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen
Review of Indonesian and Malayan Affairs
Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-, Land en Volkenkunde
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INDICES

Numbers indicate Cod. Or. press marks. The name of Van der Tuuk, which occurs
passim, is not included.

Abang Gani, letter to -, 3388-C (2)
Abang Rasimun, letter to -, 3388-E (53)
'Abd Allah b. 'Alawl al-Haddad 3301 (13)
'Abd al-'Azun al-Mundhir! (d. 656/1258) 3288 (reference)
'Abd al-Hamid b. 'Abdallah al-Khalidl al-NatarT 3197
'Abd al-Manaf al-Jududuh (?) 3197
'Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad b. 'AH b. Ahmad al-Bistaml (d. 858/1454) 3300-11

(8) (reference)
Abdul Aziz (Khoja) 3331
Abdul Hakim, letter of- and Abdul Samad, 3388-A (7)
Abdul Halim (Tuan Alperes Kiai, of Tegal), letter to -, 3388-A (5, 7, 12?)
Abdul Hamid b. almarhiim Muhammad al-Amiri (Haji, in Batavia), letter of-, 3388-

E(28)
Abdul Hamim b. Muhammad al-Amiri. letter to.-, 3388-E (28)
Abdul Harisy (narrator) 3325
Abdul Karim (Haji), letter to -, 3388-E (15)
Abdul Karim (Haji), letter to -, 3388-G (2)
Abdul Karim [al-IBanjari (Haji, in Singapore), referred to in letter, 3388-F (9)
Abdullah (Syekh) 3277(13)
Abdullah xxx, letter of- 3388-A (5)
Abdullah, letter to -, 3388-A (29)
Abdullah (Encik), letter of-, 3388-B (13, 15)
Abdullah (in Natal), letter of-, 3344 (20)
Abdullah b. Abdul Kadir (a.k.a. Munsyi Abdullah, 1797-1854), see Kisah Pelayaran

Abdullah and Syair Kampung Gelam Terbakar
Abdullah b. Haji Ibrahim (in Penyengat), letter of-, 3388-B (14)
Abdullah b. Haji Karim (Haji) 3280 (reference)
Abdullah b. al-'-t-y-n Syah 3298
Abdul Munip, letter of- and Basi', 3388-A (9)
Abdullah Murtasih (Raden Mas Tumenggimg) 3252
Abdullah b. Said Sayyid (in Rembang), letter of-, 3388-F (8)
Abdullah b. Saleh (in Palembang), letter of- 3388-E (45)
Abdul Mali (Prince from Ternate) 3263e

-Abdul Manan, letter to -, 3388-F (11)
Abdul Nabi (12th Raja Bicara of Bima, r. 1805-1833; b. 1751), letter of- 3304-1 (1)
Abdullah Natar (Tuan Haji Sayid) 3338
Abdul Rahim (Haji) 3300-11 (10)
Abdul Rahim (KiAgus, in Bandung), letter of- and Salihah, 3388-E (53)
Abdul Rahim b. Haji Muhammad Said al-Abiu (?),letter of- and Haji Sa'd ad-Din b.

Haji Muhammad Sungai Banar, 3388-E (1)
Abdul Rahim b. Mudim Sawa ad-Din, letter of-, 3388-F (7)
Abdul Rahman 3298
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Abdul Rahman, letter of-, 3388-A (28)
Abdul Rahman (Lebai) 3370(1)
Abdul Rahman, letter to -, 3388-H (3)
Abdul Rahman Banjar (Encik), letter to -, 3388-B (1)
Abdul Rahman Ilyas Aqib (Haji, in Sampit), letter of- 3388-E (10)
Abdul Rahman Mesir (?) (Kiai), letter of- 3388-A (8)
Abdul Rahman b. Mudim Sawa ad-Din, letter to -, 3388-F (7)
Abdul Rahman b. Salim (b. almarhum Syaikh Uthman) Ba Syuaib, letter to -, 3388-E

(17, 19-20)
Abdul Rahman (b. almarhum Sultan Syarif Qasim al-Qadri), letter of-, 3388-B (11)
Abdul Rasul (b. Sultan Abdul Wahab) (Sultan of Dompu), letter of-, 3304-1 (3)
Abdul Rasyid (Haji, in Singapore), letter of- and five other Hajis, 3388-F (9)
Abdul Razak (b. Kemas Abdul Jalil), letter to -, 3388-A (25)
Abdul Samad, letter of- and Abdul Hakim, 3388-A (7)
Abdul Samad (or 'Abd as-Samad) al-Palimbani (d. 1190/1776) 3284, 3285, 3286,

3301 (3), 3374(12)
Abdurrauf of Singkel (or 'Abd ar-Ra'uf b. 'AH al-Jawi al-Fansuri as-SinkilT, b. c

1620) 3224a-b (reference), 3255 (6), 3300-11 (2), 3301 (2, 4)
Abdul Wahid (?) 3286
Abdul Wahid (Haji, in Sorkam) 3289, 3338
Abdul Wahid Agus (Haji, in Palembang), letter of-, 3388-E (35)
Abdul Walih, letter of- 3304-IV (18)
Abdus Syarah 3303-1 (8); letters of- 3304-IV (3, 7, 8, 14), 3344 (2-4, 7-10, 17, 19)
Abu al-'Abbas Ahmad b. Muhammad az-Zahid al-Misri (d. 819/1416) 3260k
Abu Dakar, letter to -, 3388-E (42)
Abu Bakar b. Abdul Kadir, letter to - and Haji Muhammad Saleh b, Haji Ahmad

Syihabudin, 3388-E (39)
Abu Bakar b. 'Aydarus al-Jafri, letter to -, 3388-E (3)
Abu'1 Fadl Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Karlm ibn 'Ata' Allah 3301 (2)
Abu Suja' al-isfahanl (b. 434/1042-3; d. after 500/1106-7) 3343B (1)
Abung 3387y (7); Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (67); letter in Abung dialect,

3387aa(81,92)
Acehnese, letter from the Sultan of-, 3344 (29)
adat (customs) in Barus 3294, 3295 (1, 2); 3303-1 (4)
Adat tuntn-temiintn daripada zaman dull Sultan hkandar Syah, see Surat Undang-

undang
adeg (Lampung songs) 3387x(9)
Adigama 3258d(2, 5)
Agun (Raden, in Palembang), letter of-, 3388-A (19)
Agus Awang b. Saleh 3219
Agus Mustapa, Sundanese letter to -, 3387cc (1)
Ahmad, anak- 3255 (2) ________________———
Ahmad (Haji, in Banjannasin), letter of-, 3388-E (27)
Ahmad Bujang, letter to -, 3388-A (10)
Ahmad b. Hamzah (in Situbondo), letter of-, 3388-A (13)
Ahmad Haji (?) 3340
Ahmad b. al-Hasan b. 'Abd Allah al-Haddad 3301 (13)
Ahmad Insab b. Safirin b. Uthman ibn Fadli
Ahmad Kahir, letter to -, 3388-E (31)
Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Tamlml 3301 (7)
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Ahmad b. Muhammad Zain al-Patani
Ahmad Najamudin (Sultan of Palembang) 3300-11 (9), 3301 (5)
Ahmad Taib (b. almarhum vandah Muhammad), letter to -, 3388-A (13)
Ahmad b. ZaynT Dahlan (19Ih-cenrury Safi'i mufti) 3255
Aia Bangih (Mal. Air Bangis) 3 344 (31)
Aing Tia (nonah) 3375
Ainal'l-'Alam Qablan-Yukhlaq 3291 (2)
Aisyah, referred to in a letter, 3388-E (7)
Akhbaral-akhirafiahwalal-Qiyama 3101 (1)
A Lam Pak, letter to -, 3388-A (23)
Alaudin Sayid al-Muhammad (Sultan of Aceh, r. 1588-1604) 3256
'Alawi al-Haddad
AH, letter to - and Ayan, 3388-A (34)
AH b. Alwi b. Hasim Barakbah
Alijan (Mas), letter to -, 3388-A (16)
alipan (love magic) 3277 (24)
alphabet with numerical values of letters 3343P (1)
Akrissen (?) 3251 (Jav. letter)
Ali Ahmad 3253
Amandit, letter of the kepala distrik, Kiai Durabu, 3388-E (15)
Amat 'Arif 3249 (note)
Ambon, letter from -, 3388-C (1)
Ambuh Majana, letter to -, 3388-A (27)
Amia (in Batavia), letter of-, 3388-E (49)
Aminah binti Sayyid Alwi Barakbah
A Ming (taiike), letter to -, 3388-E (11)
Aminudin (Datuk Melayu), letter to -, 3388-F (5)
al-Amiri. Abdul Hamid b. almarhum Muhammad (Haji, in Batavia), letter of-, 3388-

E (28)
al-Amiri. Abdul Hamim b. Muhammad, letter to -, 3388-E (28)
Ampat Lawang, Middle Malay text (serambah), 3387bb (5, 6)
Ampek Koto (Mal. Empat Kota) 3207, 3337
Ampenan(Bali) 3209

Kampung Pondok Parsi 3209
Anaco Tlapary (?) (Pg.?), letter of- in Ambon, 3388-C (1)
Anak Dalom, see Tatimbai Anak Dalom
Anang Ahmad b. Muhammad Yusuf, letter to -, 3388-E (18, 26)
Anbia, see Prophetic Tales
andeui-andeui (Rejang text) 3387bb
Angguli Prawesa 3258d
Angkut (in Pontianak), letter of-, 3388-A (17)

-^al-'Anqawi, Mustafa b. Yusuf b. Husain al-Ahdal (in Pekalangon), letter of-, 3388-E
(50)

al-'Anqawi. Sayyid al-Syarif Muhammad b. Yusuf b. Husain al-Ahdal, letter to -,
3388-E (50)

Anyar, Anyer, letter sent to -, 3388-A (29)
Arabic grammar 3231(4,5)
Arba'ma hadithan 3301(2)
Arifm, Sundanese letter to -, 3343P (2c)
Arjunawijaya (Old Javanese kakawin) 3195 a (reference)
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Arjuna Wiwaha (Old Javanese kakawin), transliteration of cantos 13-14, 3387v
Arnold (Assistant Resident) 3387w (7), 3387bb (1)
Amoold, Johan Abraham (?) 3244
Arsani (in Surabaya jail), letter of-, 3388-A (34)
Arya Sumita ('Arjo Sumito', Jaksa in Buleleng), letter to -, 3388-A (20)
Asahan 3383
Asal keturiman Raja Inderapwa Muko-Miiko, see Undang-undang Moko-Moko
asceticism, Javanese notes on tapa, 3277 (8)
Asidipura (in Banyuwangi), letter of-, 3388-V (50)
Asnawiya, Soudanese letter of-, 3387cc (6)
Aspan (or Sapan?), letter of-, 3388-A (24)
Asrar al- 'Arijin 3260f, u (note on -)
Asrar al-hunlf 3300-11 (8)
Asrar al-insan 3301 (6)
Asyari Abdullah (komisaris), letter of-, 3388-A (1)
Awal (?) (mandur), letter to -, 3388-E (7)
Awan, Sundanese letter of-, 3387cc (4)
Awang Usman (in Banyuwangi), letter of-, 3388-C (7)
Ayan, letter to - and Ali, 3388-A (34)
Ayu Ci', letter to -, 3388-A (26)
azimat 3277 (7, 17, 20), 3279, 3297, 3298, 3299, 3343 L (2)
Azis (?) Abdul Rahman 3248
Azman, letter of-, 3388-A (4)
Baban-Nikah 3287,3300-111(5)
Babat Sekandar 3258a, 3300-IV (4)
Baginda Marah, letter to -, 3388-E (49)
Bohr al- 'aja 'ib, see Asrar al-hurfif
Bahr al-wuqitffi 'Urn al-tawfiq wa'l-huruf 3300-11 (8) (reference)
Bakar, letter to ananda - 3252
Bakhtiyar-nama (Persian story) 3197(1) (reference)
BakrI, possibly Sayyid BakrI b. Muhammad Shatta' ad-DimyatT (d. 1893), 3255 (3)
Bale sigala-gala (Javanese wayang story) 3377 (reference)
Balambangan, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (115)
Bali, list of Balinese villages, 3258d; letters and documents in Balinese-Javanese

script, 3388-U
Banaspati, notes on Sang Ratu Banaspati Saramulir, 3277 (9)
Banda Padang 3205 (3)
Bandar, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (40, 52, 81)
handling (Lampung amorous complaint) 3387x (8), 3391d (1-3)
Bandung, letter sent to -, 3388-A (14)

Kampung Cibadak, letter from -, 3388-E (53)
Bangko _______________

Kampung Pondo, Pundu, letter sent to -, 3388-A (22)
[al-]Baniari. Abdul Karim (Haji, in Singapore), referred to in letter-, 3388-F (9)
Banjarmasin 3258J; 3367, 3373; letter from -, 3388-A (11, 14), 3388-E (12, 48);

reference, 3221, 3256; see also Hilwyat Banjar
Kampung Jawa, letter from-, 3388-A (30)
Kampung Sungai xxx, letter from-, 3388-E (27) - -

Banjar Putin, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (28)

Banten 3277, 3341, 3343M-N; text and transliteration of Javanese-language piagem,
3387x (11, 14); letter to the Resident, 3388-A (24)

Banyuwangi, history of the Chinese in Banyuwangi and surroundings, 3214 (4);
wordlists of the Javanese dialect of-, 3270; letter from -, 3388-C (6-7), 3388-V
(35)

Barabai 3256
Barakbah, Ali b. Alwi b. Hasim (in Surabaya), letter of-, 3388-E (19); referred to in

letter, 3388-E (17)
Barakbah. Aminah binti Sayyid Alwi, referred to in letter, 3388-E (17)
Barakbah, Muhammad b. Alwi, referred to in letter, 3388-E (17)
Bardi (fictional country) 3298
Barkmeijer, J.C. (Government Secretary in Bengkalis) 3388-H
Baron Sakender (Jav. story) 3258a
Bams 3197,' 3200, 3205 (2) (reference), 3260a (14), 3260f, 1, 3281, 3294, 3303,

3306, 3314, 3331, 3336, 3374; tradition from - about the Rajas di huiu and di
hilir, 3343A (2); tanjung or tenjung (certain pastime), 3343C (3); decree by the
Raja of-, 3343Q; Pemangku Raja Bams, 3372 (18); list of manuscripts, 33861;
letter of the Kapitan Cina, 3388-A (3a); letter of the Raja Mangku, 3388-A (3b)
Pasar Batu Garigis 3200,3318,3334

Barus (EnciK) 3331
basijobang, see Kaba nan Tungga
Basi', letter of - and Abdul Munip (?), 3 3 88-A (9)
basimalin, see Kaba Malm Demon (3203 (1))
Batak texts 3386A; see also Willem Iskandar
Batavia 3195a, 3213, 3219, 3221, 3237, 3300-111, 3339, 3343E, 3378; Sundanese

letters, 3343P; Dutch letter by Van der Tuuk, 3387H (3); General Post Office,
3388, dead letters, 3388 (passim); visit of King of Siam to - in 1871, 3388-L (2)
Kampung Ambon 3251
Kampung Batu 3339(1)
Kampung Belendungan 3377
Kampung Betel Mester, letter sent to -, 3388-E (53)
Kampung Cibokan, letter from -, 3388-E (23)
Kampung Gang Pecabukang, letter from-, 3388-E (29)
Kampung Gunung Sahari 3248
Kampung Jawa 3309
Kampung Kebun Jahe 3198, 3215; letter sent to -, 3388-A (16)
Kampung Kebun Jeruk 3237
Kampung Rramat Gang Sentiung 3219 (inserted paper)
Kampung Krukut 3216a, 3253, 3256, 3260k, 3309, 3315, 3339 (1, 2), 3386W
(3); letters, 3388-A (1-2, 6, 9), 3388-B (2)
Kampung Kwitang 3300-III (1)
Kampung Muara Karang 3251 _______________
Kampung Noordwijk 3375; letter, 3388-A (10)
Kampung Pabaton 3251
Kampung Pakojan, letter from -, 3388-E (43)
Kampung Pasar Baru. referred to in letter, 3388-E (25)
Kampung (Gang) Pecenongan 3195a, 3241, 3243, 3245, 3246, 3308, 3319
Kampung Pluit 3251
Kampung Rawa Sentiung 3377
Kampung Sawah Jembatan Lima, letter from -, 3388-E (28)
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Kampung Sawah (Jembatan lima Kulon) 3377
Kampung Sawah Besar 3378
Kampung Sukaburai 3243
Kampung "Soergaloko" 3244
Kampung Tambora 3377
Kampung Tanah Sirih 3216a
Kampung Tanah Tinggi (?) 3219 (inserted paper)

Bataviaasch Genootschap, notes on manuscripts belonging to -, 3343F, G, M; letter of
Van der Tuuk to -, 3387aa (reference)

Batipuh di Atas 3337
Batubukit, letter from - 3388-H (10)
Batureja 3375; letter sent to -, 3388-A (21)
Bawean, notes on language and texts, 3385; letter from -, 3388-E (8)
Bayan ajmad al-masa 'il (via's- si/at al-wajiba li-rabbi 'l-ard wa 's-samawat) 3301 (2,4)
Bengkalis, letter to the Government Secretary in -, 3388-F (3), 3388-H (passim)
Beting Panjang (on the isle of Pengujan), letter from -, 3388-B (15)
Bharatayuddha (Old Javanese kakawiri) 3195a (reference), 3258b-c; see also

Bratayuda
Bibixxx 3195
Bidayat al-hidaya 3284 (reference)
Bidayat al-mubtadi bifadl Allah al-nmhdi 3280, 3281
Bidayat al-mubtadi wa 'umdat al-awladi 3280 (reference)
Bimasuci (Jav. story) 3240 (reference)
Bin Singking Hu (Chinese trader in Singapore), letter to -, 3388-E (22)
al-Bistaml. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad b. 'All b. Ahmad, (d. 858/1454) 3300-11

(12); 3300-11 (8) (reference)
Blambangan, history of the Chinese in Banyuwangi and surroundings (esp.

Blambangan) 3214(4)
Bogor 3219, 3221 (reference); Sundanese letter from -, 3387cc (2, 4, 6); letter from

-, 3388-E (5); see also Buitenzorg
Kampung Empang, Sundanese letter from -, 3387cc (6)

Boha Said, letter of- 3388-F (6)
Bojonegoro

Kampung Ladukah, letter from -, 3388-A (2&)
Bomakawya (Old Javanese kakawin) 3220 (reference)
Bonjol 3212
Borculo 3343 L (3)
Bov/ee (Entity 3243
Brandes, Jan Laurens Andries (1857-1905), notes by- 3195, 3197, 3260 (r), 3208,

3361 (?)
Brodie, C. (juru tulis in Padang) 3380
Bratayuda (Jav. story) 3260b (2); see also Bharatayuddha_________:———————
Bu Ahmad, letter to - and Muhammad Yasin, 3388-E (8)
Buaya Rayap, Lampung letter of the chief of Marga —, 3387aa (22)
Buddingh, Steven Adriaan (1811-1869), manuscript of-, 3260f
Bugyatahlal-'ibdda 3300-11(11)
Buginese, peranakan Bugis writer of Lampung letter, 3387aa (74)
Buitenzorg 3311; see also Bogor
Bujal (Encik, in Singapore), letter of-, 3388-B (9)
Bukhari al-Jauhari, see Taj as-Salafin (author)

Bukitbatu, letter from -, 3388-F (3); mentioned in an IOU, 3388-G (!)• letter of Datuk
Laksamana of- 3388-H (11)

Bukittingi, 3304-rV(ll)
Buleleng, postmaster, 3388; letter sent to -, 3388-A (20, 38); 3388-C (4, 8-9), 3388-E

(46), 3388-F (10), 3388-S (1-4); letter from -, 3388-L (1); Javanese letters to the
Jaksa Landraad, 3388-N, 3388-T; Javanese verdict, 3388-Q; see also
Sumadiwirya

Bumi Agung 3387y (7), Lampung letter from-, 3387aa (18, 41-42, 48, 63-64, 71,
75, 80, 102); hiwang, 3388-P

Bumikul, Lampung proclamation, 3387aa (68)
Bumi Ratu, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (113)
Bumi Runjung, Lampung report on —, 3387aa (100)
Bunga Mayang, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (127)
Burhan (Kiai), Javanese letter of-, 3388-X (43)
Bustan al- 'Ariftn 3234 (1); reference to -, 3374 (1), 3381, 3382 (2)
Bustan as-Salafin 3234 (1) (book VII), 3260b (1), 3260d, 3300-1 (5); reference to -,

3380(2)
Buyut, Lampung letter from-, 3387aa (1)
Cakraadiningrat, Sultan of Madura, letter from-, 3321-IV/10
Cakrawinata (Raden), letter to -, 3388-E (6)
calendar, Javanese notes on the five-day and seven-day week, 3277 (1); auspicious

and inauspicious months for house-building, 3277 (2); good and bad days, 3299
(12); auspicious days for planting, 3303-1 (10); see also Wukon Java

Canti (Kampung) 33871
Carita Dayang Rindu, see Tatimbai Si Dayang Rindu
Carita Raja Asa (Lampung story) 3387y (6), z (3)
Carita Rama 3300-IV (3)
Carita Satus (Jav. story) 3260b (2)
Carita Siti Hasanah (Sundanese story) 3380 (2) (reference)
Carita Wayang Kinudang 3367
catechism 3299
'Centralisatie-Maleisch', article on -, 3260p (1)
Cerita bujanggadis dulu kala (that is, hiwang) 3387m
Ceritera asal bangsajin dan segala dewa-dewa 3300-III (6)
Ceritera asal ketunman raja-raja Melayit 3199 (8)
Ceritera asal raja-raja Melayu puny a ketunman 3199 (7)
Cerita Nabi Allah Musa munajat di bukit Tur Sina 3300-1 (20), see also Hikayat

Nabi Musa munajat
Cerita Tukang Gamal Ki Dudah Jinda Lara Ning Hati 3221 (reference)
Chalmers, William, notes on Dayak languages, 3268; letters of- to Van der Tuuk,

3268b,e
—charm 3297, 3298; see also repellent and incantation_________________

Cherita Sultan Iskandar 3258b (reference)
Chinese, history of the Chinese in Banyuwangi and surroundings; 3214 (4); seal and

signatures, 3257c; lexicographical notes, 3259b; medical lore, 3298; creative
copyist, 3333; contract, 3344 (22); letter of the Kapitan Cina in Barus, 3388-A
(3a); seals, 3388-A (11); signatures, 3388-A (23)

Chulalongkorn (King of Siam), note on a gift of-, 3388-L (2)
Cianjur, letter sent to -, 3388-A (33)
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Cing (Tuan Alperes Kiai, of Tegal; perhaps identical to Baba Alperes Kiai in 3388-A
(6)), letter to -, 3388-A (8, 18?)

Gil-ebon, letter from -, 3388-E (4); letter sent to -, 3388-A (14)
Cit Safirin b. Usman ibn Fadli
Cohen Stuart, Abraham Benjamin (1825-1876), 3252, 3258b (reference); letter of-,

3391i(l); letter to- 3387y (6)
Daftar Sejarah Cerebon, see Hikayat Siihunan Gunung Jati
daggers, notes on -, 3299 (13)
Daing Taib, letter to-, 3388-E (33)
Da'iranMasanif 3211 (reference)
d-a-l-y p-a-y-ng, letter sent to -, 3388-E (42)
Damar Wulan, lakon Damar Wvlan, 3238 (reference)
Danureja (Raden Adipati,/»a^'/! of Yogyakarta), Javanese letter from -, 3343 L (3)
Daqa'iq al-hunlf 3301(4)
Darma Upapatti 3258d
DamM 3255(3)
Danial Abdul Taef 3237
Danau (place), 3304-IV (10)
Datuak Mandedeang Alam, letter of- 3304-IV (24)
Datuk Bendahara Seri Maharaja Mangkuta Bumi of Malacca 3292, 3293
Datuk Kabasyaran, letter of-, 3344 (28)
Datuk Laksamana Muda (in Bukitbatu), letter of-, 3388-F (3)
Datuk Lambuang Bukik 3234
Datuk Mandir, letter of-, 3344 (36)
Datuk Raja Amat Sorkam 3234
dan 'al-shams carah Tebyan (Acehnese rendering of the Tibyan/T ma 'rifat at-adyan)

• 3291 (1) reference
Daud (Syaikh, Min. vlama-civn-poet), see Syair Makah dan Madinah and Syair Sitnw-
Daud Patani
Dayak, notes on Dayak languages by William Chalmers and James Glover, 3268
Dentz, Deutz, notes on a manuscript belonging to -, 3343 L (2)
Dewaruci (Jav. story) 3240 (reference)
dhikir, syairs on -, 3343M (1, 2); N (2); formulae (Ar.), 3370 (6); see also Syair Dzikir
dialogue, in Malay with English translation, 3260m
dictionary, see vocabularies
Didi, untitled Jav. prose story featuring -, 3385 (12, 14)
Dinaya (in the district of Malang), note of the 'wedono Porrony', 33S8-Q
divination 3303-1(10)
doa, 3277 (7, 11, 25, 26); 3283, 3297, 3298, 3299, 3300-II (14), 3345 (5), 3370 (2, 4);

doa 'Asiira, 3219; 'gebed voor eedsaflegging' (Javano-Balinese) 3258b; doa
• Yusuf, 3277 (3); doa mtbiiwwa (?), 3277 (5); du'a' •All, 3345 (6); punishments for

those neglecting their prayers, 3345 (3); see also Du 'a sipulang guna —
doctor's servant, story about a - who steals his master's medicines, unsuccesfully

posing as a doctor, 3321 (III)
dv "a', see doa
Du 'a sipulang guna 3422D
Dulah (Haji, in Siam?), letter of- 3388-E (54)
Dulpakar (sword of AH) 3343 L (2)
Durabu (Kiai, kepala distrik Amandit), letter of-, 3388-E (15)
Burma (Balinese poem) 3657, 4227

ad-Dwr ai-manziim 3301 (10)
ad-Durr an-nazim 3300-11(7)
Durrat al-fara 'id bi-sarh al- 'aqa 'id 3288 (reference), 3300-11 (6)
Dyckman, Henderick (d. 1704) 3303-1 (6)
Dzikir Mawlid, see Mawlid an-Nabi
earthquake 3246
erotology 3258d, 3297, 3298, 3299; alipan (love magic), 3277 (24); see also 3657

('erotic' stanza)
eschatology, see Akhbar al-akhira ft ahwal al-Qiyama
Fadli family (Batavia), see Ibn Fadli
Fakih Abdul Wahab, see Mualim Hitam
Fakih Dar al-Aman 3300-1(7)
Fakhruddin (Kemas) 3301 (5, 7)
Fara'id 3300-11(1)
fasting, - in the month Ramadhan 3255 (5)
Fath al-Khayr (?, name of a schooner), referred to in a letter , 33 88-E (30)
Path al-Rahman 3255 (7), 3300-11 (9); see also Kitab al-mukhtasar daripada

perkataan syarahnya Path ar-Rahman
Fatirna, letter of- and Jarah (in Palembang), 3388-A (29)
fatwa 3255 (3)
al-Fawa 'id al-bahiya (fi 'l-ahadith an-nabawiya), see Hadiyat al-habibfi't-targib

wa't-tarhib
f-y-d(?)-y h-alif-ng-n k-w-r-1-y-b-y-r (Encik) 3213
folkstory (Min.) 3303 II; see also Thumbling, sisindai, Kaba Pinjaro, Kaba baruak

mamanjek ditrian
Fusiis al-Hikam 3260k
Gaiuh, letter sent from -, 3388-E (33, 34)
Garliang (?) Muda, letter of- and Ramdani (?), 3388-A (36)
Garuk Alam, letter of-, 3344 (23)
Gayat al-Ikhtisar, see at-Taqribfi 'Ifiqh
al-Gazzall, Abu Hamid Muhammad (d. 505/1111), 3301 (10); reference to -, 3284,

3285
al-GazzalT, Ahmad b. Muhammad (d. 520/1126) 3285 (reference)
Gedung Karta, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (56)
Gedung Komering, Lampung letter from-, 3387aa (117)
Genealogy of the Sultans of Sumenep 3199 (4)
Genealogy of the Sultans of the Riau-Lingga empire, see Ceritera asal raja-raja

Melayu pimya ketunman and Ceritera asal ketunman raja-raja Melayu
General Secretariat (Batavia) 3196 (reference), 3201 (reference), 3260e (3), 3260f,

3288 (reference); 3339 (2) (kantor kumpeni, perhaps General Secretariat?); 3343D
(1) (reference); notes on manuscripts of-, 3300, 3301; 3315; list of manuscripts of
—, 3343R; letter of a copyist of the kantor Melayu sekretari (General Secretariat?), _
3344 (30); see also Muhammad Cing Sa'idullah

Gerven, Adriaan van (d. 1774) 3301 (6)
Geschiedenis van den honing van het oostelijke landschap van Sumatra 3202
Ghatotkacasraya (Old Javanese kakawin), reference to -, 3195a, 3221
Giessen, A. van der (Resident ad interim of Bima), letter to -, 3304-1 (1, 2)
Giri, Sunan Giri, see Serat Sejarah Rasulullah Muhammat
Glover, James, notes on the language of the Sea Dayaks of Sarawak, 3268a
Goring & Co. (rumah obat) 3243
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Gramberg, J.S.G. (Government Secretary in Bengkalis) 3388-H
Gresik, sentence of the district court of- 3260p (2); letter from -, 3388-A (31), 3388-

E (36); letter sent to - 3388-G (2)
Kampung Kabongsan, letter sent to -, 3388A (27)
Kampung Panjarangan, letter sent to -, 3388-A (13)

Gudan 3209
Gunung Katun Tanjungan, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (120)
Gunung Raja, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (43)
Gurindam Duabelas (by Raja Ali Haji) 3368 (reference)
Guru Cit, see Ibn Fadli
al-Gunya fiBayan Ism Allah, see GunyafiHusiil al-Munya
Gunya fi Husiil al-Munya 3231(7)
Gusti Ali '3256
Gusti Unah, letter to -, 3388-E (34)
al-Habsyi. Hasan b. Hamid, letter to -, 3388-E (37)
al-Habsvi. Sayyid Hamid b. Yasin (in Gresik), letter of-, 3388-E (36, 37)
al-Habsyi. Sayyid Umar b. Abdul Rahman, letter to -, 3388-E (12)
Habudin (Kiai Agus Haji, in Lampung), letter to —, 3 3 8 8-E (43)
al-Haddad. 'Abd Allah b. 'Alawi 3301(13)
al-Haddad. Ahmad b. al-Hasan b. 'Abd Allah 3301(13)
al-Haddad. 'Alawi 3300-11 (11)
Hadiyatal-habibfi't-targibwa't-tarhib 3288,3300-11(10)
Hallaz-zill 3291 (2) reference
Hamis (Encik), letter from -, 3344 (6)
Hamzah, letter of-, Hani'a and Husin (in Ulak Kerbau), 3388-A (32)
Hamzah Fansuri 3260f, u; poems by -, 3372, 3374; see also Syair Dagang and Syair

Perahu
Hamzah Hasnan 3251
Hani'a, letter of-, Hamzah and Husin (in Ulak Kerbau), 3388-A (32)
Hasan 3195
Hasan, see Kadi Hasan
Hasan (Haji, in Batavia; copyist) 3377
Hasan b. Hamid al-Habsvi
Hasanudin b. Zakaria (orang Banjar), letter to —, 3388-E (21)
Hasim (Encik, Surabaya jail), letter addressed to -, 3388-A (34)
Hasin (guru), letter to -, 3388-F (6)
hell, enumeration of conditions in -, 3345 (4)
Hidaia (in Galuh), letter of-, 3388-E (33, 34)
Hidayat as-salikin (fisiiluk maslak al-miittaqiri) 3284
Hikam, commentary of-, 3290; 3300-11 (9)
Hikayat Abdullah Asyir dan Dayang Rohani 3380 (1)
HikayatAbu Bakar dan rahib Yahudi 3231 (3) (reference)———————————————
Hikayat Abu Samah 3101 (2), 3309, 3343E
Hikayat Abu Syahamah, see Hikayat Abu Samah
Hikayat (Syaikh) Abu Yazidal-Bistami, note on -, 3260a (9)
Hikayat Aceh 3322 (reference, erroneous title)
Hikayat Ahmad 3203(2)
Hikayat Ahmad Muhammad 3249, 3314; reference to -, 3256, 3260(1)
Hikayat Amir Hamzah 3301 (16), 3308 (1)
Hikayat Amir al-Mu 'minin 'Umar 3345 (2); 3260(1) (reference)

Hikayat Anak Pengajian 3241 (reference)
Hikayat anak saudagar menjadi raja, see Hikayat Raja Budak
Hikayat Angkawijaya 3221
Hikayat Arjuna Mangunjaya 3241
Hikayat Asmara Dewa 3243
Hikayat Baginda Umar, see Hikayat Amir al-Mu 'minin 'Umar
Hikayat Baginda Usman 3385 (2, 5-6, 10-11, 13)
Hikayat Bahrain Syah 3317
Hikayat Bakhtiar 3197 (1); reference to -, 3205 (3), 3208, 32601, 3260r, 3374 (1),

3380(2), 3381
Hikayat Banjar 3211 (3), 3214 (1), 3343L (1)
Hikayat Banta Beuransah (Acehnese story), 3317 (reference)
Hikayat Bayan Budiman 3208, 3300-1 (27, 28); reference to -, 3317, 3380 (2)
Hikayat Derma Syahdan 3256 (2)
Hikayat Bikrama Ditya 3301(15)
Hikayat Bima, see Ceritera asal bangsajin dan segala dewa-dewa
Hikayat Budak Miskin 3300-1(1)
Hikayat Bulan Belah 3213 (1), 3300-1 (18)
HikayatBurung barau-barau, note on-, 3260a (13), 3260k
Hikayat Cekel Waneng Pali 3209, 3236 3378; 3245 (comparable to -); 3254

(reference), 3300-1 (12)
Hikayat Darma Ta 'siah, note on -, 3260a (11)
Hikayat Dewa Asmara Jaya, see Hikayat Asmara Dewa
Hikayat Dewa Mandu 3256 (reference), 3300-1 (26)
Hikayat dunia; kejadian nabi-nabi, see 3101 (1) (erroneous title, reference)
Hikayat Emir Muhammad 3289 (reference)
Hikayat Ghulam, see Hikayat Bakhtiar
Hikayat Hang Tuah 3260e (3) (summary); 3300-1 (17)
HikayatHasanuddin 3300a (reference)
Hikayat Indra Bangsawan 3256 (reference)
Hikayat Indera Kayangan 325 8b (reference)
Hikayat Indra Layangan 3258b (reference)
Hikayat Indra Mantri 3316
Hikayat Indranata 3196
Hikayat Indraputra 3256 (reference)
Hikayat Isma Yatim 3256 (reference); 3260a (2), 3300-1 (4), 3320 (1)
Hikayat Jauhar Manikam 3266o (reference); 3300-III (2), 3315, 3366
Hikayat Johor 3322
Hikayat Kalilah dan Daminah 3195, 3197 (1) (reference)
Hikayat Ketunman dan Kebesaran Tuanku Gembang (sic) Pertuanan Raja Zaman

Purba Kala di Negeri Bandar Muar 3202 (reference); see also Kaba Tuanku
———(Gombang) Patuanan

Hikayat Kidang dan Kawan, see Hikayat Kidung dan Kakawin
Hikayat Kidung dan Kakawin 3252
Hikayat Koris Mengindra 3256 (reference)
Hikayat Kuda Sumirang (Sira Panji Pandai Rupa), see Hikayat Panji Semirang
Hikayat Lima Fasal 3300-IV (5)
Hikayat Maharaja Ali 3260a (6)
Hikayat Maharaja Boma 3220, 3256 (1), 3300-1 (14)
Hikayat Maharaja Ganda Parwa Kitsuma 3241
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Hikayat Malim Dewa, see Kaba Malim Dewa
Hikayat Malem Dewa (Acehnese story) 3203 (1) (reference)
Hikayat Marakarma, see Hikayat Si Miskin
Hikayat Mara Keweuma (Acehnese version of the Hikayat Si Miskin) 3319

(reference)
Hikayat Mesa Tandraman 3300-IV (1)
Hikayat Mesa Urip 3237 (reference),
Hikayat Mesa Urip Panji Jaya Lelana 3251
Hikayat Mi 'raj Nabi Muhammad 32601 (reference); 3300-1 (10), 3305, 3306 (1)
Hikayat MuhammadHanafiyyah 3219, 3223, 3300-IV (2); 3345 (2) (reference)
Hikayat Nabi bercukiir 3304-11 (2), 3345 (6)
Hikayat Nabi Muhammad 3289 (reference)
HikayatNabi Muhammadberperangdengan RajaKhaibar 3300-1 (16)
Hikayat Nabi Muhammad mengajar anaknya Fatimah 3277 (4)
Hikayat Nabi Musa munajat 3300-11 (5); see also Cerita Nabi Allah Musa munajat

di bukit Titr Sina
HikayatNabi Yiisuf 3300-1 (11)
Hikayat nangkodo bajua bohong ka bakeh rajo-rajo 3262 (2a)
Hikayat Nur Muhammad 3304-11 (1)
Hikayat Pandawa, see Hikayat Pandawa Jaya
Hikayat Pandawa Jaya 3195a, 3221 (reference), 3240 (reference), 3250, 3300-1 (13)
Hikayat Pandawa Lima, see Hikayat Pandawa Jaya
Hikayat Pandawa Panca Kelima, see Hikayat Pandawa Jaya
Hikayat Panji Kuda Sumirang, see Hikayat Panji Semirang
Hikayat Panji Semirang 3237 (1), 3242, 3365/3384; notes on-, 3321-V
Hikayat Panji Wila Kusuma 3260a (4)
Hikayat Parang Puting 3300-1(1,25)
Hikayat Pekar Medi (Acehnese story) 3318 (reference)
Hikayat Pelanduk Jinaka 3300-1 (3)
Hikayat Perang Pandawa Jaya, see Hikayat Pandawa Jaya
HikayatPuspa Wiraja 3321(11)
Hikayat Puteri Balkis, see Hikayat Puti Bahikih
Hikayat Puteri Lindung Bulan (Kedah Tua) 3202 (reference)
Hikayat Puti Balukih 3205 (3 and 4), 3312, 3313, 3379
Hikayat Puti Linduang Bulan, reference to -, 3202, 3204; see also Kaba Puti

Linduang Bulan
Hikayat Putra Jaya Pati 3300-1(2)
Hikayat Piitri Jauhar Manikam 3300-1 (23)
Hikayat Putroe Balukeih (Acehnese story) 3205 (3) (reference)
Hikayat Rabi 'ah, note on -, 3260a (10)
Hikayat Raden Mesa Lara Kusuma 3260a (5)
Hikayat Raja Babi 3260a (7) __________
Hikayat Raja Budak, 3318; note on -, 3260a (14); 3334 (reference)
Hikayat Raja Dewa Maharupa 3300-1 (30)
Hikayat Raja Jumjumah 3213 (3), 32601 (reference), 3306 (2), 3310, 3311, 3323
Hikayat Raja Khandak (dan Raja Badar) 3307, 3308 (2)
Hikayat Raja Rum, see Hikayat Indranata
Hikayat Raja Syah Johan Indera Mengindera 3300-1 (22)
Hikayat Raja Syah Mardan, see Hikayat Syahi Mardan
Hikayat Raja Tungtung, see Syair Raja Tungtung

Hikayat Rajo Paratuanan Malim Dewa, see Kaba Malim Dewa
Hikayat Rasul Allah bercukiir 3300-1 (21)
Hikayat Saidana Usman, see Hikayat Baginda Usman
Hikayat Salmon al-Farisi, see Hikayat Abu Bakar dan rahib Yahudi
Hikayat Sang Boma, see Hikayat Maharaja Boma
Hikayat Selindung Bulan Kedah Tua 3328 (reference)
Hikayat Sema 'un 3300-III (3)
Hikayat Sempurna Jaya 3246
Hikayat Serangga Bayu, see Hikayat Ahmad Muhammad
Hikayat Seribu Masa 'il 3300-1 (19)
Hikayat Shamsu 'l-barri, see Hikayat Syamsul Barin
Hikayat Si Kicau Murai Batu 3205 (1)
Hikayat SilindimgDalima 3300-1 (29); 3330 (2) (reference)
Hikayat Si Miskin 3300-111(1), 3301 (14), 3319
Hikayat Siti Abasah 3374(1), 3381
Hikayat Siti Hasanah 3380 (2)
Hikayat Sri Rama 3248, 3258a (reference)
Hikayat Syah Kobad 3256 (reference)
Hikayat Syahi Mardan 3197 (2), 3256 (reference), 3300-1 (15)
Hikayat Syamsul Barin 3258a (reference), 3258b
Hikayat Suhunan Gunung Jati 3300a
Hikayat Sukarna dan Sukarni, see Hikayat Ahmad Muhammad
Hikayat Tamim ad-Dari 3258b (reference)
Hikayat tatkala bulan belah dua, see Hikayat Bulan Belah
Hikayat tatkala Nabi Musa munajat, note on - , 3260a (12)
Hikayat tatkala Rasulullah memberi sedekah kepada seorang darwisy 3213 (2)
Hikayat Tuanku Ahmad Haruan 3204 (reference), 3260i (1) (sequel), 3262 (2b)

(beginning)
Hikayat (Juan Putri) Jauhar Manikam, see Hikayat Jauhar Manikam
Hikayat Tumpang (Carang) Kembang 3377
Hikayat Ular Nangkawang 3300-1(24)
Hikayat Zadbakht, see Hikayat Bakhtiar
al-Hisn al-hasm min kalian sayyidal-miirsalm 3300-11 (13)
hiwang 3387m-s, y (9), 3388-P
Holle, Karel Frederik (1829-1896), letter of-, 339H (2); Sundanese letter of-, 3343P

(2a)
house-building, notes on -, 3277 (2)
Hoek (or Hok, Huk), captain, letter to -, 3321-IV/3
Hiikum Berlayar 3296 (2)
HukumKanun 3195 (1), 3296 (1)
Hukum Pelayaran 3199 (2)
Hullah, Lampung letter with Mal. influences sent to -, 3387aa (107)
Husain b. Muhammad b. Svihabudin ——————————
Husin, letter of-, Hani'a and Hamzah (in Ulak Kerbau), 3388-A (32)
Husin b. Ismail 3210 (reference)
(Muhyi ad-DTn) Ibn al-'Arabi (d. 638/1240) 3260k
Ibn Ahmad [al-]Saqqaf
Ibn 'Ata' Allah. Abu'1 Fadl Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Kanm 3301 (2)
Ibn 'Ata' Allah, Ahmad b. Muhammad Abu'1 Fadl Taj ad-DTn al-Iskandari as-Sadhili

(d. 709/1309) 3290; 3300-11 (9)
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Jawharat cm-Nizam 3260k
Jayaharja, Jav. letter of-, 3388-W (53)
Jayakrama (Pcmgeran) 3300-11 (6)
Jaya Sudirja ('djoijo Soedirdjo') 3252
Jayawiyata, Jav. letter of-, 3388-W
al-Jazan, Muhammad b. Muhamad b. 'All b. Yusuf, (d. 833/1429) 3300-11 (13)
Jewish rabbis, story of the - who put questions to 'Umar, but which were answered by

'All, see Masa'il al-Yahud li'l-imam 'All
JiBiLin, seal, 3388-A(ll)
Ji Kun, letter to - and Mam Sing, 3388-E (10)
Juanda

Kampung s-y-1-h-r, letter from -, 3388-E (40)
al-Jududuh (?),'Abd al-Manaf 3197
Kaba Anggun Nan Tungga/Tongga, see Kaba nan Tungga
Kaba baruak mamanjek durian 3295 (3)
Kaba Cindua Mato 3204 (reference), 3206, 3207, 3212, 3217, 3262 (1), 3304-11
Kabagusan, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (5)
Kabagutan, Lampung letter (Pabiyan dialect) from -, 3387aa (105)
Kaba Magek Manandin 3204 (reference)
Kaba Malin Demon 3203 (1), 3204, 3324, 3325, 3326, 33861
Kaba Malim Demon, see Kaba Malin Demon
Kaba Malim Dewa, 3304-VII, 3371
Kaba Mvrai Batu, see Hikayat Si Kicait Murai Batu
Kaba nan Tungga 3327, 3330 (1)
KabaPinjaro 3260i (2), 3303-11 (4)
Kaba Puti Bediwa Bangsa (Etnas'!) 3204 (reference)
Kaba Puti Linditang Bulan 3328, see also Hikayat Puti Linduang Bulan
Kaba Rambun Pamenan 3204 (reference)
Kaba Tuanku (Gombang) Patuanan 3202; 3328 (reference)
Kaba Tuanku nan Mudo 3207
Kaba Tuanku Urang Mudo 3206 (reference)
KadiHasan 3208
Kahuripan (Kampung), Sundanese letter from -, 3387cc (3)
Kamalu Ludalin (?) (Haji), letter to -, 3388-E (27)
Kamaluddin (Raden) 3301 (5)
Kamarudin (l,juru tulis in Tebing Tinggi), letter of-, 3388-E (16)
Kamarudin (juru tulis in Martapura), letter of-, 3388-E (47)
Kamering (Agung), Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (20, 82-83,103)
Kandangan (South Kalimantan), letter from -, 3388-E (15)
Kapayungan, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (46)
Kampuwan, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (76)
Kaping (?), Keping (?), letter sent to -, 3388-F (5)
karang (Balinese) 3258d(6) ——————————
Karmidin (7, juru tulis in Tebing Tinggi), letter of-, 3388-E (16)
Karsyima (wife of Utung b. Akir) 3308, 3319
Katun, see Nanggeri Katun
Kayung (West Kalimantan), referred to in letter, 3388-B (10)
Kecil xxx Tambun (owner) 3377
Keling, letter to the kapitan - in Padang, 3340 (1)
Knala'iq al-yakin 3200(1)
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Ibn Fadli, Ahmad Insab b. Safirin b. Uthman (son of Sapirin) 3241
Ibn Fadli. Muhammad Bakir (Muhammad Bakir b. Syafi'an b. Usman, 19th-century

Batavian author; member of the Fadli family) 3245, 3246, 3247 (reference)
Ibn Fadli. Cit Safirin (b.) Usman a.k.a. Gum Cit or Sapirin (19th-century Batavian

author; member of the Fadli family) 3221, 3241, 3244, 3247
Ibn Hajar al-HaytamT (d. 973/1565-1566) 3255
Ibn Mudim Sawa ad-Din. Abdul Rahim, letter of-, 3388-F (7)
Ibn Mudim Sawa ad-Din. Abdul Rahman, letter to -, 3388-F (7)
IbnSa'id 3331
Ibn (almarhum Syaikh) Uthman Ba Svuaib. Abdul Rahman b. Salim, letter to -, 3388-

E(17, 19-20)
Ibn Uthman Ba Svuaib, Rawda b. Salim (in Surabaya), letter of-, 3388-E (17)
Ibrahim, letter of-, 3304-FV (13); see also Sutan Ibrahim
Ibrahim (Syekh Molana) 3277 (8)
IdaKetutAnom 3258b
Ijabah (in Bojonegoro), letter of-, 3388-A (27)
'Ilmal-ramal 3301 (11)
incantantion (Ar.) against Satan 3345 (1); see also charm and repellent
India Office Library, notes on manuscripts in -, 3260t
Indopuro (Mal. Indrapura) 3205 (3), 3312
Idns (Encik) 3280
Ihya" 'ulum ad-din 3285 (reference)
Ingkie (Baba, probably Mah Ing Ki), refeiTed to in letter, 3388-S (3)
IOU 3388-G(l)
Iqna' 3255(7)
Ishak, letter of-, 3388-A (2)
Ismail, letter to -, 3388-A (35)
Ismail'(10th Sultan of Bima, r. 1817-1854), letter of-, 3304-1 (2)
Ismail b. Abdullah al-Khalidi
Ismail b. Datuk Kerkun (Siak) (copyist in Riau) 3376
al-Jadwal fiBayan at-Tasnf, see al-JadwalfiKalam al-'Arab
al-Jadwal fl Kalam al- 'Arab 3231 (8), 3233 (2); see also al-Lugat al-Fiqh
al-Jafri. Abu Bakar b. 'Aydarus, letter to -, 3388-E (3)
Jager, letter of-, 3343F
Ja'i, letter to-, 3388-A (17)
Jaimah (in Pontianak), letter of-, 3388-A (26)
Jaka Sukara, Lakon Jaka Sukara, 3241 (reference)
Jalal ad-Dm al-MahallT (d. 864/1460) 3224a-b
Jalal ad-DTn as-Suyuti (d. 911/1505) 3224a-b
Jalalen, see Tafsir al-Jalalain
Jalil (Raden), letter to -, 3388-E (2)

_Jam' al-fawa 'id 3288 (reference)____________________________
Jamal Limau (Tuanku) 3325
Jan Juan, letter of- and Lik Nan, 3388-A (23)
Jarah, letter of- and Fatima (in Palembang), 3388-A (29)
Javanese, grammar, 3260g; dialect of Banyuwangi, 3270 (1-4); language use in

Surakarta, 3270 (4); religious texts, 3343P (1); unidentified tract, 3343P (1); texts,
3387gg; letters, 3388 (passim); poem, 3388-M; Mal. letters in Javanese script,
3388-S (1-2)

Jawahiral-'ulumfikasfal-ma'lum 3301 (9)
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al-Khalidi. Ismail b. Abdullah (Syaikh) 3335 (1), 3338
al-Khalidi, 'Abd al-Hamid b. 'Abdallah - al-Natari 3197
Khalil Ibrahira 3292
Khawass al-Qur 'an al-azim 3301 (7)
al-Khulasaft 's-Sarf 3231 (4)
Kifayat al-Muhtajin (ila suluk maslak kamal at-talibin) 3301 (4)
KijungBawean (song in Bawean language) 3385 (3)
Kiman (owner) 3195a
Kisah Pelayaran Abdullah, pantuns from -, 3343 C (2)
Kitab Bur' as-Sa 'a 3299 (6)
Kitab ad-Durra al-fara 'idafisarh al-qaslda 3300-11 (4)
KitabFara'id 3370(3)
Kitab Fikh 3279,3300-11(3)
Kitabfikhyangpendek 32601
Kitab Fusiis see Fusiis al-Hikam
Kitab Hadith Nabi, see Hadlyat al-habib fi't-targib wa't-tarhib
Kitab al-Haraka 3335 (3) (reference)
Kitab al-Hikam, see Hikam
Kitab Idah al-Bab (li-murid an-nikah bi 's- sawab) 3200 (2)
Kitab al-Luga 3231 (8) (reference)
Kitab Ma 'rifat al- 'Ariflrt 3260k
Kitab Masailah (Javanese adaptation of Masa 'il al-Muhtadi li-Ikhwan al-Mubtadt)

3282 (reference)
Kitab Masa 'il al- Yahiid 3231 (2)
Kitab al-mukhtasar daripadaperkataan syarahnya Path ar-Rahman 3301 (5)
Kitab Mujarabat 3297, 3298; see also Kitab Obat
Kitab Muswaddah 3289 (reference)
Kitab an-Nikah, see Bab an-Nikah
Kitab Obat 3198, 3215, 3297; see also Kitab Mujarabat
Kitab Obat-obatan, see Kitab Obat
Kitab Ruhin Agama 3283
Kitab Seribu Masa 'il 3343M (3) (reference)
Kitab Setan 3203 (1); 3325 (derogatory appelation of the Kaba Malin Demon)
Kitab Sifat Dua Puluh, see sifat dua puluh
Kitab Syekh Muhammad bin Yusiifal-Samtsi, see as-Sanusiya
Kitab Tajwid 3370 (5); 3331 (reference)
Kitab at-targib wa't-tarhib 3288 (reference)
Kitab Tib, see Kitab Obat
Kitab Tibb al-Bur'min nafsihi 3299(6)
Kitab Tuanku Patuanan dalam Kualo Banda Mua, see Kaba Tuanku (Gombang)

Patuanan (3202)
Kitab Tuhpah, see Tuhfat al-muhtaj ———————
Kock, Luitenant-General Hendrik Merkus de, letter to -, 3321-IV/10
Kota Napal, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (116)
Kota Negara (Kuta Nenggara), Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (25, 41,119)
Kotanopan, letter to the Titan Kumandur, 3388-A (3b-c)
Koto Gadang 3206, 3330, 3337
Krissen, A. (?), see Akrissen
Krui, Kroe 3387i; letter sent to -, 3388-A (25)
Kuala (Asahan, Sumatra's East Coast), mentioned in an IOU, 3388-G (1)

Kuala Sabuk, letter from -, 3388-F (4)
Kumala Bahrin 3301(17)
himandw lain, letter to -, 3262 (5)
Kimtara Rajaniti (Javanese lawbook) 3387h, y(6)
Kuripan. Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (47)
Kusinah (Khatib), letter of- in Bawean, 3388-E (8)
Kutai Samarinda, letter sent to -, 3388-A (11)
Kutara Manawa 3258d
Kyahi Nur, see Fakhruddin (Kemas)
Lamah (Encik, in Riau), letter of- 3388-E (42)
Lampung, notes on phonology, 3391c; lexicographical notes, 3387t; v; letters, 3387e,

3387aa (passim), 3388-P; literature, 3391, 3387 (passim); love song, 3387t-u;
reports on ladang, 3387aa (58, 128), cf. Penjalang; Dutch letters by Van der Tuuk,
3387H (2-3); letter sent to -, 3388-E (43); see also Tatimbai Anak Dalom,
Tatimbai Si Dayang Rindu, Sailing Caya Nageri, adeg, handling, tangguh, sagata
and hiwang
Teluk Kampung Pasar, letter sent to -, 3388-E (45)

Lampung Saputi, letter sent to -, 3388-A (32, 35)
Lamsatar, letter to -, 3304-IV (3)
landraad(district court), sentence of- in Gresik, 3260p (2)
Landuh (in Batavia), letter of-, 3388-A (10)
Landut (Raden, mantri cacar), letter to -, 3388-A (19)
Langen Resmi (Rangga), Javanese poem of-, 3388-S (137); referred to in a letter,

3388-C(5), 3388-W(59)
Langkat, letter of the ruler of- 3388-K (1-2)
Langkawi (place), 3304-IV (12)
Langsab (Kampung) 3252 (letter)
Latif (Encik), letter sent to, 3388-A (15)
Laut Pulau, letter from -, 3388-E (22)
Lawwamah (Raja of Medina, character in a religious syair) 3343M (1)
Laylat al-Qadr, prayer or sermon, perhaps connected to -, 3345 (5)
LebaiManja 3280
legal digest for Malays in Padang, 3304-V; see also Undang-undang
lending library 3195a, 3221, 3243, 3244, 3245, 3247, 3308
lexicographical notes 3321 (1), 3387dd (2), 3388-U; see also vocabularies
Lie Kim Hok (author of Syair Siti Akbari) 3368 (reference)
Lihan, Lehan, Lampung letter sent to Hullah in —, 3387aa (107); Dutch letter by Van

der Tuuk, 3387H (2)
Lik Nan, letter of- and Jan Juan, 3388-A (23)
LiLijoe(?) 3336
Limo Kaum (place) 3325

_Lingga, letter from -, 3388-E (24)
Kampung Tuan Imam, letter from -, 3388-A (15)

linguistic notes 3257b
Lin Mamu, contract of-, 3344 (22)
list, Mal. manuscripts, 3260s; Ar. booktitles, 3262 (3)
Lohat, see as-Sahah
Lubablhya' 'ilium ad-din 3285 (reference)
Lubuak Gambalo 3233 (2)
Lubuak Ipuah (Lebai), letter of- 3321-IV/13
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al-Lugat al-Fiqh 3231 (9)
Ma Bing Swi (in Banyuwangi), letter of-, 3388-S (1-2)
Mahkota segala raja-raja, see Taj as-Salatin
Magek Kajo Amin, letter of-, 3304-IV (23)
Mahfut (Syaikh), letter of-, 3388-F (10)
Mah Ing Ki, letter to -, 3388-S (1-2); probably the same as 'Baba Ingkje'
Mahmud (Sultan of Malacca) 3256
Mahmud Badaraddin (Sultan of Palembang) 3300-11 (7, 8, 12, 13-15), 3301 (4, 6, 9,

12, 13)
Mahmud b. Haji Abdul Hamid (Haji, of Singapore, in Juanda), letter of-, 3388-E (40)
Mahmut, letter to, 3388-A (15)
Maja (in Pontianak), letter of-, 3388-H (3)
Mak Kecil (owner, in Batavia) 3377
Malacca, letter sent to -, 3388-B (6, 9
Malagasy, draft grammar, 3260o; texts, 3387ee; dialogue in English and Madagascar

language, 3260e (1)
Maleisch letterschrift. Leesoefeningen ten dienste van het onderwijs, off-prints of-,

3388-D;3388-F (1)
Malih b. marhum Encik Mahbub (in Surabaya), letter to -, 3388-E (40)
Malim Muhammad 3206
Malim nan Gadang 3328
Malim Panjang, letter of-, 3304-IV (20)
Malim Putiah 3205(3), 3312
Malim Sidi 3206
Mam Sing (Tauke), letter to - and Ji Kun, 3388-E (10)
Mamun (or Maman) d(?)-'ain Madar (Madi?) Sulaiman 3256
Manggalis (?), Menggalis (?), Mengkalis/Mangkalis (?), letter sent to -, 3388-J
Manggopoh (place) 3321-IV/13
Mangkubumi Sayyid al-Syarif Jalaludin (b. almarhum Muhammad b. Syaikh Ali Ba

'Alawi), Regent of Siak, letter of-, 3388-H (4, 8-9, 12-13)
Mangunreja, letter of-, 3388-C (2)
Mansur (Haji, panghulu in Empang, Bogor), letter of-, 3388-E (5)
Mantiq at-Tayr (Persian story by 'Attar) 3341 (reference)
Marah Linau, letter of- 3304-IV (15)
Marah Nujum, see Si Liek
Marah Sikin, letter of-, 3304-IV (4)
Marhum Jaafar (in Batavia), letter of-, 3388-A (6); letter to -, 3388-A (9)
Ma 'rifat al-Islam 3260k
marriage, matrimonial law 3255 (2) (Ar. sermon), 3255 (3, 4, 7) (Ar.); Islamic laws

and regulations concerning marriage and divorce, 3383, see also Kitab Idah al-
Bab (li-murid an-nikah bi 's- sawab) and Bab an-Nikah

Marsden, William (1754-1836), Rejang words from -, 3387w (2) ___________
"Martapura, letter from -, 3387aa (39), 3388-E (13, 14, 47)

Kampung Pekauman, letter from-, 3388-E (18, 26)
Maryunawa, Jav. letter of-, 3388-V (50)
Masahudun, letter of-, 3304-IV (17)
Masa 'il al-Muhtadi li-Ikhwan al-Mubtadi 32601, 3282
Masa'ilal-YahUdli'l-imam 'All 3231 (2), 3234 (3, 5)
Mas Jarot (owner) 3378
MasyurKhatib 3231 (4)

Matan, letter sent to -, 3388-E (33-34)
Matua (place) 3327
Maulana Muhammad Sulaiman (in Kutai), letter to -, 3388-F (9)
Mawlidan-Nabi 3289; 3338 (reference)
Mawlid Rasul Allah, see Mawlid an-Nabi
Mecca 3335 (1); fragment of an Ar. text set in Mecca, partly in poetry, 3279 (1)

Kampung Jabal g-r-d-y, letter sent to -, 3388-E (1)
medicine, 3277 (17, 18), 3297, 3298, 3299; obat kw-ab, 3231; obat sakit kepala, 3255

(1); Ar. prescriptions, 3370 (7); see also Kitab Obat
Mek Disim, letter of-, 3304-IV (23)
Menggala, letter from -, 3388-E (44)
Middleton (?), H., letter of- in Mangunreja, 3388-C (2)
Millies, Henricus Christiaan (1810-1868), Dutch letter of- 3222D (5), Jav.

manuscripts of-, 3258f; letters belonging to -, 3304-1
Minangkabau, notes on vowels, Cod.Or. 3260i (3); dialect of Mandailing, 3262 (4)
Mintrado 3253
Mir'at at-Titllab (fitasil ma'rifat al-ahkam as-sar'iya lil-tnalikal-wahhab) 3255 (6,

8), 3260h
Mohamad Mardjoekie bin Polana Moesanief 3221 (reference)
Mojowarto (Mojowarno?), Dutch letter from, 3387H (1)
Mualim Hitam (a.k.a. Fakih Abdul Wahab) 3287 (reference)
Muara Beliti, letter from -, 3388-A (37)
MuaraDua 3375; letter sent to-, 3388-A (28)
Muara Dua Komering-Ulu, letter sent to -, 3388-A (19)
Muara Klingi (?), letter to the Titan Komandan Fetor -, 3388-F (4)
Muara Rupit, letter sent to - 3388-E (39)
Muaro Kiawai 3344 (28)
Muhammad (Nabi Muhammad s.a.w.), English notes on -, 3260b (4); amulet

drawing, 3279, eulogy on -, 3283; Javanese geneology of-, 3343P (1); see also
Mawlid an-Nabi and Pal Nabi

Muhammad 3216a
Muhammad xxx 3331
Muhammad (Raden), Lampung letter of-, 3387aa (9)
Muhammad b. ' Abd al-Kanm as-Sammam al-Madam 3286 (reference)
Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Palimbam
Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Suhail al-JawzT b. al-Khassab (d. 650/1252) 3300-11 (7)
Muhammad Akib, letter to -, 3388-E (9)
Muhammad b. Alwi Barakbah
Muhammad Amin, letter to -, 3388-E (41)
Muhammad Amin, letter of-, 3388-S (3)
Muhammad Amin (Raden Haji) 3385

__ Muhammad Arif (in Martapura), letter of-, 3388-E (18, 26)
Muhammad Arsad, letter to -, 3388-E (14) -———————————
Muhammad Arsat, letter to -, 3388-A (14); 3388-E (44)
Muhammad Arsyad b. Raja, Lampung letter of-, 3387aa (8)
Muhammad Ba'ayad (Syaikh), letter to -, 3388-E (4)
Muhammad Baha'uddin (Sultan of Palembang) 3301(10)
Muhammad Bakari 3209
Muhammad Bakir (Muhammad Bakir b. Syafi'an b. Usman ibn Fadli
Muhammad Cing Sa'idullah (copyist of the General Secretariat) 3315, 3386W (3)
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Muhammad b. Da'ud al-'Inanl 3300-11 (4)
Muhammad b. Fadl Allah al-Burhanpuri (d. 1029/1620), see Tuhfat al-Mursala ild

Ruh an-Nabi
Muhammad Haji (in Padang) 3340(2)
Muhammad Hanafi 3201
Muhammad Hasanudin (Haji, in Singapore), letter of- and five other hajis, 3388-F (9)
Muhammad Hasnawi of Banten 3341
Muhammad Hayatuddin Syah Putra Kurnabe (Sultan of Bacan) 3304-1 (5)
Muhammad b. Husain b. Syihabudin
Muhammad Jasim b. Jupri (owner) 3377
Muhammad Kali (copyist from Limo Kaum) 3325
Muhammad Nafis (in Menggala), letter of-, 3388-E (44)
Muhammad Nuh, mentioned in an IOU, 3388-G (1)
Muhammad Nurudin (Haji, in Singapore), letter of- and five other hajis, 3388-F (9)
Muhammad Said (Haji), letter to -, 3388-E (13)
Muhammad Said (Kemas, in Lingga), letter of-, 3388-E (24)
Muhammad Said (Emas, in Sambas), letter of- and Emas Muhammad Saleh, 3388-E

(32)
Muhammad Sa'id (adinda somah bimdanya, in Surabaya), letter of-, 3388-B (1)
Muhammad Saleh 3252
Muhammad Saleh (in Lampung), letter to -, 3388-E (45)
Muhammad Saleh (Haji, in Singapore), letter of- and five other hajis, 3388-F (9)
Muhammad Saleh (Emas, in Sambas), letter of- and Emas Muhammad Said, 3388-E

(32)
Muhammad Saleh b. Abdul Rahman (in Muntok), letter of-, 3388-E (41)
Muhammad Saleh b. ayahanda xxx, letter to —, 3388-E (46)
Muhammad Saleh b. Haji Ahmad Svihabudin
Muhammad Salim b. Muhammad Saleh, letter to -, 3388-E (47)
Muhammad Sidik 3368 (reference)
Muhammad Sidik (b. almarhum Encik Lanang in Banjarmasin), letter of-, 3388-A (14)
Muhammad Sultan b. Mira Husin (in Surabaya), letter of-, 3388-E (46)
Muhammad Tahir (or Tohir, in Natal), letter of-, 3304-IV (5, 6, 9), 3344 (1, 11-12)
Muhammad Tahir b. Abdullah (in Palembang), letter of-, 3388-E (9)
Muhammad Tahir b.juru tulis Muhammad Asat (in Surabaya), letter of-, 3388-E (21)
Muhammad Tahir (Haji, in Singapore), letter of- and five other hajis, 3388-F (9)
Muhammad Taih b. Jimi 3243
Muhammad Tasin, letter of-, 3388-A (35)
Muhammad b. Usama, story about -, 3300-11 (15)
Muhammad Usin (perhaps the same as - Katiagan?), letter of-, 3304-IV (21)
Muhammad Usin Katiagan (perhaps the same as Muhammad Usin?), letter of-, 3304-

IV (25)
Muhammad xxx (Haji, in Singapore), letter of- and five other hajis, 3388-F (9) __
Muhammad Yakub b. Awang (in Riau), letter of-, 3388-E (7)
Muhammad Yamani, referred to -, 3388-E (20)
Muhammad Yasin, letter to - and bu Ahmad, 3388-E (8)
Muhammad Yunus (Ki Agus Haji), letter to -, 3388-A (32)
Muhammad Zain b. Jalaluddin 3287
Muhammad Zaini b. Mahmud (in Semarang), letter of-, 3388-E (21)
Muhammad Zainuddin (Pangeran Arya, in Palembang) 3301 (6)
Muhammad b. Zakariyya' ar-RazT

Muhammad Zamzam, letter to -, 3388-A (28)
Muhammad Zuhan Muhammad Kisut b. Muhammad Saleh 3198, 3215
Muhiudin (Khatib, Batavia, owner) 3320 (2)
Mil', Sundanese letter of-, 3343P (2c)
Mukhtasar fi'l-Fiqh 'aid madhab al-imdm as-Safi 7, see at-Taqnb fi'l-Fiqh
al-Mundhirl. 'Abd al-'AzTm (d. 656/1258) 3288 (reference)
Muntok, letter from -, 3388-E (41)

Kampung t-l-w r-b-y-h, letter from -, 3388-E (38)
Mur Hamid (b. Pici Kudus), letter to -, 3388-A (31)
Musn (Encik) 3243
Mustafa b. Yusuf b. Husain al-Ahdal al-'Anqawi
Mustapa (in Bogor), Sundanese letter to -, 3387cc (4-5)
Mutarif (Haji), letter to -, 3388-E (54)
Mutmainah (Sultan of Mecca, character in a religious syair) 3343M (1)
nahas 3372(1)
nafsu, treatise about good and bad-, 3291 (4); see also 3343M (1); untitled religious

syair on hawa nafsu and dunia, 3343 N (2, 3, 4)
Nagara Aji, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (110)
Nakhoda Kabasi 3343Q
Nalam masa "day (Acehnese theological poem) 3282 (reference)
Nanggara, Nanggeri Ratu, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (7, 55)
Nanggeri Agung, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (112)
Nanggeri Katun, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (51, 125)
Nangkodo Langkab Katiagan, letter of-, 3304-IV (26, 27)
Naro Maninjau, letter of-, 3304-IV (10)
Nasihat al-muslimin (wa tadkirat al-mu'minmfifada'il al-jihadfisabil Allah wa

karamat al-mujahidinjisabil Allah) 3301 (3)
Nasir ad-DTn ibn Sultan Mahmud Muzaffar Sah, story about Sultan -, 3298
Nata Kusuma (Raden), letter of-, 3388-G (2)
Natal 3344 (1,11, 20); letter from -, 3388-F (2)
Natam 3344(16)
al-Natan/Abd al-Hamidb. 'Abdallah al-Khalidi 3197
Nawaruci (Jav. story) 3240 (reference)
an-Nawawi 3301 (2)
Nenggara Batin (Sungkai), Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (123, 126)
Netscher, Elisa (1825-1880), manuscripts of-, 3258i; 3260f, k, 3300, 3300-III (6),

3301, 3343D (1); letter to -, 3388-B (12)
Netscher, Franciscus Henricus Johannes (b. 1817) 3343D (1)
Nitidipura (Mas, 'MasNitie dhipoero',Hoofd Djaksa Landraad of Buleleng), letter

sent to-, 3388-S(3)
Norris 3258c

_ Notebook 3277, 3299
Nrang (?) kusuma, letter of-, 3388-C (5) —————————————————————
Nukman, letter to -, 3388-E (61)
Ntir ad-Daqa 'iq 3 343 0
Niir al-Mubin (fi I'tiqad Kalimat as-Sahadatayn) 3260k; 3282 (reference)
Nuruddin ar-Raniri, see ar-Ranm
NyaiMunah 3298
Ogan Ulu, Lampung request to the controleur in -, 3387aa (6)
Ogus(Wq/0 3209
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Olphen, Abraham Isaac van (Resident of Ternate), letter to —, 3304-1 (4, 5)
Costing, Hendrik Jan (b. 1842), Dutch letter of-, 3222D (3)
Pabiyan, notes on the margas of-3387aa (101); letter in - dialect, 3387aa (105)
Padang 3260a (9-13), 3260f, 3303, 3313, 3337, 3342, 3343a; chronicle, 3303-1 (9);

letters, 3304-IV (passim); law for the Malays, 3304-V; letter sent to -, 3388-F (2)
Kampung Beruk, 3205 (3), 3312; letter from-, 3388-F (5)
Kampung Gurija Laut, letter from —, 3388-A (36)
Kampung Palmggam 3303-1 (8), 3344 (12)
Kampung Pondok 3304-IV (letters,pass™); 3340, 3344 (passim)

Pakiah Rajo (author of Syair Martabat Tujuh) 3335(3)
Pakiah Sultan, see Tuanku di Jambak
Pak Ik, contract of-, 3344 (22)
Pakuwon, Lampung report on -, 3387aa (29); Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (37);

reference to-,3387aa (71)
Pakuwon Agung, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (31, 54)
Palembang, letter from, 3388-A (19, 25, 29), 3388-E (24, 30), 3388-F (11); letter sent

to- 3388-A (14)
Kampung Sura 3375
Kampung 9 Ilir, letter from -, 3388-E (45)
Kampung 13 Ilir Sungai Rendang, letter sent to -, 3388-E (41)
Kampung 15 Ilir (Siangan), letter sent to -, 3388-E (44)
Kampung 16 Ilir, letter sent to -, 3388-A (26)
Kampung 31 Ilir, letter from -, 3388-A (28); 3388-F (7)
Kampung 35 Ilir, letter from -, 3388-E (35)
Kampung Lumpur, letter sent to -, 3388-E (32)
Kampung 8 Ulu, letter from -, 3388-E (9, 39)
Kampung 12 Ulu Sungairasau, letter from -, 3388-A (35)

al-Palimbani. Abdul Samad (or 'Abd as-Samad al-Palimbam) (d. 1190/1776) 3284,
3285, 3286, 3301 (3), 3374 (12)Palm, Carel Hendrik (1814-1864) 3343A

al-Palimbani, Muhammad b. Ahmad (or Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Palimbani), 3300-
II (8)

palmoscopy 3277 (6)
Pal Nabi (lav.) 3343P (1)
Palrejang 3372(2)
pancaindera, treatise on -, 3291 (3)
Panembahan Anom of Sukadana, letter of-, 3388-B (5)
Pangeran Angabehi 3251 (Jav. letter)
Pangeran Ardikusuma (in Laut Pulau), letter of-, 3388-E (22)
Pangeran Indera Diraja Amir (ruler of Langkat), letter of-, 3388-K (1-2)
Pangeran Laksamana of Sambas, letter of-, 3388-E (2)
Pangeran Raka Pasirah (in Martapura), letter of-, 3387aa (39)
Pangeran Ratu (of Palembang) 3300-11(6) ___________
Pangeran Ratu Kupala Bandar, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (40)
Pangiran Sanipang (?), Lampung letter of-, 3387aa (18)
Pangeran Syarif Abdul Rahman al-Qadri
Pangeran Syarif Hasyim b. Tengku Sayyid Muhammad Zain al-Qudsi
Pangeran U'bar (?), mentioned in Lampung letter of, 3387aa (74)
Panglimo Awang (Mal. story) 3204 (reference)
Panji Angreni (Jav. story) 3375 (reference)
Panji story 3216a-b, 3236, 3238, 3253, 3254

Pantun Orcmg Muda 3339 (2)
pantuns, 3203,; 3257a; 3260e (2) (from Syair Bidasari), 3263e (1-2) (from Ternate),

3301 (inserted page); 3340 (3); 3343c (2) (from Munsyi Abdullah's Kisah
Pelayarar, Abdullah); Minangkabau, 3343C (1), 3386G

PasaRao, 3304-IV (18)
Pasar Dermayu

Kampung Karmunan, letter sent to-, 3388-E (51)
Pasemah 3387h (reference)
Pasuruan

Kampung Kalingguan, letter to -, 3388-E (47)
Patani Patani version of the Undang-mdang Melaka, 3199 (3)
ai-Patani. Ahmad b. Muhammad Zain, 3282 (reference)
Patani, Daud (or Dawud b. 'Abd. Allah b. Idris al-Fatanl) 3200 (2); reference to -,

3277 (23), 3288
pauhjanggi 3196
pawnkon, see Wukon Jawa
Pekalongan, letter from -, 3388-E (50)
pelanduk (Min. palanduaK), see Kaba Pinjaro
Pematang

Kampung Kiai Taming Yuda, letter sent to -, 3388-A (17)
Penjalang, letter of the head of- to the Dutch controleur about the rapport ladang

marga, 3387aa (59)
Penyengat 3376; letter from -, 3388-B (8, 14)

Kampung Kota Rantang 3368
Pietersen, referred to in letter, 3388-E (25)
Pijnappel, Jan (1822-1901), manuscript of-, 3320 (1)
Pik, G.K., Dutch-Malay-Rejang wordlist of-, 3387bb (7)
Pi't (Encik), see f-y-d(?)-y h-alif-ng-n k-w-r-1-y-b-y-r (Encik)
Pontianak, letter from -, 3388-A (17), 3388-F (1), 3388-H (3); letter sent to -, 3388-E

(31)
Kampung Kantor, letter from - 3388-A (26)

Prawirayuda (Mas), referred to in a letter, 3388-C (5)
Prayers, see doa
primbon, see Notebook and Kitab Miijarabat
Prophetic Tales 3219 (Sundanese, reference), 3260b (Javanese)
Prophets, enumeration of-, 3372 (19)
Pulau Kangean, letter sent to -, 3388-F (6)
Punggug, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (111)
Puntakusuma (Raden, in Banyuwangi), Javanese letter of-, 3388-V (35)
Puspa Negara b. Kasan Aji (Raden), seal of- in Lampung letter, 3387aa (8)
Pusrajaya(?) (Raden), Lampung letter of-, 3387aa(10)
Pusranagara (?) (demang of Abung), letter of-, 3387aa (67)
Puspa Yuda (Kiai Demang, in Kuala Sabuk), letter of-, 3388-F (4)——————————
Putah (Nyimas, in Palembang), letter of- 3388-A (25)
Puling Ratu (chief of Sukadana), Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (3)
al-Qadri, Abdul Rahman b. almarhum Sultan Syarif Qasim letter of-, 3388-B (11)
al-Qadri. Pangeran Syarif Abdul Rahman (b. 1742, d. 1808, r. 1772-1808, 1s1 Sultan

of Pontianak), letter of-, 3388-F (1)
al-Qamus 3233 (3)
Qissat Sayyidina Abii Bab' as-Siddiq 3231 (3) ";
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al-Qudsi. Pangeran Syarif Hasyim b. Tengku Sayyid Muhammad Zain (in
Banjarmasin), letter of-, 3388-E (12)

Qur'an, notes on Qur'anic verses, 3277 (14); Sura 1, 3422B; Sura 93, 3291 (5); Sura
112, 3422B; Javanese commentary of Sura 1, 3299 (14)

Rabi'a (Encik) 3237
RadenBangka 3300-11(10)
Raja Alam (jura tulis in Padang), letters to -, 3257c, 3304-IV (passim); 3303-1 (8)

(reference), 3344 (passim)
Raja Ali Haji of Riau 3368; letter of-, 3388-B (4, 16-17, 19)
Raja Burhanudin, letter to -, 3388-K (1-2)
Raja Haji Abdullah Sultan Alauddin (Yang Dipertuan of Riau), letter of-, 3388-B (3)
Raja Haji Muhammad (wakil Seri Paduka Yang Dipertuan of Riau), letter of-, 3388-

B (7-8)
Raja Hasylin (or perhaps Husyain?), letter of- in Sungai Raya, 3388-B (6)
Raja Hitam, letter to -, 3304-IV (5)
Raja Imbitlu Man (Batak rendition of the Hikayat Bayan Budimari) 3208 (reference)
Raja Kalzum (author of Syair Saudagar BodoK) 3368 (reference)
Raja Muhammad Yusuf (10th Yang Dipertuan Muda of Riau, r. 1858-1899),

letter of-, 3388-B (12)
Raja Saleha (possible author of Syair Abdul Muluk) 3368 (reference)
Raja Surawasa, letter of- 3304-IV (12)
Raja Tuktung, Tutung or Tungtung (Raja of Tukka), see Syair Raja Tungtung
Ramdani (?), letter of- and Garliang (?) Muda, 3388-A (36)
Randah Sandi, Lampung letter of-, 3387aa (114)
randai performances, see Kaba nan Tungga
ar-Ranm.,Nuruddin ar-Raniri (Nur ad-Din Muhammad b. 'All Hamld ar-Ranm. c

1050/1640) 3101 (1), 3234 (1), 3278, 3288 (reference), 3291 (1, 2), 3300-11 (6,
10), 3301 (6, 9); 3343D (2), 3380 (2) (reference); see also Bustan al- 'Arifin and
Bustan as-Salatm

Raslan b. Ya'qub b. 'Abd ar-Rahman al-Jaban al-DimasqT (d. c 695/1296) 3300-11 (9)
Ratna (Siti, in Serang), letter of-, 3388-A (16)
Rawda b. Salim ibn Uthman Ba Syuaib
ar-Razi. Muhammad b. Zakarfya' (d. 311/923 or 320/932) 3299 (reference)
Rejang, words, 3387w (2-5); literature, 3387bb; Dutch-Malay-Rejang wordlist,

3387bb (7); explanation of Rejang writing, 3387bb (8)
Rembang, letter from -, 3388-F (8)
rencong, literature, 3422A-E; story, 3387w (7)
repellent (penolak) 3277 (17), 3299; see also charm and repellent
Riau 3199, 3210, 3368, 3375; letter of the Yang Dipertuan Muda of- 3321-IV/3;

letter of the Yang Dipertuan, Raja Haji Abdullah Sultan Alauddin, 3388-B (3); see
also Penyengat
KampungBugis, letter from-, 3388-E (42) ___________________

~~ Kampung Baharu, letter from -, 3388-E (7)
Ringawan (island), 3304-IV (14)
Risalafi'l-tawhid 3300-11(9)
Riwayakna Marakarma (Macassarese version of the Hikayat Si Miskin) 3319

(reference)
ar-Riyad (fi'1-Luga al- 'Arabiya) 3233 (3)
Riydd as-Salihm 3255 (7)
Roemagiet, Roeland Henderik, letter of-, 3388-C (8-9)
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Rornmering (Controleur), letter to -, 3387aa (39)
Roorda van Eijsinga, Philippus Pieter (1796-1856), poems of-, 3218; editor of Syair

Abdul Muluk, 3368
Rosenbeer (?), Haroon 3333
Rost, Rheinholt (1822-1896), English letter of-, 3222 D (1, 4)
Royal Asiatic Society, notes on manuscripts in the -, 3257c, 3258b, 3260q
Said Husain (b. Ali Syihab from Gresik), letter of-, 3388-A (31)
Sabil al-hidaya wa 'r-rasdd 3301 (13)
Sa'd ad-Din b. Haji Muhammad Sungai Banar (Haji), letter of- and Abdul Rahim b.

Haji Muhammad Said al-Abiu (?), 3388-E (1)
Safiyatuddin (Sultanah of Aceh, 1641-1675) 3255 (6)
sagata (Lampung four-line song) 3387x (8, 12)
as-Sahah 3231 (6), 3233 (3)
Said Tasim (tuan boomwachter in Batavia), letter to -, 3388-A (1-2)
Sa'idah (Nonya), letter to -, 3388-A (33)
Sail(a?) Teluk Sailong, letter to -, 3388-E (23, 29)
Sa 'ir Anak Prawan, see Syair Perempuan Bujang
Sa 'ir Miskin, see Syair Perempuan Bujang
Sakondar, Serat-, 3258a
Salasilah orang kerajaan bertanam lada hitam 3303-1 (8)
Salawat(frs.) 3277(10)
Salehah (in Martapura), letter of- 3388-E (13, 14)
Salihah (in Bandung), letter of- and Ki Agus Abdul Rahim, 3388-E (53)
Salung Caya Nageri (Lampung song) 3387y (7)
Sambas, letter from -, 3388-E (2, 32)
Saminah (Siti, in Muntok), letter of-, 3388-E (38)
Sampit, letter from -, 3388-E (11); letter sent to - 3388-E (8)
Sangun Kara (chief of Bandar), Abung letter of-, 3387aa (81)
as-Sanusiya 3300-11 (14)
Sapan (or Aspan?), letter of-, 3388-A (24)
Sapirin, see Ibn Fadli
Saputih (Lampung district), Lampung letters, 3387aa (passim)
fal-ISaqqaf. Ibn Ahmad (Syaikh, in Semarang), letter of-, 3388-E (3)
al-Saqqaf. Sayyid Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Abdul Rahman, letter to -, 3388-E (5)
[al-ISaqqaf. Sayyid al-Syarif Ahmad b. almarhum al-Habib Alawi letter to, -, 3388-E

(36)
Sarifa (in Batavia), letter of- 3388-E (31)
Sasak, treatise on - language, 3361
Sasmito 3252 ('Maas Mangoen Sasmito')
Sasrawikrama (Mas Behi, in Madiun), letter of-, 3388-E (6)
Sawal (juragan), letter to -, 3388-A (30)

— Sawl berdundun 3422A, C
Sayr as-Salikm (ila 'ibadat Rabb al- 'alamiri) 3285, 3286, 3301 (1), 3374 (12) ———
Sayyid Hamid b. Yasin al-Habsyi
Sayyid Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Abdul Rahman al-Saqqaf
Sayyid Syaikh b. Umar b. Muhammad Musawi, letter of-, 3388-B (2)
Sayyid al-Syarif Abdul Rahman b. almarhum al-Habib 'Alwi b. Abdullah al-'Aydarus,

letter to -, 3388-B (2)
Sayyid al-Syarif Ahmad b. almarhum al-Habib Alawi [al-]Saqqaf
Sayyid al-Syarif Muhammad b. Yusuf b. Husain al-Ahdal al-'Anqawi
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Sayyid Umar b. Abdul Rahman al-Habsvi
Sayyid Umar b. Saleh b. Syaikh Abu Bakar (in Temate), letter of- 3388-E (52)
Schiff, D.W. (Resident of the Lampung districts) 3211; referred to, 3387h, 3387H (1)
Schlosser, Johannes Albertus (d. 1713) 3303-1 (6)
Schoemann, Karl (1806-1861), notes on manuscripts of- 3300; 3300-III (4); copy of

a manuscript of-, 3343 D (2)
Sebakuan, letter sent to -, 3388-E (2)
sects, the 73 -, 3255 (5)
Sejarah Melayu 3199 (7) (reference), 3210, 3260a (1), 3260d (reference), 3300-1 (6)
Sejarah Tuanku Batu Badan 3205 (2) (reference)
Semarang, letter from -, 3388-E (3); letter sent to -, 3388-E (36, 37)

Kampung Karang 3341
Kampung Melayu, letter sent to -, 3388-B (1)
Kampung Pekhojan, letter sent to -, 3388-F (8)
Kampung Pitalan (?), Petalan (?), letter from -, 3388-E (20)

Sembrada (or Sumbrada) (dalang) 3252
Serakah (Encik, in Lingga), letter of- 3388-A (15)
serambah (Middle Malay text) 3387bb (5, 6)
Serang, letter to the Resident of Banten, 3388-A (24)
Serat Sejarah Rasulullah Muhammat 3302 (2)
Serdang, letter of the Sultan of- 3388-1
Setia Pati (orang kaya), letter of- 3388-H (7)
Si Aji Panurat and Si Aji Pamasa (Batak story) 3317 (reference)
Siak, Dutch overview of the political situation in 1861, 3386Z; letters, 3388-H

(passim)
Si Alir, letter sent to -, 3388-E (16)
Siam (perhaps Siambaton?)

Kampung Boyan, letter from -, 3388-E (54)
SiAmilan 3337
Si Amir 3294
Sianab (= Sianok?) 3207
Sianok 3207
Si Arung b. Usup (in Kutai Samarinda), letter to -, 3388-A (11)
Si Badu, letter sent to -, 3388-A (36)
(Si)BaduBalu 3337(2)
Si Bana Jera (?) 3337
Si Bao Tolu (Batak story) 3317 (reference)
SiBibit 3243
Siboga 3344(25)
SiBuju(?) 3337
Si Buyuang Tangah (in Siboga), letter of- 3344 (25)
Si Buyung Kecil, letter of- 3388-A (22) .________————————————
Si Dayang Rindu, see Tatimbai Si Dayang Rindu
sifat duapiiluh, -, 3277 (23); notes on-, 3299 (11)
Si Gambo-Gambo (Kampung) 3304-11
Sigit (Raden Mas), untitled Javanese prose story featuring -, 3385 (14)
Si Itam, letter to -, 3388-E (25)
Si Kawan di Pasir 3212
Si Langag (?), letter from -, 3344 (18)
Si Langkawi, letter from-, 3344 (16)
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Si Leco (copyist) 3372
Si Liek (a.k.a. Marah Nujum, writer/copyist) 3203, 3294, 3295
Si Magah (?), letter of-, 3388-H (1)
Si Ma'AH 3337
Si Malin Demon (Batak story) 3203 (1)
Si Manjau Art (Min. story) 3204 (reference)
Si Mayulih of Natal, letter of-, 3344 (24)
Si Nayang (in Muara Beliti), letter of-, 3388-A (37)
Singapore, letter sent to -, 3388-E (3, 5, 10, 17, 22)

Kampung Bangkahulu, letter sent to, -, 3388-E (16)
Kampung Jawa(h), letter sent to -, 3388-E (9, 21, 25)
Kampung Gelam, letter sent to -, 3388-E (18-20, 23, 26, 54)
Kampung Gelang (= Gelam?), letter sent to -, 3388-E (13, 14, 49)
Kampung Rocoh, letter sent to -, 3388-E (15); letter from -, 3388-F (9)
Kampung Tamir Sungih (?), letter sent to -, 3388-E (11)
Kampung Tanjung Pagar, letter sent to -, 3388-E (28)
Kampung Teluk Belanga, letter from -, 3388-B (11); letter sent to -, 3388-E (27,
29)

Singkir, letter sent to -, 3388-A (36)
Sinjung (Encik) 3375
Sintang, letter sent to -, 3388-H (3)
Si Parmisin (Batak story) 3317 (reference)
Sirat al-mustaqim 3278, 3300-III (4), 3343D (2)
Si Sakapiang (Min. literary character), see Thumbling
Si Samparono 3294
Si Satar, letter to -, 3304-IV (14)
sisindai, Min. folkstories on-, 3203 (5), 3303-11 (9)
SiTahir 3374(10)
SiTamai'e 3374(10)
Si Tatah, letter to -, 3388-F (2)
Si Timbul 3344 (26) (reference)
Sittin, see Sitttin Mas 'alafi'l-Fiqh
Sittim Mas 'alafi'l-Fiqh 3260k
Situbondo, letter from -, 3388-A (13)
SiTukar 3374(10)
Si Ubik Api (in Batavia), letter of- 3388-E (25)
Si Yabut (in Padang), letter of-, 3388-F (5)
Sloet van de Beele, annotated copy ofLes Mamiscrits Lampongs, en possession de M,

le Baron Sloet van de Beele, 3391b (1)
s-m-f-r-n-a-y-l (in Natal), letter of-, 3388-F (2)
Soemodhiwirio, see Sumadiwirya

— Sohat, see as-Sahah
Sorkam 3289,3317,3333,3338 ——————————
South Sumatra, lexicographical notes, 3387w (6), 3387dd (3)
statecraft, Javanese treatise on - with Mat. translation, 3266o
Steen (resident of Buleleng), letter to -, 3388-A (38)
Stiden, Mr van (or Van Steden, Van Stieden), letter to -, 3343 L (3)
Subadra, lakon Sembadra Larung 3239 (1) (reference)
succession, Islamic regulations concerning -, 3383
Suganda ('Hariosoegondo'), signature, 3388-W
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Suhaimi (Suhaim!'Aidarus'Uthman, Batavian author) 3339(1-2)
Sulaiman, Jav. notes on magic from Bagenda Suleman, 3299 (14)
Sukadana, letter sent to -, 3388-A (32, 35); Lampung letters from -, 3387aa (3, 26,

33); letter of Panembahan of-, 3388-B (5)
Sukamo, Jav. letter of-, 3388-V (49)
Sultan Alam Bagagas Syah, letter by son of-, 3304-VI
Sultan Basyirudin Saiful Alam Syah (Sultan of Serdang, r. 1851-1879), letter of-,

3388-1
Sultan Burhanudin, letter to -, 3388-J
Sultan Muhammad Syah (ruler of Lingga) 3210
Sultan Syarif Qasim Abdul Jalil Saifudin (10lh Sultan of Siak, i. 1864-1889), letter of-

3388-H (5-6)
Sumadiwirya ('Soemodhiwirio', Buleleng), letter of-, 3388-L (1); Javanese letter to-

3388-V (35, 49-50), 3388-W (107)
Sumbai, report, 3387aa (61)
Sumenep, see Genealogy of the Sultans of Sumenep
Sundanese, letters, 3343P (2), 3387cc
Sungai Barameh 3344(22)
Sungai Limau 3335 (3)
Sungai Cerek 3337
Sungai Raya, letter from -, 3388-B (6)
superstitions, English publication about 'Malay superstitions', 3258g
Surabaya, letter sent to -, 3388-E (12); letter from -, 3388-E (46)

Kampung Ampel, letter from -, 3388-E (17)
Kampung Babat, letter to -, 3388-E (38)
Kampung Baluarti, letter sent to -, 3388-E (40)
Kampung Gang Sulaiman, letter from -, 3388-B (2)
Kampung Kaputran, letter sent to -, 3388-A (10)
Kampung Melayu 3343G
Kampung Panggung, letter from -, 3388-B (1)
Kampung Pasar Kecil, letter from -, 3388-E (21)

Surakarta (South Sumatra), Lampung report, 3387aa (17), Lampung letter from -,
3387aa(36, 85)

Suraprana (dalang) 3251
SuratBintang 3301 (12)
Surat bujang kasiyan 3422E
Swat cap-cap dan kepala surat-surat raja Melayu 3199(6)
Surat hitungan orang Arab dan orang Cina 3386 W (3)
Suratperaturan Dull yang Dipertuan Muda di negeri Riau 3199 (5)
Surat Undang 338,7i-j
Surat Undang-undang 3376
Surau Gadang 3330
Suryakusuma (Pangeran) 3266o
Sutan Burhanudin, letter to -, 3388-1
Sutan Deman (perhaps the same as - Katiagan?), letter of-, 3304-IV (24)
Sutan Deman Katiagan (perhaps the same as Sutan Deman?), letter of-, 3304-IV (22)
Sutan Ibadat (owner) 3303-1(1)
Sutan Ibrahim, letter of-, 3304-IV (16), 3344 (27); see also Ibrahim
Sutan Iskandar, letter of- 3304-IV (2)
Sutan Majolelo, letter of-, 3344 (31)

Sutan Makhudum, letter to -, 3304-IV (11)
Sutan Mangun Tuah, letter of-, 3304-IV (1)
Sutan Marah Himpun (?), letter to -, 3304-IV (10)
Sutan Nangkudun, letter of-, 3304-IV (28)
Swart, auction of Mr -, 3387aa (68)
syahadat, treatise on, 3277 (12, 19, 22); notes on sahadat iman, 3277 (9, 20); 3299
Syainir (?) Sunda Sedikit 3343P (2d)
Syair Abdul Mitluk 3368 *.
Syair Anggun Cik Tunggal 3327 (reference)
Syair Barma Sahdan 3256 (reference)
Syair Bayan Budiman 3340 (2) (reference)
Syair Bidasari 3258b (reference), 3260e (2) (pantuns)
Syair Biring-biring 3306 (3) (reference)
Syair Bujang (piatu), see Syair Perempuan Bujang
Syair Bunga 3342 (1); 3346 (reference)
Syair Bunion, see Syair Silindang Delima
Syair Burung (I) 3202 (note); 3341
Syair Burung (II) 3242(2)
Syair Burung Nuri 3340 (2)
Syair Burung Nuri mimpi bersuntingkan Bunga Cempaka 3340 (2) (reference)
Syair Bitstan al-Salatin 3234 (1) (reference)
Syair Dagang 3374(10)
Syair Dzikir 3343 M (2); cf. 3343 N (2)
Syair Haj, see Syair Makah dan Madinah
Syair Hidayat 3234 (1) (reference)
Syair Hukum Tajwid 3260k (reference); 3331
Syair Ikan 3320(2)
Syair Ikan Tambera 3303-1 (11), 3306 (3)
Syair Jaran Tamasa 3300-1(31)
Syair Kampung Gelam Terbakar 3346
Syair Kampung Tengah dimakan apt, see Syair Kampung Gelam Terbakar
Syair Karangan Bintan 3260a (8)
Syair Kembang 3342 (1) (reference)
Syair Ken Tambuhan 3375; 3258b (reference)
Syair Kupu-kupu 3306 (3) (reference)
Syair Laksana, see Syair Silindang Delima
Syair Makah dan Madinah 3335 (1), 3336 (1), 3337 (1), 3338; note on- 3374 (13)
SyairMa'rifat 3370(1)
Syair Martabat Tujuh 3335 (3); note on -, 3374 (14)
Syair Mimpi 3237(2)
Syair Nabi Allah Ayub 3332

__ Syair Nasehat 3320(2)
Syair Nuri 3340 (2) (reference) —————————————————————
Syair orang berbuat amal 3300-1(7)
Syair Perahu 3263a, 3374 (11); note on-,3260f
Syair Perempuan Bujang 3339(1)
Syair Raden Saputra 3373
Syair Raja Tungtung 3205(2)
Syair rukun haj, see Syair Makah dan Madina
Syair Sari Banian Sallindung Delima 3330 (2) (reference)
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Syair Sandagar Bodoh 3368 (reference)
Syair Sejarah Sultan Fansuri 3303-1 (1,2)
Syair Seribv Masalah 3343M (3), N (1)
Syair Si Btinmg Pingai 3260f (note on —)
Syair Sidang Fakir 3260f (note on -)
Syair Sifat Dua Puluh 3343M (1) (reference)
Syair Silambari 3300-1(8)
Syair SilindangDelima 3330 (2), 3333, 3334
Syair Silindung (Si Lindung) Delima, see Syair Silindang Delima
Syair Singapura terbakar 3346 (reference)
Syair Siti Akbari 3368 (reference)
SyairSitnur 3335 (2), 3336 (2), 3337 (1); note on- 3374 (13)
Syair swat kirim kepadaperempuan 3300-1 (9)
Syair Tajwid Kuran, see Syair Hiikum Tajwid
Sams al-afaq (fi 'Urn al-hurufwa 'l-awfaq) 3300-11 (12)
Sams ad-Din b. abl 'Abd Allah as-Samatra'T (or Syamsuddin of Pasai, d. 1039/1630)

3335 (3) (reference); 33430
SarbM' (d. 977/1569-1570) 3255 (7)
Sarh al-lrsad 3255 (4)
Syarif Muhammad b. almarhum Syarif Ahmad Bahain (in Sampit), letter of-, 3388-E

(12)
Syarifah Talha binti Sayyid Umar b. Saleh, letter to -, 3388-E (52)
Svihabudin. Husain b. Muhammad ibn - (in Palembang), letter of-, 3388-E (30)
Svihabudin. Muhammad b. Husain ibn -, letter to -, 3388-E (30)
Svihabudin. Haji Muhammad Saleh b. Haji Ahmad, letter to - and Abu Bakar b.

Abdul Kadir, 3388-E (39)
Svihabudin Syaikh Banjar (Haji), letter to -, 3388-E (1)
Syima, see Karsyima
Taddkir al-yaqm, see Tadkir al-yaqm
Tadakkur al-gabi 3290 (reference)
Tadkir al-yaqm 3290
Tafsir al-Jalalain 3224a-b
at-tahara, notes on ritual purification, 3277 (16), 3343B (2)
faj as-Salatln 3214 (3), 3234 (2), 3260a (3)
Tajul Muluk Amiruddin Iskandar Kaulain Syah Putera (Kaicili) Muhammad Zain

(Sultan of Ternate, r. 1823-1859), letter of- 3304-1 (4)
tajwid, seven texts on - 3301 (8)
tambo 3303-1 (3, 7); - Minangkabau, 3304-VI, 3382 (1)
Tambusai (Yamtuan Besyar), letter of-, 3388-J
al-Tamlml, Ahmad b. Muhammad 3301 (7)
Tamjid Ullah Al-wassik Bilah (last Sultan of Banjarmasin, abdicated in 1859) 3221

(reference)
-Tarn Tuah, letter to -, 3 3 04-IV (13) ————————————

Tanah Abang, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (45)
Tanbih al-'amilfitahqiq al-kalamji'n-nawafil 3301 (2)
tangguh 3387k-l
tanjung, tenjung (certain pastime in Barus) 3343C (3)
Tanjung Kamala, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (2)
Tanjung Medan 3337
Tanjung Pinang 3199 (2); letters sent to -, 3388-B (3, 7-8, 12-13, 15)
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Tanjung Ratu, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (32, 49)
Tan Teng Kie (editor of Syair Kembang), 3342 (1) (reference)
Tan Tjhan Hie (editor of Syair Ikan), 3320 (2) (reference)
Tantri 3295 (3) (reference)
at-Taqribfi'l-Fiqh 3343B (1)
Tarabanggi, Lampung letter to the demang of-, 3387aa (40, 81); Lampung letter

from-, 3387aa(79)
tarasul, Tarasul Melayu, 3260k; see also Surat cap-cap dan kepala surat-siirat raja

Melayu
al-Tanmi, as-Sanf 'AlwT b. al-Sayyid al-'Allama (-)as-Sanf AbT Bakr b. al-'Arif

billah ta'ala as-Sarif Husayn Ba Faqlr al-'Alaw! al-Husayn[i] [as-]Safi'T al-As'ari
al-Gazzall al-HadramT, 3260k

Tarjumdn al-Mustafid 3224a-b (reference)
Tasbim (Alperes), letter of-, 3388-A (12)
TatimbaiAnakDalom 3211 (1), 3387d-g, 3391e-f
Tatimbai Si Dayang Rindu 3211 (2), 3391g, 3387a-c
Tauhid ahl al- 'irfan, see as-Sanusiya
Tebing Tinggi, letter from -, 3388-E (16); letter sent to -, 3388-A (37)
Tegal, letter sent to -, 3388-E (50)

Kampung Pasayuran, letters sent to -, 3388-A (4-8, 12); see also Kampung Sarin
(below)
Kampung Sarin (perhaps a mistake for Pasayuran?), letter sent to -, 3388 (18)

Teluk Betung (Telug Betong), Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (107); letter sent to -,
3388-E (6), 3388-F (7, 11)
Kampung Pagar, letter sent to -, 3388-F (7)

Teluk Dalem, Telug Dalem, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (109)
tembai ('myth of origins'), teremba ('genealogy') 3263a (copy of IOL Malay D 11)
Tengku Aisyah binti Ali 3101 (2) (reference)
Tengku Ismail, letter to -, 3388-H (1)
Tengku Putera, letter of-, 3388-B (20)
Tengku Uda Raja (of Kuala), mentioned in an IOU, 3388-G (1)
Terang, letter sent to -, 3388-A (15)
Ternate, pantitns from -, 3263a, order by Sultan of-, 3263e; writer/copyist from -,

3301 (8)
Kampung Cina, letter from -, 3388-E (52)

t-f Siarudin, letter to -, 3388-E (38)
theology, fragments of a theological work about God as Creator of the world, 3386W

(2)
Thomson, John Turnbull (1821-1884) 3210 (reference)
Thumbling (Min. folkstory) 3203 (4), 3303-11 (10)
Tiyuh (?) Balah, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (75)
Tibyanfi ma' rifat al-adyan 3291 (1)
travel permit from the Lampung districts 3387aa(38) ————___________
Tuan Kecil Sutan Berahim letter to -, 3344 (21)
Tuanku Alam (I), see Raja Alam
Tuanku Alam (II) 3321-IV/13 (living in Katiagan, and hence perhaps not the same

as - (I), Raja Alam)
Tuanku di Jambak (a.k.a. Pakiah Sultan) 3233 (2)
Tuanku Malim Abdullah 3344 (29) (reference)
Tuanku Panglima Sultan Iskandar (Hoofdregent of Padang) 3343A
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Tuanku Si Gambo-Gambo 3205 (2)
Tuanku SutanCffa/a of Barus) 3 343A (2)
Tuanku Sutan Ibrahim 3203
Tuhfat al-Mursala ila Ruh an-Nabi 3260k, 1
Tuhfat as-Sailamya 3291(2)
Tuhfa-e Sarandip, see Tuhfat as-Sailamya
Tuhfat al-muhtaj 3255(4)
Tukka, see Syair Raja Tungtimg
Tulang Bawang (Lampung district), Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (passim); letter

to-, 3388-E(35)
Uoun, letter to - 3388-A (22)
'Uddat al-hisn al-hasm 3300-11 (13)
Ujeuen le mata (riwayat SitiHasanah) (Acehnese story) 3380 (2) (reference)
Ujung Karang, Lampung letter from -, 3387aa (23-24, 44, 50, 53, 106)
Ulakan 3337
Ulak Kerbau, letter sent from -, 3388-A (32)
Umar (Raden Haji, in Buleleng), letter to -, 3388-C (4, 5?, 6-7); Jav. letter to - 3388-

S (4), 3388-V (50), 3388-W (59), 3388-X
Umar b. Abdul Talib (kapitan, owner) 3309
Umar b. Sa'id Badhawi (Syaikh, in Batavia), letter of-, 3388-E (43)
'Umdat al-muhtajm 3300-11 (2)
Undang-undang adat, see adat (customs) in Barus
Undang-undang Adat (Perpatih) 3296(1)
Undang-undang Belayar 3293, 3296 (2) (reference)
Undang-undang, transliteration of Lampung text, 3387aa (40)
Undang-undang Luhak Tiga Laras 3296 (1)
Undang-undang Melaka 3199 (1), 3199 (3); 3376 (reference)
Undang-undangMinangkabau 3296 (1), 3343A (1), 3343D (1), 3382 (2)
Undang-undang laut 3199 (2); reference to -, 3199 (1), 3292
Undang-undang Moko-Moko (or: Muko-Muko) 3196 (1), 3343F
Undang-undang negeri dan pelayaran 3199 (3)
Undang-undang Perahu 3292 reference to -, 3293, 3296 (2)
Undang-undang Riau. see Swat Undang-undang
Undang-undangsambilanpucuk 3304-VI
Undang-undang Tanah Datar 3296 (1)
U Pik Lim (Babah, of Banjarmasin), letter of-, 3388-A (11)
Usin b. Hasan, letter to -, 3388-E (35)
usuran 3387bb (8)
Usyman, letter of- 3388-L (3)
Uthman b. Abdul Kadir (in Palembang), letter of-, 3388-E (39)
Uthman b. Salim b-'-y-' (Syaikh, in Cirebon), letter of-, 3388-E (4)
Utung b. Akir (owner and copyist) 3308,3319 ___

- Valentijn, Francois (1666-1727), notes from - Ouden Nieuw Oost-Indien (publ.
1724-1726), 3259c, 3321-VI

Veth, Pieter Johannes (1814-1895, see ENI 11:567-568), letter to -, 3260d (reference);
letter of-, 3368 (reference)

Vloten, Eduard Anton van (b. 1840, 'controleur te Redjang Kapahiang' in 1871-1873),
3391a; 3387w(8)

Vocabularies 3258b
Acehnese 3257h; Malay-Acehnese, 3372 (20), 3386W (1)
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Arabic-Malay 3231 (6, 7, 8, 9), 3233 (1, 2, 3), 3234 (4)
Balinese 3257h
Bisaya 3257h; Bisaya-Malay-Javanese-Balinese, etc., 3257f
Bone 3258i
Dayak 3268
Dutch-Malay-Rejang 3391a
Javanese 3257h; dialect of Banyuwangi, 3270; 3301 (18)
Lampung-Javanese, 3257d; Lampung-Malay, 3257d; Lampung dialects, 3391h
Landak-Dayak 3257e
Macassarese-Buginese 3257d
Malay 3257h, 3258h, 3301 (18); Malay-Buginese-Malagasy-Dayak-
Macassarese-Tagalog, etc., 3257g; Malay-Dutch, 3222A-C; Malay-Sundanese,
3257d
Minangkabau 3258h, 3260i (4)
Moluccas 3259c
Sangi-Manganitu 3257e
Savunese 3257h
'Sea Dayak of Sarawak' 3268a
Sundanese 3301 (18); Sundanese-Batak-Malay, 3257d; Sundanese-Malay-
Javanese-Batak, 3257d; Sundanese-Javanese, 3257d
Tagolog 3257h
Ternate 3259c
Timorese 3257h, 3259c
Tonga 3258c
unidentified language, 3387hh

Vogler (medical officer in Padang, probably a German), Rejang words of-, 3387w
(3); Rejang and Middle Malay texts, 3387bb (8)

Von de Wall, Hermann (1807-1873), Dutch letter of-, 3222D (7, 8); letters addressed
to-, 3388-8(3-11,13, 14?, 15-20)

Wariga 3258d
warning against self-exaltation (Min.) 3203 (3)
Wasiyyat an-Nabi li- 'All b. AK Talib 3233 (4)
wayang stories 3239 (1, 2), 3240, 3252
Wilkens, C.A. (d. 1884, Controleur of the Lampung districts) 3387aa (67) (reference)
Willem Iskandar (1840-1876), songs in Mandailing Batak, 3387ff
Wirakusumah, Sundanese letter of-, 3387cc (5)
wordlists, see vocabularies
WukonJawa 3302(1,3)
XiaAhBiJi, seal, 3388-A (11)
Yahya (Haji), letter concerning;'!/™ tulis -, 3388-A (38)
Yayuk Jamah (?, in Batavia), letter of-, 3388-E (51)
Yogyakarta 3343 L (3)
Yusuf al-Gani b. Sawal al-Sumbawi 3280 (reference)
Yusup (Jav. story) 3258e
Zainudin, letter sent to -, 3388-A (37)
Zakariya' al-Ansan 3300-11 (9)
zakat, Islamic laws concerning -, 3383
Zainul Abidin b. Kiai Mangunjaya (Haji, in Batavia), letter of-, 3388-E (23, 29)
Zakiyyat ad-Dm (Sultanah of Aceh, r. 1678-1688) 3301 (2)
Zarina, referred to in letter, 3388-E (25)
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ZiyadT 3255 (5)
Zuhan b. Muhammad Saleh, see Muhammad Zuhan Muhammad Kisut b. Muhammad

Saleh

2. Index of watermarks and countermarks

For a discussion of the paper used by Van der Tuuk in his Balinese period, see Hinzler
(1986, vol. 11:5-7).

ALMASSO 3388-8(19)
BATH (crowned) 3344 (26), 3388-B (1); 3388-E (29), 3388-F (10)
Beehive

with C & I HOMO 3388-B (5)
with HESPE & Comp. 3315
with P.K. SMEDING 3238(1)
with VANGELDER 3238 (13, 16, 18,20), 3321
with V G & C° and VAN GELDER 3366

Britannia 3365/3384, 3388-H (3)
with GILLING & ALLFORD 1814 3344(31)
with B & J I ALLFORD and 1847 3260J, 3300
with EVANS & Co. and 1846 3300
with GHARRIS and 1846 3300
with JOHN MIELER EXTRA SUPER GLASGOW 1860 3268a
withJOYNSON 3300
with LLOYD JAMES 3368
with LUMSDEN 3335
with LUMSDEN& SON 1879 3388-B (10)
with MUNRO 1869 3388-B (18)
with MURNRO 1870 3388-E (32)
with MUNRO 1876 3388-F (3)
with MUNRO 1881 3258d(5); 3388-A(17)
with T H SAUNDERS & Co and 1846 3300

BUTTANSHAW
with 1798 3209

Coat-of-Arms 3387x (7, 14), y; 3387aa (79)
with a climbing bear (or dog?) 3234
w i t h L L & C 0 3387t, x (12), y(6), z (2-4)

Coat-of-Arms of Amsterdam
with HOLLAND 3205
with'HOLLAND IMV (or VMI?) 3200, 3281, 3290, 3297, 3306, 3314, 3338
with IV 3209
w i t h L L & C 0 3391(d,f-h)______________________________
with VAN GELDER 336T
wi thVGZ(? ) 3385

Coat-of-Arms of Zeeland
with Zeelandia

crowned Coat-of-Arms
with ANGOULEME MIDI (?) 3219 (inserted paper)

COMP 3365/3384

Concordia 3262 (5), 3325, 3387aa (2-3, 7-8, 12, 15-16, 23-24, 53, 61, 69, 71, 82, 85-
86,91,97, 100, 103?, 104,106, 109-110,112, 116,120, 125); 3388-C (1), 3388-E
(23, 28), 3388-S (2)
withB 3199,3200
withCH 3391g
wi thDK&Z" 3374
wi thEDG&ZN 3244,
withEDC& z 3344(28)
with Erve Wijsmuller 3196,3219,3221
withEW 3219
withGHK 3205
with GJW PANNEKOEK 3211 (3), 3214 (1)
with H F DE CHARRO & ZONEN 3385
withHK 3214 (2 and 3)
with J de Rooij 3260h
withLVG 3253
withSS&Z 3201,3244
wi thTS&Z 3219,3249
with VDL 3214 (4), 3244, 3249, 3260e, 3312, 3386Z, 3387a, z (6)
withVHK 3200
withVG 3203, 3204, 3372, 3387aa (49)
with VAN GELDER 3204, 3211 (1), 3246, 3248, 3252, 3294, 3295, 3367, 3386W
(1), 3387k, n-q, x (13), z (5), 3387aa (60, 128), 3387bb (7), 3388-A (9), 3388-E
(18,51)
with WA Sanders 3387s
with WASSENBERG & COMP 3251,3311
(?)withWEDLoCK£&ZN 3387bb (2, 3, 6)
withW. R&Z 3387h

Cross
with PR underneath 3215

Eendracht 3258d (6), 3387d, 3387aa (27-28, 33, 41); 3388-A (23)
with B 32601(n)
withPB 3330
with P C HENDRIKSEN 3385
with VAN GELDER 3377
with VDL 3245, 3247, 3319, 3343Q,, 3361 (?), 3385, 3387f-g, 4227
withVG 3387b

Erve Wijsmuller 3251
FERNANDOD'ALMELO ANGOULEME 3388-H (11)
Fleur-de-Lis 3209, 3344 (34), 3370 (?)

withC&IHONIG 3301, 3386W(3)
_ with crown and WR 3234

withD&CBLAUW 3236
with IV 3235
withJHONIG 3216a
with J HONIG & ZOONEN 3216b
w i t h J H & Z 3299
with IVILLEDARY
withWR 3198

Foolscap
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with (perhaps?) A H & C 3255
Gebrs van Kapri (?) 3258h
GIOR MAONANI 3388-A (28, 35), 3388-F (11)
GIOR MAGNANI and AL MASSO 3368, 3388-E (1, 10)
GLENISSON & FILS TURNHOUT 3388-K(2)
GOLDING & SNELGROVE 1810 3387e
GR (crowned) 3209, 3231, 3251, 3365/3384
HENNESSY 3344(15,33)
H F DE CHARRO ZONEN 3388-6(16)
HIK 3386W(1)
HOLLAND 3344(36)
Horn 3388-A (4), 3388-G (1), 3388-H (2)

with C PATCH 1797 3345
with M.PEREZ 1874 3388-H (1,4)
with SMITH & MEYNIER FIUME 3388-A (26), 3388-B (3, 6), 3388-E (11, 45),
3388-H (8, 12)
with SUPERFINE 1876 3388-H (9-10, 13)
with( . . . )ZdON 3388-E (38)

I H R
withET 3234

J. Hessels 3201,3250
J WHATMAN TURKEY MILL 1848 3388-A (2)
C&IHONIG 3219
JHONIG 3345
J HONIG & ZOONEN 3195a, 3209, 3217
JHonig&xxx 3218
J H & Z 3223
JOHs. ENSCHEDE & ZONEN *HAARLEM* 3260r
JOHNSON 1860 3387y(4)
K & S 1863 (that is, Keferstein & Sohn) 3388-B (12)
KRANTZ DE CHARRO 3365/3384
LACROIXFRERES 3387y (8), 3387aa (40)
Lion

with THSAUNDERS& Co and 1847 3260c
Dutch Lion 3231

withVoL 3221
rampant Lion

with 1H & Z and J HONIG & ZOONEN 3251
with J HONIG & ZOONEN 3223

rampant Lion in crowned oval
with Ei-ve Wijsmuller 3244

L L & C° 3387x (10-11), 3387aa (108); 3388-B (13)
-MAROT 3220, 3239, 3246 —

crowned medallion
with J HONIG & ZOONEN 3215

MUNRO 3388-E (2)
MUNRO 1869 3388-A (36)
NPANNEKOEK 3219
Pro Patria 3202, 3257a, 3259c, 3289, 3299, 3300, 3317, 3340, 3342, 3344 (32),

3380, 3383, 3387c-d
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with A B 3251,3287,33871
wi thAHK 3327
withB 3197, 3205, 3208, 3219, 3221, 3222B, 3244, 3260i, 3262 (2), 3307, 3316,
3318, 3343M, 3344(27)
withB &C 3371
withBG 3332
with CHK 3258(h-i), 3260(f, n), 3310, 3313, 3337 (?), 3343(A, D-F), 3372,
3381, 3386A,3387dd (2-3)
w i t h C H & Z 3296,3308,3336
withCP 3339
withCUK 3303 (?), 3304
with DE ERVEN DKBLAUW 3279
withGIB 3251
with crowned GR in a circle 3305
with H F de Charro 325 8h, I
with HOLLAND 3278,3296,3325,3335
withlSB 3251
with J de Rooij 3260i
with J H & Z 3195a, 3209, 3217, 3224b
with J HONIG & ZOONEN 3224a, 3224b, 3316
withJvD.Mz 3258g, h, 3260p
withJFMZ 3331.3343R
with KLS DE JONG 3260(l-n), 3343B
with KONING & DESJARDYN 3243
with KRANTZ & VAN LIER 3250
withLSB 3231
withPB 3284
with P.K. SMEDING 3238 (1, 2, 5, 8, 12, 15)
with T SANDERS & ZOON 3251
withTTMDECHTT(?) 3365/3384
withV(...) 3382
withVB(?) 3207,3284
withVD 3206 (?), 3282
withVoL 3219
withVDV 3251
with VG 3200, 3208, 3256, 3292, 3293, 3326, 3343(M, P), 3374
with VAN GELDER 3322 (?)
withWB 3284
with FTP 3258h
w i t h W R & Z 3248
withZ 3209

rampant lion
with J H & Z 3209,3309 ——————————————______.
with J HONIG & ZOONEN 3309

star
with AL MASSO 3388-A (15)

three crescents 3233, 3238 (1, 4-7, 11, 19), 3285, 3286, 3370
three hats

withVLG (or perhaps A FG/C?) 3242
VAN DEN VEREENIG BOEK 18xx 3202
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VAN DEN BIESEN & ZOON BATAVIA 3388-A (7)
VAN GELDER 3387aa (5, 35, 48, 76, 115); 3388-C (3); 3388-E (9), 3388-F (7)
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About this book

The present catalogue describes the collection of Malay, Minangkabau and South
Sumatran manuscripts, which once belonged to Dr. Herman Neubronner van der Tuuk
(1824-1894). This richly varied collection formed the working' library of a
maverick scholar often described as a linguistic genius/ An indefatigable worker, the
prime motive of the 'Honourable Mr Doctor of all languages' (kandjang toean doctor
segala bahasa as he was sometimes called) for collecting manuscripts was study.

Van der Tuuk was not a bibliophile interested in chasing rare and costly pieces.
Whilst connoisseurs and collectors throughout the past hundred years have been biased
in favour of'clean' copies, he did not shun ragged books and. was happy to acquire well-
thumbed scrapbooks or scruffy copies rejected from. Lending libraries. It is in this unique
collection that Van der Tuuk's peerless erudition, took, shape, reading and continually
scribbling notes in the margins of the texts he perused.

The format of this catalogue is in general the same as in Volume One. As with the
previous work, descriptions are as detailed as possible, containing extensive information
about the contents of the manuscripts and their physical appearance, together with
bibliographical references,; The attention to documents and letters, all individually
described, is also a major point of difference with previous catalogues.

Lavishly illustrated, this book displays fascinating fragments from the realm of
penmanship in insular Southeast Asia brought together'by one of its most knowledgeable
nineteenth-century specialists.

About the author ° . • .

Prof. Dr. E.P, Wieringa (1964) obtained his PhD on a Javanese text edition from Leiden
University in 1994 with highest honours. He held academic positions at his alma mater
and the University of Minister before being appointed (2004) as full Professor of
Indonesian Philology and Islamic Studies at the University of Cologne. A scholar in the
field of Indonesian, literatures, he is inter alia also the author of the first volume of
Malay and Minangkabau manuscripts in the Library of Leiden University (1998).


